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PREFACE 

In 1955 1 visited for the first time a traditional Nambudiri Brahmin 
home in a small village in southwest India. We sat on the verandah, which 
was spotlessly clean. Hospitality is a virtue common all over Asia, but my 
hosts’ generosity was overwhelming. Delicious vegetarian dishes were served 
by the eldest son—mounds of rice surrounded by preparations made from a 
variety of vegetables, spices, pickles, and fruits, among which I recognized 
cocoanut, ginger, mango, and banana. I ate all these from a banana leaf 
on the floor by myself, watched with undisguised curiosity by the male 
members of the family. Earlier, I had bathed in a corner of the garden where 
numerous buckets of water were made available. These were followed by a 
towel and a mundu, the garment of unbleached cotton that the Malabar Dis¬ 
trict Gazetteer describes as “a white cloth tied round the waist, tucked in on 
the right side, and hanging loose to the ground.” I sometimes saw women’s 
eyes through a window; more rarely, an elephant in the compound. At that 
time, though a student of the Vedanta, or “End of the Vedas,” I knew little 
about the Vedas. I considered them ancient and distant, and it would hardly 
have occurred to me to connect them with my charming hosts. As it turned 
out, they spent most of their time bathing or engaged in Vedic ritual when 
I was not sharing their company. 

During my second visit I was armed with a tape recorder, an upright 
Philips machine of ample weight and dimensions, which Professor van Bui- 
tenen had used in Poona, and which belonged to the Netherlands Organiza¬ 
tion for Pure Research (Z.W.O.). My heart sank whenever a little boy car¬ 
ried it on his head across a river. I recorded Kathakali and other Malayalam 
songs, a concerto by a famous singer, and increasing amounts of Vedic re¬ 
citation and chant. One result of these early researches was my book Nam¬ 
budiri Veda Recitation, published in 1961. 

Visits to Kerala of irregular duration followed in more rapid succession. 
In 1962 I was accompanied by J. E. B. Gray of the School of Oriental and 
African Studies. We made complete recordings, lasting some thirty hours, 
of the Rgveda recitations, Samaveda chants, and Yajurveda formulas that 
accompany the Agnistoma, a ritual celebration that lasts five days. We did 
not witness any such ritual. The brahmins recited and chanted for our 
tape recorder, and the occasion was to them like a general rehearsal. We 
tried to gain access to a real performance, but none was at hand, and we 
would not have been allowed in any case. One Nambudiri offered to organize 
a faithful imitation of the ceremony, to be performed for our sakes, but we 
declined. 

In the sixties, some leading Nambudiris became concerned about the 
weakening and possible disappearance of their Vedic traditions. At the same 
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time I began to urge that their largest ceremony, the twelve-day Atiratra- 
Agnicayana, which had occurred in 1956 and had never been witnessed by 
outsiders, should be performed once more so that it could be filmed and 
recorded. After years of intermittent discussion, in which Professor E. R. 
Sreekrishna Sarma and Dr. Asko Parpola participated, the Nambudiris 
agreed. They asked only that in exchange for being given the privilege of 
attending, filming, and recording the performance, scholars help defray the 
cost of the ritual. The Agnicayana was performed from April 12 to 24, 1975. 
The circumstances that led to this performance are related in greater detail 
in the second volume of this book (“The Agnicayana Project”: Part III, 
pages 456-475). 

Over the decades, while I was beginning to penetrate the riches of their 
Vedic heritage, I made many Nambudiri friends and came to know them 
better. I found them sincere, straightforward, and disinclined to take them¬ 
selves too seriously. After initial reluctance, they are eager to explain the 
intricacies of their recitations, chants, and ceremonies; they never claim 
knowledge they don’t really possess; they will not preach or become pom¬ 
pous, and express no interest in coming to America. Though no longer 
adverse to modernization, they remain attached to their simple habits. 
Stripped of former privileges, they have preserved their ability to practice 
the art of living. This book is offered to them with the wish that material 
progress will not destroy that rare ability. 

Agni is not only fire and the name of a God, but also the name of the 
Agnicayana ceremony itself, and the name of the bird-shaped altar con¬ 
structed during that ceremony. This book deals with Agni in all these forms. 
It is not a book primarily made from books, but derives, in the first place, 
from my Nambudiri friends. It would be difficult to list all those who have 
helped to make it possible over the years. The expertise described in the 
following pages is extensive and varied, and is embodied in a sizable section 
of the community. For example, in the course of the long Agnicayana cere¬ 
mony, the ritual implements of another rite (the pastoral Pravargya) have 
to be put on the altar in the shape of a man. One person knew precisely how 
this should be done. When the chief priest was about to perform the rite, 
he appeared and demonstrated it. 

Without being able to thank all, let me pay tribute to four Nambudiris 
upon whom I have always relied and who, at the time of writing, are in their 
seventies. Two of them have directly collaborated with me in the present 
volume, especially in its Part II: Cherumukku (Cerumukku) Yaidikan Val- 
labhan Somayajipad and Muttatukkattu Itti Ravi Nambudiri. 

Cherumukku Yaidikan, or C.V. as he is respectfully called, occupies a 
central position in the ritual realm of the Rg- and Yajurveda. He is the lead¬ 
ing force of one of the two Vaidika families who continue to perform the large 
rituals. He carries his knowledge lightly, but his authority is unquestioned. 
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He has a formidable mind, combined with an efficiency that is rare. He 
arranged for the Agnistoma recordings of 1962, and when the preparations 
for the 1975 performance (originally planned for 1974) were about to col¬ 
lapse, the situation could only be saved—and was saved—through his 
power and decisive action. 

Itti Ravi, as he is affectionately called, is the undisputed master of the 
Jaiminiya Samaveda, the school of Samaveda that survives primarily among 
the Nambudiris. He has devoted his life to the maintenance of the tradition 
of these chants: he reconstructed from his memory, with the help of his 
pupils, those that were on the verge of being forgotten, had them recorded 
whenever there was an opportunity, and committed them to writing. Thanks 
to his constant activity the materials are now at hand, and the only unpub¬ 
lished school of the Vedas is ready for publication. It was my good fortune to 
meet Itti Ravi during my first visit to Kerala. Ever since, I have learned and 
recorded from him. The extent of his knowledge is as phenomenal as the 
length of his breath. 

One of my oldest friends is Matampu Narayanan Nambudiri, B.A., 
B.L. After early training in his native Yajurveda, he took to the study of 
law and became an advocate. Like C.V. and Itti Ravi, he was politically 
active and took part in the Nambudiri Yogaksema Mahasabha, an organiza¬ 
tion concerned with the modernization of the Nambudiri caste system. Since 
he was opposed to animal sacrifice and refused to attend rites that involved 
such sacrifice, the 1975 performance was the first of its kind that he witnes¬ 
sed. His Gandhian attitude did not diminish his enthusiasm for Vedic cul¬ 
ture, and this zeal, combined with a modern outlook, made him a valuable 
ally in bridging the gaps between my plans and reality, and between some¬ 
times opposing factions. 

The doyen of Nambudiri scholars is Erkkara Raman Nambudiri. In 
1966, he recited the Kausltaki Brahmana for its editor, E. R. Sreekrishna 
Sarma. In 1976 his book Amnayamathanam, “The Kindling of Tradition,” 
was published in Malayalam. Another book on ekaha, ahina, and sattra is 
about to appear. As long as Erkkara failed to support, for respectable rea¬ 
sons, our desire to film a Vedic ritual, there was nothing that could be done 
about it. However, it is characteristic of him that when he changed his mind 
and came to feel that there is merit in having on film and tape what otherwise 
might be irretrievably lost, he also assumed full and active responsibility. In 
spite of his indifferent health, he consented to be present inside the sacrifi¬ 
cial enclosure throughout the ceremonies, so that all could benefit from his 
deep knowledge and wide experience. 

The 1975 performance was organized by Cherumukku Vaidikan and Itti 
Ravi Nambudiri. Their responsibilities and roles will become apparent in 
the course of this work. Our collaboration at the writing stage is easily 
described. The description of the performance in Part II of the present 
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volume was written in drafts that were separately submitted to C.V. and Itti 
Ravi for their scrutiny. They then sent me their corrections and additions. 
Many of these exchanges took place through correspondence, but fortunate¬ 
ly I have been able to sit at their feet again in the course of this work, and 
after the manuscript had begun to take shape. These sessions were not con¬ 
fined to the correction of what I had written. They induced me to reorganize 
the material so as to express its structure more clearly, and to incorporate 
new facts and insights. For example, much of the information on measure¬ 
ments and the ritual enclosure in the “Preliminaries” (Part II) derives from 
days spent with Itti Ravi in 1977. Late in 1978, the Smithsonian Institution 
enabled me to go to India once more and to consult with my collaborators 
for the last time before the manuscript would be completed. Some of the 
additional results of this trip are presented in three chapters of Part III 
(in the second volume). As a result of our close and extended collaboration 
I can now assert with confidence, that Part II of the book exhibits a major part 
of C.Y.’s and Itti Ravi’s combined knowledge of the ritual. The occurrence 
of their names on the title page is therefore not merely decorative. At the same 
time, I alone am responsible for mistakes that remain. 

My indebtedness to others, hardly less numerous, is for support that has 
also been indispensable. When the Nambudiris had decided to permit the per¬ 
formance to be studied and documented, an international committee was 
set up, consisting of Professors R. N. Dandekar and C. G. ICashikar (Poona), 
Klaus Mylius (Leipzig), Asko Parpola (Helsinki), V. Raghavan (Madras), 
E. R. Sreekrishna Sarma (Tirupati), J. A. B. van Buitenen (Chicago), and 
myself as chairman. Dr. Parpola initiated the correspondence, which soon 
grew into formidable proportions. We invoked the assistance of Vedic schol¬ 
ars all over the world, and the response was invariably positive. Among the 
enthusiastic supporters was Dr. Pierre Rolland, whose tragic and untimely 

death occurred in 1974. 
The first preparations began to take shape. Dr. Kashikar provided a 30- 

page description of the Agnicayana, based upon srauta sutras, sulba sutras, 
and prayogas. Dr. Parpola provided a list of the sdvnan chants fiom Jaiminlya 
sources, which was later supplemented and extended by Itti Ravi. Cherumulcku 
Vaidikan gave an oral description, in Malayalam, of the sequence ox rites to 
Professor Sreekrishna Sarma, who translated this into English in a pamphlet 
of 21 pages. Professor J. C. Heesterman from Leiden visited Berkeley during 
January-March, 1975, lectured on the Agnicayana section (Chapter 10) of 
Baudhayana Srauta Sutra, and helped me to prepare a booklet of instruc¬ 
tions for the cameramen. Mr. J. E. B. Gray, London, prepared from our 
recordings a full transcript of the recitations of the Soma-piessing day. 
I wrote a general pamphlet on the study of Vedic ritual, to be used in ap¬ 

proaching foundations. 
I felt strongly that the filming and recording should not be done by San¬ 

skrit scholars, but be in professional hands. Thus started the research for 

technical assistance and, at the same time, financial support. I have always 
hated begging for money, which has become a very time-consuming part of 
all large scholarly projects. Financial support was particularly hard to obtain 
in the seventies for projects that were not fashionable, or were considered 

to lack practical utility or “relevance.” 

Operating from Berkeley—with the advice and assistance of Dr. Mark 
Juergensmeyer, and with the help of the administrative staff of the Center 
and the Department of South and Southeast Asian Studies—I approached 
numerous foundations and individuals, generally without tangible result. 
Fortunately, we were assisted not only by the members of the executive 
committee, but also by other scholars from all over the world. I should like 
in particular to mention the active participation of Professors A. Scharpe 
(Belgium), C. von Furer-Haimendorf and J. E. B. Gray (England), N. Nalca- 
da and N. Tsuji (Japan), J. Gonda and J. C. Heesterman (Netherlands), T. 
Asch and E. C. Dimock (U.S.A)., and W. Rau (West Germany). This world¬ 
wide network resulted in the following grants, donations, and commitments: 

Smithsonian Institution, U.S.A. (in rupees) 
The Rock Foundation 
National Endowment for the Humanities, U.S.A. 
Netherlands Organization for Pure Research (WOTRO/ZWO): 

Dfl. 30,000 
School of Oriental and African Studies, London: £1500 
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft: DM 6,650 
University of Gent, Belgium: francs 65.000 
Dr. Asko Parpola, Helsinki 
Professor N. Tsuji, Tokyo 
Mr. S. Iwamoto, Tsurumi University: ¥50,000 

$49,449 
40,261 
15,000 

12,300 
3,495 
2,860 
1,672 
1,000 
1,000 
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I am especially indebted to the Smithsonian Institution, The Rock Founda¬ 
tion, and the National Endowment for the Humanities, not only because 
their contributions were the largest, but also because they sustained theii 
interest in the project and continued to support us on later occasions. 

In the meantime, the Government of India had been approached 
through the Indian Consulate-General in San Francisco, the Indian Em¬ 
bassy in Washington, Dr. Dandekar and Dr. Raghavan. Following the 
enthusiastic support of Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan, the Government of India 
expressed great interest in the project and agreed to provide the necessary 
permissions and facilitate the importation of equipment. 

The rupee grant from the Smithsonian Institution, authorized by the 
Government of India, was administered through the American Institute of 
Indian Studies. Mr. P. R. Mehendiratta of the Institute put all the facilities 
of his office at our disposal and helped with the administration of the pro¬ 
ject, its financial implementation, and the processing of numerous docu- 
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ments. His participation in the project started in 1974, and he continued to 
provide background support from New Delhi throughout the actual per¬ 
formance. A detailed financial report on the rupee grant was prepared at his 
Delhi office. Some information on our budgets will be provided in the ac¬ 
count of “The Agnicayana Project” in the second volume. 

Late in 1974, I secured the participation of Professor Robert Gardner 
of the Department of Visual and Environmental Studies, Harvard Univer¬ 
sity. Henceforward the direction of films and still photography, and indeed 
the supervision of the entire visual and sound effort, was in his hands. Gard¬ 
ner and I visited Kerala in December 1974, made the final arrangements, 
concluded agreements with the performers, and initiated a period of active 
consultation and cooperation that continued without interruption for the 
next four months. 

When the performance started on April 12, 1975, I began to realize 
that there were many basic things I did not know. I came to understand only 
then what is meant when we say that ritual is “activity” (karman). Ritual is 
not a thing that can be easily understood if one only has access to texts. More 
importantly, whatever texts may say, language does not explain such activity. 
It is we who ask for explanations in terms of linguistic expressions. For the 
ritualists, action comes first, and action, which includes recitation and chant, 
is all that counts. Now, however, a curious convergence became apparent, 
for the same holds for cameramen, photographers, and sound engineers. 
Textual scholars will find it hard to understand how much I learned about 
Vedic ritual by seeing how Robert Gardner, who until then had known 
nothing about it, set about to film it. Despite the time we had spent pre¬ 
paring for the event, the rites generally took me by surprise. We could not 
enter the ritual enclosure, and it was not always possible to see clearly. Ear¬ 
phones enabled me to hear what was going on inside while it was being re¬ 
corded on tape. All in all, I was often lost. In confusion, I would look for 
Gardner, who was always where the action was, filming it with his assistants 
there, while Adelaide deMenil was doing the still photography. I am grate¬ 
ful to them, therefore, not only for providing massive documentation, but 
also for making me see. 

While most of the films were shot by Gardner and Kevin Burke, they 
were assisted for sound by Kunju Vasudevan Nambudiripad and Professor 
M. Narayanan Nambudiripad, who, unlike all non-Nambudiris, could enter 
the enclosure. The film crew consisted, in addition, of Mankada Ravi Varma 
and Sarwesh Kumar. Most of the still photographs were taken by Adelaide 
deMenil, and a fair number by Dr. Parpola and Dr. Ikari. Professor Edmund 
Carpenter assisted with the technical organization, made sketches and 
measurements of sacrificial implements, and collected information of various 
kinds. Professors N. A. Jairazbhoy, E. Carpenter, and myself were in charge 
of the sound recordings, sometimes helped by other visitors, e.g., Dr. Romila 
Thapar. More detailed information about our equipment and mode of 

operation will be provided in the second volume. 
We returned with almost 80 hours of recorded tape, 20 hours of color 

film, more than 4,000 still photographs (color and black/white), a set of sacri¬ 
ficial implements (now in my Berkeley office), and abundant notes, sketches, 
and drawings. The first need was for an inventory of these materials. Back in 
Berkeley I began with the 20 hours of film. I had access to a balky Moviola 
editing console for less than a month, and prepared 78 pages of tentative 
annotations with the assistance of Harold Arnold, my wife Saraswathy, and 
(for the Pravargya) Wayne Surdam. The first draft of the annotations was 
completed by August, 1975, and an abridged outline is published below 
(Part V, in the second volume). These annotations were used in preparing 
the 45-minute film “Altar of Fire,” produced by Robert Gardner and myself 
and released early in 1977. In the meantime I also learned to find my way in 
the mass of tapes and photographs, though until now there has not been 
sufficient time to prepare a proper catalogue. 

The way was now paved for writing up the results. During 1976-1977, 
this work was made possible through the assistance of a research grant from 
the National Endowment for the Humanities. I started with an analysis of 
the background, which resulted in Part I of the present volume (“The Agni¬ 
cayana Ritual”). In this part, limited use is made of the data collected in 
India. Though my primary inclination is to work in the field, this first part 
could not have been written had I not been in residence at Berkeley. Our 
Berkeley Campus not only provides incessant intellectual stimulation, but its 
athletic facilities preserved my ability to transport books, films, and tapes, 
and prevented me from getting stiff when spending long hours at my desk. 
Also, Berkeley still houses some of those almost legendary scholars who 
combine insight with the unfailing control over large masses of facts. A 
telephone conversation with Edward Schafer, for example, provides precise 
answers to numerous questions in a matter of minutes. Our library would 
yield such information only grudgingly and after weeks or months of frustra¬ 
tion. 

I am therefore especially grateful to some of my Berkeley colleagues: 
Professors Murray B. Emeneau and George L. Hart of South Asian Studies 
for things Dravidian; J. K. Anderson, Thomas Rosenmeyer, and Michael 
Nagler of Classics for Greek; Leonard Lesko and Martin Schwartz of Near 
Eastern Studies for Egyptian and Indo-Iranian, respectively; Edward H. 
Schafer of Oriental Languages and Raymond N. Tang of the East Asiatic 
Library for Chinese. Robert F. Heizer of Anthropology has taught me most 
of what I now know about fire by generously providing a pile of offprints. 
Lewis and Lois Lancaster have helped me with Buddhism and pottery, res¬ 
pectively, and Margaret Lock has assisted me with Shamanism. Ned K. 
Johnson and his associates at the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology—Mer¬ 
cedes S. Foster and Steve Bailey—have informed me about birds. Joseph H. 
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Peck, Jr., of the Museum of Paleontology, has helped me with fossil am¬ 
monites. Richard Reeder of the Department of Geology and Geophysics 
identified the “chicken-fish” pebbles. 

From outside the Berkeley campus I also received a great deal of as- 
sitance, especially in connection with publications. For this I should like 
to thank Robert Gardner and his assistant Hope Norwood at Harvard, 
J. E. B. Gray in London, Jeff Masson in Toronto, Don B. Griffin in Tus¬ 
caloosa, and Barbara Miller and Dorothy Norman in New York. My in¬ 
debtedness to the articles that appear in Part III of the second volume will be 
apparent at the appropriate place. Special interest attaches to the trans¬ 
lation of the 10th chapter of Baudhayana Srauta Sutra by Yasuke Ikari and 
Harold Arnold in Part IV of the second volume. 

In preparing the text of Part II, which constitutes the bulk of the first 
volume, I derived much help from all the articles and documents that 
had been prepared, and from the numerous Vedic texts and related publica¬ 
tions, with which Vedic scholars are already familiar. However, the following 
description is principally based upon the materials we brought back from 
India. With the help of my own field notes I went repeatedly through our 
recordings, films (now available as videotape cassettes), and photographs. 
Whenever there was a discrepancy between the ancient texts and our own 
field data, I recorded the latter, checking explicitly with Cherumukku Vaidi- 
kan[or Itti Ravi if there seemed to be any reason for doubt. The reader 
should not jump to the conclusion, therefore, that unfamiliar forms are 
“mistakes,” even if elementary rules of the language seem to be disregarded, 
as for example in agnaye idam na mama, “this is for Agni, not for me” (see 
below page 47). 

While the Atiratra-Agnicayana unfolded itself in my mind in all its splend¬ 
or and perplexity, the manuscript began to grow. Dr.Ruth-Inge Heinze helped 
me to edit the manuscript and typed large portions of it in exemplary fashion. 
Ruth Suzuki typed the latter portions with fantastic speed and accuracy. My 
wife Saraswathy helped me in matters of style. Yvonne Kins, Helen Tu, 
Keith Jefferds, and Pamela MacFarland assisted in numerous ways, includ¬ 
ing style, references, and books. Adrienne Morgan prepared the illustrations 
in the text and the maps—a difficult task that she executed with expertise and 
imagination, as a glance at Figures 27-36, for example, will show. 

A difficult dilemma was whether to include in the description of the 
ritual the text and translation of the numerous recitations and chants. A 
simple alternative would be to merely refer to them by means of the numerous 
abbreviations customary among Vedists. It might be argued that, since the 
participants do not often understand them, it would be best to delete the 
texts. Be that as it may, they certainly know them. To omit them and confine 
oneself to references would not only give the book the appearance of a tele¬ 
phone directory, it would also do an injustice to the perfomance, and be 
useless to nonspecialists. I accordingly decided to provide something, and 

the next question was whether to provide texts, translations, or both. To 
omit the original form, which is ritually significant, would almost be sacrilege. 
Moreover, most readers, when presented with Sanskrit forms, would want 
to know their meaning. In the case of many of the chants, and recitations 
such as the sodasin, “the sixteenth,” there is no meaning, and so there was 
no problem. In the remaining cases, the great majority, I reluctantly decided 
to provide the text together with a translation into English. In preparing the 
texts I was helped by Pamela MacFarland, Professors R. N. Dandelcar and 
T. N. Dharmadhikari, Poona, and Professors E.R. Sreekrishna Sarma and 

S. Sankaranarayanan, Tirupati. 
In translating the texts I received a great deal of assistance. My first thanks 

go to Professor Wendy Doniger O’Flaherty, who helped me with translations 
from the Rgveda. Neither of us is a specialist in Indo-European, one require¬ 
ment for the traditional Vedic philologist. Both of us feel, however (as she 
says in the Introduction to her Anthology from the Rgveda: Penguin 
Classic, 1981) that “there is so much in the Rgveda to interest and excite 
non-Vedists, it seems a shame to let it go on being the treasure of a tiny, 
exclusive group, hidden as it is behind the thorny wall of an ancient and 
cryptic language.” The difficulties, however, are formidable: “As a result, 
there are places where the reader may be puzzled. Good. The hymns are 
meant to puzzle, to surprise, to trouble the mind; they are often just as 
puzzling in Sanskrit as they are in English.” 

One of the main features of the Atiratra-Agnicayana—its huge dimen¬ 
sions—made itself felt in connection with the translations. Wendy could not 
cover more than a relatively small portion because of her other commitments 
and the daunting distance between Berkeley and Chicago. I decided, there¬ 
fore, to follow existing translations in many cases, even though they are 
often unsatisfactory. I changed them whenever I felt I knew how they should 
be changed, and in all cases sought to improve their readability. This applies 
especially to Keith’s translation of the Taittirlya Samhita, which is in biblical 
English. The Rgveda translation by Geldner is in German, and that by Re- 
nou, almost complete, in French. Several other texts have been translated 
by others, and some have remained untranslated. All required a lot of work. 

In polishing the English translations I was helped by several students: 
Dennis Lahey, Wayne Surdam, and especially Pamela MacFarland. When 
the work was nearing completion, I learned that Professor Stanley Insler of 
Yale was translating the Rgveda and had completed nearly half of it. He 
graciously offered to look through my translations, not only of the Rgveda, 
but of all the recited texts. Again, the mass of the material constituted a 
stumbling block. Stanley scrutinized more than half the translations, and 
offered me corrections and suggestions for improvement. He spent a great 
deal of time, but it became clear that he could not complete the work without 
sacrificing every other task in which he was engaged. It is also frustrating for 
a skilled translator to correct the efforts of an unskilled colleague instead of 
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offering fresh translations of his own. Fortunately, there were several verses 
and hymns of the Rgveda that Professor Insler had already translated. 
Adding numerous others, he has given me permission to include and publish 
here for the first time the following Rgvedic verses that underlie the 29 
stuti chants of the Atiratra: 

stuti Rgveda source 

1 (bahispavamana) RV 9.62.25-27; 9.61.28-30; 9.66.10-12 
2 RV 1.12.1-3 
3 RV 1.23.4-6 
4 RV 1.7.1-2,4 
5 RV 7.94.4-6 
6 RV 9.61.10; 9.54.1; 9.61.11-12; 9.107.4-5; 

9.87.1-3 
7 RV 9.64.1-2 
8 RV 4.31.1-3 
9 RV 8.49.1-2 

10 RV 8.66.1-2 
11 RV 9.1.1-3; 9.63.7; 9.65.25; 9.101.1-2; 

9.75.1-3 
12 RV 6.48.1-2 
13 RV 6.16.16-18 
14 RV 8.21.1-2 
15 RV 8.98.7-9 
16 see pages 660-663 
17 RV 8.92.1-3 
18 RV 7.31.1-3 
19 RV 8.2.16-18 
20 RV 8.92.19-21 
21 RV 8.17.11-13 
22 RV 8.81.1-3 
23 RV 8.45.22-24 
24 RV 8.2.1-3 
25 RV 3.51.10,12,11 
26 RV 1.5.1-3 
27 RV 1.30.7-9 
28 RV 8.13.1-3 
29 RV 7.16.1-2; 7.81.1-2; 7.74.1-2. 

Stanley Insler has also contributed the translation of the text of the first 
hastra recitation by the hota priest (RV 8.48.3-4; 3.13.1-7) and the varuna- 
praghasa verses (RV 10.176.2-4; 3.29.4; 6.15.16; 3.29.8; 2.9.1-2) recited by 
the hota during the Carrying Forth of Agni (Episode 20). Stanley’s transla¬ 
tion are recognized at a glance: he uses “thy,” “thou,” and “thee,” where 
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I would have “you”. These discrepancies happen to illustrate the gap between 
Rgveda and Yajurveda, which is of the same order as that between Sha¬ 
kespeare and contemporary American literature. 

I am grateful to all who have helped me with the considerable amount 
of translation Agni has required. Excluding the translations by Stanley 
Insler, I bear the final responsibility for the form in which the translations 
now appear. In conclusion, I would like to adopt, and extend to the Yajurve¬ 
da, what van Buitenen said in his description of the Pravargya (1968, 54): 
“My colleagues will understand that my renderings ... do not pretend in 
any way to be definitive. There is hardly a line in the Rgveda which does not 
present its own problems. ... It was my intention at least to show what 
kind of hymns were recited at the ritual and I have hoped for at least a fair 
approximation of their contents.” 

Apart from Vedic Sanskrit, there are a few translations from Malaya- 
lam, the native language of the Nambudiris. With respect to these I have been 
helped most by Professor E.R. Sreekrishna Sarma. He has also established 
the text and translated the long “Praisartha” addressed to the patron of the 
ritual on the occasion of his consecration. Dr. N. S. Mooss, Vayaskara, 
Kottayam, helped me with the names and identification of plants and trees. 

The year following the completion of the text, 1979, was disastrous 
for Sanskritists and Oriental scholars generally. Four scholars of worldwide 
fame, including two members of our international committee and two con¬ 
tributors to the second volume of this book, passed away within the span of 
six months. Professor V. Raghavan, doyen of Indian Sanskritists, died on 
April 6, 1979. Professor C. Hooykaas, the leading authority on the religion 
of Bali, died on August 13,1979. Professor J.A.B. van Buitenen, still engaged 
in his translation of the Mahabharata, died on September 21,1979. Professor 
N. Tsuji, dean of Japanese Sanskritists and Vedic ritualists as well, died on 
September 24, 1979. We who remain pull closer together in a vain attempt to 

fill the gaps. 
While I was preparing the manuscript for the press, I was searching for 

a publisher. I had no success, even though I had started the search as early 
as 1975. One reason for this lack of results was that I felt that the book I 
had in mind should be illustrated with plates, using the beautiful photographs 
made by Adelaide deMenil in black and white as well as in color. This feeling 
reflected my growing conviction that ritual should not merely be read about, 
but should also be seen, and—if possible—heard. I was unwilling to com¬ 
promise by proposing to sacrifice either comprehensiveness or quality, feeling 
that the excellent materials brought back from India deserved a definitive 
scholarly account, with adequate presentation of information, texts, pictures 
and—if possible—sound. 

There was another reason for my lack of success in finding a publisher. 
Until the National Endowment for the Humanities decided to support pub¬ 
lication costs, it was relatively easy to obtain money for projects in the 
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humanities, and almost impossible to find support for publishing them. 
The assumption was, apparently, that university publishers would take care 
of the manuscripts. However, this had long ceased to be the case. No one can 
keep up with the avalanche of manuscripts that the ideology of publish or 
perish has unleashed. 

Since producing the book I had in mind would be expensive, I had to 
find the money. I wrote more letters than I care to recall. In approaching 
publishers and foundations, I received help from Berkeley’s Chancellor 
Bowker and from the Berkeley Foundation of the University of California. 
I also corresponded with UNESCO and with the Government of India. 
There are great similarities between these three bureaucracies, and we reached 
a point where I was uncertain whether their wheels were still moving, or had 
ground to a halt. In 1978, when despair was near the Rock. Foundation 
donated $90,000 to enable me to transform the almost completed manus¬ 
cript into a spectacular book. There were no formalities, no application pro¬ 
cedures, no reports, and in no time the arrangements were completed. 
Disputes arose, however, over a number of subjects, chief among them the 
Rock Foundation’s claim that Asian Humanities Press had misused the grant 
funds by spending them for ordinary working capital purposes rather than 
conserving and using them only for the material production cost of Agni. 
The publisher did not deny using the grant funds in this manner, but con¬ 
tended that it had the right to do so provided that it could replace them 
with other funds when needed. Both sides retained legal counsel. Numerous 
discussions ensued among the foundation, the publisher, the University of 
California as the formal grant recipient, and myself. The Rock Foundation 
was represented by Edward M. Stadum, and it is through his efforts that 
these negotiations were brought to a successful conclusion and publication 
was finally achieved. 

I owe a great debt to Dr. Muneo Tokunaga who checked the Sanskrit 
texts, to Professor R. N. Dandekar who supervised their printing at the 
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, and to Mrs. B. S. Staal 
who assisted with the preparation of the indexes. Insiders will note that 
these volumes are to some extent inspired by Gordon Wasson’s book 
on Soma. This is as it should be, for Agni and Soma are the closest of ritual 
companions. Moreover, I value not only Wasson’s book and his friendship, 
but admire the boldness of his hypothesis, and agree with him that Yedic 
culture is too important to be left to the Vedists. 

I am deeply indebted to Adelaide deMenil, who made the photographs 
of the 1975 performance, and permitted me to select and use what I wanted. 
Two plates were provided by Dr. Asko Parpola from his photographs taken 
on the same occasion. I am grateful to him, to Professor Cyril Birch and 
Kuo Li-ying for photographs they made in the People’s Republic of China 
and in Japan, respectively, and to Professor George Dales, who drew Plates 
22-32 and helped with the description of ritual implements. Grateful acknow¬ 

ledgement for the use of illustrations is also made to Ajit Mookerjee, London 
and New Delhi; Professor G. R. Sharma, Allahabad; the Collection of the 
National Palace Museum, Taipei, Republic of China, where I was helped 
in particular by Miss Wang Ch’ing-hung, Mr. Liu Tang-ping, and Mr. 
Mark Landes; the E.M. Scratton Collection, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford; 
the Archaeological Survey of India; and the American Oriental Society. 
I thank Louis T. Judson for helping me produce the tape cassettes that ac¬ 
company these volumes, another delicate and time-consuming task. 

The University of California, and in particular the two departments of 
Philosophy and of South and Southeast Asian Studies, have repeatedly 
allowed me to be absent, and at most other times made do with my physical 
presence when my mind was in the Agnicayana. The same holds for my 
students and my family, so much so that my son Nanoo, before he could 
properly talk, already referred to the ritual as “ugly China.” I am truly grate¬ 
ful to my colleagues, students, and family for granting me such privileges, 
without which it would not have been possible to complete this book. 

Finally I should give vent to a question that I have sometimes asked 
myself. Why should I, a philosopher and Sanskritist, have spent years of 
my life with an obsolete ceremony? Am I weary of the present? Or am I 
merely tired of words and meanings, and have turned to sounds and activi¬ 
ties? If I look at the issue negatively, this may be so, though my turning is 
still a turning of words. However, from a positive point of view, I have long 
stood in awe of this unique survival, so archaic yet so sophisticated, so close 
to the early history of man, and so lovingly preserved through millennia that 
elsewhere saw the birth and death of entire civilizations. While pyramids, 
temples, cathedrals, and skyscrapers were built and fell into decay, languages 
and religions came and went, and innumerable wars were fought, the Vedas 
and their ritual continued to be transmitted by word of mouth, from teacher 
to pupil, and from father to son. What a triumph of the human spirit over the 
limitations of matter and the physical body! A continuity verging on im¬ 
mortality—though not of any individual person. And so I found myself 
involved not merely in the past, but in the present and the future as well. 
A curious combination of circumstances and accidents put me in touch with 
this venerable tradition, and then in almost complete possession and control 
of its physical manifestations on tape, plate, and film. The time had come for 
the leading Nambudiri ritualists to be willing, indeed eager, to reveal and 
elucidate to me these cultural treasures, which had always been hidden from 
outsiders. Here was a unique opportunity, indeed a responsibility, to continue 
the oral tradition by means of a book. Here was something for which I was 
so well placed and equipped that I could almost believe that only I could do 
it. I was fortunate and responded to the challenge as a matter of course. 

San Francisco Frits Staal 
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A Note on Pronunciation ABBREVIATIONS 

The nambudiri pronunciation of Sanskrit and the pronunciation of 
Malayalam are similar. Special features of Veda recitation are mentioned 
separately (page 173). In general, in Sanskrit and Malayalam, vowels are 
pronounced as in Italian or Japanese. They are short (a, i, u, r, l) or long, that 
is, twice as long as the short ones (a, i, u, r, e, o, ai, aii). The consonant r is 
pronounced as in Italian, while the vowels r and / contain a vocalic element 
similar to the short i in the third syllable of English ability. Among the con¬ 
sonants, there is a series of dentals (t, th, d, dn, n, s) and a corresponding 
series of retroflexes or cerebrals (t, th, d, dh, n, s). The former are produced 
when the tip of the tongue touches the teeth (as in French), the latter when 
the tongue is bent backward and touches the palate (the English pronuncia¬ 
tion of t, d, n, and s is more or less in between). In the Sanskrit 5 and s, the 
tongue points in the same respective directions, but breath passes over it. 
The palatals are pronounced when the tongue touches the front of the palate: 
c as in English chair; j as in jar; n as in Spanish; and J as in sheet. The as¬ 
pirates (kh, gh, ch, jh, th, dh, th, dh, ph, bh) are pronounced with a clearly 
audible release of breath following the consonant: th as in anthill; dh as in 
bald-head, etc. The m expresses nasalization of the preceding wowel. The 
Nambudiri h sounds almost like the ch in German ach (which is different 
from the pronunciation elsewhere in India, which is like an h followed by a 
short echo of the preceding vowel). In Yajurveda, h sounds fully like German 
or Arabic ch, when followed by k. In Yajurveda and Samaveda it sounds like 
/when followed by p. The h is pronounced like ng. Most other consonants 
are pronounced as in English. 

Malayalam sounds differ from Sanskrit in several respects. Under certain 
conditions, the dentals are pronounced like alveolars, as in English, where 
the tip of the tongue touches the upper ridge of the teeth, close to the palate. 
The /a, which is characteristic of the Jaiminiya Samaveda, is pronounced 
like r in American English, but further back. The /a is retroflex, the ra is 
palatal, and the tta is similar to the double t in English attention. Many 
words in Malayalam end in a short vowel, like the vowel between English 
but and French tu. This is transliterated as it. 

Unlike English, Sanskrit differentiates between the stem of a noun (e.g., 
agni, visnu, savitr) and the nominative case (e.g., agnih, visnuli, savita). I 
generally refer to nouns by their stem form, except for the names of some of 
the priests, such as hota, pratiprasthata, etc., because the Nambudiris refer 
to them in this form. 

AA 
AB 
AG 
ApGS 
ApSS 
ApSulvaS 
AGS 
ASS 
AV 
BAU 
BGS 
BharSS 
BSS 
BSulvaS 
cu 
GG 
GobhGS 
HirGS 
Hirss 
JA 
JB 
JSS 
ICapS 
ICSS 
KSulvaS 
KB 
KhadGS 
KS 
KU 
LSS 
ManSS 
MS 
MU 
ParGS 
PB 
RV 
SV 
SB 
SGS 

Aitareya Aranyaka 
Aitareya Brahmana 
(Jaiminiya) Aranyageyagana 
Apastamba Grhya Sutra 
Apastamba Srauta Sutra 
Apastamba Sulva Sutra 
Asvalayana Grhya Sutra 
Asvalayana Srauta Sutra 
Atharvaveda Samhita 
Brhad Aranyaka Upanisad 
Baudhayana Grhya Sutra 
Bharadvaja Srauta Sutra 
Baudhayana Srauta Sutra 
Baudhayana Sulva Sutra 
Chandogya Upanisad 
(Jaiminiya) Gramageyagana 
Gobhila Grhya Sutra 
Hiranyakesi Grhya Sutra 
Hiranyakesi Srauta Sutra 
Jaiminiya Arcika 
Jaiminiya Brahmana 
Jaiminiya Srauta Sutra 
Kapisthala Samhita 
Katyayana Srauta Sutra 
Katyayana Sulva Sutra 
Kausltaki Brahmana 
Khadira Grhya Sutra 
Kathaka Samhita 
Kena Upanisad 
Latyayana Srauta Sutra 
Manava Srauta Sutra 
Maitrayani Samhita 
Maitrayanlya Upanisad 
Paraskara Grhya Sutra 
Pancavimsa Brahmana 
Rgveda Samhita 
Samaveda Samhita 
Satapatha Brahmana 
Sankhayana Grhya Sutra 
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sss Sankhayana Srauta Sutra 
TA Taittiriya Aranyaka 
TB Taittiriya Brahmana 
TS Taittiriya Samhita 
TU Taittiriya Upanisad 
VaikhSS Vaikhanasa Srauta Sutra 
Vait$S Vaitana Srauta Sutra 
VarSS Varaha Srauta Sutra 
VS(K/M) Vajasaneyi Samhita (Kanva/Madhyandina) 
VSS Vadhula Srauta Sutra 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

i. 

More than three thousand years ago, nomads crossed the mountain 
ranges that separate Central Asia from Iran and the Indian subcontinent. 
Leaving behind the dry steppes of their ancestral home, they entered the fertile 
plains of the upper Indus and came in contact with scattered remnants of an 
earlier civilization. These nomads imported the rudiments of their social and 
religious system along with their Indo-European language, which developed 
into Vedic, and later into Sanskrit. They worshipped fire, called agni, and 
adopted the cult of soma—a sacred plant, probably a hallucinogen—which 

grew in the high mountains. 
The interaction between these Central-Asian adventurers and earlier 

inhabitants of the Indian subcontinent gave birth to Vedic civilization, 
called after the four Vedas: Rgveda, Samaveda, Yajurveda, and Atharva- 
veda. These Vedas, oral compositions by bards and priests, have been 
transmitted by word of mouth to the present day. Their guardians, the brah¬ 
mins of India, are each attached to one of the Vedas by birth. The Vedas 
depict Vedic religion, in the words of Louis Renou (1953, 29) as “first and 
foremost a liturgy, and only secondarily a mythological or speculative sys¬ 

tem.” 
The larger Vedic rituals were primarily dedicated to Agni and Soma. 

Agni was not only a god in his own right, but the divine messenger and 
intermediary. The offerings, primarily of clarified butter (ghee), were poured 
into sacrificial fires installed on altars, and Agni transmitted them to the gods. 
Special libations were made of juice extracted from the stalks of the Soma 
plant. Remnants of the offerings were consumed by the celebrants. The cere¬ 
monies were accompanied by recitations from the Rgveda and chants from 
the Samaveda. According to the Rgveda itself (7.26.1), pressed juices unac¬ 
companied by sacred hymns have no effect. The celebrations required the 
execution of multifarious activities, distributed among priests from different 
Vedas, who officiated on behalf of, and for the benefit of, a ritual patron, 

the yajamana. 
One of the most elaborate of these ceremonies was called Agnicayana, 

the “piling of Agni,” or, simply, Agni. This ritual originated around 1,000 
b.c. During its performance, a large altar in the shape of a bird, dedicated 
to Agni and itself also called Agni, was piled from more than a thousand 
bricks. The Agnicayana plays an important part in the Vedic literature 
after the Rgveda, and especially in the Yajurveda. Unlike the Rgveda, which 
remains curiously alien to India (see Renou 1960), the Yajurveda occupies 
the center of Vedic culture. It constitutes the foundation of the ritual and of 
the edifice of the Vedic schools. More distant from the Indo-European back- 
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ground than the Rgveda, the Yajurveda exhibits a more Indian flavor, is 
closer to the beginnings of Hinduism and Buddhism, and preserves features 
of earlier Indian cultures. In all these respects, the Agnicayana ritual occu¬ 
pies a similar position. Though it incorporates the Indo-European fire cult 
and the Indo-Iranian cult of Soma, these begin to be overgrown by numerous 
features not found outside India. These features are not Indo-European or 
Indo-Iranian, but are recognizably Indian. The Agnicayana shows us India 
beginning to assert herself. 

Though Vedic ritual was confined to an elite, its performances must 
have been relatively common for about five centuries. This period—which 
lasted for a shorter time than Manichaeism or Islam, but longer than Pro¬ 
testantism—may be called the age of karman (“ritual activity”). Around 550 
b.c. Vedic culture began to decline. Further east and south, new religions 
and cultures rose to prominence. Though Hinduism and Buddhism are 
replete with Vedic elements, they belong to another age, the age of jnana 
(“knowledge”). Hinduism continued to look upon the Vedas as its source, 
formally transmitted by the brahmins, regarded as eternal revelation, “of 
nonhuman origin” (apauruseya) and no longer understood. Buddhism re¬ 
jected the Vedic heritage, the authority of brahmins, and the supremacy of 
ritual. In due course it evolved its own hierarchies and ceremonies. Frag¬ 
ments of the original Vedic ritual survive to the present day in the domestic 
rites of the brahmins, such as marriage ceremonies. Despite attempts to 
revive them, we hear less and less of the larger Vedic ritual celebrations. In 
the eleventh century a.d., the logician Udayana could declare that the great 
Vedic ceremonies were no longer performed (Renou 1960, 21, note 4). 

India, however, is a land of miracles. In a distant corner of southwest 
India, Kerala, far away from the original home of Vedic civilization, a few 
families among the isolated and orthodox community of Nambudiri brah¬ 
mins have maintained their Vedic tradition and continue to perform two Ve¬ 
dic rituals: the Agnistoma, which lasts five days, and the Agnicayana or 
Agni, which lasts twelve days and continues through some of the nights, 
from which the name Atiratra (“overnight”) derives. We know little of the 
history of these performances; their continuation was unknown to the out¬ 
side world. The Nambudiri performances are not artificial or scholarly re¬ 
constructions (as have taken place in some other parts of India), nor are 
they the results of recent revivals. The tradition is authentic and alive. 
Though this will be apparent from the present work, it can be directly observed 
in the attitude of the performers. When the Nambudiri ritualists are told 
that, according to the classical texts, certain rites used to be performed dif¬ 
ferently in the past, they say, “Interesting.” Not for a moment would they 
consider changing their own ritual practice in the light of such information. 
They perform the rituals as they have learned them from their preceptors. 
It is their tradition. 

During the last hundred years, the Agnicayana has been performed 

seventeen times; during the last fifty years, five times. After a gap of almost 
twenty years, it was celebrated again in 1975. For the first time in history, it 
was attended by outsiders. On this occasion, the performance was not only 
witnessed but filmed, photographed, recorded, and extensively documented. 
The only restriction was that non-Nambudiris could not enter the ritual 
enclosure, in which most of the ceremonies took place. This 1975 perfor¬ 
mance of the Agnicayana, which was possibly the last, is the subject matter 
of the present publication. 

2. 

The elaborate ritual performances of the Vedic period and the supreme 
importance attached to them in Vedic civilization demand an explanation or 
at least an interpretation. In the earliest Vedic literature itself, rituals, along 
with meters and chants, are depicted as instruments used by gods and de¬ 
mons to fight and conquer each other, and sometimes to create. Even when 
the aims are not explicit, gods and demons are frequently described as en¬ 
gaged in ritual. It is obvious, however, that priests who perform rites on 
behalf of a yajamana cannot always be thought of as conquering or creating. 
Moreover, the later commentaries, especially the Brahmanas attached to the 
various Vedic schools, provide rituals with a great variety of interpretations, 
sometimes inconsistent with each other. Many of these are obvious ration¬ 
alizations. Some invoke events, myths, or legends that have nothing to do 
with the rites at hand. On the other hand, the most important episodes of 
Vedic mythology, those that reflect cosmogonic events, are not reflected 
or used in any rites (Renou 1953,16; cf. below page 117). Renou concluded: 

We must be content with very general theories if we are to avoid 
arbitrary explanations such as those put forward in the old Brahma¬ 
nas, where we find fabricated accounts of the origin of various de¬ 
tails in the liturgical ceremonial. In these stories there is much that 
deserves attention, but the nidana or bandhu, the hidden connection 
that they try to establish, cannot be accepted; it is too visibly the 
product of the priestly mind. It is recognized in the texts that com¬ 
prehension must cease at a certain point: they declare “paro’ksaka- 
ma hi devah,” “the gods love what is out of sight” (1953, 16; with a 
modification in the translation). 

The recitations that accompany the rites often express specific desires: 
for health, strength, sons, victory, heaven, and immortality. The list of 
wishes and desires is not so different from that of modern man. It is not 
exclusively spiritual, as some contemporary visionaries have claimed, nor is 
it wholly materialistic, as some critics have asserted. As can be seen at a 
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glance from the recitations recorded in this book, the same desires are re¬ 
peated over and over again. Does this mean that they were never fulfilled? 
In spite of a certain poetic variation, such repetitiveness would almost seem 
offensive, not least to the gods. However, it is universally believed, and by 
the best of minds, that repetition increases effectiveness. Today, similar 
repetitions are thrust upon us by politicians and the media—not to mention 
commercials. Bertrand Russell was criticized for his antiwar speeches by a 
general: “Do you not think there is some lack of a sense of humour in going 
on reiterating the same thing?” Russell observed that, if it would not serve 
any purpose to repeat himself, “I failed to see why he was so anxious to 
prevent me from doing so.” 

By the time the Vedic rituals had reached their greatest elaboration, 
these reiterated wishes receded into the background. Their place was taken 
by a codification of the two kinds of rites we have already met: the grhya 
or domestic rites—which are “rites de passage,” life-cycle rites or sacraments, 
accompanying such events as birth, initiation, marriage, and death—and the 
krauta rites, which the French call “rites solennels.” There are several gen¬ 
eral and formal differences between these two kinds of ritual. For example, 
the Srauta rites require three fire altars and the services of several priests, 
whereas the domestic rites require only one fire (the domestic fire) and one 
priest (the domestic priest). While the function of the domestic rites appears 
to be fairly straightforward, the significance of the srauta rites is not ob¬ 
vious. The srauta ritual, with its myriad ramifications, exhibits the unhampered 
development of ritual construction and creativity. It is therefore more 
important for the understanding of ritual than the domestic rites. There are, 
moreover, srauta rituals that last a thousand years, which shows that some 
of the rites were purely theoretical. Such theoretical constructs (which the 
grammarian Patanjali compared to the infinite uses of language) should 
not be brushed aside, as was done by Hillebrandt, who referred in this con¬ 
nection to “myth and fantasy” of the ritualists (1897, 158). On the con¬ 
trary, they are as important for the theory of ritual as are concrete cere¬ 
monies. Many rites have, in fact, an intermediate status. The Agnicayana, 
which was performed in 1975, is a Srauta ritual that seems to have been 
always “real,” though some of its extensions, which the texts describe, 
smack of theory. 

The Srauta Sutras of the late Vedic period offer several definitions of 
ritual. One that is often quoted characterizes it as comprising three things: 
dravya, “the substance (used in oblations)”; devcita, “the deity (to which 
oblations are offered)”; and tyaga, “renunciation (of the fruits of the ritual 
acts).” The tyaga is a formula pronounced by the yajamana or patron at the 
culmination of each act of oblation. When the officiating priest, on behalf 
of the yajamana, makes the oblation into the fire for one of the gods, for 
example Agni, the Yajamana says: 
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This is for Agni, not for me (agnaye idam na mama). 

At this point a contradiction begins to appear, which becomes increasingly 
explicit in the ritualistic philosophy of the Mimamsa. The reason for per¬ 
forming a specific ritual is stated to be the desire for a particular fruit or 
effect. The stock example of the Mimamsa is: 

He who desires heaven shall sacrifice with the Agnistoma ritual 
(agnistomena svargalcamo yajeta). 

But this fruit is renounced whenever the yajamana utters his tyaga formula 
of renunciation. The effect, therefore, is not obtained. 

The resulting picture is further complicated by another apparent con¬ 
tradiction. The rites are subdivided into two classes, “obligatory” (nitya) 
and “optional” (kamya). Unlike the Agnicayana, which is kamya, the Agni¬ 
stoma is a nitya rite: every brahman has the duty to perform it. So here is a 
ritual that appears to be optional, since it is confined to those who desire 
heaven (nobody’s duty), but that is also not optional because it is a prescribed 
duty, and that does not bear any fruit because its fruits are ultimately 
abandoned. The texts reflect such contradictions. The Mimamsa Sutra, basic 
manual of the ritual philosophy of the Mimamsa, lays down that the rites 
lead to happiness, but the subcommentary “Straight Spotless” (Rjuvimala) 
observes that this does not apply to obligatory acts. 

The Mimamsa philosophers faced another difficulty. When a ritual per¬ 
formance is completed, no fruit is seen. The yajamana, on whose behalf 
the rites have been performed, does not rise up and go to heaven. Rather 
the opposite: he returns home and is, as the texts put it, the same as he was 
before. In particular, he must continue to perform the morning and evening 
fire rites (Agnihotra) for the rest of his life. The Mimamsa concluded, quite 
logically, that the fruit of ritual activity is—temporarily—unseen. It will 
become apparent only later, e.g., after death. An elaborate theory was de¬ 
vised to show that this is in accordance with the mechanism of karman, 
according to which every cause has an effect. A special logical theorem, 
called arthapatti, was invented in support of this theory. The followers of the 
Mimamsa were criticized by others (e.g., the philosophers of the Advaita 
Vedanta) for postulating such unseen effects. For whatever our contempor¬ 
ary fads may suggest, in India the unseen is resorted to only under duress. 
What the Mimamsa in fact ended up teaching is that the rituals have to be 
performed for their own sake. 

The notion of tyaga, “renunciation,” has attained an important position 
in Hinduism through the teachings of the Bhagavad Gita. Here Sri Krsna 
advocates, as the highest goal of life, a mode of activity in which acts are 
performed as usual, but the fruit (phala) of action {karman) is always re¬ 
nounced (karma-phala-tyaga). 
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Unlike the Brahmana literature and the Mimamsa, the Srauta Sutras 
are not concerned with interpretation. They confine themselves to descrip¬ 
tion and address insiders. They were in no sense teaching manuals. Their 
description is not enumerative, but highly structured, and uses abstract 
principles of organization. The Srauta Sutras exhibit the science of ritual 
as an intellectual discipline. In doing so they influenced and determined 
the development of scholarly and scientific methodologies in India. The ritual 
rules (sutra) are formulated carefully and consistently, the use of metarules 
(paribhasa) enables the authors to explicate structure and avoid redun¬ 
dancy, and the logical organization of the system of rules is brought out ex¬ 
plicitly. All these features developed gradually and paved the way for the 
work of the Sanskrit grammarians. Directly or indirectly, they contributed 
to many of the more technical features of Indian logic and philosophy, which 
are often expressed in sutra form. It is not the complexity of the ritual itself, 
but the Srauta Sutras’ explicit, systematic, and exhaustive characterization 
of that complexity that is the first manifestation of the Indian scientific and 
scholarly genius. 

3- 

It is difficult to exaggerate the importance of ritual for the civilizations 
and religions of India, for it is their basic feature. Accordingly, for a Hindu 
or Jaina, and to some extent for a Buddhist, what he does is more important 
than what he thinks, believes, or says. Earlier, I referred to the orthodoxy of 
the Nambudiri brahmins. It would have been more appropriate to use the 
term orthopraxy (from Greek dpdos, “right,” d6£a, “opinion,” and npa&s, 
“action”). Ritual activity is physical activity and is therefore primarily re¬ 
lated to the body, unlike thinking or believing, which are mainly connected 
with the mind. Ritual affiliation is therefore determined by birth, and not by 
choice or preference. Unlike religious sects, ritual traditions coexist more or 
less peacefully, they are mutually exclusive, and there is neither desire nor 
mechanism for conversion. This feature, too, has become a mark of Indian 
religions. 

The study of the Vedic ritual ceremonies was taken up by European San¬ 
skrit scholars in the nineteenth century. In 1805, Colebrooke mentioned 
several srauta ceremonies, quoting from the Satapatha Brahmana. He did not 
mention the Agnicayana by name, but referred to it when mentioning that 
four books of the text “teach the consecration of sacrificial fire: and the 
tenth, entitled Agnirahasya” (see below page 63) “shows the benefits of these 
ceremonies” (Colebrooke 1873, 54). The first survey that resulted from these 
European studies appeared at the end of the century in Hillebrandt’s Ritual- 
Liter atur: Vedische Opfer und Zauber of 1897. 

Around the turn of the century, Willem Caland (1859-1932) opened up 
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the study of Vedic ritual in its full depth and complexity. By publishing and 
translating some of the Srauta Sutras (upon which the excerpts from Bau- 
dhayana in our second volume are based) he showed that there was a science 
of ritual, and explicated for the first time in a Western language the Indian 
systems of ritual rules. Apart from ritual, he wrote extensively on the arcane 
subtleties of the Samaveda and explained its liturgical raison d’etre. He left 
a few questions unanswered. In due course, I obtained their answers from 
Itti Ravi. The paradigm of the Soma rituals was described by Caland and 
Henry in the two volumes of their Agnistoma of 1906. As we have seen, this 
is the five-day ritual that the Nambudiris have preserved. 

Since the publication of the monumental “Caland and Henry,” Western, 
Indian, and Japanese scholars have explored the ritual texts, and especially 
the Srauta Sutras, in breadth and depth. Hillebrandt dealt with the Darsa- 
purnamasa (Full- and New-Moon ceremonies), Schwab with the Pasubandha 
(Animal Sacrifice), Dumont with the Asvamedha (Horse Sacrifice) and the 
Agnihotra (Daily Fire Worship), and Tsuji with the Srauta Sutras of the 
Rgveda and Yajurveda. Renou published a monograph on the ritual schools. 
The Vaidika Samsodhana Mandala of Poona contributed a series of studies, 
culminating in a collective work, directed by Dandekar and Kashikar, entitled 
Srautalcosa, an encyclopaedia in several volumes on the srauta ritual. Re¬ 
nou provided a small dictionary of technical terms used in the ritual, as well 
as several specialized studies. More recently, the Srauta Sutras of the Sama¬ 
veda were studied by Parpola; the Asvalayana Srauta Sutra of the Rgveda 
by Mylius; the Baudhayana, Bharadvaja, and Varaha Srauta Sutras of the 
Krsna Yajurveda by Kashikar; and particular rites by a host of others, for 
example, the Rajasuya or Royal Consecration by Heesterman, the Pravarg- 
ya by Van Buitenen, the Sarvamedha and the Samsava by Mylius, and the 
Mahavrata by Rolland. More general and interpretative studies have been 
written by Levi, Rau, Gonda, Heesterman, Thite, Biardeau, Malamoud, and 
many others. 

Some of the Sulba Sutras, dealing with the measurement and construc¬ 
tion of Vedic altars by means of a cord or rope {sulba)—formerly explored 
by Thibaut, the historian of mathematics Cantor, Van Gelder, and Raghu 
Vira—have been studied recently by Satya Prakash, Swarup Sharma, and 
Seidenberg, and have been published by the Research Institute of Ancient 
Scientific Texts of New Delhi. Numerous links of the srauta ritual with his¬ 
tory, archaelogy, art, architecture, music, religion, anthropology, economics, 
linguistics, literature, mathematics, science, mythology, magic, and philo¬ 
sophy are only beginning to be explored. Gonda’s study on the origins of 
the Indian drama in the Vedic ritual and Kashikar’s study on Vedic pottery 
are examples of what can be done. A new area of research involving botany 
and pharmacology is opened up by the works of Wasson and Flattery on the 
hallucinogenic origins of the Soma. 

Insofar as information on the ritual is concerned, all such studies are 
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confined to texts. Yet, as Renou observed, “one cannot grasp even the 
outward meaning from reading the text by itself unless one is gifted with the 
rare virtuosity of a Caland” (1953, 34). Direct information on living ritual 
in contemporary India is mostly confined to temple ritual, the domestic ritual 
of the higher castes, other caste rites, village rites, and tribal rituals. Traces 
of the Rajasuya are preserved in Southeast Asia and in Nepal, and in India 
in temple worship and puja, which retain elements of the consecration rite 
(diksa). 

Until recently it was quite unknown that the srauta rituals, which are 
much more spectacular than any of these other rites, continue to be performed 
in India, albeit rarely and in a few inaccessible places. The fact that these 
almost three-thousand-year-old rituals are still alive would have astonished 
Hillebrandt or Caland. Once these survivals were discovered, it became 
obvious that many of the basic issues concerning the interpretation of the 
ritual, as well as numerous problems of a more technical nature, could only 
be brought closer to a solution if the living traditions were studied. At the 
same time it became clear that this study is a matter of urgency, since many 
of the few surviving authentic traditions are on the verge of extinction. What 
ensued was a new era of Yedic research, which involves close collaboration 
with the traditional Indian ritualists, and which might be more properly 
called Yedic fieldwork (an expression first used by Kashikar in his Presiden¬ 
tial Address to the Vedic section of the 24th All-India Oriental Conference, 
Varanasi 1968). An unexpected feature of this work is that the informed 
interest of scholars from all over the world gives fresh hope and inspiration 
to the rare Vaidikas who try to keep the Srauta traditions alive. A chapter 
in our second volume (Part III, pages 193-251) will show how extensive these 
Vedic survivals are. 

Scholars who came in contact with the living tradition directed their 
attention first to the recitations of the Veda, which are not only prominent 
features of the ritual, but which are more easily accessible because they can 
be heard outside the ritual context. Nonbrahmins are not allowed to hear 
Vedic recitation or to attend Vedic rituals. This continues to make Vedic 
fieldwork a delicate affair. Not surprisingly, the first barrier was overcome 
first. Recordings were made and studied by Bake, Gray, Howard, Parpola, 
Raghavan, Sreekrishna Sarma, Van Buitenen, and myself. The Government 
of India, through its Sanskrit Commission, urged that complete recordings 
of the Vedas be made. All-India Radio also took an active interest. Subse¬ 
quently, films of srauta ceremonies were made by Van Buitenen (of the 
Vajapeya) and by me (of fragments of an Atyagnistoma). When the ritual be¬ 
gan to be studied also in its social context, it became apparent that much 
work was left undone by anthropologists. Except for recent work by Men- 
cher, basic information on the Nambudiris, one of the main communities that 
maintains its Vedic culture, remains available mainly in the older manuals 
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of ethnographers (e.g., Anantha Krishna Iyer), historians (e.g., Padmanabha 
Menon), and British District Collectors (e.g., Logan and Innes). 

If nothing else, the present publication will show that a great deal of 
Vedic fieldwork remains to be done and should be done before it is too late. 
At this point in history, each time one of the older Vedic ritualists dies, a 
portion of the 3,000-year-old tradition is irretrievably lost. 

4- 

Vedic ritual is not only likely to be the oldest surviving ritual of man¬ 
kind, it also provides the best source material for a theory of ritual. This is 
not because it is close to any alleged “original” ritual. Vedic ritual is not 
primitive and is not an Z/r-ritual. It is sophisticated and already the product 
of a long development. But it is the largest, most elaborate, and (on account 
of the Sanskrit manuals) best documented among the rituals of man. 

We now have to record one of the more striking failures of modern 
scholarship, especially striking since it has largely gone unnoticed. Vedic 
ritual, the best source material for a theory of ritual, has been ignored, with 
one exception to which I shall return, by precisely those scholars who have 
been concerned with the theory of ritual. The resulting picture is not edify¬ 
ing: on the one hand we have a highly developed science of ritual, laid down 
in Sanskrit texts and made accessible and interpreted to non-Sanskritists 
by several generations of Sanskrit scholars; on the other hand we have ideas 
on the nature of ritual by anthropologists, psychologists, and students of 
religion, which fail to take the former into account and are, by comparison, 
surprisingly simplistic and naive. 

There are several reasons for this state of affairs. First of all, the theorists 
of ritual have usually confined themselves to generalities. There is no large 
body of empirical ethnographic work on ritual that theorists can draw 
upon. Accordingly, theorists tend to quote ritual facts selectively in support 
of some theory or other. Since details are rarely described exhaustively, the 
real intricacies are not generally touched upon. In all the work on ritual by 
anthropologists, ethnographers, and students of religion I am familiar with, 
there is nothing that approaches the thoroughness of the Indian Srauta Su¬ 
tras. The situation is very different from that in most of the sciences. In bio¬ 
logy it is known how many teeth every animal has, and in philology what the 
numerals of every language are. Only masses of detailed knowledge of this 
kind can pave the way for adequate theories, which tend to spring up in an 
imaginative mind steeped in facts. The Indian science of ritual could develop 
into a rigorous intellectual discipline, on a par with mathematics, physics, 
or linguistics, because it was based on vast amounts of precise empirical 
knowledge of ritual and rituals. 
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The absence of a Western counterpart to the Indian science of ritual is 
not due to the fact that rituals are not important. A striking fact about ritual 
activity is that all men, and probably many other animals as well, engage in 
it. Perhaps the absence of a science of ritual is due to the fact that the dis¬ 
cipline of ritual lacks the utilitarian and pragmatic value that other sciences 
are believed to have. A physicist can always claim that his work may have 
military significance, a linguist can always hope that his research is relevant 
to the computer industry, but a ritualist has no illusions of this kind. It is 
conceivable that the emphasis on relevance (which means that scholars 
should follow the whims of others rather than their own) has prevented peo¬ 
ple from taking ritual seriously and from paying adequate attention to its 
rich detail and real intricacies. 

A specific reason for the neglect of the study of Vedic ritual is that the 
exclusiveness of its brahmin guardians has been adopted by some of the 
Sanskritists whose task it is to expound and clarify it. As a result, some pub¬ 
lications on Vedic ritual are unintelligible to readers without Sanskrit. This 
does not apply to some of Caland’s work. His translation of Apastamba’s 
Srauta Sutra, for example, appeared in three volumes, the first of which was 
published in the Quellen der Religionsgeschichte, a sourcebook accessible to 
all students of religion. In order to read the present book no knowledge of 
Sanskrit is needed, though it does not follow that its contents are simple and 
easily assimilated. 

This is not the place to try to demonstrate fully the inadequacy of the 
Western approaches to the study of ritual. However, I shall provide a few 
examples and establish their inadequacy by showing that they fail to apply 
to Vedic ritual. First let us dispose of the emptiest of all these theories, if it 
is a theory at all: the idea that ritual effects a transition from the realm of the 
profane to that of the sacred. (Instead of “transition” we also meet with 
“communication,” a weaker version of the theory.) Though this idea may 
correspond to some believers’ sentiments, it is very unclear. Terms such as 
“transition” or “communication” are vague and do not pose too much of a 
problem, but “sacred” and “profane” certainly do. On one interpretation 
the theory may be saved by turning it into a tautology: the distinction 
between profane and sacred is the distinction between the status of a person 
or object before and after a relevant ritual is embarked upon. Accordingly, if 
sacred and profane have been defined in terms of ritual, ritual cannot be de¬ 
fined in terms of sacred and profane. This is circular and uninformative. 

Given another interpretation, this theory would assume that the dis¬ 
tinction between sacred and profane is already established and known from 
elsewhere. For example, “sacred” might have been shown to apply to the 
domain of the gods, and “profane” to that of men. However, a satisfactory 
distinction of this kind is not easily found. Moreover, if it were found, the 
terms would not introduce anything new. The theory would merely claim 
that ritual effects a transition from the realm of men to that of the gods (or 
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a communication between the two). As a matter of fact, the Vedic ritual offers 
an immediate contraction. During the Agnipranayana rite (Episode 20 of 
Part II), a transition is effected from the Old to the New Altar. The former is 
said to be the abode of men, and the latter that of the gods. Thus a transition 
from the domain of men to that of the gods is effected within the ritual. The 
distinction therefore cannot serve as a concept in terms of which ritual itself 
may be defined. 

Another theory that has long been fashionable is that rites reenact 
myths. This idea, which originated more than a century ago, was partly in¬ 
spired by the Babylonian festival of the New Year, which involves a recital 
of the myth of creation. But whether or not it is applicable elsewhere, it is 
certainly inconsistent with Vedic ritual. As we have already seen, the Vedic 
rites are, in general, not related to any myths. In the few cases where there is a 
historical connection, it has no longer a ritual function. The officiating ritu¬ 
alists may not be aware of it, just as speakers of a language need not know the 
etymology of a word, which is no longer connected with the word’s meaning 
or function. Just as etymology is not linguistics, the notion that rites reenact 
myths has nothing to contribute to the science of ritual. Moreover, in the few 
cases where historians can trace a mythological connection, the rites lead a 
life of their own, full of ritual features that have nothing to do with, and are 
not explicable in terms of mythology. An example is the construction of the 
fire altar from a thousand bricks. This is probably related to a hymn in the 
Rgveda that refers to a Man with a thousand heads, eyes, and feet (see below 
page 113). Though the precise relationship is not clear, the mythological back¬ 
ground seems to be safeguarded in this case. However, this background has 
no ritual significance. What is ritually relevant is that numerous rules are 
followed that determine the shape of the bricks, their arrangement, the order 
in which they are piled, and the various mantras with which they are con¬ 
secrated. Many additional rules pertain to specific features relating to the 
placement of the bricks, the activities and behavior of the priests in relation 
to them, the recitations over the completed layers, over the completed altar, 
and so forth. These are the bread and butter of ritual activity, the activities 
determined by tradition and/or texts, the knowledge of which distinguishes a 
ritualist from an outsider. Moreover, none of this enormous amount of ritual 
has any mythological background or significance. The idea that rites reenact 
myths may be applicable to Vedic ritual in a few isolated cases and, in those 
cases, in a very general way, but it fails to explicate any specific rite. It fails, 
therefore, even as a component of a general theory of ritual. 

The same holds for the related theory, current among anthropologists, 
that rituals are used to transmit cultural and social values to the younger 
generation. Whether or not this theory holds elsewhere, there is no evidence 
in support of it from the area of Vedic ritual. It is tautologically true that 
rituals transmit ritual values, whatever these are, but it is difficult to pinpoint 
other values that Vedic rites such as are described in this book transmit in 
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general. It is obvious that ritual performances create a bond between the 
participants, reinforce solidarity and territory, boost morale, and constitute 
a link with the ancestors. So do many other institutions and customs. Such 
side effects cannot be used to explain ritual. It is true that a few rites are 
specifically dedicated to the ancestors, but this does not explain the great 
majority of rites, and throws no light on the nature of ritual in general. 

The idea that rites and myths are closely connected is a typically Western 
idea. It is connected with the notion of “orthodoxy,” which stresses the 
importance of opinions and ideas. To the Indian ritualist it is the activity that 
counts. As a mode of existence it is perfect in itself and does not stand in need 
of something else. Unfortunately, anthropological studies have mainly de¬ 
veloped against a Western background, and continue to be dominated by the 
search for a connection between rites and myths. Even Levi-Strauss, who has 
many worthwhile things to say on ritual in general, offers, as a kind of defini¬ 
tion, that ritual “consists of utterances, gestures and manipulations of ob¬ 
jects which are independent of the interpretations which are proper to these 
modes of activity and which result not from the ritual itself but from impli¬ 
cit mythology” (1971, 600). Vedic ritual does not support the last clause. 
However, the distinction between ritual and proper activities is certainly 
applicable to it. Almost any rite could illustrate this. Consider the important 
ceremony, already referred to, of Agnipranayana, “transporting the fire.” 
Agni is transported from the Old to the New Altar. First the adhvaryu priest 
of the Yajurveda addresses some of the other priests with a formula, prompt¬ 
ing them to perform their respective ritual tasks. Then he lifts the clay pot 
containing the fire, and begins to move east, addressing recitations to Agni 
and other gods. Several priests form a procession, each executing his own 
rites and recitations (see Part II, Episode 20). 

To the onlooker, the main result of this performance seems to be that 
plate 86 the fire is deposited on the New Altar. This result, however, can only be 

reached in the ritually prescribed manner and has only ritual use. If it were 
an ordinary activity, I could come in from the outside and assist in the 
proceedings by picking up the fire from the Old Altar and depositing it 
on the New Altar, or by making a wheelbarrow available. However, if I 
did such things, the ceremony would be desecrated, interrupted, and expia¬ 
tion rites would have to be performed. Similar disruption would result if 
anyone used the sacred fire for any but a ritual purpose, e.g., to heat water 
for tea. 

The two kinds of activity, ritual and ordinary, can be juxtaposed without 
conflict or contradiction. After making fire in the ritually prescribed man¬ 
ner, by rubbing two pieces of wood together, a priest may leave the sacred 
enclosure and light a cigarette with a match. But the two domains should not 
be mixed. If a priest were to light a cigarette from the sacred fire, it would 
be bad; he would have confounded different realms and roles. If, on the 
other hand, he were to go outside the enclosure, produce fire by rubbing two 

pieces of wood together, and light his cigarette from that fire, he would be 
considered mad or at least eccentric. This would not, incidentally, disqualify 
him from performing ritual tasks. The ritual and ordinary ways of making 

fire are neatly demarcated. 
The so-called structuralist approach, often associated with the work of 

Levi-Strauss, may well be applicable to the study of Vedic ritual, but it would 
have to be formulated more adequately. Since it is by definition a synchronis¬ 
tic approach, remnants of diachronistic methods of explanation (e.g., “rites 
derive from myths”) would first of all have to be excised from it. 

A more unadulterated form of structuralism occurs in the work of the 
earlier anthropologist Van Gennep. Van Gennep coined the expression “rites 
de passage,” the title of his book of 1909, which is largely applicable to the 
Vedic domestic (grhya) rites but does not contribute to the understanding 
of the srauta rites. After completing his book, Van Gennep noted that in 
many societies marriage ceremonies include an aspersion rite that he inter¬ 
preted as a fecundity rite. Identical aspersion rites are employed, in the same 
and in different societies, when a slave is acquired, when a new ambassador 
arrives in town, to make rain, or to expel someone. Van Gennep gave differ¬ 
ent interpretations to each of these rites, and concluded: 

The aspersion rite does not have any personal or basic meaning in 
the state of isolation, but it is meaningful if seen as a component 
part of a particular ceremony. The meaning of the rite can, conse¬ 
quently, only be found by determining the relation it has with the 
other elements of the whole ceremony (Van Gennep 1911, in 
Waardenburg 1973,1, 299). 

This seems a promising kind of structural approach, and though it is 
sketchy, there is nothing in the Vedic ritual that contradicts it. I am not 
familiar with any attempt to develop this approach systematically and in 
detail, so that the data of the present book, for example, could be used to 
test it. This is in general the complaint one is forced to make about these 
anthropological contributions, not to mention the religious ones, which 
are very much vaguer: if they mention Vedic ritual at all, they are no more 
precise, and much less enjoyable, than Foster’s Hill of Devi (1953, 36): “As 
each guest finished, he sang a little song from the Vedas in praise of some 
god, and the Rajah was, as usual, charming.” 

Earlier I mentioned that there is one exception to the general neglect 
of Vedic ritual by theorists of ritual. This exception is contained in the work 
of Hubert and Mauss, who used the Vedic animal sacrifice as source material 
for the construction of a ritual paradigm (un scheme abstrait du sacrifice, 
1909,22). Their study is thorough and admirable, though it stays rather close 
to the texts made accessible mainly by Schwab. Hubert and Mauss did not 
know that these rituals are still performed, so that some of the data were 
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inaccessible to them. When it comes to structure, the authors noted little 
more than that rites have a beginning, a middle, and an end. More can be 
done (see Part III, Chapter 00). At least their own essay was a real beginning, 
though nothing of similar quality seems to have followed. 

In the area of psychology, the only worthwhile contribution I am fami¬ 
liar with is the brief article Freud devoted to the subject. Freud noted three 
points of similarity between rites and neurotic obsessions: “the fear of pangs 
of conscience after their omission,” their “complete isolation from all other 
activities,” and “the conscientiousness with which the details are carried 
out.” He also enumerated three differences: 

the greater individual variability of neurotic ceremonial in con¬ 
trast with the stereotyped character of rites (prayer, orientation, 
etc.); its private nature as opposed to the public and communal 
character of religious observances; especially, however, the distinc¬ 
tion that the little details of religious ceremonies are full of meaning 
and are understood symbolically, while those of neurotics seem silly 
and meaningless (Freud 1907, in 1953, II, 27-28). 

While the similarities discovered by Freud seem to be real, the differences 
are not. The first difference is overstated: Freud was more familiar with 
the variability of obsessive acts than of rites. The present book will easily 
redress the balance. The second difference does not obtain: many Hindu and 
Buddhist rites are performed by a single priest, an audience being optional. 
This holds for temple and iconic ritual, and especially for Tantric rites, which 
combine ritual with meditation and Yogic practice, in India, Indonesia, and 
the Far East (cf. Staal 1975, 191-193; Hooykaas, in Part III, pages 382-402). 
As for the other side of the alleged difference, I am not qualified to chal¬ 
lenge the view that neurotic obsessive behavior is only private. I doubt 
Freud would have been as emphatic had he lived in California. 

Regarding the third difference, the thrust of Freud’s article is that 
obsessive acts are meaningful, and therefore similar to religious rites. His 
paper does not show that obsessive acts have general meaning, but illustrates 
how they refer to particular events, “from the most intimate, and for the most 
part from the sexual experiences of the patient.” Here Yedic ritual could 
offer at least some support. For example, the birth of Agni from the kindling 
blocks that are rubbed together is clearly connected with the sexual act (see 
below page 76). Sex, however, predates Freud. Beyond throwing light on a 
few particular rites and, perhaps, ritualists, I do not see how Freudian theories 
could explain ritual activity in general. 

Obsessiveness in ritual is often reported, though it does not seem to be 
a necessary feature. Moreover, it may merely reside in the eyes of the be¬ 
holder who is unfamiliar with particular ritual procedures. Speakers of a 
language also adhere painstakingly to numerous rules when they utter a 
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sentence. This does not seem obsessive even to a person who does not know 
the language, though it might seem so to a being who does not know any 
language. Levi-Strauss has been criticized for neglecting this obsessiveness or 
anxiety that may accompany or underlie ritual. Instead of replying to his 
critics that the anxiety is theirs, Levi-Strauss has located it in the ritualists’ 
fear that reality, which they cut up, cannot be put together again (1971, 
603, 608). Flowever, the ritual of the fire altar contradicts this assumption. 
It involves the construction of a large altar that allegedly puts together the 
universe, the god Prajapati, or the yajamana. Since the participants need 
not be familiar with these mythological notions, we should confine ourselves 
to saying that the altar is put together. If we admit mythology, as Levi- 
Strauss does, it weakens his case further. However, it is irrelevant, as these 
notions are probably a later rationalization. (In the Soma rituals, Prajapati 
is certainly an afterthought: Oldenberg 1919, 31; see below page 160). It 
is an undeniable fact that the altar is put together without anxiety. 

To the extent that there is obsessiveness in ritual performance, its ex¬ 
planation does not seem to pose much of a problem. An activity that has to 
be performed painstakingly and in accordance with strict rules can easily 
become obsessive. Ritualists may be obsessed by rites, stockbrokers by the 
market, or mathematicians by proofs. I have been obsessed by the Agnicaya- 
na, at least to some extent, or else I would not have completed this book. 
There is scope for obsession wherever there is serious concern. The more 
complex the domain, the greater the concern that mistakes have been made. 
The Agnicayana performance of 1975 was followed by a long series of expia¬ 
tion rites for mistakes that were or might have been committed. No anxiety 
or discomfort was felt, however, unless it was due to the excessive heat. Like 
solidarity, obsessiveness may be a side effect of ritual. It is not a necessary 
feature. 

Biologists have used the term “ritualization” with reference to certain 
types of animal behavior (e.g., Huxley 1966). Some anthropologists have de¬ 
nied that there is any connection between such ritualization and human 
rituals. As far as I can see the question is wide open. I hope biologists will 
use the detailed descriptions offered in this book to determine whether there 
is any resemblance to animal ritualization. 

5- 

In the previous section I have claimed that theorists of ritual have neg¬ 
lected Vedic ritual. Though true, this might merely be an oversight, easily 
accommodated. What we have seen, however, is worse. All the theories 
mentioned fail to be applicable to Yedic ritual and are therefore basically 
inadequate. Moreover, their inadequacies cannot be resolved by patchwork. 
At this point the reader may voice a suspicion. Perhaps Vedic ritual con- 
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stitutes an exception. Perhaps Yedic ritual is too sophisticated, highly de¬ 
veloped, and intellectual. This may be so—I could not tell without under¬ 
taking a major comparative survey of rituals. However, I suspect that such 
criticism is on a par with saying that it does not matter that a certain theory 
of language does not apply to Sanskrit or English, because Sanskrit or 
English are too sophisticated, highly developed, and intellectual. If anyone 
were to make such a claim, the conclusion would be simple and immediate: 
his theory of language is itself insufficiently sophisticated, developed, and 
intellectual. The same verdict must apply to the theories of ritual we have 
reviewed. If they cannot account for Vedic ritual, they must go. 

There is a general reason for this inadequacy: all these theories are of 
the reductionist kind. They attempt to reduce ritual to something else. Vedic 
ritual shows that ritual is, at least in part, a discipline engaged in for its own 
sake, which cannot therefore be thus reduced. Most Indian theorists of ritual 
have sensed this, and some have stated it in so many words. Basically, the 
irreducibility of ritual shows that action constitutes a category in its own right. 
To reduce it to ideas or anything else seems the scholar’s prerogative, but in 
this case it appears doomed. It is likely, at this stage, that no general theory of 
the reductionist kind can explain the majority of Vedic rites such as are treated 
in this book.1 This is especially clear in the case of such elaborate ceremonies 
as I referred to in connection with the piling of the bricks. These specific rites 
cannot be explained by a general desire for strength or heaven, a yearning for 
the sacred, a wish to reenact myths, sexual anxiety, or any such motivation, 
which—from the ritual point of view—can only be regarded as extraneous. 
Such rites show, on the contrary, that ritual follows its own principles and 
leads a life of its own. Once this is realized, it becomes increasingly obvious. 
When the bricks of the altar have been finally deposited and consecrated 
(which takes five days: one day for each layer) there is an unexpected sequel: 
118 pebbles are placed on the top layer, in specific positions between the 
bricks. Again each pebble is consecrated with mantras. And so it goes on, 
rite after rite. Ritual exhibits a very detailed and specific knowledge. I esti¬ 
mate that the extent of specialized knowledge needed to put the altar together 
ritually is on a par with the extent of technical knowledge required to build 
an aeroplane. The bird-shaped altar is in fact a kind of aeroplane, only it 
takes off in a different way. 

The Soma ceremonies require similarly complex constructions, though 
the intricacies are different in kind. Here numerous subtle relationships are 
maintained between recitations of the Rgveda and chants of the Samaveda. 
They are carefully balanced, and each is subject to numerous rules; syllables, 
groups of syllables and verses are repeated, partially repeated, or undergo 

11 say “at this stage” because it is not inconceivable that a future science of ritual, 
which would account for all such specific rites, would itself turn out to be reducible to 
another science, as chemistry is to physics. But we are far from having reached such a 
stage of advancement in our understanding of ritual. 
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transpositions; certain parts are hidden; specific priests officiate in specific 
roles. When dealing with some of the intricacies of these chants, even Caland 
lost heart: Au surplus, cette methode de chant comporte encore une infinite 
de regies, qu’il est impossible de consigner id (Caland and Henry, 180, note). 
The Soma sequences exhibit mind-boggling complexities that relate almost 
entirely to the form of the chants and recitations, and can therefore be de¬ 
scribed in purely formal terms. In order to achieve this, the priests cooperate 
closely, and the results resemble the movements of a musical composition of 
Wagnerian proportions. 

Some of these complexities, and much of the ritual tendency toward 
proliferation, are due to recursive features. These are features that result 
from rules that are applicable to their own output. A simple example is the 
rule: 

B —»A B A 

This rule expresses the fact that a structure B is joined on both sides by an¬ 
other structure, A. Since the rule applies to any B, it applies to the B of its 
output: 

ABA—> A (A BA) A or AABAA 

By reiterating this procedure, an indefinite number of structures A may be 
attached to B on both sides: 

. . .AAABAAA. . . 

The recursive features of Vedic ritual include this structure, and many more 
complex structures (for illustrations, see pages 127-134 of Part III in the sec¬ 
ond volume). Such features will have to be taken into account in any general 
theory of ritual structure. They are indicated, and sometimes explicated, in 
the Srauta Sutras. 

A simple application of a recursive structure is the insertion of the so- 
called isti rite (basically a vegetable oblation: see pages 46-47). Isti rites can be 
inserted in specific, but indefinitely many places, so that the ritual system is 
indefinitely expandable. Such recursive features are not confined to Vedic 
ritual. They occur in the elaborate rituals that characterize contemporary 
bureaucracies. An isti rite is in certain respects like a committee or a report. 
Committees create new committees and reports lead to more reports. At the 
University of California we have a Committee on Committees, which symbo¬ 
lizes and initiates such recursiveness, which then operates throughout the 
system. I once argued that a certain committee should be abandoned be¬ 
cause it served no purpose. My arguments were taken seriously and time was 
spent on debating whether a subcommittee should be created to look into 
them and submit a report. As we have already learned from our cursory sur¬ 
vey of the interpretations of Vedic ritual, invisibility of results is no bar to the 
proliferation of rites. Rites obey principles of their own, and humans find 
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rationalizations to explain them. Such rationalizations are also invoked to 
explain the proliferation of committees and reports: supporters claim that 
they safeguard justice and fairness; critics attribute them to suspicion and 
paranoia; the truth is that ritual forces are at work, which are greater than 
man. 

One reason that the absence of visible or otherwise detectable results 
causes no concern is that large rituals are ends in themselves. A bureaucracy 
grows and does not mind a diminution of its effectiveness and an increase in 
waste provided that its rules and regulations are maintained and further 
developed. Vedic ritual manifests the same tendency to be absorbed in itself. 
The rites have no practical utility and have lost their original function, if ever 
they had one. The ritualists perform them not in order to obtain certain ends, 
but because it is their task. Lack of practical utility, incidentally, is a char¬ 
acteristic that ritual shares with many of the higher forms of human civiliza¬ 
tion. It may be a mark of civilization. 

There is an analogy between rites which are without function, and ritual 
language which is without meaning. We have already observed that an 
important characteristic of Vedic ritual is the emphasis on recitation and 
chant. Under duress, ritual acts may be neglected, glossed over, or changed, 
but recitations must be maintained at all cost, and without modification. 
This has been the case in the past, and continues to be so in the present. The 
construction of the fire altar involves the deposition of more than a thousand 
bricks, of specific sizes and shapes, and in a complicated pattern. However, 
the physical deposition of the bricks is unimportant; what counts is their 
consecration by mantras. This is obvious from the simple fact that, though 
the order of bricks is ritually prescribed, the bricks are actually put down 
in any order, and not at the proper time. When they are consecrated, how¬ 
ever, the prescribed order is adhered to and the correct time is observed. This 
emphasis on ritual consecration also explains the pebbles, mentioned before: 
they must have been introduced simply because there were more mantras 
than bricks. That this emphasis on mantras has been the same for at least 
2500 years is demonstrated by a statement in the Satapatha Brahmana (9.1. 
2.17): “This fire altar is language, for it is constructed with language.” 

During the 1975 performance of the ceremony several changes were 
made. One of the most important was that no animals were killed during the 
fourteen animal sacrifices traditionally prescribed. The goats were represented 
by cakes made of a paste of rice flour. This modification did affect the rites, 
since it is not easy to kill rice cakes by strangulation and cut them open to 
take out particular internal organs. However, the mantras were recited in the 
prescribed manner and it was felt that the essence of the ritual was thereby 
preserved. 

If it is remarkable that recitations are more important than acts, it 
is not less remarkable that these recitations are not generally understood. 
This unintelligibility is an inherent feature of mantras. It is not simply due 
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to the meaning having been forgotten. Whoever can remember a mantra 
can certainly remember its meaning. However, mantras are significant not 
as meaningful expressions, but as units recited on specific ritual occasions. 
In its purest form, this view was defended by the ancient ritualist Kautsa, 
according to whom the mantras are meaningless (see below, page 61). This 
is consistent with the fact that the formal features of the recitations and 
chants are ritually the most important. Hence the emphasis on syllables, 
meters, insertions, and transpositions, none of which make any sense in 
terms of meaning. An extreme example is provided by the Sixteenth Recita¬ 
tion (Sodasi-sastra), which is also one of the most sacred and mysterious 
(Part II, Episode 29, pages 660-663). 

In the history of the religions of India we increasingly meet with man¬ 
tras that are unintelligible and mysterious, not because they have lost their 
original meaning, but because they had no meaning to begin with. A well- 
known example is the mantra OM, which originated in the Vedic recitations. 
Though an entire Upanisad is devoted to its interpretation, the interpreta¬ 
tion is pure rationalization. Unlike language, such mantras are universal. 
They do not stand in need of translation. The abundance of such sacred 
noises in Buddhism facilitated its introduction into China, where their way 
was paved by the magical formulas of Taoism (cf. Staal 1979a). 

In the case of the Samaveda chants, their meaninglessness is more 
obvious and admits of a simple explanation in historical terms. Basically the 
Samaveda consists of mantras, mostly taken from the Rgveda and set to 
music. The texts are adapted to the melodies, so that many words are changed 
and new syllables are inserted. Thus we meet in the chants with sequences 
such as: ha yi or ka hva hva hva hva hva. Meaningful words may also be in¬ 
corporated, e.g., suvar jyotih. This expression has a meaning by itself (“celes¬ 
tial light”) but not in its melodic or ritual setting. The chants of the Sama¬ 
veda are often Lieder ohne Worte, “Songs without Words,” as is indicated 
by their name, saman, which means “melody” as well as “the hum of bees.” 
Faddegon referred in this connection, quite appropriately, to “Ritualistic 
Dadaism” (1927), showing thereby—as did Wasson and Flattery—that the 
fashions of one period sometimes enable us to understand another. 

In Vedic ritual the chants and recitations that accompany the acts are 
partly meaningless. This meaninglessness may be original or derived. A 
similar situation obtains with respect to the rites themselves. They are 
often devoid of function or outside reference, which again may be original 
or derived. A few illustrations will make this clear, and will show that this 
state of affairs is not confined to Vedic ritual. 

Some of the earliest rituals of mankind seem to have originated in con¬ 
nection with the use of fire. As we shall see (Part I, page 78), carrying 
fire became a ritual activity as soon as it was no longer necessary, i.e., as 
soon as man had discovered methods for kindling fire. The two main types 
of ritual fire, “perpetual fire” and “new fire,” represent the two main periods 
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in the history of fire, the early age of fire collecting and the later age of fire 
production. During the ceremonies that will be described in this book, there 
are seven occasions at which new fire was made by rubbing two pieces of 
wood together. At all other times the fires were kept. The making of new fire 
is not accompanied by mantras and is therefore less ritualized than the car¬ 
rying of perpetual fire, which is generally accompanied by mantras and other 
rites. The historical explanation is that the transportation of fire is much 
older, and became superfluous much longer ago. 

While many rites that pertain to fire go back to the early stages of human 
evolution, other Vedic rites reflect later and historical periods. Many rites 
are inspired by the adventures of Yedic nomads who entered the Indian 
subcontinent from the northwest (Part I, Chapter 5, p. 90). The sacred fire 
(going back to the Indo-European period) and the sacred Soma plant (going 
back to the Indo-Iranian period) are ritually transported from west to east, 
as they were carried by the Vedic nomads in the course of their eastward ex¬ 
pansion. The priests recite battle hymns that make sense only in the context 
of these early adventures. The rites refer to enemies who are sometimes 
historical, at other times purely ritual. The modern performers are not aware 
of any of these historical roots, which are not reenacted or celebrated and are 
as unimportant to the ritual as the etymology of a word is to its meaning. 

The cult of Soma, originally a hallucinogenic plant, has undergone the 
most massive ritualization. This is apparently connected with the fact that 
the original Soma was lost and replaced by substitutes at an early period 
(Part I, page 109). This is similar to the disappearance of features of the 
paleolithic hunt, which seem to survive only in ritual sacrifice. In this 
connection Burkert has sounded a warning: scholars are prone to assert 
that the original idea behind a ritual has been lost or misunderstood (1979, 
38). In some cases it is likely that there never was an idea behind it. Even if 
there was, it is no longer functional in ritual performances, and is therefore 
without ritual significance. 

The tendencies of rites to be without function and of ritual language to 
be without meaning are conspicuous in the area of Vedic ritual. This is not 
the place to enquire to what extent these are general characteristics of all rit¬ 
ual. If they are, this would offer a simple explanation for the inadequacies 
of the Western theories of ritual we have reviewed, for all theorists of ritual 
have assumed that ritual cannot merely have intrinsic value, but must be 
provided with meaning, function, or outside reference. If the assumption is 
wrong, this would indicate that theorists are in this respect not different from 
ordinary believers, who always assume that rites have special, if not ex¬ 
traordinary effects. 

When Vedic ritual entered the counterculture in the United States, a 
center was set up in Randallstown, Maryland. It distributes a journal, pam¬ 
phlets, and books that claim that ashes from the Agnihotra fire may cure 
fever, skin fungus, and ringworm, and alleviate cancer of the rectum. A 

pharmaceutical firm in Bodensee, Switzerland is quoted as confirming these 
findings. Apparently, such specific cures are expected by Westerners, too 
sophisticated to be satisfied with health, strength, and immortality in gen¬ 
eral.1 However, if we are able and willing to abandon our own specific ex¬ 
pectations and desires and to immerse ourselves in the rites as they are per¬ 
formed, we realize that Vedic ritual is very different from a health cure, a 
psychoanalytic session, an anthropological meeting, or a religious service. 
When we begin to develop a sense for its structure and orchestration, we 
discern that the ritual resembles, at least structurally, a musical performance. 
As a matter of fact, some of the syntactic rules that ritual and language 
share are also found in music. The structures ABA, ABBA, ABCBA, and 
AABAA, for example, all occur in Bach’s six sonatas for violin and harpsi¬ 
chord. Why men and probably some other animals use and delight in such 
structures and not in others, equally plausible or implausible, has not yet 
been explained. 

6. 

Words are not the most effective means for describing activities, ritual 
or ordinary. How simple it is to peel an apple, yet how cumbersome to de¬ 
scribe that process in words, especially to someone who has never seen an 
apple or used a knife. With respect to rites, the task of their description was 
undertaken in the Srauta Sutras. It is also the principal aim of Part II of this 
book. In formulating the descriptions, I have experienced some of the prob¬ 
lems with which Baudhayana and other authors of Srauta Sutras were 
struggling more than 2,000 years ago. In the course of my work my admira¬ 
tion for them has grown. However, there is a difference between those ma¬ 
nuals and the present publication. The Srauta Sutras, though fully explicit, 
address an audience of initiates and connoisseurs. The authors made judi¬ 
cious use of references, cross references, and abbreviations, all explained with 
the help of metarules (paribhasa). For example, in the Srauta Sutras of the 
Yajurveda, “he” always refers to the adhvaryu priest. Whenever an oblation 
is referred to, and is not otherwise specified, it is to be understood that it is 
an oblation of ghee, made by the adhvaryu into the sacrificial fire by means 
of the juhu ladle or by means of the sruva if the juhu is already otherwise 
employed. Vedic recitations, nowadays generally referred to by numbers, are 
quoted by the beginning words, the end being marked by the particle iti. 

1 Actually the Agnihotra center at Randallstown is not the first manifestation of Vedic 
ritual in American popular culture. The priority goes to Batman, as Michael O’Flaherty 
has shown. In the January, 1976, issue of the Batman journal, the hero is shown a slide 
of a mysterious rug and exclaims: “Just as I thought—the figure of Agni, the Vedic 
god of the altar fir el This is a prayer rug of an obscure sect of the Vedas ... a most 
sacred object ... In fact, even photographing it is considered desecrationl” 
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The resulting prose is characterized by a highly nominalized, formulaic style, 
which—in some of the later texts—begins to resemble algebra. 

By contrast, the present volume addresses an audience not mere y o 
experts, be they Sanskritists, Indologists, or even Yedic ritualists. Through¬ 
out my work I have tried to keep in mind that my readers would be historians, 
anthropologists, psychologists, students of religion—in fact anyone inter¬ 
ested in the great manifestations of civilization, provided he has the Sitzfleisch 

and reads from the beginning. Since the subject is explained ab ovo, the des¬ 
cription is even longer than the relevant parts of the Srauta Sutras, compose 
for insiders, which are published and translated in the second volume. An 
yet, in spite of its intrinsic value, I would have hesitated to present a work so 
large and so exotic were it not for its audiovisual component. In fact, this 
component is better suited to its subject matter than the 250,000 words of 
the entire text. The photographs of the rites form an integral part of the 
book. The same holds with regard to the cassette tapes, which give an 
idea of the power of the oral tradition. I have found that Western tradi¬ 
tions and sensibilities are such that most Westerners are attracted by the 
pictures but mystified by the recordings. It is good to plunge oneself into 
both before one undertakes any systematic reading. Ideally, readers should 
first see the film “Altar of Fire,” which it has not been feasible to include in 
this package. This provides an immediate experience of some of the cere¬ 
monies, and after 45 minutes one has reached just that mixture of under¬ 
standing and bewilderment that propels one to take on the book. 

The organization of the book is straightforward. This first volume con¬ 
sists of two parts and a Bibliography. Part I provides the background. It deals 
with Yedic ritual in general, its sources and traditional interpretations, the 
historical and prehistorical background, and the community of the per¬ 
formers. As I have already indicated, much of this background, though inter¬ 
esting for the understanding of Indian culture and for a variety of other 
reasons, need not possess any ritual significance. 

Part II of the first volume, its main part, offers a detailed description of 
the 1975 performance of the ritual. It is preceded by a description of the 
preparations that discusses time, space, materials, and personnel. The princi¬ 
ples of the description, which is selective and nonbehavioristic, are explained 
in an Introductory Note (pages 274-276). The description is concerned with 
the 1975 performance, not with what is prescribed in the classical texts. 

The second volume consists of three parts, numbered III-V. Part III is 
a collection of contributions by different scholars whose work illuminates 
the ritual from a variety of perspectives. Some of these authors attended 
the 1975 performance. Part IV contains texts and translations of the re¬ 
levant ritual manuals. The first of these, Chapter 10 of the Baudhayana 
SJrauta Sutra, provides a detailed description of the Agnicayana ritual and 
should be compared with the description of Part II by anyone who wishes 
to study the difference between the classical tradition and the 1975 perfor- 
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mance. Part V gives a brief outline of the twenty hours of film and eighty 
hours of recordings made in 1975 under the direction of Robert Gardner, 
which were subsequently used in the production of the film “Altar of Fire. 
It also provides texts and translations of the material available on the accom¬ 
panying cassettes. Finally, there are a Glossary and Indexes. There are cross 
references throughout, and each volume is separately introduced. 



PART I 

THE AGNICAYANA RITUAL 



Chapter i. INTRODUCTION 

The first part of this book deals with the Agnicayana ritual and pro¬ 
vides background for a description of its 1975 performance. 

This first section is based partly upon classical texts, including discus¬ 
sions of these texts by modern interpreters. The Agnicayana, as described 
in such texts, should be distinguished from the Agnicayana as performed by 
Nambudiri brahmins in 1975. The Nambudiri performance is not revivalistic 
and is therefore not based upon a scholarly study of ancient texts. It is 
based upon the Nambudiri tradition, handed down from teacher to pupil 
and from father to son, largely orally, but with the occasional assistance of 
manuscript manuals in Malayalam. Because it represents a living tradition, 
there are discrepancies between the tradition and the texts. 

Throughout this first part I shall refer to the 1975 performance only 
occasionally, because the performance will be documented in other parts of 
the book. Relevant portions from some of the most important classical ritual 
manuals will be given, in text and translation, in Part IV. 

Chapter 2 of Part I will introduce the texts and the hierarchy of rituals. 
This chapter is full of names and demands some effort on the part of the 
reader. It introduces the roles of the dramatis personae (who will themselves 
be introduced in Part II) and is therefore an indispensable part of the volume. 
The Vedas themselves are important primarily because they provide the 
recitations for the ritual. In the Rgveda there are numerous references to ri¬ 
tual, but they are too fragmentary to permit its reconstruction. The Yajur- 
veda is the ritual Veda par excellence, but it does not provide systematic 
descriptions of ritual. In the later Vedic period, roughly from 700 to 300 B.C., 
a number of specialized manuals were compiled that provide a general classi¬ 
fication of srauta rituals and a minute description of each of them. Some of 
these texts are manuals of Vedic schools, which are preserved in the Nam¬ 
budiri tradition. Texts and translations of relevant portions are provided in 
Part IV of this book. Other manuals belong to schools that have long been ex¬ 
tinct. N. Tsuji treats one of these in Part III (pages 135-160). Chapter 2 of 
Part I will first survey the textual sources, and then provide an overview of 
the srauta rituals described in these sources, indicating the position of the 

Agnicayana. 
Chapter 3 of Part I will provide a bird’s-eye view of the Agnicayana 

based upon the classical texts. A more detailed and illustrated description of 
episodes of the 1975 performance will be given in Part II. This is further 
documented by the description of records and films in Part V. 

Chapter 4 of Part I deals with some of the traditional interpretations of 
the Agnicayana. The ritual manuals provide only descriptions, and presup¬ 
pose that the performers were familiar with the meaning of the rites. Other 
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portions of the Vedic literature deal with the meaning of ritual and of rituals. 
The Brahmanas in particular are devoted to ritual interpretation and spec¬ 
ulation, but the numerous, not always consistent, and sometimes fanciful 
interpretations that these works provide show clearly that, even at this early 
period, any meaning many episodes may have had was already lost. The texts 
themselves declare that “the gods love what is out of sight” (paro’ksapriya 
devah: Satapatha Brahmana 6.1.1.2, etc.). Obscurity kindles the imagina¬ 
tion. The ritual speculations of the later Vedic literature lead to the begin¬ 
nings of Indian philosophy, and stand at the origin of many developments in 
later Hinduism. 

Chapter 5, the longest chapter of Part I, discusses the origin and signif¬ 
icance of the Agnicayana. This chapter has been divided into several sections 
in an attempt to bring some order to the vast amount of material. The ori¬ 
gin of the Agnicayana takes us back almost to the dawn of civilization. When 
we come to later prehistoric times we face two distinct civilizations. On the 
one hand we have the materially simple culture of the Indo-Iranian nomads, 
who were wandering on the dry steppes of Inner Asia. On the other hand 
we know of a highly evolved city culture, which flourished, roughly at the 
same time, a thousand miles further south and on the other side of the 
formidable mountain ranges of the western Himalayas, in the fertile valleys 
of the upper Indus. It has been fashionable for some time to trace everything 
Indian that is not found in the earlier Vedas to this Indus civilization. I 
shall resist this temptation, because our knowledge of the Harappa culture, 
though extensive, is limited and one-sided, based as it is upon archaeological 
data and controversial seals. Yet it cannot be denied that there are numerous 
features of the Agnicayana that cannot be derived from the nomadic culture 
of the Indo-Iranian invaders. 

Thapar, Parpola, Heesterman, and Seidenberg treat these early periods 
from different points of view in Part III of this book (in the second volume). I 
provide an analysis of ritual structure there. To introduce and supplement 
these chapters, I shall deal with Agni, fire, the Vedic nomads, Soma, the Cosmic 
Man, the altar, and naturally perforated stones in Chapter 5 of Part I. 

Chapter 6 of Part I treats Vedic traditions among the Nambudiris, in¬ 
corporating some material from my book Nambudiri Veda Recitation (1961). 
A long history, spanning almost twenty-five centuries, leads from the Vedic 
period to contemporary Nambudiri society. As regards the Vedic ritual, most 
of this history remains unwritten. Some definite but scattered information 
can be derived from epigraphical evidence, mostly from the medieval period. 
References in epic and literary works are numerous but are rarely specific. 
The picture gains precision only in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 
when many of the srauta rituals were already on the verge of extinction. 
Kashikar and Parpola will survey srauta performances in recent times in Part 
III. For further information on the history of the Nambudiri community, see 
K. Kunjunni Raja, M.G.S. Narayanan, Kesavan Veluthat, M.R. Raghava 
Varier and others in Part III in the second volume. 
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CLASSICAL VEDIC RITUAL 

SOURCES 

Our knowledge of Vedic culture is, in the first place, derived from the 
four Vedas: the Rgveda (RV), a collection of poems, hymns, and invocations 
of deities, reflecting myths, rites, battles, and insights of many kinds; the 
Yajurveda (YV), verse and prose largely concerned with ritual; the Samaveda 
(SV), which consists mostly of parts of the Rgveda set to music; and the 
Atharvaveda (AV), a collection that is somewhat similar to the Rgveda, but 
that pays more attention to magic, and probably reflects a different stratum 
of society. 

Each of these Vedas consists of several portions, the earliest of which is 
called samhita. Like other concepts applied to the Vedas, this term emphasi¬ 
zes form more than content. The term samhita means “conjunction, conti¬ 
nuity” and refers to the continuous recitation of the text. In such continuous 
recitation, euphonic combinations (sandhi) apply between words, as in cur¬ 
rent speech. For example, agnih nah yajiidm upa vetu is recited as agnir no 
yajnam upa vetu, “Agni, may he come to our ritual.” At the same time, the 
rendering of the accent of a word might influence the pronunciation of the 
immediately preceding and following words. 

The samhita recitation contrasts with the padapatha, “word-for-word 
recitation,” from pada, “word,” in which sentences are decomposed into 
separate words. Such decomposition implies that the sandhi combinations 
are dissolved, and that the influence of the word accent is confined to the 
word itself. For example, in the above illustration, the padapatha is: agnih / 
nah / yajnam / upa / vetu. The padapatha, available for each of the samhita 
texts, preserves the earliest linguistic analysis of these texts. 

The word “text,” which we tend to use in such contexts, is in fact inap¬ 
propriate : we are not dealing with books that were written down, but with 
orally transmitted compositions. The translation of veda as “knowledge” or 
“wisdom,” though correct, is also misleading. The predominant Indian way 
to approach the Vedas is to consider them in the first place as recitations. This 
is indicated by the term samhita. 

In the case of the Rgveda there is only one samhita, which is called 
Rksamhita. References to the Rgveda, without further specification, are to 
the Rksamhita. In the case of the other Vedas, there are several samhita tradi¬ 
tions, referred to by different names. In the case of the Yajurveda, the one 
that is relevant for the Nambudiri Agnicayana is the Taittiriya Samhita. 

Throughout the centuries, the Vedic recitations have been transmitted 
orally by members of the brahmin community. Each brahmin belongs by 
birth to one of the Vedas, and is initiated into the recitation of his particular 
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Veda by his father or by a teacher, either at home or in a Vedic school. Elab¬ 
orate mnemotechnic methods have been devised to safeguard the proper 
formal transmission of these compositions, and to eliminate or decrease the 
danger of losing words, syllables, or accents. The simplest of these methods 
is the memorization of the padapatha alongside the samhita recitation. There 
are several mnemotechnic modifications (vikrti), in which the words of the 
padapatha are recited in certain definite combinations and permutations. In 
a simple extension of the padapatha, each word is repeated once. Even this 
is not as simple as it seems, for the sandhi combinations and the accents are 
also modified according to rules. One of the more complex modifications is 
called ghana. If the words of the padapatha are represented by numerals as 
1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / . . . , the ghana is 1221123321123/233223443 
2 2 3 4/. . . . The beginning of the ghana of the sentence illustrated before 
thereby becomes: agnir no no‘griir agnir no yajnam yajnam no'gnir agmr no 
yajnam / ... . The ghana of the English translation would begin as follows: 
Agni may may Agni Agni may he he may Agni Agni may he / . . . . Many of 
these modifications can be heard on Levy-staal(1968). Their rules are given in 
phonetic treatises called pratisakhya, attached to each of the branches of the 
Vedas. For each of the hymns of the Rgveda the names of the composer or seer 
(rsi) and of the deity {dev at a) to whom the hymn is dedicated, are preserved. 
The names of the original meters (chandas) are also handed down traditional¬ 
ly. The metrical structure itself has not been retained in the actual practice of 
recitation. In texts that were originally accented, the location of the original 
accent is maintained in the oral transmission; the original rendering of the 
accent, however, is generally lost. 

According to the lawbook of Manu, a brahmin who does not know the 
Vedic verse is as useless as a eunuch among women {Manusmrti 2.158, quoted 
Ingalls 1959, 3). In actual practice the knowledge of brahmins varies greatly. 
The minimum each brahmin knows is the Gayatri, a three-line verse from 
the Rgveda (3.62.10): “May we receive this desirable light of the god Savitr, 
who shall impel our thoughts.” This verse, recited daily during the Sandhya 
ceremony (cf. Srinivasan 1973), is taught at the time of Upanayana, the inves¬ 
titure with the sacred thread that each brahmin undergoes at his initiation 
ceremony, or “second birth.” 

Alongside this transmission of sound, there has not been a comparable 
or equally ancient oral tradition that preserves the meaning. With the de¬ 
velopment of classical Sanskrit, and of middle and modern Indian languages, 
there has accordingly been a gradual loss of the meaning of much of the 
recited material that had been composed in the older Vedic language. The 
reciters might be familiar with the names of the deities that are invoked, or 
might know the meaning of some Vedic words that occur in the recitation, 
and that also occur (though often with a different meaning) in classical San¬ 
skrit or in modern Indian languages. However, in recent times, they generally 
do not understand longer phrases. The reciters are primarily preservers of the 
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Vedic tradition, not Vedic scholars. They are dedicated to the preservation of 
their sacred heritage for posterity. Without them, scholars of the Vedas would 
have nothing to be scholars of. Had the reciters themselves been scholars 
concerned with meaning, the original sounds might have long been lost. 

Separate from this formal transmission there is an entire development 
of intellectual traditions in India, which was concerned with meaning, but 
which gradually moved away from the Vedic heritage and evolved the numer¬ 
ous systems and schools of thought that make up much of later Hinduism. 
The Vedas were preserved in their pristine purity, uninterpreted, unaffected 
by what went on elsewhere, and accordingly without exerting much influence 
on these later developments. And so we witness a development that is prob¬ 
ably without parallel: for about 3,000 years, a class of people devoted 
themselves in relative isolation to the formal preservation of a large number 
of oral compositions, confining themselves almost entirely to sound. This 
transmission has been at least as faithful as have been manuscript traditions 
in other parts of the world. Sound, though perhaps not as durable as stone 
or clay, has proved much less susceptible to wear and tear than paper. As a 
result, we have access to one of the ancient literatures of mankind almost in 
its original form and in its entirety. 

This extraordinary effort of memorization can largely be explained by a 
simple fact: when the Vedas were composed, writing was unknown in the 
community to which the composers belonged. It is a matter of controversy 
whether at a much earlier period a regular system of writing was used in the 
Indus civilization, which at one time had occupied the same areas that the 
Vedic nomads entered. But even if a writing system did exist, it is not open to 
doubt that the art of writing had disappeared with the advent of the Vedic 
culture. When writing was later introduced (or reintroduced) from elsewhere, 
it was considered alien to the Vedic heritage and therefore unfit as a re¬ 
ceptacle for the Vedas. In the beginning, this foreign invention was mostly 
confined to commercial use and to royal edicts. It was gradually adopted in 
all branches of learning, and finally the Vedas themselves were committed to 
writing. For a long time, however, writing continued to be considered impure 
and even offensive. A later Vedic text, the Aitareya Aranyaka (5.5.3), states 
that a pupil should not recite the Veda after he has eaten meat, seen blood or 
a dead body, had intercourse, or engaged in writing. Unlike the ancient 
civilizations of the Near East and of China, Vedic civilization flourished with¬ 
out literacy. In India, writing has always been held in lower esteem than 
memory or the sound of recitation. This explains, among other things, the 
importance attached to mantras, a term originally applied to the Vedic verse. 

The oral transmission of the Vedas from father to son or from teacher to 
pupil is known as adhyaya, “learning” or “recitation.” This is contrasted 
with prayoga, “ritual application,” which refers to the general use of Vedic 
texts in ritual, or viniyoga, which refers to the recitation of a particular man¬ 
tra at a particular point in the ritual. Vedic ritual is primarily characterized 
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by the recitation, by one or more priests, of Vedic passages. The structure and 
organization of this recited material follows the requirements of the ritual. 
As a result, sentences and verses are often taken out of their original context 
(which is preserved in adhyaya only) and adapted to new surroundings. A 
reciter who is familiar with the prayoga has learned different arrangements 
of fragments of the oral tradition that he has already memorized, and knows 
where to insert them into ritual structures. This new dimension of learning 
may be handed down orally too, and without any connection with ritual acti¬ 
vity. And so we meet with three kinds of knowledge, handed down orally, 
each presupposing the former. Most reciters preserve the Vedic texts in their 
original, or presumedly original, order. Some among them have, in addition, 
learned how recitations have to be modified and rearranged for use in ritual. 
A few have preserved the ritual practice itself, and know what, how, where, 
and when to act as well as to recite. 

The importance of recitation in the realm of Vedic ritual is not merely 
a recent development, which might be explained by the fact that ritual re¬ 
citations are more easily preserved than the ritual activities they accompany. 
Throughout the Vedic period, the importance of language has been empha¬ 
sized, and many ritual acts are only performed by uttering mantras, as is stated 
repeatedly in the Vedic literature. Thus we need not be surprised when we 
find, for example, that Satapatha Brahmana 9.1.2.17 declares with reference 
to the Agnicayana, “This fire altar is language, for it is piled up with lan¬ 
guage” (already quoted on page 18). 

With regard to ritual, the four Vedas are not on a par. The Rgveda con¬ 
tains numerous references to ritual practices. Many priestly functions and 
names of priests are mentioned, and there are terms for particular rites and 
ritual recitations, for altars, and especially for rites connected with Soma. 
However, the precise significance of many of the ritual terms is unclear and, 
taken as a whole, these references are too fragmentary to permit the re¬ 
construction of specific rituals. Potdar (1953) has tried to establish four stages 
of ritual development in the Rgveda, but when it comes to formulating the 
differences, he is relatively vague. Kashikar (1964) has, moreover, shown that 
there are many exceptions to Potdar’s presumed generalizations. 

In the Yajurveda the situation is different. In the samhita traditions we 
find mantras that are to be recited at the rituals, and prose passages explain¬ 
ing them. The ritual specification that is provided is generally consistent with 
the detailed descriptions given in the later ritual manuals attached to the 
Yajurveda. The ritual that emerges from these descriptions is generally re¬ 
ferred to as “Vedic ritual.” I shall sometimes call it “classical Vedic ritual” 
to distinguish it from earlier rituals, such as the ritual of the Rgveda or the 
lost rituals of the original inhabitants of the subcontinent. The arrangement 
and organization of the Yajurveda itself is largely determined by ritual con¬ 
siderations. Not only is much of its subject matter ritual, but the text itself is 
used in rituals. The Rgveda, on the other hand, is used only in part in the clas- 
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sical ritual, and many portions have no ritual connection. The Rgveda con¬ 
sists, for the greater part, of “family books,” and does not have a clearly 
visible ritual structure. It would be rash to assume that it originally had such 
a structure that was lost subsequently. It is true that ritualistic interpretations 
of the Rgveda have found favor among scholars from Bergaigne to Bloom¬ 
field, who wrote, for example: “If we had before us the ritual practices which 
accompanied the Rgvedic hymns at the time of their composition, the Rgveda 
would lose much of its obscurity” (quoted in Kashikar 1968, 9). This may be 
true in some cases; but on the whole, those scholars look at the Rgveda 
through the eyes of the Yajurveda. 

In some parts of the Samaveda, a ritual arrangement has been adopted. 
It occupies, in this respect, a place between Rgveda and Yajurveda. The 
Samaveda consists, for the largest part, of material taken from the Rgveda 
and set to music. This adaptation from texts to melodies has resulted in 
numerous textual changes and in the insertion of much new material, orig¬ 
inally perhaps necessitated by the requirements of melody. An example will 
make this clear. The first melody of the Jaiminiya Samaveda is based upon 
the following mantra from the Rgveda: 

agna a yahi vltaye grnano havyadataye ara arratfk 
ni hota satsi barhisi I 

“Agni, come to the feast, after being extolled, ^ (| 
come to the gift of offerings! 

As Hota sit down on the sacrificial grass!” 
(RV 6.16.10 = TB 3.5.2.1; with this mantra the second brick of the fire altar is 
consecrated. See below page 388) 

In the Jaiminiya Samaveda this mantra is transformed into: 

o gna yi / a yahi va yi / taya yi taya yi /grnano havyada / taya yi taya yi/ na yi 

hota / sd tsa yi ba au ho va / hi si // 
(GG 1.1) 

The oblique bar (“/”), used to demarcate the portions of this chant, has a 
specific meaning: each portion (bhakti) should be sung with one breath. 
Meaningless syllables, such as au ho va, are called stobhas. They inspired 
Faddegon to speak of “Ritualistic Dadaism” (1927). While the majority of 
the melodies (saman) are based upon verses (rk) of the Rgveda, some derive 
from other sources, and others have no source at all. The latter consist en¬ 
tirely of stobhas, sometimes interspersed with bits and fragments of mantras. 
An example is one of the songs that accompany the consecration of the 
“Space-Filler” bricks of the first layer (Part II, page 444; see also Table 15): 

agnom / agna ho agna ho agna ha a vuva / ejyotih // 
(AG 25.32) 

This is a composition on the name Agni with jyotib, “light”, added in the 
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finale as illumination or embellishment. Such pieces are common in the 
Aranyegeyagana, “Songs to be Sung in the Forest,” from which the above 
song has been taken. 

The structure of the Samaveda is complex. The mantras that underlie the 
the melodies are listed in the Arcika, “List of Verses,” and the melodies are 
listed in the Gramageyagana, “Songs to be Sung in the Village,” and in the 
Aranyegeyagana. The same melodies recur in the Uhagana and Uhyagana 
(which the Nambudiris call Usani), but other verses are added, and the 
material is arranged in the form and order required in the ritual. Some of 
the principles underlying this arrangement will become apparent in the course 
of the following description. The texts of the Jaiminiya will be described in a 
separate note (below, pages 276-278). 

A few of the melodies of the Samaveda are based upon mantras from 
the Atharvaveda. The Atharvaveda itself, though perhaps as ancient as the 
Rgveda, has an entirely different background and was added only later to 
the “three Vedas.” It has been introduced into the classical ritual to a very 
limited extent. On the whole, it may be characterized as yajnanupayuktah, 

“not employed in the ritual” (Madhusudana, in Renou 1947, 214; cf. Renou 
1955a). 

The Yajurveda provides principles of organization that will enable us to 
establish some order in the mass of rites that constitute the classical ritual, 
and in the mass of texts that describe and interpret these rites from different 
points of view. The classification of rituals will be taken up in the next section 
(The Srauta Rituals). The classification of texts reflects, to a large extent, the 
subdivision of the Vedas into schools (sakha). Like the classical ritual, and in 
close connection with it, these schools developed primarily in Yajurvedic 
circles. The Yajurveda is divided into two domains: the (older) Black (Krsna) 
Yajurveda and the (later) White (Sukla) Yajurveda. The Black Yajurveda 
comprises four schools, each with its own samhita. Each samhita contains a 
mixture of two types of passages: mantra and brahmana. In general, mantra 
passages are in verse and are recited during rites, but they also comprise yajus 

formulas; brahmana passages are in prose and describe or elucidate the 
mantras and their connection with the rites. Both are accented. From the 
standpoint of Yajurveda, and from the ritual point of view, the Rksamhita 
consists entirely of mantras. So does the one samhita of the White Yajurveda, 
the Vajasaneyi-Samhita. 

Let us now return to the subdivision of each of the Vedas into several 
portions, of_which the samhita is the first. There are three other categories: 
Brahmana, Aranyaka, and Upanisad. It is to be noted that there is therefore 
an ambiguity in the term brahmana, as applied to Vedic texts. On the one 
hand, it means a prose passage that describes or interprets rites. When used 
in this sense, I shall write brahmana without capital. On the other hand, 
“Brahmana,” with capital, denotes the second category of subdivision of 
each of the Vedas, which is often a collection of brahmana passages. The 

2. The Agnicayana in Classical Vedic Ritual 

two senses remain distinct even where they are coextensive. 
In the Black Yajurveda, one of the four schools (the most important one 

for most of this book) is called Taittirlya. The four subdivisions are called 
after it: Taittirlya Samhita (TS), Taittiriya Brahmana (TB), Taittirlya 
Aranyaka (TA), and Taittiriya Upanisad (TU). The name Taittiriya is 
derived from tittiri, “partridge,” traditionally taken to refer to a teacher. 
The suggestion that it was originally the name of a totemistic clan is without 
foundation. Like the Taittiriya Samhita, the Taittiriya Brahmana and the 
Taittiriya Aranyaka consist of a mixture of mantra and brahmana passages, 
both accented. Among the other schools, mention may be made of the 
Maitraya.nl, since this is the school with which Tsuji deals in Part III, Volume 
II. In the case of the White Yajurveda, the two schools may be regarded 
as two recensions of the same text. The Vajasaneyi Samhita (VS) of the 
White Yajurveda, as we have seen, is in verse and consists of mantras. Its 
important brahmana, the Satapatha Brahmana (SB), “Brahmana of the 
Hundred Paths,” will be quoted frequently. 

In the case of the Rgveda, two schools are referred to, but their distinc¬ 
tion is largely theoretical with respect to the Rksamhita, and becomes ap¬ 
parent only from the Brahmana onward. The two Brahmanas of the Rgveda, 
the Kausltaki and the Aitareya, are in prose and are not accented. In the case 
of the Samaveda, many schools are referred to, but for all practical purposes 
they fall into two groups: the Kauthuma-Ranayaniya and the Jaiminiya. 

Table 1 provides a survey of the names of the principal subdivisions and 
schools of the Vedas. 

In later times, the entire Vedic corpus of recitations is referred to as 
Sruti, “what is heard,” i.e., “what is revealed.” It is regarded as apauruseya, 
“of nonhuman origin.” Numerous other texts were attached to this sacred 
revelation, many of which deal with more specialized topics, viz., phonetics 
(treated in the pratisakhya literature, already referred to), ritual, altar con¬ 
struction (involving geometry), grammar, etymology, metrics, and astrono¬ 
my. Together with others, these manuals are considered smrti, “what is 
remembered.” They are accordingly less authoritative than sruti. This 
implies that in case of conflict between Sruti and smrti, sruti prevails. Many 
of these manuals are written in a particular style, the sutra style, which is 
formulaic and aphoristic and tends to brevity. The sutra style initiates a new 
development, characterized by analysis and a more logical, philosophical, 
and scientific approach. Because of their brevity, the sutra works are often 
obscure and require commentaries (bhasya, vrtti, tlka) for their elucidation. 

In the present context the only sutras that are relevant are the ritual 
sutras. These are of two types: Srauta sutra and grhya sutra. The former, 
which are generally older (though not in the case of the Atharvaveda), deal 
with the Srauta rites, rites “based upon Sruti.” In French these are called les 

rites solennels. The latter deal with the grhya rites (from grha, “home, 
house”), domestic or life-cycle rites such as the ceremonies performed at the 
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occasion of a birth, initiation and investiture with the sacred thread (Upa- 
nayana), marriage, or death. As we have already seen, there are several gen¬ 
eral and formal differences between the two kinds of ritual. For example, the 
srauta rites require three fire altars and the services of several priests, whereas 
the grhya rites require only one fire (the domestic fire) and one priest (the 
purohita). While the function of the domestic rites is fairly straightforward, 
the significance of the Srauta rites is not obvious. This constitutes one of the 
main problems and attractions of the study of the srauta ritual. The Srauta 
ritual exhibits the unhampered development of ritual construction and 
creativity. As we have already seen, there are Srauta rituals that last a 
thousand years, which shows that these rites were not always performed, but 
were sometimes purely theoretical. These theoretical constructions are impor¬ 
tant, for they help us to understand the concept of ritual structure (as dealt 
with, for example, in Part III, pages 127-134). The rituals that will be referred 

to in this book are all Srauta rituals. 
The Srauta sutras are known by different names and are attached to the 

various Vedic schools. They are listed in Table 1. It is clear from this table 
that ritual flourished especially in the Yajurveda. “Avec le Yajurveda on ac¬ 
cede a la tradition la plus importante, celle qui est au centre meme du culte 
et que viennent alimenter des textes considerables” (Renou 1947, 137). The 
reason why there are so many different texts, reflecting different schools, is 
partly ritual. The larger celebrations require the collaboration of four groups 
of priests, one for each of the four Vedas. Each group evolved its own manual. 
Such manuals complement each other, like the music printed for different 
instruments that together make up one orchestra. With the development and 
further differentiation of the ceremonies, problems arose within the same 
Veda. Various solutions to such problems were adopted by different groups 
of ritualists, which led to a differentiation into branches or schools, in due 
course reflected in different srauta sutras. Even within a srauta sutra, other 
opinions may be incorporated, or listed as options (as is done, e.g., in the 
Dvaidha section of Baudhayana Srauta Sutra), which later develop into se¬ 

parate traditions. 
Later, works were composed that deal with a single ritual by combining 

the contributions of the different groups of priests; some of these works are 
called prayoga or paddhati. This has been carried further by modern scholars, 
e.g., Hillebrandt (1880: Full- and New-Moon Rituals), Schwab (1886: ani¬ 
mal sacrifice), Caland and Henry (1906: Agnistoma). Such works are like 
the conductor’s score, but include in addition other recensions and options. 

Most of the sciences treated in the early sutra literature are similarly 
differentiated according to Veda and sakha, “branch” or Vedic school. The 
pratisakhyas, attached to each of the Vedic branches (as their name indicates: 
“one for each branch”), deal with the phonetic characteristics of their own 
branch. These phonetic treatises are therefore typically confined to the 
analysis of a specific corpus of utterances. The exception is grammar, which 

i 
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pertains to all the Vedas. The oldest work of grammar that is preserved intact 
is the grammar of Panini. This work is not a catalogue of facts about a parti¬ 
cular text, but a grammar of Sanskrit that provides rules for the derivation of 
linguistic forms, and in so doing expresses a general theory of langauge (for 
the contrast with the pratisakhya literature, see e.g., Staal 1967, Chapter 2; 
1972, 140-141; 1974). After centuries of domination by the Vedic schools, 
grammar came, therefore, as a liberation (Renou 1947, 213). This universali¬ 
zation signalled the breakdown of the edifice of the Vedic schools and of 
Vedic culture itself, and led to entirely new developments. The Upanisads con¬ 
tributed to these events in a similar way: their affiliation to the Vedic schools 
became increasingly academic, and all later Upanisads were attached to the 
Atharvaveda by fiat. 

Specimens from the srauta sutras are given in Part IV of this book, and 
in one contribution of Part III. With the exception of the late Vaikhanasa, 
the period of the srauta sutras is roughly from 700 to 300 b.c. The earliest 
author of a Srauta sutra, Baudhayana, is the inventor of the sutra genre, 
which has remained one of the chief vehicles for the expression of Indian 
scholarly and scientific culture. The sutra style is ideally suited to concise and 
factual description, pushing condensation to the extreme by the use of nomi¬ 
nal composition, and eliminating all interpretation and speculation. While 
Baudhayana’s Srauta Sutra marks the origin of sutra composition, Panini’s 
grammar is its apogee. Baudhayana’s style is still, in some respects, reminis¬ 
cent of the Brahmana literature, and in this respect constitutes a transition. 
Baudhayana’s work was called pravacana, a term that probably underlines its 
explicit character, as distinct from the esoteric tendencies of the Brahmanas 
(Renou 1963, 180; for a slightly different interpretation see Gonda 1977, 
514-515). Much later, the sutra style was characterized as visvatomukha, 
“facing in all directions,” viz., fully perspicuous. This applies very well to the 
Baudhayana Srauta Sutra, which is the most detailed and explicit of the 
Srauta sutras. 

Caland took pravacana to mean “oral teaching.” Writing in fact became 
known during the later part of the sutra period, but it remains unclear to what 
extent it may have been used in the Srauta literature. The sutra style, with its 
formulaic character, is very suitable for memorization, even more so than 
the Vedic recitations themselves (cf. Renou 1947, 33-34,222-223; 1963,199). 
Though Western scholars, used as they are to reading and writing, have found 
it hard to believe, sutra composition may very well have been an oral exer¬ 
cise, like the composition of the Vedas themselves. 

Just as each brahmin belongs by birth to one Veda, he belongs, within 
his Veda, to one school. This implies that he should perform rituals in 
accordance with the sutras of his own school. But since the larger Srauta 
rituals require participation among priests belonging to different schools, co¬ 
operation among the different schools becomes necessary. The system of Ve¬ 
dic schools is therefore a structure of fixed units, which, however, are inter- 
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dependent and complement each other. 
In this sense, the organization of the Vedic schools is similar to the 

social organization of the brahmin community: brahmins are endogamous 
with respect to caste, but exogamous with respect to gotra (a kind of clan to 
which a brahmin also belongs by birth). Vedic affiliation and marriage alli¬ 
ance are independent of each other: a brahmin need not marry within his 
Veda. The organization of the Vedic schools is also, in some respects, similar 
to the structure of sects in later Hinduism. This has been generally misunder¬ 
stood by foreigners, including most Western scholars. Saivism and Vaisna- 
vism, for example, are not rival religions enjoining a belief in Siva and Visnu, 
respectively, nor are they rival options. They are separate traditions. Such 
affiliations are largely determined by birth, and have little to do with private 
preference or individual option. Conversions must have occurred when the 
Vedic nomads began to interact with the indigenous population. Though a 
movement of conversion in the opposite direction appeared in Jainism and 
Buddhism—a late retaliation to the invasion by the Vedic nomads—conver¬ 
sion remained alien to classical Hinduism. There have been periods of intense 
religious strife, but for political rather than religious reasons. Moreover, in 
Vedic religion as well as in Hinduism, it is relatively unimportant what a 
person privately thinks or believes; what counts are his public and coopera¬ 
tive activities. Hence the emphasis on orthopraxy, “right activity, rather 
than orthodoxy, “right opinion” (Staal 1959). 

The overall picture that arises from the ritual texts indicates, in the 
words of Heesterman (1962, 2): 

. . . that Vedic religion did not relate itself to differing forms of 
religion. The antithesis is between more or less effective rites, or 
of old, superseded (utsanna) versus new rites, all of which are viewed 
within the framework of the same religion. Moreover, the ritual 
texts are concerned with orthopraxy, not with orthodoxy. Where 
an orthodoxy may open the possibility of conversion, orthopraxy, 
being indifferent to conversion, will stress purification (cf. also Re¬ 
nou 1955a, 439, note 3). 

Without the affiliation system of the Vedic schools, which is based upon 
birth, Vedic ritual and the Vedas themselves would not have survived over 
the millenia and in spite of all later developments. The ensuing restrictions, 
however, might also be responsible for the final disappearance of the ritual. 
The Vedic traditions of the Nambudiri brahmins, to which I shall return in 
Chapter 6, offer a case in point. The Nambudiri performance of Vedic rituals 
is on the verge of extinction primarily because of the increasing rarity of 
qualified Samavedins, due to the lack of interest of the younger generation. 
In a desperate effort to preserve the ritual, a few Rgvedins suggested some 
years ago that their sons and grandsons be trained in the difficult art of 
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chanting the ritual chants of the Samaveda. Though similarly concerned, 
the Samavedins have been unwilling to teach them. One reason is that the 
Rgvedins, at the time of Upanayana, are not initiated in the same manner 
as the Samavedins. One characteristic of the Nambudiri Samaveda Upana¬ 
yana is that the initiated boy should wear the same cloth for the duration of 
one full year, washing and cleaning it over and over again. This is not re¬ 
quired in the Rgveda Upanayana, which therefore does not qualify a Rgveda 
boy to learn Samaveda. Such facts indicate that, for a brahmin, it is just as 
unthinkable to change his second birth as to change his first birth or his body. 

THE SRAUTA RITUALS 

Though the details vary, almost all parts of the Yajurvedic corpus 
presuppose a particular classification of srauta rituals. This becomes 
explicit in the srauta sutras, in which the rituals are arranged in a sequence 
in which each ritual presupposes the previous one. Moreover, a later ritual 
in the hierarchy can only be performed by a person who has already per¬ 
formed the earlier ones. A list of the main srauta rituals is given in Table 2. 
This is not complete, and the following description is even less complete. 

The simplest srauta ritual is the agnihotra. It consists of an oblation of 

THE SRAUTA RITUALS 

Agnyadheya (= Agnyadhana) 
Agnihotra 

Darsapurnamasa 
Caturmasya 

Pasubandha 

Agnistoma 
Ukthya 
Sodasin 
Atiratra 

Aptoryama 
Atyagnistoma 

Vajapeya 

Agnicayana 

TABLE 2 
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milk, offered every evening and morning. The rites are performed by the 
adhvaryu priest, who belongs to the Yajurveda, on behalf of a yajamana, 
“sacrificer” or “patron of the ritual,” generally accompanied by his wife, 
the yajamanapatni. The yajamana may also perform the ritual on his own 
behalf. Yajamana and yajamanapatni may belong to any of the three twice- 
born classes: brahmins, chieftains or soldiers (1ksatriya), and tribesmen or 
farmers (vaisya). The adhvaryu, and all other priests who officiate in Srauta 
rituals, are brahmins. This accords with the fact that only brahmins have been 
trained in the Vedic recitations that accompany the rites. 

The Agnihotra is performed inside a ritual enclosure within the home of 
the yajamana. Three fires are required: the garhapatya, “belonging to the 
householder,” which I shall refer to as domestic fire;1 the ahavaniya, “in 
which the oblations are offered,” which I shall refer to as offering fire; and 
the daksinagni, “southern fire,” which I shall refer to as such. The fires are 
installed on fireplaces or altars made of clay. The domestic altar is round 
and is located near the western end of the ritual enclosure, the offering altar 
is square and is located near its eastern end, and the southern altar is semi¬ 
circular and is located on its southern side. These positions are indicated 
in Figure 1, where the customary places of the yajamana (Y) and his wife 
(P) are also marked. 

In all srauta rituals there are three basic elements: dravyam, the sub¬ 
stance of the oblation; devata, the deity to whom the oblation is offered; 
and tyaga, the formula pronounced by the yajamana at the time of the obla¬ 
tion, by which he renounces the benefits or fruits of the ritual in favor of the 
deity (it can also refer to the oblation itself). The oblations are generally 
prepared on the domestic fire and are offered into the offering fire. In the 
case of the Agnihotra, the substance of the oblation is milk, but certain 
vegetable substances may be adopted as substitutes. In the evening Agni¬ 
hotra, a first oblation is offered to Agni and a second to Prajapati. In the 
morning Agnihotra, the first oblation is for Surya and the second again for 
Prajapati. The tyaga formulas, uttered by the yajamana, are of the form: 
“this is for Agni not for me” (agnaye idem na mama, and analogously for 
the other deities). Increasingly, tyaga is seen as the essence of ritual. The 
term was to have a great future in Hinduism. In the Bhagavad Gita, tyaga 
means abandoning and renouncing of the fruits of all activity, and is ad¬ 
vocated as the highest goal of life (see above, page 5). 

Though the Agnihotra is the simplest of the srauta rituals, it comes 
after the Agnyadheya or Agnyadhana ritual, during which the three fires are 
installed, and which is therefore presupposed. Installing fire involves agni- 
manthana, “making fire by friction,” a method that is resorted to several plate i 

times again in the course of subsequent rituals. There are different opinions 

11 am not concerned here with the grhya fire, which has also been called “domestic” 
fire. 
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PLATE I 

Making Fire {Agnimanthana) 

C.V. Vasudevan Alckitiripad, the yajamana’s eldest brother, on 
whose behalf the Atiratra-Agnicayana ritual was performed in 1955, 
pulls the strings that cause the churning stick (mantha, Malayalam: 
itattantu) to rotate in a hole in the lower kindling block (adhara- 
rani). The pratiprasthata pushes the stick down with the help of a 
half coconut shell. The upper kindling block (uttararani) lies to the 
left of the lower one. During the 12-day Atiratra-Agnicayana, new 
fire has to be made seven times. The plate shows fire being made 
for the animal sacrifice for Vayu on the first day (Episode 2: below, 
page 303). 
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N 

G: garhapatya, domestic fire 
D: daksinagni, southern fire 
A: ahavaniya, offering fire 
V: vedi, receptacle for ritual implements and substances of oblations 
Y: customary place of the Yajamana 
P: customary place of the Yajamanapatni 

with regard to the keeping of the fires. Either the three fires are kept alive in 
the house of the yajamana throughout his life as a householder, or the do¬ 
mestic fire is kept alive, and the other two are lit from it at each Agnihotra 
performance. If the fires have not been kept or have gone out, they are re¬ 
installed during the Punaradheya ritual. A brahmin who keeps the three 
sacred fires is called ahitagni, “who has installed the fire,” or agnihotrin, 
“who performs Agnihotra.” 

The features of the Agnihotra so far mentioned are nothing but its skele¬ 
ton. The srauta sutras specify a great deal of additional detail: restrictions 
on eligibility of the participants, time, preparation of the altars, fires and 
oblations (e.g., the precise manner in which the Agnihotra cow is milked), 
implements used, movements gone through, options, and all the accompany¬ 
ing recitations. Instead of pursuing these specifications, and before reviewing 
other srauta rituals, we may ask what reality has corresponded, and still 
corresponds, to such descriptions. There is a general answer that is appli¬ 
cable to all the ritual works. At the time of their composition, the descrip¬ 
tions of the srauta sutras reflected existing and earlier practice, but—once 
formulated—they determined later and future practice. The ritual literature, 
which was at least partly descriptive in origin, became in due course entirely 
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prescriptive, and came to be regarded as the final codification of the ritual. 
At the present time, rituals are performed, theoretically, in accordance 

with the statements of the srauta sutras, which are interpreted as rules. It 
does not follow that brahmin ritualists consult the sutras and then act ac¬ 
cordingly. Srauta performances in recent times range from the academic 
and revivalistic to the traditional. While in and around academic circles, 
rites may be reconstructed from texts with or without the assistance of 
traditional practitioners, there are inaccessible places where rituals are still 
performed without scholarly aids and in accordance with a living tradition. 
Such a living tradition need not be entirely oral. It may involve the consul¬ 
tation of manuscripts, often of later date, and sometimes written in one of 
the modern Indian languages. Though such later works (which are generally 
unpublished) may be ultimately traced to the srauta sutras, a chain of inter¬ 
mediate works has intervened, the earlier ones in Sanskrit (like the Prayoga 
and Paddhati texts), and the later ones in modern languages. Since local 
traditions may have been incorporated, and other changes may have taken 
place, the original sutras are in fact no longer authoritative: the living 
tradition prevails. Revivalistic performances are therefore more faithful to 
the manuals, whereas living traditions exhibit greater variety. 

It would be unwarranted to assume that, in the past, Srauta traditions 
were always handed down from father to son and from teacher to pupil 
without fresh consultation of the ancient manuals. Revivalistic performances 
are not confined to the present century, but have taken place several times in 
the past, when orthodox brahmins (for example, adherents of the philoso¬ 
phical system of the Mimamsa) were concerned about the weakening of their 
Vedic heritage. In North India, during the Gupta dynasty, in the fourth and 
fifth century A.D., there was a large-scale revival of Vedic culture, and 
numerous srauta performances took place. At Varanasi (Banaras), the origin 
of the Dasasvamedha ghat, which marks the place where, according to tra¬ 
dition, ten Asvamedha rituals were performed, may be traced back to this 
period. In South India, the empires of Chola (IXth through Xllth centuries) 
and of Vijayanagara (XIVth through XVIth centuries) marked other revivals 
of Vedic culture, that included ritual performances and the composition of 
ritual works. 

How much srauta culture survives in the present century can be seen 
from the number of ahitagnis or agnihotrins. In 1958, Kashikar estimated, 
“There are about a hundred ahitagnis in the whole of India, and one half of 
these are in Tanjore District (Madras) alone” (Kashikar 1958, 62). In an 
unpublished report of 1971, I ventured to guess that “there are some 50 
agnihotrins in Andhra, which is more than in Tamilnad and Kerala together” 
(Staal 1971,12). These estimates are put in proper perspective by the results 
of the investigations by Parpola and Kashikar, published below in Part III, 
pages 193-251. From this we learn that “in recent times” (i.e., during roughly 
the last hundred years) there have been and are almost 600 ahitagnis in In- 
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dia. Of these, 200 alone are in Andhra Pradesh, and approximately 125 each 
in Kerala and Tamil Nadu. Kashikar and Parpola also provide more specific 
information on recent performances of the rarer srauta rituals. Nambudiri 
information supplements this in another section of Part III (pages 252-255). 

I shall now review some of the other srauta rituals. There are three main 
categories. The first is called isti or haviryajna, rituals in which the oblation is 
of rice or barley; the second are animal sacrifices; the third are Soma rituals. 
In the first category, we have already met with Agnyadheya, Punaradheya, and 
Agnihotra. Two others are Darsapurnamasa and Caturmasya. The Caturmasya, 
“four-monthly” or “seasonal” ceremonies, are an extension of the former. 

The Darsapurnamasa, the full- and new-moon ceremonies, incorporate 
recitations from two Vedas, Yajurveda and Rgveda, and require the services 
of four priests: the adhvaryu of the Yajurveda, the hota of the Rgveda, the 
brahman, and the agnidhra. The hota recites from the Rgveda. The brahman 
sits by the side of the yajamana and supervises the rites, in general without 
participating. When mistakes have been made, he determines what should 
be done and prescribes, if necessary, expiation rites (prayaScitta). In larger 
rituals he is attached to the Atharvaveda, but this is arbitrary. He need not 
belong to that Veda, and rarely does. He is said, in fact, to officiate “with 
the three Vedas,” viz., Rg-, Yajur-, and Samaveda (Aitareya Aranyaka 3.2. 
3.6; Satapatha Brahmana 11.5.8.7; etc.). The agnidhra (or agnidh), “kindler 
of fire,” is attached to the Atharvaveda in a similarly arbitrary manner. 
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Figure 2—Customary Positions of the Priests 

A: Adhvaryu of Yajurveda 
H: Hota of Rgveda 
B: Brahman 
Ag: Agnidhra 
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His principal task is to shout: astu Srausat “Be it so! May he hear!” in 
response to the adhvaryu’s exclamation: o Sravaya “Make (him) hear!” 
These exclamations call the deities down to earth to be present at the 
ritual and partake of the oblations. The four officiating priests generally 
occupy the positions shown in Figure 2. 

The Darsapurnamasa ritual exhibits the basic pattern of the isti rites; 
it is their paradigm. These rites are characterized by a dialogue between the 
participating priests, which culminates in an offering. The scene is set as in 
Figure 2. First the adhvaryu tells the hota to address the deity, e.g., Agni, 
by saying: agnaye’nubruhi “Address Agni!” The hota recites verses from the 
Rgveda that sometimes extol, or at least refer to, qualities and virtues of the 
deity in question, viz., Agni. These verses lead up to the yajya or “offering 
verse,” and are called anuvakya, “invitationspuro’nuvakya, oryajy anuvakya. 

Then the adhvaryu exclaims: o Sravaya, and the agnidhra shouts his 
answer: astu Srausat. The adhvaryu thereupon tells the hota to recite his main 
recitation, the yajya. He says to the hota: agnimyaja “sacrifice to Agni” or 
“say the yajya for Agni.” The hota begins by murmuring: bhur bhuvah/ 

ye yajamahe “Earth! Air! We who sacrifice . . .” or “We who say the 
yajya. ...” The yajya consists again of Rgvedic mantras and ends with 
the exclamation: vausat “may (Agni) lead (the offerings to the gods)!’ At 
the -sat of vausat, the adhvaryu makes the offering by throwing or pouring 
it into the offering fire. At the same time the yajamana recites his tyaga: 
agnaye idam na mama “This is for Agni, not for me (cf. page xxviii). 

I shall translate isti as “offering”. Even if it is for another deity (e.g., 
Prajapati), the offering is almost always made into the fire, and it is Agni 
who is the implicit subject of the vausat call. Though Agni may also be the 
deity to whom the rites are addressed, as above, he is, in all cases, the in¬ 
termediary through whom the offerings are made. 

The isti offering is also called yajati, “he recites the yajya,” which there¬ 
fore refers to the task of the hota. It is characterized by the vausat call and 
by the fact that the adhvaryu generally stands when making the offering. A 
second, similar ritual act is always distinguished from the isti offering. It is 
called ahuti which I shall translate as “oblation.” It is also called juhoti, he 
makes an oblation” or “he pours.” This refers to the adhvaryu, generally 
seated during the oblation, at which time he calls: svaha\ The adhvaryu 
stands, however, during the “Full Oblations” (purnahuti), when a full ladle is 

entirely emptied. 
The principal offerings of the Darsapurnamasa are introduced and 

followed by numerous other rites. An important preceding rite is the placing 
of sticks of firewood (samidh) on the altar by the adhvaryu, which act is 
accompanied by the recitation of samidheni verses (from the Rgveda) by the 
hota. This is followed by two aghara oblations of butter, five prayaja or 
preliminary offerings, and two ajyabhSga butter offerings for Agni and Soma. 
Then come the principal offerings, followed by an offering for Agni Svi- 
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stakrt, “Agni-to-whom-the-proper-offering-is-made,” and Idahvana, “call of 
Ida,” during which the adhvaryu puts rice cakes in the right hand of the 
hota and in the ida-receptable, which are subsequently touched by the yaja¬ 
mana. This is followed by three anuyaja or after-olferings. The yajamana’s 
daksina is an offering presented to the priests, formerly taken to be merely 
a sacrificial fee. According to some, it is more than that: it strengthens the 
ritual and makes it complete “by integrating it into the cosmic circulation of 
wealth” (Heesterman 1959; Gonda 1965, 19-20; Malamoud 1976). At the 
Full- and New-Moon Ceremonies, the fee consists of anvaharya rice, rice 
left after preparing rice cakes for the offerings. It is cooked on the southern 
fire, which is therefore sometimes called anvaharya-pacana. 

The Pasubandha, paradigm for the animal sacrifice, modifies the pat¬ 
tern of the Full- and New-Moon ceremonies in several important respects. 
The services of a second priest from the Rgveda, the maitravaruna, are re¬ 
quired. Holding a staff, he generally stands to the right (i.e., to the south) of 
the hota, who sits facing the offering fire. In the Pasubandha, as in all sub- 
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Figure 3—Ritual Enclosure for the Animal Sacrifice 

OA: old ahavaniya (old offering altar) 
= NG: new garhapatya (new domestic altar) 

U: uttaravedi 
— NA: new ahavaniya (new offering altar) 

y: yupa (sacrificial pole) 
H: Hota of Rgveda 
M: Maitravaruna of Rgveda 
Y: Yajamana 
B: Brahman 
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sequent srauta rituals, there is a transformation of the offering fire, which 
has moved further east. A new ritual enclosure, the mahavedi or Great Altar 
space, is constructed and consecrated to the east of the old offering en¬ 
closure with its three fire altars. At the eastern end of this new mahavedi, 
a new offering altar, the uttaravedi, is constructed. The old offering altar 
becomes the new domestic altar and the fire is carried (Agnipranayana) 
from here to the new offering altar. The ritual is then performed around the 
two new fire altars, as in Figure 3. 

In the Pasubandha, the animal that is sacrificed, calledpasu, is generally a 
goat. It is tied to a sacrificial post (yupa), which is erected immediately to the 
east of the uttaravedi, on the eastern boundary of the mahavedi. The animal is 
killed by choking it to death. This task is performed by thosamita or “pacifier,” 
generally a nonbrahmin, and it takes place outside the enclosure and without 
being observed by the priests. The basic dialogues of the isti, which take place 
when parts of the animal are offered into the offering fire, are modified by the 
participation of the maitravaruna priest. The adhvaryu starts by instructing 
the maitravaruna to tell the hota to address the deity. After the maitravaruna 
has done this, the hota continues as before. The deities to whom the 
paradigm animal sacrifice is dedicated are Indra, Agni, Surya, or Prajapati. 
The Pasubandha should be performed every year or every six months. 

We have now come to the Soma rituals, which presuppose and incor¬ 
porate all previous rituals, but add numerous and significant new features. 
As their name indicates, the Soma rituals incorporate the preparation and 
offering of the Soma juice, which is extracted from the Soma plant. In ad¬ 
dition, there are also two or more animal sacrifices, and numerous offerings 
and oblations of clarified butter, rice cakes, and other vegetable substances. 
The principal characteristic of the Soma rituals is a sequence of chants 
(stotra) from the Samaveda, sung by a chorus of three priests, and a corres¬ 
ponding sequence of recitations (sastra) from the Rgveda, each rendered by 
a single priest. These chants and recitations are combined with Soma rites in 
sequences that I shall call Soma sequences, each consisting of a stotra chant, 
a sastra recitation. Soma offering to the deities, and Soma drinking by the 
yajamana and his main priests. 

The Soma ceremonies require more priests and several sacrificial 
enclosures. In these rituals, the following sixteen priests officiate: 

(Atharvaveda) 1. Brahman (also in Agnyadheya, Darsapurnama- 
sa, Pasubandha) 

2. Brahmanacchamsin 
3. Agnldhra or Agnidh (also in Agnyadheya, 

Darsapurnamasa, Pasubandha) 
4. Pota 

(Rgveda) 5. Hota (also in Agnyadheya, Darsapurnamasa, 
Pasubandha) 
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After the hota has invoked the goddess Ida, the adhvaryu places 
pieces of sacrificial purodasa cakes, also called ida, in his right hand 
and in their wooden receptacle (idapatram). They are touched by 
the yajamana. This occurs in the middle of each isti offering. On the 
plate, the isti is the Introductory Offering (prayaniyesti) on the 
fourth day (Episode 8): the yajamana wears the turban he has re¬ 
ceived during his consecration (Episode 4) and will discard during 
the purchase of Soma (Episode 8). 
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6. Maitravaruna (also in Pasubandha) 
7. Acchavaka 
8. Gravastut 

(Samaveda) 9. Udgata 
10. Prastota 
11. Pratiharta 
12. Subrahmanya 

(Yajurveda) 13. Adhvaryu (also in Agnihotra, Agnyadheya, 
Darsapurnamasa, Pasubandha) 

14. Pratiprasthata 
15. Nesta 
16. Unneta 

Finally there is one optional priest: 

17. Sadasya. 

I have added the names of the four Vedas between parentheses because the 
affiliation of the priests to them is somewhat artificial, as we have already seen 
in connection with the assignment of the brahman and the agnidhra to the 
Atharvaveda. In practice, there are two groups, the Samavedins and the others. 

In addition to the yajamana, ten among these priests are called “cup¬ 
bearer” (camasin) because they have their own Soma cup (camasa). They are: 
hota, maitravaruna, brahmanacchamsin, pota, nesta, acchavaka, agnidhra, 
brahman, udgata, and sadasya. Each of the cupbearers has an assistant 
(icamasndhvaryu), who makes Soma oblations from the cupbearer’s cup. 
The Sastra recitations are performed by the first three and the sixth cup¬ 
bearers, one at a time. Each of the Sastra reciters has his own fire hearth, 
called dhisnya. When he recites, he sits to the west of it, facing east. The 
agnidhra also has a hearth, on the northern boundary of the Mahavedi. The 
three stotra chanters have their designated places to the west of the Sastra 
reciters. The three chanters face north, west, and south. 

In the Soma rituals, the ritual enclosure is extended by constructing 
inside the mahavedi, between the new domestic altar and the new offering 
altar, two new enclosures, one for the chants and recitations, and one for the 
Soma. The first is the sadas or hall of recitation, in which all but one of the 
stotras are chanted, in which all the Sastras are recited, and where the sastra 
reciters have their hearths. The second is the havirdhana or havirdhanamci- 

ndapa, a shed (mandapa) with two havirdhana (“oblation-receptacle”) or 
Soma carts, where the preparation of the Soma takes place. The ground plan 
of the resulting structure is given in Figure 4. 

There are several categories of Soma rituals, but we shall only be con¬ 
cerned with those that are called ekaha, “one-day.” They are characterized by 
the fact that the pressing or pounding of the Soma takes place three times in the 
course of a single day. The three pressings are called morning pressing (pratah- 
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Figure 4—Ritual Enclosures for the Soma Rituals 

OA: old ahavanlya (old offering altar) 
= NG: new garhapatya (new domestic altar) 

U: uttaravedi 
= NA: new ahavanlya (new offering altar) 

Sadas: hall of recitation 
Havirdhana: hall for preparation of Soma, or Soma hall 

savana), midday pressing (madhyandina-savana), and (not evening pressing 
but) third pressing (trtiya-savana). This terminology suggests what in practice 
is a fact, namely that the multitude of accompanying rites and ceremonies 
may prevent the three pressings from being completed within a single day. 

All Soma rituals, even those of the ekaha variety, last for several days 
because of numerous introductory, preparatory, and accompanying rites. 
The prototype and paradigm of these rites, the Agnistoma, lasts five days, 
the three pressings taking place on the last day or “pressing day” (sutya). 
During this last day there is also an animal sacrifice. The rites that occur on 
earlier days include consecration (diksa) of the yajamana, the ritual purchase 
of Soma stalks (somalcrayana), the worship of Soma as a king, the consecra¬ 
tion of the mahavedi and its various contents, the carrying forth of Agni 
(agnipranayana) from the old offering altar (= the new domestic altar) to 
the new offering altar, the carrying forth of Agni and Soma in similar fashion 
(agnlsomapranayana); and many others. There are also optional rites. The 
most important among these is the Pravargya, a pastoral ceremony in 
which offerings of boiled goat’s and cow’s milk are made to the ASvin twins, 
divine young men who ride the wind. When this option is selected, the 
Pravargya rite takes place in the morning and evening during the second, 
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third, and fourth day. It immediately precedes the Upasad rites, which take 
place at these times, and which are not optional. They are basically offerings 
and oblations of clarified butter. The Agnihotra, incidentally, should not be 
performed during these ceremonies. 

On the last day of the Agnistoma, there is a bath (avabhrtha) for the 
yajamana, his wife, and the priests. An isti is performed in the water instead 
of in the fire. Finally the enclosure with most of its contents is set on fire and 
consumed by Agni. 

All these rites occur in all the Soma rituals. The Agnistoma is charac¬ 
terized by a particular distribution of Soma sequences: there are five during 
the morning service on the pressing day, five during the midday service, and 
two during the third service. The chant of the twelfth and last sequence is 
called Agnistoma, “praise of Agni,” from which the entire ceremony derives 
its name. 

There are six other elcaha Soma rituals. They can be briefly described 
as extensions of the Agnistoma. Confining myself to those differences that 
relate to Soma sequences, I shall very briefly characterize three of these 
rituals, Ukthya, §oda§in, and Atiratra (the names of the other three are given 
in Table 2). 

In the Ukthya ritual (from uktha, an old name for the sastra recitation, 
in particular during the third service), three Soma sequences are added to 
the two Soma sequences of the third service of the Agnistoma, bringing the 
total to fifteen, equally distributed among the three services. 

In the SsodaSin (“sixteenth”) ritual, which is dedicated to Indra, a six¬ 
teenth Soma sequence is added. It is shrouded in mystery and considered 

dangerous. 
In the Atiratra (“overnight”) ritual, three nightly rounds (ratriparyaya) 

are added, each consisting of four Soma sequences. This is followed by a 
final sequence, the twenty-ninth, which should be over before dawn. The 
last chant belonging to this sequence is called the sandhi-stotra “twilight 
chant.” The accompanying Sastra, called asvinci-sastra, is addressed to the 
Asvin twins and consists of a thousand verses. 

We are now in a position to approach the Agnicayana. This ritual is 
always combined with a Soma ritual. In the Agnicayana, a special role is 
played by a ritual vessel, the ukha pot, made from clay and subsequently 
fired. The main characteristic of the Agnicayana is that the offering altar 
of the uttaravedi is constructed by piling up (cayana) fired clay bricks. There 
are five layers (citi), and the resulting altar can have various shapes, the most 
well known being the shape of a bird of prey (hyena). The new domestic altar 
is square and is also made of five layers of fired bricks. The construction of 
these altars involves numerous other rites. 

When the Agnicayana is combined with the Atiratra Soma ritual, it is 
called Atiratra-Agnicayana or Sagnicitya-Atiratra. This is the ritual that 
the Nambudiris celebrated in 1975. 
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Chapter 3. A BIRD’S-EYE VIEW 
OF THE AGNICAYANA 

The brick offering altar of the Agnicayana, often simply called “Agni,” 
assumes the function of the uttaravedi, and is therefore located inside the 
ritual enclosure, the bird facing east (see Figure 5). Since the enclosure has a 
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Figure 5—Ritual Enclosures for the Agnicayana 

(for details, compare Figures 1-4) 

roof that is about 15 feet high, and the span of the wings of the altar is about 
40 feet, it is difficult to obtain a bird’s-eye view of the altar. This is never¬ 
theless what we shall try to do in the following pages. The description in this 
chapter will be based upon the classical manuals and not upon the 1975 
performance. However, when options are mentioned in the texts, I have se¬ 
lected the option that was adopted in 1975, or the one closest to Nambudiri 
practice. This applies in particular to the duration of the ritual and to the 
distribution of rites over particular days. In the classical manuals this dis¬ 
tribution is not always clear. The ceremonies described in the manuals some¬ 
times last much longer than in the Nambudiri tradition. Some rites may be 
extended over a year. The 1975 performance lasted for twelve days. I shall 
describe the ritual day by day and concentrate on the main ritual moments 
without specifying any of the recitations or innumerable subordinate rites. 
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FIRST DAY 

The yajamana and his priests enter the ritual enclosure, carrying the 
yajamana’s three sacred fires in pots. The ukha pot, main ritual vessel of the 
Agnicayana, is prepared from clay, along with the heads of a horse, a man, 
a bull, a ram, and a he-goat, as well as a few of the bricks that will be used 
for the piling of the altar. An animal sacrifice is performed for Vayu. The 
five chief priests (adhvaryu, brahman, hota, udgata, and sadasya) are offi¬ 
cially selected. Fire is produced by friction. An isti is performed for the 
consecration (diksaniyesti) and is followed by the consecration (diksa) of the 
yajamana. During this ceremony, the yajamana crawls onto the skin of 
a black antelope, a turban is tied around his head, he is given a staff, and 
he closes his fists. From the consecration on the first day until the final bath 
on the twelfth day, the yajamana should sit on the antelope skin and carry 
the staff. He should generally keep his fists closed and refrain from speaking 
(except for the prescribed recitations), from bathing, sexual intercourse, 
and certain kinds of food. The yajamana picks up the ukha pot, which is 
filled with fire, and takes three steps with it. He is protected by a golden 
breast plate. 

SECOND DAY 

The mahavira pot, main ritual vessel of the Pravargya, is prepared from 
clay. 

THIRD DAY 

A tree is cut and a sacrificial pole is made from it. To the east of the old 
enclosure, in which the three altars have already been made, the measure¬ 
ments of the mahavedi and of the bird-shaped offering altar are laid out. 

FOURTH DAY 

In the place of the old offering altar, the new domestic altar is construct¬ 
ed from bricks. The adhvaryu consecrates each brick on behalf of the yaja¬ 
mana with mantras. The offering fire is installed on the domestic altar, and 
fire from the ukha pot is added to it. An introductory isti (prayanlyesti) is 
performed. Outside the enclosure, Soma stalks are purchased from a Soma 
merchant. They are measured, placed on a bullock skin, and transported 
on the Soma cart. King Soma is installed on a throne (asandi) to the south of 
the new domestic = old offering altar, and a guest isti (atithyesti) is perform¬ 
ed in his honor. All priests, excluding the chanters, and the yajamana sprinkle 
the Soma. The subrahmanya priest recites for the first time his invitation to 
Indra, gods, and brahmins, urging them to attend the forthcoming Soma 
pressing on the sutya day. The first Pravargya and Upasad are performed. 
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Now the ground is prepared for constructing the offering altar. It is plowed 
and seeds are sown. Several items are buried in the ground, including a 
live tortoise, the ukha pot, a golden image of a man (hiranmaya-purusa), 
and the five animal heads. The bricks, of various shapes and sizes, are placed 
on the ground in specific order, making up the first layer of the bird altar. A 
“naturally perforated” or “porous” brick or stone (svayamatrnna) is placed 
in the center. All bricks are consecrated by the adhvaryu on behalf of the 
yajamana. The Pravargya and Upasad follow. 

FIFTH DAY 

After the morning Pravargya and Upasad, the second layer is laid, 
followed by the evening Pravargya and Upasad. 

SIXTH DAY 

After the morning Pravargya and Upasad, the third layer is laid, with 
svayamatrnna in the center, followed by the evening Pravargya and Upasad. 

SEVENTH DAY 

After the morning Pravargya and Upasad, the fourth layer is laid, 
followed by the evening Pravargya and Upasad. 

EIGHTH DAY 

After the morning Pravargya and Upasad, the fifth layer is laid, with 
svayamatrnna in the center. The yajamana wishes the bricks to turn into 
cows. A long continuous oblation of milk, sesame seed, and other sub¬ 
stances is made for Rudra and the Rudras on the westernmost brick of the 
northern wing of the bird. The udgata sings chants around the bird, and a 
strong man pours a continuous stream of water from a pitcher three times 
around the altar. The evening Pravargya and Upasad follow. 

NINTH DAY 

After morning and evening Pravargya and Upasad, the mahavira pot 
and other implements used in the Pravargya are put down on the new offering 
altar in the shape of a man. Agni is carried forth from the new domestic to 
the new offering altar and is installed in the center of the bird altar or “Agni.” 
A long, continuous oblation of clarified butter is made into the sacrificial 
fire through a large ladle (praseka). This oblation is called “flow of wealth” 
(vasor dhara). It is followed by numerous other offerings and oblations. The 
sadas, the hall of recitation, is prepared along with its hearths. Now Agni 
and Soma are carried forth and the Agnlsomlya animal sacrifice is performed. 
The subrahmanya priest, standing between the yajamana and his wife, chants 
for the last time his invitation to the Soma pressing. 
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TENTH TO TWELFTH DAY 

The tenth day is the sutya or pressing day, and from now on ceremonies 
will continue throughout the next two days and nights. After the hota’s 
morning recital (prataranuvaka), which starts long before sunrise, the morn¬ 
ing pressing of Soma begins, and the first Soma oblations are offered. The 
prastota and pratiharta chanters join adhvaryu, pratiprasthata, udgata, 
brahman, and yajamana, and all crawl in snakelike procession (sarpanam) 
onto the altar, where they make an oblation into the offering fire. They then 
move to a place to the north of the altar, the astava, where the three chanters 
sing their first chant, “the outdoor chant for the purified Soma” (bahispa- 
vamana-stotra). Numerous rites are performed, many simultaneously, 
overlapping and/or temporarily interrupted by others. Fires are installed on 
the hearths in the sadas. Eleven animals are sacrificed for Agni, Sarasvati, 
Soma, Pusan, Brhaspati, the Visvedevas, Indra, the Maruts, Indra-Agni, 
Savita, and Varuna. 

All priests, except the Acchavaka, enter the sadas where the Soma juice 
is drunk. Soma offerings are made. The acchavaka priest enters, and the 
hota recites his first sastra recitation. The first Soma sequence over, four 
others are executed, each consisting of a stotra chant, a sastra recitation, 
Soma offering, and Soma drinking. From now on, all chants and recitations 
take place in the sadas. Soma offerings are made into the offering fire, and 
Soma is drunk in the sadas. 

At the midday pressing, the gravastut priest enters and recites, blind¬ 
folded with cloth in which the Soma was wrapped, Rgveda verses in praise 
of the pressing stones (gravan). Five Soma sequences are gone through. Then 
the priests are offered daksina, and the yajamana is anointed (abhiseka) as 
in royal consecration. 

After the third pressing, the remaining fourteen Soma sequences of the 
Atiratra are gone through. This takes up all of the eleventh day and night 
and is completed by dawn on the twelfth day. On this last day, the unneta 
priest makes two copious Soma offerings for Indra. Ancestral and expiation 
rites are performed. The yajamana, his wife, and the priests take the ava- 
bhrtha bath, a concluding isti (udayanlyesti) is performed, and a final goat is 
sacrificed for Mitra-Varuna. The yajamana returns home with his wife and 
the three fires, and he installs the fires on his altars so as to perform the even¬ 
ing and morning Agnihotra for the rest of his life as a householder. 

5§ 

Chapter 4. TRADITIONAL INTERPRETATIONS 
OF THE AGNICAYANA 

A common but naive assumption about ritual is that ritual activities 
are always symbolic activities that refer to something else. This assumption 
is born from the observation that ritual is not always clearly functional or, 
in simple terms, that it often does not seem to make any sense. The difference, 
for example, between putting on clothes and tying a dhoti or buttoning a 
waistcoat in a special manner is a difference between a clearly functional 
activity and. more or less ritual activities. While the ritualistic and obsessive 
attention to clothes is secular, it acquires mysterious significance as soon as 
religious overtones are added. When the adhvaryu spins around once before 
making a certain oblation, this is expected to have special significance. Yet 
it may be meaningless on any particular occasion. Such meaninglessness does 
not imply that rites have never had any meaning, do not have a cause, or do 
not possess significance in a wider context. But the cause need no longer be 
operative when the ritual is performed, and the original significance may be 
lost. This situation is similar to that in the realm of the etymology of words. 
Every word has an etymology, but it does not follow that the etymology is 
part of the meaning or function of the word. Moreover, words are often used 
without conveying any meaning. 

The problem of the ritual act (karman) and its interpretation in terms 
of knowledge (jnana, vidya) has a long history in Indian religion and phi¬ 
losophy. In the classical ideal of the ritual texts, the two are closely connected. 
Satapatha Brahmana 10.4.3.9, for example, says, with regard to the Agni¬ 
cayana, “This fire altar is knowledge (vidya) and this fire altar is act (kar¬ 
man)” (cf., Heesterman 1964, 22, note 40). In the Upanisads, karman and 
vidya or jnana are clearly distinguished. The main purport of the Upanisadic 
teachings is that karman by itself is ineffectual, and that jnana or vidya is all 
that counts. Accordingly, the Brahmanas and Upanisads are contrasted as 
karmakanda, “the part of sruti that relates to ritual,” and jnanakanda, “the 
part of sruti that relates to knowledge,” respectively. This contrast continues 
to play an important role in Indian philosophy. The Mimamsa, for example, 
emphasizes ritual activity in conformity with the Srauta Sutras (which de¬ 
scribe it) and the Brahmanas (which interpret it), just as the Vedanta em¬ 
phasizes knowledge in conformity with the Upanisads. 

In asking for interpretations of the Agnicayana, we should be clear about 
whose interpretations we are seeking. I shall distinguish between interpreta¬ 
tions by the present-day performers, traditional interpretations as offered in 
the classical texts, and modern interpretations by scholars who look for 
origins and significance in terms of history, society, religion, philosophy, or 
in similar perspectives. The present chapter deals with the first two kinds of 
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interpretation, with special emphasis on the traditional interpretations found 
in the classical texts. The next chapter, Chapter 5, will be concerned with 
modern interpretations. 

The present-day performers, when engaged in ritual, are totally immersed 
in the proper execution of their complex tasks. They concentrate on correct¬ 
ness of recitation and of act. There are no symbolic meanings going through 
their minds when they are engaged in performing ritual. But even when not 
actually engaged in the performance of a ritual, they do not feel that the ritual 
stands in need of a special interpretation. Like the reciters of the Veda, they 
are not concerned with meaning. They are interested in ritual meaning, or 
viniyoga, viz., in knowing what recitations and what acts should be com¬ 
bined when and where. Beyond this, there is a sense of occasion that ex¬ 
presses the general social, religious, and cultural function of the performance, 
cements the community of performers more closely together, and confers a 
degree of status and prestige on its members. There is also awareness of the 
discharge of a responsibility to the ancestors, who have preserved the ritual 
through their past performance. For an eligible brahmin to break the chain 
of transmission would result in a feeling of failure if not of guilt. Further¬ 
more, there are, or rather there used to be, economic incentives (to which I 
shall return in Chapter 6, with special reference to the Nambudiri com¬ 
munity). In short, for the performers, the meaning of the ritual lies in its 
celebration, which strengthens the present position of the community, its 
ties with the past, and its promise for the future. Finally, there are those 
special ritual qualities that induce people all over the world to immerse 
themselves in the correct execution of ritual in the appropriate place and at 
the appropriate time, and in such a manner as to derive satisfaction from it. 
Like the child in its playpen, man feels secure and enjoys being in the separate 
world of his sacrificial enclosure. But this is not the place to elucidate these 
qualities, which await analysis in a general theory of ritual. 

Just as in the case of the Vedic recitations, there is a simple reason for 
treating rituals in modern times as almost meaningless: their original 
meaning has long been lost, and their religious, social, and economic func¬ 
tion in Hindu society is no longer what it used to be during the Vedic period. 
Moreover, an interpretation of Vedic ritual in terms of contemporary 
Hinduism is not easy. Though the performers are practicing Hindus, Vedic 
ritual has no close links with the Hinduism that developed in post-Vedic 
times, e.g., worship of images of deities, temples, pilgrimages, ascetic prac¬ 
tices. Present-day performances show at most that Hindu practices and the 
Vedic heritage can coexist (see the Preface to Volume II). Thus, during the 1975 
performance, some of the Nambudiri priests started their daily office with a 
simple act of worship in front of a lamp, placed inside the sacrificial enclo¬ 
sure. This is a prominent feature of Hinduism in Kerala. It is also Nam¬ 
budiri custom not to enter upon the performance of a Vedic ritual without 
first making offerings in temples to Hindu deities such as Daksinamurti and 
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Ganapati. The Vedic brahmins in Tanjore District (Tamilnad) have gone one 
step further in regarding Vedic ritual as the worship of a deity called Yajne- 
svara, “God of Ritual.” Before the performance of an Atyagnistoma (one 
of the seven varieties of Soma rituals), which took place in Tanjore District 
in 1962, a printed announcement was distributed inviting the orthodox to 
witness the ritual and obtain the blessings (prasada) of Sri Yajnesvara. Thus 
the ritual is incorporated into the structure of Hinduism. Similarly, villagers 
who came to see the Nambudiri performance of 1975 wished to make a cir- 
cumambulation and offerings to receive the blessings and to obtain darsan, “a 
glimpse,” of the presiding deity.1 

The aura of mystery that pervades ritual is often due to the fact that its 
meaning is not known, or is no longer known. This leads in turn to postulat¬ 
ing a mystical knowledge that unravels the mystery by finding access to its 
essence. Such attitudes can be traced back at least as far as the Brahmanas, 
which frequently assert that he “who knows thus” (ya evam veda), or who, 
“knowing thus” (evam vidvan), performs rites, shall obtain results (cf. 
Edgerton 1929, 99). This suggests that there were brahmins who did not 
know thus. It also paved the way for the Upanisads, which sought to provide 
this special kind of secret knowledge. 

At least one ancient ritualist, Kautsa—first mentioned in the Nirukta (a 
work on etymology of approximately the sixth century b.c.)—took the bull 
by the horns and declared the mantras meaningless. This should not be inter¬ 
preted in terms of scepticism, positivism, or behaviorism. It is a purely ritu¬ 
alistic move that limits the function of mantras to their ritual use. In order 
to understand Kautsa’s position one should visualize an actual ritual per¬ 
formance. When the blindfolded gravastut priest recites his Rgveda verses at 
the midday pressing, he is, in fact—and as his name indicates—addressing 
the pressing stones. But how, asked Kautsa, can a person in his right mind 
address inanimate objects? In point of fact, mantras do not merely address 
stones and herbs; they also refer to things that do not exist (e.g., a being with 
four horns, three feet, two heads, and seven hands); they are redundant and 
self-contradictory (e.g., one mantra asserts: “There is only one Rudra, there 
never was a second”, and another refers to “the innumerable thousands of 
Rudras”); and lastly there is a tradition for mantras to be learned by heart, 
but there is no corresponding teaching of their meaning. 

Kautsa concluded from these observations that mantras are meaningless 
(anarthaka mantrah) and are only meant to be recited (see, e.g., Mimamsa 
Sutra 1.2.4.34-38). Though Kautsa’s views were criticized in the Nirukta, in 
the philosophical system of the Mimamsa, and elsewhere, they are not so 
very different from the perspective of orthodox Hinduism. The philosopher 
Sankara, for example, approvingly quotes a Brahmana text that declares: 
“he who teaches a mantra or officiates at a ritual with mantras without 

1 A fact that was grossly misunderstood by an American anthropologist. See Paul 1978, 
Staal 1979b and Volume II, page 474. 
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knowing the composer-seer (rsi), the meter, the deity, and the brahmana, 
will run his head against a pole or fall into a pit” (Vedanta Sutra Bhasya 
1.3.30). It is to be noted that knowledge of meaning is not required here. 
All that is demanded are certain formal data that are transmitted together 
with the recitations. The brahmana itself, which provides the traditional 
interpretation and viniyoga, is merely another recited text. Kane, who quotes 
this passage from Sankara, arrives at a view that is not inconsistent with it: 
“It appears that from ancient times the Veda was only committed to memory 
and most men learned in the Veda never cared to know its meaning” (Kane 
1941, II, 358). 

The Vedic tradition is therefore, in theory and practice, consistent with 
the popular view that ritual is magic and that mantras are mysterious gib¬ 
berish: II s’est ainsi accredits I’idee d’un lien entre le mantra vedique et la 
magie, et dans Vusagepopulaire le mantra, quelle qu’en soit I’origine, est avant 
tout un abracadabra (Renou 1960, 21). It is useful to bear this in mind when 
engaging upon the study of mantras as aids to meditation (dhiyalamba), one 
of their primary functions in later times, e.g., in Tantrism (cf. Staal 1975, 
s.v. Manrta). 

While the idea that mantras and rituals are meaningless expresses an 
important feature of ritual, its explicit formulation has always been rare. 
This is as it should be, for it would be misleading to conclude that there is 
no point in performing ritual. Ritual has significance, but its significance is 
generally quite different from what it is said to be. This will become more 
apparent in the next chapter, but it is visible even in the ritual interpretations 
of the classical texts. The Srauta sutras are not part of this tradition. As we 
have seen, they do not interpret the ritual. They presuppose its interpretation 
and confine themselves to its description. In later times this trend continues 
in the Mimamsa, which is concerned with ritual primarily in terms of a sys¬ 
tem of duties (dharma), classified as obligatory and optional (see Subrahma- 
nya Sastri on Agnicayana in the Mimamsa, in Part III, pages 177-192). 

The Vedic works that are primarily concerned with ritual interpretation 
are the Brahmanas, the Aranyakas, and the early Upanisads. The authors of 
these works were probably more scholars than performers, though it is obvi¬ 
ous that, in most cases, they had a thorough knowledge of ritual practice. 
The rituals themselves had become increasingly complex. This kept the per¬ 
formers busy and provided plenty of material for ritualists with a speculative 
bent of mind. It led to a great variety of imaginative intrepretations, and it 
is not surprising that the Upanisads, the last link in this chain of interpreta¬ 
tion, are also the beginnings of Indian philosophy. 

The realm of ritual interpretation and speculation is a labyrinth, and if 
we do not want to get lost, we shall have to follow a thread. I shall therefore, 
from now on, become more specific and confine myself to interpretations 
of the Agnicayana. It will be helpful to review briefly the relevant texts. In 
the Rgveda, the Agnicayana is not mentioned. By the time of the Yajurveda, 
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at most a few centuries later, it has become the most inclusive of all rituals. 
The Taittiriya Samhita devotes approximately two of its seven kandas to it, 
and the Vajasaneyi Samhita eight adhyayas out of forty. The mantra section 
of the Taittiriya Samhita, which deals with the Agnicayana (kanda 4 and 
some sections of kanda 5), contains most of the mantras that are recited during 
its performance in the Taittiriya tradition. The corresponding brahmana 
sections (most of kanda 5) offer observations on the meaning of the mantras 
and of ritual activities that accompany the mantras. Since these are the 
earliest traditional interpretations of episodes of the Agnicayana, I shall 
illustrate them with two simple examples. 

When the ukha pot is made, it is addressed with the mantra: “You are 
the head of Makha” (Taittiriya Samhita 4.1.5.31). The corresponding brah¬ 
mana explains this by informing us that Makha is the ritual, and the ukha 
pot its head (Taittiriya Samhita 5.1.6.10). Similarly, during the preparation 
of the ukha pot, breast-shaped protuberances are made around its periphery. 
The brahmana (Taittiriya Samhita 5.1.6.17-19) explains their number: two 
breasts are to give milk to sky and earth; four breasts to give milk to cattle; 
and eight breasts to give milk to the meters (of which there are eight kinds). 

Most interpretations found in the brahmana sections of the Taittiriya 
Samhita are of this kind. They are piecemeal, ad hoc, and not very illumi¬ 
nating. One looks in vain for an interpretation in a broader context or of 
larger units, or for an explanation of their structure and interrelationships. 
Such interpretations are sometimes given in the Brahmanas, and particularly 
in the Satapatha Brahmana. This work is attributed to a sage, Yajnavalkya, 
who is often mentioned in its first five kandas, and again in the later kandas. 
The intervening kandas—6 through 10, which seem to be of later date (see 
below, page 98), and which constitute more than one third of the work— 
are attributed to another sage, Sandilya. These kandas deal with the inter¬ 
pretation of the Agnicayana. The tenth kanda is called Agnirahasya, “the 
secret of Agni,” i.e., the secret of the Agnicayana according to Sandilya. 
This has, in some respects, the character of an Upanisad, which is in turn 
consistent with the fact that a traditional interpretation of the term upanisad 
is rahasya, “secret (teaching).” 

The Satapatha Brahmana is of later date than the Taittiriya Samhita 
and belongs to a different branch of the Yajurveda. There is no guarantee, 
therefore, that its interpretation is also implicit in the Taittiriya Samhita. 
Keith (1914, cxxv-cxxxi) has attempted to distinguish between the Agni¬ 
cayana doctrines of the two texts, but such an attempt is bound to remain 
speculative because of their difference in character, and also because the 
Taittiriya Samhita does not offer any explicit doctrine. However, given the 
ready availability of Keith’s translation of the Taittiriya Samhita (first pub¬ 
lished in 1914 and reprinted in 1967) and the importance of this text for the 
Agnicayana, a word of caution is in order. 

In Keith’s translation, many portions of the Taittiriya Samhita (mantra 
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as well as brahmana sections) read like the babblings of a child or the ravings 
of a madman. This impression is strengthened by Keith’s treatment of the 
text as if it were precisely that. Keith’s introduction and notes, though 
exceedingly useful, also abound in remarks such as, “the aridity of constant 
quibbles and meaningless explanations is relieved only by occasional, and 
always very brief, references to real life” (clviii). One wonders why so much 
effort was spent on such a thankless task by the tireless Sanskritist and 
“eminent authority on the British Commonwealth and Indian constitutions” 
(as Nehru called Keith in Chapter VIII of The Discovery of India). 

In point of fact, the character of Keith’s translation is partly due not 
merely to peculiarities of his archaic style but also to mistakes. This was 
demonstrated by Caland in a review that appeared in 1924, and concluded: 
“From all that has been said it is clear that this translation of the Taittiriya 
Samhita can only be used with extreme criticism” (Aus all dem Gesagten geht 
hervor, dass diese Ubersetzung der Taittiriyasamhita nur mit der scharfsten 
Kritik zu benutzen ist: Caland 1924, 31). I shall give five examples of Keith’s 
erroneous interpretations, translating from Caland’s German text. 

According to Keith, TS 2.6.2.4 means: “The ox feeds with the first half, 
the cow feeds with the second half.” Caland translates: “The use of the ox 
lies in its front half (which pulls carts), the use of the cow in its back half 
(which yields milk).” Similarly, TS 2.5.7.3: “Seed is deposited in front, 
offspring are born at the back” (Keith), versus “Seed is deposited in the 
forward direction, children are born in the reverse direction” (Caland). TS 
5.4.7.6: “From the half filled Prajapati created the creatures” (Keith), vs. 
“from the empty (womb) Prajapati created the creatures” (Caland). TS 
6.5.6.4: “Therefore the raw milks the cooked” (Keith), vs. “Therefore the raw 
(material, viz., the cow) yields the matured (viz., milk)” (Caland). TS 6.5.6.5: 
“From that which is not depressed offspring are produced (Keith), vs. “From 
the erected (penis) children are born” (Caland). No wonder that Keith— 
deploring the absence of “references to real life,” but himself unable to re¬ 
cognize even the basic facts of life—comes up with statements like: “The 
Taittiriya cannot be credited with any intelligible theory of the nature of the 
supreme deity. ... On the other hand the Satapatha shows a really deve¬ 
loped theory of the nature of mind. ...” (Introduction cxxix). 

As a matter of fact, the intelligibility of the Satapatha Brahmana 
doctrine of the Agnicayana is largely due to Eggeling, who translated the 
text of this Brahmana in the Sacred Books of the East Series (1882-1900, 
reprinted 1963, second edition 1966), and who summarized its interpretation 
of the Agnicayana in the Introduction to his fourth volume (1897, xiii-xxvii). 
Eggeling’s outlook was hardly more favorable than Keith’s. Speaking of the 
Brahmanas in general, he says: “For wearisome prolixity of exposition, 
characterized by dogmatic assertion and a flimsy symbolism rather than by 
serious reasoning, these works are perhaps not equalled anywhere” (I, ix). 
And yet, Eggeling made a lot of sense of it. Gonda (1960,191, note 16 = 1965, 

17-18, note 36) sums up a lengthy scholarly controversy by pointing out that 
Oldenberg’s criticism of Eggeling’s basically intelligible views has for a long 
time, and in spite of Keith, prevented an adequate interpretation of the 
Agnicayana. I shall be guided by Eggeling in the following sketch of Sa- 
ndilya’s interpretation of the Agnicayana. 

According to Sandilya’s teaching in the Satapatha Brahmana, the con¬ 
struction of the Agnicayana altar is essentially the restoration of Prajapati, 
the creator god, who created the world through self-sacrifice, viz., through 
his own dismemberment. Since Prajapati became the universe, his restoration 
is at the same time the restoration of the universe. Thus, piling up the altar 
means putting the world together again. Just as Prajapati was the original 
sacrificer, Agni is the divine sacrificer, and the yajamana is the human 
sacrificer. The designation of the fire altar as Agni indicates the identity of 
Agni and Prajapati. Agni, Prajapati, and the yajamana are all identified with 
each other, with the offering altar, and with the fire installed on it. The ukha 
pot also represents the fire altar: it is made when the bricks are made, and fire 
is carried in it by the yajamana, just as fire is installed on the offering altar. 

Prajapati is also identified with the man (purusa) in the sun, which is 
also both the man in the (right) eye and the golden man (hiranmayapurusa) 
buried under the first layer, who represents Agni-Prajapati and the yajamana. 
Above this golden man are the “naturally perforated” (svayamatrnna) 
pebbles, in the first, third, and fifth layers, which enable him to breathe, and 
which represent the three worlds (earth, air, and sky) through which he will 
have to pass on his way to the fourth, invisible world of immortality. All the 
bricks of the altar are animated by Prajapati putting breath in them. Thus 
the bird comes to life, and with the restoration of Agni-Prajapati, the yaja¬ 
mana gains immortality. 

The Brahmana proceeds with more identifications, following the doc¬ 
trines of Sandilya. Prajapati is the sacrifice and food of the gods; Soma is the 
supreme oblation; hence Prajapati is Soma. Soma was brought from heaven 
by a bird of prey (syena). Accordingly, Prajapati and Purusa, both generally 
conceived of in the shape of a man, also assume the shape of a bird. This 
is further explained by the doctrine of the original seven seers (rsi), identified 
with the “vital airs” (prana), i.e., with life, each in the shape of a purusa. 
These seven purusas were combined into one Purusa, which is Prajapati 
and has the shape of a bird. These seven-and-a-half constituents are clearly 
visible in one form of the fire altar (Figure 6, after Eggeling 1894, III, 419.)1 
Each of these seven areas is called purusa, a term that acquires geometrical 
meaning in the context of altar construction (see Seidenberg in Part III, pages 
95-126). The four squares in the middle are together called atman, “body” 

\ The dotted lines in the wings and tail were probably put in by Eggeling, interpreting 
Satapatha Brahmana 10.2.1.1-8. But this text might refer to the bend in the wings we 
find in the Sulva sQtras (see, e.g., Figure 7; A. Seidenberg, personal communication). 
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Figure 6—Fire Altar of the Agnicayana 
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or “self.” The term also refers to the largest square within the bird-shaped 
form of the fire altar, the shaded area in Figure 7. 

The identifications that Sandilya presents to us may baffle us, but— 
pace Eggeling and Keith—they are not any more meaningless, dogmatic, 
or flimsy than the constructions found in other religious traditions that 
conceive of a deity in different forms. Moreover, these theological constructs 
are not entirely arbitrary. There are rules to the game, and their presumed 
neglect may lead to differences of opinion and interpretation. The Satapatha 
Brahmana, for example, mentions ancient authorities who adhered to the 
view that the altar has the shape of a bird in order to carry the yajamana to 
heaven. Sandilya disagreed with this and insisted on a more roundabout 
interpretation: the vital airs became Prajapati by assuming the shape of a 
bird; by assuming that form, Prajapati created the gods; by assuming that 
form, the gods became immortal; “and what thereby the vital airs, and 
Prajapati, and the gods became, that indeed he (the yajamana) thereby be¬ 
comes” (Satapatha Brahmana 6.1.2.36). 

Prajapati has many other forms. One of his animal manifestations is 
the tortoise, which represents juice (rasa; cf. below page 121). When the tor¬ 
toise is buried under the altar, juice is bestowed on Agni, and rain and 
fertility are induced. But Prajapati also possesses abstract features. He is 
time, and is in particular identified with the year. Hence the Agnicayana 
takes a year to complete. After the yajamana has generated Agni in the womb 
of the ukha pot, he carries him around for a year before he is born on the 
sacrificial altar. The yajamana himself is also in the womb (he closes his 
fists like an embryo), and the domestic altar is a womb. The sand strewn 
on it is the seed of Agni VaiSvanara, “Agni common to all men.” When 
carrying Agni from the domestic to the offering altar, the yajamana enters 
the world of the gods, is reborn in heaven, and gains immortality. 

These interpretations take us from the Agnicayana to the Soma rituals, 
and illustrate the embedding of the former in the latter. In the Soma rituals, 
the original enclosure with its three fires represents the world of men, and the 
mahavedi, newly constructed to its east, is the world of the gods. All principal 
srauta rituals are provided with such interpretations in the Satapatha Brah¬ 
mana and the other Brahmanas, though none with anything as sweeping as 
Sandilya’s metaphysics of the Agnicayana. It would take us too far to even 
sketch some of these intrepretations of other srauta rituals. Let me only 
mention that the stotra chants and sastra recitations of the Soma rituals are 
regarded as the weapons of Prajapati (the word sastra is a homonym which 
may be derived from 'sams-, “recite” or from has-, “cut down”). According 
to the Jaiminiya Brahmana (2.69, quoted in Gonda 1960, 196) Prajapati 
himself became immortal only after he understood the mystical connection 
between the stotra chants and sastra recitations. 

Though many of the interpretations of the Agnicayana found in the 
Brahmanas, and especially in the Satapatha, are obvious rationalizations, 
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they continue to inspire scholars (e.g., Silburn 1955, 64-71; Malamoud 
1975). In India, they were further developed in the Upanisads. As Ikari has 
shown, the five layers of the altar are connected with the five “sheaths” of 
the soul in the psychology of the Taittirlya Upanisad (Ikari, personal com¬ 
munication). Sandilya’s doctrines were destined to have a great future in the 
Upanisads and the Vedanta. The yajamana’s identity with Prajapati and with 
the fire altar, the center of which is called its “body” or “self” (atman: see 
Figure 7), was generalized into the identity of atman and brahman in every 
human being, which is one of the cornerstones of Indian philosophy. A sage 
called Sandilya, possibly the same Sandilya discussed above, makes a brief 
appearance in the Chandogya Upanisad (3.14) to proclaim the identity of 
atman and brahman, and to give a characterization of brahman in positive 
terms, which contrasts with its negative characterization by Yajnavalkya 
in other Upanisads. In these contexts there is no longer mention of the 
Agnicayana, but the Agnicayana is still the background against which 
Sandilya formulates his doctrine toward the end of the Agnirahasya (Sata- 
patha Brahmana 10.6.3.1-2, in Eggeling’s translation): 

1. Let him meditate upon the ‘true Brahman.’ Now, man here, 
indeed, is possessed of understanding, and according to how great 
his understanding is when he departs this world, so does he, on 
passing away, enter yonder world. 

2. Let him meditate on the Self, which is made up of intelligence, 
and endowed with a body of spirit, with a form of light, and with an 
ethereal nature, which changes its shape at will, is swift as thought, 
of true resolve, and true purpose, which consists of all sweet odours 
and tastes, which holds sway over all the regions and pervades this 
whole universe, which is speechless and indifferent;—even as a 
grain of rice, or a grain of barley, or a grain of millet, or the smallest 
granule of millet, so is this golden Purusa in the heart; even as a 
smokeless light, it is greater than the sky, greater than the ether, 
greater than the earth, greater than all existing things;—that self of 
the spirit is my self: on passing away from hence I shall obtain that 
self. Verily, whosoever has this trust, for him there is no uncertainty. 
Thus spoke Sandilya, and so it is. 

Later Upanisads carry these ideas further, and the Agnicayana is still 
referred to occasionally. The Maitrayaniya Upanisad of the Black Yajurveda 
opens with the statement: “The piling (of the fire altar) by the ancients is 
a brahman-ritual; therefore the yajamana, having piled these fires, should 
contemplate the self (atman)” (brahmayajno va esa yat purvesam cayanam 

tasmad yajamanas citvaitan agnln atmanam abhidhyayet). Van Buitenen, who 
has provided an ingenious analysis of the composite character of this Upa¬ 
nisad, translates the first line as: “The laying of the fire by the ancient (sic) 
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was a brahman-sacrifice” (Van Buitenen 1962, 37, 123). According to him 
(37; cf. 14, note 3), “the cayana is as the context in 6.33 ff. and the plural 
agnln etan (‘these fires’) show not the great Agnicayana ritual but the Agnya- 
diiana, to which much of the Agnicayana symbolism is transferred.” But 
cayana, “piling up,” in the context of altars, is always used for brick altars, 
and the term agni frequently refers to the fire altar of the Agnicayana and 
not to the Agnyadhana or Agnyadheya. The plural agnln, “fires,” may denote 
many Agnicayanas, but it is also consistent with one Agnicayana, for, as 
we have seen, the ritual is always combined with a Soma ritual, and involves 
several altars, of which two are piled up from bricks. Moreover, if the reference 
were to anything else than the Agnicayana, it would be necessary to assume 
that not only the symbolism of the Agnicayana but also its bricks and many 
other specific characteristics were transferred. When substance and meaning 
are both transferred to something else, we had better abandon the hy¬ 
pothesis of transference itself and accept the fact that it is the Agnicayana that 
is referred to. The substance of the Agnicayana, in addition to its symbolism, 
is clearly referred to in Maitrayaniya Upanisad 6.33, which van Buitenen 
translates as follows: 

This fire, made of five bricks, is the Year. Its bricks are spring, 
summer, rains, autumn, winter. It has a head, two wings, a back and 
a tail: (thus) this fire is like a man. This earth is Prajapati’s first 
laying. Having thrown up the yajamana with its hands, it proffered 
him to Wind. 

Wind equals Prana. This fire is prana. Its bricks are prana, vyana, 
apana, samana, udana. It has a head, two wings, a back and a tail. 
(Thus) this fire is like a man. The atmosphere is Prajapati’s second 
laying. Having thrown up the yajamana with its hands, it proferred 
him to Indra. 

Indra is yonder sun. This fire is the sun. Its bricks are Rc, Yajus, 
Saman, the Atharvangirasas, the epic and purana. It has a head, two 
wings, a back and a tail. (Thus) this fire is like a man. This sky is 
Prajapati’s third laying. With its hands it makes an offering of the 
yajamana to the atman-knower. The atman-knower, having thrown 
him up, proffered him to the Brahman. There he becomes blissful, 
joyful. 

(van Buitenen 1962, 148) 

This passage abounds in references to the Agnicayana that do not fit 
any other ritual. Agni “made of bricks” is not fire, but the fire altar. Apart 
from bricks (istaka), there is mention of citi, which means “layer,” not 
“laying.” The five bricks stand for the five layers of the altar, and the three 
citis of Prajapati are the first, the third, and the fifth layer, which are iden¬ 
tified with the three worlds. All the other identifications are well known 
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correspondences with which we are familiar from the Satapatha Brahmana 
and elsewhere. If a single proof were needed that this Agni is the fire altar 
of the Agnicayana, the information that it has “a head, two wings, a back, 
and a tail” should be sufficient. The fire altar occurs also in other Upanisads 
of the Black Yajurveda. Harold Arnold has drawn my attention to the second 
valli of the Taittiriyopanisad, where we find a person (purusa) with two 
wings and a tail. 

According to Bodewitz (1973, 278-283, 322), Maitrayaniya Upanisad 
1.1 and 6.33 do not refer to the “actual” Agnicayana or Agnyadhana but to 
the Pranagnihotra and/or to Agnicayana speculations, or the “mental” 
Agnicayana. I shall leave the Pranagnihotra aside. Since it is the special topic 
of the second part of Bodewitz’ book, the author is predisposed to see it 
everywhere. However, the reference to the Agnicayana is not very clear. 
According to Bodewitz (278), “the actual piling of the fire does not seem to 
form the aim of this upanisad. It was the symbolism of the fire altar and the 
speculations vaguely connected with it (as e.g., found in SB) which interested 
the author of the text.” But this goes without saying. The actual performance 
of srauta ritual is always dealt with only in the srauta sutras. Interpretations 
and speculations are taken up in brahmanas and upanisads. This does not 
imply that such interpretations do not refer to “actual” ritual activities, 
but that they do so indirectly since they presuppose such activities. 

If it is true that in these passages of the Maitrayaniya Upanisad, Agni 
refers to the Agnicayana, this has further implications for the interpretation 
of this Upanisad, and casts doubt on some parts of van Buitenen’s analysis. 
According to van Buitenen, Maitrayaniya Upanisad 1.2-5.2 existed originally 
as a separate text that was later incorporated into another text, the result 
being the Maitrayaniya Upanisad as we know it. The inserted portion con¬ 
sists essentially of two parts: the Brhadratha Instruction, which is “obviously 
Buddhistic in tone” (van Buitenen 1962, 78), and the Valakhilya Instruction, 
“of proto-Samkhyan provenance” (80). According to van Buitenen, neither 
of these fits naturally into the framework of what he has called the Vulgate. 

While this may be true of the Brhadratha Instruction, it is much less 
clear in the case of the Valakhilya Instruction. This portion of the text 
(2.3-3.2, omitting what van Buitenen regards as still later interpolations) 
starts with Prajapati being asked to explain brahman-knowledge (brahma- 
vidya). More specifically, he is asked to explain why this body (sarlra), which 
is without intelligence, is furnished with a foundation (pratisthapita), acquires 
intelligence (cetana), and finally, who sets it into motion (pracodayita). Pra- 
japati’s basic answer is that it is he, Prajapati, seeing everything (visvaksa), 
who as Purusa enters into each body: “This intelligent being furnishes a 
foundation to the body, so that it has intelligence, and he sets the body in 
motion” (2.4) 

Next, Prajapati’s creation is described in more detail. Prajapati created 
many beings, but saw that they remained unconscious like stones and 
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without breath like tree trunks. Thereupon, having made himself as the 
wind, he entered them. He did not enter as one. He divided himself into five. 
These five are further specified in what van Buitenen regards as a later in¬ 
sertion: they are the five breaths, prana, apana, samana, udana, and vyana. 
Finally this Prajapati, who has entered the body, is declared to be atman, 
and when he is in the body, he is called bhutatman, “the incarnate self.” 

Though some of these formulations sound more recent, the doctrine of 
the Valakhilya section taken as a whole is similar to traditional speculations 
about Prajapati in the Agnicayana. Let me illustrate this with the help of 
references to the Satapatha Brahmana. Prajapati is mortal and immortal: 
his body (sarlra) is mortal and his breaths (pranah) are immortal (10.1.4.1). 
His five breaths—prana, apana, vyana, udana, and samana—are the five 
layers of the altar (10.1.4.2-6). Thereby these parts of him become immortal. 

Elsewhere it is said that the breaths departed from Prajapati after he 
had created. Hence some of the bricks are called pranabhrt, “supporters of 
breath” (8.1.1.3). Specific bricks, thus animated, are further identified with 
the five breaths (8.1.3.6). When Prajapati wants to become everything, he 
becomes breath, in particular that breath which blows here, viz., the wind, 
which manifests his sight (drsti) (11.1.6.17). The breath that went out of him 
is the wind (7.1.2.5; similarly 6.2.2.11, 8.3.4.11 and 15). In 6.3.1.12, Prajapati 
is supplied as the subject for the Vajasaneyi Samhita 11.1: “Harnessing first 
the mind (manas).” Prajapati is also the meter of the mind (8.5.2.3). Without 
Prajapati there is no firm foundation; he is the foundation (pratistha) (7.1.2.1- 
2). Lastly, for the connections with atman and brahman and their intelligence 
aspects, I need merely refer to 10.6.3.1-2 from the Agnirahasya, already 
quoted (above, page 68). 

Some of these similarities are not literal and verbal, which might dis¬ 
please a philologist. However, notwithstanding the demands of lower and 
higher textual criticism (van Buitenen, 14), one should be allowed to do some 
thinking. I am not interested in trying to show that any parts of the Satapatha 
Brahmana are also constituents of the text of the Maitrayaniya Upanisad. 
What is clear from these similarities, however, is that the Valakhilya Instruc¬ 
tion, in spite of apparent proto-Samkhyan features, fits quite naturally in a 
treatise on the brahman-ritual of the Agnicayana. Just as Maitrayaniya 
Upanisad 1.1 and 6.33, the Valakhilya Instruction exhibits features that 
belong to the complex of traditional interpretations of the Agnicayana. 
Therefore, different parts of the Maitrayaniya Upanisad fit together much 
better than van Buitenen has made us believe. And finally, the plurality of 
animated bricks is just as undeniable as the plurality of animated bodies, 
so why could the pluralistic philosophy of the Samkhya not be directly 
grafted upon the bricks of the fire altar? 

If van Buitenen has gone too far in his dissecting activity, the blame 
should not primarily go to him but to his uncritical acceptance of philology, 
and to philology itself. He unhesitatingly accepts its credo: “From the point 
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of view of style and composition the Valakhilya Story constitutes a separate 
and independent text. It is prima facie evident that whenever two instructions 
by different persons in different circumstances are found together in one text, 
at least one of them, and probably both, existed independently before it, or 
they were combined; we cannot assume that SM (the Southern Maitrayani) 
had one author who wrote up the entire text as an original composition” 
(73). 

This looks straightforward, but only at first sight. After a little reflection 
it becomes absurd. Homer has told the stories of many heroes, each of them 
given to a great deal of speech-making. Does this imply that we should postu¬ 
late the prior existence of independent Achilles and Hector Instructions? 
And should we assume that there were originally separate texts dealing with 
Alyosha, Father Zossima, Albertine, and Baron de Charlus that Dostoyevsky 
and Proust have put together? 

The famous German phenomenologist of religion, Rudolf Otto, has 
attempted to give more credence to his phenomenology by erecting it on the 
solid foundation of the science of philology. With such scholarly aids he has 
attempted to show that the Bhagavad Gita was derived from an original 
t/r-Glta, to which materials from eight different lost treatises were subse¬ 
quently added. But even philologists cannot all be deceived. Emile Senart 
noted in the introduction to his translation of the Gita: “Efforts have been 
made to distinguish pieces of different origin; attempts that are ephemeral 
as well as arbitrary.” I have elsewhere drawn attention to the absurdities 
that have resulted from the uncritical application of these allegedly scientific 
methods to the text of the Yogasutra (Staal 1975, 86-91). The moral is simple. 
Philology has to be used, but with caution. 

Chapter 5. ORIGIN AND SIGNIFICANCE 
OF THE AGNICAYANA 

In this chapter I shall be concerned with what are regarded as indis¬ 
putable facts on the one hand, and with speculative and sometimes contro¬ 
versial theories on the other. “And perhaps by looking at the two side by 
side, and rubbing them against each other, we may cause justice to blaze out 
as from the two kindling sticks” (ac nopeicov: Plato, Republic A 435 a 1-6). 

AGNI 

In order to understand the Agnicayana it is first of all necessary to 
gain some insight into Agni.1 About 200 of the 1,028 hymns of the Rgveda 
are addressed to Agni, who in this respect comes second only to Indra. Agni’s 
name is clearly Indo-European: compare Latin ignis, Russian ogon\ Lithu¬ 
anian ugnis, etc. Though considered a god, he is never disconnected from his 
element, fire, until later Hindu mythology, where he appears in more anthro¬ 
pomorphic terms. In the Rgveda, Agni is brilliant, golden, has flaming hair 
and beard, three or seven tongues, his face is light, his eyes shine, he has sharp 
teeth, he makes a cracking noise, and leaves a black trail behind. He is fond 
of clarified butter (,ghrta, or ajya when used as an oblation), but he also eats 
wood and devours the forest. In fact, he eats everything (visva-ad). He is in 
particular a destroyer of demons and a slayer of enemies. 

Though old, Agni is also ageless and permanently young. Himself fertile, 
he is the son and manifestation of victorious strength (sahas; Gonda 1957). 
He gives long life. He is born from the kindling blocks (arani), from heaven 
(where he is lightning and the sun), and from earth, where he resides in 
plants and woods. He is also born from water, celestial as well as terrestrial. 
This at first surprising origin is connected with clouds and with the firewood 
that comes from plants and trees, themselves born from water. It reflects the 
image of the sun rising out of the eastern ocean and setting in the western 
ocean; and it also indicates that Agni, as generative power, is the male prin¬ 
ciple, which enters the female waters as it enters the earth. 

Agni is intimately connected with the home, the clan, the tribe, and with 
rituals. He is installed in the home as the domestic fire; he guards and lights 
the home; he is a guest, a friend, chief of the clan or tribe (e.g., of the Angira- 
ses or the Bharatas). But he is also the domestic priest, the hota or adhvaryu 
priest, and the sacrificer of the gods. He has a triple seat (the three altars). 

1 For this section I have made use of Geldner (1957) 3-34; Gonda (1959) 79-96, (1960) 
67-73; Hillebrandt (1927) I. 71-193; Keith (1925) 154-162; Renou and Filliozat (1947) 
I. 325-326. 
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He is clever, in fact, wise and omniscient: he is a seer, inspired and inspiring. 
He takes the offerings to the gods, but he also brings the gods down to earth 
to partake of them. Pie is the messenger between gods and men. He is com¬ 
mon to all men (vaisvanara). This appellation is traditionally taken to refer 
to the sun, to the sacrificial fire, and—in later times—to the “fire of diges¬ 
tion” (but see below, pages 1:161-162). There are also suggestions that Agni 
as Jatavedas is identified with the domestic fire, and as Narasamsa or Tanu- 
napat, with the southern fire (Findly, unpublished). Agni also has close re¬ 
lations with several other deities. His ritual function becomes increasingly 
important in the Yajurveda and in the Brahmanas. 

Here is a typical hymn addressed to Agni (Rgveda 5.11): 

1. Guardian of the people, the vigilant, the clever; 
Agni was born for new prosperity. Face touched 
with butter, he shines bright with great sky-touch¬ 
ing flame for all the Bharatas. 

2. On the triple altar men have kindled Agni, banner 
of the sacrifice, first domestic priest. Let him ride 
the chariot with Indra and the gods; let him be 
seated on the sacred grass for the sacrifice as a 
skilful hota. 

3. Impure, you are born of your parents; bright, you 
came up as the joy-bringing seer of Yivasvant. 
With butter they made you strong, Agni, to whom 
the offering is made. 

4. Agni . . . may he come at once to the sacrifice; 
Agni, whom men carry in every house; Agni 
became the messenger, the bringer of offerings; 
Agni they are choosing, choosing one with a 
seer’s power. 

5. For you, Agni, these sweetest words; for you may 
this prayer be a blessing to the heart. You are the 
one these songs fill with power, as the great 
rivers fill the Indus, you are the one they make 
strong. 

6. The Angirases found you in a secret place, Agni, 
resting in every wood. So are you born, when 
stirred up with great force; you are the one they 
call “Son of Strength,” O Angiras. 
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It is not possible to understand Agni’s role in the Rgveda except in re- 
I lation to other gods, powers, and ideas. Let me merely mention that Agni 
r is close to Indra, though Indra is a warrior god and hero, whereas Agni 
( always stays close to fire. In other respects, Agni complements Soma who is 

a god, a plant, and the juice extracted from that plant, and is therefore simi- 
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larly devoid of anthropomorphic traits. Agni and Soma, though both gods, 
do not merely reside in heaven or in the sky, from where they have to be 
brought or called down to earth. They also are already here, concrete, visible, 
amenable to touch and taste, and present in the hands of men. According to 
Renou, following Bergaigne, the entire Vedic mythology was reshaped, or 
at any rate reorientated, as a setting for Agni and Soma, and all the other 
divinities became counterparts or reflections of them (Renou 1953, 14). Agni 
and Soma, the sacred fire and the sacred drink, are in any case the main dei- j 
ties of the Vedic ritual. While all the deities of the Vedic pantheon are addres- J 
sed and invoked in the course of ritual performances, and heaven is men¬ 
tioned as the fruit of rituals, the ritual itself creates a sacred world within 
the sacrificial enclosure by means of priestly activities that take place here 
and now. Here lies the most probable explanation for the fact, stressed by 
Renou (1953, 16), that the most important episodes of Vedic mythology, 
which reflect cosmogonic events, are not reflected or used in the ritual. All 
features of Vedic religion find expression in ritual, but generally through the 
mediation of Agni and Soma. 

In later Hinduism, Agni’s character changes. Though a few temples 
have been dedicated to his worship, Agni becomes a minor deity and a 
mythical figure. His change in position is already indicated in the Kena Upani- 
sad, where the gods, puzzled by Brahman (“What sort of specter can this 
be?”), send Agni to find out. On Agni’s arrival, Brahman asked him: “Who 
are you?” Agni replied: “I am Agni.” “If that is what you are, what is your 
power?” “I can burn everything on earth.” Then Brahman put a blade of 
grass before him: “Burn that.” Agni came at it with all his force, but he could 

not burn it. 
In the epic and the Puranas, “Agni is an unscrupulous seducer of women 

and an adulterer, qualities that cause him to be identified with Siva” 
(O’Flaherty 1973, 91, in the chapter e'ntiiledT4gn/, the Erotic Fire). In later 
mythology, it is Siva who gives the gods a blade of grass that they are unable 
to burn up. Apart from sexual fire, Agni is also the fire of tapas, “ascetic 
heat,” another link with §iva. In a legend that is found in many versions, 
Agni falls in love with the wives of the seven sages. The story offers also an 
explanation of Agni’s association with the ritual call svaha (above, page 
47). As told in the Mahabharata and summarized by O’Flaherty, the legend 
deserves to be quoted: 

Once when Agni saw the beautiful wives of the great sages sleep¬ 
ing in their hermitage, he was overcome by desire for them. But he 
reflected, “It is not proper for me to be full of lust for the chaste 
wives of the Brahmins, who are not in love with me.” Then he 
entered the household fire so that he could touch them, as it were, 
with his flames, but after a long time his desire became still greater, 
and he went into the forest, resolved to abandon his corporeal form. 
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Then Svaha, the daughter of Daksa, fell in love with him and watch¬ 
ed him for a long time, seeking some weak point, but in vain. When 
she knew that he had gone into the forest full of desire, the amorous 
goddess decided to take the forms of the wives of the Seven Sages 
and to seduce Agni; thus both of them would obtain their desire. 
Assuming the form of each of the wives in turn, she made love with 
Agni, but she could not take the form of Arundhati, the wife of Va- 
sistha, because Arundhati had such great powers of chastity. Taking 
Agni’s seed in her hand each time, she reflected, “Anyone who 
chances to see me in this form in the forest will falsely accuse the 
sages’ wives of committing adultery with Agni,” and so to avoid 
this she took the form of the Garudi bird and left the forest. She 
threw the seed into a golden lake on the peak of the white mountain 
guarded by Rudra’s hosts. The seed generated a son, Skanda, and 
some time later the six sages’ wives came to Skanda and told him 
that their husbands, thinking that Skanda had been born of them, 
had abandoned them. They begged Skanda to let them dwell for 
ever in heaven, and by his grace they became the constellation of 
the Krttikas, considered the mothers of Skanda. Then Svaha mar¬ 
ried Agni (O’Flaherty 1973, 94-5). 

Agni’s intermediary position is retained in another legend, which sheds 
light on the psychology of libations. Though Parvati is Siva’s spouse, she is 
unable to bear the fiery energy of Siva’s seed. Agni cooperates by drinking 
the seed, sprinkling the Ganges with it (or with his own seed), after which 
Parvati drinks it, receives the seed thus suitably diluted, and gives birth 
to Skanda (O’Flaherty 1973, 103-107; Plate 9; see also O’Flaherty 1975, 
104). 

The sexual symbolism of fire is also connected with the analogy between 
the action of the two kindling woods and the sexual act, an association which 
is found all over the world. Rgveda 3.29.1-3 compares manthana, “kindling 
of fire by friction,” to procreation: Agni is hidden in the kindling blocks 
(arani) as the seed (garbha) is well kept inside pregnant women (garbhin). 
“Put it down into the supinely stretched, you attentive (priest). When im¬ 
pregnated she gave birth to the male (Agni).” 

In Brhad Aranyaka Upanisad 6.4.21—a section sometimes left without 
translation, which incorporates verses from Rgveda 10.184 and Atharvaveda 
5.25—the association is reversed: 

He spreads her thighs. Let heaven and earth be spread! Uniting 
with her, placing his mouth upon hers, stroking her three times in 
the direction in which the hair grows, he says: 

Let Visnu prepare the womb, 
Let Tvastr shape the forms, 
Let Prajapati discharge, 
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Let Dhatr place the seed in you. 

Place the seed, Sinivall, 
Place the seed, goddess with flowing hair! 
Let the Asvin twins place the seed in you, 
The two lotus-garlanded gods. 

Golden are the kindling woods 
Which the Asvins use to make fire. 
We invoke that seed for you 
To bring forth in the tenth month. 

As earth is pregnant with Agni, 
As heaven is expecting Indra, 
As wind is the seed of the skies, 
I place the seed in you. 

In later Hinduism, Agni remains closely connected with the burning of 
forests. In the Mahabharata, Krsna and Arjuna have a picnic on the banks 
of the Yamuna river. Their girl friends dance, sing, quarrel, and drink wine. 
“The epic will present us with few if any moments more suitable for a scene 
of ease and pleasure” (Hiltebeitel 1976, 209). But now there appears “a 
strange looking brahmin of gold complexion, yellowish brown beard, radiant 
and splendid. ... It is Agni in disguise. Thus begins one of the oddest^and 
most grisly segments of the epic, the burning of the Khandava forest. In 
this story, Agni, for reasons that need not detain us, has come to consume 
the forest with all its creatures. He proceeds to do so. The noise is deafening, 
the water from Indra’s clouds cannot reach the ground because of the heat, 
and only six people survive. Hiltebeitel ends his study of the mythological 
significance of this conflagration with the remark that the story itself can 
begin to make sense as a story, whether or not it also makes sense as history 
(ibid., 224). In what follows I shall be primarily concerned with the opposite: 
Agni, Soma, Indra, Visnu, and many elements of the Vedic ritual have 
mythological and spiritual significance, but they also make sense as history 

and prehistory. 

FIRE 

In order to gain a better understanding of Agni we have to go far 
beyond the Rgveda, in fact, back to the earliest history of man.1 This early 
history accounts for many features of Agni and of fire rituals such as Agni- 

hotra, Agnistoma, and Agnicayana. 
Though the use of fire has been attributed to a subhuman man-ape 

(Australopithecus prometheus), prevailing scholarly opinion ascribes it only 

1 For this section I have made use of Eiseley (1954); Fewkes (1920); Forbes (1958), 
Frazer (1958); Gilbert (1947); Harrison (1954); Heizer (1963); Hough (1926, 1928); 
Lippert (1931); MacLeod (1925); Oakley (1955, 1956,1958,1961); Peake (1933); Sauer 

(1961); and Wilbert (1967). 
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to men. With the exception of some insects, birds, and the Philippine tarsier 
(a nocturnal animal that picks up hot embers from campfire sites), most ani¬ 
mals have a strong dislike of fire. Man took a long time to overcome his fear 
of fire, but he eventually tamed and then domesticated it. Four stages can be 
distinguished in this evolution: (1) a fireless age, evinced by an early man or 
hominid, Zinjanthropus, of the Olduwan culture in East Africa, some 
1,750,000 years ago; (2) an age during which fire was used, i.e., collected, as 
exemplified by the hearths of Peking man, at least 250,000 years ago; (3) an 
age during which fire was produced and kindled, as exemplified by the 

, Neanderthal about 50,000 years ago, and by Homo sapiens during the last 
| 20,000 to 15,000 years; (4) an age during which fire was domesticated, roughly 

overlapping with the Neolithic age, beginning in different regions at different 
times within the last 10,000 years. 

Several conclusions can be drawn from these time scales. For most of 
his history, man kept out of the way of fire and watched it from a distance. 
Finally he started to collect it carefully from fires that resulted from natural 
conflagrations. Sauer believes that the volcanically active lake country in the 
mountainous interior of East Africa may have provided man with his first 
fire, though fire could have been obtained from lightning as well as from 
spontaneous combustion, e.g., through contact between air and certain kinds 
of coal (such coals were located not far from the Choukoutien area where 

j Peking man was found). Throughout the hundreds of thousands of years 
during which fire was collected but could not yet be made, man was continu¬ 
ously concerned with its safe and proper preservation, for it was not known 
how long it would take before fresh fire could be obtained again. It is not 
farfetched to suppose that man’s sense of continuity was inspired by his 
experience with fire. 

Fire was carried over long distances, enabling man to move into the 
colder regions of northern Europe and Asia, and therefore much ingeniuty 
must have been expended on the development of reliable methods for its 
preservation and transportation. And now we observe a remarkable fact. 
When man at last discovered how to make fire himself, he continued to take 
extreme precautions to preserve and transport it, and kindled fresh fire only 
rarely. This tendency can only partly be explained by the fact that it might 
save fuel and labor, be necessary in a wet climate, keep the carrier somewhat 
warm, or be useful during hunts when fire must be at hand. The universality 
of the practice of keeping fire suggests that it is largely a custom that survived 

t from the earlier fire-collecting age. Since ritual activities are activities that are 
performed even though they are not, or are no longer, necessary or even 
functional, the custom of preserving and carrying fire became one of the 

' earliest ritual activities that we know of. It led man to think of himself as in- 
! separable from his fire, and vulnerable without it. It is not surprising that 
I fire and life were connected at an early stage, and that the preservation of fire 
1 came to be regarded as the preservation of life. Thus arose the idea that a 
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long-lasting fire gives a long life. Its counterpart is the custom of extinguish¬ 
ing the fires when somebody has died. The fear of losing fire and the custom 
of preserving it prevail to the present day among a variety of people all over 
the world. Though most contemporary nomads and seminomads, for 
example, can produce fire in less than a minute, they take fire with them on 
most of their trips or hunts that cover long stretches of time. 

Hearths developed during the period in which fire was collected. Ori¬ 
ginally they were shallow depressions lined with stones or clay. Burnt-clay 
fireplaces have been found in many different regions. Many are circular, pos¬ 
sibly because of the placement of fuel around the fire. Hearths were also made 
from stone or sand. A later invention was to raise the fuel above the fire- 
bed, to promote combustion by increasing draught. This could be effected 
by piling the fuel on a few large stones, a method that eventually developed 
into stone altars and into the earliest stoves. Even among contemporary 
tribes there are some who do not use such methods. Among the Warao of for¬ 
mer British Guiana, for example, the hearth is simply “a big lump of clay, 
about one meter in diameter and about 30 cm. thick, which is packed by 
women onto the manaca beams of the kitchen house” (Wilbert 1967, 9). 

The earliest fuel was most probably wood, and the combustible qualities 
of different kinds of wood were learned early. Other early kinds of fuel are j 

charcoal, dung, bones, and fat. The constant search for fuel, a very time- 
consuming activity, led to deforestation in many areas (and continues to do 
so), and has been related to various features of social organization, including 
slavery. Settlements and villages had to move when the supply of firewood 
was used up. The New England Indians assumed that the English appeared 
on their shores because the firewood supply in their own land had been 
exhausted. Ritual elements entered into the gathering of fuel. Among the nor¬ 
thern Paiute, girls undergoing puberty rites had to collect five piles of fire¬ 
wood each day. The Vestal Virgins of Classical Antiquity were given similar 

tasks. 
The transportation of fire over short distances could be effected with the 

help of a smoldering or flaming brand, or a few hot embers, carried on a 
flat or hollow stone. For long journeys use had to be made of the smoldering 
properties of substances when deprived of a free supply of air: e.g., decaying 
wood, bark, and fungus. Fire was transported (and is still transported by 
the Tierra del Fuegians) on clay spread on the floor of canoes. With the 
development of ceramics, clay pots became the preferred containers for the 
safe transportation of fire over long distances. A vivid description occurs in 
Xenophon’s account of one of the expeditions of Agesilaos, king of Sparta 

(401-360 b.c.): 

It was then that Agesilaos won credit by a trifling but timely ex¬ 
pedient. For since no one among those who carried provisions 
for the regiment had brought fire, and it was cold, not only because 
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they were at a high altitude, but also because there had been rain 
and hail towards evening—and besides, they had gone up in light 
clothing suitable to the summer season—and they were shivering 
and, in the darkness, had no heart for their dinner, Agesilaos sent 
up not less than ten men carrying fire in earthen pots (xorpai). 
And when these men had climbed up by one way and another, and 
many large fires had been made, since there was a great deal of fuel 
at hand, all the soldiers rubbed oil on themselves and many of them 
only then began their dinner (Hellenica IV.v.4; translation by C. L. 
Brownson, with one modification). 

When fire is transported over long periods, it has to be installed on a 
temporary hearth for the night, or whenever a stop is made. Special pre¬ 
cautions have to be taken that it will not go out. This is referred to, for 
example, by Homer who describes the falling of night after Odysseus had 
been washed on the shores of the island of Ogygia: 

Like a man who hides a brand in the black embers on a distant 
isolated farm, saving the seed of fire so that he will not have to seek 
elsewhere, so did Odysseus cover himself with leaves (Odyssey 
V. 488-91). 

All over the world, when the fire goes out in a village house, it is borrow¬ 
ed from a neighbor, often by carrying a few embers on a potsherd. Later this 
responsibility was taken on by the state. Charlemagne ordered a fire to be 
kept burning in each inhabited house. Up to the eighteenth century in 
Europe, bells were rung when the evening fell. This was called cur-few (“cov¬ 
er-fire,” French: couvre-feu, Italian: copri-fuoco). Originally the term cur¬ 
few referred to a brass implement, like a candle extinguisher but larger, with 
a handle and perforations, which was put over the coals and embers in the 
fireplace to keep them alive throughout the night. 

The tending of fire required careful planning, and it has been suggested 
that it developed man’s sense of the future and of time in general—a sug¬ 
gestion that seems to underrate man’s sensitivity to the passage of day and 
night and of the seasons. Whereas collecting firewood, and later kindling 
fire, were by and large male occupations, tending the fire was mostly done by 
women. Most archaeologists and anthropologists agree that the first homes 
developed around hearths, and that family life was greatly influenced by the 
tending of fire. Even at present, when large groups of people live together 
in communal huts or houses, each family keeps its own fire. The earlier so¬ 
ciologists described this domestic association in colorful terms, as, e.g., 
Lippert in 1887: 

Tending the fire is a woman’s affair. It formed the center of the 
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sphere of life which woman dominated. It made the woman’s do¬ 
mestic establishment more stable and to some extent more onerous 
than it had formerly been, but it likewise made it much more per¬ 
manently attractive to the men than when her intermittent sexual 
charm had been the sole allurement. Those who had previously 
sought the company of women only for limited periods were now 
bound permanently to her hearth, and soon no longer as mere 
guests but by ties of reciprocal duties and obligations. About the 
hearth there arose the home in every sense of the word (Lippert 

1931, 131). 

Several of the important uses of fire are touched upon in Xenophon’s 
account: warmth, cooking, and light are among the most basic. Much older 
is the use of fire that made cave dwelling possible by keeping dangerous 
animals out. At a very early period, spear points were hardened in fire. After 
the Stone Age, the blacksmith became one of the earliest specialists. Fire 
drives were used to stampede game, and the resulting conflagrations ex¬ 
panded grasslands (e.g., in America). Fires led to new vegetation and a new 
fauna. Manmade fires for stampeding game may have contributed to the 
extinction of large animals such as the mammoth. In much later periods, ! 
such new pastures were used for grazing herds, and the ashes for fertilizer. ] 
Forest clearing by fire is an important step toward agriculture. In all these 
respects fire is like man: a ruthless force that disturbs and transforms the 

ecology. 
Cooking may have originated relatively late, possibly not long before 

Neanderthal man. Eiseley has an eloqent, though specifically American, 

eulogy on meat: 

Meat, more precious than the gold for which men later struggled, 
supplied the energy that carried man across the world. Had it not 
been for fire, however, all that enormous source of life would have 
been denied to him: he would have gone on drinking the blood from 
small kills, chewing wearily at uncooked bone ends or masticating 
the crackling bodies of grasshoppers (Eiseley 1954, 55). 

Another early use of fire was in connection with the dead: the counter¬ 
part, as we saw, of its connection with life. Fires were lit over the bodies of 
the dead Neanderthal. Excavations in the ancient Pueblo cemeteries still 
show masses of charcoal and ashes appearing as a layer in the earth above 
the skeletons. Cremation was common in the Bronze and Iron ages, and re¬ 
mained widespread throughout the world. The exceptions appear very much 
later, especially in Judaism and Christianity, and culminated in a decree 
of Charlemagne of 785, which made cremation a capital offense. 
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The invention of means for making fire remains shrouded in mystery. 
It may have taken place more than once. Among our contemporaries, only 
the Andaman islanders are presumably ignorant of the art. Even if this is 
true, it is more likely that they forgot it than that they had never known it 
in the past. The two oldest methods for fire making are percussion and fric¬ 
tion; it is not known which one came first. Percussion or strike-a-light 
methods are mainly achieved with the help of pyrites and flint. The oldest use 
of pyrites has been documented for the Neolithic and Bronze ages, and is 
referred to in the old Testament. This method continues to be used in various 
parts of the world, especially in northern Asia. A unique method, confined 
to southeast Asia, is the production of sparks by striking bamboo with a piece 
of porcelain. The percussion methods of producing fire have led to at least 
one imaginative etymology: 

The Eskimo, who still in Greenland use the flint-and-pyrites method 
of kindling, call fire ignek. Among the Western Eskimo, who live 
in and near Alaska, the word is knik, knok, knakhk, k’nuk, kanuk 
or ik’nuk. This represents very clearly the sound of flint striking a 
lump of pyrites. . . . These words for fire among the Eskimo re¬ 
mind us of the series of Aryan words . . . agni, ogni, ugnis and 
ignis. Is it possible that these, too, indicate the sound of the flint and 
pyrites nodule (Peake 1933, 54-5; quoted approvingly by Oakley 
1955, 44). 

Even if this improbable etymology is to be taken seriously, the difficulty 
remains that the Indians did not use the percussion method. 

The other ancient method for making fire is through friction of wood. 
There are several types, including the fire-saw, fire-drill, pump-drill, and 
fire-plow. The fire-drill is probably the most universal, Polynesia being the 
only region from which it is absent. In Europe, it probably dates from Neo¬ 
lithic times; in Asia, it is older and not yet obsolete. As in all methods that 
use friction, there are two pieces of wood, the lower of which rests on the 
ground, and is called the “hearth.” In the fire-drill, a cylindrical or tapered 
drill held vertically is rotated between the two hands, which, at the same 
time, press the stick downwards into a shallow pit in the hearth. The fire is 
caught in a small heap of tinder, consisting, e.g., of fungus or dead leaves. 
The process takes generally less than a minute. The vertical and horizontal 
parts are often called active and passive, or male and female, respectively, 
as we have already seen in the previous section. 

A special kind of fire-drill is the thong-drill, in which the vertical cylin¬ 
der is rotated by a cord passed round in a loop. The thong is pulled in such 
a way that the rotation changes its orientation repeatedly. The pole is pres¬ 
sed down with the help of another piece of wood, bone, stone or a coconut 
shell. At present, this method is found among the Eskimos, in northern 
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Asia, India, and Indonesia. It has led to another colorful, if improbable, 
etymology: 

It has been suggested that the Greek word for fire, nop, represents 
the sound of the whirring of the fire-drill (and similarly for English 
fire, German Feuer, French feu, etc.: Peake 1933, 54). 

Whatever the merits of this etymology, it is a fact that English “pure” is 
related to Greek nop. 

The making of fire is often accompanied by rites and songs. In an Irish 
saga: 

Fionn took from his tunic the two sacred fire-sticks that he carried, 
and turned them one upon another while Usheen sang the fire- 
chant : 

Golden Bird 
Hawk of the Sun 
Shake loose a feather, 
A feather of flame. 

Fire leaped between the sticks, and soon the hearth was blazing. 
(Young 1929, 133). 

It is likely that both methods, percussion and friction, were accidental¬ 
ly discovered when men worked with tools. Sawing and drilling are them¬ 
selves not attested before the Upper Palaeolithic. Lucretius explained that 
kindling by friction originated when people observed the branches of a tree 
lashed against each other by the wind until they caught fire. Though this 
hypothesis was adopted by several historians, it refers to a rather uncommon 
event, and the hypothesis that the fire drill was discovered when drills were 
being used, and mutatis mutandis for the other techniques, is more plausi¬ 
ble. Whatever their origin, these practices readily explain the belief that 
fire resides in wood, just as the actual collection of fire from lightning con¬ 
firms the belief that fire comes from heaven. Underlying these notions is the 
general idea that fire is not made, but is rather extracted or released. Lu¬ 
cretius still expresses what must have puzzled man for thousands of years: 
“If in logs flame lurks hidden, and smoke and ash, it must need be that the 
logs are composed of things alien in kind, of alien things that rise up out of 
the logs” (De Rerum Natura 1.871-872). The Warao Indians similarly deny 
that fire is made. It existed from time immemorial, and elaborate mytho¬ 
logies explain that some trees contain fire and others do not (Wilbert 1967, 
21). 

In the domain of religious speculation, the most basic ritual distinction 
is between two kinds of fire, “perpetual fire” and “new fire.” These two kinds 
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represent the two main periods in the history of fire, the early age of fire col¬ 
lecting and the later age of fire production. As we have seen, the carrying 
around of fire became a ritual activity as soon as it was no longer necessary, 
viz., as soon as methods for kindling fire had been discovered. The perma¬ 
nent installation of fire on hearths and altars, in homes and temples, took on 
similarly ritualistic overtones at the same time and for the same reason. 
This ritualization also explains why the “perpetual fire” is generally con¬ 
sidered more pure than the “new fire,” which is nothing but an upstart in the 
evolution of man. Thus “pure” fire has often to be obtained from a sacred 
place where it has been kept since time immemorial. 

The distinction between different kinds of fire is no longer sensed by 
modern man. We feel that fire is fire, and if we prefer a hearth fire to central 
heating, we attribute our preference to such things as the bright motion of 
flames or the smell of burnt wood. During most of the existence of our spe¬ 
cies, however, when the day was over and it began to be cold and dark, we 
were eager to welcome our own fire as a dear friend upon whom we could 
count. To ancient man, fires had the same individualities we reserve for some 
people and animals. We do not easily understand ritual fires made on dif¬ 
ferent occasions and obtained from different places, kept separate or mixed 
carefully. We ourselves do not feel that if we expect our friend, anybody else 
would do just as well. The ancients and several contemporary tribes treat 
fires with the same kinds of consideration. 

' Fire, especially perpetual fire, was jealously guarded and surrounded 
with extreme concerns for its purity. In the Roman temples of Vesta, fire had 
to be tended by virgins (if it went out, the Vestal maidens were flogged by 
the Pontifex Maximus). The Jews prohibited “foreign fire,” and Siberian 
tribes on the Amur river were reported unwilling to part with any of the fire 
in their huts. When new fire was made, the event was surrounded with awe. 
Generally, all existing fires had to be put out first. Ritual fire making was 
sometimes done by means of the strike-and-light method (the altar fires 
referred to in the Old Testament were installed in this way). The most com¬ 
mon method for ritual fire making, however, is the method of kindling by 
friction. Sir J. G. Frazer has reported it for all of Europe, and W. H. Gil¬ 
bert for the Americas. 

Most myths about fire attribute its origin to heaven, which would seem 
to support the view that fire was originally obtained from lightning. Many 

■j ancient myths relate that fire was brought from heaven by a bird. This bird 
! was often considered a thief, and the legend of a human fire thief is also 

widespread. Its prototype in Western culture is the myth of Prometheus, 
who stole fire from heaven and gave it to mankind. Zeus punished him by 
chaining him to the Caucasus mountains, where an eagle picked out his con¬ 
stantly growing liver. Prometheus is regarded as the inventor of human ci¬ 
vilization, the emblem of rebellion against tyranny, and in the final resort 
the symbol of mankind itself. In Aeschylus’ “Prometheus Bound” (436- 
471, 467-506) Prometheus boasts of his inventions: 
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I found men witless and gave them the use of their wits and made 
them masters of their minds. . . . They did not know of building 
houses with bricks to face the sun; they did not know how to work 
in wood. They lived like swarming ants in holes in the ground, in the 
sunless caves of the earth. ... It was I who first yoked beasts for 
them in the yokes and made of those beasts the slaves of trace chain 
and pack saddle that they might be man’s substitute in the hardest 
tasks; and I harnessed to the carriage, so that they loved the rein, 
horses, the crowning pride of the rich man’s luxury. It was I and 
none other who discovered ships, the sail-driven wagons that the 
sea buffets. . . . Beneath the earth, man’s hidden blessing, copper, 
iron, silver, and gold—will anyone claim to have discovered these 
before I did? No one, I am very sure, who wants to speak truly and 
to the purpose. One brief word will tell the whole story: all arts 
that mortals have come from Prometheus (translation David Grene 

1959, 327-329). 

The Greek name npoprjdeb^ is generally interpreted as “prudent, with 
foresight,” related to the verb npopt]&sopai, “foresee.” Mayrhofer’s Ety¬ 
mological Dictionary relates it to Sanskrit pra-math from math, “steal, rob, 
take away.” In Rgveda 3.38.5, vastra-mathi is used in connection with a 
thief who steals clothes (vastram), and in 8.66.8 ura-mathi is applied to a wolf 
who takes away sheep (ura). The last term occurs once more, in Vadhula 
Srauta Sutra 28a, where it is applied to the seasons who take away ritual. 

Since ancient times the verb math has been confounded with manth, 
“stir, churn,” to which it may not be etymologically related. This term is 
used* in the Hindu myth of the churning of the world ocean. The churning 
activities of gods and demons resulted in the salty water yielding milk, butter, 
wine, poison, and finally Soma, elixir of immortality (see, e.g., Gonda 1954, 
128-129; O’Flaherty 1975, 273-280; etc.). The noun manthana is used not 
only to refer to churning, but is also the general term for kindling fire by 
friction. In a commentary on the Katyayana Saruta Sutra, its derivative pra- 
manthana is defined as “the piece of wood that comes forth from the upper 
kindling block (uttararani), with which the fire is churned.” In his book on 
the descent of fire and the divine beverage (Die Herabkunft des Feuers und 
des Gottertranks: 1859,15-18), Adalbert Kuhn has connected pramanthana 
with the name Prometheus, thus regarding Prometheus not only as repre¬ 
senting the theft of fire from heaven (which corresponds to the age of col¬ 
lection), but also the kindling of fire by friction (the age of production). 
Unfortunately, this etymology is hard to maintain. The proper connection is 
with mathnati, “steals,” as Johanna Narten (1960) has shown. 

While fire marks the origin of civilization, and ritual fire the beginnings 
of religion, ritual fire is also connected with athletics. After the battle of 
Plataea (479 B.C.), when the Greeks defeated the Persians, Apollo ordered 
the consecration of a fire altar for Zeus, the Deliverer. As Plutarch tells us 
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I in his Life of Aristides (ch. xx), all existing fires had been polluted by the 
i: Persian barbarians and had therefore to be extinguished. A fresh and pure 
! fire had to be obtained from the sanctuary of Apollo at Delphi, at a dis- 
j tance of more than 60 miles. A young athlete, Euchidas, volunteered to go. 

He left at dawn, ran, naked, to the altar of Apollo at Delphi, where he 
\ “purified himself by sprinkling himself with holy water and crowned him- 
! self with laurel.” He took the sacred fire on a torch, ran back and arrived at 

Plataea before sunset. There he handed the sacred fire to his countrymen, 
collapsed from exhaustion, and died (cf. Sechan 1951, 2-3). 

While the torch race {Xapnad^dpopia), often run in relays, became a pro¬ 
minent feature of the Greek games, it also acquired symbolic significance. 

I Plato (Laws 776 b) says that parents procreate and feed children, “handing 
over life like a torch” (Kabanep lapnaSa xov [tiov napaSiSovmf). In ancient 
India, similar practice must be assumed to account for similar metaphors. 
At the core of Buddhism is the doctrine that there is rebirth and transmigra¬ 
tion without anything transmigrating. In the second century b.c., the 
Greek king Menander (Pali: Milinda) carried on the Greek dominion in 
Bactria founded by Alexander the Great. Puzzled by the Buddhist doctrine, 
he posed the question to the sage-monk Nagasena, and asked him to give 
some illustrations. Nagasena began his answer by saying that rebirth takes 
place without anything transmigrating in exactly the same way in which a 
flame is lit from another flame without any fire being transmitted (Milin- 
dapanha 71.16). 

As we shall see in the section on Soma (page 111), the Yedic Indians 
believed that fire was brought from heaven by a bird of prey (syena), who also 
brought Soma, the elixir of immortality, down to earth. Connections between 
fire, a bird, and immortality are found all over the world, but they take 

I very different forms. The Egyptian sun bird benu and the phoenix of western 
I classical antiquity, subsequently adopted in Christianity, represent a dis¬ 

tinct type, in which death and rebirth are at the core of the myth. Both birds 
! are connected with life after death. In classical sources, emphasis was laid 

on the spontaneous generation of the bird. In Christianity, the phoenix be¬ 
came a symbol of resurrection. The connection with fire is not known from 

i Egypt, but developed in the west. According to this tradition, the phoenix 
| bird, knowing that the time of its death is approaching, burns together with 
; its nest, ignited by the heat of the sun. From its ashes a new phoenix arises 

(Van den Broek 1972, chapter vi). 
The Chinese feng JK or feng huang )K JK has been called a phoenix, but 

has almost nothing in common with its western counterpart. It does not cre¬ 
mate itself, and no new bird arises out of the ashes of the old. In very early 
times, feng was a wind bird, and its name is related to the Chinese word for 
“wind,” feng JS(. Later it became a bird of good omen, subsequently identi¬ 
fied with the symbolic “red bird” of the south. Finally, it turned into the 
fantastic bird of art and decoration (Edward Schafer, personal communi- 
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cation; cf. Sowerby 1940, 21, 101). 
None of these birds seems closely connected with the Sanskrit Syena, 

Avestan saena, or other Indo-European relatives. It is possible, however, 
that there are historical connections with the shamanistic cult of the eagle, 
which is quite common in central and northern Asia. Among several Siberian 
peoples, the eagle is regarded as the master of fire, who gave fire to man. 
The eagle ts also the founder of civilization (er ist vorherrschend KUlturbring- 
er: Findeisen 1956, 79). The eagle is a totemistic bird, from which several 
tribes derive their origin (e.g., the Yakuts). It is regarded as the first shaman 
by the Buriats and the Yenisei Ostyaks. Only a person who is a descendant 
of an eagle may perform certain fire rituals. Similar ideas are found in the 
Americas, e.g., in Peru (Sternberg 1930, 192, 132-133, 142-143; Findeisen 
1956, 74-80; Anisimov 1963, 191). 

As totem, the eagle is inviolable. To kill an eagle is a capital sin (Stern¬ 
berg 1930,132). This is reminiscent of the vow (vrata) that has to be observed 
by any performer of the Agnicayana, Taittiriya Samhita 5.7.6.1 states: 
“If the piler of the fire (agnicit) were to eat of a bird, he would be eating 
fire and go to ruin. He should observe this vow for a year, for no vow goes 
beyond a year.” Satapatha Brahmana 10.1.4.13 is more lenient: 

They say: “He who has built the fire altar must not eat of any bird, 
for he who builds the altar of fire assumes a bird’s form. He might 
become ill. Therefore the agnicit should not eat of any bird.” 
Nevertheless, one who knows this may safely eat. For he who builds 
an altar assumes Agni’s form, and all food here belongs to Agni. 
One who knows this will know that all food belongs to him. 

Some mention should be made of early imitations of birds, which have 
a technical as well as a religious aspect. I am not referring to aeroplanes, but 
to the art of kite flying. It has often been stated that the kite was invented 
by the Greek philosopher Archytas of Tarentum, but this is an old error 
(see Chadwick 1931, 487, note 4). Kites were probably invented in China. 
Though there may be earlier references there, the first unambiguous men¬ 
tion of kite flying is of the second century b.c. In China, kites were used 
for signalling and to test the behavior of winds (Needham 1959 III, 477; 
IV. 2, 576-579). At an early period, kite flying became a sport. Often tabooed 
to women, it continues to be practised not only by children but also by 
adults, e.g., in Central Asia: “The shopkeepers of Yarkand are said to be 
fond of flying kites as they sit outside their shops” (Chadwick 1931, 483, 
after E. Breck). Kite flying is common in China, Korea, Japan, Southeast 
Asia, Melanesia, and Polynesia. In Polynesia, the religious functions ol 
the kite are combined with its uses in meteorology and navigation. The kite 
represents the soul of the kite flier. Kites were sent to heaven as a religious 
rite, to the accompaniment of kite songs. In New Zealand, members of the 
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important Tawhaki family are described as ascending heaven on kites. Re- 
hua, god of the highest heaven, is referred to as a sacred bird and ancestor of 
the kite. Throughout the Pacific, birds are regarded as means of communi¬ 
cation between gods and men. Kite flying is a form of religion that enables 
man to gain access to heaven (Chadwick 1931). 

In India, kite flying is still practised by people of all ages. The season 
begins in the latter half of November and continues up to the middle of 
January. Many kinds of kites are mentioned by Mujumdar (1950, 71-77). 

Against such a varied, worldwide background, it is not surprising that 
the Agnicayana altar was constructed in the shape of a bird of prey (syena). 
Yet, as we shall see (page 124), the altar represents a cosmic man, and might 
therefore be expected to be built in the shape of a man. There are traces of 
this in descriptions of the altar that mix features of a bird with those of a man 
(cf. Satapatha Brahmana 10.4.5.2; Van Buitenen 1962, 30; Dumont 1951). 

The dictionaries give a variety of translations for Sanskrit syena and 
the related Avestan saena. Mayrhofer, for example, lists: “bird of prey, 
eagle, falcon, hawk.” In most of this book I have retained the translation 
“eagle” or “bird of prey.” It seems likely that the Vedic Indians had a more 
specific bird in mind. The one scholar who has given serious attention to the 
identification of syena is Schneider (1971, 31-37). Basing himself upon the 
Rgveda, especially 4.26-27 (see below pages 111-113), he feels that the 
bird was characterized in the first place by speed, because it came toward the 
Soma in a rapid descent. It also knew fear (4.26.5; cf. 1.32.14), and it prob¬ 
ably drank the blood of its prey, since it nibbled at the Soma stalk and drank 
some of its juice. In the Rgveda, moreover, it is never called strong or large, 
and so could not have been either of these (“Sicher kann man daraus den 
Schluss ex silentio ziehen”: page 33). Schneider has concluded from these 
observations that Syena could not have been a “miraculous bird” (Wunder- 
vogel) or eagle, but was probably a falcon. He ends his analysis with a refer¬ 
ence to falconry, which was very probably known in India at a very early 
period. The expressions isitah “discharged” (Rgveda 9.77.2 and 10.11.4) and 
asarji “shot forth” (4.26.5) are reminiscent of a falcon let loose. 

I think these observations are excellent, yet the conclusion need not 
follow, and other evidence points in another direction. Why not make the 
assumption that the shape of the bird-shaped altar of the Agnicayana pre¬ 
serves some features of the shape of the original bird? It at least provides a 
picture, which is more than can be said of any text. Looked upon as a sche¬ 
matized representation of a real bird, the diagram of the altar (Figure 7, page 
66) has three characteristics: the tail is small, the wings are large, and the 
wings are as broad at the tip as they are at the base. 

Now let us take a look at birds of prey, or Falconiformes (if we exclude 
owls). These include buzzards, eagles, falcons, harriers, hawks, and vultures 
(Lloyd 1971, 4). Confining attention to wings and tails, we find that eagles 
and falcons have long tails and either narrow wings or tapered, narrow-tip- 
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ped wings. Long, narrow-tipped wings enable them to fly very quickly in pur¬ 
suit of prey; long tails enable them to turn quickly. The only birds character¬ 
ized as a group by short tails and long, broad, untapered wings are vultures. 
They cannot turn quickly, but “soar easily and then glide for great distances 
with very little flapping” (Lloyd, 23). The reason is that they may fly more 
than two hundred miles a day in search of dead animals, and they need not 
pursue fast-moving prey. They are equipped for long-distance flights, not for 

short-distance pursuits. 
In Rgveda 4.26-27, the Soma had to be captured quickly, but, being a 

plant, it did not have to be followed in rapid pursuit. A vulture is eminently 
equipped for such a task. It has the properties that Schneider has enumerated, 
which are in fact common among Falconiformes: speed, and the capacity 
for fear and for drinking the blood of its prey. Finally, some are large and 
some are small. But unlike Schneider, I don’t think the argumentum ex silentio 
proves anything. Moreover, the Iranian saena was definitely large (Martin 
Schwartz, personal communication). 

To narrow down the possibilities, we have to take geography into ac¬ 
count. The Department of Ornithology at Berkeley has provided me with a 
list of fifty-five species of Falconiformes, now living in or near northwest India 
or Central Asia. According to Mercedes S. Foster and Steve Bailey, members 
of the staff of the Berkeley Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, it is impossible 
to make an accurate determination of the species involved from the diagram 
of the Agnicayana altar of Figure 7. There are six species, however, that they 

consider the most likely candidates: 

Gyps bengalensis Indian White-backed Vulture 
Gyps indicus Indian Griffon 
Gyps himalayensis Himalayan Griffon 
Gyps fulvus Griffon Vulture 
Sarcogyps calvus Indian Black Vulture 
Aegypius monachus European Black Vulture. 

Though we are dealing only with probabilities, it is possible to reduce 
this list further. The Syena brought fire and Soma down from heaven, and 
should therefore be expected to move long distances and live at high altitudes. 
These requirements are met by griffons, which are “large vultures that live 
in colonies in mountainous country.” Among the four griffons on the above 
list, the fulvus occurs from Spain to northern India, while bengalensis and 
indicus live mostly in India, Burma, and Malaysia. The visually outstanding 
species is the himalayensis. It is native to Asia and is the second-largest bird 
of prey in the Old World. Like other large vultures, its life span may extend 
to sixty years. These birds outdo human nomads by far in the distances over 
which they migrate. Many birds of prey migrate yearly from northern Asia 
to India and Southeast Asia. They cross the Himalayas in autumn and return 
in spring (Lloyd 1971, 8, 18, 87-88). 
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The Himalayan Griffon is “a huge brownish-white bird with a wing 
span of about nine feet” (Lloyd 1971, 22, 87). To see such a bird fly across 
Himalayan skies must be an awe-inspiring sight. It is likely that the Harap- 
pans saw it, and possible that their sign , with its broad wings and 
short tail, refers to it (cf. Parpola, c.s., 1970, 29). It is even more likely that 
the Vedic nomads saw it, when they crossed the western Himalayas. Until 
better evidence is forthcoming, I would be inclined to believe that the Vedic 
syena was originally Gyps himalayensis. 

VEDIC NOMADS 

The discovery that many of the languages of India (including Vedic 
and Sanskrit) are related to most of the languages of Europe (including 
Greek, Latin and its Romance derivatives, Germanic, and Slavic) has led to 
the establishment of a family of languages, the Indo-European family. The 
languages of this group have become more widely diffused than those of any 
other linguistic family. Before 2,000 r.c., Indo-European languages were 
spoken by seminomadic people who wandered the steppes that stretch from 
Poland to Central Asia. These nomads had tamed the horse, which they har¬ 
nessed to light chariots with spoked wheels. Around the end of the third 
millenium, they began to move west, south, and east, and entered parts of 
Asia and Europe closer to the river deltas and oceans. Some of these areas, 
in particular in the Middle East, were inhabited by sedentary people who had 
evolved a much more advanced level of civilization. The Indo-European lan¬ 
guages were established and came to flourish in Europe, Iran, and India. An 
Indo-European language, Tocharian, was preserved in Chinese Turkestan 
until the eighth century a.d., when it was finally replaced by Turkic lan¬ 
guages. (See map A.) 

I shall use the term “Vedic nomads” to refer to people who spoke an 
Indo-European language, who came from Inner Asia, and who entered the 
Indian subcontinent around 1,500 b.c. We have no unambiguous material 
evidence that such an invasion actually occurred, and there may have been 
more than one wave. But the Vedic language of the Rgveda, which was com¬ 
posed around 1,200 b.c. in the northwest of the Indian subcontinent (pos¬ 
sibly as far west as what is now Afghanistan), is clearly Indo-European, and 
this fact by itself constitutes sufficient proof for the view that such a migra¬ 
tion took place. Though Vedic is related to the other languages of the Indo- 
European family, it is sepecially close to Avestan, which was spoken in 
Eastern Iran during the period between 1,000 and 500 b.c., and to Old Per¬ 
sian, the language of the cuneiform inscriptions of the Achaemenid kings (ca. 
500-330 b.c.). Apart from these linguistic facts, we know little about the 
anthropology and identity of the people who spoke Vedic. We don’t know 
exactly where they came from, nor whether they came in loosely related 
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groups during a relatively short period, or separately and repeatedly during 
different periods. Correlations between linguistic and archaeological data 
are only beginning to be traced (see Parpola and Thapar in the beginning 
sections of Part III). 

The culture of the Rgveda shares features with other Indo-European 
cultures, but it also possesses features in common only with the Iranians, 
and other features not found elsewhere in the Indo-European family. It has 
been customary to refer to these last features as “Indian,” and there is no 
harm in doing so, provided this does not evoke the wrong associations (as it 
often does). The vision of tall, blond, blue-eyed Aryans, importing their 
culture into a backward area inhabited by dark and snub-nosed natives, com¬ 
forting as it has been to some Western scholars, has been largely reversed. 
We now know, especially after the excavation of Harappa, Mohenjo-daro, 
and numerous other sites, that long before 1,500 b.c. a highly evolved city 
culture flourished in the northwestern part of the subcontinent, as it did in 
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the Middle East. Although the larger cities and towns of this Indus civiliza¬ 
tion may have disappeared before the advent of the Vedic nomads—probably 
as a result of natural calamities—it is therefore more accurate to say that the 
Indo-Europeans, though they imported their language, met with remnants 
of a civilization in many respects superior to their own. 

That the semibarbaric nomads imported their language is not surprising, 
but the impact of this importation is nothing if not astounding. While Vedic 
was spoken only in the northwest for a few centuries, Sanskrit was adopted 
all over the subcontinent. Codified by the grammarian Panini around 500 
b.c., it established itself as the language of civilization for the next 2,500 
years. The languages that subsequently arose in northern India (Middle- 
Indie Prakrits as well as modern Hindi, Panjabi, Gujarati, Marathi, Bengali, 
Oriya, etc.) are all Indo-European. It is not easy to explain this extraordinary 
development. No doubt, the nomadic invaders were good fighters. The 
strength of the Indus civilization was already broken, and “the peaceful and 
conservative cities of the Indus Valley could neither withstand nor absorb 
the invaders” (Basham 1954, 29). It is equally relevant to take into account 
that the Vedic nomads, in spite of the relatively low level of their material 
culture, possessed very advanced poetic techniques and had an extraordinary 
devotion to language and the power of language, which they called brahman. 
Their superiority was accepted at least in part because it was believed that 
they were influential with the gods, which in turn was attributed to the power 
of their Vedic mantras. This belief in language is found among other people 
who speak an Indo-European language. In fact, all the higher civilizations of 
mankind are characterized by an exaggerated faith in the power of language. 
In Vedic culture, there seems to have been no limit to this faith. It is possible 
that the cult of language comes from Central Asia. The magical power of 
songs is still very pronounced in Shamanism (see, e.g., Eliade 1964, 201). 
Whatever its origin, subsequent developments strengthened the belief in the 
supernatural qualities of Vedic and Sanskrit and in their superiority over 
other languages. This conviction is retained in Hinduism, which is pervaded 
by the belief in the efficacy of mantras, often allegedly Vedic. It also played 
a role in the spread of Hinduism throughout the Indian subcontinent. This 
has been noted not only by scholars, who are already professionally obsessed 
by language, but also by British civil servants. Logan, Collector of Malabar, 
for example, speculated in his Malabar Manual of 1887 about the advent of 
the Nambudiri brahmins in the following terms: 

They posed before the rude chieftains with whom they came in 
contact as “God-compellers.” Their sonorous mantrams and spells 
could compel the gods to take the wandering ghosts of even the 
worst of men directly to heaven (quoted in Padmanabha Menon 
1924, I, 51-52). 

5. Origin and Significance 

The close connections between the Vedic Indians and their contempo¬ 
raries in Iran provides justification for setting up an Indo-Iranian subgroup 
within Indo-European. The existence of this group is primarily demonstrated 
by close linguistic similarities (in phonology, syntax, vocabulary, and style) 
between Vedic, Sanskrit, Avestan, Old Persian, and several later languages, 
without there being counterparts in other Indo-European languages. The 
existence of Indo-Iranian also rests on shared features of religion and civili¬ 
zation. In the area of vocabulary, we have, for example, Avestan airya, 
haoma, and zaota corresponding to Vedic arya, soma, and hota, respectively. 
Going beyond the correspondence of words, we find the Iranians refer to 
themselves as airya, “of noble birth” (from which “Iran” is derived), in the- 
same manner in which the Vedic Indians refer to themselves as arya (whence 
“Aryan”). The haoma belief and cult in the Avesta are in most respects simi¬ 
lar to the corresponding Vedic concepts and ritual. The zaota is the chief 
priest at the haoma ritual. Though the hota, in the classical Srauta ritual, is 
almost entirely concerned with recitation, and not with the performance of 
ritual acts, which is the province of the adhvaryu, this may have been dif¬ 
ferent originally. The term hota is derived from a verb hu-, “to make an obla¬ 
tion,” not from hu-, “to invoke” (Renou 1947, 8-9; 1958, 59-60; cf. Minard 
1949, 123, n. 346a). The same is true of zaota. It is possible that, at an early 
stage of development of the fire ritual, the hota made the oblation into the 
fire that Agni transmitted to the gods. At a later stage of development, Agni 
became the messenger who brought the gods down to earth. The hota there¬ 
fore acted as invoker (Schneider 1971, 73). 

The Iranian fire ritual is in many respects similar to the Vedic. Fires 
are installed on three altars. The domestic altar is circular, the offering altar, 
square. On the Iranian side there seems to be better evidence than in the 
Vedas for Dumezil’s view that the three fires are connected with the three 
main subdivisions of society: farmers being represented by the domestic fire, 
priests by the offering fire, and soldiers by the third, which wards off evil 
influences. We are not surprised at this statement, for Dumezil often over¬ 
shoots the mark (for a recent critique, see Gonda 1974). In Iran, fires were 
also transported. For example, in front of the army of the last Darius, in 331 
b.c., embers were carried from a Vordthragna fire (Boyce 1975, 459; Vara- 
thragna corresponds to Vedic vrtrahan, “slayer of the demon Vrtra,” i.e., 

Indra). 
Some of these structures are not only Indo-Iranian, but Indo-European. 

The Romans had a circular domestic altar for Vesta (aedes rotunda), and also 
templa quadrata. In Latin, focus or foculus (unlike ara) refers to an optionally 
movable fireplace. In Umbrian, the word for “movable fireplace” is ahti 
(Nagy 1974, 89-92). 

In Iran, many features of the fire cult survived in later times, which is 
largely due to the fact that Zarathustra (around 600 b.c.?) retained and de¬ 
veloped them. This contrasts to some extent with the Indian development, 

I 
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for remnants of the Yedic fire cult are confined to the homes of Brahmin 
ahitagnis in relative isolation from the development of Hinduism. Even out¬ 
side the brahminical tradition, however, oblations into the fire (homo) have 
remained common in India. In Iran there has been a tendency to identify each 
pre-Islamic temple as a fire temple. In point of fact, fire temples do not seem 
to be earlier than the fourth century b.c., and may have been built as a reac¬ 
tion against the temple worship of other deities represented by icons (Boyce 
1975). Only much later, in the Sassanid period (226-650 a.d.), did fire temples 
become the main religious centers. They were square, with a dome-shaped 
roof, and made of stone. There were also movable altars. The king took his 
personal fire with him on such an altar when he went on a campaign (Widen- 
gren 1965, 273). 

Throughout the development of the fire cult in Iran, fire was referred to 
as atur. The agnidhra, kindling priest of the Vedic ritual, has for his Iranian 
counterpart the atravaxs priest. The term agni may be present in Old Iranian 
in the personal name Ag-nu-par-nu (found in a letter addressed to Assurbani- 
pa.1 between 650 and 640 b.c.), and once again in Avestan dastayni, of uncer¬ 
tain meaning, and therefore uncertain as a testimony (Wikander 1946 35 
102-103). ’ ’ 

The Iranian and Vedic fire rituals reflect the nomadic character of the 
Indo-Iranians. In contrast with the temples of later Hinduism and of the 
earlier Indus civilization (Wheeler 1968, 52-53; cf. Parpola, c.s., 1969, 5), 
there are no temples in the Vedic ritual. Vedic rites are performed inside 
temporary structures, constructed and consecrated at the beginning of the 

; ritual, and burnt at its completion. Ritual implements are made of perishable 
j materials such as wood and clay. These implements are also afterwards 
! burnt> or else submerged in water. Caland observed that “the ritual was often 

metaphorically assimilated to a march, a voyage, an expedition, and involved 
in fact a large number of procession-like movements” (Caland and Henry 
1906, 450; quoted by Wasson 1972, 14, who compares it to a “trip”). The 
name of the chief priest of the ritual, the adhvaryu, is also reminiscent of this 
nomadic background: it is related to adhvan, “way, road, course.” The re¬ 
lated word adhvara, “ritual,” may originally have meant “ceremonial trip” 
(Mayrhofer: feierlicher Gang). These survivals of the nomadic way in India 
parallel the way of Taoism in China, which similarly incorporates remnants 

I of the nomadic culture of Inner Asia (cf. Staal 1975,204). 
Like the nomadic invaders of Europe and the Near East, the Vedic 

nomads imported their horses and chariots as well as tools and weapons that 
were superior to those used in the sedentary civilizations they encountered. 
Whether they carried fire across the mountains of the Hindukush and the 
Western Himalayas is an open question to which archaeology has yet to pro¬ 
vide an answer. Basham (1954, 27) has observed that: 

At Chanhu Daro, on the lower Indus, the Harappa people were 
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replaced by squatters, living in small huts with fireplaces, an 
innovation which suggests that they came from a colder climate. 

While the indebtedness of the Vedic nomads to the culture of their 
Indo-European ancestors is well-known, their links with cultural trends in 
Central Asia remain relatively unexplored. In the area of language there is 
evidence of contact between Indo-European and Finno-Ugrian, but its inter¬ 
pretation is controversial. In later times, Finno-Ugrian has borrowed a con¬ 
siderable number of words from Indo-Iranian (Burrow 1973,24). As a glance 
at Map A shows, the present distribution of Shamanism (after Findeisen 
1957) covers much of the same area where once Indo-European languages 
were spoken. It is not surprising to find links between Shamanism and the 
culture of the Vedic nomads. In the area of religion, several features of Vedic 
ritual have been characterized as shamanistic. Eliade (1964, 403ff.) has 
pointed out similarities in what he has called “ascensional rites.” To reach 
heaven and the gods, the yajamana climbs a ladder set against the yupa, or 
sacrificial pole cut from a tree. When he reaches the top of the ladder, he 
spreads his arms as a bird spreads its wings. The Siberian shamans also climb 
trees and dispatch sacrifices by putting a tree or pole through the spoke hole 
of their huts. They are also compared to birds, in particular eagles. In either 
case, the pole represents the axis mundi. Though Eliade regards these rites 
as characteristic of Vedic ritual in general, they occur only in the Vajapeya 
ritual (and can be seen on van Buitenen’s film of its 1955 performance), which 
does not, however, diminish the significance of the parellelism. The ecstatic 
flight occurs, furthermore, in Rgveda 10.136 (see Staal 1975, 197-198, 204- 
208), which has other shamanistic overtones. 

Apart from the importance of the bird of prey for shamanistic and Vedic 
culture, the shamans also performed a horse sacrifice that may be related to 
the Asvamedha or Vedic horse sacrifice (Eliade 1964, 199). Finally, there is 
an analogy in the function of some shamans and of one of the Vedic priests. 
The Ugrian shaman takes part in sacrifices only indirectly: “He confines 
himself to praying and guiding the victims’ souls to the respective divinities. 
. . . Even when he takes part in sacrifices, the shaman plays more of a 
‘spiritual’ role” (Eliade 183). This is reminiscent, as Eliade has observed, of 
the role of the Brahman priest in Vedic rituals (see above, page 46). 

The similarities between Shamanism and Buddhism are more striking. 
I shall revert to them in the next section. The word shaman itself has been 
derived from a Prakrit derivative of Sanskrit sramana, a term that denotes 
(non-Vedic) ascetics and monks, in particular Buddhist monks. This etymo¬ 
logy remains controversial. There are also similarities between Shamanism 
and Yoga (see, e.g., Ruben 1940; cf. also Nolle 1953). It seems likely that 
many of these similarities can be explained in historical terms. However, for 
the time being, details of historical connections are lacking because most of 
the data on Shamanism are relatively recent. 
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Let us return to the Vedic nomads and their adventures in South Asia. 
On Indian soil, the invaders continued their course in an eastern direction. 
During the later Vedic period, the predominant migration is from west to 
east: “From the west people go to the east, conquering lands” (Kathaka Sam- 
hita 26.2, quoted in Rau 1957, 13). This eastward move remained confined 
to the plains north of the Ganges, which was crossed only much later. To the 
present day, only the left bank of the Ganges is considered pure and holy. 
Every visitor to Varanasi (Banaras) will recall that across from the city, on 
the opposite shore of the river, there is an uninhabited wasteland. Not every 
tourist knows that, in the early morning, the orthodox cross the river in small 
boats to empty their bowels on this inauspicious side. Thus a gigantic public 
toilet commemorates the non-Aryanized lands of the past. 

That the southward movement started only much later is consistent 
with the general inauspiciousness of the south, referred to in many Vedic 
sources. The south is the region of death and of the ancestors. The head of a 
corpse should generally point to the south (Caland 1896, 16, 39). Nirrti, 
Goddess of Disaster, is propitiated to the south of the Old Hall (below, page 
343). The havis offering may not be moved to the south (Taittiriya Brahmana 
2.1.3.4, quoted in Mylius 1972, 370). This orientation remains a characteristic 
of Hinduism and survives to the present day. Siva as the divine preceptor 
(daksinamurti) faces south because the traditional teachings come from the 
north (Staal 1975, 145). In some nonbrahmin temples in south India, vege¬ 
tarian deities and rites, which come from the north, are on the northern side, 
while nonvegetarian deities and rites are on the southern side (Dumont 1953, 
264). 

Moving to the east and then to the south is also moving with the sun. 
This is widely believed to lead to victory and all things auspicious. It is re- 

] fleeted in the clockwise circumambulation (pradaksina) of a sacred area or 
object, which is kept to the right (daksina) side of the wanderer. The term 
pradaksina occurs for the first time in the sutra literature, and remains the 
predominant auspicious movement of Indian religion, Hindu, Buddhist, and 
Jaina (in contradistinction to the Tibetan Bon religion, where the auspicious 
circumambulation is counterclockwise). This clockwise movement has 
spread all over Asia and is also found elsewhere (see, e.g., Seidenberg forth¬ 
coming). 

Ideally, man faces east. Hence Sanskrit daksina, “south,” means also 
“right”; uttara, “north,” means also “left”; and pratyanc, “west,” means 
also “behind.” Ruben (1939, 288) has drawn attention to parallels from Cen¬ 
tral Asia. According to Thomsen (1924, 134), among the Turkic peoples, the 
principal direction is the east. Hence east is called “in front”; west, “be¬ 
hind”; south, “right”; and north, “left.” This testimony from Turkic in¬ 
scriptions in stone, found in Mongolia, is relatively late (8th century a.d.), 

and it is possible that it is a borrowing from the Indo-Iranians, like other vo- 
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cabulary borrowings (see e.g., Burrow 1973, 24). Whether its origin is Turkic 
or Indo-Iranian, the Vedic nomads must have found that this orientation was 
in accordance with the direction of their migrations in the Indian subconti¬ 

nent. 
The eastward marches of the Vedic nomads were accompanied by bat¬ 

tles, cattle raids, and the burning of forests. According to Kosambi, it would 
not have been possible to clear the land near the Ganges by burning: the 
riparian jungle was still too thick for agrarian settlement. “The main Aryan 
settlements therefore extended eastwards in a chain, a thin line along the 
Himalayan foothills to southern Nepal.” The original expansion was limited 
to the foothills west of the Gandalc river (Kosambi 1972, 90). 

In the northern plain of the Ganges, the rivers flow roughly from north 
to south. This interrupted the burning of the forests by Agni. These events 
are referred to in a famous passage of the Satapatha Brahmana (1.4.1.14-17), 
in which the Sadanira is probably the same as the modern river Gandak: 

14. Videgha Mathava was at that time on the river Sarasvatl. 
From there, he (Agni) went burning along this land, towards 
the east. Gotama Rahugana and Videgha Mathava followed 
him as he burned. He scorched all these rivers. The Sadanira, 
which flows from the northern mountain, that one he never 
burned. Of old, Brahmins never crossed it, thinking, “It was 
not burned by Agni Vaisvanara.” 

15. But now, there are many Brahmins to the east of it. Then the 
(land) was wild, and swampy, untasted by Agni Vaisvanara. 

16. Now, it is cultivated, for Brahmins made Agni taste it through 
the rituals. But even in late summer, the river nearly rages, so 
cold it is, never burned by Agni Vaisvanara. 

17. Videgha Mathava then said (to Agni), “Where am I to live?” 
“Your home is to the east,” he answered. Even now this river 
is the boundary of the Kosalas and the Videghas, for these are 
the descendents of Mathava. 

Weber, who was the first to draw attention to this passage (1850, 170- 
172), has also argued that Sandilya, author of the Agnirahasya, “Secret 
of the Fire Altar” (Satapatha Brahmana book, x), belonged to the north¬ 
west. One reason he adduced is that books vi-x refer only as to the peoples 
of the northwest. Mylius (1972, 373) has confirmed this by drawing attention 
to Satapatha Brahmana 9.1.2.26, which describes the climate as “freezing 
cold” (pra'slta), a condition more easily applicable to the Panjab than to 
what is now called Uttar Pradesh. According to Weber, preoccupation with 
a fire cult is also more intelligible in the northwest, because of the relative 
proximity of the Iranians. In support of this view he referred to a term for 
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measurement, vitasti, which is found in the Avesta and in book X of the 
Satapatha Brahmana (Weber 1873,266-267). This view may need qualification 
because of the subsequent excavations. The northwest was also the strong¬ 
hold of the Indus civilization, and it is very likely that there was an indig¬ 
enous fire cult there. Books VI to X of the Satapatha Brahmana are later 
than the other books (as shown by Minard 1936, 96, 104, extending earlier 
investigations by Brunnhofer). It would seem likely that this interpretation 
of the Agnicayana, composed in the northwest, was a response to an in¬ 
digenous fire cult, with which it was partly integrated. We shall find detailed 
evidence in support of such a view (below pages 154-162). There is a further 
characteristic of the northwesterners to which Weber has drawn attention. 
When the nomadic tribes went further east, the caste system began to become 
more ramified. Later, the northwesterners were looked down upon precisely 
because they lacked the niceties of a sophisticated caste system (Weber 1850, 
220). 

One should not visualize these movements exclusively in terms of a large- 
scale invasion. There were frequent raids, which are reflected in the rituals, 
as Heesterman has shown. The rites of the “yoking offerings” (prayujam 
havlmsi), for example, refer to the Kuru-Pancala people, known for their 
ritualistic zeal. They marched east during the cold season, seized the barley 
crop, fed their men and animals, and returned before the rains (cf. Rau 1957, 
15; Heesterman 1957, 211; 1962, 15). It may be noted here that there is no 
reason to assume that the climate was very different from what it is now¬ 
adays (cf. Raikes and Dyson 1962 for the western region; Mylius 1972, 373- 
374 for the upper and middle Ganges plain). 

Similar expeditions are reflected in the Yatsattras, Soma rituals that re¬ 
quire the participants to move each day a samya throw (the samya is a 
wooden peg, used to fasten a yoke). Thus the invaders moved along the 
rivers Sarasvati and Drsadvati, each time performing a ritual (Heesterman 
1962, 34-35). They moved in a northeastern direction (Jaiminiya Brahmana 
2.297) and therefore upstream (Pancavimsa Brahmana 25.10.12), since the 
Sarasvati flows to the southwest. The havirdhana and sadas sheds were moved 
on wheels. Since the term havirdhana refers primarily to the Soma cart, 
and secondarily to the shed in which two Soma carts are installed (later more 
explicitly called: havirdhana-mandapa), this suggests that during these ex¬ 
peditions, Soma was generally transported on a cart. The Soma cart of the 
ritual is not a chariot with spoked wheels, but has solid wheels. Though the 
Vedic nomads knew spoked wheels, they adopted the best means of 
transport of the Indus civilization and of contemporary Sumer: a cart with 
solid wheels (Basham 1954, 29). 

All nomads engage in raids, especially cattle raids. There is evidence for 
neolithic cattle raids in South India, and the stealing of cattle remained one 
of the great themes of the earliest Tamil literature (Allchin 1963, 172). That 
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the Vedic nomads engaged in such raids is not surprising. What is interesting 
is that these raids, like the eastward movement of Agni, were reflected and 
preserved in the Vedic ritual. 

A passage of the Jaiminiya Brahmana (2.299) shows that the nomads 
were not always victorious: during a Yatsattra, the leader was killed by hunt¬ 
resses (vyadhinl) of the Trikartas or the Salvas (tribes which lived in the 
region around what is now Lucknow). When members of the expedition 
lost heart, one of the priests admonished them: “Those who were killed went 
to heaven (for it was a sacrifice), and those who survived are now the most 
praiseworthy, for they had all been a wretched lot to begin with.” As in later 
times and other lands, religion was at hand where worldly objectives failed. 

The burning of forests creates pastures and paves the way for agriculture. 
The Vedas swarm with cattle and often mention agriculture (krsi; for details, 
see Rau 1957, 25-26). The ritual also abounds in references to cattle: they 
constitute the best daksina, and the bricks of the fire altar are expected to 
turn into cows. Agriculture is reflected in numerous rites, e.g., those which 
involve a plough (sira). The field for Agni is ploughed before the altar is 
constructed. The ploughing rites are rich in symbolism that relates to agri¬ 
culture, fertility, and sexuality (see e.g., Dange 1970, 73-74; 1971, ch.V, 
dealing with Rgveda 10.101). Just as fire can be installed after ploughing is 
over, there are many festivals where a bonfire is made after ploughing (for 
south India, see Allchin 1963, 133-135). Since the burning of forests leads to 
new pastures and agriculture, fire festivals are generally connected with cat¬ 
tle andTertility (for Europe and Iran, see Allchin 1963, 136-142; for Greece, 

Nilsson 1923). 
Throughout the ritual we find expressions of the desire for space and the 

concern with lebensraum. In the Soma rituals, when Agni and Soma are car¬ 
ried forth in an easterly direction to the new offering altar, the adhvaryu recites: 
“This Agni must create space for me, he must go in front destroying the j 
enemies ; hotly roused he should conquer the enemies, at the booty winning 
he should conquer booty “(Taittiriya Samhita 1.3.4.1 c, quoted by Heester¬ 
man 1962, 35). During this fire transportation (agnipranayana) other deities 
are also invoked. When the adhvaryu arrives at the offering fire, he offers 
a spoonful of clarified butter and recites: “Visnu, make a wide step. Make 
wide space for us to live” (Taittiriya Samhita 1.3.4.1 d). The same mantra 
is recited during the animal sacrifice when an offering is made for the sacri¬ 
ficial pole. The animal sacrifice itself is characterized in the following terms: 
“Those who perform the animal sacrifice, conquer all the worlds” (Apastamba 
Srauta Sutra 7.1.1.). The terms for “wide” (uru) and “world” (loka) are 
often combined, from the Rgveda onward. The expression urum lokam 
kr- means: “to make wide space, room” (Gonda 1966, 23). 

The term loka is Indo-European, the reconstructed original *louko re- j 
ferring to a “more or less open space to which the light of day has access” 
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The Soma Cart 

Soma is transported on a cart after it has been purchased and before 
it is installed on a throne and worshipped as King Soma. Though 
the Vedic nomads knew chariots with spoked wheels, the Soma 

cart has solid wheels. 
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(Gonda 1966, 9). In Latin, such a clearing was called lucus, which later came 
to mean “grove.” The Romans and Umbrians placed fire in such a grove 
(Nagy 1974, 91). These terms are related to Latin lux, English “light,” etc. 
According to Gonda, an intermediary in meaning may be Vedic roka, which 
means “light, lustre, brightness,” and is also an attribute of Agni. May we 
go a step further and assume that it is Agni who was responsible for these 
clearings in the forest? Gonda does refer, in an accompanying footnote, to 
the making of clearings in the forest by burning, but this should presumably 
be read in conjunction with the solemn warning he had sounded a few 
pages earlier: 

At this point the question arises as to how far the importance of the 
Vedic /o/ca-concept can be seen as a universalization of concrete 
social, economic, political and psychological situations in which 
either peaceful pastoral and cattle-breeding populations were threat¬ 
ened by inroads of nomadic tribes and deprived of their dwelling 
places, or nomads did not in endless jungles, forests and mountains 
succeed in finding sufficient Lebensraum for their increasing 
numbers. Although it may be readily conceded that the incessant 
struggle for means of subsistence, and especially for a sufficiency of 
fields and pastures can hardly fail to leave its imprint on the view of 
life of a community, one should guard against any exaggeration. 

So far much of what I have said is summed up in the words of the Rgve- 
da (1.93.6): “Agni and Soma! Strengthened by brahman, you have made 
ample space for the ritual.” Geldner comments on this passage by saying that 
it reflects the spread of the Aryan cult (das heisst sie haben den arischen Kult 
ausgebreitet). Similar words are addressed to Indra and Visnu (Rgveda 
7.99.4). Gonda interprets these passages in a wider sense, stressing the 
general implication that the ritual should be successful (Gonda 1966, 21). 
This is no doubt the sense they acquired in the context of the ritual, which 
could not possibly have survived if it had only been a celebration of battles 
and raids. What we witness here, however, is a significant transition that is 
characteristic of ritual in general. We met with this transition in this book for 
the first time when we observed that the transportation of fire became ritual 
when it was no longer functional, because the art of making fire had been dis¬ 
covered. Similarly, there certainly was a time when the Vedic nomads went 
on expeditions that were accompanied by battles, cattle raids, forest burning, 
songs and recitations, ritual transportation of fire, and ritual celebrations of 
Soma. But when the nomads began to settle in the subcontinent and estab¬ 
lished lasting relationships with the indigenous inhabitants, the expeditions 
receded to the background and the accompanying activities lost their ac¬ 
companying function. When the Soma also became increasingly rare (see 
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next section), the ritual character of all these activities became predominant, 
and the success of the ritual itself became the primary concern of the parti¬ 
cipants. Thus ritual was the sole survivor and all other activities were ritualiz¬ 

ed. 
Rituals tend to absorb everything that has gone before and has lost its 

original function. Earlier gods are also incorporated. The term uru, wide, 
is found in frequent association with the all-pervading activities of Visnu 
(Gonda 1954, 68-71). Visnu has also been connected with a surveyor, and his 
three steps can be read into a Harappan inscription (Parpola 1976, 147-148). 
In the Rgveda, Visnu is described as taking three steps, which may indicate 
that he was originally an independent third, and the connecting link between 
gods and demons and between heaven and earth (Kuiper 1962). Though he 
lost this function, the three steps survived in the ritual, where the yajamana 
takes three steps at the end of his consecration. During the Vedic marriage 
ceremonies, the number is increased: bride and bridegroom take seven steps 
toward the northeast. The Buddha also took seven steps (immediately after 
he was born), and so do the shamans of Inner Asia (Eliade 1964, 405-406). 

Soma is called urugavyuti, “with wide pasture” (Rgveda 9.90.4). But 
the god who is most closely connected with battle is Indra, the leading di¬ 
vinity of the Rgveda. With Visnu, Indra shares the characteristic of making 
room” (Gonda 1966, 21). Like Agni, he is aggressive and victorious. In the 
Soma ritual, before Agni and Soma are jointly carried forth (agnisomaprana- 
yana), Agni is carried forth by himself (agnipranayana), as in the animal 
sacrifice. During this procession the adhvaryu recites mantras for Agni, 
Indra, and other deities, asking strength and wealth for the yajamana and 
expressing the hope that his enemies will be slain (Taittiriya Samhita 4.6.3). 
If the Soma ritual includes an Agnicayana, another recitation is added during 
the carrying forth of Agni: the “second hota” (one of the other priests: see 
Caland’s note to Apastamba Srauta Sutra 17.14.7) recites a long hymn to 
Indra, the Apratiratha or “Song to the irresistible warrior (Taittiriya Sam- 
hita 4.6.4). The verses of this Taittiriya recitation correspond to a large 
extent to a late hymn of the Rgveda (10.103), attributed to Indra s son 
Apratiratha,” which is, in Geldner’s words, “a vigorous battle song ad¬ 
dressed to soldiers leaving on a campaign” (ein urwiichsiges . . . Schlacht- 
lied, das den ausziehenden Soldaten nachgesungen wird). The remainder of 
Taittiriya Samhita 4.6.4 is made up of verse from another Rgvedic hymn 
(6.75) that glorifies battle. In the Apratiratha recitation, the background of 
the agnipranayana ceremony becomes explicit. Indra is invoked as a vic¬ 
torious warrior or hero, “fond of slaughter, disturber of people, who 
with the help of his arrows, chariots, and troups—destroys the enemies. 
When the second hota recites: “Comrades, follow in Indra’s footsteps! he 
sounds less like an officiating priest than like a gang leader or commander- 
in-chief. This hymn of battle refers in passing to daksina, sacrifice, and Soma, 
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which were clearly associated with the expedition, side by side with cattle 
raids, the killing of enemies, and the provision of lebensraum (“Yours will 
be space wider than wide!”). 

If it is true that there was an earlier stage of development, during which 
battles and victories were real, and a later stage, by which time they had 
become ritual, it should be possible to determine—if not in absolute terms, 
at least with reference to our texts—when the first stage was completed and 
the second began. It would seem probable, for example, that the earlier 
Samhita literature reflected real battles, which, by the time of the ritual 
sutras, had become fully ritualized. However, this is not the case. What we 
find instead is an inextricable mixture. In the Samhita we meet with phrases 
that in spite of their military bearing, are already ritualized. In the srauta 
sutras there are, side by side with ritual descriptions, passages that can only 
make sense in a warlike context. 

An example of the former is the mantra of Taittirlya Samhita 1.3.1.1 
c: “He who hates us and whom we hate, here I cut off his neck.” This is com¬ 
mented upon in several brahmanas (Taittirlya Samhita 6.1.8.4; cf. 6.2.10.2; 
6.3.9.2), e.g.: “There are two persons: one whom he hates, and one who 
hates him. Surely, he should cut off the necks of both, successively.” This 
mantra, which is frequently recited, has a purely ritual use: it is recited when 
the soil is prepared for sacrificial use with the help of a ritual implement, the 
wooden knife (sphya). This rite is put in perspective by another brahmana 
(Taittirlya Samhita 2.6.4.3), which explains that the enemy has to be excluded 
from the altar, adding that the making of an altar is a cruel act. 

Though the description of the srauta sutras is concerned with ritual, 
there are occasional references to enemies of flesh and blood. When the clay 
for the ukha pot is being collected, the adhvaryu should recite, among 
others, a very innocent sounding mantra: “In the way of the Angirases, we 
are going to fetch Agni hidden in the mud” (Taittirlya Samhita 4.1.2.2 g). 
When should this mantra be recited? When an enemy (dvesya) is met on the 
way (Apastamba Srauta Sutra 16.2.6, with Caland’s note; cf. Heesterman 
1967, 37; Keith 1914, 290, note 5). Similarly, when the ground for the fire 
altar is being prepared, the adhvaryu casts lumps of clay around, turning 
clockwise, and taking the last lump from the direction of his enemy (Apas¬ 
tamba Srauta Sutra 16.20.6; cf. Keith 1914, 318 note 9). Here the correspond¬ 
ing brahmana (Taittirlya Samhita 5.2.5.6) merely states that the person who 
is in that quarter is hungry. Such references to enemies in the srauta sutras 
are not to ritual enemies or demons, as students of religion may be predis¬ 
posed to expect. These enemies are real people, belonging to the original 
population. Heesterman has established the significance of several such pas¬ 
sages, to which I shall return in a later section. 

Rau (1957, 31) has some worthwhile things to say about many wide¬ 
spread prejudices with regard to the Vedic Indians. Life in those days was not 
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easy, neither for the Vedic nomads nor for the people they encountered. The 
Vedic texts repeatedly assert that the greatest enemy of man is hunger. The 
struggle for land and lebensraum was a struggle for survival. Rau concluded 
that there is no evidence in support of the view that the Vedic Indians lived 
in a land of plenty, and had nothing better to do than lie under trees in lovely 
natural settings, meditate on questions of metaphysics and kneel before lotus 
flowers as gentle and beautiful people” (lebten ... in einem Schlaraffenland 
and hatten nichts unders zu tun, als in landschaftlich lieblichen Gegenden, 
unter Baumen gelagert, den Problemen der Metaphysik nachzusinnen oder 
als schone, stille Menschen vor Lotusblumen zu knieri). 

It is not surprising that the ritual is not merely compared to a chariot, 
but that the ritual implements are considered weapons (Heesterman 1962, 
35). As we have already seen, the ritual recitations from the Rgveda were 
called sastra, a term derived from the verbal sams-, “recite,” which is homo¬ 
nymous with sastra, “sword,” from §as-, cut down. The Vedic nomads 

fought battles on many levels. 

SOMA 

So far we have met with Soma in a variety of contexts. We have seen 
that the Vedic Indians evolved a hierarchy of Soma rituals. In each of these, 
Agni and Soma are the chief dramatis personae. They also occur among the 
ancient Iranians. In India, an Agnicayana may be optionally built in the 
place of the offering altar for the ahavanlya fire of a Soma ritual. In this 
book, the Agnicayana will receive more attention than the Soma rituals, 
partly because of limitations of space, and partly because the prototype of 
the Soma rituals, the Agnistoma, has been fully described by Caland and 
Henry. However, one cannot but agree with Wasson that “it cannot be 
gainsaid that Vedic culture with Soma unidentified is the play of Hamlet 

with Hamlet left out” (Wasson 1968, 7). 
We have seen that Soma is a god, a plant, and the liquid extracted from 

that plant. From the Brahmanas onwards, the ritualists made use of substi¬ 
tutes for the original Soma. These include Ephedra, Sarcostemma, and other 
creepers and plants without particularly remarkable properties. There are 
now two serious theories regarding the identity of the original Soma: Was¬ 
son’s theory that it was the hallucinogenic mushroom Amanita muscaria, or 
fly agaric (Wasson 1968), and Flattery’s theory that it was the hallucinogenic 
plant Peganum harmala, or wild rue (Flattery, forthcoming). Wasson s 
book is widely available, and Mr. Flattery has given me access to the manu¬ 
script of his book prior to its publication. This is not the place to adjudicate 
between the two theories, which are both presented and argued with great 
skill and with considerable amounts of evidence (mostly Indian in the case 
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of Wasson, and Iranian in the case of Flattery). Although Flattery’s work 
may not be published before the present work appears, Wasson’s has already 
been widely discussed. Wasson’s identification has been accepted or regarded 
as probable by some Sanskrit scholars (Kuiper 1970, Ingalls 1971), and rejected 
by at least one other (Brough 1971), and he has replied to his critics (Was¬ 
son 1970, 1972). Wasson’s thesis implies, but is not implied by, a weaker 
thesis, namely that the original Vedic Soma was a hallucinogenic plant. I 
regard this as the most important part of Wasson’s hypothesis, the part, 
moreover, that has not to my knowledge been seriously challenged. It is 
certainly accepted by Flattery. I think, in fact, that the validity of this weaker 
thesis can be taken as established. 

One of Wasson’s arguments in support of the view that Soma was the 
fly agaric is the shamanistic use of the fly agaric as a hallucinogen in different 
parts of Siberia. Though Brough has ruled out the probative value of such 
parallels (Brough 1971, 332), it cannot be denied that circumstantial evidence 
of this type is obviously evidence too (as Brough accepts at least in practice). 
Moreover, in the domain of a historical hypothesis, we cannot expect any¬ 
thing like a final proof; we are dealing with degrees of probability. Flattery, 
too, has referred to parallels, without even ascribing possible historical con¬ 
nections. The chief active drug in Peganum harmala is harmine, which is also 
the main active ingredient in Banisteriopsis, the yaje of the upper Amazon 
(Flattery, §§ 36-38). The connections between the beliefs of the Vedic nomads 
and shamanistic beliefs, to which I have referred several times, add to the 
plausibility of Wasson’s hypothesis, but they also support Flattery’s theory: 
Peganum harmala is available, in fact conspicuous, throughout the “Greater 
Iranian area,” viz., “west of China, north of India, east of the civilizations 
of Mesopotamia . . . , and south of the subarctic forests of Siberia” (Flat¬ 

tery, §§ 28, 42-45). 
Like the use and worship of fire, the use and worship of hallucinogens 

takes us back to the prehistory and early history of mankind. Though 
archaelogical evidence for the use of hallucinogens is scarce, historical 
evidence from various areas is available, and anthropological evidence is 
plentiful. The sum of evidence points to a human experience almost as 
ancient and widespread as the experience of fire. That this has been dis¬ 
covered only recently is due to recent fashions, but also to the scarcity of 
material evidence in combination with the bias of our own culture, which 
regards material evidence as more patently obvious than psychological 

evidence. 
The use of mushrooms is attested for the Neolithic (Boletes in the Swiss 

lake-dwelling cultures). We have already noted the ancient uses of fungi as 
tinder in the process of fire making. “Mushroom stones” from the Mayas, 
in what are now Mexico and Guatemala, constitute the oldest evidence for 
the cult of a hallucinogenic mushroom. The earliest of these stones date 
from the thirteenth to the tenth century B.c., the latest from 800-900 a.d. 
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The Mayan mushroom stones generally represent a mushroom on top of an 
animal and are 20 to 35 centimeters high (Heim 1963, 206). 

The idea of a herb of immortality, most probably a hallucinogen, is at 
least as old as the Sumerian Gilgamesh epic, which takes us back to about 
2,000 b.c. Wasson has suggested that the Taoist belief in “magic mushrooms 
constitutes evidence of systematic ritual use of hallucinogenic substances, 
and Needham has endorsed this view (Needham 1974, V, 121). Needham 
also suggests that the Taoists generated hallucinogenic smokes m their 
incense burners (ibid., 150-154). In recent times, the use of hallucinogens ol 
plant origin has been found in all parts of the world, especially in the Amen- 
cas (for a survey see Schultes 1969). Apart from mushrooms (see especially 
Heim 1963), these include cacti, shrubs, various leguminous trees, ana 
seeds that are eaten, drunk, smoked, or sniffed. Many of these plants are 
considered sacred. The Mexican Indians regarded them as mediators wnh 
the gods. The Chontal Indians of Oaxaca call their hallucinogenic shrub 
“leaf of god,” and the Aztecs refer to the sacred mushroom as god s tlesn 
(Schultes 1969, 254; Wasson 1972,47). In a characteristic reversal, the Chris¬ 
tian invaders of Mexico called the Aztec ololiuqui (Morning Glory) a dia¬ 

bolic seed” (Schultes 252). . 
One of the best arguments for the hallucinogenic character ol Soma ^ 

the Vedic distinction between the effects of Soma and the effects of suta, 
a fermented drink. While Soma leads to “ecstasy,” “happiness,” or rapture 
(mada, sumada), sura produces “evil intoxication” (durmada). O Flaherty 
refers in this connection to Satapatha Brahmana 5.1.2.10: Soma lsJru^’ 
prosperity, light; and sura untruth, misery, darkness” (Wasson 1968 95, 
137, etc.). The sura beverage is used in some of the classical Vedic rituals, 

e.g., in the Vajapeya and in the Sautramani. 
In the Vedic rituals, Soma is introduced into the sacrificial enclosure 

at the ceremony of somakraya, “purchase of Soma.” The Soma merchant and 
the adhvaryu (on behalf of the yajamana) engage in ritual haggling about the 
price, but in the end the Soma stalks are taken away by force and the mer¬ 
chant is beaten with a stick and driven away. According to Renou, these 
ceremonies show that the traffic in Soma may at one time have been illegal. 
At the same time we are reminded of the fact that Soma, like Agm, was 

n + ff ADI FiAQ'up'ti arid a rain stolen back from the demons 

(O’Flaherty 1976, 99-104). .... ,, c 
According to the Rgveda, Soma is the elixir of life, indispensable tor 

both men and gods. It is amrtam, the draught of immortality. This term is 
Indo-European: amrtam (English “immortality”) corresponds, for example, 
to the Greek apfipooia (for the development of these and related wor s 111 

Sanskrit and Greek, see Thieme 1952, 15-34). Indra is especially fond ot 
Soma. Soma and Agni are in many ways connected, as we have seen. ®ma 
has various properties in common with other Vedic gods. He is treated as 
a king and invoked as a fighting god, a valiant commander, a hero, an a 
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destroyer of enemies (Gonda 1965, 52). Soma, in this respect again similar 
to Agni, was brought down from heaven by a bird of prey (syena). 

The Iranian evidence seems to suggest that the haoma was fairly com¬ 
mon. According to the Rgveda, the Soma plant grew in the mountains, and 
the best Soma came from Mount Mujavant (which probably corresponds 
to the Munjavant of the later epic). The mountains referred to are presum¬ 
ably those of the Western Himalayas and the Hindukush. That Soma, ac¬ 
cording to the Ilgveda, grew in the mountains is consistent with Wasson’s 
hypothesis. Though the fly agaric grows at sea level in northern Eurasia, 
it is found south of the Oxus and in India only at a great height, around 8,000 
to 16,000 feet (Wasson 1968, 23, referring to birches and conifers, with which 
the fly agaric grows in mycorrhizal relation). If we had some means of iden¬ 
tifying the routes that the Indo-Iranians travelled, it would be worthwhile 
to look there, even at present, for Amanita muscaria and other hallucinogenic 
plants. Actually, we do have some evidence, provided we assume that the 
Indo-Europeans followed some of the same ancient trade routes that Bud¬ 
dhism travelled two millenia later in the opposite direction. 

The relative ease with which Buddhism entered Central Asia and was 
accepted there may make us pause and reflect on the significance of these 
mountainous areas where the Soma grew. Vedic culture is generally ap¬ 
proached from two perspectives: a linguistic perspective that stresses the 
Indo-European background, and a religious perspective that stresses the 
Hindu sequel. The history of India and Central Asia taken together shows 
that such labels are misleading and that the Buddhist migrations are part of 
the story. Not only Central-Asian Buddhism, but Buddhism in general, 
contains many elements that are shamanistic. It is becoming increasingly 
clear that the Vedic nomads introduced shamanistic elements into India. 
Though Buddhism is generally characterized as a reaction against the Vedic 
religion, this is a rather sweeping generalization. Closer inspection of the 
facts would show that there has been at least as much continuity as there has 
been opposition. The myths of Indra and the legends of the Buddha, for 
example, have many features in common. The techniques of immortality, 
which evolved in the Upanisads from a ritual background, are similar to 
Yoga and to Buddhist techniques. Many of these notions contain shamanis¬ 
tic elements that the Vedic nomads took from Central Asia to India, and 
that the Buddhists took back 2,000 years later. From the perspective of 
Central Asia, these shamanistic ideas and practices, which continued to exist 
in their original homeland, merely returned after a long holiday in India. 
The labels we attach to the major civilizations and religions of the area 
obscure the fact that the underlying reality is probably better described 
as a continuous exchange of people, goods, and ideas between India and 
Central Asia. 

India is often pictured as an isolated country, separated from the rest 
of the world by a formidable barrier of mountains. Though this often leads 
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to the unnecessary assumption that India is a land of mystery, there is some 
truth in the geographical observation. At the same time, it should not be 
exaggerated. The western route linking the Indus and the Oxus, passing 
through northeast Afghanistan, though long, is not very arduous. Further 
east, the valley of the upper Indus in what is now Ladakh (northwest India) 
and the Tarim basin in what is now Sinkiang (western China) are separated 
by about 250 miles of mountainous tracks. Even with a pass of 18,000 
feet on the way, such a distance can be covered on foot in less than a 

month, at least during the summer. 
Now let us follow the story of Soma after it entered the Indian subcon¬ 

tinent. The original Soma was soon lost. From the period of the Brahmanas, 
it was replaced by substitutes, because the Vedic nomads had left the moun¬ 
tains (Wasson), or at any rate the “Greater Iranian area” (Flattery), and 
Soma did not grow in the Indian plains. It is significant that with the gradual 
disappearance of the original Soma the rituals became increasingly complex. 
Similar circumstances prevail elsewhere. The best Peyote comes from the Rio 
Grande Valley, where it also grows most abundantly. The Indians of the 
southern tribes go on ceremonial collection trips to get it. But the Indians of 
the northern tribes are further away, have to secure their supply through the 
mail, and incorporate less Peyote in their ceremonies. At the same time, 
they begin their ceremonies with purification by means of purges, sweat 
baths, and fasting. Fischer (1958, 401) has suggested that these additional 
ceremonies, together with the more limited quantities of Peyote, serve the 
purpose of producing an experience of similar intensity as that evoked 
solely by larger doses of Peyote. Heim (1963, 211) reports that the Mexicans 
perform two kinds of rituals in connection with their hallucinogenic mush¬ 
rooms: in one, only mushrooms are consumed; in the other, mushrooms are 
consumed, but there is also a distribution of grains of maize. This second 
variety is impregne de processus magique. Closer to home, announcements 
of rock concerts boast that the audience will get high without the use of 
drugs. In all these cases, ritual takes over where the hallucinogen itself is in 
limited supply or is altogether absent. Rgveda 7.26.1 asserts that the effects 
of Soma do not depend on mere ingestion: “Soma unpressed has never ine¬ 
briated Indra, nor the pressed juice unaccompanied by sacred hymns.” 
It seems likely, therefore, that the increasing complexity of the Soma rituals 
is a direct consequence of the decreasing availability of the original Soma 
(cf. Staal 1975, 182-183). Again we witness a development similar to what 
we found before. This time a substance that is no longer available is preserved, 

but only ritually. 
A simple example of such ritualization is the Apyayana rite. From the 

time Soma is purchased and enthroned south of the (old) offering altar until 
the Soma-pressing day, this rite is performed twice daily, in the morning 
and in the evening preceding the Pravargya. First the agnidh boils water. 
All the priests, except the Samavedins, wash their hands in that water. Then, 
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PLATES 38D, F; 
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one by one, standing to the west of the Soma bundle, they touch King Soma ( 
and recite: “Stem for stem, O god Soma, swell for Indra who gains his share 
of wealth. Let Indra swell for you, and you swell for Indra” (Taittiriya Sam- 
hita 1.2.11.1 a). The yajamana adds: “Make your friends swell with booty 
and skill; may I successfully accomplish your pressing, O god Soma” (ibid. 
b). From the first time this rite is performed until the time when Soma and 
Agni are carried forth to the new offering altar, the priests should wash 
their hands only in boiled water. 

The texts mention an alternative to the mere recitation of these mantras: 
the recitations may be accompanied by sprinkling the Soma bundle with the 
same warm water that had been boiled. Here lies the origin of the rite. The 
Soma plants were dried at the time they were acquired and had to swell by 
gradually absorbing water. In the course of the process of ritualization, Soma 
is no longer sprinkled with water but it is sprinkled with mantras. This is 
characteristic of Yedic ritual and reflects the Yedic belief in the power of 
language. For most ritual purposes, performing an act in words is as good 
as acting. In later times, rites are entirely replaced by recitations and, in the 
final resort, by inaudible meditations. 

The Apyayana rite supports Wasson’s hypothesis in a direct way. Two 
of the psychotropically active ingredients of Amanita muscaria are ibotenic 
acid and muscimol: 

When the fly agaric dries, the ibotenic acid steadily disintegrates and 
disappears. It is replaced by muscimol, which is at least five times 
more powerful. Thus we have the unique situation where a psycho¬ 
tomimetic agent converts itself through simple drying into another 
active agent that is more potent by far and more stable (Wasson 
1972, 12). 

The quantity of muscimol which has thus been reached remains constant 
when the substance is again mixed with water, milk, curds, or other liquids. 

It is likely that the precise treatment that the Soma substitutes receive 
in the ritual process leading up to the extraction of the juice will throw 
additional light on the identity of the original Soma. Such manipulations 
would have been preserved in ritual even if they were no longer functional, 
for as we have seen many times, preservation of features that have ceased 
to be functional is one of the chief characteristics of ritual. The exact quanti¬ 
ties and proportions used in mixtures are, moreover, important in determin¬ 
ing the psychotropic properties of hallucinogens (Waser 1967, 435, for ex¬ 
ample, reports considerable differences when the effects of 10 mg. muscimol 
are compared with those of 15 mg.). It is therefore relevant to determine 
how the Soma was measured and mixed with other substances. 

While the geographical origin of Soma lies in the high mountains of 
the western Himalayas, its mythical origin lies in heaven. This belief expresses 
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the divine character of Soma and links it directly to Agni. Here the back¬ 
ground is not only shamanistic (as Wasson has shown) but also Indo-Euro¬ 
pean, the two probably being related (cf. Map A). In his famous book on 
the descent of fire and the divine beverage (1859, already, quoted), Adalbert 
Kuhn has shown that in all the major Indo-European languages—among 
the Indians, Greeks, Romans, and Germans—similar ideas are found about 
the celestial origin of fire and of the draught of immortality. Both originate 
primarily in clouds, from which lightning and rain come down. The celestial 
fire is also related to the sun and is conceived in terms of kindling by friction. 
The kindling stick is the thunderbolt, which is known by various names: 
vajra among the Indians, Kspaovo? among the Greeks, cuneus among the 
Romans, and Donnerkeil among the Germans. The phallic character of 
these objects, though not emphasized by Kuhn, springs to mind. 

The drink of immortality (amrta, apfJpooia) descends from heaven in 
a similar manner. The Indian myths of the churning of the ocean show that 

1 the production of this elixir is thought of in terms similar to the production 
of fire by friction. The bird of prey—an eagle, vulture, or falcon—which 
brings the draught and fire down to earth, is associated with a celestial tree 
in which he has his nest and whose branches provide the torch in which fire 
is transported. In Europe the celestial tree is often an ash. As we have seen, 
the theft of fire and Soma is generally attributed to a bird, but may also be 
attributed to a personage such as Prometheus, whose name Kuhn related to 
the kindling stick (pramanthana). 

The Rgveda relates how the bird brought Soma down to earth from a 
mountain. Since Soma is a person, this act has the character of an abduc¬ 
tion, as Schneider (1971) has stressed. The bird helped Indra to obtain Soma, 
and both boasted of their prowess, as did Prometheus (above pages 84- 
85). In general, such legends are interwoven with references to numerous 
other stories. Some of these are no longer understood, and I shall not try to 
make them intelligible. In the following two hymns from the Rgveda, a 
demon, Sambara, is mentioned, who was also interested in Soma and tried 
to keep the bird from getting it. The chief enemy of Sambara was Divodasa 
Atithigva^ Puramdhi, possibly “giving fullness,” refers to the bird. 

Rgveda 4.26 is spoken by Indra (the translation mostly follows Schnei¬ 
der 1971): 

1. I became Manu and Surya; I am Kaksivat, 
the wise seer; I invited Kutsa, the son of 
Arjuna; I am the inspired Usanas—look 
at me! 

2. I gave the earth to the Aryas; I gave rain 
to the mortal who offers sacrifice. I brought 
the thundering waters; the gods follow my 
purpose. 

Ill 
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3. Ecstatic with Soma, I shattered the ninety- 
nine fortresses of Sambara all at once, and 
finally his citadel as the hundredth, helping 
Divodasa Atithigva. 

4. O Maruts, let the bird with lovely wings be 
above all birds, the swift-flying griffon 
above all griffons, since—by his own driving 
power that needs no chariot wheels—he 
brought Manu the oblation offered to the 
gods. 

5. Trembling, whether he could bring it down, 
the bird swift as thought shot forth on the 
wide path; swiftly the griffon came with 
the Soma honey and won fame for that. 

6. Stretching out in flight, holding the sprout, 
the griffon brought the inebriating and 
gladdening drink; the bird, companion of 
the gods, held the Soma tight as he took it 
from that higher heaven. 

7. When the griffon had taken the Soma, he 
brought it, a thousand and ten thousand 
sacrificial draughts at once; Puramdhi left 
the enemies behind; ecstatic with Soma, the 
wise one left the fools. 
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The next hymn, Rgveda 4.27, is spoken by Soma: 

1. While still in the womb of my mother. I 
knew all the successive generations of the 
gods. A hundred iron fortresses guarded 
me, but the griffon and I swiftly flew away. 

2. He did not drag me out against my will, for 
I surpassed him in energy and strength. In 
a flash, Puramdhi left the enemies behind, 
as he outran the winds, swollen (with 

Soma). 
3. As the griffon came shrieking down from 

heaven, or from here, they carried Puram¬ 
dhi. As the archer Krsanu, with swift 
thought, slackened his bowstring and shot 

at him. 
4. The griffon, stretching out in swift flight, 

brought Soma down from the great heights 
to Indra’s camp, as the Asvins brought 
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Bhujyu out of the sea; inside fell a wing 
feather from the bird as he kept the course 

of his flight. 
5. The white goblet overflowing with Soma 

mixed with cow’s milk, the clear juice 
offered by the adhvaryus, the finest honey- 
now let the generous Indra raise it to drink 
until ecstatic with Soma; let the hero raise 
it to drink until ecstatic with Soma. 
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The basic conviction underlying the Soma rituals is the belief that 
drinking Soma yields immortality. This belief is still alive. In the course of 
an interview on the significance of the ritual, Cherumukku Vaidikan, chief 
organizer of the 1975 performance, recited the relevant verse from the 

Rgveda (8.48.3; cf. below, page 617): 

We have drunk Soma, we have become immortal, 
We have come to the light, we have found the gods. 
What can the enmity, what can the intrigue 
of any mortal do to us now, o immortal one? 

THE COSMIC MAN 

Eggeling (1897, IV, xiv-xv) was probably the first to suggest that 
the Agnicayana is connected with a late hymn of the Rgveda, the Purusa- 
sukta or “Hymn of the Cosmic Man” (Rgveda 10.90). This hymn is rela¬ 
tively recent because it occurs in the tenth and most recent book of the 
Rgveda, and because it refers by name to the three Vedas (rk, saman, and 
yajus) and (for the first and only time in the Rgveda) to the four classes 
(brahmana, rajanya, vaisya, and sudra). The Purusasukta is attributed to a 
seer called Narayana, and consists of sixteen verses: 

1. Purusa has a thousand heads, a thousand 
eyes, a thousand feet. He pervades the 
earth everywhere and extends beyond for 
ten fingers’ breadth. 

2. Purusa himself is all this, whatever has 
been, and whatever is to be. He is the lord 
of immortality and also lord of that which 
grows on food. 

3. Such is his greatness, and Purusa is yet 
greater than this. All creatures make up a 
quarter of him; three quarters are the 
immortal in heaven. 
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4. With three quarters Purusa has risen f|pn|4 gn: 1 

above, and one quarter of him still re- uur swucj; 11 

mains here, whence he spread out every¬ 
where, pervading that which eats and that 
which does not eat. 

5. From him Viraj was born, and from Viraj ctWifgrr^mra pRidr arm is'n 1 

came Purusa, who, having been born, u mut gsuffimm gr: 11 

ranged beyond the earth in the west and 
in the east. 

6. When the gods performed the sacrifice, fraqi 1 

using Purusa as the offering, spring was dbu §«rr: 11 

the clarified butter, summer the fuel, au¬ 
tumn the oblation. 

7. They sprinkled Purusa, the sacrifice, born <rr q5j l 
at the beginning, upon the sacred grass. ^ |qi ^qT 4 n 
With him the gods, Sadhyas, and sages 
sacrificed. 

8. From that sacrifice in which everything vunrasricl. 4§fn; TTIFFG 
was offered the clarified butter was ob- q ii 
tained, and they made it into those beasts 
who live in the air, in the forest, and in 
villages. 

9. From that sacrifice in which everything ^ ^ 1 

was offered the verses and chants were ^ „ 
born, the meters were born, and the for¬ 
mulas were born. 

10. From it horses were born, and those other 3^7^ 4 % 1 

animals that have a double set of incisors; ^? ^ W^ira? sram: 11 

cows were born from it, and goats and 
sheep were born from it. 

11. When they divided Purusa, into how many m ^vT[ 1 

parts did they disperse him? What became ^ TJ ^ ^ ^ ^ „ 
of his mouth, what of his arms, what were 
his two thighs and his two feet called? 

12. His mouth was the brahmin, his arms ^50^5 ^m'l 
were made into the chieftains, his two ^ q^7f ^ ssWrau 11 

thighs were the tribesmen, and from his 
feet the servants were born. 

13. The moon was born from his mind; the ^5} srsrra?! 1 

sun was born from his eye. From his „ 
mouth came Indra and Agni, and from his 
breath the Wind was born. 

14. From his navel the atmosphere was born; ^ qVir €r: 1 

from his head the heaven appeared. From 
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his two feet came the earth, and the re¬ 
gions of the sky from his ear. Thus they 
fashioned the worlds. 

15. There were seven enclosing fire sticks for 
him, and thrice seven fire sticks when the 
gods, performing the sacrifice, bound 
down Purusa as the sacrificial victim. 

16. With this sacrifice the gods sacrificed; 
these were the first dharmas. And these 
powers reached the dome of heaven where 
dwell the ancient Sadhyas and gods. 

g-pT'-fi 5>fr mu, 3«rr wur 
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In other cultures, similar primeval giants are regarded as the origin and 
material cause of the universe. Within the Indo-European family, such a 
giant occurs in Norse mythology, where he is called Ymir, and in Iran, 
where he is called Gayomart. Gayomart was the first man, and in some 
respects quite different from Purusa. As for the mythical similarities between 
Gayomart and Purusa, “there seems to be every reason to believe that this 
is a case of Indian influence on Iranian thought” (Zaehner 1955, 137). Ac¬ 
cording to Norman Brown (1931), the Purusa of Rgveda 10.90 does not 
draw his importance, either genetically or ideologically, from any connection 
with such Indo-European relatives. Brown (1931, 114) has argued that 
Purusa is “most significantly a secondary derivation from notions established 
antecedently in the Rgveda.” In particular, Purusa is a combination of 
characteristics derived from Agni, Surya (the Sun), and Visnu. For a detailed 
demonstration of this view, as well as detailed comments on individual 
verses of the Purusa hymn, the reader is referred to Brown’s study. 

The idea of a cosmic sacrifice, in which a primeval person creates the 
world through his own sacrifice and dismemberment, is the basic theory 
of ritual adopted in the Brahmanas. Here Prajapati takes the place of 
Purusa. We have already seen how Sandilya expressed these ideas with 
special reference to the Agnicayana (above pages 65, 67). Several specific 
features of the Agnicayana refer to Purusa. The most important is the golden 
Purusa (hiranmayapurusa), who is buried under the first layer. When he is 
laid down, the Purusa-saman is sung. Though this saman comes from the 
Aranyageyagana section of the Samaveda (consisting of “songs to be sung 
in the forest”), and consists almost entirely of stobhas (meaningless syl¬ 
lables), the word sahasra, “thousand,” occurs in it and reminds us of the 
Purusa hymn. When the altar is completed and the yajamana is about to 
wish that the bricks turn into cows, the adhvaryu puts a thousand pieces of 
gold on the altar with the recitation of Taittiriya Samhita 4.4.11.3o: “You 
are the measure of a thousand, you are the image of a thousand, you are the 
size of a thousand, you are the replica of a thousand, you are of a thousand, 
you for a thousand!” This is also reminiscent of Rgveda 10.90. Furthermore, 
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at the sacrifice of the he-goat for Prajapati in the Agnicayana, the number 
of firewood sticks prescribed is twenty-one or twenty-four, whichis m ac- 

cordance with verse 15 of the Purusa hymn (see Taittiriya Samhita 5. , 
the number of beans put in the openings of the human head is also twenty- 

one). - „ , _ , 
The term Purusa occurs in four other hymns of the Rgveda, once m a 

general sense and three times in an Agni context (Brown 1931, 108-109). 
Prajapati, “lord of creatures” (originally “lord of offspring”? Oldenberg 
1919, 27) also appears four times in the Rgveda, all occurrences m the 
tenth book. One passage may have been added later as an answer to the 

preceding part of the hymn with its repeated refrain: “Who is the god we 
shall worship with oblations?” The answer is: Prajapati (Rgveda 10.121.10) 
The Purusa hymn occurs in the Atharvaveda (Renou 1955a, 436-438) an 
elsewhere in Vedic literature. Purusa is later identified with Visnu and 

Narayana (Shende 1965). , 
Prajapati as the creator god incorporates earlier ideas of creation in the 

Rgveda. The mythology of Yama, “Death,” is replete with notions of crea¬ 

tion and self-immolation (Dandekar 1945). The complex of Rgvedic myths 
that describe the fight between Indra and the demon Vrtra, can be inter¬ 
preted in terms of (Indo-European) creation myths (e.g., Brown 1942). 
But this mythology also admits a more specific interpretation. In a note to a 
passage where Indra is described as freeing rivers for man (Rgveda 1.165.8), 

Geldner referred to the Aryan invasion. Kosambi (1956, 70-71), following 
Renou and Benveniste’s analysis of the meaning of vrtra as “obstacle,” 

“barrage,” or “bloquage,” interpreted the slaying of Vrtra as the breaking 
up of dams. According to Kosambi, the fight is not with demons, but shows 

that the Aryans destroyed the system of dams upon which the indigenous 
irrigation and agriculture depended. Indra, in that case, is not creator of the 

universe but creator of lebensraum for the Vedic nomads. 
In the Yajurveda, Atharvaveda (cf. Renou 1955, 31-48), and in many 

Brahmanas, Prajapati has become creator god, god of sacrifice, and sacrifice 

itself. After procreating the beings that make up this world, he is spent and 
empty, and has to be strengthened again through ritual. This is elaborated 
in various myths, on which Keith comments with characteristic charity. 

“the details of these stupid myths are wholly unimportant” (Keith 1925, 

442). 
Sylvain Levi noted that Prajapati’s creative activity is generally expressed 

by the verb srj/sarj, “emit, discharge,” and often by nir-ma, mete out, 
measure, build” (1898 = 1966, 18; for the following see Levi 1898, 13-35, 

and Oldenberg 1919, 26-32). We have already seen that there may be a 
reference to the surveying of land. The same terms are used in any case when 
the adhvaryu measures the mahavedi. There are other accounts of Piajapati s 

dismemberment and of his parts becoming parts of the universe. Elsewhere, 

his creative activity is described in sexual terms. As he is the father, this 
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involves incest, in particular with his daughter. He also unites with Vac, 1 
“speech, language,” for the act of creation is as inseparable from creative 

language as ritual act is from mantra. < , 
Prajapati created the gods, who subsequently put him together again ' 

through sacrifice. Agni is born first, from Prajapati’s mouth. But since Agni 
is the eater of food, viz., the devourer of everything, Prajapati reflected: 

“there is no other food here but myself—but surely he would never eat me.” 
But Agni, the ungrateful child, turned to him with wide open mouth and 
Prajapati,’ terrified, could only save himself by reproducing himself. Sata- 
patha Brahmana 2.2.4 relates this when commenting upon the Agnihotra 
ritual: whoever performs the Agnihotra, knowing this, “reproduces himself 

by offspring just as Prajapati reproduced himself; and saves himself from 
Agni, Death, about to devour him” (Satapatha Brahmana 2.2.4.7). Because 
of this, rebirth and regeneration are cyclical, and Prajapati is identified with 

the year, or with time. He is also “definite and indefinite,” or only “in¬ 

definite”’; and “limited and unlimited,” or only “unlimited.” 
Despite vague similarities with the Greek Kronos and the Iranian 

Zurvan, both connected with time, it seems fair to say that Prajapati, even 
if consistent with other Rgvedic notions, has no clear Indo-European or 
even Indo-Iranian counterparts. He is rather loosely connected with the 

Soma ritual: “He plays only a very unimportant role in the sequence of 
Soma rituals, which have been relatively well fixed from early times on. 
Undoubtedly, the references to him have superficially been inserted after¬ 

wards” (In dem von altersher vergleichweise fest geordneten Somaopfer spielt 
er nur eine ganz nebensachliche Rolle. Unzweifelhaft sind die Beziehungen 
aufihn da nur nachtrdglich und oberfldchlich eingefugt: Oldenberg 1919, 31). 

The idea of a god sacrificing himself is preserved in the ritual : the 

sacrificer, or yajamana, is sometimes identified with the sacrificial victim. 
Coomaraswamy (1942) has collected some of the relevant passages (providing 

them with interpretations which Gonda (1960, 193 note 24), calls “confused 

and debatable in their details”: verworren und in Einzelheiten anfechtbar). The 

idea of self-sacrifice is basic to the Prajapati cosmology and to the cyclical 
conquest of death through rebirth, which characterize the srauta ritual in 

general and the Agnicayana in particular. 
When humans talk of self-sacrifice, there is an implied reference to 

human sacrifice. According to Eggeling (commenting upon Satapatha 

Brahmana 1.2.3.5), animal sacrifices replaced human sacrifices, just as 
vegetable oblations (in particular purodasa cakes) replace or stand for animal 

sacrifices. Earlier, Weber had devoted a special study to human sacrifices in 
the Vedic period (Weber 1864, 262-287 = 1868, 54-89), in which he showed 
that there are unmistakable echoes of human sacrifice in the ritual literature, 

but that the classical ritualists often obliterated them. Weber’s observations 
were developed and modified in several later publications, e.g., Ronnow 

(1929), Mus (1935), and Heesterman (1967). I shall survey some of these 
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observations with special reference to the Agnicayana. It will be useful, 
though, to keep in mind a just remark of Macdonald (1952, 337 = 1975, 

8): 

It is because of preconceived ideas about the practice and develop¬ 
ment of the idea of the substitute-sacrifice that researchers have a 

tendency to trace every sacrifice back to a human sacrifice. 

Weber began his study with a quote from the Satapatha Brahmana, 

following the passage that led to Eggeling’s remark quoted above: 

At first the gods offered a man as victim. When he was offered, the 
sacrificial juice went out of him. It entered the horse. They offered 
the horse. When it was offered, the sacrificial juice went out of it. 
It entered the ox. They offered the ox. When it was offered, the 
sacrificial juice went out of it. It entered the sheep. They offered the 

sheep. When it was offered, the sacrificial juice went out of it. It 
entered the goat. They offered the goat. When it was offered, the 
sacrificial juice went out of it (Satapatha Brahmana 1.2.3.6). 

The five heads buried under the Agnicayana altar are of a man, a horse, 
a bull, a ram, and a he-goat. The human head, which can be obtained in 

various ways, must be of a vaisya (“tribesman”), or rajanya (“chieftain”). 
Weber concluded that a human sacrifice was part of the Agnicayana. Fie 
arrived at similar conclusions with regard to the Rajasuya (“royal con¬ 

secration”) and the Asvamedha (“horse sacrifice”), and lastly described the 
one srauta ritual which is explicitly called Purusamedha, “human sacrifice.” 
In this ritual, the human victim, a brahmana or ksatriya, is treated well for 

the duration of one full year, like the horse of the Asvamedha. When this 
is over, he is adorned, decorated, and killed. The principal wife of the yaja- 

mana lies down under the corpse. This is followed by obscene exchanges 
and riddles, as in the Asvamedha. When the victim is killed, the udgata 
priest chants a saman for Yama, and the hota recites the Purusa hymn from 

the Rgveda. 
The fact that this Purusamedha is described in only a few of the ritual 

sutras has led to the view that it is a late and purely theoretical extension of 
the horse sacrifice. Keith (1925, 347-348) denied the existence of human 

sacrifice in Yedic India. Gonda (1960, 187, note 25) is “unconvinced” by 
Karmarkar (1942,91-93), according to whom the Purusa hymn itself referred 

to human sacrifice. In Thite’s view, the Brahmanas know the rites that ac¬ 

companied the killing of human victims, but do not prescribe the actual 
killing (Thite 1975, 27). There is no scholarly consensus whether the Puru¬ 

samedha is an imitation (“upgrading”: Puhvel 1970, 163) of the horse sacri¬ 

fice, or vice versa, in which case it might be an ancient survival (a view de- 
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fended in Kirfel 1951), or whether both sacrifices existed together from the j 
beginning. 

Ronnow (1929) has tried to show that human sacrifice prevailed in a 
pre-Vedic, “Asuric” religion, of which traces survive in the Pravargya, 

Agnicayana, and Sautramani rituals. The human victim is represented by 
the demon Makha, who is subsequently identified with the sacrifice itself. 

The Pravargya is called the head of the sacrifice, without which it is incom¬ 
plete, just as the mahavlra vessel is regarded as the head of Makha. The same 

holds, mutatis mutandis, for the ukha pot of the Agnicayana. While the 
ukha pot, with the human head inside, is buried under the Agnicayana altar, 
the Pravargya implements, including the mahavira pots, are placed on the ' 

altar in a special configuration resembling the shape of a man. That the 
purodasa cakes, which are substitutes for animal victims, are in fact con¬ 

nected with human sacrifice, is according to Ronnow shown by the fact that 
they are offered on “potsherds” ([kapala). The term kapala means also 

(according to Ronnow, originally) “skull bones.” The later Kapalika asce¬ 
tics, who carry a skull, are named after it (cf. Lorenzen 1972). The connec¬ 
tion is made in the Satapatha Brahmana (1.2.1.2): “The purodasa cake is 

the head of the sacrifice: for those potsherds (kapalani) are what the skull 
bones (slrsnah kapalani) are, and the ground rice is nothing but the brain” 
(cf. Eggeling, 1885, xxviii). When the human victim is killed, its juice (rasa) 
flows into the earth, which grows the rice out of which the purodasa cakes 

are prepared. In the White Yajurveda, the heads of the five victims of the 
Agnicayana are kept in the sacrifice, but the bodies are thrown into water 

that is mixed with the clay from which some of the bricks for the altar are 
made. 

Ronnow’s thesis, that these sacrifices reflect an “Asuric” religion, de¬ 
rives mainly from texts of the Brahmana period. In the classical srauta ritual, 

there is a prohibition against using certain parts of the animal victim, such 
as the head. This is explained by Satapatha Brahmana 3.8.3.29: “The Asuras 
made portions of the head, the shoulders, the neck, and the hind legs; 

therefore let him not make portions of these.” According to Ronnow, 

beheading the victim was the typical form of sacrifice among the pre-Vedic, 
“Asuric” natives. These practices were brought in line with Brahmanic cus¬ 

tom when they were incorporated into the classical ritual. In the Pravargya 
and in the Agnicayana there survives a tendency to preserve the body of the 

victim, so that the sacrificer can absorb its powerful rasa juice. This liquid 
is subsequently related to and identified with sacrificial beverages such as 

Soma and gharma, the boiled milk of the Pravargya. 

Extending these ideas to the Sautramani ritual, Ronnow arrived at the 
conclusion that three stages can be distinguished in the development of 
early Indian ritual. The first two of these are pre-Vedic: (1) a ritual relating 

to Namuci (according to the Rgveda, a demon slain by Indra and the Asvins), 

characterized by a human sacrifice at which blood is drunk together with 
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with the alcoholic sura; (2) a ritual in which the new gods Sarasvati and the 
Asvins make their appearance, and during which milk and honey are con¬ 
sumed; and finally (3) a Yedic-brahmanic ritual, in which Soma is the ritual 

beverage. 
Ronnow’s thesis, that the Asuras represent a pre-Vedic Indian religion, 

has not been generally accepted. The reason for such scepticism is simple, 
in origin, the Asuras were clearly Indo-Iranian beings, called ahura in Iran. 
In Indo-Iranian, as in the older Rgveda, gods (deva, Iranian: daeva) and the 
asura/ahura are more or less on a par. In Iran, the Asuras prevailed. In 
the Vedas, the Devas prevailed, and the Asuras became their enemies. In 
spite of the Indo-Iranian origin of the word asura, it is therefore quite pos¬ 
sible that Ronnow is right and that references in later Vedic literature to 
Asuras indicate indigenous, pre-Vedic practices and beliefs. I shall accept 

this as a working hypothesis, for it makes good sense as we shall see. 
Mus (1935) dealt with the Agnicayana in the earlier parts of a mono¬ 

graph leading up to an interpretation of Borobudur, the Buddhist monument 
on Java. According to Mus, the myth of the dismemberment of Purusa/ 

Prajapati is not of Aryan origin. There are no references to it in the earlier 
Veda, but it is common “in the religious ethnography of South East Asia 
and its Pacific dependencies.” Mus also observed that there is attested, 

parallel to the myth, the practice of putting to death a human being for the 
collective profit of those who offered him, a sacrifice which is followed by a 
dismemberment, or even the dismemberment of the victim while he is still 

alive.” He adds: 

The cruel form which the sacrifice of meriah used to take, hardly 
more than a century ago among certain primitive tribes of India, 

is well known. The man was bound to the stake and each person 

tore off a piece of his flesh until there was nothing left of him. Then 
the participants would each go and bury his own portion in his best 

field (Mus 1935, *116). 

Thus the sacrifice, by impregnating earth with parts of the human victim, 

contributed to the fertility of the soil. 
Mus sees traces of such ideas and practices in a great variety of contexts. 

One of them is the belief in relics. In Buddhism, much importance is at¬ 
tached to the distribution of the relics of the Buddha, and their deposition 
within a stupa. The Buddha is identified with these relics and with the stupa 

just as in the Agnicayana the yajamana is identified with the golden man 
and with the altar itself. The Sinhalese chronicles refer to relics as the life 

(jivita) of the stupa (Mus 1935, *75-*77). The casting of images of the Buddha, 

and indeed the origin of idol worship itself, may originate in this context. 
In the Agnicayana, a live tortoise (kurma) is buried under the altar. 

Dumont (1957, 16-18) has shown that the tortoise was chosen as a symbol 
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of the three worlds (earth, sky, and atmosphere) because of its domelike 
shape. The tortoise was, moreover, regarded as the juice or life sap (medha 
in Taittirlya Samhita 5.2.8.5, erroneously translated by Keith as if it said 
medha, “intelligence”) of the earth: when Prajapati created the earth and 
threw it into the waters, the juice that flowed from it became a tortoise. 

Biardeau (1976, 18) has recalled that the importance of the tortoise 

(kurma) lies also in its alleged etymological connection with the verb kr- 
“to do, to make” (cf. Satapatha Brahmana 7.5.1.5-6). Another term for 
tortoise, kasyapa, is a name of Prajapati. Ruben (1939, 241-243) has referred 

to numerous legends among Indian tribes, and also in Central Asia and 
China, where the tortoise is described as support for the world, and is 

connected with its origin. In later times, the tortoise became an avatara of 
Visnu, and in the myth of the churning of the world ocean, the churning staff 

or axis of the world rests on a tortoise (see, e.g., Gonda 1954, 126-129). 
In the Bhagavad Gita (2.58), the sage is described as withdrawing his senses 
from external objects as the tortoise withdraws its limbs. It seems likely, 
from what we have seen before, that the lifesap of the tortoise is a remnant 

of the life sap or blood of the sacrificial victim that fertilizes the soil. 
The investigations of Ruben (1939) are in several respects similar to 

those of Ronnow (1929), to whom he does not refer. Ruben has gone a step 
further and suggested that the Asur, a tribe now living in Central India, 
may be traced back to older tribes with similar names that the Vedic Indians 

interpreted as referring to the Asuras. This might have resulted in the 
development from the Indo-Iranian Asuras into the demonic Asuras of later 

times. Unlikely, no doubt, but not impossible. 
Macdonald (1952 = 1975) has placed Mus’ ideas in a wider perspective 

by providing more ethnographic evidence from South, Southeast, East, 

and Central Asia. He has also emphasized that the male victim is symbolic¬ 

ally coupled with the female earth. This is supported by early Vedic references 
to a sacrificial boar mating with the earth, which is consistent with the fact 
that Purusa/Prajapati is male, like most animal victims (it is not supported 

by the romantic frontispiece of a girl victim in Campbell 1864). Referring 
to the work of Verrier Elwin, Macdonald has drawn attention to the fact 

that the stake to which the meriah victim was tied was forked, and that 
“the victim’s head was sometimes pulled back across the fork’ (cf. Camp¬ 
bell 1864, 113). According to Maconald this form represents the female sex. 

He is supported, for example, by the practice of the Angami Nagas, as 

reported by Hutton (1921, 231-232), who “spread prosperity” by means of 
two stakes, one forked and one straight, “the former representing the 

reproductive organs of the woman and the other the male organ’” (Mac¬ 
donald 1952, 333 = 1975, 6). It may be noted that the Vedic animal sacrifice 

requires single-pronged (eka-hula) as well as two-pronged (dvi-sula) forks. 
Macdonald believes that the dismemberment myth is not, or is not 

merely, an agrarian rite, as Mus had suggested, but that it goes back to a 
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period before the beginning of agriculture. He describes or refers to various 
rituals in which the animal victim is shared out among members of the 
community in such a way that it establishes or reestablishes the position of 

each member in the social hierarchy: 

The animal sacrificed was doubtless originally the animal caught in 

the hunt. Meat, the product par excellence of the hunt, was a rare 
commodity for many of the members of the primitive community; 
that the sharing out of this asset was done unequally is not at all 
surprising. The strong man, the accomplished hunter, the priest on 

whose activities the smooth succession of the seasons depends, the 
maker of arms or of instruments, these will not receive the same por¬ 
tion as the unskilled adolescent. . . . Prajapati is the male; the hunt 
is essentially the occupation, the business of the males of the com¬ 

munity. It is the males whose ranks are fixed in these moments of 
coming together which are marked by communal banquets (Mac¬ 
donald 1952, 335, 338 = 1975, 7,8). 

If Macdonald is right this would not merely provide background for 
Rgveda 10.90.12, in which the castes are derived from parts of the primeval 

Purusa, but it would throw light on many patterns of hierarchical distribu¬ 
tion, among the yajamana and his priests, of offerings and oblations of parts 
of the animal victim, sacrificial cakes, and sacrificial beverages such as 

Soma. The daksina or “sacrificial gift” is also distributed hierarchically: 
the four main priests (hota, adhvaryu, brahman, udgata) receive twice as 
much as the next four (maitravaruna, pratiprasthata, brahmanacchamsin, 

prastota), who in turn receive twice as much as the next four (acchavaka, 
nesta, agnldhra, pratiharta), who receive twice as much as the remaining 

four (gravastut, unneta, pota, subrahmanya). The yajamana defrays the cost 
of the ritual, which the priests perform on his behalf. In the sattra rituals 
the yajamana has been eliminated and the priests perform the rites among 

themselves. In recent times, when a Soma ritual is performed, the relation¬ 
ship between the yajamana and his priests is like that found in a sattra ritual: 
all are chosen from the same group of vaidikas, and the roles may be distrib¬ 

uted differently at a subsequent performance. This is an institutionalization 

of the cyclical distribution of wealth, which Heesterman (1959) regarded 

as characteristic of the daksina. 
Malamoud (1976, 197-198) has drawn attention to another feature of 

daksina: the analogy between a ritual performance and medical treatment, 

specifically psychoanalysis. The relationship between the yajamana and his 

priests is analogous to that between a patient and his analyst. In either case, 

payment of dues is necessary, and without it the performance might not come 
to an end. As Freud emphasized, free treatment produces an increase in 

resistance. Similarly, without daksina the ritual would be incomplete. 
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Heesterman (1967) does not reject Ronnow’s conclusions with regard 

to the Agnicayana and the human sacrifice that underlies it, but he places 
them in a different perspective. According to him there are several contradic¬ 
tions inherent in the srauta rituals, to which the manuals have given various 

solutions. By seeking the origins of these contradictions we can partially 
reconstruct a “preclassical” ritual. At the beginning of the Agnicayana, for 
example, there is mention of the preparation of the five heads, but there are 

also the alternatives of the sacrifice of a he-goat for Prajapati or for Vayu. 
In the preclassical ritual, animals (including the human victim) were be¬ 

headed, but in the classical ritual, victims have to be killed by strangulation 
outside the sacrificial enclosure. That the animals were originally slaughtered 
at the time they were tied to the sacrificial post follows from expiation rites 
prescribed in the event blood has mistakenly been spilled on the post. 

Rgveda 1.162.9, moreover, refers to portions of flesh sticking to the post. 

Possibly the peculiar way in which the animal is bound to the stake 
points in the same direction: the cord is fastened to the right foot, 

goes round the left side of the neck and is then wound round the 
right horn and finally fastened to the stake. Thus room is left for 
the slaughterer’s knife (Heesterman 1962, 18). 

According to Heesterman, in such cases the concern is to remove what is 
impure and inauspicious from the place of sacrifice (ibid., 19), and to create 
an ideally ordered world of rationalized sacrifice (1967, 43), impervious to | 

death. 
More specific conclusions can be drawn from the introductory rites of 

the Agnicayana. According to the Srauta Sutra of Baudhayana, the head of 
the vaisya has to be obtained in battle, in other words, it is the head of an 

enemy conquered in battle. When the clay for the preparation of the ukha 
pot has to be obtained, a procession starts out towards the loam pit. On the 

way they come across an anthill with a vaisya posted to its south to guard 
it. The clay they seek, in which Agni is supposed to be hidden, is referred to 

as purisa, a term connected with cattle (see also Gonda 1965a, 224-225). 
According to Heesterman, it is here that we hit “the rock bottom of reality. 

The vaisya or rival does not so much guard an anthill or a loam pit, however 
weighty their symbolic value, but his own head, his cattle, and his fields” 

(1967, 40). Actually, Baudhayana’s phrase “he guards it (i.e., the anthill) 
from the south” {tarn daksinato gopayann aste) could be interpreted as: “he 

keeps himself south of it acting as a cowherd” (ibid, note 52a). In other 
words, we are back at the cattle raids and similar raiding expeditions of the 

Yedic nomads, referred to before (above, pages 97-105; cf. Vol. II, page 485). 

The vaisya group, whose domain is called vis, consists mainly of farmers \ 
and cattle breeders. In contradistinction, the ksatriyas or rajanyas, whose , 
domain is ksatra, represent the military, the nobility, and the secular power. 
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Mylius (1974) has drawn attention to a large number of passages in the 
Brahmana and ritual literature in which vaisyas are described as the main 
object of exploitation: they are adya, “to be eaten.” Their chief exploiters 
(attr) are ksatriyas, assisted by brahmins. For example: “vis is food for the 
ksatriyas” (Satapatha Brahmana 3.3.2.8); “the state (rastra) eats the vis” 
(13.2.9.8); “he places the juhu ladle on top, and the other sruc ladle below, 
because juhu is the ksatra and the other sruc ladles are the vis. Thus he 
makes ksatra superior to vis” (1.3.4.15); “he places the Soma on the pressing 
stones; Soma is ksatra and the pressing stones are vis. Thus he makes ksatra 
rise above vis” (3.9.3.3.); etc. 

There are also passages stating explicitly that brahmins tried to play ksatra 
and vis off against each other, e.g.: “An offering on eleven potsherds for 
Indra and on seven potsherds for the Maruts should be made by someone who 
wants to create strife between vis and ksatra” (MaitrayanI Samhita 2.1.9). 

Starting from the Cosmic Man, we have found notions of human 
sacrifice connected with the Agnicayana. In the case of the head of the vaisya, 
the killing is not sacrificial; it merely reflects the customary raids and ex¬ 
peditions of the Vedic nomads. It is possible that the notion of human 
sacrifice is inherently connected with the dismemberment of a primeval 
giant. Sauve (1970) has shown that both occur together in Indian and 
Scandinavian mythology. But human sacrifice in Scandinavia, as described 
by Sauve, is almost totally different from Vedic sacrifice. There is no com¬ 
pelling reason, therefore, to derive both from an Indo-European prototype. 
It is not surprising that Vedic scholars have been able to put Purusa and 
Prajapati together from earlier Vedic material. This is an exercise in in¬ 
genuity, at least in part. The Vedas themselves are not isolated; it is we who 
happen to be ignorant of most of their context and surroundings. The rela¬ 
tively late appearance of the Purusasukta in the Rgveda, and the widespread 
occurrence of notions of human sacrifice in South and Southeast Asia, would 
equally support the hypothesis that the Cosmic Man is a pre-Vedic phenome¬ 
non. More likely than either of these two theories is the hypothesis that the 
Vedic nomads and the pre-Vedic Indians each had a notion of a Cosmic 
Man whose features may have been combined in the Agnicayana. At the 
present state of our knowledge it would be hazardous to try to derive a more 
definite conclusion. 

The connections between the Purusasukta and the Agnicayana explain 
the importance of the number 1,000 in the construction of the fire altar. 
According to the sulba sutras, which deal specifically with altar construction, 
1,000 bricks should be used for the construction of the altar at the first 
performance of an Agnicayana. This altar is then piled in five layers of 200 
bricks each. The number five was already an important number, and the 
Agnicayana seems to have made it even more important. Groups of fives 
are widespread in the Vedas and in classical Hinduism (see, e.g., Knipe 
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1972, 28--32; 1975, 1-7). The construction of the altar, however, is a topic 
in its own right and deserves a separate section. 

THE ALTAR 

Before taking up the construction of the large bird-shaped brick altar 
that is the distinguishing mark of the Agnicayana ritual, let us revert once 
more to the culture of the Indo-Iranian nomads before they entered the In¬ 
dian subcontinent. Mary Boyce’s description is suggestive: 

The Indo-Iranian religion was shaped, it seems, during millenia of 
wandering on the steppes of Inner Asia, and materially it was 
accordingly of extreme simplicity. Worship was offered the divine 
beings without aid of temples or altars or statues, and all that was 
needed for solemnizing the high rituals was a clean, flat piece of , 
ground, which could be marked off by a ritually-drawn furrow. The j 
offerings consecrated there were made not only to the invisible gods, J 
but also to fire and water, which could properly be represented by 
the nearest domestic fire and household spring, although a ritual 
fire was always present within the precinct itself, burning in a low 
brazier. (The fire was placed in a low container within the ritual 
precinct because the celebrating priest himself sat cross-legged upon 
the ground.) To judge from later practice, this ritual fire was either 
kindled for the occasion, or made of embers brought from the 
nearest hearth. The only continually-burning fire known to the 
Indo-Iranians was evidently the hearth fire, lit when a man set up 
his home and kept alight as long as he himself lived, a divinity 
within the house. This was tended with care and received regularly a 
threefold offering of dry wood, incense, and fat from the sacrificial 
'animal. Such domestic fire could readily be carried in a pot during 
nomadic wanderings, to continue burning wherever the family 
pitched its tent (Boyce 1975, 455). 

Many features of this description are still applicable to the Vedic ritual. 
Apart from its elaborate altars, the Agnicayana includes simple rites that 
require oblations made into a fire installed on a simple, ritually demarcated 
piece of ground. An interesting question concerns the shape of these Indo- 
Iranian ground altars, and in particular whether they were square or round. 
As we have seen, the contrast between a round domestic altar and a square 
offering altar is found among the Vedic Indians, the Iranians, and also 
the Romans (above page 93). The Greeks had a round domestic altar 
that was generally small and on which offerings of honey and milk were 
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The Indo-Iranian Fire Offering 

Before they built alters, the Indo-Iranian nomads installed fire on a 
flat piece of ground, after loosening the soil and demarcating it 
ritually. The Agnicayana includes oblations into fires installed in 
this simple manner. Here the yajamana pours butter into the fire 
from his juhu ladle during the animal sacrifice for Vayu on the first 
day (Episode 2). The fire is the “new offering fire,” installed at the 
eastern end of the Great Altar Space (mahavedi). Parts of the tra¬ 
pezium-shaped outline of the mahavedi are visible. The “old 
offering fire,” burning on a clay altar, is in the background (see 
also Figures 3 and 22). 
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made, and a square altar that was generally large and used for animal sacri¬ 
fices. The roundness of the domestic altar has been related to the womb. The 
circular altar represented permanence, immutability, and the home. Itself 
unmoving, it was considered the principle of movement (Vernant 1965, 99, 
122, 142-143), like Aristole’s god, “the first unmoved mover” (to npdoxov 

\ kivovv amvrjTov). 

The Greek domestic altar was often tended by women, and was sacred 
to a goddess, Hestia (sazia, “hearth”). The square altar, which is also the 
blacksmith’s hearth, is related to the male god Hephaistos, originally a fire 
daemon from Asia Minor. In the Vedic ritual, the round domestic altar is 
also compared to a womb, while the square sacrificial altar represents the 
newly created world for the gods. All these facts seem connected, and admit 
of a generalization. While round and square—as the shapes of altars, temples, 
houses, and cities—are found separately or in various combinations through¬ 
out the world (see, e.g., Seidenberg, forthcoming), the specific contrast be¬ 
tween round and square altars is in all likelihood Indo-European. 

The burial mounds (smasana) of Vedic times could be either square or 
round (Caland 1896, 141). Square seems to have been the preferred shape. 
According to the Satapatha Brahmana (13.8.1.5; cf. 13.8.2.1), the burial 
mounds of the godly people (daivyah prajah) are four cornered (catuh-srakti), 
whereas those of “Asuras, easterners, and others” are round (parimandala). 

, Thus the square or quadrangle seems to be the Vedic shape, the round one 
J that of the original inhabitants. It has been suggested that the circular, 

“native” shape survives in the round stupas of Buddhism, which are burial 
mounds in so far as they contain relics. The Vedic preference for the square 
burial might be related to the Vedic nomads Central-Asian background. Even 

1 in northern Asia, where the corpse is placed on a platform, the platform is 
square or at least rectangular. Among Altaic peoples, who perform a horse 
sacrifice, the bones of the horse are placed on a square platform (Nachtigall 
1953, 54). Elsewhere we find a mixture of square and circular burial pits (as 
among the Lepchas in Sikkim: Nebesky de Wojkowitz 1951, 31). But all of 
this should merely alert us that such parallels may not be taken too seriously. , 

The main altar of the Agnicayana functions in several respects as a 
tomb: the golden man and five heads of sacrificial victims are buried under 
it. In the Agnicayana altar, the square definitely prevails over the circle. The 
bricks are square or have shapes derived from the square, such as rectangles 
and triangles (see Figure 9 on page 198). It is possible that an echo of round 
bricks survives in the so-called mandalestakas, “circle bricks,” but these are 
generally taken to be bricks on which a circle is carved or drawn. In the 1975 
performance, they occurred in the first, third, and fifth layer, on top of each 
other. Circles made up of squares occur in the Agnicayana altar in two ways. 
In the central part of the first, third, and fifth layer of the bird-shaped altar, 
the bricks may be arranged in the shape of a circle. This is described in the 
Satapatha Brahmana (for illustrations see Eggeling 1897, IV, 17, 48, and 98). 
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Or else, as a special form, the entire altar may be built in the shape of a 
chariot’s wheel (rathacakra; for illustrations see van Gelder 1963, 311, 313). 
As we shall see, the altar may also be constructed in the shape of a “square” 
bird (pithari) (see Volume II, pages 351-357). 

The predominance of the square in the main altar of the Agnicayana 
derives from the squareness of the offering altar. Roundness is the mark of 
the domestic altar. It seems contradictory that in the Agnicayana the new 
domestic altar is constructed in the shape of square, but this is not difficult to 
explain. In the more complex srauta rituals, the domestic sphere has receded 
further into the background. The higher we ascend in the hierarchy of rituals, 
the more predominant become srauta features and the more recessive grhya 
features. The new domestic altar of the Agnicayana, following this trend, has 
become a square. 

It is clear that it would be incorrect to say that the Vedic nomads had 
only square altars. They considered the square more sacred and made it the 
shape of their offering and divine altar. Their circular domestic altar, 
however, exhibited the basic shape. This is in accordance with the data from 
other Indo-European cultures, and is obvious from the ritual. For example, 
the fire for the square offering altar is lit from the circular domestic altar. 
The pre-Vedic Indians may have had circular altars, in which case the Vedic 
nomads scored two points at the same time when they began to construct 
their new domestic altar in the shape of a square: on the one hand they 
moved further into the divine sphere, on the other hand they put the 
indigenous inhabitants further down. Such double-edged moves are quite 
consistent with the general character of Vedic ritual. 

In the Rgveda, three altars are mentioned, but the shape of an altar 
is mentioned only once, and indirectly. Rgveda 10.114.3 is a riddle that men¬ 
tions a girl with four tufts (<catuskaparda) who is butter-faced (ghrtapratlka). 

The mention of butter makes it clear that a fire is referred to (cf. Rgveda 
5.11.1, above page 74), and the riddle implies that the altar on which this 
fire was installed was quadrangular (cf. Potdar 1953, 73). That the Rgveda 
does not explicitly refer to round altars can of course not be construed as an 
argument that there were no such altars in the Rgvedic period. In view of the 
later development it is more likely that it was understood that the domestic 
altar was circular. 

Satapatha Brahmana 13.8.2.1 is another passage that contrasts the burial 
mounds of the Vedic nomads with those of the original inhabitants. It states 
that the former are close to the ground, while the latter are separated from the 

, ground “on a camu or some such thing.” Eggeling takes camu to be “a shal¬ 
low stone basis or trough, either solid or consisting of masonry (bricks) in 
the manner of our stone-lined graves” (1900, V, 430, note 1). However, the 
term camu generally denotes a vessel or pot. It seems more likely that this 
camu was used as a coffin, in which case the reference is to urn burials. Pre- 

r historic urn burials have been found in several parts of the Indian subconti- 
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nent (see, e.g., Longhurst 1936, 9-10 and Figure 8). Since the Vedic funeral 
involved cremation, there was an area on which the fire was installed. If this 
is the place specifically described as close to the ground, it would seem that 
the Vedic nomads had not reached that stage of development at which fire is 
installed at some height so as to benefit from draughts. This further corrob¬ 
orates the picture of the Indo-Iranian altar as simply a demarcated piece of 
soil. 

There is a very wide gap between the simple altars of the Indo-Iranians 
and of the Rgveda, and those described in the Yajurveda. The texts of the 
Yajurveda describe the altar for the Agnicayana as an enormous structure 
piled up from at least a thousand kiln-fired bricks. The term used to denote 
bricks, istaka or istika, occurs for the first time in the Taittiriya Samhita, and 
is subsequently found in the other branches and texts of the Yajurveda. In 
these texts we also find elaborate references to the firing of the ukha pot, 
which itself is not mentioned in any earlier text. Taittiriya Samhita 4.1.6 pro¬ 
vides the mantras that accompany the rites at which the pot is moulded from 
clay and smoked, after which a trench is dug, the pot is placed in it, covered 
with fire, and baked for three days. All these things are done, according to the 
mantras, “in the manner of Angiras” (ahgirasvat). Baudhayana Srauta Sutra 
10.6 (see Volume II, page 495) states that a second and third ukha pot (obviously 
spares), five bricks called rsabha (“bull”), and three bricks called mandale- 
staka (the bricks already referred to, which have a circle carved or drawn on 
their surface) are to be treated in the same manner. The terms dhupayate 
(“fumigate”) and sudhiipita (“well fumigated”) occur in this context for the 
first time. The verb used for “firing,” pacati, is common from the Rgveda 
onwards for cooking, baking, roasting, or boiling, but is used for the first 
time in these Yajurvedic contexts for the baking of bricks. The technical 
sense of “fumigating” is not clear, unless it refers to reduction (cf. Saraswati 
and Behura, 1966, 128-129). 

In an important article, Converse (1974) has argued for the indigenous 
origin of the Agnicayana construction, because the art of baking bricks, 
which was unknown to the Vedic nomads, was practiced by the much earlier 
Harappans: 

The Harappans used millions of kiln-fired bricks as well as countless 
sun-baked ones. . . .The bricks of the Harappa civilization in its 
mature phase were beautifully made, well fired, and standardized 
in size. The basic size for the bricks was 11 1/2 inches long, 5 3/4 
inches wide, and two or three inches thick. There were also double 
bricks 11 inches square, and special bricks for well copings, drain 
covers, corners, etc. 

Now, in the whole of the Rg-Veda there is no word for brick, 
nor any descriptive phrase for bricks. So far no ruins of brick 
dwellings have been found that can be attributed to the Aryans in 
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the early Rg-Vedic period. The Rg-Vedic references to houses in¬ 
dicate that they were made of perishable wood and thatch. Bricks 
were thus not part of the Rg-Vedic technical or ritual accomplish¬ 
ments. There are also no references to bricks in the Rg-Veda Brah¬ 
manas and outside of the Agnicayana sections of the Samhitas and 
Brahmanas of the Yajurveda tradition, no significant references to 
bricks occur in these or in the Samaveda Brahmanas. Thus, in the 
Brahmanas, when references to bricks begin to appear, their use is 
confined to one specialized rite, and the rite itself is found only in 
the Yajurveda tradition. The fire altars in other rites were made of 
packed earth, not bricks. 

The size of the bricks to be used in the rite was one foot square, 
and half-bricks were also to be used (SB vii, 5,3,2; viii, 7,2,17). This 
size and shape corresponds very closely to that of the Harappa 
bricks described above. The lack of any bricks in the early Vedic 
tradition and the presence of bricks in large numbers and of the 
same size in the adjacent indigenous Black-and-Red Ware territory 
suggest that the Black-and-Red Ware culture is the source of the 
Agnicayana brick-making skills. 

The word for brick also suggests a probably non-Aryan origin. 
As a Sanskrit word, istaka is related to the ritual use of bricks as an 
oblation, an isti, and not to their general character as a building 
material. This suggests that bricks first came into Vedic usage 
through this ritual function, rather than through their usual building 
function. By contrast, the brick words in Dravidian-based lan¬ 
guages such as Tamil are descriptive of the primary use for bricks for 
building. For instance, one Tamil word for brick is cengal; cennu 
means straightness, and kal or gal means stone or clay. Another 
Tamil word for burnt (fired) brick is cutakal, sutakal; again kal 
means clay or stone, and cutu, sutu means to burn, to bake, to burn 
bricks. It is possible that an early form of sutakal was the foreign 
phonetic basis of what becomes Sanskritized into istaka: an inver¬ 
sion (not uncommon in the incorporation of Dravidian words into 
Sanskrit) of the v and the u, and the dropping of the final / to con¬ 
form to Sanskrit endings, would give ustaka; the use of the bricks as 
isti would tend to bring about the change from the initial u (not 
common in Sanskrit) to the more common i. Whatever the source 
word, it was the Sanskrit meaning of the approximate translitera¬ 
tion of the indigenous word that was emphasized, and this Sanskrit 
word, istaka, in no way reflects the building function of bricks but 
only their ritual use (Converse 1974, 83-85). 

Converse’s archaeological arguments are strong. It has to be noted, 
however, that the size of the bricks, though perhaps in practice having sides 
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of more or less a half foot, a foot, or one and a half feet long, was not an 
absolute measure, but relative to the size of the sacrificer. This is clear from 
the sutra literature, and mentioned in the Satapatha Brahmana (10.2.2.6): 
“He measures the altar by the sacrificer with upstretched arms”. 

Converse’s linguistic arguments are less strong than her archaeological 
evidence, and require some comment. A Dravidian origin for istaka is im¬ 
probable or impossible on etymological grounds (Emeneau, personal 
communication; Emeneau also points out that cen-kallu means “red stone”). 
Moreover, istaka is not merely Indian, but also Indo-Iranian. Mayrhofer’s 
Etymological Dictionary gives the Iranian cognate istya with the same mean¬ 
ing, “brick.” This term is attested only twice (Martin Schwartz, personal 
communication): both occurrences are in the Videvdad (Vendidad), 8.8 and 
8.10, a late Avestan text, not earlier than the third century b.c. In both con¬ 
texts, bricks or the dust from bricks or stones are used to cover a corpse, not 
for the construction of a burial mound, but to protect the corpse temporari¬ 
ly, in bad weather, before it is given to the birds and other animals. In Old 
Persian too isti occurs and means “brick” (allegedly fire dried). It is found, 
for example, in an inscription by Darius from Susa (fragment 29). It refers 
to the bricks used for the construction of Darius’ palace. The inscription 
informs us that Babylonians were employed as brick makers. In modern Per¬ 
sian, derivatives from the same stem are also common. 

In Iranian, then, the term for “brick” is used in a general sense, and 
is not confined to altar building, or similarly constrained to sacred usage. 
This does not invalidate Converse’s view that istaka in the Yajurveda texts 
refers only to ritual bricks. In Yedic culture, bricks were never used in the 
construction of ordinary buildings: I’emploi en est limite a l’“empilement” 
de I’autel du feu (agnicayana)—et accessoirement des dhisnya (foyers’) anne¬ 
xes (Renou 1939, 504, note 1). In Indian architecture (vastuvidya), bricks 
appear only much later (Bhattacharyya 1948, 249-258). 

The term used for “brick” could have been taken by the Indians from 
the Iranians, or by the Iranians from the Indians, or by both from an earlier 
source. It is possible to derive it from an Indo-Iranian root, but this is open 
to doubt. The term isti, denoting the ritual oblation of a vegetable substance 
and the accompanying rites (see above pages 46-48), is derived from the 
root yaj-, “sacrifice, perform a rite,” with past passive participle ista, “sacri¬ 
ficed.” Satapatha Brahmana 6.2.1.10 adopts this etymology for istaka: “Inas¬ 
much as he saw them having sacrificed (istva) they are called bricks (istaka).” 

The root is-, “desire,” also has a past passive participle ista, “desired, 
liked, agreeable.” So istaka might alternatively be derived from is-, “desire,” 
in which case it could denote a wished-for object, for example, a “wish stone” 
(like our “wishbone”). This is in accordance with an important feature of the 
bricks of the Agnicayana: as soon as the altar is completed, the yajamana 

plate 8o wishes the bricks to turn into cows, saying: “Agni, may these bricks be cows 
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for me” (me agna istaka dhenavah santu: Taittiriya Samhita 4.4.11.3p.) If 
this was felt to be the main import of the bricks, they would be called istaka, 

because they were wish fulfillers. This is related to a common theme in Vedic 
and in Hinduism, where Kamadhenu, “Cow of Plenty,” satisfies all desires. 
The yajamana’s recitation of the Taittiriya Samhita ends: “Agni, may these 
bricks be cows for me, glorious, giving the milk of desire beyond in the other 
world.” Whatever its interpretation, istaka does not always refer to bricks, 
for example, in Baudhayana Srauta Sutra X (sections 27, 29, 31, 34, 39) it 
applies to a piece of gold (hiranyestaka), a pot (kumbhestaka), and all kinds 
of pebbles. All we can say for the present is that the term istaka suggests an 
Indo-Iranian, not a Dravidian background. 

The term istaka survives in modern India in the meaning “(kiln-fired) 
brick,” and is connected with immortality in a manner curiously reminiscent 
of the Agnicayana. Here is a Hindi riddle: “It was born right in the water, 
but seeing the water it dies. Brothers, let’s go and cremate it; then it will be 
immortal (jai hi me paida bhai jalai dekh mar jai; caliyo panco phttk de pher 
amar ho jai). The solution is: It, “brick.” Dundes and Vatulc (1974, 128-130) 
explain this as follows: 

Brick making in India begins with taking mud out of a village pond. 
The mud is placed in a hollow rectangular wooden frame. After 
smoothing the top, the frame is removed and the brick-to-be is left 
to dry in the sun. Village homes are typically made of such sun- 
dried brick. Unfortunately, if rain falls on such a brick, it will 
dissolve. Thus, though the brick is “born in water,” it may die upon 
coming into contact with water again. There is, however, a way of 
preventing this catastrophe. By “cremating,” or baking the mud 
brick one renders it resistant to water and thus immortal. The 
suggestion that cremation ensures immortality is contrary to general 
eschatological theory inasmuch as everyone who dies becomes im¬ 
mortal. There is thus a philosophical contradiction in the second 
portion of the riddle statement. And even empirically there is a 
contradiction between an object’s being cremated and thus utterly 
destroyed and that object’s being made “immortal” in the sense 
of existing and withstanding destructive forces. 

Converse has drawn attention to a special feature of the firing of the 
ukha pot, which also applies to the mahavlra vessel of the Pravargya: both 
are fired with the bottom turned up. This detail is referred to by Eggeling 
between brackets in his translation of Satapatha Brahmana 6.5.4.4: “He 
then sets down the fire pan (with the bottom part upwards).” This informa¬ 
tion is not contained in the original, which merely says: “he sets down the 
ukha” (ukham avadadhati). Eggeling has probably taken this extra informa- 
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tion from Katyayana Srauta Sutra 16.4.11, which states that the adhvaryu 
sets down the ukha pot “upside down” (nyubjam). As for the mahavlra pot 
and the Pravargya, Converse refers to Satapatha Brahmana 14.1.2.21, which, 
without entering into details, implies that the ukha and mahavlra pots are 
to be treated similarly. Kashikar, in a study on Vedic pottery, supports this: 
“Even though the size and shape of this cauldron (ukha) are different, the 
procedure of preparing it is mostly identical with that prescribed in connex¬ 
ion with the preparation of the mahavlra” (Kashikar 1969, 19). This simi¬ 
larity has been further explored by Ikari (1975, and Vol. II, pages 168-177) 
and fits in well with the relationships between the Agnicayana and the Pra¬ 
vargya noted by Ronnow and others (see above pages 183-184). 

Converse comments on the “upside down”: 

This may seem like an insignificant detail. But it was specifically 
this inverted firing technique by which the Black-and-Red Ware, the 
distinctive trait of the indigenous non-Vedic culture, was made 
black and red! The technique was not used in the making of the 
Gray Ware, except very sparsely at very late levels. Inverting the 
pot during firing limits the oxidation in the interior of the pot, 
and this partial reduction leaves the interior black, while the out¬ 
side fires to a red color because of the full reduction of the clays 
and washes used (1974, 85). 

Converse has drawn attention to another passage that also suggests 
a pre-Vedic origin for the ukha pot: Satapatha Brahmana 6.6.2.6 (misprinted 
as “7” on Converse’s page 86) quotes a mantra with which this cauldron is 
addressed, and that Eggeling translated as: “An Asura contrivance thou 
art, made in the wonted manner.” Converse comments: 

The reference to the pot as an “Asura contrivance” and to the 
inverted firing technique as the Asuras’ wonted or habitual manner 
of making pots acknowledges that the making of the pot has been 
taken over from the enemy indigenous tradition. Thus the text inde¬ 
pendently corroborates the archaeological evidence that the Black- 
and-Red Ware technique was identified with the non-Vedic indige¬ 
nous culture. And this in turn underlines the close connection 
of the Agnicayana rite with that culture (1974, 86). 

These conclusions seem valid though the original text does not entirely 
back up Eggeling’s translation. The mantra quoted in the Satapatha Bra¬ 
hmana occurs in Vajasaneyi Samhita 11.69 and similarly in Taittirlya Sam- 
hita 4.1.9.2 d and in the other Samhitas of the Yajurveda. It says: “You are 
an Asuric trick (maya), made by self-power (sva-dhaya)" (asurl may a sva- 

dhaya krta’si; Keith translates: “Thou are the wile of the Asura, made 
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with power”). The magical force of maya is indeed, from the Rgveda on¬ 
wards, associated with the Asuras. It is true that svadha can mean: “habitual 
state” or “custom.” But the reference in this context is more likely to be to 
the idea that the ukha pot is a spontaneous product that comes into being 
through its own power, just as the fire alights in it without being lit. 

The basic conclusion of Converse stands unaffected: the ukha pot is 
of Asuric origin. Taken together with the assumption that references to 
Asuras are often references to the original inhabitants, the ukha pot must 
have an indigenous origin. This may apply to the mahavlra pot as well. 
However, the non-Vedic character of the Pravargya ceremony should not be 
stressed too far. The hot milk offering (gharma) of the Pravargya, for ex¬ 
ample, has clearly Rgvedic origins. The term gharma itself does not, in the 
Rgveda, mean merely “heat,” as has been often assumed. Velankar has 
enumerated fifteen Rgvedic verses in which gharma is used in the technical 
sense of “hot milk offering” (Velankar 1962, 228-237). Six of these verses 
occur in Asvin hymns, which is in accordance with the fact that the gharma 
offering of the Pravargya is dedicated to the Asvin twins. In the Pravargya, 
this hot milk is also connected with tapas, “heat,” and with sexual excitation, 
a phenomenon not restricted to either Vedic or pre-Vedic India (cf. van 
Buitenen 1968, 37; Kaelber 1976, 348-349). 

If Ronnow, Ruben, and others correctly assumed that references to 
Asuras often indicate indigenous, pre-Vedic practices and beliefs, the same 
appears to hold for the Angirases. In the Brahmanas, the Angirases are often 
contrasted with the Adityas, the golden sons of Aditi, who assist man in his 
struggle for freedom. The Angirases stand in a similar relationship to the 
Adityas as the Asuras do to the gods (Hillebrandt 1927, 181). Hillebrandt 
was the first to draw attention to the numerous references to Angiras in the 
Agnicayana ritual (Hillebrandt 1927, 175-176). As we have seen, the prepara¬ 
tion of the ukha pot takes place in different stages, each of which is gone 
through “in the manner of Angiras” (cf. Renou 1953, 18). 

Who were these Angirases, after whom Agni is frequently called 
“Angiras” and “first Angiras?” Hillebrandt concluded from a general survey 
of their occurrence in the Rgveda that “the Angirases were originally a family 
which was rather outside the main Vedic tradition, as shown by their lack of 
prominence in books ii-ix” (Keith 1925, I, 224). Following this suggestion 
there has been a great deal of scholarly discussion on their identity and 
provenance, and on the possible etymologies of their name. Earlier, Mac- 
donnell had defended the view that the Angirases were intermediaries 
between gods and men, and that their name is related to Greek ayyeAo?, ; 
“messenger,” English: angel. Evidence for their intermediary status, how- \ 
ever, is slight, and this view has been generally rejected. More recently, the 
possibility of this etymology was revived by H.W. Bailey (1957, 52-53), who 
postulated a root *ahg, “sing, enunciate,” which occurs in the Vedic word 
ahgusa, “song of praise.” But Schmidt (1968, 51-52) has pointed out that 
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there are several problems in the derivation of angiras from such a root 
(including the fact that a suffix -iras is not known anywhere else). 

Outside of language, etymologies prove little, “for usage is stronger than 
etymology” (yogad rttdher baliyastvat, as the Mimamsa philosophers have 
it). Even if a word is Indo-European, like Asura, for example, it might refer 
to things Indian and pre-Vedic. It is possible that the Angirases were singers, 
and reasonably certain that they were priests of a fire cult. They are directly 
related to the Asuras in Rgveda 3.53.7 and 10.67.2, where the Angirases are 
called “heroes of Asura” (asurasya vlrah). Following Hillebrandt, it would 
not be farfetched to suppose that the Angirases were originally an indigenous 
tribe or family that was incorporated into the Vedic cult at a relatively early 
stage. It is conceivable that the Agnicayana was incorporated into the Vedic 
ritual through their intermediary, since they were primarily priests of a fire 
cult. Thus the theory of Kosambi (1950), criticized in Brough (1953, xiv- 
xvi), that the Vedic brahmins were to a large extent recruited from the priest 
class of the conquered pre-Aryan population, would seem to be valid at least 
in the case of the Angirases. 

In conclusion, available evidence suggests that the altar construction of 
the Agnicayana, and also the ukha and mahavira pots—chief ritual vessels 
of the Agnicayana and the Pravargya, respectively—are of pre-Vedic origin, 
and should be explained by the techniques for firing bricks and pots that 
were known to the indigenous population, and that can ultimately be traced 
back to the Indus Civilization. Within a wider context, this is not surprising. 
The use of baked bricks, though not confined to the Indus Civilization, was 
one of its characteristic achievements. Baked bricks were used in Sumer, 
though not abundantly. In Mohenjo-daro and Harappa, the use of baked 
bricks, rather than of mud bricks, was normal (Wheeler 1968, 8, 55). What¬ 
ever the explanation of its early distribution, it is likely that the art of firing 
bricks was retained by the inhabitants of Northwest India even after the 
great Indus cities had disappeared. In Iran, the Indo-Iranian nomadic invad¬ 
ers also inherited the art from earlier, sedentary civilizations. Darius em¬ 
ployed Babylonians as his brick makers, and, as Professor Schwartz informs 
me, the Iranian term for oven, tanura, is of Mesopotamian origin. This Meso¬ 
potamian term survives to the present day in “chicken-tandoori.” 

Though the altar of the Agnicayana has not been incorporated in Hin¬ 
duism, there are later Indian cults that make use of fire altars. These cults 
are characterized by homa, the act of offering an oblation (generally of ghee 
= ghrta, “clarified butter”) into the fire (cf. hota: above page 89). Though 
there is hardly any literature on it, the homa cult is found in both temples 
and practised by wandering samnyasins and yogins. It has been incorporated 
into Buddhism, and has taken root in Tibet, China, and Japan. In the cult 
of the Japanese Shingon and Tendai orders, fire altars play a preponderant 
role. These will be treated by Michel Strickmann in volume II (pages 418-455). 
There is a long gap between these cults and the Vedic fire altar, and not much 
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is known about the historical development. That Vedic elements survive is 
clear. Not only is the Shingon fire ceremony called goma, but the number of 
fire sticks (samidh) is twenty-one, as in the Purusa-sukta (Rgveda 10.90.15: 

above page 115). 

NATURALLY PERFORATED STONES 

Quibbles aside, Converse’s demonstration has established beyond 
reasonable doubt that the construction of the two main altars of the Agni¬ 
cayana from fired bricks must be traced back to the earlier civilization of the 
Indus Valley. This does not imply that the entire Agnicayana ritual is a Ha- 
rappan ritual, nor is it the end of the story as far as the altar itself is concerned. 
The piling of bricks has many other specific features. The bricks are put down 
in a particular order, they have particular names, and they are consecrated 
with particular mantras. These particular features are basically the same in 
the various recensions of the Yajurveda, and must therefore be ancient 

(Weber 1873, 270). 
Among the bricks, there are two kinds that deserve special mention. 

These are the apasyah “water (bricks)” and the svayamatrnnah, “naturally 
perforated (bricks).” The apasya bricks are put down close to the heads of 
the animals, and it is said that thereby water is put into these victims (§ata- 
patha Brahmana 7.5.2.40; the positions adopted in 1975 were not the same, 
as we shall see, pages 437-438). Baudhayana uses the term apasya to refer to 
certain pebbles or stones that Katyayana calls parisrit, “encloser,” and that are 
elsewhere called Sarkara. Such pebbles are used to mark or demarcate the en¬ 
closures of altars. They occur in most rituals beginning with the installation 
of the fire (Agnyadhana), in the Agnicayana itself (see below pages 339, 387) 
and also in the funerary rites, where they demarcate the §ma§ana burial 
mounds (Caland 1896, 145). It is possible that the bricks called after these 
pebbles are remnants of an earlier and less elaborate method of demarcating 
altars. Such methods were probably used by the Vedic nomads and by the 
Indo-Iranian nomads before they entered the subcontinent. Confining fire 
to a hearth by means of pebbles or stones is more or less universal. 

Such a nomadic Vedic origin may also be assumed for the three svaya- 
matrnna, “naturally perforated ones,” though on different grounds. A 
Vedic origin would explain the extraordinary importance attached to these 
bricks, which are sometimes treated as pebbles, and which are generally 
shrouded in mystery. According to the Satapatha Brahmana, three svaya- 
matrnna should occupy the center of the first, third, and fifth layers of the 
altar. They represent the three worlds, earth (prthivl, bhu), air (antariksam, 
bhuvas), and sky (dyaus, svar). They permit the golden man, and thereby the 
sacrificer, to breath and to pass to the highest regions (Satapatha Brahmana 
6.1.2.31 sq; 6.2.3.1 sq; etc.). If a person who has already performed the 
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Agnicayana once wishes to perform another Soma ritual, but is not in a posi¬ 
tion to repeat the entire Agnicayana ceremony, it is sufficient for him to put 
down the three svayamatrnna: “He need only lay down the naturally perforat¬ 
ed ones; for the naturally perforated ones are these worlds; and this built 
fire altar is the same as these worlds” (Satapatha Brahmana 9.5.1.58). Thus 
the svayamatrnna represent the Agnicayana itself. 

Though the svayamatrnna are sometimes regarded as istaka (which need 
not mean “brick,” as we have seen), the Satapatha Brahmana (8.7.3.20; 
8.7.4.1) specifically states that they are pebbles or stones (apasya; sarkara; 
also suskah sarlcarah “dry stones”). A commentator on the Vajasaneyi 
Samhita explains svayamatrnna as “a pierced stone, transversely pierced” 
(.sarkaram chidram chidrayuktam tiryakchidram; quoted in Weber 1873, 
249, note 4). The svayamatrnna were apparently called “naturally perforat¬ 
ed” or “perforated by themselves” (svayam) because they were not artifacts 
but were found in nature. They were therefore independent of the brick¬ 
making activity that characterized the rest of the altar construction. In fact, 
they contrast in their naturalness with the artificial techniques of making 
bricks. This points to their non-Indian, i.e., Vedic origin. 

It may be mentioned in passing that the svayamatrnna stones are the 
only important stones that play a role in Vedic ritual. The gravanah of the 
Soma rituals, which are generally called “pressing stones,” and are used for 
extracting the juice from the Soma stalks, need not be stones, but are some¬ 
times the mortar and pestle (ulukhala) and sometimes wooden (vanaspati) 
(Oliphant 1920, 230-231). 

Coomaraswamy, in one of his suggestive and speculative articles (1939), 
has related the svayamatrnna to a great variety of religious phenomena all 
over the world. All these express an ascent to heaven (Himmelfahrf). The 
passage of the sacrificer or golden man through the perforated stones and 
through the three worlds is related to the ritual climbing of a tree, a sacri¬ 
ficial pole, or the axis mundi, at the top of which is the gate to heaven 
(janua coeli). Such notions are found all over the world. They occur elsewhere 
in the Vedic ritual. In a Siberian rite, the Shaman climbs a birch tree placed 
within a yurt, sloping so as to leave space for the hearth, and with its crown 
rising above the smoke hole: this opening is “a hole through which it is 
possible to pass from one world to another” (Coomaraswamy 1939, 13). 
In a final comparison, Coomaraswamy relates Rgveda 4.6.2 (where Agni 
fixes his rays, as if setting up a pole, sending up smoke, and supporting 
heaven) to “Paleolithic man, who already possessed his circular hut with 
central hearth and a hole in the roof for the escape of smoke.” 

These speculations support the hypothesis that the idea of reaching a 
higher world by passing through natural holes, passages, and caves was 
brought by the Indo-Iranian nomads from Central Asia. Though Coomara- 
swamy’s speculations appear farfetched, and I for one have long been scepti¬ 
cal, there is in fact a wealth of evidence in support of such a view. Some lin- 
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guistic evidence, inconclusive but suggestive, may be mentioned first. The 
term sarkara, “grit, pebbles, gravel,” is probably of pre-Indo-European, in 
fact Caucasian, origin (Hubschmidt, quoted in Mayrhofer’s Etymological 
Dictionary). This term is also related to Arabic sukkar (whence English “su¬ 
gar”) and Latin calculus, a small stone used for calculation with the help of 

an abacus. _ / 
In Siberian Shamanism, stones with holes in them are used in a variety 

of contexts. They are miniature representations of rocks with caves, through 
which the Shaman enters the other world (Eliade 1964, 202). The Yakut 
Shamans wear a symbol of the “Opening of the Earth,” called “Hole of the 
Spirits” (abassy-oibono: Eliade 234). The gods descend to earth through the 
same hole through which the Shamans fly up in ecstasy (Eliade 259). Per¬ 
forated stones, some used as beads, others of uncertain use, have been found 
all over Inner Asia. Here are two examples brought back by Aurel Stein: 

N.xiv, iii.0035. Circular ornament of dark paste inlay. Flat on back, 
and pierced with a hole. Front, from which outer shell is peeling, 
ornamented with six yellow radial stripes, divided by two thin radial 
lines. Between stripes, on dark ground, yellow circles surrounding 
black disks on which six-rayed yellow stars with red centres. Pen¬ 
dant or button. Fine work. 1" X 3/8". PI. XXIX (Stein 1921,1,252). 

D.K.01. Stone bead, echinus shape, facetted, and pierced with large 
hole. Black stone (?) jet. Well preserved. Diam. 1/2", depth 3/8". 
PI. X. (Stein 1928, I, 133). 

Nothing is known about the use of these stones, but their special char¬ 
acter could point to a ritual or magical use. Their possible use as beads prob¬ 
ably derives from this. Nothing is known about their age, but similar stones 
that are almost certainly prehistoric have been found in Tibet. These stones, 
called gzi, are highly valued and auspicious. They have complicated patterns 
of streaks and “eyes” (mig) on them (Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1952). They can 
be used as beads because they almost always have holes in them. Tibetans 
never make holes in them, because the stones are considered too hard. The 
few that are found without holes are therefore not worn as beads, but are kept 
separately (Lama Kunga Losang, personal communication). There are also 
parallels from further east that suggest that such perforated stones, and the 
ideas surrounding them, are in fact ancient. 

The Chinese have long been interested in perforated stones, which are 
miniature representations of rocks with caves, and in particular of the World 
Mountain. These stones are sometimes placed in miniature gardens that ex¬ 
hibit the same general correspondence between micro- and macrocosm. The 
sacred mountains are regarded as the abodes of spirits, presided over by a 
great deity who can be approached through caves and tunnels. At the same 
time, the perforated stones are models of the celestial palaces of the gods. 
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PLATE 6 

Chicken-Fish Pebbles 

These pebbles were found in the Bharata Puzha (bharata-pula) or 
Ponnani river at Kannanur, about one-and-a-half miles down¬ 
stream from Pattambi. They are called kolipparal, “chicken-fish,” in 
Malayalam. Some have holes in them and count as “naturally 
perforated” (svayamatrnna). The Agnicayana requires two peb¬ 
bles with (at least) three holes, and one with (at least) five holes. 
If no pebbles can be found with fully perforated holes, dents or 
small depressions are acceptable. 

These pebbles are composed of Vivianite, a scarce mineral named 
after the British mineralogist J.G.Vivian, who discovered it in 
Cornwall. It is an iron phosphate hydrate, Fe3(P04)-8H20, often 
found in beds of clay or in cavities in altered fossils. The pebbles 
have an earthy, buff color, due to weathering of the surface, but the 
mineral inside is blue black. It occurs as spherical to irregular con¬ 
cretions with prismatic crystals in radiating groups. Scale in centi¬ 
meters. 

Photo Michael Beaucage 
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Part I The Agnicayana Ritual 

Their holes correspond to the stars. The expression used in this connection is 
“cave-heaven” or “grottoed heaven”: tung t’ien which also means 
“fairyland,” “paradise.” 

These Chinese rock caves or palaces are conceived of as underground 
areas where the immortals dwell, and that are connected with other similar 
places through a network of caves and tunnels. The caves are connected with 
the subterraneous waters and also with the lights of heaven. They serve as 
retreats for hermits who meditate there or use them for initiation rites. Her¬ 
mits also have the power to recreate these worlds in the miniature cosmos of 
gardens with rocks. The stones found in nature, which have the required 
characteristics, may have been eroded limestones, lava, or fossiliferous rocks 
(for further details see Soymie 1954; Stein 1942; Schafer 1961). 

In Taoism, rocks have long been regarded as symbols of longevity. 
While the magico-religious background of the miniature rock caves and per¬ 
forated stones has been mainly developed in Taoism, it acquired in later 
times an esthetic dimension. According to Schafer, “the creation of a minia¬ 
ture mountain in a garden goes back to the early part of the Six Dynasties 
period, probably even to the Han” (1961, 5). In T’ang times, collecting fan¬ 
tastic stones was a favorite pastime for cultured gentlemen, who rivalled with 
each other in setting up lapidaria, and became the first connoisseurs of stones. 

This not uncommon craze spread to the highest in the land. The 
last of the Northern Sung sovereigns, Hui Tsung, was a notorious 
petromaniac. His greatest single collecting effort was related to the 
construction of a magic mountain to the northeast of the imperial 
palace at K’ai-feng, at the urging of a geomancer. The completion 
of this monumental undertaking required several years, having been 
begun in a.d. 1117. To it were brought stones of wonderful shape 
from all parts of the realm, especially those of the Grand Lake and 
of Ling-pi (Schafer 1961, 8). 

Many of these weird and rare stones were perforated and “riddled with 
holes.” Schafer enumerates some of them in his translation of a Stone Cata¬ 
logue compiled by Tu Wan in the twelfth century a.d. Here we find such 
entries as: 

49. Heart-pierced Stones (in river at Hsiang-chou, N. Hupeh). Little 
blue-black pebbles, each with a hole, hence the name. The natives 
grope for them in the river bed each spring, as a way of divining the 
number of sons they will have. Recently my brother found one as 
large as a goose egg. It was blue, with two lines of white markings, 
suggesting cursive script done in ceruse. He was robbed of it by a 
young aristocrat. No other like it has been found (Schafer 1961, 72). 

5. Origin and Significance 

The importance the Chinese attached to perforated stones and rocks 
as well as cavernous mountains is abundantly illustrated in painting. Some¬ 
times perforated rocks appear in isolation; more often they dot the land¬ 
scape (Plate 7A). A sage frequently appears in front of such a rock (Plate 7B); 
at other times a Buddha is seated within it (Plate 8A; also reproduced in 
Hu, 1977, Plate 041-25, together with several similar paintings). There are 
also pictures of stones riddled with holes, which belong to a collection (Plate 
8B). In one painting a cavernous rock appears on the waters like a superna¬ 
tural apparition (Plate 9). Even at present, the Chinese preserve rocks with 
holes in gardens and other special places (Plates 10A-B). 

The facts we have mentioned are all clearly connected, and a general 
picture emerges. Since ancient times the belief was held in Central Asia that 
caves are the abodes of spirits. Whether this can be traced back to the time 
that men were cave dwellers themselves can only be guessed. In Central Asia, 
speculations on the correspondences between micro- and macrocosm led to 
the importance of perforated stones, which are miniature representations of 
these cavernous rocks, and which were used for magical and ritual purposes, 
possibly connected with divination. Many such practices and beliefs survive 
in Shamanism. These ideas were introduced into China at an early period, 
and were mainly developed in Taoist circles. From the T’ang period onward, 
they acquired an esthetic dimension that survives to the present day in the 
rock gardens of the Orient. 

The Indo-Europeans shared some of the Central Asiatic beliefs about 
perforated stones. The Indo-Iranians imported them into the Indian sub¬ 
continent. The Indo-Iranians were also engaged in a fire cult, and were pos¬ 
sibly familiar with the notion of a Cosmic Man. In India, they met with simi¬ 
lar beliefs and also with an advanced technology that included techniques 
for firing bricks. They adopted these techniques in the construction of a large 
fire altar for the Cosmic Man, piled up from fired bricks in the Indian man¬ 
ner, but with the addition of their own perforated stones. The Vedic nomads 
contrasted the naturalness of these stones with the artifacts of the sedentary 
civilization they encountered. Though they constructed the altar of the 
Agnicayana in the indigenous manner, the Vedic nomads continued to be¬ 
lieve that the essence of the altar was already contained in their own natural¬ 

ly perforated stones. 
Much of this picture is still speculative, but we shall see that there is 

evidence of a different kind that points in the same direction and is much 
more specific. This becomes clear as soon as we pay close attention to the role 
played by the naturally perforated stones in the construction of the Agnicaya¬ 
na altar. The Angirases provide a starting point. We have seen that the ukha 
pot is prepared “in the manner of Angiras.” As we shall presently see, all the 
bricks are put down in this same manner. We have also seen that the Angi- 
rases might have been originally an indigenous tribe or family, perhaps 
priests of a fire cult. This implies in turn that the pre-Vedic Indians had their 

PLATES 7-10 
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PLATE 7A 

Landscape with Perforated Rocks 

The title of this painting is: “Forest Dwellings in the Chu Region” 
AE#M. The painter is Wang Meng EEM (1308-1385), of the 
Yuan dynasty. 

PLATE 7B 

Sage in Front of a Perforated Rock 

“Painting of a Lohan” MMM, by Ch’en Hung-shou a 
painter who lived during the Ming dynasty (1368-1644). A Lohan 
(Sanskrit: arhat, “deserving”) is a Buddhist sage, defined as a 
person “in whom the outflows of sense desire, becoming, ignorance, 
and wrong views have dried up, who has greatly lived, who has done 
what had to be done, who has shed the burden, who has won his 
aim, who is no longer bound to becoming, who is set free, having 
rightly come to know” (after Conze 1959, 93-94). 

Collection of the National Palace Museum, 
Taiwan, Republic of China. 
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PLATE 8A 

Bodhidharma Inside a Cave 

Bodhidharma introduced the Dhyana (Meditation) School of Bud¬ 
dhism into China and became the First Patriarch of Ch’an (which in 
Japan developed into Zen). He practised what was known as wall 
contemplation, sitting in front of a wall, for nine years. He died in 
535 A.D. Here he is depicted as the twenty-fifth of a series of 
twenty-five Buddhist dignitaries, associated with the Surangama 
Sutra. The series is entitled: “The Twenty-five Perfected Buddhas 
of the Leng-yen Sutra” It was painted by Wu 
Pin (71601-1643). The entire series is reproduced in Hu, 1977, 
Plates 041-1 through 041-25. 

PLATE 8b 

Perforated Rock in a Private Collection 

The title is: “Painting of a Snow-wave Stone” #265111, by the 
Ch’ing dynasty artist Chang Jo-ch’eng (eighteenth century). 
One of the inscriptions on the painting refers to a “snow-wave 
stone” mentioned by the celebrated eleventh century poet Su Tung- 
p’o. Chang Jo-ch’eng saw this stone in a private collection. When 
he met with it again, twenty years later, the characters #26 Snow- 
Wave had been engraved on its surface. Fie made the painting to 
record this remarkable collector’s piece. 

Collection of the National Palace Muesum, 
Taiwan, Republic of China 
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PLATE 9 

Peak of the Jade Maiden 

“Drawing of the Peak of the Jade Maiden” attributed 
to the painter Fan Huai-chen who lived during the Southern 
Ch’i dynasty (479-502); but obviously of later date. The Jade Mai¬ 
den mountain is one of several mountains that were famous among 
Taoists. 

Collection of the National Palace Museum, 

Taiwan, Republic of China 
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PLATE IOA 

Perforated Rock in Lake Setting 

The “Three Ponds Imprinted by the Moon” are features 
of a small islet in the middle of the West Lake near Hangchow. 
Two great medieval poets, Po Chii-yi of the T’ang Dynasty and 
Su Tung-p’o of the Sung, as Governors of Hangchow, contributed 
to the development of scenic features of the West Lake. The pool- 
studded island on which this rock is set was built at the same time 
as “Su’s Embankment” in the eleventh century. 

PLATE I OB 

Rock with Creeper Trained Through Perforations 

In Soochow, ancient center of Chinese garden arts. The sixteenth- 
century garden to which this rock was brought from nearby Lake 
T’ai (T’aihu was rebuilt in the late nineteenth century and re¬ 
named Liu-yuan ©H, “Dalliance Garden,” as a pun on the family 
name of its owners, Liu §PJ. T’aihu rocks of wave = worn limestone 
are a primary feature of Soochow garden landscapes. 

Photographs Cyril Birch 
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Part I The Agnicayana Ritual 

own fire cult. This, of course, is only to be expected. The people whose ances¬ 
tors had built large cities from fired bricks, who fired their pottery, ate cooked 
food, and needed fire for heating (even if not to the same extent as is required 
in Central Asia) could not fail to be concerned with fire. 

At this point we encounter a difficulty. There are no data from the Indus 
Valley Civilization that point in the direction of a fire cult. The Kalibangan 
excavation has yielded “a terracotta tub with traces of ash, a cylindrical 
stone in the center and some terracotta ‘cakes’ arranged around it” (Romila 
Thapar, personal communication; also Volume II, page 14). While this 
establishes the presence of fire, it does not establish the existence of a fire cult. 
There are plenty of hearths at every Indus site, but whether there are altars is 
uncertain. The Harappa seals are equally unhelpful which need not cause 
surprise. Even if the inscriptions on these seals are properly understood, they 
would give an extremely limited picture of a civilization somewhat like the 
picture that would emerge if all that were left of contemporary civilization 
was a collection of postage stamps. Such data are beautiful and interesting, 
but they only make sense if a great deal more is known. For this reason, our 
knowledge of the Indus Valley Civilization, even assuming that the inscrip¬ 
tions were all satisfactorily deciphered, is of quite a different order from our 
knowledge of the civilizations of the Near East, which left large libraries of 
clay tablets. 

Another comparison may help to put the significance of the Indus Valley 
seals in proper perspective. As is well known, the decipherment by Champol- 
lion of Egyptian hieroglyphs was made possible primarily by the discovery 
of the Rosetta stone, which contained 14 lines of hieroglyphs together with 
translations into 32 lines of Demotic and 54 lines of Greek. The key to the 
decipherment was the occurrence of names in the three languages. In the 
hieroglyphic portion, each of these was clearly marked by being placed inside 
an oval outline. All of this is quite different from the situation in India. In the 
case of the Flarappa seals, we have not found a Rosetta stone, and the over 
2,000 seals that have so far been found correspond at best to the material 
inside the oval outlines of Egyptian hieroglyphic inscriptions. 

It is clear that an Indus Valley cult of fire could easily fail to leave any 
traces in the archaeological data or on the Harappa seals. However, such 
a cult could not remain unnoticed in a large body of literature. Therefore, 
if we wish to find out about a possible cult of fire in the Indus Valley Civili¬ 
zation, positive evidence from similar cultures in the Near East would be 
more significant than negative evidence from the Indus valley itself. Fortu¬ 
nately, the relevant evidence has recently been collected by Jean Bottero 
(1973). From this evidence we learn that the ancient Mesopotamians were 
still close to the period of fire collecting. Though the production of fire must 
have been known, there is no single verb that seems to refer to it. There are 
numerous references, however, to the preservation and transportation of fire. 
There were movable fire hearths, there are references to the use of fire in con- 

5. Origin and Significance 

nection with pottery and brick making, and—last but not least—there were 
fire gods. The chief god of fire was called Gi-bil or Bil-gi (sometimes Gis-bar) 
in Sumerian, which corresponds to Girra, Gir(r)u in Akkadian. “This is the 
name of the God of Fire, or of deified fire, known since the period of Fara, 
around 2,600 B.C., or perhaps going back to 2,700 b.c. in the archaic archives 
of Ur. Gi-bil means ‘burning reed” (Bottero 1973,10). There was also another 
fire god, called Nusku (ibid., p. 11). 

From this evidence it would seem likely that a similar situation obtained 
in the Indus Valley Civilization. If this is the case, however, the Vedic nomads 
did not merely import a fire cult into the subcontinent; they must also have 
found a fire cult that was already there. What we would expect under such 
circumstances is that the two fire cults were combined. The Agnicayana pre¬ 
serves evidence that suggests precisely this. 

There is a curious personage in the Agnicayana who acts as a priest, 
but is not found in other Vedic ritual (cf. Staal 1978; 1982, 42f.). He is called plates 11,67,79 

a brahmin, but he is avidvas, “ignorant.” The term brahmin should not mis¬ 
lead us into supposing that this personage must be a Vedic Aryan. Aside from 
the Purusasukta, brahmana occurs only twice in the Rgveda, both occur¬ 
rences in the hymn to the frogs, Rgveda 7.103. In this context the term, used 
in the plural, refers to officiating priests (cf. Renou 1967, 150). It would be 
safe to assign it the same meaning in the expression “ignorant brahmin” in 
the context of the Agnicayana. 

Like everything else that concerns the Agnicayana, the ignorant brahmin 
appears for the first time in the Yajurveda. The Kathaka Samhita (20.6: 
24.10) refers to an “ignorant adhvaryu.” The “ignorant brahmin” is found in 
several srauta sutras of the Black Yajurveda, but not in the White Yajurveda. 
Since the Black Yajurveda is older, this seems to indicate that his function 
was important and ancient. Yet soon thereafter, he was no longer understood 
and hence omitted. 

Who is this ignorant brahmin who continues to be ignored? Weber did 
not meet him in the Agnicayana, since his description was based upon the 
ICatyayana Srauta Sutra, which belongs to the White Yajurveda and there¬ 
fore does not mention him. Caland discovered him in the Srauta Sutras of 
Baudhayana and of Apastamba, but even he declared: “The real significance 
of this ‘ignorant’ (i.e., perhaps unfamiliar with the cult of Agni) brahmin is not 
clear to me” [dieeigentliche Bedeutungdes ‘unwissenden’(d.h. wohldesmitdem 
Agniritus nicht vertrauten) Brahmanen ist mir nicht klar: note 4 on Apastamba 
Srauta Sutra 16.23.1]. 

The ignorant brahmin appears thrice in the Agnicayana (cf. Baudhayana 
Srauta Sutra 10.31:29.1; 10.39:37.17; 10.46:46.9-10; correspondingly Apa¬ 
stamba Srauta Sutra 16.23.1, 17.1.12, and 17.3.8; Manava 6.1.7; Varaha 
2.1.6). He has to assist when the adhvaryu lays down the svayamatrnna in 
the first, third, and fifth layers of the bird-shaped offering altar. On the first 
occasion, the adhvaryu recites Taittiriya Samhita 4.2.9.1b: 
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PLATE II 

The Ignorant Brahmin 

“Earth! 
Let Prajapati seat you on the back of the earth, 
you who are wide and extending. 
You are the land, 
you are earth, you are the ground. 
You are Aditi, all sustaining, 
supporter of the entire world . . . 
With that god, 
in the fashion of Angiras, 
Sit firm!” 

(TS 4.2.9.1b) 

The Ignorant Brahmin (on the right) assists adhvaryu (center) and 
yajamana (left) with the consecration of the first naturally per¬ 
forated pebble, which has three holes in it. It is hidden in the 
ground, below the center of the altar, which is marked by a peg. 
Some bricks of the first layer of the altar have already been put 
down, but only two bricks have been consecrated. 
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Part I The Agnicayana Ritual 

Let the Lord of Creatures (Prajapati) seat you 
on the ridge of the earth, 
you who are wide and extending. 

You are broadness. 
You are the earth. You are earth. 
You are the ground. 
You are Aditi all-sustaining, supporter of every being. 
Hold fast the earth, make firm the earth, don’t harm 

the earth. 
For every breath, for every exhalation, 

for every diffused breath, for every inhalation, 
for support, for motion! 

Let Agni protect you with great welfare, 
a safe cover! 

With that god, in the fashion of Angiras, sit firm! 

wreNaRff srarsfsr 
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On the third layer, the adhvaryu recites Taittirlya Samhita 4.3.6.2b: 

Let the All-maker (Visvakarman) seat you 
on the ridge of the sky, 
you who are wide and extending. 

You are brilliant, sun-filled, 
who shine on the land, in the wide sky. 

Hold fast the sky, make firm the sky, don’t harm the 

_sky- , , „ , , . Rhhrr 
For every breath, for every exhalation, _ Vi , 

for every diffused breath, for every inhalation, ^HUUjnRT 
for support, for motion! a firen 

Let Vayu protect you with great welfare, qta; 

* safe C°Vei'!- . .. - A. . . _ . ?fft <3f^n 
With that god, in the fashion of Angiras, sit firm! - ~ , ~ — " . 
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On the fifth layer, the adhvaryu recites Taittirlya Samhita 4.4.3.3 h: 

Let the Supreme Being (Paramestin) seat you TTfjth <RT 2® 

on the ridge of heaven, 
you who are wide and extending. PnjfiiSt mAjififi 

You are strong, lordly, masterful. ^ 
Hold fast heaven, make firm heaven, don’t harm heaven. ~ . TiJ' 
For every breath, for every exhalation, ^ ^ 

for every diffused breath, for every inhalation, wter apiHfqprpf 

for support, for motion! gfcft 
Let Surya protect you with great welfare, ^ ^?TT 

a safe cover! _ “ J - 
With that god, in the fashion of Angiras, sit firm! . 
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There are obvious parallels between these three recitations (not brought 

out in Keith’s translation). Let. us consider them before we look at the dif¬ 
ferences. It is clear, first of all, that the three svayamatrnna in the first, third, 
and fifth layers are made to correspond to the three worlds: earth, sky, and 
heaven. Furthermore, the identical refrain: “With that god, in the Angiras 

5. Origin and Significance 

manner, sit firm!” though referring to different deities, underlines that the 
svayamatrnna have to be incorporated into the altar in the indigenous man¬ 
ner, viz., in accordance with the brick-piling techniques of the pre-Vedic 
Indians. This refrain, moreover, is repeated for each of the bricks of the 
entire altar, i.e., more than a thousand times. Since the refrain is the same as 
Taittirlya Samhita 4.2.4.4.1, where “that god” refers to Agni, the reference 

for each brick is taken to be to Agni. 
Another mantra is similarly repeated for each brick: 

The spotted cattle, pouring out milk, mix his Soma. 
At the birth of the gods, the tribes are in the three 
bright vaults of the sky (Taittirlya Samhita 4.2.4.4o = 

Rgveda 8.69.3). 
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The significance of this second mantra is not very clear. “His” Soma refers 
to Indra’s Soma. The juice is mixed with milk. Cows are also related to bricks, 
because the bricks will turn into cows, and are therefore potentially cows. 
The bricks are wish bricks (see above, page 132). This mantra occurs also in the 
Great Litany (mahad ukthani) of the Gavam Ayanam, “Cows’ Walk, a sat- 
tra ritual that lasts for a year and that incorporates an Agnicayana. In this 
ritual, the mantra is meant to represent the vital air pervading the bird¬ 
shaped body of Agni-Prajapati (Eggeling 1897, IV, 110-112, notes). What¬ 
ever puzzles surround this second mantra, it clearly refers to Soma, just 
as the first mantra, through Angiras, refers to Agni. The function of the two 
mantras taken together, therefore, seems clear: they relate each of the bricks 
of the pre-Vedic altar to the Vedic cult of Agni and Soma. 

Now let us look at the differences between the three recitations of the 
adhvaryu. In each case, a first deity is asked to seat the svayamatrnna; and a 
second deity is asked to protect it. The correspondence is as follows: 

FIRST DEITY SECOND DEITY 

1st svayamatrnna (1st layer) Prajapati Agni 
2nd svayamatrnna (3rd layer) Visvakarman Vayu 
3rd svayamatrnna (5th layer) Paramestin Surya. 

The deities of the second group, Agni (fire), Vayu (wind), and Surya 
(sun), are clearly Vedic deities. They occur in the earliest parts of the Rgveda, 
and they are also Indo-Iranian. They are also basic notions in Shamanism 
(cf. Anisimov 1963, 210—215). Their connection with the three worlds is 
straightforward. They occur frequently in the ritual, for example, when the 
yajamana, before the Animal Sacrifice for Vayu, takes vows of Agni Lord of 
Vows, Vayu Lord of Vows, and Aditya (= Surya) Lord of Vows (below, 
page 306). Here, the three are invoked in order to secure the svayamatrnna 
within the realm of Vedic religion and culture. 

The deities of the first group are invoked to incorporate the svayama- 
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Part I The Agnicayana Ritual 

trnna into the altar, which is constructed in the indigenous manner. While 
they incorporate the Vedic svayamatrnna into the pre-Vedic culture, the 
Vedic deities of the second group are asked to endorse and support this. 
But the deities of the first group, in order to carry out their task, should 
obviously be indigenous deities themselves. 

This is precisely what they are. Prajapati occurs only a few times in the 
Rgveda, always in the tenth book, which is the most recent. He is not Indo- 
Iranian. Though he can be put together from Rgvedic pieces, as we have 
seen, he is identified with the Cosmic Man, who occurs also in the tenth 
book, and was quite possibly a deity of the pre-Vedic Indians. Visvakarman, 
architect of the universe, fits into the same category. He is not Indo-Iranian, 
and is clearly related to the Cosmic Man. Though Visvakarman is, in the 
earlier portions of the Rgveda, an epithet of Savitr, the solar force, he occurs 
as an independent deity only in the tenth book, and is later identified with 
Prajapati. Paramestin is not Indo-Iranian, and does not occur in the Rgveda 
at all. He is found only in the Atharvaveda and in the Brahmanas, and is 
identified with Prajapati and Agni. 

The difference in character between the two kinds of deities is also 
apparent from their names. Agni, Vayu, and Surya are real names of pheno¬ 
mena and of the gods manifest in those phenomena. But Prajapati (“lord of 
creatures”), Visvakarman (“all-maker”), and Paramestin (“supreme being”) 
are not names, they are functional descriptions. These descriptions are pure 
Vedic, as far as the language goes. Thus Visvakarman was applied to Savitr. 
Later they became Vedic descriptions of non-Vedic gods who had their own 
non-Vedic names, which must have been unintelligible and barbaric sounding 
to the Vedic nomads. That the Vedic nomads should refer in such descriptive 
terms to non-Vedic gods is only natural. We do the same when we refer to 
the Aztec Sun God or the Japanese Lord of Heaven rather than to Huitzilo- 
pochtli or Ame-no-minaka-nushi. 

Such a situation is of course not uncommon. There are, in fact, parallels 
from all over the world. The Egyptians met with many gods that were 
different from their own. Sometimes they identified them with Egyptian gods, 
as when they turned Asiatic gods into Hat-Hor or Seth. Later Asiatic and 
Semitic gods (e.g., Baal, Astarte) were worshipped in Egypt (A.J. Wilson in 
Pritchard 1955, 249-250). Such exchanges must have taken place between the 
Vedic nomads and the indigenous Indians, though we know only one side 
of the story. 

It becomes intelligible, within this context, why the Vedic Indians asked 
whom they should worship with oblations? This question occurs at the end 
of each of the nine verses of Rgveda 10.121, another recent hymn. A tenth 
verse was added subsequently, and provides the answer: Prajapati. Such ques¬ 
tions do not express scepticism, as has been suggested. They express a real 
question that the Vedic nomads asked themselves: what is the identity of the 
pre-Vedic gods of the Indians? No wonder this same question occurs several 
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times in the recitations that accompany typical episodes of the Agnicayana, 
such as the animal offering to Prajapati at the beginning of the Agnicayana 
(TS 4.1.8), and the laying down of the golden man (TS 4.2.8.2 e). 

The picture that emerges from the three recitations that accompany the 
putting down of the svayamatrnna expresses precisely the kind of synthesis 
between the two cults which we expected. Pre-Vedic deities are asked to in¬ 
corporate Vedic cult objects into a pre-Vedic cult, and Vedic deities are 
asked to cooperate and endorse the operation. The brahmanas that interpret 
these Taittirlya Samhita mantras confirm this, specify it further, and enable 
us to solve the riddle of the ignorant brahmin. 

The brahmanas that explain the mantras of the first recitation are given 
in Taittirlya Samhita 5.2.8.1-2. They explain the putting down of the svaya¬ 
matrnna with the assistance of the ignorant brahmin in the following terms: 

They say: fire should be piled upon fire (agnav agnis cetavyah). The 
brahmin is Agni Vaisvanara. To him should he (i.e., the adhvaryu) 
hand the first brick prepared with the formula. The brahmin should 
deposit it together with the adhvaryu. In so doing he piles fire upon 

fire. 

This puzzling passage is found only once. It does not recur in the brah- 
mana portions that explain the mantras of the second and third recitations 
(which are given in Taittirlya Samhita 5.3.2 and 5.3.7, respectively). What 
does it mean? 

I can think of only one explanation that makes sense. The adhvaryu is 
the representative of the Vedic fire cult. The ignorant brahmin is the re¬ 
presentative of the pre-Vedic Indian fire cult. He is ignorant in the eyes of the 
Vedic nomads, because he is ignorant of the Vedic fire cult (as Caland had 
correctly guessed). It would not be enough to say that, in this ceremony, 
cooperation between the two is essential. Rather, that cooperation is the 
essence of the ceremony. When he puts down the svayamatrnna, together 
with the adhvaryu, the ignorant brahmin “piles fire upon fire,” i.e., he incor¬ 
porates his own non-Vedic fire cult into the Vedic fire-cult of the adhvaryu. 
Though ignorant, he is a brahmin. He is accepted as such because he officiates 
as a priest in the fire cult. His assistance is essential because he is the connec¬ 
ting link between the two fire cults, and he exchanges gifts with the adhvaryu 
to seal this cooperation. 

There are parallels to the phrase “piling of fire upon fire.” Rgveda 
1.12.6 and 8.43.14 (= Taittirlya Samhita 1.4.46 1-m) refer to the kindling 
of fire by fire. In the ritual context, this is taken to refer to the lighting of the 
sacrificial fire from the domestic fire. Elsewhere, fire is offered in fire. This is 
mentioned, for example, in the context of the animal sacrifice. Animals are 
not eager to be slaughtered, but the gods convinced them that it is always 
in fire that sacrificial food is offered: 
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Having, then, first secured the animals, and churned the fire, they 

offered fire into the fire (agnav agnim ajuhuvuh), and then they (the 

animals) knew that this truly is the manner of sacrificial food, this is 

its resort, that it is truly in fire that sacrificial food is offered. And 

accordingly they resigned themselves, and became favorably disposed 

to the slaughtering (Satapatha Brahmana 3.7.3.5, after Eggeling). 

In this context, the offering of fire in fire makes sense. If fire is always the 

receptacle in which everything is offered, even fire itself is offered in fire, and 

this is presented as the most telling example that proves the case. But there 

is no connection here with the piling of fire upon fire in Taittirlya Samhita 

5.2.8.1-2, which cannot be explained in such a simple, straightforward 

manner. 

We have seen that the Agnicayana might have been introduced into the 

Vedic fire cult through the intermediary of an indigenous priest class, the 

Angirases (see page 137). If this is true, it would seem likely that the ignorant 

brahmin was one of them. I know of no rules to that effect, and the gotra 

Angirasa is not uncommon among the Nambudiris. Whatever its signifi¬ 

cance, the avidvan at the 1975 performance was a brahmin of the gotra 

Angirasa (see below page 267). 

It is possible that the avidvan should be related to the general class of 

priests of the Asuras or demon (asurya) priests, such as Visvarupa, Vrtra, 

and Sukra (cf., e.g., O’Flaherty 1976, 98-99, 104-106, 120-122). I leave this 

for others to speculate, since we have yet to answer another question that 

is more germane to our investigation: why is the ignorant priest called Agni 

VaiWanara? Agni Vaisvanara, “fire which is common to all men,” is a com¬ 

mon appellation of Agni from the Rgveda onwards. This has been interpreted 

as referring to the sun or to the sacrificial fire. It has also been related to fertil¬ 

ity (Heesterman 1957, 46-47). In the Brahmanas, Agni Vaisvanara is iden¬ 

tified with the sun, with the year, and with all fires. Later, in the Upanisads, 

he is said to include the “fire of digestion,” for the digestive processes of men 

are everywhere the same. 

But who were “all men” to the Vedic nomads who had entered the 

Indian subcontinent, if not they themselves and the people they met with 

and who were already there? Agni Vaisvanara therefore has a meaning 

that is quite specific: it denotes Agni who is common to the Vedic nomads 

and the pre-Vedic Indians. Both had their fire cults. The ignorant brahmin 

is introduced into the Vedic ritual because he represents the indigenous fire 

cult. Agni Vaisvanara expresses the discovery by the nomadic invaders that 

the settled peoples they encountered also knew Agni. Agni, therefore, is 

intensely sought (prsta) [see Rgveda 1.98.2 = Taittirlya Samhita 1.5.11.1 d 

(below page 342), etc. (Renou 1955-1967, XII, 98)]. 

We have almost come to the end of our story, a story that depicts the 

adventures of nomads who combined ideas they brought with them from 
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Central Asia with practices and beliefs of the sedentary citizens of India. 

If it is true that the Vedic Indians were so deeply convinced of the value of 

perforated stones that they insisted that these be integrated into a pre-Vedic 

fire altar, why did they not look for similar stones in India? From what we 

know of these pebbles, they are generally found in or near rivers. On Indian 

soil, the Vedic nomads generally followed the course of rivers, and sometimes 

tried to cross them. We have seen (above, page 97) that their original east¬ 

ward expansion was limited to the foothills west of the Gandak river, which 

is wide and difficult to cross. Here is a river on whose banks the Vedic In¬ 

dians must have spent some time, with plenty of opportunity to look for 

perforated stones. 

As it happens, the Gandak river—which the Greeks called KovSoyaTr/^, 

but which the Hindus derive from gandaka, “rhinoceros”—is primarily 

known in Flinduism because a special kind of perforated stone is found in 

it: the salagrama, which is sacred to Visnu. These stones are generally black plate 12 

and contain fossil ammonite. They contain apertures or holes that are sup¬ 

posed to have been made by an insect called vajrakita. They are called 

chidra, “pierced” (e.g., in the Garuda and Padrna Puranas: Kirfel 1935, 168), 

like the svayamatrnna. The name of these stones derives from a village 

(grama) called after the sala tree (Vatica robusta: Kirfel 1935, 165); or else 

from a mountainous track of land on the Gandak river, called Salagrama- 

ksetra (Venkatachalam 1958,108; cf. also Bhardwaj 1973, 51). The main tri¬ 

butary of the Gandak river, the Kali Gandak, originates near the Tibetan 

border and flows south between the mountain massifs of Dhaulagiri and 

Annapurna. A little to the east of the river, in northern Nepal, lies Muktinath, 

a Hindu center of pilgrimage that is also associated with the worship of 

the salagrama. Downstream, in southern Nepal, several spots on the river 

are connected with the cult of Visnu as Narayana. A section of the Gandak 

river itself is called Narayani. 

The worship of the Salagrama is comparatively ancient. It is mentioned 

in Sankara’s Vedanta Sutra Bhasya (eighth century a.d.) and in several 

Puranas (Kane 1941, II, 716). In the Garuda Purana (with corresponding 

portions in other Puranas), the Salagrama cult is connected with the worship 

of Vastu deities that play an important part in the foundation of a building. 

Chapter XLVI of this purana gives a detailed description of a building with 

81 rooms, placed in a diagram of nine by nine rooms. Different deities are 

placed in different squares or rooms, and in a particular order. Though very 

different in detail, the entire construction is not unlike that of the altar of 

the Agnicayana. Various forms of the salagrama are placed in this mystic 

diagram or yantra. 
Venkatachalam (1958, 120) has drawn attention to some references to 

salagrama worship that may be earlier, but that I have not been able to 

trace. According to the Viramitrodaya, a late text, the salagrama is mention¬ 

ed in the Apastamba Dharma Sutra, which Kane has dated between 600 
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PLATE 12 

Salagrama Stones 

The Salagrama stone is sacred to Visnu. It generally has holes in 

it and contains fossil ammonites. Originally, these stones were 

found in the Gandak river, the ancient Sadanira, which constituted 

a barrier to the eastward expansion of the Vedic Indians in the 

northern plains of the Ganges. The river originates in northern 

Nepal and joins the Ganges at Patna, the ancient Pataliputra. There 

are many kinds of Salagrama that are distinguished by their names, 

often names of Visnu or of vaisnava attributes, e.g., Sanatana- 

gopala, Sudarsana, etc. The stone on top is from the collection of 

Ajit Mookerjee, New Delhi. Below, in the center, a Sudarsana that 

is a cast of the umbilical area of an ammonite. The stone on the 

right shows parts of the ammonite itself, and a large hole on the 

left. Whether the stone on the left contains an ammonite or is arti¬ 

ficial can only be ascertained by breaking it. Actually, holes could 

be produced in fossils through various causes. Rows of holes could 

be caused in fossils of amonites or other animals by snail-like shells, 

for example, when mud did not fully enter the shell but left open 

spaces which came to the surface later when the fossil was exposed 

to wind or water. All these ammonites probably belong to the 

large family of Perisphinctaceae, which occurred worldwide. They 

come from the Jurassic formation, which is found in the Himalayas 

but not in the Indian plains. Scale in centimeters. 

Photos John Webb 

Michael Beaucage 
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and 300 B.c. Venkatachalam also quotes a reference, in an Asvalayana 
Grhya Sutra Parisista, to svakrti, “having its own form,” which has been 

explained as denoting such objects as Siva’s linga and Visnu’s salagrama. 

The term svakrti expressed that these objects were not man-made artifacts, 

but originated spontaneously in nature, just like the svayamatrnna pebbles. 

Even at present, the sacred rudraksa beads (seeds of Elaeocarpus ganitrus) 
that are found naturally pierced for the insertion of a thread are preferred 

to those that have to be artificially pierced (Ghurye 1964, 92). 

The cult of perforated stones in India is not confined to the salagrama. 

According to Crooke, who describes related beliefs in the popular religion 

and folklore of northern India, “The respect for these perforated stones rests 

on the well-known principle that looking through a stone which has a hole 

bored through it improves the sight” (Crooke 1896, II, 165). Crooke men¬ 

tions parallels from other cultures, and relates perforated stones to beads, 

“whose efficacy is at the basis of the use of rosaries” (II, 19). Among their 

virtues are that they give sons, which reminds us of the beliefs of the natives of 

northern Hupeh, referred to in Tu Wan’s catalogue of stones. The reason for 

this supernatural power is that the salagrama stones are themselves sons. The 

Puranas relate how the river goddess Gandak! engaged in ascetic exercises for 

many years, and was rewarded by Visnu who took birth as her son in the form 

of salagrama stones (cf. Kirfel 1935,165; Ruben 1939,232). In Tantrism, lastly, 

similar stones are worshipped as representations of the vulva of the goddess. 

If it is true that the Salagrama cult of Hinduism is related to the svaya¬ 

matrnna pebbles of the Agnicayana, the connections with Visnu and Nara¬ 

yana are not surprising, for we have seen that the Purusa of the Purusasukta, 

which is also the Purusa of the Agnicayana, gradually merged with Visnu 

and Narayana in later Vedic literature (above, page 179). This is further 

confirmed by a Vaisnava custom that continues to the present day: wor¬ 

shippers of Visnu sip the water in which a salagrama has been washed to the 

recitation of the Purusasukta (Gonda 1970, 205, note 36). 

These scattered data show that the cult of perforated stones, which the 

Vedic nomads introduced into the Agnicayana ritual, has a widespread oc¬ 

currence in Hinduism. It is not impossible that such cults existed in India 

at a much earlier date, for perforated stones have been found in Indus sites, 

but it is also possible that it originated when the Vedic Indians found per¬ 

forated stones in the Gandak river similar to those that their ancestors had 

known in Central Asia.1 

1 Unexpected confirmation of the hypothesis set forth in this section was provided by 

Mr. Ajit Mookerjee, who told me that salagrama stones are invariably placed in the 

foundation of temples in Bengal (which is the area the Vedic Indians reached after 

crossing both the Gandak and Ganges rivers). An especially large number of such 

stones occurs in the foundation of the terra cotta temple dedicated to Hamsesvaii, the 

Goose Goddess, vehicle of Brahma, in Bamsabedi, a suburb of Bandel (Chinsura Dis¬ 

trict), north of Calcutta. For further discussion, see Staal 1982, 42-53. 

Chapter 6. THE NAMBUDIRI TRADITION 

A time span of about two millenia separates the Vedic Indians from the 

Nambudiris, the Malayalam-speaking brahmins of Kerala. The difference in 

life-style, practices and beliefs between Vedic nomads and Nambudiri brah¬ 

mins is almost total. Over the millenia, nothing has been left of the social 

structure of Vedic society and the ancient subdivision into classes (varna) 

of brahmins, ksatriyas, vaisyas, and sudras. We know very little about the 

relations between the Vedic brahmins and the Nambudiri brahmins. In the 

mean time, the system of caste (jati) based upon birth, with its multifarious 

subdivisions; its distinction between ritual purity and impurity; its emphasis 

on pollution, untouchability, and unapproachability has established itself 

all over India. In Kerala it assumed especially extreme forms. Ritual and 

caste remained such preponderant features of daily life, that Kerala has 

been called karmabhiimi, “land of ritual (activity),” or—in Vivekananda s 

wor(js_“a madhouse of caste.” At the same time, Hinduism has become 

the religion of the people, including the Nambudiris. As elsewhere in India, 

temple worship, pilgrimages, festivals, religious discourses, philosophical 

discussions, and all kinds of rituals are its main manifestations. While sec¬ 

tarianism—e.g., the development of Saivism and Vaisnavism—has nevei 

been strong in Kerala, temples dedicated to various forms and manifestations 

of Siva, Visnu, or the goddess (especially Bhagavati) mark the countryside. 

The favorite form is probably Narayana. In many of these temples, Nambu¬ 

diri priests officiate. 
In terms of caste and religious observances, the Nambudiri brahmins 

have remained orthodox until recently. Devoted to their rituals, Tantric as 

well as Vedic, from which outsiders are excluded, they were relatively unaf¬ 

fected by modern “English” education. Most Nambudiris have been settled 

and peaceful villagers, country aristocrats, small landowners, connoisseurs 

of literature and the traditional arts (especially Kathakali), scholars, and 

gentlemen. If there is anything left of a nomadic nature, it is that the Nam¬ 

budiris, especially the men, are constantly on the move visiting other Nam¬ 

budiri houses, temples where a special occasion is being celebrated, or Katha- 

lcalis in which their favorite actors or musicians take part. 

According to Anantha Krishna Iyer (1912, 170), the most conspicuous 

characteristics of the Nambudiris are simplicity and exclusiveness. Obvious¬ 

ly, the former predicate does not extend to their rituals. As regards their 

life-style, the following description by a Tamil brahmin from Kerala, though 

not untainted by romanticism and nostalgia, still rings true: 

Among the various peoples of the land the Nambutiris . . . 

occupy a privileged position. They have exerted a powerful influence 
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and 300 b.C. Venkatachalam also quotes a reference, in an Asvalayana 
Grhya Sutra Parisista, to svakrti, “having its own form,” which has been 
explained as denoting such objects as Siva’s linga and Visnu’s salagrama. 
The term svakrti expressed that these objects were not man-made artifacts, 
but originated spontaneously in nature, just like the svayamatrnna pebbles. 
Even at present, the sacred rudraksa beads (seeds of Elaeocarpus ganitrus) 
that are found naturally pierced for the insertion of a thread are preferred 
to those that have to be artificially pierced (Ghurye 1964, 92). 

The cult of perforated stones in India is not confined to the salagrama. 
According to Crooke, who describes related beliefs in the popular religion 
and folklore of northern India, “The respect for these perforated stones rests 
on the well-known principle that looking through a stone which has a hole 
bored through it improves the sight” (Crooke 1896, II, 165). Crooke men¬ 
tions parallels from other cultures, and relates perforated stones to beads, 
“whose efficacy is at the basis of the use of rosaries” (II, 19). Among their 
virtues are that they give sons, which reminds us of the beliefs of the natives of 
northern Hupeh, referred to in Tu Wan’s catalogue of stones. The reason for 
this supernatural power is that the Salagrama stones are themselves sons. The 
Puranas relate how the river goddess Gandak! engaged in ascetic exercises for 
many years, and was rewarded by Visnu who took birth as her son in the form 
of Salagrama stones (cf. Kirfel 1935,165; Ruben 1939,232). In Tantrism, lastly, 
similar stones are worshipped as representations of the vulva of the goddess. 

If it is true that the Salagrama cult of Hinduism is related to the svaya¬ 
matrnna pebbles of the Agnicayana, the connections with Visnu and Nara¬ 
yana are not surprising, for we have seen that the Purusa of the Purusasukta, 
which is also the Purusa of the Agnicayana, gradually merged with Visnu 
and Narayana in later Vedic literature (above, page 179). This is further 
confirmed by a Vaisnava custom that continues to the present day: wor¬ 
shippers of Visnu sip the water in which a Salagrama has been washed to the 
recitation of the Purusasukta (Gonda 1970, 205, note 36). 

These scattered data show that the cult of perforated stones, which the 
Vedic nomads introduced into the Agnicayana ritual, has a widespread oc¬ 
currence in Hinduism. It is not impossible that such cults existed in India 
at a much earlier date, for perforated stones have been found in Indus sites, 
but it is also possible that it originated when the Vedic Indians found per¬ 
forated stones in the Gandak river similar to those that their ancestors had 
known in Central Asia.1 

1 Unexpected confirmation of the hypothesis set forth in this section was provided by 
Mr. Ajit Mookerjee, who told me that salagrama stones are invariably placed in the 
foundation of temples in Bengal (which is the area the Vedic Indians reached after 
crossing both the Gandak and Ganges rivers). An especially large number of such 
stones occurs in the foundation of the terra cotta temple dedicated to Hamsesvaii, the 
Goose Goddess, vehicle of Brahma, in Bamsabedi, a suburb of Bandel (Chinsura Dis¬ 
trict), north of Calcutta. For further discussion, see Staal 1982, 42-53. 
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A TIME SPAN of about two millenia separates the Vedic Indians from the 
Nambudiris, the Malayalam-speaking brahmins of Kerala. The difference m 
life-style, practices and beliefs between Vedic nomads and Nambudiri brah¬ 
mins is almost total. Over the millenia, nothing has been left of the social 
structure of Vedic society and the ancient subdivision into classes (yarna) 
of brahmins, ksatriyas, vaiSyas, and sudras. We know very little about the 
relations between the Vedic brahmins and the Nambudiri brahmins. In the 
mean time, the system of caste (jati) based upon birth, with its multifarious 
subdivisions; its distinction between ritual purity and impurity; its emphasis 
on pollution, untouchability, and unapproachability has established itsei 
all over India. In Kerala it assumed especially extreme forms. Ritual and 
caste remained such preponderant features of daily life, that Kerala has 
been called karmabhiimi, “land of ritual (activity),” or—in Vivekananda s 
words—“a madhouse of caste.” At the same time, Hinduism has become 
the religion of the people, including the Nambudiris. As elsewhere in India 
temple worship, pilgrimages, festivals, religious discourses, philosophica 
discussions, and all kinds of rituals are its main manifestations. While sec¬ 
tarianism—e.g., the development of Saivism and Vaisnavism—has never 
been strong in Kerala, temples dedicated to various forms and manifestations 
of Siva, Visnu, or the goddess (especially Bhagavati) mark the countryside. 
The favorite form is probably Narayana. In many of these temples, Nambu¬ 

diri priests officiate. . 
In terms of caste and religious observances, the Nambudiri brahmins 

have remained orthodox until recently. Devoted to their rituals, Tantric as 
well as Vedic, from which outsiders are excluded, they were relatively unaf¬ 
fected by modern “English” education. Most Nambudiris have been settled 
and peaceful villagers, country aristocrats, small landowners, connoisseurs 
of literature and the traditional arts (especially Kathakali), scholars, and 
gentlemen. If there is anything left of a nomadic nature, it is that the Nam¬ 
budiris, especially the men, are constantly on the move visiting other Nam¬ 
budiri houses, temples where a special occasion is being celebrated, or Katha- 
kalis in which their favorite actors or musicians take part. 

' According to Anantha Krishna Iyer (1912, 170), the most conspicuous 
characteristics of the Nambudiris are simplicity and exclusiveness. Obvious¬ 
ly, the former predicate does not extend to their rituals. As regards then 
life-style, the following description by a Tamil brahmin from Kerala, though 
not untainted by romanticism and nostalgia, still rings true. 

Among the various peoples of the land the Nambutiris . . . 
occupy a privileged position. They have exerted a powerful influence 
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over the life and culture of the Malayalis. These refined and aristo¬ 
cratic Brahmins exist and move in a different world and are in certain 
respects a distinct group from the Brahmins of the rest of India. 
Their chief interest is in guarding a way of life that has all but dis¬ 
appeared except in isolated instances elsewhere, and the cultivation 
of a great body of traditional knowledge. The Nambutiris have 
remained a landed aristocracy from ancient times and consequently 
a leisured class. Rarely has this privileged position of assured 
affluence been abused by the community in the past. As a class they 
have lived a dedicated and disciplined life; but that was never at the 
expense of the refined enjoyments of the arts of life. Devotion to 
religious practices and rites, so pronounced a feature of their daily 
life, has not bred in them a dry asceticism spoiling the sense of relish 
and enjoyment. Behind an apparent outward simplicity, almost 
ascetic in severity, they remain aristocrats with fine tastes. Their love 
of poetry and the arts and sciences are well known; but they have 
fine epicurean tastes too. For the delights of the table they show an 
undisguised weakness; their feasts held on the slightest pretext are 
justly famous for many exquisite delicacies. No less famed are they 
for their evident love for amorous pleasures, a predilection that has 
found ample utterance in a branch of Malayalam literature. . . 
bearing the stamp of Nambutiri genius. Again, as a class, they are 
distinguished for their sense of humour and wit; these features are 
found highly developed in the Kerala theatre.... The Nambutiris 
when they converse use picturesque and emphatic hand gestures 
and facial expressions. This habit is too evident a characteristic to 
be missed. As a body they stood aloof from the sweeping current of 
modernity that has all but completely de-cultured the modern In¬ 
dian. Flad the Nambutiris too chosen early to exchange their great 
traditional culture for modern “miseducation” many noble institu¬ 
tions of the land and Kathakali too would have degenerated be¬ 
yond redemption (Bharat Iyer 1955, 5-6). 

The Nambudiris have had close social relationships with the other high 
castes of Kerala. Until 1933, only the eldest son was entitled to marry within 
the Nambudiri caste. The other sons married Nayar girls, and the children 
from such marriage alliances (sambandham) belonged to the matrilineal 
(marumakattayam) lineages of their mothers, and were hence themselves 
Nayars. This led to quite extraordinary caste restrictions. For example, a 
Nayar son could never eat or bathe with his Nambudiri father, who himself 
could not eat food prepared by his wife. This system kept the ancestral pro¬ 
perty of the Nambudiri family undivided, since the younger brothers did not 
inherit, while spinsters remained abundant. 

One of the principal aims of the Nambudiri Yogaksema Mahasabha, a 
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society founded in 1908, was agitation for marriage of all Nambudiris within 
the community. This aim was embodied in the Madras Nambudiri Act of 
1933 (cf. Rao 1957, 107, 137). In the same year, the Madras Marumalckat- 
tayam Act was passed, by which sambandham alliances were considered re¬ 
gular marriages, conferring on the children the same rights of inheritance and 
property as held by children whose parents were both Nambudiris. Following 
these acts, Nambudiri land was increasingly partitioned and Nambudiri 
property dispersed. 

While the Nambudiris had close social (but not ritual) relationships with 
members of other high castes in Kerala, their ties with other brahmins in 
different parts of India were loose or nonexistent. They still occupy a fairly 
isolated position among the brahmins of India. They differ from other brah¬ 
mins in “64 anacarams” or “64 aberrant customs,” which include their mar¬ 
riage customs and many others (see, e.g., Innes 1951, 156; for a complete 
list: Anantha Krishna Iyer 1912, II, 262-266; also see Mencher and Gold¬ 
berg 1967). Though all brahmins are sensitive to purity and pollution, the 
Nambudiris go to extreme lengths (on the purity of Nambudiri women, see 
Yalman 1963). Yalman (1963, 50) quotes Aiyar: “A Nambudiri only wants 
an excuse for bathing. . . . The fastidious sense of bath purity occasionally 
takes the form of a regular mania, and receives the not inept description of 
. . .possession by a water devil”. The Nambudiri pattern of settlement is 
also different from that of many other brahmins. Elsewhere in South India, 
brahmins generally live in the center of villages, where the temples are also 
situated. In Kerala, the Nambudiris, like the Nayars, live mostly outside the 
village in the countryside, where most of the temples are built. When Nam¬ 
budiris themselves use the term “brahmin,” they generally refer to Tamil 
brahmins. 

Though the Nambudiris were not the original inhabitants of Kerala, it 
would be hazardous to assume that they are direct descendants from the 
Vedic Aryans. A long history has intervened, about which little is known, so 
that speculation is our only resort. In more recent times, we reach firmer 
ground. The Nambudiri settlement in Kerala is described by M. G. S. 
Narayanan and K. Veluthat in Part III of this book. The rest of the present 
chapter will be mainly devoted to the Vedic traditions of the Nambudiris. 
This may be supplemented by the information provided by Kunjunni Raja, 
Raghava Varier, and others in Volume II. 

Before discussing the Vedic affiliation of the Nambudiris, it will be 
useful to survey briefly the present distribution of Vedic schools and of 
srauta traditions in India (see Map B; for further information on recent srau- 
ta traditions, see Kashikar and Parpola in Part III). 

In present-day India, Vedic traditions survive in two main areas: one in 
western India with extensions to the north (Maharashtra, Saurashtra, and Uttar 
Pradesh), and the other in south India (Tamil Nad, Andhra Pradesh, and 
Mysore). The southern tradition is stronger. In simple terms, it would seem 
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justified to say that the numerous events that determined the course of history 
in northern and central India through the centuries, at the same time caused 
the Vedic traditions to move to the extremities of the country, and especial¬ 
ly to the south. 

The western Vedic tradition is characterized by the preponderance of 
the White Yajurveda of the Madhyamdina school. It is supported by Rgveda 
of the Asvalayana recension, and Samaveda of the Kauthuma-Ranayanlya 

school. There is very little left of the Atharvaveda: a pocket of the Saunaka 
school survives in Saurashtra, and a community of Paippalada Atharvave- 
dins has been recently discovered in Orissa. There are a few isolated Vedic 
traditions in Nepal, exiled from other areas of North India when Islam swept 
over the north. There is hardly anything left in the original homeland of the 
Vedas, the northwest, and equally little in Bengal, in the far northeast. 

6. The Nambudiri Tradition 

The southern tradition is characterized by the preponderance of the 
Taittiriya school of the Black Yajurveda (with Apastamba as the prevailing 
sutra), along with Rgveda and Samaveda from the same schools as prevail 
in the western tradition. The Atharvaveda never seems to have existed in the 
south. Though the Rgveda is the same in the western and southern traditions, 
its style of recitation is very different. Since in each case it resembles the re¬ 
gional style of the preponderant Yajurveda, it seems likely that Yajurveda 
recitation has influenced the Rgveda. In the south, the Taittiriya tradition 
has been especially powerful. It occupies the center of the Vedic tradition, 
which is in accordance with its importance for the ritual. That the Black Ya¬ 
jurveda is preponderant in the south, whereas the White Yajurveda prevails 
in the north and the west, can be explained against the historical background: 
the White Yajurveda originated later than the Black Yajurveda, and when it 
began to spread and exert its influence, the Black Yajurveda receded further 

to the south. , . 
Other historical considerations help to explain the present distribution 

of the Vedic schools. Even in ancient times, the Taittiriya recension was 
considered prevalent in the south, though “south” did not mean anything as 
far south as what is nowadays called south India. The White Yajurveda was 
generally associated with the east, which is confirmed by the role played in 
the Satapatha Brahmana by King Janaka of Videha (i.e., Bihar). Further 
geographical information on the Vedic schools in ancient times is provided 
by inscriptions. Both textual and epigraphical data are reviewed by Renou 
1947: §47 (for Rgveda); § 73 (Atharvaveda); §§ 116-117 (Samaveda); §§ 
194-199 (Yajurveda). The epigraphical data are also available in Renou 1950. 
We find in inscriptions the information, for example, that White Yajurveda 
of the Kanva school existed as far south as Andhra Pradesh. This is in ac¬ 
cordance with the present situation, which shows the existence of a few 
Kanva villages still further south, in Tamil Nad. 

Kerala is separated from the rest of India by the Western Ghats, a moun¬ 
tain range with an average elevation of 5,000 feet and a few peaks upwards 
of 8,000 feet. This range runs roughly parallel to the coast, in the north at a 
distance of some twenty miles, further south at a distance of about fifty miles 
from the ocean. Near the middle there is one main gap, the Palghat gap, 
through which most east-west communication takes place. At the northern 
extremity, the mountains come practically to the coast, whereas near the south¬ 
ern tip of India, some distance is kept. This geographical isolation, which 
helps to explain the Nambudiri “aberrant customs,” is also reflected in the 
distribution of Vedic schools. In Kerala we find a tradition that is relatively 
small, but quite different from the rest of India, and entirely self-contained. 
If it had not been self-contained, it could not have supported a homogenous 
srauta tradition, i.e., a tradition that does not require the importation of 
officiating priests from elsewhere. The Nambudiri Rgveda belongs in pait 
to the Kausitaki recension, which is no longer found anywhere else. The 
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Nambudiri Yajurveda is of the Taittirlya school but follows the sutras of 
Baudhayana (more than 90 percent) and of Vadhula, less common and 
nonexistent, respectively, in the rest of south India. The extremely rare 
Samaveda belongs in its entirety to the Jaiminiya school, which has not been 
found anywhere else, with the exception of two or three isolated villages in 
Tamil Nad. 

There is no Atharvaveda among the Nambudiris. This is in accordance 
with what we know about the past, including the recent past. The Jesuit Gon¬ 
salves, who lived 1561-1640, mentions only three Vedas as current among 
the Malabar brahmins (Gonsalves 1955,35), and Rogerius, who visited South 
India in the seventeenth century, states that the Atharvaveda had long been 
lost (Rogerius 1915, 21). 

The Nambudiri Vedic tradition makes an archaic impression when com¬ 
pared to other Vedic traditions in present-day India. In the realm of the Ya¬ 
jurveda, the sutras of Baudhayana and Vadhula, closely related to each other 
and similar in style to the Brahmanas, are older than the group Bharadvaja- 
Apastamba-Hiranyakesin-Vaikhanasa. In the Samaveda, the Jaiminiya 
school seems earlier than the Kauthuma-Ranayanlya (cf. Renou 1947, 98, 
note 1; Staal 1961, 71-72; Parpola 1968,1,1, 91, 95). In the domain of recita¬ 
tion, there is a unique survival of a very ancient feature: in a special form of 
Rgveda recitation, called jatapatha, the originally raised udatta accent, which 
has elsewhere disappeared, is still recited at the highest pitch (Staal 1961, 46- 
47; cf. Levy-Staal 1968). This type of recitation constitutes the only direct 
verification of the raised accent postulated by comparative Indo-European 
philology. The Jaiminiya Samaveda chant, lastly, is also archaic (Staal 1961, 
85). It is called “primeval” by Howard in Part III (page 312), and has in 
fact a narrow compass that contrasts with the “musical” qualities of Sama¬ 
veda chant as heard elsewhere in India (cf. also Howard 1977, 200 and fol¬ 
lowing). 

The first to deal with the numerical distribution of the Vedic schools was 
Burnell. According to his estimate of 1870, “in Malabar, of 100 Brahmans 
(i.e., Nambudiris), 80 will be followers of the Rgveda, 19 of the Black Yajur¬ 
veda and 1 of the Samaveda.” In order to interpret this it should be re¬ 
membered that Kerala consisted of three states, Malabar, Cochin, and Tra- 
vancore. Malabar was part of British India, whereas Cochin and Travancore 
were princely states. Logan collected information, again for Malabar, con- 
cerningthe distribution of the Vedas from 1,017 manas (Nambudiri joint fami¬ 
lies) in or about 1885. His data are as follows: 

Excluded 
from the Vedas 

Rgveda Yajurveda Samaveda or uncertain Total 
466 406 6 139 1017 

A special feature of the Jaiminiya tradition is the “Dravidian” sound la 

(see page 278), which does not occur anywhere else in Vedic or in Sanskrit. 
All these features are illustrated on the accompanying tapes. 

The Nambudiris are probably unique in having a subcaste of brahmins 
who are excluded from the Vedas. They are called ottillatta. These include 
the Cattira Nambudiris, who engaged in military exercise (see Kunjunni Raja 
1964 and Volume II,pages 302-304). The astavaidyans, eight families of heridi- 
tary physicians, though not studying the Vedas, are not ottillatta. Most of 
the Nambudiris are entitled to recite the Vedas, and are called ottan. A more 
recent estimate (reported along with the above estimates in Staal 1961, 35-36) 
gives 35 percent Rgvedins, 50 percent Yajurvedins, 1/8 percent Samavedins, 
and the rest excluded from the Veda. Since this last estimate includes Cochin 
and Travancore, and Cochin has important Yajurveda centers, this estimate 
is not inconsistent with Burnell’s estimate and Logan’s table. 

According to the traditional histories of Kerala, Parasurama, sixth 
avatara of Visnu, brought the Nambudiri brahmins to Kerala and gave them 
sixty-four villages (grama) to live in. Though they may have settled in differ¬ 
ent villages, the Nambudiris are still affiliated to certain traditional gramas, 
among which Sukapuram (Chovaram), Perumanam, and Irinjalakuda are 
the most important. In Sukapuram, there were originally only Rgvedins of 
the Kausltaki school, and Samavedins. ASvalayana Rgveda was added later 
when another grama, Panniyur, joined Sukapuram. In Irinjalakuda there 
is no Rgveda; the Yajurvedic sutras are Baudhayana and the rare Vadhula. 
In Perumanam, the Rgveda is Asvalayana, and the Yajurveda, Baudhayana. 

Nambudiris who are entitled to recite the Vedas have evolved a rich and 
diversified culture of Veda recitation (see Staal 1961). Their recitation is quite 
different from traditional Veda recitations in other parts of India. This is due 
to a variety of features, some characteristic of the Kerala pronunciation of 
Sanskrit (see Kunjunni Raja 1961). An important feature is nasalization, a 
feature of Malayalam in general, which seems to be relatively ancient (in 
Sanskrit it was called anunasikadhiprasara). Another distinguishing mark is 
a certain swinging or trembling pronunciation of many final vowels, nasals, 
visarga (Sanskrit “-h”) and, occasionally, “/.” Yet another peculiarity is the 
pronunciation of Sanskrit dentals t/d and retroflexes tjd, in certain syllable 
final positions, as dental l and retroflex /, respectively. There is a tendency, 
characteristic of Malayalam, to voice voiceless unaspirated stops in medial 
position. Thus Santi, “peace,” sounds like sandi, and panca, “five,” like panja. 
Actually, these sounds may only appear voiced. According to Kunjunni 
Raja (1961, 466), “they tend to become softer, though they are not voiced.” 

These features of pronunciation show that Vedic recitation has been as¬ 
similated to Malayalam to a much larger extent than, for example, in Tamil 
Nad, where Vedic recitation, and Sanskrit pronunciation generally, has been 
influenced by Tamil to a limited extent. This may be related to the fact that a 
much larger percentage of the Malayalam vocabulary is of Sanskrit origin 
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than is the case with Tamil. It may also be connected with the isolated de¬ 
velopment of the Nambudiri tradition, which was not exposed to contact 
with other traditions. And lastly, though there have been many Nambudiri 
scholars of Sanskrit, there has not been a tendency to bring existing prac¬ 
tices in line with the norms established in the past. Rather, the living tradition 
has been left to prevail and develop freely. 

The last point may be clarified with the help of an example. There are 
many people in Kerala who know that the pronunciation of adbhuta, “won¬ 
derful,” as albhuta is not in accordance with classical Sanskrit as described 
in Panini’s grammar. Yet nobody would suggest to go back to the form that 
is accepted as correct; everybody adopts what has become common practice. 
The same attitude is adopted by the Nambudiris with respect to their Vedic 
tradition. In this sense, the Nambudiri tradition is typically “living,” and not 
“revivalistic.” 

The first four to six years of traditional education among the Nambudiris 
is spent on the memorization of the Veda. Each boy memorizes, of his own 
Veda, most or all of the Samhita. This may be followed by more advanced 
recitations, in particular of the padapatha and of some of its vikrti modifica 
tions (see above, page 30). There are particular vikrti modifications of the 
Nambudiri Rgveda and special forms of Yajurvedic recitation that are not 
known in other parts of India (cf. Staal 1961, 47-49, 59-61). In both Rgveda 
and Yajurveda recitation, the three Vedic accents, udatta, anudatta and svari- 
ta, are taught in a special manner: the teacher keeps the pupil’s head straight 
for the udatta, bends it down for the anudatta, and bends it to the. right for 
the svarita. When the accents have been properly learned and internalized, 
the head should no longer be moved. There are also special hand gestures 
(imudra) that accompany special features of Veda recitation. In the case of the 
Rgveda, a set of photographs was made by A. A. Bake, several decades ago. 
One of these is published in De Zoete 1953, Plate 4(a). At the time of the 1975 
Agnicayana performance, some of these gestures accompanying Rgveda 
recitation were filmed. The Nambudiri Samavedins use different movements, 
also recently filmed, which are discussed and illustrated in Howard 1977, 
220-248. These mudras are the subject of a section of Part III (Volume II, 
pages 359-381). 

While all Vedic recitations are taught in the home, there are two special 
schools for the teaching of Rgveda, one at Tirunavayi (near Kottakal) and the 
other at Trssivaperur (Trichur). The Trichur school, called vadakku matham, 
“northern school,” continues to teach many pupils, though it deserves a 
great deal more of public and private support. It used to be richly endowed 
by the Raja of Cochin and the Zamorin of Calicut (Anantha Krishna Iyer 
1912, II, 253). In this school, several films and many photographs were made 
during 1975. 

There are differences in the style of recitation of the two Rgvedic schools. 
In the Yajurveda, which is not taught in institutions similar to the two 
Ilgveda mathams, there are also two traditions that differ slightly in style of 
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recitation, one following the gramam of Perumanam, the other that of 
Irinjalakuda. Some of these differences are mentioned in Staal (1961, 47, 55). 
The style of Nambudiri Rgveda recitation is analysed by Gray (1959 b). 
The Samaveda, analysed by Howard in Volume II and also in Howard 1977, 
(200-248,422-451), is transmitted in its entirety in the homes. Actually, there 
are only twenty Samaveda houses (see Staal 1961,86). The Samaveda tradition 
is the most feeble and will be the first to disappear (cf. above, page 39). 

As has been explained in the second chapter (page 32), the recitations 
and chants required by the ritual presuppose the “ordinary” recitations and 
chants, but go beyond these, and require a great deal more study. They are 
also much more inaccessible and rare. While nonbrahmins are generally 
excluded from listening to Veda recitation, the ritual recitations had probably 
not been heard by non-Nambudiris until 1957, when I recorded the sami- 
dheni stanzas (Staal 1961, 49-52, 92). Among the Samavedins, the study of 
ritual chanting is a more or less gradual extension of the study of the non¬ 
ritual parts of the Samaveda. But in the case of the Rgveda and Yajurveda, 
the situation is different. Here, the ritual tradition is transmitted by special 
families of Nambudiris, called Vaidikan. There are six such families: Ceru¬ 
mukku (spelled throughout this book in its customary Romanized form as 
Cherumukku), Taikkat, Perumpatappu, Kaplingat, Kaimukku, and Pantal. 
Of these, Cerumukku is located in Malabar (and accordingly mentioned in 
the Malabar District Gazetteer of 1908: see Innes 1951, 109); the others in 
the former Cochin state. The six Vaidikans are affiliated to the three tradi¬ 

tional gramams in the following manner: 

VAIDIKAN 
Cerumukku j 
Taikkat j 
Perumpatappu 
Kaplingat 
Kaimukku j 
Pantal j 

The Vaidikans are in charge of the srauta tradition, excluding only 
what pertains to the Samaveda. Thus the Vaidikans, whether they themselves 
are Rgvedins or Yajurvedins, transmit the recitations of Rgveda, Yajurveda, 
and Atharvaveda required by the srauta ritual: hautram, adhvaryavam, and 
brahmatvam. This implies that there are differences in the style of recitation 
adopted by different Vaidikans. A Vaidikan who is himself a Rgvedin will 
recite Yajurveda in a manner that Yajurvedins regard as slightly Rgvedic, 
and vice versa. The twelve priests and the sadasya priest, but not the Sama¬ 
veda priests, are provided—or at least selected—by the Vaidikan who is 
responsible for a srauta performance. The Samavedins provide for the udgata 
and his three Samaveda assistants, i.e., the audgatram. 

Srauta rituals consist largely, but not exclusively, of recitation and 

GRAMAM 

Sukapuram 

Perumanam 

Irinjalakuda 
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PLATE 13 

Rgveda Teacher and Pupils 

The largest school for the teaching of Rgveda to Nambudiri boys 
is the vadakku matham, “northern school,” at Trichur (Trssivape- 
rur). It used to be richly endowed. This photograph, which may 
have been taken around the turn of the century, comes from L.K. 
Anantha Krishna Iyer, The Cochin Tribes and Castes, Volume II. 
Madras, London. 1912. 
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PLATE I4A-C 

Teachers and Pupils in the Trichur Rgveda School 

The teaching of Rgveda continues at the Trichur “northern school.” 
It is mostly confined to the basic text, which is learnt by heart. Some 
of the more advanced students learn the recitation of the padapatha, 
“word-for-word recitation,” and some of its modifications (vikrti). 
Special forms of the Rgveda, such as are used in the ritual, are 
transmitted within the families of the Vaidikans, and are not taught 
in schools. 
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PLATE I5A-B 

Teaching the Accents of the Rgveda 

The Rgveda has three accents: udatta, “raised,” anudatta, “not 
raised,” and svarita, “sounded.” The Sanskrit grammarian Panini 
describes the latter accent as a combination of the former two. 
These simple terms give no indication of the complexities that 
characterize the rendering of the accents by the Nambudiri brah¬ 
mins. The movements, however, which accompany the teaching of 
the accents, are simple: the pupil’s head is kept straight for the 
udatta, is bent down for the anudatta (15 A), and lifted and bent 
to the pupil’s right for the svarita (15B). These movements are in¬ 
tended for teaching purposes only. An adept reciter should not 
move his head. There are also hand movements (mudra) which ac¬ 
company recitation. They are described in the second volume. 
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chant. The ritual acts have also to be performed. This is mainly the respon¬ 
sibility of the adhvaryu and the pratiprasthata, and to a lesser extent that 
of the other priests. Again, the Samavedins are apart. Their ritual activity 
is limited, and is mostly confined to the Soma ritual. The adhvaryu is the chief 
performer on behalf of the Yaidikans. Himself a Vaidikan, he may be a Rgve- 
din or a Yajurvedin. The 1975 Agnicayana performance followed the tradi¬ 
tion of the Cherumukku Yaidikans who are Rgvedins. Not all the priests 
were Cherumukku Vaidikans, but all were Kausltakins, except one. The 
Samavedins were on their own and acted on their own authority. 

Apart from style of recitation, there are purely ritual differences between 
the Vaidikan traditions. Each has its own manuscripts, called, e.g., Yagam- 
bhasa. They also differ with regard to the Agnicayana. There are three types 
of Agnicayana, distinguished after the basic shape of the large altar of the 
uttaravedi: (1) pithan, which is made up of squares; (2) pancapatrika, “five- 
tipped,” in which the wings of the bird have five tips (patrika or pattrika); 
and (3) satpatrika, “six-tipped.” The first is said to be like the syena bird 
when it has just come out of its egg; the second, when it is young; the third, 
when it is fully grown. The five-tipped Agnicayana and the square Agnica¬ 
yana will be dealt with in Part III (Volume II, pages 343-358). The six-tipped 
form was adopted in 1975 by Cherumukku Vaidikan, and is therefore des¬ 
cribed in the rest of this volume. 

The Vaidikan families have their own manuscripts that describe the 
shapes of the altars in detail. It is on account of these that the traditions 
differ. The six-tipped Agnicayana can be performed by any of the six Vaidi¬ 
kans. The square Agnicayana can only be performed by Cerumukku, Perum- 
patappu, and Kaimukku. The five-tipped Agnicayana can only be performed 
by the remaining three. The six-tipped Agnicayana is the most common. 
Erkkara Raman Nambudiri, in his eighties at the time of writing (1978), 
has seen it five times. The five-tipped variety had become almost extinct, 
but Erkkara reconstructed it from the available manuscripts, and gave the 
information to Kuttujli Akkitiripad of the Taikkat Vaidikans, after which 
it was performed once. The square bird has not been constructed for approxi¬ 
mately 150 years. In recent years, the Agnicayana has only been performed by 
the Cerumukku and Taikkat Vaidikans. The other four Vaidikans have not 
performed it for a long time, and their last Agnistoma took place in the 
fifties or earlier. 

In recent centuries, the Nambudiris seem to have performed only two 
Soma rituals: Agnistoma and Atiratra-Agnicayana. The first is also simply 
called Somayaga, “Soma ritual,” and the second: Agni. These rituals can 
only be performed after the sacred fires have been set up. A person who has 
done this, i.e., who has performed Agnyadheya (above, page 41), is called 
Atitiri or Atiri. A Nambudiri who has performed Agnistoma obtains the 
title Somayaji or Somayajipad. A Somayaji who has performed Atiratra- 
Agnicayana is called Akkitiri or Akkitiripad. Only a Somayaji can perform 

the Atiratra-Agnicayana. Moreover, only certain families are eligible to 
perform these Soma rituals. They include Rgvedins, Yajurvedins, and Sama- 
vedins. Nobody can perform such a ritual unless he is married, unless his 
father (if he is alive) has performed somayaga, unless he is the eldest son, or, 
in case he is a younger son, unless his older brother has performed somayaga. 

Vaidikans affiliated to the same gramam belong to a Sabha Matham or 
College of Assembly, an institution primarily devoted to the maintenance of 
the srauta traditions. Each Sabha Matham is made up of members who have 
performed srauta rituals. In Sukapuram, which has three mathams, each 
member has to be a Somayaji or Akkitiri. In Irinjalakuda and Perumanam, 
an Atitiri can also be a member. Of the three mathams of Sukapuram, the one 
now located in Shoranur (Soranur) used to be the richest. It maintained 
three temples with landed property, and before 1970 its annual income ex¬ 
ceeded 30,000 para's of rice (in 1977, the price of one para—about 12 liters 
or 40 cups—was fixed at Rs.25/- or about $3.65; it had been twice as much 
in 1975). This income was used to maintain three temples; the remainder was 
distributed among the members. A Somayaji or Akkitiri would therefore re¬ 
ceive a yearly stipend, the amount depending chiefly on the number of other 
members, the nature of the crop, and the price of rice. Eight families re¬ 
ceived 20 percent more than the others, but there was no difference in income 
between a Somayaji and an Akkitiri. The average annual income around the 
twenties of this century was of the order of Rs.50/-; in the sixties it sometimes 
climbed to Rs.2,000/-. 

There seems to have been only one economic difference between a Soma¬ 
yaji and an Akkitiri. In the temple of Karimpula (Palghat District), Akkitiris 
used to be invited once a year, and were given a good feast and nine rupees 
each. The funds were provided by the Vice-Raja (Zamorin) of Calicut. The 
expenditure involved could never have been very large. At the time of 
writing, for example, there are in the Sukapuram gramam three Akkitiris, 
as compared to nineteen Somayajis. 

All of this changed in 1970 when the Kerala Land Reform Act of 1963 
was amended. Under the original act, cultivating tenants were made eligible 
to purchase the right, title, and interest of the landlord. They could exercise 
this right by applying to a Land Tribunal. In 1970, an amendment clarified 
that this procedure was applicable if the owner of the land was a religious, 
charitable, or educational institution. The legal details of the act and its 
amendments are complex (see, for example, Sugathan 1976), but the result 
was that most temples lost their income, and so did the members of a Sabha 
Matham. 

Nambudiris like Erkkara Raman Nambudiri do not feel that these eco¬ 
nomic changes have contributed much to the decrease of ritual performances. 
Their number was already on the decrease, mainly because many Nambudi¬ 
ris, especially the younger generation, lost interest, and also because qualified 
Samavedins have become increasingly rare (cf. above, page 39). This trend 
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could only be arrested to some extent by strengthening the Samavedic tradi¬ 
tion. To this end, a Samaveda school has been added as a branch to a school 
where temple ritual is being taught, the Tantravidyalaya at Covvannur (near 
Kunnamkulam, which is due west from Vadakkancheri). However, the ritual 
chants of the Samaveda are enormously extended and complex, and there are 
only two or three people who could teach them competently. Compared to 
their level of expertise, the teaching at the school seems elementary. The situa¬ 
tion could only be saved by improving the level of instruction considerably, 
appointing at least one of the experts, and making attractive scholarships 
available to the students, together with some guarantee of future employ¬ 
ment. 

We have not yet tried to explain the curious fact that the Nambudiris 
perform only the Agnistoma and the Atiratra-Agnicayana out of all srauta 
rituals. At first sight it would seem likely that in a more distant past the 
Nambudiris performed more Soma rituals than only these two. After all, 
the Atiratra is the fourth in the hierarchy of one-day Soma rituals, in which 
Agnistoma is the first. So why should they not have performed the interven¬ 
ing varieties? Moreover, it seems likely that there were past performances of 
another Srauta ritual, viz., the Asvamedha. Lastly, it is certain that the Nam¬ 
budiris, as scholars, were familiar with the entire range of srauta rituals. 

In other parts of India the situation is different: what survives is general¬ 
ly the lower portion of the hierarchy. For example, there are places where the 
Agnistoma is still performed (see Kashikar and Parpola in Volume II: 
Part III); elsewhere, the seven Soma rituals are performed (e.g., in Andhra 
and Tamil Nad). There is no other area where only Agnistoma and Atiratra 
(whether by itself or in combination with Agnicayana) are performed. Yet 
this is the Nambudiri situation. 

There is of course another possibility, which is at least logically conceiv¬ 
able, viz., that the Nambudiris never performed the other varieties of Soma 
ritual. In that case there must be a reason for such a particularly selective 
tradition. Barring arbitrariness, which is not much of a cause, the reason 
could be that the Agnistoma and the Agnicayana represent in fact the two 
original and earliest types among the larger srauta rituals. In that case, the 
Nambudiri tradition would reflect a very early stage of development, when 
only these two kinds of sruata ritual existed, and the systematization that in¬ 
cludes the seven varieties of ekaha (“one-day”) Soma rituals had not yet 
been evolved. However, this seems less credible, for it would take us back to 
a time before the sutra period. Let us see whether it is at all likely. 

First of all, it is quite possible that the Agnistoma represents the orig¬ 
inal Indo-Iranian Soma ritual, or Somayaga. This would have been a pro¬ 
duct of the Indo-Iranian fire cult, which developed into a celebration of Soma 
when the Vedic nomads had entered the Indian plains and had left the real 
Soma behind. One would expect that such a Soma ritual would be reflected 
at least in the Rgveda. This is in accordance with the facts, for—though re- 
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ferences to ritual in the Rgveda are fragmentary and often unclear—its most 
specific information relates to Soma rites, and it is in the domain of Soma 
rites that the Rgveda comes closest to the ritual descriptions of classical times 
(Hillebrandt 1897, 15). The chief priest of this original Soma ritual was the 
hota. Assisted by some helpers, he was responsible for the pouring of ob¬ 
lations, and later for the Rgvedic invocations (see above page 93). 

The construction of the Agnicayana fire altar “in the fashion of Angiras” 
reflected the indigenous fire cult. It is the chief ritual of the Yajurveda, and its 
main priest was the adhvaryu. When the Agnicayana was combined with a 
Soma ritual, the Soma ceremonies were extended so as to last through the 
night (atiratra). Hence, an Atiratra-Agnicayana would have developed as the 
first composite ritual of an Agnicayana and Somayaga. The “Atiratra” of 
this original Atiratra-Agnicayana need not have been the same as the Atira¬ 
tra defined in the classical manuals, i.e., a Soma ritual characterized by 29 
Soma sequences. The name merely indicated that the Soma ceremonies that 
accompanied the Agnicayana lasted through the night. 

In due course, a sequence of Soma rituals was developed and a hierarchy 
was evolved. Thus arose the seven varieties mentioned in the srauta sutras: 
Agnistoma, Ukthya, Sodasin, Atiratra, Aptoryama, Atyagnistoma, and 
Vajapeya. These are primarily defined by the increasing number of Soma 
sequences, but they have also specific features with various backgrounds. The 
establishment of this hierarchy, however, smacks of scholastic ritualism. Its 
origin may have been largely theoretical, which does not imply that these 
seven varieties were not, in due course, performed. The Nambudiris did not 
engage in these exercises and retained, along with many other archaic prac¬ 
tices, only the two original rituals, a Soma ritual and an Agnicayana, com¬ 
bined with an overnight Soma ritual. This overnight Soma ritual was duly 
incorporated into the hierarchy and became the Atiratra of the classical ma¬ 
nuals. 

A remarkable fact accords with this hypothesis. We have seen that the 
Nambudiri Samavedins belong to the archaic Jaiminiya schools. The subdivi¬ 
sions of the Jaiminiya Samhita mention none of the seven varieties of Soma 
ritual, but only the Agnistoma (after 3.5) and Atiratra (after 3.9). 

Much of this reconstruction is speculative, but there are other facts that 
clearly support it. The Rgveda does not mention Agnistoma, Atyagnistoma, 
Sodasin, Vajapeya, or Aptoryama as names of Soma rituals. In fact, only two 
of these terms occur: Sodasin, which merely means “sixteenth”; and Ukthya, 
which means “accompanied by uktha,” where ulctha denotes a ritual re¬ 
citation of Rgveda similar to the later sastra. However, the term Atiratra 
occurs once in the Rgveda, and clearly refers to a Soma ritual: Rgveda 7. 
103.7 compares frogs during the rainy season to brahmins at an Atiratra Soma 
celebration round a lake. Here is an obvious reference to an extended Soma 
celebration, lasting through the night—the kind of Soma ritual that was 
later defined in more scholastic terms by a succession of 29 Soma sequences, 
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and sometimes combined with an Agnicayana. The intermediate stage is 
clearly represented by the Aitareya and Kausitaki Brahmanas of the Rgveda, 
which describe the Agnistoma, the Ukthya, the Sodasin, and the Atiratra as 
consisting of twelve, fifteen, sixteen, and twenty-nine Soma sequences re¬ 
spectively, but mention the other varieties only in passing or not at all (Keith 
1920, 53-54). Whether the Atiratra should include the Sodasin has long been 
a matter of discussion. The option is quoted as an illustration by the famous 
philosopher Sankara, a Nambudiri brahmin of the seventh or eighth century 
a.d. (Brahmasutrabhasya 1.1.2). All these facts support the view that the 
Nambudiri tradition is not a fragment surviving from an originally broader 
srauta tradition, but rather preserves an earlier stage of development. 

In view of the other archaic features of the Nambudiri Vedic tradition, 
it would not be surprising if they had indeed preserved a very early stage of 
ritual development. Such a view might be supported and further developed if 
we knew more about the history of the brahmanical system of exogamous 
clans or gotra. It is a fact, for example, that many Nambudiris belong 
to the gotra Angirasa (see pages 137, 267). Brough and Kosambi rightly 
deplored that we have no precise data about the numerical distribution of 
gotras in later and recent times. Only such information would enable us to 
evaluate the occurrence of the gotra Angirasa among the Nambudiri brah¬ 
mins. 

The Nambudiris have evolved an arrangement that provides them with 
a substitute for Soma. This substitute, probably Sarcostemma brevistigma, 
an Asclepiad related to the American milkweeds (Wasson 1968, 104; Flat¬ 
tery, forthcoming, Appendix), is also used in other parts of India. Since it 
grows only in tropical areas, it could not always have been the substitute, as 
Flattery (§ 130) observes. In South India, Sarcostemma grows south of the 
Palghat gap in the Anaimalai Hills of the Western Ghats, in the territory of 
the former Raja of Kollengode.1 When the Nambudiris decide to perform a 
Soma ritual, they officially inform the Raja of Kollengode, who then pro¬ 
vides them with Soma, with the skin of a black antelope (krsnajina) and with 
several kinds of wood needed for making ritual implements. Detailed infor¬ 
mation about the history of this arrangement is found in the Kollengode ar¬ 
chives and is discussed by Raghava Yarier in Volume II, pages 279-299. This 
custom, however, is also gradually breaking down. In 1975, there were some 
anomalies, which will be described in the sequel. 

According to Erkkara Raman Nambudiri, more than 120 Agnistoma 
performances and five Atiratra-Agnicayana performances have taken place 
between 1911 and 1970 (cf. Volume II, pages 252-255). This is in accordance 

1 Earlier I accepted a botanists’ identification of the Soma plant that grows in the 
Anaimalai Hills as Ephedra vulgaris (Staal 1964). However, this identification appears 
to have been erroneous, and I was wrong again when I criticized Brough (1971, 361) 
for maintaining that Ephedra had never been used in India as a substitute for Soma 
(Staal 1975, 203, note). 
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with the data provided by Cherumukku Vaidikan, according to whom the 
Agnicayana was performed 17 times during the last hundred years and 
five times during the last fifty years. The last performance before 1975 took 

place in 1956. 
Nambudiri ritualists who are engaged in a srauta performance, and the 

Vaidikans in general, seem to pay scant attention to the hoary interpretations 
of the past, and do not offer many interpretations of their own. There are, 
however, traditions attached to certain features of the ritual. For example, 
the Samavedins believe that an error committed in the chant of the sodasi- 

stotra will cause the chanter’s madness. 
In the sixteenth century, Melputtur Narayanan Bhattatiripad, a famous 

Nambudiri scholar and the author of the Narayaniya—a poem in 1036 
verses (sloka), which relates the story of Krsna and Narayana as told in the 
Bhagavata Purana—wrote a poem called Rajasuyam or Rajasuyaprabandha. 

This poem (see Kunjunni Raja in Volume II, page 309) contains an alle¬ 
gorical interpretation of the Agnicayana. In this composition, the bricks are 
related to the story of Krsna. Some bricks are called yasoda, which is also the 
name of Krsna’s stepmother. The svayainatrnna pebbles are interpreted in 
terms of naipayasam, a sweet made of ghee, jaggery sugar and rice. There is a 
double meaning (slesa) for the term sarkara, which means both “pebble” 
and “jaggery”. The literary works of Melputtur Narayanan Bhattatiri, 
like those of other Nambudiri authors, are not kept within the Nambudiri 
caste; they are known all over Kerala. The people of Kerala must have 
had more than an inkling of what the Nambudiris were doing, otherwise 
the seventeenth century author Ramacandramakhin could not have described 
Kerala as follows (Keralabharana, verse 204): 

Here there is no altar construction, 

no oblation or recitation, 

no consecration or Vedic injunction, 

no exclamation of Vausat. 

In their hearts, the people of Kerala 

cling to desires 

aroused by embracing 

the breasts of courtesans.1 

1 nevasti vediracana na ca homamantram 

diksavidhir na ca vasatkrtayo na vdpi / 

varanganakucatatiparirambhadatta- 

samrambhalagnalirdayah khalu keraliyah // 
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PLATE 16 

Altar of 1956 Agnicayana 

The Atiratra-Agnicayana ritual described in this book was per¬ 
formed in 1975. During the past one hundred years it has been per¬ 
formed seventeen times; during the last fifty years, five times. The 
most recent performances before 1975 took place in 1955 and 1956. 
The bird-shaped altar of earlier performances has generally dis¬ 
appeared into the soil, which is quick to take over in the jungle of a 
humid and tropical climate. Sometimes bricks from earlier altars 
have been put to new uses, and so they are occasionally met with in 
Nambudiri compounds, for example, in a courtyard or garden path. 
The plate shows the altar of the 1956 performance, which was 
kept intact in the compound of Nellikat Nilakanthan Akkitiripad, 
on whose behalf the ceremony was performed. The right wing, 
which points to the south, is in front; the head, facing east, to the 
right; and the tail and left wing are visible on the left and in the 
background, respectively. Later, bricks from the higher layers of 
this altar were used for the 1975 performance. 
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THE 1975 PERFORMANCE 



PRELIMINARIES 

i. Eligibility, Time, and Place 

A Nambudiri is eligible to perform the Atiratra-Agnicayana, which is 
an optional (kamya) rite, only if he has already performed the Agnistoma. 
The Agnistoma can only be performed by a brahmin whose ancestors have 
performed it. If his father or elder brother are alive, they should have per¬ 
formed it before him. Among Nambudiris belonging to the Sukapuram gra- 
mam (see above pages 175-183), 105 families are eligible. In practice, less than 
seventy-five families have preserved the tradition of performing Agnistoma. 
As a result of these various restrictions, performances of the Atiratra-Agni¬ 
cayana have been rare in recent times, as we have already remarked (above 

page 186). 
At the time of the 1975 performance, two Akkitiripads (Nambudiris who 

have performed the Agnicayana) were alive. At the time of writing (1977) 
there are three, as the yajamana of the 1975 performance acquired the title 
Akkitiripad through that very performance. 

Every Nambudiri agrees that one more condition should be met by a 
prospective yajamana: he should be strong, which in practice is taken to 
mean that he should be young. When an eligible yajamana finally decides to 
have the ritual performed on his behalf, he has to consult many others, ask 
the support of his elders, and find the necessary priests. Once this is done, he 
is in a position to determine time and place for the performance, in consulta¬ 
tion with his elders and priests. 

Cherumukku Vaidikan Neelakanthan, third son of Cherumukku Vaidi- 
kan Yallaban Somayajipad, decided in December 1974 to perform the Agni¬ 
cayana, or rather, he yielded to his father’s persuasion and consented to do it. 
The date was quite late in view of the many preparations that were required. 
Moreover, there was some uncertainty whether he would carry out his inten¬ 
tion until the final days before the performance. The most likely dates for the 
ritual to be performed were also fixed in December 1974. These issues were a 
matter of prolonged discussion, and the decisions were finally triggered by 
the presence, in Kerala, of Professor Robert Gardner, who was to direct the 
visual and sound documentation, and the present author. Thus started a 
period of frantic activity, primarily for the organizers, the priests, and various 
artisans, and also for all those who were connected with the “Agnicayana 
Project.” The activities connected with this project will be treated in Part III, 
pages 456-475. 

The prescribed season for performing a Soma ritual, including Agnisto¬ 
ma or Atiratra, is Yasanta, “the brilliant season,” i.e., spring. Originally 
the Nambudiris seem to have interpreted Yasanta as maghadipanca, “the five 
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months beginning with Magha,” viz., Magha (January-February), Phalguna 
(February-March), Caitra (March-April), Vaisakha (April-May), and Jyai- 
stha (May-June). In recent times the rituals have been celebrated only during 
Caitra or VaiSakha. The ceremonies have to be completed within the bright 
half (suklapaksa) of the month, i.e., to begin on or after new moon (ama- 
vasya) and be over on or before full moon (purnimavasya). Or at least the 
yajamana should start with the intention of completing the ceremonies be¬ 
fore purnima. 

In 1975, the first new moon within the prescribed period, the first day 
of Caitra, was on April 12; the subsequent full moon, the 15th day of Caitra, 
was on April 26. Since the ceremonies last for twelve days, the only possible 
beginning days were April 12,13, 14, or 15. The ritual could also be perform¬ 
ed in Vaisakha, one month later, but by that time it is even hotter and/or the 
southwest monsoon will have started, and so it was decided to resort to this 
later period only in case of emergency. It was similarly decided to start on 
April 12, rather than on any of the subsequent days. 

There is always a risk that the beginning of the performance may have 
to be postponed: the krsnajina skin (see below pages 203,206) might not arrive 
in time, or there might be pollution (asauca) due, for example, to a death or 
birth in the immediate (patrilocal) family of the yajamana or his wife, or to 
the menses of the wife. If the earliest possible date is chosen, the beginning 
may be postponed, or the ceremonies interrupted for a few days, and the 
ritual could still be completed before full moon. 

Barring these specific kinds of pollution, the ceremonies, once begun, 
should continue and be brought to completion at all cost. If one of the priests 
falls ill or dies, another one replaces him instantly, and the selection cere¬ 
mony (rtvigvaranam, see below pages 313-316) is performed for the new priest. 

The place where the sacrificial enclosure should be constructed is less 
narrowly circumscribed, and this opened the way to a certain amount of dis¬ 
cussion. Tradition prescribes that a Soma ritual should be performed on the 
banks of a river, in which the avabhrtha bath on the final day will take place. 
In south India, temple tanks are considered as auspicious as rivers for cere¬ 
monial bathing. Another consideration is that the Soma rituals are always 
performed in private places. They are never performed near cremation 
grounds, in temples, or on temple grounds, not only because the Vedic cere¬ 
monies are not related to temple worship in any direct manner, but also 
because the sacred enclosure is set on fire after the performance is over, and 
one does not set fires near temples. 

In December 1974, it was decided to perform the Atiratra-Agnicayana at 
Panjal (Pannal), and to make arrangements for the final bath to take place 
in the tank of a nearby temple, dedicated to Ayappan. In the past, many 
Vedic rituals were performed in Panjal to the south of a Visnu temple, which, 
however, is mostly restricted to Nambudiris. Panjal, which is one of the most 
important centers of the Nambudiri Jaiminiya Samaveda tradition (see Staal 

1961, 86), is a hamlet situated at about 76 18' E and 10 43' N, in the Cheru- 
thuruthi District of the former Cochin State, at about 5 miles southeast of 
Shoranur (see Map C). 
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2. Measurements and Bricks 

The sizes of the ritual enclosure and of the main altars are functions of 
the size of the yajamana. Since the brick-made new domestic and offering 
altars of the Agnicayana are much larger than they are in the Agnistoma, the 
measurements for the ritual enclosure are increased in the Agnicayana. In 
the Agnistoma, there are two basic units: aratni, consisting of 24 viral, and 
prakrama, consisting of 30 viral. The Malayalam viral is a finger’s breadth 
and corresponds to the Sanskrit ahgula. In the Agnicayana, the aratni is the 
same, but in addition to the prakrama of 30 viral, now called prakrta-prak¬ 
rama, “ordinary prakrama,” there is a raad/zyama-prakrama, “middle prak¬ 
rama,” of 32 1/4 viral, and a mMza-prakrama, “increased prakrama” of 
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341 /3 viral. The latter two are used, as we shall see (below, pages 257-265), for 
the measurements of the outlines of the Old Hall (praclnavamsa) and Great 
Altar Space (Mahavedi), respectively, so that the new domestic and offering 
altars will fit inside. 

The basic units, aratni and prakrama, cannot really be measured in terms 
of viral, for they are relative: they depend on the size of the yajamana. The 
ritual enclosure and altars thereby become his own, and are sometimes identi¬ 
fied with him. Before anything can be done, the yajamana has therefore to be 
measured. Standing with hands raised above his head, the distance from the 
tips of his fingers to the ground is copied on a measuring stick, subsequently 
divided into five equal parts. Each fifth (pancami) is marked and determines 
the length of one aratni of his altar. Next this pancami or aratni is divided into 
four equal parts. One is added to the pancami, resulting in the sapada, “with 
a quarter” or “one quarter added,” which is at the same time caturthi, one 
fourth of the length of the yajamana, and one prakrama of his altar. The 
division of the stick into five equal parts is done by trial and error, viz., a 
piece of wood of about 1/5 of the length of the stick is taken, placed five times 
against the measuring stick, and if the end is not reached, a little is added, if it 
goes too far, a little is substracted, etc. The division into four equal parts is 
done differently. A thin strip of coconut leaf, as long as the stick, is folded 
once and once again. 

One-half of an ordinary (prakrta) prakrama is called padam, “foot”; 
it consists of 15 virals. One half of an aratni is called pradesa', it consists of 
12 virals. 

To obtain the madhyama-prakrama (“middle prakrama”) measuring 
rod, add one padam and one pradesa: 15 + 12 = 27 viral. Divide this by 3 
(by folding a string) and the result by 4. We obtain first 9, then 21/4 viral. Add 
this to the prakrta-prakrama (30 viral) and we obtain the madhyama-prakrama 
(32 1/4 viral). 

To obtain the vrddha-prakrama (“extended prakrama”) measuring rod, 
add one aratni and one padam: 24 + 15 = 39 viral. Divide this by 3 twice, 
and we obtain first 13, then 4 1/3 viral. Add this to the prakrta-prakrama 
(30 viral) and we obtain the vrddha-prakrama (34 1/3 viral). 

Figure 8 illustrates the three measuring sticks and the four basic meas¬ 
ures they exhibit. These three sticks will be used by the Adhvaryu priest in 
all subsequent measurements. 

The bricks of the altars require some additional measurements. The side 
of the basic square bricks used in the construction of the main altar is one 
aratni or pancami, and is therefore already available. But the yajamana is, 
in addition, measured from the top of his head to the ground while standing. 
This distance is divided into three and again into seven equal parts. The re¬ 
sulting units provide the lengths of the two sides of the rectangular bricks 
needed for the new domestic altar. Lastly, the distance is measured from the 
yajamana’s knees to the ground. This is again divided into five equal parts, 
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Figure 8—The Four Basic Measures 

each called muttu (in Malayalam). One such unit determines the thickness of 
the bricks of both the domestic and the offering altar. The final altars will 
therefore reach up to the knees of the yajamana. 

All these measurements were taken in December 1974, so that the pre¬ 
paration of the bricks could start immediately. The preparation of the bricks 
is in fact the most time-consuming of the material preparations. More than 
one thousand fired bricks are required for the large offering altar, and more 
than one hundred for the new domestic altar. Other bricks are needed for the 
dhisnya and other hearths, but these are sun dried and need not to be fired 
in a kiln. 

There are several other kinds of material preparations, which will be 
dealt with in subsequent sections. All these took place simultaneously, in¬ 
volving different kinds of expertise, during the first three months of 1975. 
While brickmakers, carpenters, potters, goldsmiths and other artisans were 
at work, the Vaidikans rehearsed hautram, adhvaryavam, and brahmatvam 

at Shoranur, in the Nambudiri Sabha Matham, and the Samavedins rehears¬ 
ed audgatram at Panjal, mostly in the homes of Itti Ravi, Nellikat Nilaka- 
nthan Akkitiripad, or in the Visnu temple. 

Now let us take a closer look at the bricks themselves. The new domestic 
altar will be constructed from 105 bricks, equally distributed in five square 
layers, each of which consists of three by seven rectangular bricks. All these 
bricks are therefore of the same size, as we have already seen. 

The main, bird-shaped offering altar consists of bricks of various rec¬ 
tangular and triangular shapes. Disregarding a refinement (of which anon), 
the general rule is that the total number of bricks is 1,000: 200 for each of 
the five layers. As we have seen, there are three traditions of altar construc¬ 
tion among the Nambudiri Vaidikans. Two of these are called after the 
number of tips of the wings of the bird: pancapatrika, “five-tipped,” and 
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short quarter 
( su/apadyo) 

( ubhayi) 

Figure 9—The Shapes of the Bricks 
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satpatrika, “six-tipped.” At the 1975 performance the six-tipped tradition 
was adopted. In this tradition, there are ten types of bricks, and the basic 
unit is a square pancami or aratni. The other shapes are derived from the 
basic square by adding and subtracting. In this way the following bricks 
are generated: pancamyardha, “half of fifth”; adhyardha, “half-added,” 
adhyardhardha, “half of half-added,” and dirghapadya, “long quarter,” which 
is one quarter of half-added. Then the sapada, “with a quarter,” is derived, 
and its long side divided into five equal parts by subtracting from the pan¬ 
cami unit square the same quarter that had just been added to it. The sapada 

rectangle is then divided into four parts: sUlapadya, “short quarter” (of 
half-added), pancamipadya, “quarter of fifth,” astamsi, “eighth” (of fifth) 
and ubhayi, “both.” The astamsi is sometimes called by its Malayalam name 
ettamsi. The derivation of these bricks is illustrated in Figure 9. 

Of these ten types of bricks, five only are used in the first, third, and 
fifth layers, which are all constructed in the same pattern. The second and 
fourth layers exhibit a much more complex pattern, for which use is made of 
all the ten types of brick. This is done so that the interstices between bricks 
(except for the center) are never above or under interstices between bricks on 
the next layer. The final refinement, referred to before, is confined to the fifth 
layer. In this layer, six pancamyardha and four adhyardhardha bricks are 
half as thick as the others, viz., a tenth of a muttu, or a tenth of the distance 
from the knees of the yajamana to the ground. They are used in pairs, on 
top of each other. 

Table 3 provides the number of each of the types of brick for each of 
the five layers. 

Once the Yajamana’s measurements have been taken, the carpenter 
makes wooden frames for each of these basic shapes, and also for the rec- 
tangulars needed for the new domestic altar. Then clay is made and put inside plates 17A-B 

these frames. When the clay is still wet, the wooden frames are lifted off. 
When dry, the bricks are placed in a kiln. Brick and tile making is widespread 
in Kerala, and kilns owned by any of the numerous tile factories are used. 
The quality of the bricks depends on the quality of the clay and the expertise 
of the operator of the kilns. In 1975, numerous bricks were broken, even 
though a large number of extras had been ordered. It became necessary to 
fire many more bricks at the last minute. It seems that similar difficulties were 
encountered on earlier occasions.1 

Bricks that have been used for the altars should not be used for any 
other purpose. Once the performance is over and the sacrificial enclosure 

1 During an_Agnicayana performed in Panjal in 1898, the bricks were made by mem¬ 
bers of the Anduran subcaste, hereditary brickmakers who belong to the Nayar caste. 
Despite their traditional occupation, they were not experienced, and many bricks 
broke, so that the enclosure “was spoilt” (personal communication from Professor 
K. Kunjunni Raja, referring to KanippayyOr Sankaran Nambudiripad, Aryanmarute 
kutiyettam, “Immigration of the Aryans,” II, 37). 
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PLATE I7A 

Putting Clay in the Wooden Frames 

PLATE I7B 

Lifting the Wooden Frames 

PLATES I7C-D 

Transporting the Bricks 

The bricks of the altar are a function of the size of the yajamana, on 
whose behalf the performance will take place. They will be the 
bricks of his altar. After the yajamana has been measured, the car¬ 
penter uses his measurements to make wooden frames for each of 
the basic shapes of the bricks (see Figure 9). Then clay is made and 
put inside these frames. Before the clay is dry, the frames are lifted 
off. The bricks are then left to dry in the sun, and are afterwards 
baked in a kiln. Finally they are transported from the kiln to the 
place where the ritual will be performed. 
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NUMBER OF BRICKS IN THE FIVE LAYERS 

I II III IV V TOTAL 

pancami 38 11 38 11 38 136 

sapada 2 21 2 21 2 48 

adhyardha 56 67 56 67 56 302 
pancamyardha 60 12 60 12 63 

(6 of 1/2 

thickness) 

207 

adhyardhardha 44 34 44 34 46 
(4 of 1/2 
thickness) 

202 

pancamipadya — 11 — 11 — 22 

ettamhi — 2 — 2 — 4 
sulapadya — 6 — 6 — 12 

dirghapadya — 28 — 28 — 56 
ubhayi — 8 — 8 — 16 

200 200 200 200 205 1,005 

TABLE 3 

with all its contents has been burnt, the only remnants are the square domestic 
altar and the bird-shaped offering altar. These can still be seen in different 
places in Kerala. However, sometimes bricks are taken from the altars and 
used for the courtyards of Nambudiri homes, for stepping stones, etc. More¬ 
over, among some families it has been customary to perform Agnicayana in 
one and the same place for several generations. In such cases, the remaining 
bricks are first removed. 

Because so many bricks were broken in 1975, not only were new bricks 
made at the last minute, but also bricks were taken after necessary purifica¬ 
tions (samskara), from the altar constructed during the 1956 Agnicayana per¬ 
formance on behalf of Nellikat Nllakanthan Akkitiripad. This altar, partly 

plate 16 overgrown by vegetation, was in his compound, less than a mile away. 
Though the size of Nellikat Akkitiripad’s bricks was obviously not appro¬ 
priate, they were still in very good shape. The Akkitiripad gave permission 
for bricks to be removed from several layers of his altar, on condition that 
they would be restored afterwards, and that the first layer would not be 
touched. Though the rule is that no bricks should be tampered with, it is 
felt that it is especially inappropriate to take bricks from the first layer, 
because of the important things which are buried under it (see below, pages 
395-414). 
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Soma, Antelope Skin, and Woods 

Once the newly made bricks were ready, they were transported from the 
kiln to a spot near the ritual enclosure by truck; and finally carried and piled PL^ES I7C'D 
up outside the enclosure. 

Certain bricks are marked with drawings in white paste. The five bricks 
called rsabha (“bull”), one for each of the five layers, are marked with a 
picture of a bull. The mandala (“circle”) bricks for the first, third, and fifth 
layers, are marked with a circle. The brick called vikarni (interpreted as “a 
woman without ears”), which will be placed in the fifth layer, has a picture 
of such a woman drawn on it. And finally, the asadha (“invincible”) brick plate 75B 

of the first layer is marked with three lines. 

3. Soma, Antelope Skin, and Woods 

When the Nambudiris plan to perform a Soma ritual, they officially 
inform the Raja of Kollengode and request him to provide Soma (viz., the 
substitute Sarcostemma brevistigma: see above page 105), the skin of a black 
antelope (krsnajina), and one kind of wood, needed for making ritual im¬ 
plements. The letter is of the following form: 

Letter from Cerumukku Vaidikan Somayajipad, Kiluprakkat 
Nllakanthan Somayajipad (and three others) on behalf of the 
Sukapuram Sabha Yogam: 

May the Secretary Pandarathil Kunju Menon inform the Chief 
Raja of the Venganat Palace that it has been decided to perform 
Agni for Cerumukku Vaidikan Nllakanthan Somayaji during 
the bright half of the coming month Vasanta, and that the necessary 
Soma, karinnali wood, and a flawless skin of the black deer be 
provided and this letter acknowledged. 

For the information of 
His Highness the Maharaja 
of the Venganat Palace. 

(see also Part III, Volume II, pages 279-299) 

The antelope skin has to be flawless, with horns and hoofs. It is used by 
the yajamana to sit on from the time of his consecration onwards. When he 
walks, he folds it and carries it, generally over his arm. Other antelope skins, 
or at least pieces of skin, are needed for the mud from which the ukha pots 
are made, for a sling for the ukha pot, and for preparing the sandals (upanah) 
for the yajamana, adhvaryu, brahman, and pratiprasthata when they walk 
on the Agni ground (agniksetra) and later on the altar. 

While there is no difficulty about obtaining Soma and the required 
woods, the black antelope appears to be extinct in the territory of the Raja, 
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PLATE l8A 

Inspection of Bricks 

When they are ready, the bricks are piled up round the area where 
the ritual will be performed. There are ten different basic shapes: 136 
squares; 48 rectangles of 1 1/4 x 1 ;302 rectnagles of 1 1/2 x 1 ;207 
equilateral triangles (6 of half thickness;; and many other triangles 
(see Table 3). Itti Ravi Nambudiri inspects their numbers after 
they have been delivered, taking into account that some may break 
and others have already broken, so that there should be extras of 
each kind. 

PLATE 18b 

Inspection of Antelope Skins 

In general, animal skins are impure and should not be touched, 
certainly not by brahmins. However, in the ritual, the skin of a 
black antelope (krsnajina) is needed for the yajamana to sit on, 
and other pieces of skin are needed for sandals for the priests (see 
Plate 71B) and for a few other purposes. Traditionally it is the task 
of the Raja of Kollengode to provide these animal skins. However, 
the animal has become very rare in the hilly regions of his former 
kingdom. So the present author and members of his team went 
to Varanasi (Banaras) to purchase some skins in the market. 
Fortunately, one of these skins was flawless, and retained its horns 
and hoofs. 



PLATE 18B 

PLATES 19-27 

PLATE 1 

Part II The 1975 Performance 

in the Anaimalai Hills of the Western Ghats. The Raja consented to provide 
the skin, but the Nambudiri organizers were doubtful whether he would be 
able to keep his promise. Considerable efforts were therefore spent to obtain 
antelope skins from elsewhere. In due course, some specimens were procured 
by Dr. C.G. Kashikar in Poona, and by us in Varanasi. A bullock skin is 
also needed, to put the Soma on at the time of purchase and pressing. It was 
obtained locally and without difficulty. The Raja sent another antelope skin, 
but by that time the performance had already begun. 

4. Wooden Implements 
(in collaboration with George Dales) 

The carpenter makes a variety of wooden implements, needed for the 
ritual proceedings. He belongs to the mara'sari or asari, “carpenter,” caste, 
a subdivision of the kammalan artisan caste. 

The wooden implements used in the rituals are made from specific 
kinds of wood, and we shall therefore begin with a list of their names in 
Sanskrit and Malayalam, along with their botanical identification: 

SANSKRIT MALAYALAM 

ahvattha arayal Ficus religiosa Linn.1 
bilba kulakam Aegle marmelos Corr. 
khadira karihnali Acacia sundra D.C. 
nyagrodha peral Ficus Bengalensis Linn.1 

palasa plas Butea frondosa Koen, Roxb. 
udumbara atti Ficus glomerata Roxb.1 

vahni vahni Prosopis spicigera Linn. 
varanam nirmatala Crataeva religiosa Forst. 

or varunam 
vikankata vayyahkat Flacourtia sapida Roxb. 
vrksamla puli Tamarindus indica L. 

I shall refer to these woods by their Sanskrit names, which are com¬ 
monly used in the ritual texts. There are several wooden implements that the 
yajamana already possesses, and that a carpenter had made on earlier occa¬ 
sions. These include the ladles required for the daily Agnihotra (in particular 
the agnihotra-havani made from vikankata wood) and implements for making 
fire: the upper kindling block (uttararani), the lower kindling block (adhara- 
rani; both made from asvattha wood), a churning rod (<mantha, Malayalam: 

1 For a pertinent discussion of the significance of these fig species, especially the asva¬ 

ttha, see Emeneau 1949. 
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Wooden Implements 

itattantu, made from vrksamla wood), and a rope. A half coconut shell may 
be used to press the mantha down into a hole in the adhararani. The churning 
rod itself is elaborately carved with a cross section like a twelve-fluted 
column. In fact, the overall design of the rod resembles an architectural 
column. An iron peg is embedded in the upper end as a pivot point. Iron 
sleeves protect each end. The fire-generating wooden tip is replaceable. It 
is attached to the rod by means of a triangular recess in the lower end of the 
rod. 

In the srauta rites, the most important ladles are juhu (made from 
palasa wood), dhruva (made from vikankata), and sruva (made from kha¬ 
dira). The first two are called sruc. They are of equal length and relatively 
similar in shape. Sometimes notches are cut into the end of the handles to 
help distinguish one type from the other. The sruva has a much smaller 
serving end. It is generally used to scoop butter from a dish. The upabhrt 
ladle, made from asvattha wood, is generally held under the juhu. There 
are also substitute juhu and upabhrt ladles, of the same shape, size and 
wood as the originals, but provided with a lid. They are used when the ori¬ 
ginals are already employed. The substitute for the juhu is called pracarani, 
and the substitute for the upabhrt, which is only used in the animal sacrifice, 
is called: prsadajyagrahani. 

Other implements made from khadira wood are: the sphya knife used 
in many special rites; the dhrsti ladle for preparing the hot milk of the 
Pravargya ceremony; the samya pin or wedge of the yoke of the Soma cart; 
the musala pestle for pounding grain; and the prasitra, in the shape of a kind 
of cameleon (called ontu in Malayalam), on the back of which the sacrificial 
cakes are placed. 

Grains are crushed in the ulukhala mortar, made from varanam. Three 
oblong containers are made from the same wood: the largest is the darupatri, 
a trough called after daru, “wood” (etymologically related to English 
“tree”), in which the sacrificial cakes are placed; idapatram, a receptacle for 
the ida meal, of similar shape but shorter; and pranita-pranayanam, in which 
the pranlta waters are transported. 

For the animal sacrifice, the carpenter makes an octagonal sacrificial 
pole (yupa) from bilba wood. The Soma rituals require many special im¬ 
plements. The largest are the Soma cart (sakata), made from nyagrodha wood 
with two spokeless wheels, and the stool or “throne” (asandl), made from 
udumbara, on which King Soma is installed south of the domestic altar. 
Nyagrodha wood is also used for making the dronakalasa vessel and the 
pariplu dish, used to scoop the Soma extract from it. 

As we have seen (p. 52), in addition to the yajamana, ten of his priests 
are called camasin, “cupbearer”; they have their own Soma cup (camasa). 
The principal cupbearers (mukhy a-camasin) are hota, brahman, udgata, 
yajamana, and sadasya. The hota’s cup is larger (height: 12 1/2cm, side: 
18 cm.) than the others (height: 7 1/2 cm, side: 12 1/2 cm, on the average). 
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PLATES 4,48,91 A, 

95 

PLATE 65 

PLATE 2 

PLATE 3, 53 

PLATE 58 

PLATE 20B 

PLATE 23c, 24, 
101 



PLATE 19 

The Potter 

The potter uses his wheel for all the clay pots that have to be made. 
He fashions several other items, such as the clay heads, by hand. 
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PLATES 20A-C 

The Carpenter 

The Carpenter, working with two assistants, makes all the wooden 
implements required in the ritual. They have to be made from 
different woods, and the shapes are prescribed by tradition. Though 
Itti Ravi Nambudiri provided the necessary instructions, the car¬ 
penter had performed these tasks in the past and was obviously 
fully experienced. Among the many items he fashions, there are 
Soma goblets, such as the maitravaruna-patram, made of nyagro- 
dha wood (Ficus bengalensis, Linn.) and fashioned with two breasts 
(20A). Since each of the wooden implements has to be made of a 
single piece, large vessels such as the dronakalasa require an en¬ 
tire tree trunk to start with (20B). Another special item is the sa- 
pham, which will subsequently be split lengthwise to constitute a 
pair of poles that will be used to lift the hot mahavira pot (20C; see 
Plate 58). 
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PLATE 21 

Soma Goblets Made of Nyagrodha Wood 

A. Antaryama-patram, eight-cornered (astakona) 
B. Rtu-patram, with a face (mukham) 
C. Rtu-patram, with two faces (mukhe) 
D. Maitravaruna-patram, with breasts (stanau) 
E. Ukthya-patram, with halves (ayava) and eight-cornered 
F. Atigrahya-patram, round (vrtta) 

\ 
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All cups are square, each is made out of one piece of nyagrodha wood, and 
their handles have specific shapes. A Sanskrit verse characterizes them: 

vrttam catuhsraktir atha trikonam 
prthus ca savyavrta eva mukhyah 
adhordhvavakram dvitayam pradaksinam 
rasna ca sankuti camasasya laksanam 
Round, square, and triangular, 
wide and turned to the left are the principal ones. 
Bent downward and upward, double, turning to the 

right, 
girded and pointed, these are the cups’ marks. 

The order of priests is explained by another verse, which begins as follows: 

praitu hotus camasah pra brahmanah prodgatuh 
pra yajamanasya pra sadasyasya 
hotrakanam. . . . 
First the hota’s cup should come, then that of 

brahman and udgata, 
next of yajamana and sadasya, 
then of the hotrakas. . . . 

The hotrakas are those who have a hearth in the sadas, except for the hota. 
They are enumerated in the same order as their dhisnya hearths, from south 
to north (see page 586 and Figure 42), viz., omitting the hota, as follows: 
maitravaruna, brahmanacchamsin, pota, nesta, acchavaka, to which finally 
the agnidhra (whose hearth is further north in his own shed) is added. 
Summing up, the assignment of the cupbearers’ cups is as follows: 

SHAPE OF HANDLE OF CAMAS A: CAMASIN: 

round (vrtta) 
square (catuhsrakti) 

triangular (trikona) 
wide (prthu) 
turned to the left (savyavrta) 
downward (adhas) 
upward (urdhvci) 

double (dvitaya) 
turned to the right (pradaksina) 
girded (rasna) 

pointed (sanku) 

hota 
brahman 
udgata 
yajamana 
sadasya 
maitravaruna 
brahmanacchamsin 
pota 
nesta 
acchavaka 
agnidhra 

plates 21, 104, Some oblations, called graha, are made to the gods in round goblets 
I05 called patram or upasayam. They have specific names (called after gods or 

Wooden Implements 

rites) and shapes. Their average height is 18 cm and diameter 7 1/2 cm, but 
the opening in the top that contains the liquid is only about 3 cm deep. They 
are from different kinds of wood: 

NAME: 

rtu-patram 
mai tra varuna-patram 
aindravayava-patram 

an taryama-pa tram 
asvina-patram 
aditya-upasayam 

ukthya-upasayam 

up amsu-patr am 
atigrahya-patram 

sodasi-patram 
dadhigraha-patram 

manthi-patram 

sulcra-patram 

SHAPE: 

one- and two-faced 
with two breasts 
girded 
eight-cornered 
two-edged 
narrow-waisted 
narrow-waisted and 
nered 
round 
round 
square 
square 
round 
round 

WOOD: 

nyagrodha 
nyagrodha 
nyagrodha 
nyagrodha 
nyagrodha 
nyagrodha 

-cor- nyagrodha 

nyagrodha 
nyagrodha 
udumbara 
udumbara 
vikankata 
bilba 

eight 

The sukra-patram will be made later, from the sacrificial pole (see page 403). 
Notches are again used to distinguish similar looking goblets from each 
other. A final cup, shaped like a leaf, is the sarvausadha-patram, made of 
udumbara wood, used for making offerings of “all herbs” (sarvosadha). 

The optional Pravargya ceremony requires several implements made 
from udumbara wood: sapham, a pair of poles used for lifting the hot maha- 
vira pot; and another stool or throne (asandi) for installing mahavira pots 
and other Pravargya implements south of the throne for King Soma. 

The Agnicayana calls for more items made from udumbara wood: a 
plough with which the field of Agni is ploughed before the altar construction 
begins; the praseka, a large ladle used for the continuous ghee offering of 
Flow of Wealth; and a small toy cart (ratham) with four spokeless wheels, 
used for the Holding-of-the-Realm oblations on the ninth day. 

Like all the Vedic ritual implements, these wooden utensils are of an 
archaic simplicity. Zimmer has commented upon this: “The complete ab¬ 
sence of all decorative symbolism contrasts dramatically with the rich adorn¬ 
ment usual in Indian ritual objects.” He is probably right when he adds: “The 
homeland of such simplicity was not India, but those Central Asian steppes 
whence the late descendants of the Old Stone Age hunters poured southward 
and westward, during the second millenium b.c., not only into India, but 
also into the ancient culture-lands of the Mediterranean” (1955, 39, 41). 

PLATE 20A 

PLATE 60A 

PLATES 20C 

PLATE 60B 

PLATE 64 

PLATES 88-90 

PLATE 91 
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5. Clay Implements 
(in collaboration with George Dales) 

PLATES 19, 28-32 

PLATES 40, 100 

PLATES 30, 66, 
98B, 99 

PLATES 62, 82 

PLATE 83 

PLATES 46, 50 

The potter, who belongs to the kumbharan caste, has as much to do as 
the carpenter. Many of the clay pots and dishes he makes are indistinguish¬ 
able from those that are in daily use throughout India. The following descrip¬ 
tions are partly based upon an extra set of ritual implements, made for the use 
of scholars when the implements for the ritual were made. The extra set is pre¬ 
served at the University of California at Berkeley. No specific observations 
were made of the manufacturing processes in the field, but from the Berkeley 
examples certain remarks can be made. Most of the vessels are made of a fine- 
to medium-grained paste fired to an orange buff color. Many have an or- 
angish wash applied—often sloppily—to the exterior surfaces and over the rim. 
The most common exterior decorations include multiple bands of grooves 
and ridges, streak-burnishing, punctated designs in bands surrounding the 
shoulder, and multiple intersecting line patterns on the bases of jars and pots 
produced by a carved paddle. The most elaborate vessels have applied coni¬ 
cal projections around the shoulder, erect penis spouts, and breasts. These 
three features occur in varying combinations on different types of vessels. 

Foremost among the vessels are large pots, called kalam and kutam 
in Malayalam. The former has a bigger mouth than the latter. The corres¬ 
ponding Sanskrit terms are ghata and kumbha. Among smaller vessels, one 
is used for milking (dohana). There are dishes of varying size called catti 
(Sanskrit sthali). These bowls appear to be mass-produced items, quite in¬ 
differently fired, resulting in warping, asymmetry, and differential coloring. 
They follow a strict stylistic pattern, however, with externally beaked rims, 
shallow spiral grooves on the exterior of the upper body, and the center of 
the base characterized by a low nipple profile. The different sizes are carefully 
controlled so that each bowl nestles neatly into the next largest size to form 
a stacked set of bowls. One dish differs from the others in having a more 
elaborate external profile with deep grooves and a sharp projecting ledge 
dividing the shoulder from the base of the bowl. It is called prsthodvapani 

(in Malayalam: arakkan catti). Smaller, more crudely formed kapalam 
vessels are used for preparing purodasa rice cakes. The name itself means 
“pottery sherd” and actually, sherds are sometimes used for this purpose. The 
smallest are used for water for washing hands. 

Characteristic of Kerala is a pot with a spout called kindi or karaka- 
kindi. They come in all sizes. A larger one with two breasts added to the 
spout, also called karakam, will be used by the pratiprasthata to pour a 
continuous stream of water, while he circumambulates the completed altar 
(pages 534-537). Small kindi vessels made of brass are also used, e.g., for 
sprinkling water. Together with the typical brass lamps (Malayalam: vilakku) 

and dishes (uruli) of Kerala, they are probably best regarded as Hindu intru¬ 
sions into the Vedic ritual. They are outside the potter’s domain. 
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Special clay vessels are needed in the Soma ritual: water is poured from 
the sambharani, Soma juice is mixed in the adhavaniya and kept in the puta- 
bhrt, a large vessel with two breasts. Large clay pots like these are called 
pitavu in Malayalam. Another large kalam vessel is the agrayana, used 
during the Soma pressings. One of the Soma vessels, with a ring of sharp 
clay projections or thorns around it, is called mullu in Malayalam. All the 
distinctions of shape between these pots are customary, not Vedic. They are 
“human” (manusa), in the words of Erkkara Raman. 

The most important object of the Pravargya ceremony is the mahavlra plates sb, 6ob, 

pot. Use is also made of two clay ladles, called pinvanam. The potter prepares 
the mahavlra pot on his potter’s wheel and not by hand, as the ancient texts 
prescribe (cf. Kashikar 1969; van Buitenen 1968; Kramrisch 1975). Unlike 
what is suggested in the texts, the mahavlra pot is not fired with its bottom 
up. It is placed in the oven sideways and generally with its opening facing 
east. The pinvanam ladles are put to the east, the ajyasthali dish (a dish for 
ajya, “ghee”) and the kapalam potsherds to the west of the mahavlra pot. 
Unlike the other pots, the mahavlra, though prepared by the potter, is ritual¬ 
ly made by the priests during one of the ceremonies that take place on the 
second day (see below, page 336). 

The Agnicayana requires numerous clay items. Foremost among them is 
the ukha pot, which has eight breasts or udders around its circumference, plates 5a, 71. 

Like the mahavlra, it is prepared by the potter and, subsequently, ritually 72A 
made (together with eight of the bricks) by the priests during a special cere¬ 
mony, the Ukhasambharana rite (below, pages 286-302). The construction of plates 41-42 
this elaborate vessel is of some interest. The base is actually a bottomless 
bowl made separately and attached up-side-down to the bottom of the large 
upper bowl. The ledge-rim of the base is decorated with deep concentric 
grooves—unusual, if this smaller bowl was originally intended to have been 
a base for another vessel. The breasts are hollow with a tiny aperture and are 
attached to the exterior solid surface of the vessel. This is true also of the 
other type of vessels having breasts, so they are nonfunctional as opposed to 
the spouts. All the surfaces of the large upper bowl of the ukha vessel are 
elaborately decorated with burnished lines, especially the interior, where a 
center square motif is connected with the rim by radial burnish streaks. 

One detail in the preparation of the ukha pot is reminiscent of the spe¬ 
cial prescription given in the Katyayana Srauta Sutra (above, page 136), 
though it is not identical with it: when the ukha pot is put in the fire made of 
cowdung, chips of firewood, and dry grass, accompanied by the recitation 
of Taittiriya Samhita 4.1.6.2 d (below, page 299), it must be placed sideways 
with its opening facing east. In the case of the mahavira, as we have just seen, 
this is also the general practice. In the case of the ukha it is prescribed ex¬ 
plicitly in the Malayalam text of the Yagambhasa. The Cerumukku text has: 
kilakku bilampata, the Taikkat text: kilakkottu talayayi veykkanam. Both 
expressions mean: “put the pot with its opening facing east.” 
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PLATES 22-32 

Wooden and Clay Implements 

At the time the carpenter and potter prepared the wooden and clay 
implements for the ritual, an extra set was made for the use of 
scholars. This was especially valuable in view of the fact that al¬ 
most all ritual implements used during the ritual would be destroyed 
on the last day of the performance. The extra set is preserved at 
the University of California, Berkeley. The following eleven draw¬ 
ings were made from this collection by George Dales, who also as¬ 
sisted with their description in Chapters 4 and 5. 

PLATE 22 

A: dhruva B: juhu C: sruva D: sphya E: dhrsti 
F: pra§itra. 

18 2 





D:”^C^V“ bfataaf'o C: ag"-dhl 
H: sadasya I: brahmanaccham^ " yaJamana 





PLATE 26 

A: aindravayava-patram B: maitravaruna-patram 
C: rtu-patram D: ratham. 





PLATE 28 

A-C: three kalams D: mahavlra E: kutam. 
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PLATE 30 

A-E: five sthall dishes F: prsthodvapani G-H: two 
kalams I: dohana J-L: three small sthall dishes. 
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PLATES 44, 72A 

PLATE 67 

PLATE 33 

PLATE 46 

PLATE 91 

PLATES 38A, 54, 
55B, 84 

PLATE 46 
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The potter also makes five clay heads of a he-goat (basta), bull (vrsabha), 
ram (vrsni), horse (asva), and man (purusa), and six pairs of male and female 
pots (kumbha and kumbhl), which will all be buried under the main altar 
during the ceremonies of the fourth day. The female kumbhi pots have 
applied breasts but the male kumbha pots do not have penis spouts. 

6. The Golden Man 

The goldsmith who belongs to the Tattan caste, makes the golden man 
(hiranmayapurusa). Any human figure could be used as a mould, and the 
size is not important. The goldsmith who assisted in 1975 (and had done so 
on earlier occasions) had a mould made from an image of Narayana from a 
temple in Palghat. The image is covered with a thin layer of gold and becomes 
the golden man. Like other representations of Visnu, Narayana has four 
arms. In order to obtain the human form, two of these are removed from the 
image after it has been detached from the mould. The resulting figure meas¬ 
ured about 4 1/2 cm. 

The weight of the golden man should be a hundred (satamanam), inter¬ 
preted as a hundred small golden coins, each called panam. These coins, 
which are no longer in use, continue to function in ritual contexts. For 
example, the Ignorant Brahmin presents the adhvaryu with such a coin on 
the three occasions of his participation in the ceremonies (below, pages 419, 
461, 505). Since a hundred golden coins is expensive, it is permissible to use 
fifty, twenty-five, twelve and a half, or six and a quarter panams. The last 
option was adopted in 1975. 

In addition to the golden man, the goldsmith prepares the rukma, a 
small disk worn by the yajamana on a string round his neck at the time of his 
consecration. He also makes a small copper pipe, approximately 2 1/2 
finger breadths long, to be inserted in the wooden toy cart prepared by the 
carpenter (page 227). The goldsmith may also make the earrings (kundala) 
customarily worn by Nambudiri Somayajis. The few Somayajis who attended 
the 1975 ceremonies already owned such earrings. 

7. Other Prerequisites 

Quantities of darbha grass and kusci grass are procured from Karalman- 
na in South Malabar. Bundles of palasa leaves and avaka plants (Malayalam: 
pucakkuru) are similarly obtained. Hemp is used for making strings, in parti¬ 
cular the string that ties the yajamana to the ukha pot. Firewood, including 
samidh and idhma sticks, is brought in sufficient quantity. 

Four hundred and fifty garments (vastram) are bought in the market, 
ready to be used for daksina and other purposes. Fourteen sacrificial goats 

Other Prerequisites 

are ready to be purchased, but the purchase was called off in 1975. Two 
horses, a donkey, two oxen, and a Soma cow are hired. Another cow and goat 
are hired for providing milk. Fifty liters of ghee are needed for the libations, 
as well as quantities of rice and wheat. Coconut oil is needed for the lamps. 
The feeding of several hundred guests (brahmanabhojana) requires large 
quantities of food (including 2,100 kilograms of rice), kerosene, betel 
leaves, beedies, cigarettes, snuff, bamboo mats, soap, etc. The reader who 
wishes to know more may consult the detailed budgets published in the final 
section of Part III (Volume II, pages 457-463). 

Stones for pounding Soma stalks, and pebbles for outlining the shapes 
of the altars and for putting under, inside, and on top of the bird-shaped altar, 
are obtained from an area on the banks of the Bharata Puzha river at Kan- 
nanur, about one and a half miles downstream from Pattambi. These pebbles 
are called kolipparal, “chicken-fish.” At least three among them should have 
holes in them: these are the svayamatrnna, “naturally perforated ones.” 
Two of these should have (at least) three holes in them, and one (at least) 
five. Such holes are called dvara. If no pebbles can be found with fully per¬ 
forated holes, dents or small depressions are acceptable. 

The pebbles from the Bharata Puzha river were analyzed at Berkeley 
and were found to consist of Vivianite, a scarce mineral named after the 
British mineralogist J.G.Vivian, who discovered it in Cornwall. It is an Iron 
Phosphate Hydrate, Fe3(P04)»H20, often found in beds of clay or in cavities 
in altered fossils. It is reasonable to suppose that there was a tradition, that 
pebbles of this type occur in rivers. The ancestors of the Nambudiris must 
have looked for them, and discovered them in the Bharata Puzha river. 

The chicken-fish pebbles are not only used in the Agnicayana. They play 
a role in other ritual contexts, which throw some light on their post-Vedic 
and contemporary significance.1 

Together with seven other substances, the chicken-fish constitute a mix¬ 
ture called astabandha, “eight binding substances,” used for cementing the 
foundation of images installed in temples. The mixture is obtained by com¬ 
bining six parts of samkha (Malayalam: samkhupoti “powdered conch 
shell”), four parts of sarja (cencalyam “pine resin”), two parts of abhaya 
(katukkattotu “cover of gall-nut”), one part each of karpasa (nutparatti 
“cotton”), apala (kolarakkii “shellac”), valuka (cettumanal “sand mixed with 
clay”), sajatuka (kolipparal “chicken-fish” pebbles), and a half part of amala- 
kam (nellikka “gooseberry”). These are powdered, mixed with oil (Sanskrit 
taila, Malayalam enna) and pounded with a hammer for one and a half hours 
(3 3/4 of a nalika: see page 245) every morning and evening for thirty days. 

The pebbles are also used in connexion with fire. When the aupasana 
or grhya “home” fire, installed in the household at the time of marriage, has 
gone out and has to be reinstalled, the ground is prepared and purified with 

1 The following information was provided by Matampu Narayanan Nambudiri. 
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PLATE 33A 

Fashioning the Golden Man 

The goldsmith fashions the golden figure of a man, which will be 
buried under the altar. 

PLATE 33B 

The Golden Man (Hiranmayapurusa) 

The figure of the golden man is made with the help of a mould taken 
from an image of Narayana in a temple in Palghat. Two of Visnu’s 
four arms are removed to make the figure human. It is about 4 1/2 
cm. high, and weights 6 1/4 panams, a unit of weight equivalent 
to a small golden coin. 

Photo Michael Beaucage 
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a mixture consisting of chicken-fish and various substances, which I list here 
with their Malayalam names: manal (river sand from the Bharata Puzha 
river), usaram (desert sand, provided by Tamil brahmins), puttumannu 

(anthill), nirarumannu (mud from a permanently wet spot), elippuU (sand 
thrown up by a rat—eli—digging a hole), pannippuli (sand thrown up by a 
pig—panni—digging a hole), tamarayila (lotus leaf), asani (coconut, jack 
or arayal tree struck by lightning), a branch with leaves of the arayal, and 
various woods: atti, plas, vahni, and vayyankat (see page 206). 

8. The Ritual Enclosure 

The construction of the ritual enclosure (yagasala) requires precise 
measurements to have been made beforehand. The measurements are made 
with the help of the measuring sticks derived from the size of the yajamana 
(above, page 196). The results are marked on the chosen ground with the 
help of pegs and strings. 

All measurements can be marked only after determination of the east- 
west line (prsthya). A stick of about two to three feet is prepared, and at its 
two ends pegs of unequal length are inserted: 

Figure 10—Stick for Tracing a Circle 

The longer peg P is fixed in the ground about one foot to the north of 
where the east-west line is approximately planned. A circle with P as its center 
is scratched in the soil by turning Q around P (Figure 10; not drawn to scale). 

The determination of the east-west line takes four days. At sunrise on the 
first day the shadow of the central peg at P cuts the circumference at a point 
Ai, which is marked with a peg. At sunset on that day, it cuts at Bi. Similar¬ 
ly, the shadow cuts the circle at sunrise and sunset on the fourth day at A4 

and B4, respectively (Figure 11). 
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WEST 

Figure 11—Determination of the East-West Line 

One natural day (corresponding to twenty-four hours) is divided into 
sixty equal units of time, each called a nalika. Let us assume that the time 
elapsed between sunrise and sunset on the first day, i.e., between the deter¬ 
mination of Aj and Bi, was twenty-three nalikas. Four days last 4 x 60 = 
240 nalikas. During that period, the distance between Ai and A4 was travers¬ 
ed. The arc Ai A4 is divided into 240 equal units, of which as many parts are 
taken as there were nalikas between sunrise and sunset on the first day, viz., 
twenty-three. This is done by folding a thin string of the same length as the 
arc AiA4 into 240 equal parts, and unfolding twenty-three parts. The point 
arrived at on the arc, say A*, is marked with another peg. 

Now A*Bi is the east-west line. A string is tied and extended further in 
opposite directions on both sides. 

There is another method, simpler and rougher, to determine the east- 
west line. A circle is drawn as before (Figure 12). Let Ai and Bj mark the 
points of sunrise and sunset on the first day, and A2 sunrise on the second 
day. The center A* of segment AiA2 is determined by folding a string of 
length AiA2. Now A*Bi is the east-west line. 

In practice, the east-west line is not often constructed by either of these 
methods. Generally there will be a temple or mana (Nambudiri house) near¬ 
by, and these are already oriented. The directions are then obtained by con¬ 
structing parallels. 

Given the east-west line, there are two different methods to arrive at the 
north-south line, or in fact at any line at right angles to a given one. Ac- 
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Figure 12—Determination of the East-West Line: 
Alternative Method 

Figure 13—Determination of the North-South Line: 
First Method 
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cording to the first method, two circles are drawn with centers Q and C2 

on the east-west line, at equal distances to the left and the right of the point 
where the north-south line is wanted (Figure 13). The two circles intersect 
at Di and D2. Then DjD2 is the north-south line. 

According to the second method, a point C is marked on the east-west 
line where the intersection with the north-south line is wanted. A peg is fixed 
at C, and another at D, three prakramas to the east of C (Figure 14). 

1 

NORTH 

SOUTH 

Figure 14—Determination of the North-South Line: 
Second Method 

A string four prakramas long is tied to C, and a stick five prakramas 
long to D. The opposite ends of the string and stick are tied together, and 
then the string is stretched. This determines a point E, such that CE is the 
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north-south line. Alternatively, DE is also a string, and both strings are 
stretched and made to meet. Or else there is a single string, CED, that is 
marked at E, and E is moved until both CE and DE are fully stretched. 

Such right angles are generally constructed with the help of the triple 
(3, 4, 5). But other triples are also sometimes mentioned, e.g., (17, 17, 24), 
with regard to which “a slight difference” is felt to exist. The Nambudiris 
know the technical terms in Sanskrit for the three sides of the rectangular 
triangle: the two sides CE and CD are called bhujam and koti, and the hypo¬ 
tenuse DE is called karn[n]am. 

Once the north-south line is determined at right angles on the east-west 
line, the east-west line itself can be moved north or south, parallel to itself, 
by the same method, to any desired point. The starting point of all subse¬ 
quent measurements is a point, marked by a peg, that will be the intersection 
of the prsthya or east-west line and the center of the western wall of the wife’s 
section of the Old Hall. A little further west, a well has been dug. 

As we have seen, the ritual enclosure consists of two main areas: the 
praclnavamsa or Old Hall and the mahavedi or Great Altar Space. Inside the 
Great Altar Space, the new Offering Altar will be built to the east, in the 
agniksetra or Field of Agni. To its west there are two special sheds: the sadas 
or Hall of Recitation and the havirdhana or Hall for Preparing the Soma 
Oblations, briefly: the Soma Hall. The Old Hall, the Hall of Recitation and 
the Soma Hall are together called the sala or Enclosure. It will be provided 

plate 34 with roofs that will be supported by forty-one poles. Twenty-two of these 
poles are for the Old Hall. The measurements for the sacrificial enclosure 
consist in determining the spots where these poles will be erected. They are 
first marked by pegs. The four corners of the Great Altar Space, and a few 
other spots on its outline, will also be marked by pegs, though no poles will 
take their place. I shall indicate the pegs by numbers (J) through The 
starting point of all the measurements will be indicated as g), because the 
second pole will be erected there. 

Because of the large size of the new Domestic Altar of the Agnicayana, 
which has to fit inside the Old Hall, the outline of the Old Hall is measured 
in terms of the madhyama-prakrama of 32 1/4 viral (see above, page 196). 
Starting from g), six madhyama-prakramas are measured to the south, 
reaching (I), and six to the north, reaching g). See Figure 15. 

Pegs are put in the ground at g) and g). The measurements continue as 
follows: 

from g) four madhyama-prakramas east, reaching 
from ® two madhyama-prakramas east, reaching (§); 
from (5) four madhyama-prakramas south, reaching g); 
from g) two madhyama-prakramas south, reaching @; 
from © six madhyama-prakramas south, reaching g). 

Then (I)g)g)g) is the outline for the patnlsala or Wife’s Enclosure, with 
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prakrta -prakrama 1_1 madhyama-prakrama 

(30 viral) (32 1/4 viral) 

Figure 15—Dimensions of the Old Hall (Praclnavamsa) 

spaces for doors marked by the segments (g)g) and g)(7). Next comes the Old 
Hall itself: 

from g) two madhyama-prakramas east to ®; 
from (§) two madhyama-prakramas east to ©; 
from © four madhyama-prakramas east to ©; 
from © six madhyama-prakramas north to ©; 
from © six madhyama-prakramas north to ©; 
from © four madhyama-prakramas east to ©; 
from (g) two madhyama-prakramas east to ©; 
from © two madhyama-prakramas east to ©; 
from © six madhyama-prakramas south to @; 
from © six madhyama-prakramas south to ©; 
from © two madhyama-prakramas east to ©; 
from © six madhyama-prakramas north to ©; 
from © two madhayma-prakramas north to @; 
from @ four madhyama-prakramas north to ©. 
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PLATES 34A-B 

Making the Roof 

The roof of the sacrificial enclosure is made from palmyra leaves, 
fastened onto a framework of bamboo poles, tied together with 
strings. This method is commonly used for constructing temporary 
structures, sheds, or “pandals.” 
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This completes the outline of the Old Hall, ©(g)®(§), with spaces for 
doors marked at (§)© (previously), @®, @®, and ©@. Later, bamboo 

plates 35, 11:21 poles will be erected in these spots and support a saddle-shaped roof made 
from palmyra leaves, with its ridge above the east-west line (g)@) at an eleva¬ 
tion of about 12 prakramas above the ground. A low wall of clay is made, 
with removable upper parts that may serve as windows. 

Next the location and sizes of altars and other special areas inside the 
Old Hall will be determined by measurement, after which they will be made 
from clay. For all measurements within the Old Hall, the unit of measurement 
is the ordinary prakrta-prakrama: 

Figure 16—Dimensions of the Domestic Altar (Garhapatya) 
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I. The (old) Domestic Altar (garhapatya), marked G. This altar occupies 
a square of 2 X 2 prakramas, with two concentric circles inside, the smaller 
one with a radius of 1/2, the larger one with a radius of 3/4 prakrama. The 
outer circle is elevated from the ground at about 1/4 prakrama and the inner 
circle at about 1/2 prakrama. The inside of the altar is on a level with the 
outside ground. See Figure 16. 

The center of this Domestic Altar is two (ordinary) prakramas east of 7. 

II. The (old) Offering Altar (ahavanlya), marked A. The outer dimensions are 
the same as those of the Domestic Altar. Inside are two squares, as indicated 
in Figure 17. 

Figure 17—Dimensions of the Offering Altar (Ahavaniya) 

The center of this Offering Altar is 12 (ordinary) prakramas and 18 
viral east of the center of G. The distance from the center of A to © is 2 
(ordinary) prakramas and 18 viral. Therefore, the total distance from (7) to 
® is: 
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PLATE 35 

The Ritual Enclosure 

Overview of the ritual enclosure from the east-northeast. The 
Great Altar Space (mahavedi) is in front, the Old Hall (pracina- 
vam§a), with higher roof, in the back. See also Volume 2, Plate 21. 
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60 viral 
378 viral 

78 viral 
64 1/2 viral 

TOTAL: 580 1/2 viral 

This is as it should be, for the east-west dimension of the Old Hall is eighteen 
madhyama-prakramas, or 18 x 32 1/4 = 580 1/2 viral. 

III. The Southern Altar (daksinagni), marked D. The outer square is again 
of the same dimensions. Inside there is a rectangle to the north and a semi¬ 
circle to the south. The dimensions are indicated in Figure 18. 

2 prakrta - prakrama 

SOUTH 

Figure 18—Dimensions of the Southern Altar (Daksinagni) 

To find the center of the Southern Altar we first determine the center M 
of the distance between the centers of G and A: it is 6 prakramas and 9 viral 
from each. The center of D is 4 prakramas and 6 viral south of M. 

Immediately west of the Offering Altar is the Yedi. It has the shape of an 
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center of G to center of A: 
center of G to ©: 
@ to @>: 2 madhyama-prakramas = 

PLATE 36A 

The Ritual Enclosure 

hourglass. The four corners form a rectangle which is 2 prakramas broad 
and 3 prakramas long. These corners are determined by measurement, but 
the hourglass shape is scratched on the ground with the sphya knife, using 
eye and hand. 

Two ordinary prakramas north from the northwest corner of the Vedi a 
point U is reached, which will mark the position of the utkara rubbish heap, PLATE 36B 
which will later be made from clay in the shape of a turtle. Another 3 
prakramas and 71/2 viral north marks the spot where the ucchistakhara will 
be made. This is a small square, made against the northern wall, with an 
exhaust through the wall to the outside. It is a receptacle for water that will 
be used to wash some of the Pravargya utensils (Episode 9). 

The need for the use of the middle prakrama as the unit of measurement 
for the outline of the Old Hall is not apparent, of course, from the sizes of 
the three altars, but it will become apparent when the new domestic altar is 
constructed on the fourth ritual day (Episode 7). plate 37 

Next the outline of the mahavedi or Great Altar Space is measured. Use 
is made of the extended, vrddha-prakrama of 34 1/3 viral (above page 195), 
so that the large bird-shaped altar will fit inside.1 All the measurements in¬ 

side the mahavedi will again be made by means of the ordinary prakrama. 
The ordinary prakrama is also used to find the starting point (Figure 19). 

The measurement of the mahavedi or Great Altar Space begins from a 
point A, six ordinary prakramas east from the center of the Sacrificial 
Altar (A).The peg that is placed there is called Peg in Front of the Enclosure 
(,salamukhiyasanlcu). The sadas or Hall of Recitation is measured first: 

from A one (ordinary) prakrama east, then: 
one (ordinary) prakrama south to (g>; 

and one (ordinary) prakrama north to @; 
from (g) six (ordinary) prakrama south to ©; 
from (§) six (ordinary) prakrama north to (§); 
from (§) five (ordinary) prakrama east to ®; 
from (g) eight (ordinary) prakrama south to (§); 
from @) six (ordinary) prakrama south to (§); 
from (§> five (ordinary) prakrama east to @>; 
from @) six (ordinary) prakrama north to @; 
from @ two (ordinary) prakrama north to ©; 
from @ six (ordinary) prakrama north to 

This completes the outline of the Hall of Recitation (§>@(§)@, with spaces 

1 Erkkara Raman Nambudiri visited a performance of the Pundarlka (a sattra ritual) 
in Andhra Pradesh in 1977. He reported that the priests not only read the recitations 
and chants from books, and generally without accent or proper pitch, but also that 
ordinary measurements had been used for the Great Altar Space so that the bird¬ 
shaped altar had to be made small, even though the yajamana was not a midget. 
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PLATE 36A 

Digging the Yedi 

The vedi is a receptacle for ritual implements, constructed imme¬ 
diately to the west of the offering altar. Its shape is that of an hour¬ 
glass, with four concave sides. The ancient Sulba Sutra texts specify 
these sides as arcs from four circles, and determine the center and 
radius of each of these circles. The Nambudiris determine only the 
position of the four corners by precise measurement (see Figure 15). 
They construct the four sides by using eye and hand. The plate shows 
the agnidh scratching the outline of the vedi on the ground with 
the help of the wooden knife (sphya). 

PLATE 36B 

Preparing the Utkara 

The utkara rubbish heap is used not only as a receptacle for soil 
and dust, but also as a place to stand on for the agnidh and several 
other priests. It is fashioned in the shape of a turtle. 
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PLATE 37A 

The Southern and Old Offering Altars 

Inside the Old Hall (pracinavamsa), the Southern Altar (daksina- 
gni: in front) is semicircular. When fire is installed on it, it will be 
used for protection against evil influences emanating from the 
southern direction. The old offering altar (ahavanlya: in the back¬ 
ground) is square. It is the altar for the offering fire, into which many 
oblations will be made. The preparation of both altars from clay has 
just been completed. 

PLATE 37B 

The Southern and New Domestic Altars in Use 

Weeks later, after the ceremonies have begun, fires are installed 
on the altars. The old offering altar, made from clay, has been re¬ 
placed by a new domestic altar, made from bricks (see Plate 47). The 
new offering altar, in the shape of a bird, will be constructed later 
and further to the east, outside the Old Hall. 
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1 • prakrta - prakrama (30 viral) 

i_i vrddha -prakrama (34 1/3 viral) 

Figure 19—Dimensions of the Mahavedi 

for doors at (§)(§) and (g)©.1 Four ordinary prakramas to the east of the east¬ 
ern side of the Hall of Recitation is the western side of the Soma Hall, a 
square of twelve by twelve prakramas, with outline and spaces for 
doors at and @@. 

The outline of the Great Altar Space is marked with the help of the ex¬ 
tended vrddha-prakrama unit of measurement of 34 1/3 viral (above, page 
196): 

from A, fifteen vrddha-prakrama south to ©; 
from A fifteen vrddha-prakrama north to ©; 
from A thirty-six vrddha-prakrama east to B; 

1 This description and Figure 19 represent the measurements of the sadas as it was 
constructed in 1975. However, a mistake was made: according to Cerumulcku as well 
as Taikkat, the sadas should measure 18 aratnis from north to south (not 14 prakra¬ 

mas). 

from B twelve vrddha-prakrama north to ©; 
from B twelve vrddha-prakrama south to ©. 

This completes the outline of the Great Altar Space @©@©. From @ and 
©, 18 vrddha-prakrama west along the outline in the direction of © and ©, 
respectively, we reach two points, C and D, respectively. C will be the middle 
of the agnidhrlya shed, a square of four by four ordinary prakramas. Similar¬ 
ly, D will be the middle of the marjaliya shed, another square of the same 
dimensions, half inside and half outside the Great Altar Space. Again, going 
west from © along the northern boundary of the Great Altar Space, we reach 
E after three vrddha-prakramas and F after another nine. One vrddha-pra¬ 
krama north of E, the catvala hole will be dug; one vrddha-prakrama north 
of F, the outer utkara rubbish heap will be made. 

Next, poles will be erected in all the spots marked by pegs, except for 
©-© and @). In the last hole, the audumbarl pole will be erected on the 
ninth day of the ceremony (Episode 23). Simple, saddle-shaped roofs are 
built over the Old Hall, the Hall of Recitation, the Soma Hall, the Field of 
Agni, and a small cow-shed (gosala) south of the wife’s quarters (patni- 
sala). In 1975, two more sheds with roofs were built to the south of the en¬ 
closure: a shed for sound equipment and crew, south of the (old) Offering 
Altar, and a shed for visiting foreign scholars, south of the Field of Agni (see 
Volume II, page 744 and Figure 32). 

Now the agniksetra and uttaravedi have to be measured. As if three 
different units of measurement were not enough, a fourth, the aratni or pa- 
ncami, is used. The measurements of the bricks of the bird-shaped altar have 
been in terms of aratni (see above, page 195), and so the bricks will fit in the 
outline. However, the entire altar would not have fitted inside the mahavedi 
if the extended measure of the vrddha-prakrama had not been used. Starting 
point for the measurements is the intersection of the east-west line and the 
eastern side of the havirdhana: from there, 11/2 ordinary prakrta-prakramas 
to the east a new beginning point is reached, which I shall again denote as A. 
This point marks the western end of the tail of the new ahavaniya or offering 
altar, built in the shape of the bird (Figure 20; cf. Figure 7, etc.) 

From A, we go four aratnis north and four aratnis south reaching B and 
C, respectively. BC is the western.side of the tail of the bird. From A, three 
aratnis east reaching D, and from D, one north and one south, reaching E 
and F, respectively, complete the tail BEFC. From D, two further east, 
reaching G, we reach the atman of the bird. From G, three north and three 
south we reach H and I, respectively; and from G, H and I six east we reach 
J, IC, and L, respectively. Thus the entire atman HKLI has been determined. 
Its center is at M. From M, seven and a half aratnis north we reach N, and a 
further six north we reach O; in southern direction we similarly reach P and 

Q. 
From O we move in one-aratni steps west, marking R, S, and T; and 
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NORTH 

Figure 20—Dimensions of the Bird-Shaped Altar 
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east, marking U and V. Now V, U, O, R, T mark the six tips of the left or 
northern wing. One and a half aratni south the inner sides of the tips are 
marked. The same operation is gone through at the southern side, starting 
from Q. From N and P, moving six aratnis east, we reach W and X, respec¬ 
tively: the shoulders (amsa). This completes the outline of the wings. 

Now only the head is left. From J, two aratnis east, reaching Y, deter¬ 
mine the neck; and another one and a quarter plus one = two and a quarter 
east, reaching Z, complete the head, the other steps being obvious from 
Figure 18. Finally a string is tied along all the outer pegs, marking the 
outline of the bird. 

A distance of half an ordinary prakrama remains between Z and the 
eastern side of the mahavedi (B in Figure 19), where the sacrificial pole will 
be erected on its intersection with the prsthya line. 

Now let us check these measurements inside the mahavedi, going east 
along the prsthya line and starting from A in Figure 19: 

to sadas: 1 

sadas: 10 

to havirdhana: 4 
havirdhana: 12 

to bird: 1 1/2 

28 1/2 

Continuing east from A in Figure 20: 

prakrama 
prakramas 
prakramas 
prakramas 
prakramas 

prakramas = 28 1/2 X 30 = 
855 viral 

tail: AD 3 aratnis 
body: DY 2 + 6 + 2 = 10 aratnis 
head: YZ 2 1/4 aratnis 

15 1/4 aratnis = 15 1/4 x 24 = 366 viral 
Remaining: 1/2 prakrama = 1/2 X 30 = 15 viral 

TOTAL: 1,236 viral 

This is as it should be, for the east-west dimension of the mahavedi is thirty- 
six vrddha-prakramas, or 36 x 34 1/3 viral = 1,236 viral. 

The sacrificial enclosure is now ready for use. After its consecration, 
the enclosure can only be entered by Nambudiri brahmins. 
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Part II The 1975 Performance 

9. Dramatis Personae 

The 1975 performance of the Atiratra-Agnicayana was largely organiz¬ 
ed by two Nambudiri brahmins: Cherumukku Yaidikan Yallabhan Somaya- 
jipad, a Kausitaki Rgvedin of the Cherumukku Vaidikan family, and Bra- 
hmasrl Muttatukkattu Itti Ravi Nambudiri, a Jaiminiya Samavedin, who 
also assumed the role of udgata. The reader v/ill be familiar with the work of 
these two men. Both have collaborated with the present author in the pre¬ 
paration of this volume, and there are few pages that do not carry the imprint 
of their vast knowledge and experience in all matters pertaining to the Vedic 
tradition. 

Erlckara Raman Nambudiri, doyen of Nambudiri Vedic scholars, gave 
his support and assistance and was present throughout the ceremonies. He 
also assumed the role of Sadasya. Erkkara is one of those almost legendary 
scholars that India, throughout the centuries, has continued to produce. His 
name is a household word among students of the Vedas all over the world, 
for he recited the Kausitakibrahmana to its editor, E. R. Sreekrishna Sarma. 

Continuous assistance at the ritual was furthermore given by the two 
Nambudiris who performed Agnicayanain 1955 and 1956, viz., C. V. Vasu- 
devan Akkitiripad, Cherumukku Vaidikan’s eldest son, and the Samavedin 
Nellikat Nilakanthan Akkitiripad. 

Cherumukku Vaidikan’s third son, C. V. Nilakanthan Somayajipad 
(now Akkitiripad) was yajamana; his wife Parvati was yajamanapatni. Che¬ 
rumukku Vaidikan’s fifth son, C. V. Krsnan Nambudiri, was adhvaryu, and 
his sixth son, C. V. Sridharan Nambudiri, was maitravaruna. Two of Cheru¬ 
mukku Vaidikan’s grandsons were pota and nesta. The acchavaka was also 
related to the Cherumukku Vaidikan family. The pratiharta was the son of 
Nellikat Nikalanthan Akkitiripad, and the prastota and subrahmanya be¬ 
longed to the same family. The pratiprasthata and unneta were brothers. 

Here follows a complete list of the priests with their sutras and gotras 
(cf. pages 49, 52): 

Brahman: 

Udgata: 

Prastota: 

Pratiharta: 

Subrahmanya: 

Hota: 

Mutedam Sankara Narayanan Nambudiri 
sutra: Asvalayana, gotra: Visvamitra 
Muttatukkattu Itti Ravi Nambudiri 
sutra: Jaiminiya, gotra: Bharadvaja 
Tottam Narayanan Nambudiri 
sutra: Jaiminiya, gotra: Vasistha 
Nellikat Vasudevan Nambudiri 
sutra: Jaiminiya, gotra: Bharadvaja 
Tottam Aryan Nambudiri 
sutra: Jaiminiya, gotra: Vasistha 
Narana Mangalath Narayanan Nambudiri 
sutra: Kausitaki, gotra: Kasyapa 
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Brahmanacchamsin: Tekkamparampattu Narayanan Nambudiri 
sutra: Kausitaki, gotra: Kasyapa 

Maitravaruna: Cherumukku Vaidikan Sridharan Nambudiri 
sutra: Kausitaki, gotra: Kasyapa 

Pota: Cherumukku Vaidikan Vallabhan Nambudiri 
sutra: Kausitaki, gotra: Kasyapa 

Nesta: Cherumukku Vaidikan Vasudevan Nambudiri 
sutra: Kausitaki, gotra: Kasyapa 

Acchavaka: Tekku Cherumukku Paramesvaran Nambudiri 
sutra: Kausitaki, gotra: KaSyapa 

Agnidhra or Agnidh: Kunnam Padmanabhan Nambudiri 
sutra: Kausitaki, gotra: Kasyapa 

Gravastut: Murtiedam Sankaran Nambudiri 
sutra: Kausitaki, gotra: Angirasa 

Adhvaryu: Cherumukku Vaidikan Krsnan Nambudiri 
sutra: Kausitaki, gotra: Kasyapa 

Pratiprasthata: Kavapra Marath Sankaranarayanan Nambudiri 
sutra: Kausitaki, gotra: Angirasa 

Unneta: Kavapra Marath Nilakanthan Nambudiri 
sutra: Kausitaki, gotra: Angirasa 

Sadasya: Erkkara Raman Nambudiri 
sutra: Kausitaki, gotra: Visvamitra 

The avidvan was Vaikkakkara Raman Nambudiri, sutra: Kausitaki, 
gotra: Angirasa. Chiefparikarmi, “helper,” was Muri Mundanath Sridharan 
Somayajipad, sutra: Asvalayana, gotra: Bhargava. The Soma merchant was 
Professor E. R. Sreekrishna Sarma, sutra: Apastamba (of the Taittiriya school 
of the Krsna Yajurveda), gotra: Kasyapa. 

The avidvan or “Ignorant (Brahmin)” should be a Nambudiri brahmin 
eligible to perform Somayaga. There are several speculations about the 
meaning of his name. Some say he should not know what the adhvaryu has 
in his hand when he holds the svayamatrnna. Also, he takes a cow from the 
yajamana and gives it to the adhvaryu, because, it is said, he does not own 
anything. 

The Soma merchant is always a Tamil brahmin. Tie could not be a non- 
Brahmin Malayali of high caste, e.g., a Nayar, because these cannot enter 
the sacrificial enclosure. And he could not be a Nambudiri, because Nam¬ 
budiris are not merchants. Also, when asked whether the Soma is pure, and 
whether it comes from Mount Mujavat (below page 347), he must always 
answer in the affirmative. A Nambudiri could not do this, because he always 
speaks the truth. 

What are the priestly qualities for which these men are respected and 
have been chosen to officiate? The priests are chiefly praised for the clarity 
and precision of their pronunciation (sometimes called aksarasuddhi, “purity 
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PLATE 38 

38A The two Akkitiripads. During the last decades before 1975, 
there were only two Akkitiripads, i.e., Nambudiris who had 
performed the Atiratra-Agnicayana. On the left is Nellikat 
Nilakanthan Akkitiripad, on the right Cherumukku Vaidikan 
Vasudevan Akkitiripad. 

38B Erkkara Raman Nambudiri, who had assumed the office of 
the sadasya priest, performing the Hiding Rite (nihnava) 
(see also Plates 55B). 

38C The unneta priest, whose main task is to pour the Soma liquid 
(see also Plate 54). 

38D The pota, assistant to the hota, at the ceremony of apyayana, 
“sprinkling the Soma with mantras”. 

38E The nesta, assistant to the hota, the youngest among the 
priests (see also Plate 102). 

38F The gravastut, who enters blindfolded to recite a hymn to the 
Soma pressing stones (see Plate 104); here engaged in the 
apyayana ceremony. 

38G The agnidh assisting the hota to adjust his earstring. 
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The Hota Recites 
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of syllable”) and for their memory. The adhvaryu’s voice has a ringing sound 
like that of a bell and an almost metallic precision which is also conspicuous 
in the enunciation of the maitravaruna, his younger brother. The hota has a 
soft voice, but he is extremely firm. His prodigous memory is especially ap¬ 
preciated when he is engaged in reciting pieces such as the ASvin’s Recitation, 
which comprises a thousand mantras (see below pages 683-686). The long 
breath of all the reciters is excelled only by the Samavedins, whose melodic 
chants are valued for their musical beauty. It takes patience to detect, ex¬ 
perience, and appreciate these features of recitation and chant, which play a 
large part in the evaluation of ritual expertise by Nambudiri connoisseurs. 
The accompanying cassettes, described in Volume II, may convey some of 
these qualities. 

Other priestly qualities are pictured on the plates. As for the priests’ 
dress, it is not Vedic, for all we know. It is the attire Nambudiri men adopt 
on important religious occasions. To put it in its proper context, I shall 
quote in full what Anantha Krishna Iyer, a Tamil brahmin, has to say on the 
subject: 

The Nambuthiris are very sparing in their clothing, and do not 
seem to feel the shame of walking about almost naked, a habit 
which is not countenanced by the Smrithi which they profess to 
follow. The men wear an under garment (koupinam), which is a 
strip of cloth, passing between the thighs, the ends being attached 
to a string round the loins both at the back and at the front. They 
are strict Swadeshis and would not, on any account, go in for 
Manchester piecegoods, which are taboos to them. They wear 
round their loins, stretching a little below the knee, a cloth of 
local manufacture, four or five cubits in length, two and a half or 
three cubits in breadth, with a coloured border or sometimes laced 
at the edges. They do not use silk or coloured cloth of any kind or 
plain white cloth without a border. It is considered very fashionable 
or dignifying to wear it rather higher than the loins, that is, about 
the pit of the stomach. A second small cloth (thorthumundu) is worn 
over the shoulders and the chest. At home or in a temple close 
by, when he is at prayers, he is almost naked, either covered by a 
small loin cloth or only with a koupinam, which is a repulsive sight 
to others. In this he is a marked contrast to the Tamil Brahmans of 
the east coast, who are neatly dressed on these occasions. Their 
mode of dressing on religious occasions is peculiar and is known as 
Thattuduklcal, which consists of a long piece of country-made cloth 
tied round the loin with a portion of it passing between the thighs 
and ‘tucked in at the front and behind, with a front portion ar¬ 
ranged into a number of reduplications.’ This mode of dressing 
exhibits a front covered by numerous folds hanging down from 
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the waist to the feet, while the buttocks are almost exposed. They 
wear wooden sandals, but are not averse to leather ones, though 
they will not allow the heel of their foot to be covered up. On ordi¬ 
nary occasions, they dress like the Nayars. There is a tendency 
among the young men of these days to wear coats and caps, when 
they go out, and to be slightly influenced by the vices of modern 
civilisation. 

(1912, II, 281-282). 

As mentioned before, the priests were engaged in rehearsals from De¬ 
cember 1974 until April 1975. Nellikat Nilalcanthan Akkitiripad and Itti 
Ravi Nambudiri supervised the Samaveda rehearsals in Panjal, while 
Cherumukku Vaidikan and Erkkara supervised all other rehearsals, which 
took place in Shoranur. When the preparations were complete, the cere¬ 
monies could begin, but not until offerings were made, in their respective 
temples, to Daksinamurti and Ganapati. 



Introductory Note 

THE PERFORMANCE 

Introductory Note 

As has been mentioned in the “General Introduction” to this work, the 
following description is a description of the actual performance that took 
place in 1975, not of the ritual as it is prescribed in texts. There are dis¬ 
crepancies between the two, though they are generally minor and often 
minute. I shall mention a few of the more important ones, but the reader 
interested in these relationships should compare the following description 
with the translation of the relevant sections of the srauta sutras in the 
second volume (Part IV). 

Even though the description is confined to the events of the 1975 per¬ 
formance, there are limits to the degree of its empiricity. It is a description of 
the ritual competence of the participants, rather than of their ritual per¬ 
formance. For example, obvious and irrelevant mistakes have not been 
recorded. Rather, they have been rectified. A general example of such a 
mistake is a false start, immediately corrected. A specific example is the 
commotion caused by the adhvaryu when he tried to shoot an arrow at the 
outset of the setting up of the Agni field (page 387), but held the bow the 
wrong way round. Helpers showed him how to hold it. Such a “mistake” is 
not recorded. All it would show is that the adhvaryu is out of touch with 
archery, which fact interfered with the exercise of his ritual competence, but 
does not affect it. Sometimes I mention even such extraneous things, to 
alleviate what might be called ritual strain. Important incursions from the 
outside world that have ritual implications are always mentioned. For 
example, the menses of the wife of the yajamana, which entailed numerous 
modifications in the ritual proceedings, have been referred to, and the ensuing 
modifications have been recorded. 

As it is basically concerned with knowledge, the description is not 
behavioristic. For example, when the adhvaryu buries the various Agnis 

plate 67 under the first layer, he does so in specific spots (see Figure 25). He does not 
determine the location of these spots by measurement. He buries the Agnis 
“under” the bricks that are going to be placed there only later. It is obvious 
that what he has in mind is the arrangement of bricks (Figure 24) which is 
known to him, though invisible to most of the outsiders, and certainly to the 
camera. Such a nonbehavioristic fact, however, is recorded as part of the 
description. Similarly nonbehavioristic is the description of mantras that are 
recited mentally (e.g., pages 417, 462). 

On a deeper and more general level, the description is not behavioristic 
in any significant sense. It does not relate what happened as a linear sequence 
of events; it describes the events as structured rites, and therefore always in 
terms of larger structures. For example, when rites of type A interrupt rites of 

type B, this is recorded as such. No pretense is made that we were witnessing 
a mere succession of unstructured acts. Similarly, interpretations of a non¬ 
behavioristic and structural kind occur when some rites are omitted from the 
description, while others are described only briefly. 

The description, finally, is not complete, but selective. A complete 
description would fill many volumes, include repetitions, and duplicate work 
already done by others. My main concern has been with the Agnicayana 
portions of the ritual, and not with the Soma ritual, or any other specific 
ceremonies (such as the Pravargya) that are incorporated in the Atiratra- 
Agnicayana. However, characteristic features of the Atiratra that go beyond 
the Agnistoma have been included, because they have not been described 
before. For all the missing rites and rituals, the reader should refer to the 
manuals by Caland-Henry, Hillebrandt, Schwab, van Buitenen, etc., and to the 
Srautakosa. 

Nevertheless, I shall include some of the more interesting episodes of 
rites that have already been described, especially when their omission would 
affect the continuity or intelligibility of the description. For example, the 
dlksa or consecration of the yajamana cannot be omitted without distorting 
the entire ritual. Nor would it be sufficient to refer only to the modifications 
to the normal dlksa due to the Agnicayana (e.g., those relating to the ukha 
pot), for the impact of such modifications can only be understood when 
the normal dlksa is understood. The resulting description is therefore con¬ 
tinuous, but the degree of its detail varies. In some cases, a mere sketch of 
ritual activities is provided; in others, the rites are described in detail, and 
the recitations are given in full. On the whole, an attempt has been made 
to make the presentation self-contained. To follow it one does not need 
access to a Vedic library. 

The simplest subdivision of the ritual is the subdivision into the twelve 
days of its performance. A complication arose because on the third and 
fourth day of the ritual, April 14 and 15, the menses of the wife of the yaja¬ 
mana occurred. The ritual was interrupted for these two days, and the rites of 
the third and fourth day were combined and performed on April 16. After 
that date the proceedings continued their regular course. The days of the 
ritual, therefore, occurred on the following dates: 

1st day: April 12 
2nd day: April 13 
3rd day: April 16 [one rite postponed to April 21] 
4th day: April 16 
5th day: April 17 
6th day: April 18 
7th day: April 19 
8th day: April 20 
9th day: April 21 
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10th day: April 22 

11th day: April 23 

12th day: April 24 

For ease of reference, the description will be further subdivided into smaller 
episodes, consecutively numbered 1-32. 

Abbreviations 

The recitations and chants of the ritual have been identified by re¬ 
ference to Vedic texts. The system of reference employed here is the custo¬ 
mary system used by Vedic scholars. It is sometimes different from the 
Nambudiri system of reference (cf. Staal 1961). For the Jaiminiya Samaveda 
texts, which have not been published, see the following note. 

AG - (Jaiminiya) Aranyegeyagana (candrasamani) 
AV - Atharvaveda Samhita 
BSS - Baudhayana Srauta Sutra 
GG - (Jaiminiya) Gramegeyagana 
JA - Jaiminiya Arcika 
JB - Jaiminiya Brahmana 
JSS - Jaiminiya Srauta Sutra 
KB - Kausitaki Brahmana 
RG - (Jaiminiya) Rahasyagana {usani) 
RV - Rgveda Samhita 
SK - Srautakosa 
SSS - Sankhayana Srauta Sutra 
TA - Taittiriya Aranyaka 
TB - Taittiriya Brahmana 
TS - Taittiriya Samhita 
UG - (Jaiminiya) Uhagana 

A Note on the Jaiminiya Samaveda 

The texts of the Jaiminiya Samaveda have not been published, with 
the exception of Caland’s edition of the J aiminiya Arcika of 1907 (reproduced 
by Raghu Vira in 1938). However, there are manuscripts (see Parpola 
1973, especially pages 16-22). For the chants published in the present 
volume, use has been made not only of our 1975 and other recordings, 
but also of manuscripts prepared by Itti Ravi Nambudiri and now in the 
possession of Asko Parpola. (I have copies of these manuscripts, but Dr. 
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Parpola put the originals at my disposal during the preparation of the 
present publication.) 

I have adopted the system of reference used in Itti Ravi’s manuscripts. 
In these manuscripts—written down in Malayalam script, without sound 
notation, and largely from memory (that of Itti Ravi, his elders, and his 
pupils)—the Jaiminiya Arcika is divided into 112, the Gramegeyagana into 
59, and the Aranyegeyagana into 25 ottus (“songs”). The Nambudiris call 
the samans of the Aranyegeyagana candrasamani, “moon chants.” A refer¬ 
ence such as AG 25.7 refers to the seventh saman of the 25th ottu of the 
Jaiminiya Aranyegeyagana. The textual sources of these chants, which are 
listed in the Jaiminiya Arcika, can be found without difficulty in Caland’s 
edition, which uses a different system of reference but has an excellent index. 

The Uhagana is divided into 8 pattus (“decade”: Sanskrit dasati), 

together comprising 77 ottus. The first seven pattus contain 10 ottus each, 
the eighth pattu contains seven. A reference such as UG 4.1 refers to the 
first saman of the fourth ottu (which therefore belongs to the first pattu) 
of the Jaiminiya Uhagana, UG 14.1 refers to the first saman of the four¬ 
teenth ottu (which belongs to the second pattu), etc. 

The Rahasyagana or Uhyagana, which the Nambudiris call usani, 
is divided into 16 ottus. A reference such as RG 2.3 refers to the third saman 
of the second ottu. 

While most of the ritual chants of the Agnicayana come from the 
Gramageyagana and Aranyegeyagana, the twenty-nine stuti chants that 
characterize the Atiratra are listed in the Uhagana and Usani. 

Here is a synopsis of the Jaiminiya corpus and its main subdivisions 
into ottus: 

JAIMINIYA ARCIKA 
Agneyam: 1-12 
Aindram: 13-48 
Pavamanam: 49-59 
Dvadasaham: 60-106 
Aranyakam: 107 
Uttaram: 108-112 

GRAMAGEYAGANA 
Agneyam: 1-12 
Aindram: 13-48 
Pavamanam: 49-59 

ARANYEGEYAGANA 
Vrata: 1-12 
Arka: 13-18 

Dvandva: 19-24 
Sukriya and 
Aupanisadam: 25 

UHAGANA 
I: 1-10 
II: 11-20 
III: 21-30 
IV: 31-40 
V: 41-50 
VI: 51-60 
VII: 61-70 
VIII: 71-77 

USANI (UHYAGANA) 
1-16 
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As mentioned in the General Introduction, the inclusion of some of 
these chants in the present volume is primarily of interest to specialists. 
While the recitations from the other Vedas will generally be given in trans¬ 
lation and in the original Vedic printed in the Nagarl script, the texts of the 
Jaiminiya chants are given in Roman transliteration. This serves to illustrate 
their distinctive character, and also gives the reader an idea of their sound and 
structure. They are not translated, since they are largely devoid of literal 
meaning. There is an additional reason for their Roman transliteration. The 
Jaiminiya Samaveda is essentially a South Indian tradition. Such sounds as 
the Dravidian “1” (above page 173) or the distinction between short and long 
“e” and “o” (maintained in the Jaiminiya tradition but nonexistent in Vedic 
or Sanskrit) cannot be expressed in Nagari, which is a North Indian script 
(see pages xxxiv-xxxv). 

The manuscript readings are not always consistent. For example, we 
find: o yi la, as well as: o yi la. In spite of such real or apparent inconsisten¬ 
cies, I have reproduced the manuscript readings as I found them, correcting 
mistakes only rarely when they were obvious from the sound recordings, and 
confirmed during a final round of checking with Itti Ravi Nambudiri in 
December, 1978. The subdivision of the flow of chant into words and sylla¬ 
bles is not always clear, and may sometimes be arbitrary. I have omitted 
graphic variants, such as -rmma for -rma, etc. I have written -yya, even 
though the first “y” is clearly nasalised, since the manuscripts do not indicate 
it. 

When dealing with these songs and chants it should be remembered that 
the Samaveda is replete with what, from a textual point of view, are un¬ 
expected variations and varieties. These features are characteristic of the 
Samaveda, Kauthuma-Ranayanlya as well as Jaiminiya. Whenever regular 
patterns seem to emerge, there are new deviations that break the pattern. To 
treat the text as if it were corrupt would be to miss its very raison d’etre. But 
even if we accept its playful deviations, we find that the rules of this game 
often escape us. Many forms that may seem to be printing mistakes or 
mistakes of the manuscripts are therefore in fact what they should be. 

The inclusion of these chants has increased the length of a description 
that would be long enough without them. However, I have added them 
because they constitute an essential part of the ritual, and also because they 
constitute a sample of the rare Jaiminiya tradition. A complete edition of 
the chants, the only part of the Vedic corpus that has not been published, 
clearly remains a desideratum. 

First Day: April 12, 1975 
episode 1 

Ritual Preparation of the Ukha Pots and Introductory Rites 
(Ukhasambharanam, Puiiyahavacanam, Upavyaharanam, Samkalpa) 

The three fires that will be installed on the altars are the fires of the 
yajamana, for it is on his behalf that the rites are performed. Since he had not 
kept his fires burning, the ritual for reinstalling the fires (punaradheya: see 
above, page 44) had to be performed first. It was done on April 10, 1975. 
In the early morning of April 12, the isti for the new moon (darsesti) is 
performed. When it is completed, the yajamana goes to the ritual enclosure 
in procession with his wife and the priests. A helper goes in front, carrying the plate 40 
Agnihotra implements in a basket on his head, with the darupatrl on top. 
The three fires are carried in clay pots on a plank, from back to front: the 
domestic fire, the southern fire, the wooden blocks for churning fire, and the 
offering fire. 

By the time the procession arrives at the enclosure, the Old Hall has 
already been fully prepared, but the mahavedi or Great Altar Space does not 
yet exist. However, its outline is marked on the ground and its roofs have 
been completed. Generally, Nambudiris carry out the ritual preparation of 
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Figure 21—Ritual Enclosure for Preparing the Ukha Pots 
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PLATE 40 

Arrival of the Fires 

At the outset of the ceremony, the three sacred fires and imple¬ 
ments for making fire are carried towards the ritual enclosure: 
from left to right, the domestic fire, the southern fire, the wooden 
blocks, and the churning stick for making fire (see Plate 1), and, 
partly hidden behind the brahmin priest, the offering fire. 
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the ukha pots (ukhasambharanam) and the animal sacrifice for Vayu (vaya- 
vyam pasu) in small enclosures constructed somewhere between the house of 
the yajamana and the large enclosure. However, in 1975, the ritual prepara¬ 
tion of the ukha pots takes place in the area east of the Old Hall, roughly 
where later the Sadas will be constructed. The three altars and utkara 
rubbish heap have already been prepared, as in Figure 21. 

The plank with the sacred fires is put down north of the three altars. The 
yajamana’s wife sits down under her parasol west of the domestic altar, her 
usual place, on a “tortoise seat” (kurmasana), a wooden plank in the shape 
of a tortoise, used by all the chief participants. The yajamana measures the 
three altars with his sphya, and sprinkles water on them from a clay kindi. 
He then sits down on the utkara and recites: 
u v . fU nu amv ff BT ®t 3$ g^tlcR | 
b. Waters! You are givers or health. y -'3- 

Give us strength to see great joy! 11 
c. Like eager mothers grant us here the most ^ 4: I 

auspicious essence that you possess. || 
d. To this may we suitably come, to whose power JWR ft fW* I 

you impel us. Waters, propagate us! ^ -~.^n ^ ~ „ 
(TS 4.1.5.1b-d). 

Between the mantras he sips water (acamana). Then, sprinkling his face, he 
recites: “earth—sky—heaven.” Again he measures the three altars with his 
sphya, and then installs his three fires on the three altars. The wooden blocks 
stay to the north. 

The yajamana is ritually measured; the actual measurements have 
already taken place (above, page 196). The ukha pot, two spare ukha pots, 
five bricks called rsabha (“bull”) and three called mandalestaka (“circle 

plate 41 bricks,” i.e., bricks with a circle on them) are ritually prepared. They have 
already been physically made by the potter and brick makers. The potter has 
also prepared the five clay heads that are now kept at hand. The adhvaryu 
takes some clay, which he has received from the potter. One samya throw 
(cf. above page 98) from the eastern gate of the Old Hall, he ritually pre¬ 
pares a piece of ground by sprinkling water and touching it with the sphya. 
He places a banana leaf there, and puts the clay on top of it. 

The first major rite is samkalpa, the solemn declaration by the yajamana 
of his intention to perform the ceremony. This ritual, which occurs several 
times during the ceremonies, consists of a sequence of rites. First is “ex¬ 
ternal purification” (bahyahuddhi), which is comprised of snana (bathing), 
pavana (cleansing), acamana (sipping water) and punyahaiyacana) (proclama¬ 
tion of auspiciousness). This is followed by “internal purification” (antahsu- 
cldhi), comprised of pranayama (breathing) and akutyavedana (another 
declaration of intention). This is followed by the samkalpa proper. 

For the proclamation of auspiciousness (punyahavacana), the adhvaryu 
puts cuntanga berries, candana (sandal-paste), puspa (a flower), alcsata (rice 
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and paddy mixed together), and water in a brass dish (in Malayalam, uruli). 
The yajamana first recites together with adhvaryu, brahman, and a helper, 
standing up and jointly holding this dish. This is followed by pranayama 
(breathing); the yajamana recites thrice without breathing out: 

OM! earth OM! sky OM! heaven! *E5 I | art §q: | 
OM! greatness OM! people, ®fi I 3R: | 
OM! austerity OM! truth. sat u<7: | sat | 

May we receive this desirable 
light of the god Savitr, who srnK t 

shall impel our thoughts. ftph qt q: srqTsqbr 11 
(RV 3.62.10) - -- 

OM! water OM! essence of light, sflrrrrt sqHRbt 
Immortality, Brahman, sr§r 
Earth sky heaven OM! gsfftR II 

Then he breathes out. Next comes the akuti declaration of intent: 

Those that flow before, those 
that flow behind, with those 
purifying rays, with confidence 
I undertake the ritual. 
You gods that know the way, 

find the way to the ritual! 
May the ritual be propelled 

by the wind, through the god, 
master of mind! 

(TB 3.7.4.1) 

Sraddha, come here! 
I call you with truth! 
I honor you for intent, desire, 

prosperity, 
and for immortality, for life. 
His intent for help, his desire 

for success, 
Indra’s thoughts are harnessed. 
I honor the divine intent of the mind, 
Mother of the ritual, may she be 

easily invoked by me. 
What I, full of desire wish with my mind 
May I find that reposing in my heart! 

(TB 2.5.3.2) 

These introductory recitations are the same for each samkalpa. In the 
Agnicayana, the first samkalpa is pronounced at the beginning of the ritual 
preparation of the ukha pots. The yajamana sits down on a blade of grass, 
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SJT: 

1 

sngf | 

qqif mgfbqt 
mg qgrra fir-ga 1 

miWfifar 1% 
|| 

ST'S 
rnraa 11 

a-Wa mi mi l 
Tft qb 11 

| 

1 

p# Bra: 11 

3-TFgfir g$r TO: qft 1 
•o * 

nrai 1 

qfiNnfb msbr; i 

raghb-T^qb fbrasm; 11 



PLATE 41 

Ukha Pots; Bull and Circle Bricks 

The ukha pot (Plate 5A), two spare ukha pots, five bricks called 
rsabha, Bull, and three called mandalestalca, Circle bricks, are 
ritually prepared during the first rites of the Agnicayana cere¬ 
mony. They have already been physically made by the potter and 
brick makers. On the left is the donkey that has assisted in fetching 
clay. 
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placed upon his tortoise seat, and declares six times (three times softly and 
three times loudly, so that the gods will hear): 

Desirous of all I shall pile Agni! > 

According to Erkkara Raman Nambudiri, the expression sarvakamah here 
means “desirous of the common good.” In the corresponding ceremony of 
the Agnistoma, the expression is: svargakamah, “desirous of heaven.” This 
expression is prescribed by Baudhayana for both the Agnicayana and the 
Soma rituals (BSS 2.1:34.15). 

The yajamana then addresses his priests: 

May this succeed for me, may it be fulfilled for me; mu 

then may my wish come about! mu uwrmrf Wft: 11 

The priests answer: 

May this succeed for you, may it be fulfilled for 

you; 

then may your wish come about—let it be so! 

(BSS 2.1:34.16-19). 

mu 

Tmurai 1 m mn 11 

Adhvaryu and subsequently pratiprasthata stand on the utkara, facing 
east, and recite: 

May Ida be invoker of the gods, may Manu 

be leader of the ritual, may Brhaspati 

recite the hymns and lauds! 

The All-gods are reciters of the hymns. 

Do not harm me, mother earth! 

I shall think of honey, 

I shall produce honey, 

I shall announce honey, 

I shall speak honey. 

May I raise my voice full of honey for 

the gods and acceptable to men! 

May the gods further me towards splendor, 

may the ancestors applaud me! 

(TS 3.3.2.lc-2h) 

i 
ftm 1 

tmrftT uraut 1 

ubiftr 
ug | 

ujpnfu 
afrmrru 1 

rnmbu: 1 

U UT §UT I 

I! 

The adhvaryu, accompanied by yajamana and his wife, goes east and 
continues with the ritual preparation of the ulcha pots and the rsabha and 
mandala bricks. Back at the three altars, he sprinkles the fires and cuts 
darbha grass. He prepares a ghee oblation (ajya-samskara) in a small dish at 
the domestic fire. Sitting down west to northwest of the sacrificial fire, with 
the sruva he pours four spoonfuls from this dish into the sruc. The yajamana, 
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who has been sitting together with the brahman south of the sacrificial altar 
(their usual place), gets up and goes to the west of the sacrificial altar. When 
he passes in front of the adhvaryu, the adhvaryu passes the sruc around him. 
The yajamana sits down to the right of the adhvaryu, and touches the sruc, 
which the Adhvaryu holds in his right hand. Throughout the following 
recitation, the adhvaryu holds the sruc, which the yajamana touches. 

Prompted, mantra for mantra, by Yallabhan (Vasudevan Akkitiripad’s 
son and Cherumulcku Vaidikan’s grandson) who stands behind him, the 
adhvaryu recites the beginning mantras of the fourth kanda of the faittiriya 
Samhita, which mark the beginning of the Agnicayana: 

a. First harnessing the mind, Savitr, 

creating thoughts and 

perceiving light, 

brought Agni from the earth. 

b. Harnessing the gods with mind, 

they who go with thought to the sky, to heaven, 

Savitr impels those 

who will make great light. 

c. With the mind harnessed, 

we are impelled by god Savitr 

For the ability to go to heaven. 

d. The priests of the lofty wise priest 

harness their minds, they harness their thoughts. 

He who alone is possessed of knowledge 

distributed the priestly duties: 

Great be the praise of god Savitr. 

e. I harness with honor your ancient hymn. 

The verses go like Suras on their way. 

All the sons of immortality 

who have ascended to divine dwellings listen. 

f. Whose journey the other gods follow, 

praising the power of the god, 

who measured off the radiant regions of the earth, 

He is the great god Savitr. 

g. God Savitr, impel the sacrifice! 

Impel for good fortune the lord of the sacrifice! 

Divine Gandharva, purifier of thought, purify 

our thoughts! 

Today may the lord of speech make our words 

sweet! 

h. God Savitr, impel for us this sacrifice, 

honoring the gods, gaining friends, 

always victorious, winning wealth, winning 

heaven! 

(TS 4,l.l.la-3h) 

auu mm- 
■O - — 

muru srfmn ftp): | 

Tjftpn 3r«ns*frci; 11 

ftmi | 

a grnfrT nra 11 

ii 
33m u4 ftmt 

fern fmtar ggul fmrfW: l 
ftr fbn ’ftr ugmfiRm ^r- 

■o — Sn 

ftr ufer qu: I 

m 'g uiuifa fmuftr mg: 11 
-If 3T- 

5m 5mr uffuimr&r: l 

u: nmarm ftruir u yrnfr 
Takfu ufam uftmuT n 

ufmr: a gu au 

a ga uubt 

ftNi W: 1 

u; || 

fu m ufauusr a 

umBra' garfota; 11 
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Afterwards the adhvaryu makes an oblation for Savitr with svaha\ The 
yajamana says his tyaga: 

This is for god Savitr—not for me! ihnq Hfkk w 

After the Savitrhoma, the actual preparation of the ukha pots begins. 
The adhvaryu begins by establishing a connection between meters of the 
Rgveda and chants of the Samaveda: 

|| 

Then the adhvaryu picks up a spade (abhri) and recites: 

k. At the impulse of god Savitr, 

with the arms of the Asvins, 

with the hands of Ptisan, 

with the gayatri meter, 

I take you in the fashion of the Angirases. 

l. You are the spade. 

You are the woman. 

From the dwelling of the earth 

bear the muddy Agni. 

With the tristubh meter I take you 

in the fashion of the Angirases. 

m. You are the bearer. 

You are the woman. 

From you may we have the strength 

to dig the muddy Agni in his dwelling. 

With the jagati meter I take you 

in the fashion of the Angirases. 

n. Savitr, taking in your hand, 

holding the golden spade, 

digging Agni with that, 

bring to us undying light! 

With the anustubh meter I hold you 

in the fashion of the Angirases. 

(TS 4.1.1.3k-4n) 

After entrusting the abhri spade to the Brahman, the adhvaryu takes a rein 
(Sanskrit rasana, Malayalam kayaf) and recites: 

sfaslWrgwtf 
Twit 

sscfcsfsHSFT II 

gftwnfpir^i % 

w 
11 

wil aTtsfht. ^55 

g<W 3TFrlR FJT 

i! 

5! *3 viTWl'M <HIkdI- 

IU ’TTmt 5 an wr- 

W 
II 

With the rc make the stoma prosper; 

with the gayatra the rathantara; 

the brhat, whose meter is gayatri. 

(TS 4.1.1.3i) 

At their ceremonies in ancient times 

the sages grasped this rein of order. 

Thereby the gods gained the pressed 
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(Soma juice)—• 
During the Saman of order (rta) it proclaims 

the stream (saram arapanti). 
(TS 4.1.2.1a) 

W km: gmn 

He fastens the rein to the horse, which is kept waiting, with: 

Run swiftly here, horse, 

along the wide expanse of space. 

Your highest birth is in heaven, 

your navel in the sky, 

your womb on earth. 
(TS 4.1.2.1b) 

mpr mitral sf^. 

ikfk | sim 
r\J 

W gfkwufk ’itR: II 

He makes the horse face east and takes another rein with the same mantra 
(TS 4.1.2.1a), and fastens it to the donkey, which has also been brought: 

c. You two of great wealth, 

yoke on this course the donkey that bears Agni 

who seeks us. 

d. In every battle and every contest 

as friends we invoke Indra, the very strong, 

gSTTflY TROT 3m 

3^13; I 
3ifiT wwwin; II 

quhhu urnm 
m’jrm'ir 1 

to help us. Huk 11 

Yajamana, brahman, and adhvaryu move east while addressing the horse 

with: 

Come here quickly, 

trampling the enemy! 

Come at Rudra’s command 

to give us pleasure! 

Traverse the expanse of the sky 

so that we may have pastures 

full of cows and freedom from danger! 
(TS 4.1.2.2e) 

vknk spcfjf n 

and the donkey with: 

f. Together with Ptisan, 

go from the region of earth 

in the fashion of the Angirases 

towards Agni hidden in the mud. 

mWr Hg; 1 

3# ^flcsr- 

II 

Then a “Vaisya,” in fact one of the Nambudiri helpers, sitting close to an 
anthill (a heap of sandy mud), addresses the three priests: 

Men, what are you going to fetch? 

(BSS 10.2:2.11) 

gw: 1 
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Yajamana, brahman, and adhvaryu answer: 

In the fasion of the Angirases, 

we are going to fetch Agni 

hidden in the mud. 

(TS 4.1.2.2g) 

Yajamana, brahman, and adhvaryu address the anthill with: 

In the fashion of the Angirases, 

we shall carry Agni 

hidden in the mud. 

(TS 4.1.2.2h) 

The adhvaryu leads the horse further east with: 

k. Agni, the all-knower, the first one, 

looked out over the beginning of the dawns, 

out over the days, 

and out in many ways along the rays 

of the sun. 

He spread over sky and earth. 

33 mrnTfi-rat an ttarc 11 

By this time the procession has reached the point where the adhvaryu had 
earlier placed some clay on top of a banana leaf. He makes the horse step on 
the clay with its right foreleg, reciting: 

The stallion coming from the way 

scatters all the enemies. 

He desires to discern with his eye Agni 

in his great place. 

Striding on earth, Stallion, 

search for Agni with your brilliance. 

Turning from the ground tell us 

where we should dig for him. 

(TS 4.1.2.3 /-m) 

cU'iAiScpT: 

m fa Tfh 1 

sTfirc mtfh 
H mqfvrh II 

strait #fat- 
3m l 

33; ^n'lH 3 333 II 

The adhvaryu rubs the back of the horse, saying.: 

n. Your back is heaven; 

your dwelling earth; 

your spirit the sky; 

your womb the ocean. 

Perceiving with your eyes, 

destroy the enemy! 

srjprfa fan: 1 

(TS 4.1.2.3n) 5^ fa® 33mm 11 

The adhvaryu leads the horse further: 
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o. O wealth-giving stallion! 

Arise for great prosperity from this place. 

May we enjoy the blessing of earth, 

as we will be digging for Agni in her lap. 

p. The strong stallion has come forward, 

giving wealth! 

He has made the piece of earth lucky. 

From there let us dig the beautiful-faced Agni, 

as we ascend to heaven, to the highest vault. 

(TS 4.1.2.40-p) 

^TKI^TFrU: ^-fspntTT | 

Wm g5#r TifamT 
srfit 3m: 11 

Jffgr^rr mHRl- 

SSK: 77 3'm §13 ifam 1 

3^: 3H3 
11 

At the farthest point of their journey, the abhvaryu ties the two animals, 
returns to the mud, fills a pot with water, and pours some water into the 
footprint that the horse has left in the mud, reciting: 

q. Pour, for the good health of men, 

the divine waters full of sweetness! 

From their place may plants 

spring up with beautiful fruit. 

5TTt tcfpjq §1 rfamfi- 

mTrp}' suaw 1 

mm m- 
firmr: 11 

The adhvaryu takes the shovel from the brahman and uses it to part the mud 
into two. He places a piece of gold on the southern portion and makes an 
oblation over it, saying: 

With mind, with butter I sprinkle Agni fmmiT fha 

who dwells in all worlds; §331% mil l 

widespread, vast, full of pervading energy, TcR^T 3373 

most expansive, the impetuous winner of food. “ ^ 1 . % 7 
(TS 4 12 5r) *5** II 

He does the same over the northern portion, reciting: 

I sprinkle you with speech, with butter. 

Enjoy it with a friendly mind. 

Possessed of youthful splendor, 

and of an enviable color, 

bristling Agni cannot be 

touched along his body. 

arr r*T from 33m gW- 
7875T 7737TT 33^331 I 
rra'sfi: srfo- 

53m mlqT'JT: II 

(TS 4.1.2.5s) 

In order to facilitate the taking out of the mud, the adhvaryu thrice digs a 
trench round the area, using the shovel and reciting: 

t. Lord of booty, sage, 

Agni has gone around the offerings 

and given jewels to the donor. 

u. Agni! Sage! Mighty one! 

3ft mf3- 

515$ 11 

3rc ?3Tsh 5* 33 
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May we place you around us each day 

as a secure fort, 

you who are courageous each day 

and the destroyer of what is 

crooked. 

v. Agni, throughout the days, 

desire to shine upon us! 

From the waters, from the rock, 

from the forests, from the plants, 

you, lord of men, are born pure. 

1 

mm 

jjHTTC vrfTT^T: II 

r*r 
^ 3°tt gfih 11 

The adhvaryu digs clay twice, using the spade. In the southern half he recites: 

a. At the impulse of Savitr, 

with the arms of the Asvins, 

with the hands of Pusan, 

in the dwelling of the earth, 

I dig Agni in the mud 

in the fashion of the Angirases. 

In the northern half: 

r*T 77%: n'g^r- 

Twit 

4*ufir 11 

b. Agni! In the region of the earth, 

in the fashion of the Angirases 

I dig you from the earth, 

full of light, of beautiful appearance, 

shining with perpetual radiance, 

benevolent and harmless to our offspring. 

^TFrr-TT*f cgrsit jpffe- 

Trsr&oi WT551 gtsrreg i 

’jftprT: 
7575 rtarfir 11 

(TS 4.1.3.1a-b) 

He takes a lotus leaf to be used as a receptacle for the clay: 

c. You are the broad, expansive ridge of waters 

that will bear Agni, 

not to be cast aside. 

Spread across the broad measure of heaven 

like a lotus growing to maturity. 

3TTT 75nfh hW 

■^Wpt 5? 3TI 5 

fiNf CIROIT 11 

He places the skin of a black antelope (krsnajina) on the ground, puts the 
lotus leaf on it, and touches both: 

d. You two, vast and unbroken, 

are a shelter and protection. 

Expanding, remain together! 

Support Agni of the mud! 

e. Remain together winning heaven 

in the union of heart and self 

SIg| 

H stHTOT 
5&gf& ^5^ || 
77 airaroi^ ggmgr 
wfN) srgr cuM 1 
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that will support within the eternal Agni 

full of light. II 
(TS 4.1.3.2d-e) 

The adhvaryu divides the mud into four portions. He picks up the first 
portion while reciting the first of the following mantras. He places it on the 
antelope skin with the second mantra. He does the same three more times, 
using the three remaining portions of mud and the following eight mantras in 
the same manner: 

f. You are of the mud, 

supporter of the all. 

Atharvan first drew you out, Agni! 

g. Agni! Atharvan first drew you out 

from the lotus, 

from the head of every priest. 

h. Dadhyanc, son of Atharvan, kindled you, 

the slayer of Vrtra, 

destroyer of fortresses. 

i. Pathya Vrsan fully kindled you, 

best destroyer of enemies, 

the winner of wealth in every battle. 

k. Sit, hota, shining in your own world 

and place the sacrifice in the womb 

of good deeds! 

Eager for the gods, you shall worship 

them with an oblation 

Agni, place great strength 

into the yajamana! 

l. The hota, pure-tongued Agni, 

most wealthy, bearing a thousand, 

undeceivable intentions and vows, 

wise, brilliant, shining, and clever, 

has sat down in the place of the hota. 

m. Sit down! You are mighty. 

Burn, greatest gratifier of the gods! 

Agni, eater of the oblation, 

famous one, 

release your clearly visible, reddish smoke. 

n. At the beginning of the days 

be born noble, properly red 

amid the proper woods. 

Placing seven jewels in every home, 

Agni is sealed as the hota, 

the excellent ritualist. 

gftr4isfiT l 

ststa'l r*T STOTt h 

gvr? f^arei gpfir: 11 

^ rTF g^ffth 3s* % srsHfaT: 1 

37575 ii 

<rg 5T qpft igr i 

2555*1*: 7vi5T ii 

sftg fig: 5 i vfe 

1 

55Ffit*ng. ffggV 

VI 35™ mg II 

fir €tcrr firgta- 

*7^5?: gfu: II 

’7*. 7ng5 515 sr% 
gfHi5 ggcfafir: 1 

fir Wfh fifing 

far gfrag, 11 

fk arh atfk 

TfUT *7% I 

g¥tg¥f H5T TcgT gVlTjTT- 

sfirfmT fidrmgT *r^T*n5 11 

(TS 4.1.3.2f-4n) 
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The hole from which the clay has been taken is filled with mud. Then water 
is poured over it with: 

a. May Vayu, Matarisvan, unite the broken heart 

of you who are stretched out. 

To him who moves with the exhaling of the 

gods, 

and to you, goddess, be the vasat exclamation! 

(TS 4.1.4.1a) 

fir If qmg- 

gqrqi; 
uru q %br grim; 11 

The mud is then covered with a leaf, and a grass string is tied around it: 

b. Well born with light gqrfir ^itfkrr 55 

you sat in heaven, qrfi q^qrrrsrh;: fph 1 

a protector, a guardian. ^ ^ fi^q- 

Agni, full of light, envelop ^ ^ ll 
yourself in your clothing of many colors! 

The adhvaryu stands up with the clay in his hands, reciting: 

c. You, good at ritual 

rise up and aid us with divine tenderness! 

Blazing with lofty radiance for us to see, 

come here, Agni, in response to our 

invocations. 

d. Rise up to help us like god Savitr, 

erect to give reward, 

when we invoke you with the shining 

sacrifices. 

(TS 4.1.4.1c-2d) 

rr-TO- 
qf fit qW fTT I 

rrrm fftfi 
usu qrf? ggfram': 11 

s*q 3; g fi srqq; 

ffigr kfit q n ffim 1 

rsl rvr 1 
qtqT?qqfqT+ur 11 

The adhvaryu goes towards the donkey, reciting: 

e. Agni! You are born the lovely child 

of heaven and earth, 

distributed among the plants. 

You come forth, thundering from your mothers, 

a many-colored child spread out 

beyond darkness. 

They put mud on the donkey with: 

f. Be firm with powerful limbs! 

Be swift, a mighty stallion! 

Be broad, a friendly seat! 

You are supporter of the mud for Agni. 

After this, the adhvaryu recites: 

ft mfit qfir sr% fitfiqfit- 

w qiqffi^q firr-fig 1 

fqq: Rra: qfi 

qfugvqr srffi qsrqsEqgr: 11 

ffiqfit fiq fifip? 

smrcrq qpfiqq 1 

’pfiq gqqw- 
fifr: vftqqrsq: II 
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g. Be auspicious to men’s offspring, Angiras! 

Do not scorch the heavens, 

the earth, the sky, or the trees! 
(TS 4.1.4.3g) 

%fit fiq qqtvfit 

qrgfi)«r?cqfiffu 1 

m srrqriifiqt arffifisril 
rrt qq^fitT 11 

The adhvaryu unties the horse and the donkey, and addresses them, re¬ 
spectively, with the two halves of: 

, , rrg mfit EEukqfi- 
h. Thundering may the stallion advance , ", 1 

and bellowing the donkey, swift! _• r 

As it bears Agni of the mud, 

may it not fall before its time! 

He continues: 

i. You virile ones! 
May the thundering donkey, that swift messenger, 

well yoked to your chariot, 

carry Agni of the mud from here! 

k. The virile, bearing the virile Agni, 

oceanic seed of the waters, o Agni! 

Come here to pursue cosmic order, 

truth! 

vtWrS 

m qraigm gu 11 

unfit fit 
?q<m ?q 1 

n qmffi gfiM- 
upjqfit fisrftq: 11 

gqrsfft ffi? W- 
qqf nfi*. I 

an qtf? ;h?rq 

qun gqra. 11 

The final words, rtam, “order,” and satyam, “truth,” are recited thrice. 
Each time the adhvaryu bends his head down when he recites “order,” and 
lifts it when he recites “truth.” They return to the place where the vaisya was 
sitting, and he asks them: 

Men, what are you carrying? 
(BSS 10.4:4.14) 

gw: ft i 

They answer: 

In the fashion of the Angirases, 

we are carrying Agni 

hidden in the mud. 

Finally the clay is placed on a khara, a small earthen platform north of where 
the vaisya has been sitting, while the adhvaryu recites: 

1. Plants! Accept this Agni 

who is coming to you with benevolence! 

Throwing aside all hostilities, 

all malignity, seating himself, 

he shall drive misfortune away from us! 
ffifinK fir sulr qfiffi*. ^qq; 11 
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m. Plants, rich in fruit and flowers, 
welcome him with joy! 
This seed of yours has sat 
at the proper time in his ancient seat. 

(TS 4.1.4.4/-m) 

imr 

■ WRT ft gtfN’J: 
2?^ II 

The ukha pot will now be ritually and symbolically fashioned from the 
mud that has been obtained. Physically it has already been prepared by the 
potter. First the adhvaryu unties the string from the mud, reciting: 

a. Radiant, broadly shining, 
drive off the enemy, demons, hostility! 
May I be protected by the great protector! 
May I be led forward by Agni, easy to invoke! 

(TS 4.1.5.1a) 

5IITO fHt 78JUT arrfhtl: I 

gstnort ffer: ^n- 
5Tmt'#T 11 

He removes the leaf and pours water three times from a kindi over the mud 
with: 

b. Waters! You are givers of health. 
Give us strength to see great joy! 

c. Like eager mothers grant us here the most 
auspicious essence that you possess. 

d. To this may we suitably come, to whose 
power you impel us. Waters, propagate us! 

(cf., above, page 282) 

arm ft tjt ftargg vr 1 

5! Wr 11 

*u at: ftprcTifi rgswi wsrami t 

marl: 11 

arr tihct 5t ^55 sutta 1 

arm snuhn tt 11 

He adds four substances to the mud: some pebbles (sarkara), some brick dust, 
some hair from the black antelope, and some hair from a goat, reciting: 

e. Mitra, uniting earth and ground with light; 
Agni, well born, all knowing, 
common to all men, all pervading. 

f. I join you for well being, 
for children. 
May the Visvedevas common to all men 
unite you with the anustubh meter 
in the fashion of the Angirases! 

(TS 4.1.5.2e-f) 

He mixes it thoroughly, reciting: 

mat: ifMr 
55 1 

aiWrc ftgri, 11 

2^1^.- 1 

c^rt |an Iknur 

g. The Rudras brought together the earth 
and kindled a great light. 
Their undying ray shines 
bright among the gods. 

hq'r 555?- 

§25 11 

Three times the adhvaryu hands some mud to the pratiprasthata: 
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h. The mud for the sacrifice is mixed 
by the Vasus, the clever Rudras. 
Smoothing it with her hands, 
may Sinlvali fashion this. 

i. Aditi! Great One! 
May Sinlvali with beautiful braids, 
with beautiful head dress, 
with beautiful hair, 
place the ukha pot in your hands! 

k. May Aditi fashion the ukha with skill, 
with her arms, with wisdom. 
May she bear Agni in her womb 
as a mother a child in her lap. 

(TS 4.1.5.2h-3k)1 

Before each portion of mud is handed over, it 
times, with the recitation: 

tflf: 1 

1 

m nf 

artert 11 

nnrt 
msfu «n 1 

is rolled into a stick three 

msrcg %tirs% 1 l. You are the head of Makha 5^3 wtiSua | 

and subdivided into three smaller portions with: 

m. You are the two feet of the ritual. 2^ 2^ I 

The pratiprasthata rubs bits of mud on the base of the ukha pot while the 
adhvaryu addresses the Yasus; on its middle while he addresses the Rudras; 
on its top while he addresses the Adityas; and all over while he addresses the 

All-gods: 

n. May the Vasus prepare you 
with the gayatrl meter 
in the fashion of the Angirases! 
You ate the earth. 

May the Rudras prepare you 
with tristubh meter 
in the fashion of the Angirases! 
You are the sky. 

May the Adityas prepare you 
with the jagatl meter 
in the fashion of the Angirases! 
You are heaven. 

May the Visvedevas, common to all men, 
prepare you with the anustubh meter 

in the fashion of the Angirases! 
You are the directions. 

ifWmr 

^ lf^, 

f^rrs% 

1 In the alphabetical order introduced in Weber’s text, and followed by Keith, the 

letter “j” is always omitted. 
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At the end of each of these four verses he adds: 

You are the unchanging direction. 2EHI ut4 gyn* 

Make unchanging in me children, 

abundance of wealth, | 

abundance of cattle, heroism, 

and similar things for the yajamana. 

(TS 4.1.5.3-4n) 

May Visnu make you smoke in the fashion of the 

Angirases! 
May Varuna make you smoke in the fashion of 

the Angirases! 
(TS 4.1.6.1a) 

The group moves a little further north, and the adhvaryu marks the ground 
and digs a trench, saying: 

The pratiprasthata touches the rim with a stick, reciting: 

You are the waist band of Aditi. 
(TS 4.1.5.40) 

He hollows it out by pounding inside, reciting: 

p. May Aditi grasp your hole 

with the pankti meter 

in the fashion of the Angirases! 

and places it on the khara, reciting: 

q. Having fashioned the great ukha 

made of clay as a womb for Agni, 

Aditi gave it to her sons saying, 

“Fire it!” 

ftmg *tt usfmui 

erf <^¥5: risn^j- 

sEnml# 11 

The adhvaryu makes two spare ukha pots in a similar manner, as well as 
five bull (vrsabha) bricks and three circle (mandala) bricks. Then he gets a 
small dish (catti) with some smouldering sticks of firewood inside. Some 
dried horse dung is put in it and catches fire, so that smoke arises. The ukha 
pots and bricks are dried one by one by holding them in this smoke and 
slowly turning them round. While drying the pots, the adhvaryu recites: 

a. May the Vayus make you smoke with the gayatrl 

meter 

in the fashion of the Angirases! 

May the Rudras make you smoke with the 

tristubh meter 

in the fashion of the Angirases! 

May the Adityas make you smoke with the 

jagatl meter 

in the fashion of the Angirases! 

May the Visvedevas, common to all men, 

fumigate you with the anustubh meter 

in the fashion of the Angirases! 

May Indra make you smoke in the fashion of the 

Angirases! 

tigipr 1 

P5T V3T tWm % 

1 

1 

"1 

b. May Aditi, the goddess, 

in union with the All-gods, 

dig you, trench, in the realm of earth 

in the fashion of the Angirases! 

He places the ukha there with: 

’gfspiT: 

c. May the wives of the gods, the goddesses, 

united with the Visvedevas, 

put you, ukha, in the realm of earth 

in the'fashion of the Angirases! 
(TS 4.1.6.2c) 

ciT T^fR:4't- 

Burning chips of firewood, cow dung, and dry grass are placed in the trench. 
The ukha pot is placed over these, sideways, and with its opening facing east 
(see above page 217). The two spare ukha pots are also placed there in the 
same manner, together with the five “bull” bricks and the three “circle” 
bricks. Everything is covered with more dry grass, chips of firewood, cow 
dung, and finally a layer of mud. Four openings are made in the four direc¬ 
tions. Fire is put through these openings: from the east, addressing the 
Dhisanas; from the south, addressing the wives of the All-gods; from the 
west, addressing the protecting goddesses; and from the north, addressing 
the mothers: 

d. May the Dhisanas, the goddesses, 

united with the Visvedevas, 

fire you, ukha, in the realm of the earth 

in the fashion of the Angirases! 

May the wives, the goddesses, 

united with the Visvedevas, 

fire you, ukha, in the realm of the earth 

in the fashion of the Angirases! 

May the protecting goddesses, the women, 

hear you, ukha, in the realm of the earth 

in the fashion of the Angirases! 

(TS 4.1.6.2d) 11 

In order that the pots and bricks will dry and not break, the adhvaryu recites: 

faWlSrTT iNt- 

uiTrsrlr |4t- 

!=ft- 
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e. Mitra! Fire this pan! Do not let it break! f^-mFprr qL4qr r-n iif? ) 
f. I place this around you to prevent breaking. n^T 11 

The adhvaryu brings several items from the Old Hall: a big basket, a 
pair of tongs (samdahsa), goat’s milk, and cow’s milk. This is accompanied by: 

g. Mitra, spreading out, 
encompassed this heaven with his might, 
and the earth with his fame. 

h. The fame of god Mitra, 
supporter of the people, 
is rich, majestic, and brilliantly glorious. 

(TS 4.1.6.3g-h) 

Ashes and mud are removed from the pot with a stick made of vikankata 
wood, while the adhvaryu recites: 

i. May god Savitr with beautiful hands, 
beautiful fingers, beautiful arms, I 
dig you up with his strength! II 

The pot is lifted up by placing the stick inside, reciting: 

spfmi M 
fefr mp hipit: l 

-'xhm 11 

%Tur mgfaR 1 

Rise up! Become lofty! 
Stand upright and remain firm! 

(k, second half; cf. BSS 10.7:7.10) 

’gf«pn- 
5jTT %T SH I 

The pot is put down so that the stick stands upright. The adhvaryu recites: 

Without breaking, earth, 
fill the quarters, the directions! ^ ^ (| 

(k, first half; cf. BSS 10.7:7.11) - 

Goat’s and cow’s milk are poured into the pot. While the goats’ milk is 
poured, the adhvaryu recites: 

1. May the Vasus fill you with the gayatrl meter 
in the fashion of the Angirases! 
May the Rudras fill you with the tristubh meter 
in the fashion of the Angirases! 
May the Visvedevas, common to all men, 

fill you with the anustubh meter 
in the fashion of the Angirases! 

The same procedures are gone through in connection with the two spare 
ukha pots (accompanied by mantras), and the bull and circle bricks (with¬ 
out mantras). The ukha pots have now been fully prepared and are placed 
inside the big basket. 

tJ^TTS^'Wri; | 
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First Day: April 12, 1975 
episode 2 

Animal Sacrifice for Vayu and Preparation of the Five Heads 
(Vayavyam Pasu) 

The animal sacrifice of a he-goat for Vayu (vayavyam pasu) is the first 
of the fourteen animal sacrifices that characterize the Agnicayana. Its de¬ 
dication to Vayu, “wind,” is fitting since Vayu, the swiftest deity, plays an 
important role in the Agnicayana: the first, third, and fifth brick layers of the 
bird-shaped altar are connected with earth/fire, atmosphere/wind, and sky/ 
sun, respectively, so Vayu is the intermediary. 

The paradigm of the animal sacrifice has been described several times, 
notably by Schwab. Flere an outline will be given without specifying any of 
the usual mantras. Mention will be made of the modifications that the 
paradigm undergoes in the Vayu sacrifice. The sacrifice is combined with 
rites pertaining to the five heads. 

Following a great deal of publicity, popular sentiment, and official 
pressure, it had been decided on April 11—one day before the beginning of 
the ceremonies—that no goats would be sacrificed during the performance. 
For the first time in the history of the Nambudiri tradition, the animals 
would be represented by cakes made of a paste of rice flour (ata), folded in 
banana leaf in the same manner in which this is done at sraddha or funeral 
ceremonies. This manner of folding leaves is called paitrkam, “for ancestors,” 
and it is regarded as a representation of meat (mamsapratinidhi). It con¬ 
trasts with the way banana leaves are folded when a similar offering of ata 
is made in temples. This is called daivikam, “for gods.” The two methods are 
illustrated in Volume II (Exhibit inside Back Cover). Ghee (clarified butter) 
is sometimes added to the rice paste, which makes it easier to remove it 
from the leaf. 

When such a deviation from the tradition occurs, it may affect the ritual 
acts, but not the mantras, which are recited in the same sequence and without 
modification. The events that led up to the decision to resort to this sub¬ 
stitution are more fully described in Part III, pages 456-465. 

At the beginning of the animal sacrifice, the three fires and churning 
blocks are carried by the yajamana and his helpers toward an area to the 
northwest of the Old Hall, where three altars have been prepared and a 
mahavedi has been outlined (Figure 22). 

The fires are installed on the altars. After several other rites and obla¬ 
tions, a butter oblation for the sacrificial pole (yupahuti) is prepared at the 
domestic fire. The pole has already been cut in the forest and put up in its 
place, immediately east of where the new sacrificial altar (uttaravedi) will be 
situated, but it has not yet been cut to size. Now it is cut off its stump with 
an axe. The stump is left in its place. The first chip of wood (svaru) is caught 
on a palmyra sheath. The tree felled, a libation is made on the stump. The 
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PLATE 43 

Recitation by the Maitravaruna 

During the animal sacrifice, the maitravaruna priest has to assist in 
the recitations. When reciting he faces east and holds a staff. The 
plate shows his recitation during the animal sacrifice for Vayu on 
the first day of the ceremony. A helper happens to accompany the 
recitation with hand movements (see Part III, pages 359-381 in the 
second volume). 
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N 

Figure 22—Ritual Enclosure for the Animal Sacrifice for Vayu 

branches of the tree, which is now lying on the ground, are cut off sym¬ 
bolically (since they have already been removed), and the pole is measured, 
one span of a hand (for the piece that will go in the ground) and five aratni 
lengths, keeping a piece for the cap (casala). 

The yajamana recites vows and tyaga formulas of renunciation for Agni 
Vratapati (Agni, Lord of Vows), Vayu Vratapati, Aditya Vratapati, and 
Vratanam Vratapati (TB 3.7.4.7-8). 

Next the area for the mahavedi is marked with darbha grass and the 
wooden knife (sphya). The catvala pit and the utkara heaps are prepared 
near its northern boundary. Inside the mahavedi, at its eastern end, the 
uttaravedi or new offering altar is prepared. Fire is then carried (agniprana- 
yana) from the old to the new offering altar along the northern boundary of 
the mahavedi. After it has been installed, four libations are made by the 
adhvaryu and two by the yajamana. 

The adhvaryu orders the agnidhra to bring sprinkling waters (proksani), 
fuel (idhma) and grass (barhis), clean the implements, and fasten a girdle 
around the waist of the wife of the yajamana. Then the adhvaryu orders the 
pratiprasthata to fetch the five clay heads of a horse (asva), man (purusa), 
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bull (rsabha), ram (vrsni) and he-goat (basta), which have been made by the 
potter. The pratiprasthata does this, and also brings an anthill (Sanskrit: 
valmika, Malayalam: puttumannu) with seven (i.e., at least seven) holes in it, 
a palasa branch with two leaves at the end, and twenty-one grains of black 
gram (Malayalam: ulunnu). The pratiprasthata puts seven grains in the seven 
holes of the human head and wipes them off with the palasa leaves, whilst 
reciting the first death stanza (yamagatha): 

Day by day carrying off a cow, a horse, a man, 

any living being, * , 

death, son of the brilliant sun (Yama Vaivasvata), 

is not satisfied with the five races of man. TafcntMIqTr: || 
(TA 6.5.3b) 

PLATE 44 

He repeats this a second and third time, without mantras. 
The pratiprasthata goes through the same routine for a second time, 

reciting the second death stanza: 

In King Yama Vaivasvata those people go asunder 

who truly strive here and who speak untruth. 
(TA 6.5.3c) 

And a third time, reciting the third death stanza: 

Those go asunder here, King, they go to you, h rrrgT | 

who worship the gods and respect brahmins. it 
(TA 6.5.3d) ----- 

Then he makes the human head and the anthill touch each other. Nothing is 
done with the four animal heads. After these rites, the pratiprasthata places 
the five heads in a large clay pot that is kept to the east of the new offering 
altar. 

The yajamana anoints the upper half, and his wife the bottom of the 
sacrificial pole, after which it is erected, a rope is tied around it, and the 
first chip of wood (svaru) is inserted in the rope. Fire is made with the help 
of the two wooden churning blocks and is added to the fire on the new 
offering altar. The sacrificial victim, represented by the package of rice 
flour, is tied to the pole. Then the hota, ordered by the adhvaryu, recites 
thirteen firewood verses (samidheni): 

1. Your rewards, shining with libations, 

will come forth with the butter ladle. 

Agni goes to the gods, seeking their favor. 

2. Agni, come to the banquet; being extolled, 

come to the gift of offerings. 

Sit down as hota on the sacrificial grass. 

jt ft 3T3ir 

iftssfts) ^n'«arr 1 

Irensrmftlpng: 11 

an srlfir 

ft fmi nfti frfi^ 11 
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Wiping the Human Head 

“Day by day carrying off a cow, 

a horse, a man, any living being, 

Death, sun of the brilliant sun, 

is not satisfied with he five races of man.” 

(TA 6.5.3b) 

After putting seven ulunnu grains in the seven holes of the human 
head, the pratiprasthata wipes them off with palasa leaves. 

PLATE 44B 

The Five Heads 

From left to right: the head of a horse (asva), a he-goat (basta), 
a bull (rsabha), a ram (vrsni), and a man (purusa). 
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3. We make you grow, Angiras, 

with firewood, with butter. 

Flame up, you youth! 

4. You god Agni request for us 

a vast renowned and lofty heroism. 

High! 
5. Worthy to be invoked, to be honored, 

visible through the darkness, 

Agni, the male, flames up. 

6. The male Agni flames up, 

Who conveys the gods like a horse. 

With offerings they invoke him. 

7. You male, we other males will make you 

flame up, 
Male Agni, flaring up! 

8. We elect Agni as messenger, 

as omniscient hota of this rite, 

rich in spiritual power. 

9. Agni, flaming up for the rite, pure, 

is to be invoked, flame-haired. 

We entreat him. 

(RY 3.27.1; 6.16.10-12; 3.27.13-15; 1.12.1; 

3.27.4; also in TB 3.5.2.1-3) 

10. Of vast shape, immortal, clothed in butter, 

with butter poured over him, 

Agni conveys the ritual offerings. 

11. They have persuaded that Agni with ready ladle, 

offering with proper thought, 

to render assistance. 

(RY 3.27.5-6 in TB 3.6.1.3) 

12. Having flamed up, Agni with butter poured over you 

sacrifice to the gods, you excellent ritualist, 

for you are the conveyer of the offerings. 

13. Bring the offering for Agni! 

Benefit Agni when the rite is under way! 

Elect him to convey the offerings! 

(RV 5.28.5-6 in TB 3.5.2.3) 

These thirteen samidheni verses are prescribed for the paradigm of the 
animal sacrifice. In the isti of the full- and new-moon ceremonies there are 
eleven. Baudhayana Srauta Sutra 10.11 (see below Volume II, pages 503) 
prescribes twenty-four samidheni .verses for the sacrifice of the Vayavyam 
Pasu, which include those of the paradigm of the animal sacrifice, just as the 
latter includes those of the full- and new-moon ceremones (see Table 4). 

Animal Sacrifice for Vayu 

THE SAMIDHENI VERSES 

Full- and new-moon Animal sacrifice and Vayavyam Pasu 

ceremonies 1975 Vayavyam Pasu according to 
Baudhayana 

RV 3.27.1 RV 3.27.1 RV 3.27.1 

RV 6.16.10-12 RV 6.16.10-12 RV 6.16.10-12 

RV 3.27.13-15 RV 3.27.13-15 RV 3.27.13-15 

RV 1.21.1 RV 1.21.1 RV 1.21.1 

RV 3.27.4 RV 3.27.4-6 RV 3.27.4 
TS 4.1.7.1a-4i 
RV 3.27.5-6 
TS 2.6.11.1a 

RV 5.28.5-6 RV 5.28.5-6 RV 5.28.5-6 
TS 4.1.7.4 k 

TOTAL 11 13 24 

TABLE 4 

This is one of the first major differences between Baudhayana and the 1975 
performance1 

In the samidheni verses (as in the sastra recitations), the hota recites the 
first and last verse thrice, so that the total numbers become in fact fifteen, 
seventeen, and twenty-eight, respectively. At most verses, the adhvaryu puts 
a stick of firewood (samidh) on the fire. The hota observes numerous other 
rules in his recitation. The verses are recited uninterruptedly, without taking 
breath at the end of each verse. Breath is taken at the caesura between the 
second and third quarter (pada) of each verse. At each caesura, the final 
vowel or nasal is lengthened, except in the first and third rc of the initial and 
final triple repetitions. Of the final syllable of each verse, only the initial con¬ 
sonants) are retained; the remainder is replaced by a lengthened om. These 
same rules apply to all sastra recitations (cf. Staal 1961, 50-52, where the 
samidheni verses for the full- and new-moon ceremonies, erroneously called 
sastra, are transcribed). 

The hota generally recites Rgveda, and the samidheni verses generally 
consist of Rgveda only. This may explain why the Nambudiris, in the Vaya¬ 
vyam Pasu, do not add samidheni verses from the Taittirlya Samhita unless 
there are corresponding verses in the Rgveda. 

1 As mentioned before (page 274) such differences will not generally be mentioned. The 
reader can discover them for himself by comparing the description in Volume I with 
the Srauta Satras published and translated in Volume II, Part IV. 
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Many subsequent rites of the animal sacrifice for Vayu are identical with 
those for the paradigm animal sacrifice, and correspond to the full- and new- 
moon ceremonies (cf. pages 46-49). The samidheni verses are followed by two 
aghara oblations of clarified butter. Then there are the election (pravara) of 
hota and of maitravaruna, and eleven fore-offerings (prayaja), as against five 
in the full- and new-moon ceremonies. The sacrificial victim is anointed. 
The five heads are placed between the victim and the sacrificial pole. Three 
times fire is carried around (paryagnikriya) the victim, the five heads, the 
sacrificial pole, and the shed of the samita, “pacifier” or “slaughterer,” situated 
to the north of the enclosure. The samita is a Nayar whose services have been 
engaged for this purpose only. Then the victim-package is taken from the pole 
to the shed, and the samita symbolically kills it. The adhvaryu takes out its 
omentum (vapa) by opening the package and taking out a part of the rice cake. 
This part is put on the vapasrapanl, a two-pronged fork, roasted, and offered to 
the gods. This is followed by ajyabhaga offerings, preparation of pasupurodasa 
rice-cakes, cutting up of the victim, and offering of its various parts. 

Of the three offerings of vapa, pasupurodasa, and havis, the first and 
third are for Vayu Niyutvat, “Wind drawn by horses,” while the second is for 
Prajapati. The hota’s “invitations” (yajyanuvakya: page 47), which are pre- 
ceeded by the recital of the praisa by the maitravaruna (who must participate 
because it is an animal sacrifice), are the following three: 

At the offering of the vapa: 

The insightful white master of horses 

follows those who have fat foods and abundant 

riches. 

They are always ready to serve Vayu, 

these men have done everything in their good care. 

Vausat! 

(RV 7.91.3) 

At the offering of the pasupurodasa: 

He by whom the sky was fixed, and the terrible 

earth, 

by whom heaven was established and its vault, 

who metes out the space in the atmosphere— 

to which god shall we offer with oblations? 

Vausat! 

(TS 4.1.8.4s = RV 10.121.5) 

At the havis offering: 

For Vayu is my foremost thought, 

with his great riches, numerous boons, full chariot. 

With brilliant pace, drawn by horses, soaring, 

£7: ftgTbrfffsfh | 

=73;: 11 

4)7? 

h7 Ifaju 
^ y* & | 

75 57: Tra; 1 

7t afciRfr Am fiftn-T: 
T7T# |f77t 11 

717? 

7 TTfrp-gr ffdt AfA 
1 

frigg; tAtir: 

worthy of an early offering, poet, you long for the Ttfe: nwft II 

(human) poet. #17? 

Vausat! 
(TB 2.8.1.1c = RV 6.49.4) 

After the ida and the after-offerings (anuyaja), the svaru chip is placed 
in the juhu ladle and offered in the fire. The remaining rites correspond to 
the full- and new-moon ceremonies. 

First Day: April 12, 1975 
episode 3 

Election of the Priests and Making Fire 
(Rtvigvarana, Agnimanthana) 

To the east of the Old Hall, in the area where later the sadas will be 
constructed, the priests and helpers are now officially selected by the yaja¬ 
mana. The yajamana addresses the helpers (parikarml) in Malayalam: 
sagnikam citiratrattinnu parikarmam ceytu tarenam, “You must assist (lit. 
you must do the parikarma) in this atiratra which is accompanied by Agni 
(cayana).” Then the yajamana addresses the chief priests, first the adhvaryu 
with: adhvaryavam ceytu tarenam, “You must do the adhvaryavam,” then 
similarly brahman (with brahmatvam), the hota (with hautram), the udgata 
(with audgatram), and the sadasya (with sadasyam). Yajamana, adhvaryu, 
and sadasya recite TS 4.1.5.1b-d (“Waters! You are the givers ...” see 
page 282) and sprinkle their faces, reciting “earth, sky, heaven.” 

The yajamana, facing north with his wife to his right, has assembled his 
chief priests around him and worships a small brass lamp. From his left, 
they sit in a semicircle: adhvaryu, brahman, hota, udgata, sadasya, and the 
chief parikarmi. Cherumukku Yaidikan joins them, sitting between yajamana 
and adhvaryu. All recite benedictory stanzas: 

OM! Let (our) mind be collected, 

we are of collected mind. 

We are serene. 

Let there be peace, 

let there be wealth, 

let there be growth, 

let there be no obstacle, 

let work be auspicious! 

OM! Let Prajapati be pleased! 

May he be pleased, Prajapati! 

OM! Welfare you must say. 

OM! Growth you must say! 

OM! May it grow! 

mnRfcWTr-i: sn: 1 
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PLATE 45A 

Election of the Priests (Rtvigvaranam) 

The yajamana, facing north with his wife to his right, has assembled 
his chief priests. From his left, they sit in a semicircle: adhvaryu, 
brahman, hota, udgata, sadasya, and the chief helper. 

PLATE 45B 

The Wife of the Yajamana (Yajamanapatni) 

The ceremonies can only be performed on behalf of a yajamana who 
is married and whose wife is present. On a few occasions, she parti¬ 
cipates actively in the rites or recitations. A high-caste Nambudiri 
lady (antarjanam, “inside person”) she is hidden from view by a 
parasol. 
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This is followed by a verse addressed to the divine sun-horse Dadhikravan: 

I have sung of Dadhikravan, 
swift victorious horse. 
May he make our mouths fragrant, 
may he lengthen our lives! 

§f^3ETsrtf 

srtfSr 5t 5^ 

JT mf^PT I! 

(RV 4.39.6 = TS 1.5.11.4/) 

They continue with TS 4.1.5.1b-d and other verses. 
The yajamana makes another resolution (phala-samkalpa) similar to the 

one made before (pages 282-283). The recitations are prompted first by 
Cherumukku Yaidikan, then by C.V. Vasudevan Akkitiripad’s son (Cheru- 
mukku Vaidikan’s grandson). 

Now the chief priests are officially selected (in Sanskrit), beginning with 
the Adhvaryu, whom the yajamana addresses as follows: “I, Nilakantha 
Sarma, come to you for the adhvaryavam; may you perform it for me!” 
The adhvaryu replies: 

irssfHt wit Srssibit 
A great thing you have said to me, 
splendor, glory, praise, enjoyment, 
everything you have said to me. 
May it help me, may it enter me, 
May I enjoy thereby! 
OM! Let it be thus! 

mil hs^Prerit 

sif mn ii 

(Tandya Brahmana 1.1.1: BSS 2.4:38.15-19) 

The yajamana addresses each of the chief priests separately in this manner, 
Then he addresses the adhvaryu: “God Aditya is the divine adhvaryu; may 
he be my adhvaryu!” Similarly, the brahman is addressed as Candramas, 
the hota as Agni, the udgata as Parjanya, and the sadasya as Aka§a. The 
wife washes the feet of the chief priests, while the yajamana pours water into 
their hands, reciting: “May I be uninterrupted in my offspring, may my 
juice not be spilt!” 

The priests are given to eat. They sprinkle water with their right hand, 
moving it clockwise around the leaf, saying: “Truly I sprinkle you with or¬ 
der.” Then, sipping water: “You are immortality, you are the resting place 
for immortality.” They take five grains of rice, reciting: “For breath— 
svaha!” and similarly for the other four breaths: apana, vyana, udana, and 
samana. They sip again, reciting: “You are the name of immortality!” They 
finish their meal and are given four pieces of cloth (vastram) each: two upper 
clothes and two lower clothes. 

After the selection of the priests, all enter the Old Hall. This is called 
adhyavasanam. New fire is made by friction from the fire-making blocks. The 
process begins at 6:15 p.m., with different priests and helpers taking turns. 
Fire is finally obtained on April 13 at 2:15 a.m., after eight hours of conti- 
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nuous labor. (At the other six occurrences of agnimanthana that occur in 
the Agnicayana, the process takes only a few minutes.) 

First Day: April 13, 1975 
episode 4 

Consecration of the Yajamana (Dlksa) 

Because of the delay caused by agnimanthana, several rites that belong 
to the first ritual day have to be performed during the night, in fact, during 
the early morning hours of April 13, the second ritual day. First comes 
Kusmandl, a homa performed for the yajamanato free him from evil. This 
consists of numerous recitations fromTaittirlya Aranyaka (2.3-6), Taittirlya 
Brahmana (3.7.12), Taittirlya Samhita (2.5.12), etc. This is followed by the 
consecration-in-water (apsudlksa). Some hair of the yajamana is shaved and 
his wife undergoes a ceremonial shave on the back of her neck. Their nails 
are pared, they bathe, and change dress. Butter is applied to their bodies 
and collyrium to their eyes. Butter is applied to the hands first, and the 
yajamana and his wife each put it on the front of their bodies. Then the 
adhvaryu applies it to the back of the yajamana, and the pratiprasthata to the 
back of the wife. Finally the Yajamana is purified by a stroke of twenty-one 
blades of darbha grass, and the wife by a stroke of twenty-two blades. 

This is followed by a consecration isti called agni-diksaniyesti, which 
corresponds to the diksanlyesti of the Agnistoma, There are three offerings: 
a cake on eleven potsherds for Agni and Visnu (as in the Agnistoma), rice 
cooked in clarified butter for Aditi, and a cake on twelve potsherds for Agni 
Vaisvanara. The prastota sings the two tarksya chants (JG 2.3.3.1-2 on 
JS 1.2.3.3.1). After the isti rites have been completed, the adhvaryu makes 
six butter oblations for Agni, related to the consecration. These are called 
dlksahuti and occur also in the Agnistoma where the mantras, however, are 
different. The adhvaryu pours butter with the sruva from the ajyasthali into 
the dhruva, and from the dhruva into the ajyasthali again. In the Agnica¬ 
yana, the six butter oblations are accompanied by the following mantras: 

mri Tnirff# srgir. I 

fssirWS ^T5TI 

Wrog 1 

The adhvaryu fills the dhruva ladle four times with the sruva and makes a 
final oblation, saying: 

To intention, to Agni, to endeavor, svaha! 
To mind, to intellect, to Agni, to endeavor, svaha! 
To thought, to knowledge, to Agni, to endeavor, svaha! 
To arrangement of speech to endeavor, to Agni, svaha! 
To Manu, lord of creatures, svaha! 
To Agni Vaisvanara, svaha! 

(TS 4.1.9.1 a) 
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May all men choose friendship 

of the god who is the leader! 

May all pray for wealth! 

May he choose majesty in order to prosper, svaha! 

(TS 4.1.9.1b) 

m 
5$ -^§7 

Now the diksa itself can begin. First fire has to originate within the ukha 
pot, which, in the Agnicayana, is considered part of the consecration cere¬ 
monies. While the yajamana and his wife sit south and west, respectively, 
of the offering fire, the adhvaryu sits to its northwest with the ukha pot in 
front of him. After putting ghee with the sruva on the firewood that is al¬ 
ready in the pot, he holds it with two hands and recites: 

c. Do not break! Be not injured! 

Be firm! Endure! 

Mother! Bold one! Show your valor! 

You and Agni will do this. 

d. Goddess of the earth be firm for well-being! 

You were made by self-power, as an Asuric trick 

May this oblation please the gods! 

May you emerge uninjured at this sacrifice. 

(TS 4.1.9.1c-2d) 

ihfh? 4fa«r*r: 11 

srrgTt 5pn > 
is fsw- 
!TT?gT 5% 11 

More firewood, cowdung, and coconut fiber are put inside the ukha pot, 
after which the adhvaryu places it on the fire reciting: 

Mitra! Heat the pot! Don’t let it break! fh%cJiror 4^1 m I 

(TS 4.1.9.2e) 

Fie puts in another chip of firewood, stands up, and continues with: 

To prevent breaking I place this around you! trgj | II 

(TS 4.1.9.2f) 

Helpers put in more firewood sticks. The adhvaryu sits down again and re¬ 
cites : 

Agni, your powerful body reposes in the plants. 

I propitiate it by means of this offering! 

(BSS 10.13:13.13-14) 

m 3 sra UrSjV'R'ftg 
HN 5T <ITT cl1 I 

after which he puts another chip of firewood in the pot. Inside the pot there 
is an appearance of fire. Putting in more chips of firewood, the adhvaryu 
engages upon a long recitation. At each svaha! the yajamana recites his 
tyaga formula of renunciation to Agni: 

This is for Agni, not for me! 
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The adhvaryu’s long recitation will result in fire 
pot: 
g. The ancient longed-for hota, feeding on wood, 

sipping ghee; 

the undeceivable son of strength. 

h. From a region far away 

come to these lower ones! 

Aid those who are where I am! 

i. You of the red stallions! Come here 

from a far distant region! 

Agni of the mud, dear to many, 

subdue the enemies! 

k. Agni, knowing all ways, sit down on the lap of 

this mother! 

Do not bum her with flame or heat! 

Shine within her with a pure radiance! 

l. Agni! Knower of everything! 

Agni! Within the middle of the ukha, on your 

own seat, 

firing with flame and light, 

be auspicious! 

m. Agni! Becoming auspicious to me, 

being auspicious, sit down! 

Having made all the directions auspicious, 

sit here in your own womb! 

(TS 4.1.9.2g-3m) 

a. Agni! Whatever logs we place on you, 

may those be ghee for you! 

Accept it! Youngest one! 

b. What the insect eats, 

what the ant crawls over, 

may all that be ghee for you! 

Accept it! Youngest one! 

c. Night after night carrying with care 

like fodder to a standing horse, Agni, 

don’t let us, your neighbors, 

rejoicing with an abundance of wealth and food, 

be harmed! 

d. For a great increase of wealth we invoke Agni, 

kindled on the navel of the earth, rejoicing in drink, 

the receiver of great praise, worthy of sacrifice, 

the victor, Agni, mighty in battle. 

e. Agni! The armies that attack, the troops that 

wound, 

those who are thieves, and those who are robbers, 

I place them in your mouth. 

(TS 4.1.10.1a-2e). 

flaming up inside the ukha 

ftaT grW: 1 

3rg<r: 11 

scbnajRn 1 

11 

gRT^ir: 'Rprm 

prssnfi; | 

sh ?6r clri ipt: II 

rfi- uigwu 

jtt uwrsfir 4^1- 
SPcr^n'K 11 

c*r- 

TIT 
ii 

^tt Wffh- 

s'4t i 
%^r: %t: mb 

STT II 
SSTT5 =arr- 

ssh ^foi | 

I ~ & 
qfitvq- II 

% yr 
srbrw 11 

s’a'bra; 1 

SrfsFfT 
sh nr cf 11 

stett sbpn: dffrHptnffr0-. 

’iRtig stErfitn; 11 

mi spftrWft- 

% 5 rrr-Tn- 
WhsiT 11 
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a. Spread out your countenance like a broad net! 

Come like a powerful king with your attendants! 

Following your swift net you shoot arrows. 

Pierce the Raksasas with your burning darts! 

b. Your whirling flames fly swiftly. 

Follow them, glowing with daring! 

Agni! Heat and winged flames are released by your 

tongue. 
Spread your missiles of fire everywhere! 

c. Agni! Send out your spies! Undeceived, 

be the swiftest protector of these people! 

Who from far away and from near-by wishes evil 

upon us, 

may his evil not overcome us! 

d. Agni! Rise up! Extend yourself! 

With your piercing darts burn our enemies! 

Burning one! Consume like dry grass 

whoever has worked evil toward us! 

e. Agni! Rise up! Strike back! 
Agni! Reveal your divine power away from us! 

Loosen the strung bows of those incited by de¬ 

mons! 
Crush our enemies, be they relatives or not! 

(TS 1.2.14.1a-2e) 

CNl r-' 'J 

'THT: SlftTcT 
“ 

ftsfft fftft Tsrawft: II 

ft ftf- 
r^rg I 

pi qpr- 
fft ft? II 

afft ft ft? 

ft ft ^ aimiHftr ft 5n 1 

ftft ft? q^ssclg^ 

;=ftftWr< ftrmr. fftuftft 1 

ft ft Wift" ufftmr ftfi 
Hhui ft ftqft ^ sftR 11 

pft ft sftr fftqrvjw- 

ftr fftu qrfft'r 

ftftftffi q ftftff srft. II 

f. Blessed one! Chew up completely! 

The burglars with your tusks, 

the robbers with your teeth, 

the thieves with your jaws! 

g. I put into your jaws 

the burglars among men, 

the thieves and robbers in the forest, and 

those who do injury in the thickets 

h. Him who is hostile towards us, 

the person who hates us, 

him who reviles us, and 

him who wishes to harm us, 

grind to powder! 
(TS 4.1.10.2 f-3h) 

ftFTT* ft?- 
dr? 11 

ft ftft 

SftTFRijftn ft I 
ft 

^nfft srftft: 11 

ft 
srft ft ftrft ^ 1 

ft ft mum ft i» 

The yajamana joins the adhvaryu: 

Sharpened is my sacred brahman power, 

sharpened my valor, my strength. 

Sharpened is his victorious lordly power, 

whose domestic priest I am. 

ft snt 

^reift ft} adrq; 1 

*rcmft ft ffteoj 

qftrft: 11 
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k. I raise up their arms, their splendor, their strength. ftft- 

With sacred power I destroy the enemies. 5T5 I 

I favor my own. %ftfft ftkjsfftT- 

(TS 4.1.10.3i-k) gftrfir 11 

By this time the ukha fire burns inside the ukha pot. The diksa conti¬ 
nues as in the Agnistoma. The krsnajina skin is spread on the ground, south 
of the sacrificial fire, its head pointing east, and in front of the yajamana. The 
yajamana touches the skin, with even attention to the black and the white 
hair, spreading and flattening it to the left and the right, while reciting: 

d. You are the Ornaments of the rc and the saman. 

I embrace you two. Protect me until the 

completion of the sacrifice! 

e. God Varuna! Sharpen the vision, the ability, and 

the intelligence 

of him who is offering to you! 

Let us mount that safe ship 

and thereby overcome all difficulties. 
(TS 1.2.2.1d-2e) 

The yajamana sits down on the antelope skin, facing east. Nellikat Akkiti- 
ripad helps the adhvaryu to put a rope (Sanskrit: mekhala, Malayalam: amd) 

around him while he recites: 

You are the strength of the Angirases, soft as wool. 

Give me strength! Protect me! Do not harm me! 
(TS 1.2.2.2f) RT *rt fftft ll 

In the meantime the wife is sitting at the domestic fire, where the pratipra¬ 
sthata puts a mekhala rope in her hand. She puts it around herself and recites, 
prompted by the pratiprasthata: 

Hoping for favor, children, prosperity, 

devoted to Agni, 

I gird myself for good action. 
(TS l.l.lO.b 

The pratiprasthata addresses her: 

I gird you with milk. 

I gird you with ghee. 

I gird you with water, with plants. 

I gird you with children. 

Today you are consecrated. 

You shall win strength for us! 
(TS 3.5.6.1a) 
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The adhvaryu ties a long piece of cloth around the yajamana’s head, and 
recites: 

g. You are the refuge of Visnu, the refuge of the 
yajamana. 

Give me refuge! 

and together with the yajamana: 

h. Protect me from the radiance of the Naksatras! 

(TS 1.2.2.2 g-h) 

rr 11 

Helpers tie the cloth into a turban (usnisa) that looks as if it has horns on 
four corners. At the same time the pratiprasthata adjusts the headdress of the 
wife. While the tying of the turban is being completed, the adhvaryu recites: 

With beauty I clothe your head, for beauty, for fame, farm 3 fan) I 

for brahma-splendor! fa& ^ „ 

(BSS 6.5:160.22-161.1) 

Next the adhvaryu hands the yajamana a horn of a black antelope, saying: 

You are the womb of Indra. 
(TS 1.2.2.2i) 

The yajamana receives it with the ends of his cloth, saying: 

to which the yajamana replies, practically at the same time: 

Protect me until completion of the ritual! m i 

While the yajamana remains seated on his antelope skin, the adhvaryu sits 
down north of the vedi and both recite: 

Svaha! With mind the ritual! 

Svaha! From heaven and earth! 

Svaha! From the broad sky! 

Svaha! From wind I grasp the ritual! 

I . _I 

Hr 1 

In the meantime a stool for the ukha pot is placed on the vedi, between the 
yajamana and his adhvaryu. Nellikat Akkitiri and Erkkara assist, twisting 
fibres into a rope. The rope is then tied to the stool. The adhvaryu gets ready 
to pick up the ukha pot with leaves used as potholders (Malayalam: terika). 
He recites: 

Let the earth ukha carry Agni of the mud 

in her own womb like a mother her son! 

Let Prajapati, All-maker (Visvakarman) 

together with the All-gods and the seasons 

harness it! 

(TS 4.2.5.2e, with bibhartu for abhar and yunaktu 
for vi muncatu; cf. page 343) 

STRUT TtT gffa4- 

Do not harm me! *tt ifi ff'isft: | 

(TS 1.2.2.2i) 

The yajamana uses this antelope horn to scratch himself when he needs to. 
The pratiprasthata hands the wife a pin made of udumbara wood tied to 
an upper cloth (uttarlya) for the same purpose. The yajamana digs up a clod 
of earth from the vedi with his antelope horn, folded in the ends of his gar¬ 
ment, reciting: 

The adhvaryu places the ukha pot on the stool and recites: 

1. Shining like gold, he became resplendent all 

around, 

shining to glorify his immortal life. 

When fertile heaven gave birth to him, 

Agni became immortal by his powers. 

(TS 4.1.10.4/) 

pufir wt aWrr- 

^5 mduuTL. gWi: 11 

To you, for ploughing, for good crops! | 

(TS 1.2.2.3k) 

and scratches his right sideburn with the horn: 

For you, for the plants with good berries! | 

(TS 1.2.2.3/) 

The adhvaryu gives the yajamana a staff of udumbara wood, reciting: 

You are a divine tree firmly rooted and easy to 1 

approach! 

(TS 1.2.2.3m) 

The yajamana has been holding a small golden breastplate (rukma), about 
the size of a large coin. This is put around his neck whereupon he recites: 

m. The sage-poet displays all forms, 

he has produced prosperity for men and beasts. 

The desirable Savitr has illuminated heaven, 

he shines after the departure of the dawn. 

n. Night and dawn, of one mind 

but of different forms, suckle one child. 

The radiant one shines between sky and earth. 

The gods, who grant wealth, support Agni. 

(TS 4.1.10.4m-n) 
3Tfa 11 

% JTTfTmrt, Frftm 

sg II 
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Part II The 1975 Performance Consecration of the Ya jam ana 

The yajamana is tied to the rope, which is linked to the ukha stool, and a 
band of antelope skin is put around him while he recites: 

o. You are a bird with beautiful feathers. 
Your head is the trivrt, your eye the gay atm, 
your breath the stoma, your body the vamadevya (chant), 
your wings the brhat and the rathantara, your tail the 
yajnayajmya, your limbs the meters, your hoofs 
the altars, 
your name the yajus formulae. 

p. You are a bird with beautiful feathers. 
Go to the sky! Fly to heaven! 

(TS 4.1.10.5o-p) 

— 

mt 

— >0 — 

mu % gggmtk 

umfikq gus ^r'AWfifh 

5m uk-k hut 11 

k4 TU 11 

With the last verse the yajamana gets up. Then, still linked to the ukha pot, 
he takes three Visnu steps toward the east, reciting: 

He turns right, saying: 

c. Agni, returner, return to us with life, with splendor, 
with gain, with wishes, with children, with wealth! 

d. Agni, Angiras, let your returns number a hundred, 
your movements a thousand! 

With their prosperity prospering, bring back to us 
what is lost! 

Bring back to us wealth! 
e. Return again with strength, Agni, return with 

food, with life. 
Agni, protect us again on all sides! 

f. Agni, return with wealth, overflow with the 
stream, 

expanding on all sides. 
(TS 4.2.1.1a-3f) 

5 stt 

-4'%7t Fpm smui spmj mk 11 

srffF: gk ^ H^T- 

;pr: ug^T u OTtfcr: I 

guu1UOTT 
guur rfhm #kr ll 

g^kprr k u&m 

prssgm t 

guk mil k^m 11 
55 urn k ugmr- 
h irkm vttWt 1 

kmm7$11 

a. You are the step of Visnu. 
Overcoming hostility, 
mount the gayatrl meter! 
Step along the earth! 
Excluded is he whom we hate! 

[at the first step] 
You are the step of Visnu. 
Overcoming curses, 
mount the tristubh meter. 
Step along the atmosphere! 
Excluded is he whom we hate! 

[at the second step] 
You are the step of Visnu. 
Overcoming the enemy, 
mount the jagati meter! 
Step along the sky! 
Excluded is he whom we hate! 

[at the third step] 
You are the step of Visnu. 
Overcoming the foe, 
mount the anustubh meter! 
Step along the directions! 
Excluded is he whom we hate! 

[standing still] 

The yajamana continues: 

b. Agni cried like heaven thundering, 
licking the earth, consuming the plants. 
As soon as he was born, he flamed up and shone. 
He blazes with his light on heaven and on earth. 

kmt: sOTisWhmkrr 

nkpr 3^5 mug 
skkkg k 

k*rm: ft A km: 1 

kmt: WsmkrSTfkgt 
3?? art ugr- 

PfTRSWT k sfeuFf 

kum: ft A km: 1 

kmb smrsmudkk tpm 

mug m uf 
kum k skiFu 

»- NO - 

kuk: FT A km: I 

kmt: snjgk gun 

ssg^'4 mug 

kutsg k 

k&m: ft A km: 1 

aT-kggk: Fguukg #r: 
3m UFf^M: FTUijUT I 

unt 5fgrpft k CtfgTt 

rnggr ugFft mgm m~fiur: 11 

skin. After the rope that 

mkui nun mnum- 

gnrmi k irmu'k skin | 

«t*tt uWkn gk um- 

nkur sik^r Furu 11 

He holds it in his hand and goes to his customary place; 

h. I have taken you, you are now within. Be firm and 
unmoving! 

Let everyone desire you! In him establish the king¬ 
dom! 

i. He has risen up erect and great in front of the 
dawns. 

Out of darkness he has come with light. 
Agni with brilliant splendor and beautiful limbs, 
from birth has filled every seat. 

He sits down. While the ukha pot is put back in its place, he recites TS 
4.2.1.5k-m = 4.1.9.3.k-m (above page 319), followed by: 

n. The goose seated in its nest, 
the shining one seated in the sky, 
the hota seated at the vedi, 
the guest seated in the house, 
seated among men, seated with the highest, 
seated in Order, seated in heaven and earth, 
born of the waters, born of cows, born of Order, 
born of the mountain, the great Order. 

g*FT: sjkugguufF^FT- 

UU^FFT^US^IgFT- 

mm ^urm m^m 

nk ngn ll 

^2 — 
kuFcUT Fki UFSlrjT- 
fkg FT$HT^«ru 11 

btu |gguFrkkf mmg 

k^fkuH mrur mtkmsssuk; 1 

gkurggr fuut m 
mk km Fr^nkm: 11 

He turns left and removes the band of antelope 
ties him to the ukha is also removed, he recites: 

g. Varuna, loosen from us the highest, the lowest, 
and the midmost knot! 

Aditya, in your rule may we be without guilt be¬ 
fore Aditi! 
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The Yajamana at his Consecration 

“You are a bird with beautiful feathers! 

Go to the sky! 

Fly to heaven!” 
(TS 4.1.10.5p) 

The yajamana reciting at his consecration (dlksa), facing east with 
his stick, turban, the krsnajina skin folded over his right arm, the 
rukma breastplate on a string round his neck, and tied with a string 
to the stool on which the ukha pot has been installed. The new fire 
burns in the ukha pot. On the left is a large brass lamp, not a Vedic 
object, but characteristic of Kerala culture and prominent, for ex¬ 
ample, in temples and at Kathakali dance performances. 

... 
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The yajamana closes his fists and controls, i.e., retains his speech. 
Inside the Old Hall, the adhvaryu proclaims three times: 

r&rr&ot: *pit 

<fbft 

R^-TSTRart H?TT I 

Rgwit 

Then the adhvaryu leaves through the eastern door and repeats the same pro¬ 
clamation thrice in a loud voice. 

Returning to the Old Hall, the adhvaryu instructs the yajamana with 
the following praisa (command): 

You are consecrated; utter words that are proper 

for the consecrated to utter; speak only truth and not 

lies; do not smile; do not scratch yourself; do not 

uncover yourself; if you have to smile, you should 

smile with your mouth covered; if you have to 

scratch yourself, you should scratch yourself with the 

horn of a black antelope; if you have to release your 

speech, you should immediately recite the verse re¬ 

lating to the deity Visnu. Let not the sun rise or set 

when you are away from the abode of the conse¬ 

crated. With regard to the names of divinities, call 

them as they are. But regarding the names of not- 

deities, after pronouncing the names as they are, add 

(the word) vicalcsana (“discerning”). Utter sentences 

with (the words) canasita (at the beginning) and vi- 

caksana (at the end). Do not separate yourself from 

the skin of the black antelope and the staff. 

(BSS 6.6:162.4-11) 

After the praisa is given to the yajamana in Sanskrit, Erkkara as a senior 
Nambudiri explains it to him in Malayalam in what is called praisartham, 
“the meaning of the command.” In this part of the ceremony attention 
is given to meaning, and so it is in Malayalam. In the following translation 
by E.R. Sreekrishna Sarma, the Sanskrit quotes are printed in capital letters. 
The Malayalam text is given in the Appendix (pages 698-702). 

Erkkara instructs the yajamana: 
In obedience to the injunction then (he) directs him, the adhva- 
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ryu has just now directed you by the command (praisa) beginning 
with you are consecrated; for you have now caused an unseen 
potency, called consecration, in yourself, which emerges from the 
isti of consecration (diksaniya) and the performance of those acts 
that signify consecration. 

By the portion you are consecrated, the state of consecration 
that is the cause for attaining the unseen potency is referred to. You 
are now consecrated. By the rites beginning with ablution and end¬ 
ing with the announcement of consecration, you are now con¬ 
secrated. 

For there is the direction that the agent at the outset is to be 

PURIFIED BY ABLUTION, TOUCHING THE BODY WITH A BUNCH OF 

DARBHA GRASS, SIPPING WATER, AND SPRINKLING OF WATER UTTER¬ 

ING MANTRAS. 

Ablution, touching the body with a bunch of darbha grass, 
sipping and sprinkling water together with the utterance of mantras, 
at the beginning of any rite, are generally for the purification of the 
agent. There are many other acts (of purification), such as invoca¬ 
tion of the deity called Faith, announcing one’s intention, and as¬ 
piring for the result, etc. Here now what is begun is the Atiratra 
combined with Agni. The word agni denotes fire. By extension it also 
refers to the act of ritual and the particular place. 

It is recorded: the word agni denotes, by convention, fire; 

BY EXTENSION IT IS USED, AS AGREED BY THE LEARNED, TO INDICATE 

THE RITUAL CEREMONY AS WELL AS THE PARTICULAR LOCATION 

WHERE IT TAKES PLACE. THIS EXTENSION IS INDICATED BY THE RELA¬ 

TIONSHIP OF THE FIRE WITH THAT PARTICULAR LOCATION. THEREFORE 

THAT PARTICULAR PLACE, IN THE FORM OF AN EAGLE OR IN ANOTHER 

FORM, IS ACCEPTED AS THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE WORD AGNI. 

This piling up (of bricks), which is according to the injunction one 

SHOULD ARRANGE THE BRICKS IN THE FORM OF AN EAGLE, is a purifica¬ 
tion ceremony of Agni. According to the injunction with bricks the 

fire is piled up, this Agni is to be performed by piling up the bricks. 
As there is the injunction therefore, it is to be piled up in five 

layers, Agni is to be piled up in five layers. This piling up as des¬ 
cribed above is a purificatory ceremony of Agni, just like the rite of 
Adhana. 

In answer to the question in which manner the purified fire is to be 
used, it is said that the fire that is piled up now is to be combined 
with Atiratra; for, (the rituals) Agnistoma, etc., are laid down with 
the injunction then this fire is combined with agnistoma. There¬ 
fore it becomes an Atiratra combined with Agnicayana. 

Jyotistoma, etc. That Jyotistoma has seven types of conclusion is 

This brahmana has been consecrated, Nilakantha 

Sarma, of the Kasyapa gotra, son of Vallabha Sarma, 

grandson of Vasudeva Sarma, great-grandson of 

Vallabha Sarma. We announce him to Indra, Indra- 

Agni, the Vasus, Rudras, Adityas, Visvedevas, and 

to the brahmanas who drink Soma. 

(BSS 6.5:161.14-162.1) 
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well known. Gautama has enumerated them saying that there are 

SEVEN TYPES OF CONCLUSION OF THE SOMA (YAGA), NAMELY AGNISTO- 

MA, ATYAGNISTOMA, UKTHYA, SODAS!, VAJAPEYA, ATIRATRA AND 

aptoryama. In these, Atyagnistoma may be included in Agnistoma; 
Vajapeya in Sodasi, and Aptoryama in Atiratra. Therefore, it may 
also be said there are only four types of conclusion. 

Among these seven, the first type of conclusion is Agnistoma. 
The regulations for the Agnicit do not take effect immediately 

after the consecration is completed; they take effect only towards 
the end of the ritual. This is said by the revered Jaimini. His words 
are they may be only towards the end of the ritual, because 

THERE IS NO MENTION OF THEIR PERFORMANCE (EARLIER). 

First, after filling up the ukha vessel to the accompaniment of 
mantras, a goat without horns is to be sacrificed for the Wind deity. 
This is according to the injunction a hornless (goat) is to be 

sacrificed for the wind deity called niyutvat. According to 
the injunctions, because the goat is offered to the wind deity 

(the yajamana) does not deviate from the wind, and because 

THE CAKE IS OFFERED TO THE DEITY PRAJAPATI (THE YAJAMANA) DOES 
not deviate from prajApati, the goat is to be given to the Wind 
deity and the cake related to the goat to Prajapati. The isti called 
diksaniya (of consecration) is to be performed with three oblations, 
because there is the statement these three are the oblations. 

Before piling up agni, (the yajamana) has to carry the ukhya fire. 
The fire is to be put in a pot, the pot placed in a sling with six or 
twelve strings, and that sling tied to his (i.e. the yajamana’s) neck. In 
this way the ukhya fire is to be carried by him for a whole year. For 
there is the injunction therefore it is to be carried for a whole 

year. There are also injunctions like therefore it is to be carried 

FOR THREE DAYS, THEREFORE IT IS TO BE CARRIED FOR SIX DAYS, THERE¬ 

FORE it is to be carried for twelve days, restricting the period to 

three, six or twelve days. 

According to the injunction then this agni is to be performed 

WITH THREE UPASATS, SIX UPASATS, OR TWELVE UPASATS it is to be 
performed on the days of upasats. The present ritual, although there 
is option in the number of days regarding the consecration and 
upasats, was begun with a consecration for three days and having 
six upasats. As this happens to be the second ritual (after Agnisto¬ 
ma), at the midday pressing, after the marutvatiya recitation, the 
brhat chant is permitted. Because there is the recitation of the sun- 
sastra after the night, this ritual concludes in Atiratra. 

It is very well known that among the many vows to be observed, 
the isti in which Agni and Visnu are the deities is directly responsible 
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for consecration. This is according to the rule when the cake for 

AGNI AND VI$NU IS COOKED, THEN ONLY IS HE SAID TO BE CONSE¬ 

CRATED. Consecration means control of the senses. But it is not the 
direct control (of the senses) that is the object of this injunction. 
Consecration is a transcendental state of elevation that emerges 
from the varied acts that are enjoined and that direct the deities like 
Agni, etc. presiding over organs like speech, etc. towards the habit 
of performing the acts laid down by the sastra, after diverting them 
from the acts of their habitual disposition. Up to this time the deities 
presiding over the senses have been polluted by their contact with 
(external) objects, and were not therefore well disposed towards the 
acts laid down by the sastra. But now, through the rites performed, 
they are divested of their impurity and are ready to adopt the acts 
laid down by the injunctions and the means that lead to the perfor¬ 
mance of such acts. This is what is expressed by the portion you are 

now consecrated. As indicated by the mantra by consecration 

SOMA (is ATTAINED), THE CONSECRATION BELONGS TO SOMA, it is to be 
understood that consecration is a limb of the Soma ritual. But by 
the words you are consecrated it is said here that you are now 
consecrated for the Soma ritual that has its conclusion in Atiratra. 

After referring to the state of consecration in the above manner, 
by the remaining part of the command, the properties of the con¬ 
secration are elaborated. 

Speak the speech of the consecrated. Speech of the conse¬ 
crated means words that are purified, the undeviating utterance 

IS INDEED THE SPEECH OF THE CONSECRATED AND THAT IS NOTHING BUT 

truth. Undeviating means that which does not take another form, 
which means, in turn, that which does not change according to place 
and time. So the consecrated has to converse by using such purified 
words. By the sentence speak truth alone it is said that whenever 
purified words are used they should be true to their meaning, what 

IS SEEN, WHAT IS HEARD, WHAT IS ACCEPTED, WHAT IS EXPERIENCED 

AND WHAT CONFORMS TO THE OBJECT EXPERIENCE—SPEAKING THAT 

ALONE IS SAID TO BE TRUTH, PROVIDED IT IS ALSO DEVOID OF INJURY 

TO OTHERS. 

Truth is what is defined above; the reverse of truth is lie. Lies 

1 Deities preside over the two groups of organs. The organs of action (karmendriya): 
Agni presides over vac “speech;” Indra over pani “hands;” Upendra over pada 
“feet;” Yama over payu “anus;” and Prajapati over upastha “generative organs.” 
The organs of sensation (jnanendriya): SOrya presides over caksuh “sight;” Dik(s) 
over srotra “hearing;” Asvins over ghrana “smell;” Varuna over rasana “taste;” 
and Vayu over sparsa “touch.” (E.R. Sreekrishna Sarma) 
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should not be uttered. If a lie is uttered there is an expiation. For 
there is an injunction to the effect that if the consecrated hap¬ 

pens TO UTTER A LIE, HE SHOULD IMMEDIATELY RECITE THE FOUR 

SACRED VERSES RELATED TO THE DEITY VARUNA. 

These four are those beginning with imam me varuna, tattvA ya- 

MI BRAHMANA, TV AM NO AGNE, and SA TVAM NO AGNE. In this Way, 

after prohibiting the utterance of lies, in the same context of this 
prohibition, other prohibitions are also mentioned by the remain¬ 
ing portion (of the command) you should not laugh, you 

SHOULD NOT SCRATCH, YOU SHOULD NOT UNCOVER YOURSELF. The 
word smayana means to laugh. You should not do that because 
there is an injunction the consecrated should not laugh. 

Kanduyana means to scratch. That should not be done, for there 
is the injunction the consecrated should not scratch. Apavarana 
means avoiding the cover. That is with reference to the head. Be¬ 
cause there is the injunction that he should not remove the 

cover till the purchase of soma, you should not remove your 
headgear before the purchase of Soma. After this, noting that con¬ 
trol of laughter, scratching, etc., are not possible for a person who 
has not total control of his senses, it is said by the remaining por¬ 
tion (of the command), that if they occur they should be only in a 
special manner, if you laugh you should laugh under cover. 

If the consecrated has to laugh because he cannot control his 
laughter, he should cover his mouth with his hands, lest others 
should observe his teeth, if you scratch, you should do it with 

the horn of a black antelope. In the same way, if one has to do 
scratching because of lack of control, it should be done with the 
horn of a deer. If he (the consecrated) has to release his speech 

HE SHOULD IMMEDIATELY RECITE THE VERSE RELATING TO THE DEITY 

VifSNU. In the context of injunctions relating to the control of speech 
like CONSECRATED, CONTROL YOUR SPEECH, YAJAMANA, CONTROL 

your speech, if you have to release your speech, you should recite 
the verse which begins with visno tvam no antamah. 

Let not the sun rise or set when you are away from the 

abode of the consecrated. This means: When you are away from 
the abode that is intended for the consecrated, let not the sun rise or 
go down. Here the abode of the consecrated means your own seat. 
Whereas no injunction can be effected with regard to the sun, this 
sentence is to be construed as referring to the person (consecrated). 
Therefore the intended meaning is that you should not be away 
from your seat at the time of sunrise and sunset. 

With regard to the names of deities, call them as they are. 

Because there is a special rule with regard to uttering names other 
than those of deities, it is said at the outset that in uttering the 
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names of deities, there is no special rule. Whatever the names of 
deities like Visnu, Narayana, etc. they are to be pronounced only 
as they are. but regarding the names of nondeities, after pro¬ 

nouncing THEIR NAMES AS THEY ARE, ADD (THE WORD) VICAKS3ANA 

(“discerning”)- Whatever names of the nondeities there are, such as 
Bhavadasa, Bhavatrata etc., the person who utters them should 
(in addition) utter the word “discerning” after them. So it will be 
Bhavadasavicaksana, Bhavatratavicaksana, etc. utter the sen¬ 

tences with (the words) canasita and vicaksana. When the 
occasion comes to speak sentences in ordinary parlance, first utter 
the word canasita and say whatever is desired, then utter the word 
vicaksana at the end. Do not separate yourself from the skin 

of the black antelope. Do not be separated trom the full-body 
deer skin. The intended meaning is: the consecrated should not 
take away the skin of the black antelope from his body till the end 
of the consecrational bath. Also from the staff. Be not separated 
from the staff either. Because there is the (command) give away 

the staff to maitravaruna, you should not be without the staff 
till you give it away to maitravaruna. By the word also, all those 
controls and constraints such as he who is consecrated for the 

SOMAYAGA SHOULD NOT GIVE, MAKE OBLATIONS, COOK, are included. 
Moreover, he should have delegated all those tasks before¬ 

hand. All the controls and constraints that are enumerated should 
be observed. This means that there should be a resolution for the 
controls and vows; only from resolution can they emerge. 

Because there is the rule verily, desire has its root in re¬ 

solution, RITUALS EMERGE FROM RESOLUTION. IN THE SAME WAY ALL 

OTHER CONTROLS. ETC., EMERGE FROM RESOLUTION. When you 
observe the aforesaid controls and vows, you must be invariably 
attentive to them. This is what the adhvaryu expressed by the 
command beginning with you are consecrated. 

After the praisartha is over, fuel has to be added to the sacred fires. The 
adhvaryu, standing north of the offering fire, recites the sampraisa: 

Kindle the fires! Consecrated one control your 
speech! Wife control your speech! W&S 'tfbr II- 

(B6S 6.6:162.12-14) 

After a few more rites, the ceremonies of the first ritual day are completed 
at about 9 a.m. on April 13, 1975. 
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Second Day: April 13, 1975 
episode 5 

Adoration of the Ukha Fire with the Vatsapra Hymn and Rites for Gain 
(Vatsapra-upasthana, Sani) 

The first important rite of the second ritual day is the adoration of 
the ukha pot, with the fire inside, by the yajamana. This adoration consists 
in the vatsapra hymn, a Taittiriya arrangement, with few changes, of the 
first of the three vatsapra hymns of the Rgveda (10.45). These are called, 
after their composer, Vatsapri or Vatsapri. 

Facing the ukha fire, his hands folded, the yajamana recites: 

a. From the sky Agni arose first, 

from us second as Jatavedas omniscient, 

third in the waters with lordly thought. 

The thoughtful man wakes to kindle this in¬ 

exhaustible being. 

b. Agni! We know your three threefold forms. 

We know your seat distributed in various places. 

We know your highest name, kept secret. 

We know the source from which you come. 

c. Agni, in the ocean, in the waters, 

with lordly thought and sight he kindled you 

in the udder of the sky. 

You who stand in the third region, in the womb 

of Order, 

the steers set you in motion. 

d. Agni roared, thundering like heaven, 

licking the earth, consuming the plants. 

As soon as he was born, he flamed up and shone. 

He blazes, with his light on heaven and earth. 

e. Priest, purifier, messenger, wise man, 

the immortal Agni has been established among 

mortals. 

He raises up and bears his reddish smoke. 

With clear flame he tries to reach heaven. 

f. Banner of everything, embryo of the world, 

Agni, when born, filled heaven and earth. 

He split apart even the firm mountain, 

escaping when the five tribes sacrificed to him. 

g. Noble among masters, bearer of wealth, promoter 

of thoughts, 

protector of Soma, son of radiant strength, king 

in the waters, 

kindled he shines before the dawns. 

h. Auspiciously radiant one! God Agni! He who 

today 

made for you a cake rich with ghee, 

lead him forth to happiness, 

to majesty shared by the gods, youngest one! 

i. Agni! Allot to him a verse among the praises! 

Allot a verse in every recited hymn! 

Let him (the sacrificer) be dear to the Sun and 

dear to Agni. 

May he flourish with his son already born 

and with sons yet to be born. 

k. Agni! Those who daily sacrificed to you 

obtained all desirable wealth. 

With you, longing for wealth, full of desire, 

they uncovered the cow pen. 

l. Shining like a golden ornament, he became widely 

resplendent, 

shining to glorify his immortal life. 

Agni became immortal by his powers 

when fertile Heaven gave birth to him. 

(TS 4.2.2) 

This recitation is followed by a ceremony called sani “Gain.” The 
yajamana asks three of the helpers to beg for wealth for the performance. 
This is meant to be used for daksina and other expenses incurred in con¬ 
nection with the ritual. The yajamana addresses these three men: 

All the gods have surrounded me, fear jfeT arffi 

Posan with gain, Soma with solicitude, 3^1 

the divine Savitr, granter of every good. | 

(TS 1.2.3.2e) ~ 

The helpers go out with a lighted sling lamp (a torch kept burning by swing¬ 
ing it) and return with a piece of gold called Satamana, “weighing a hun¬ 
dred.” When they arrive, the yajamana addresses them: 

Soma, give so much, bring even more. dtUTSS^i 

Let him who grants not be omitted from your jp 

granting. 3TTS?RT*prr 1 
Don’t separate me from life! 

(TS 1.2.3.2f-g) 

When they hand him the piece of gold, the yajamana says: 

You are gold, 3^% ?m nfirfe 11 

be for my pleasure! 

(TS 1.2.3.2h) 
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Second Day: April 13, 1975 
episode 6 

Ritual Preparation of the Pravargya Implements 
(Pravargyasambharanam) 

Between the consecration of the yajamSna on the first day and the 
Soma extraction on the tenth day are six Upasad (“preceding”) days on the 
fourth through the ninth ritual day. On each of these days, there is a morn¬ 
ing and evening performance of the Upasad ceremony (see below, p. 368). 
These are optionally preceded by a morning and evening Pravargya. During 
the 1975 performance, the twelve Pravargya ceremonies were included. The 
Pravargya implements are ritually prepared on the second day. 

The ritual preparation of the Pravargya implements (pravargya-sambha- 
ranam)\ on the second day is in many respects similar to the ritual pre¬ 
paration of the ukha pot (ukhasambharanam) on the first day. The im¬ 
plements, which have already been physically made by the potter, are 
ritually prepared by the adhvaryu, assisted by the pratiprasthata. 

The Pravargya implements are the mahavlra (“great hero”) pot, with 
two spares; two milking ladles (pinvana), made of clay; two potsherds for 
the preparation of rauhina cakes (connected with the lunar sign Rohini), 
and a butter dish. In the area east of the Old Hall, the adhvaryu starts the 
ceremony by preparing clay. He uses mantras and the abhri, a wooden hoe, 
sharpened on both ends. The implements made by the potter are already 
in front of him. The adhvaryu hands clay to the pratiprasthata, who puts it 
on them. The three great-hero pots are placed on a tortoise seat (kurma- 
sana). 

In the recitations that accompany these rites, the demon Makha figures 
prominently. The mahavlra pot is regarded as the head of Makha, just as the 
Pravargya itself is called the head of the sacrifice (see pages 53, 63). 

Fourth Day: April 16, 1975 
episode 7 

Construction of the New Domestic Altar 
(Garhapatyaciti) 

The menses of the wife of the yajamana began on April 13. The rites of 
the third and fourth ritual day, planned for April 14-15, could not be ex¬ 
ecuted because of the ensuing pollution. Instead, expiatory rites (praya- 
scitta) were performed on April 14 and 15. Some of the ceremonies of the 
third and fourth ritual day were combined and performed on April 16. Some 
of the ceremonies of the fourth day were gone through first. The first of 
these is the construction of the new domestic altar. 

In the place of the old offering altar a new domestic altar is constructed 
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Figure 23—The Bricks of the New Domestic Altar 
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from 105 bricks, equally distributed in five layers of three by seven rectangu¬ 
lar bricks. The long side of each brick is one-third, and the short side one- 
seventh of the size of the yajamana measured to the top of his head (see page 
196). The bricks, which have already been prepared, are piled up in heaps 
outside the enclosure. They will be laid in one pattern on the first, third, 
and fifth layers, and in another on the second and fourth layers. The two 
patterns differ in that one results from the other by turning it 90°. In this 
way, the interstices between bricks are never above or under interstices be¬ 
tween bricks on the next layer. For each layer, the bricks are put down in 
any order, but consecrated in the order marked 1-21 in Figure 23. 

Some general principles underlie the order in which the bricks are 
consecrated.1 Let us distinguish two kinds of bricks: Group A, in which the 
bricks are consecrated individually with specific mantras (nos. 1-8); and 
Group B, bricks that are all consecrated with the same mantra, or space 
fillers (nos. 9-21). In all layers the following rules are observed: in Group 
A, if a series of contiguous bricks is consecrated, the consecration moves in 
the directions of the east and north only; if the bricks are not contiguous, 
the direction may also be west or south. In Group B, the same rules apply, 
with one exception: in one case the bricks, though contiguous, are con¬ 
secrated in the direction of the west (nos. 9-10 in the first, third, and fifth, 
layers; nos. 9-12 in the second and fourth layers). Contiguous bricks are 
never consecrated in the southern direction. 

As elsewhere in the ritual, therefore, there is a definite preference for 
the eastern direction, and avoidance of the south. In decreasing order of 
preference, the orientations are: 

east (contiguous only, and at the beginning); 
north (contiguous only); 
west (contiguous in one case only, in Group B); 
south (never contiguous). 

Before the construction can begin, around 5:30 a.m. on April 16, 1975, 
the sacrificial fire is removed by the adhvaryu from the old offering altar 
and kept to its south in a pot. The old offering altar itself is then re¬ 
moved and the ground leveled. Its center (above, page 253) is retained as 
center for the new domestic altar. The adhvaryu, touching his heart with his 
right hand, recites: 

a. In me I take Agni first for the increase of wealth, 

for good offspring and heroism. 

7)nr ^ire( arisK 

1 These are not entirely in accordance with Baudhayana Srauta Sutra 10.20:19.4- 

10.21:19.8; see Volume II, page 521. 
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He continues with folded hands: 

Agni! Knower of everything! 

With your kindling sticks, your forms, your tongues, 

your flames, your cracklings, your drops, 

knowingly pile up yourself! 
(TS 5.7.8.1a) 

A white horse and a black horse have been tied to poles outside the eastern 
gate of the Old Hall. The adhvaryu goes out, touches the white horse, re¬ 
turns, touches the soil and recites: 

Let Prajapati seat you. 

With that god, in the Angiras manner, 

sit firm! 

(TS 5.5.2.4) 

The yajamana touches the adhvaryu’s hand, and the latter puts pebbles 
(sarkara) along and inside the outline of the new domestic altar, which has 
already been marked on the soil. Then he puts ashes from inside the ukha pot, 
some soil from inside the vedi (yedipurlsam), dry mud {usa) and river sand 
on the soil inside the square, reciting: 

rrqr t3chnsff 55*1; 5m fin? il 

sfit uffifit mu 

3TT TjjfT srlfififil fit srft: I 

fitRRTcUH 5*31^ II 

In me I place offspring, in me splendor. 

Let our bodies be uninjured, let us be real 

heroes! 

b. Fathers! The immortal Agni 

who has entered the hearts of us mortals, 

may we contain him within ourselves; 

may he not abandon us and depart! 

(TS 5.7.9.la-b) 

You are the ash of Agni. You are the dust of Agni. 

You are harmony fulfilling desire. 

Let my desire for you be fulfilled! 

May your dear bodies be united, 

may your dear hearts be united, 

may your dear breath be united, 

my dear body be united. 
(TS 4.2.4.lb-d) 

ggjpluffi qnrnrto 
nffi % qqmrroT 3313 1 

fi *n fi: PPIR335: 
fi ffim m 1 

Let heaven and earth agree! v| 

Let waters and plants agree! 

Let the fires agree separately, but let them be of 

common ordinance. qwfi?urafFT: 1 

Let the fires that are of like mind RR^filSRRT sirerjfiifit 

between heaven and earth. 
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tolerating the winter months, 

submit to you, as the gods submit to Indra. siffi fi ll 

(TS 4.4.1 l.lg, omitting the first line = TB 1.2.1.18a) 

After his hand has been touched by the yajamana, the adhvaryu consecrates 
the pebbles that were placed in the foundation: 

You are piled up, piled up all around, 

remain piled up high. 

With that god, in the fashion of the Angirases, 
sit firm! 

(TS 4.2.7.40 

W' i^tcRTSTf 
gm.- fitW 11 

Then he sprinkles water and makes the soil firm by pounding: 

Soma! Swell up! Gain strength on all sides. 

Be strong in the gathering of booty. 

(TS 4.2.7.4m) 

3TT nfig; g 

fitu ir&ran; 1 

vrm 11 

Helpers put down the bricks of the first layer inside the square and in 
the prescribed pattern, but without following a particular order. The bricks 
will be consecrated by the adhvaryu, together with the yajamana, with se¬ 
veral mantras, and in the prescribed order. The mantras—one, two, or 
three—are generally recited by the yajamana and the adhvaryu jointly, while 
both touch the brick that is being consecrated. After each mantra a helper, 
often the pratiprasthata, marks the brick with a dot of white paste from a 
small dish. When a second mantra is recited, a second dot is added, etc. In 
this way they keep track of the progress of the rites, and no brick will be left 
without consecration or consecrated more than once. 

Yajamana and adhvaryu consecrate bricks nos. 1-8 by reciting the fol¬ 
lowing eight mantras, one for each brick: 

e. This is the Agni under whose direction 

Indra eagerly took the pressed Soma in his belly. 

Knower of everything! For winning booty a 
thousandfold 

you are praised like a swift stallion. 

f. Agni! You go towards the sea of heaven. 

You speak to the gods of the hearth altars. 

The waters above in the sphere of the sun 

and those below attend you. 

g. Agni! Worthy of worship! Your radiance in heaven, 

in earth, plants, or waters, 

by which you spread over the wide sky, 

your dazzling splendor moves with lordly sight. 

h. Let the Agnis of the mud, 

spt*. fit ?: 
nfi 5% sre* ciregm: 1 

yfififi h hRt 
h srm?: 11 

afif Rfit srtrunrdr Rturh- 

3Tiq: || 

aru gy firm arv: ’jfassri 

cli t 
_rsl fl  1 

firm H HTyfififit ^8?t: ll 

3TIPT: 

Construction of the New Domestic Altar 

jmfirm yfif nfi: 11 

fit: 

Hnfi uy^fit ffimn- 

sfr hi fi yyfifijyRfi 11 
am % fitH^ffilfil 

yfir HTfit 3Tu=ann: i 
hi fisrr- 

kt! fi) ll 

jgm fife 1 

W firs. 

Each of the thirteen remaining bricks, nos. 9-21, is consecrated with the 
Space-Filler (lokamprna) mantra: 

fibs djn tpn- 

fir fit? Rim Riy 1 

jpyrfit rm 

(TS 4.2.4.4n) 

Next all the twenty-one bricks are consecrated, in the prescribed order in 
which they were first consecrated, with a second mantra, called With That 
God (tayadevata): 

With that god, in the fashion of the Angirases, n*it gm fife ll 

sit firm! 

(TS 4.2.4.47 without cid asi, “you are piled”) 

Finally all the twenty-one bricks are again consecrated, in the order in which 
they were first consecrated, with a third mantra, called Pouring Milk 
(sudadohasa): 

fifitesfttJTffcT T>fe: 1 

sT«fe ifmyi firfi- 

u 

The two mantras, With That God (tayadevata) and Pouring Milk (sfida- 
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The spotted cattle, pouring out milk, 

mix his Soma. 

At the birth of the gods, the tribes are 

in the three bright vaults of the sky. 

(TS 4.2.4.4o) 

Fill the space! Fill the hole! 

Then sit down in a friendly manner. 

Indra, Agni, and Brhaspati 

have placed you in this womb. 

united with those of the floods, 

enjoy the oblations offered, 

the rich healthy food! 

i. Agni! Grant to the entreating sacrificer as food 

the great and continuous gift of a cow. 

Agni! Let us have a son and productive lineage! 

Let this be your favor to us! 

k. This is your proper womb, 

born from which you shone. 

Agni! Knowing, ascend it! 

Make our wealth increase! 

l. You are piled up. 

With that god, in the fashion of the Angirases, 

sit firm! 

m. You are piled up all around. 

With that god, in the fashion of the Angirases, 

sit firm! 

(TS 4.2.4.2e-4m) 
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dohasa), are recited for all the bricks of the new domestic altar and again 
for all the bricks of the new offering altar, which will be constructed 
later (for their significance, see above, pages 158-159). The Space-Filler 
(lokamprna) mantras are used for all bricks that have not already a parti¬ 
cular mantra assigned to them. 

The bricks of the first layer of the new domestic altar have now been 
consecrated. The adhvaryu leaves the hall, touches the black horse, returns 
and spreads loose soil over the layer. While the yajamana touches the layer, 
he and the adhvaryu recite: 

Agni, sought in the sky, sought on earth. 
Sought, he entered all the plants. 
Agni Common-to-all-men is intensely sought. 
May he protect us from harm day and night. 

(TS 1.5.11. Id = RV 1.98.2) 

get fafo srfh: ifsprt 
2-2r fom mqyiH 1 

Hfur Tst arfrr: 
n ft fom n rt: 11 

PLATE 47 

This is followed by tayadevata and sudadohasa, and completes the con¬ 
secration of the first layer. 

Then the bricks of the second layer are put down. They are consecrated 
in the same manner: nos. 1-8 with TS 4.2.4.2e-4m, nos. 9-21 with lokam¬ 
prna, and each brick with tayadevata and sudadohasa. After this, loose soil 
is spread and the second layer is consecrated with TS 1.5.11.Id, tayadevata, 
and sudadohasa. 

The third, fourth, and fifth layers are similarly constructed and conse¬ 
crated. The entire construction of the new domestic altar, which started at 
6 a.m., has lasted for about one hour. 

After the fifth layer has been completed, and loose soil has been spread 
over it, the adhvaryu places the ukha pot with its stool on the northeastern 
corner of the new altar. At the same time, the pratiprasthata places the pot 
in which the old sacrificial fire was kept on its southeastern corner. Both 
adhvaryu and pratiprasthata, standing to the east of the altar and facing 
west with the pot in front of them, recite: 

a. Be united and harmonious with affection, 
radiance, and good disposition! 
You who clothe yourselves in food and strength, 
I have united your minds, commandments, and 

hearts. 
b. Agni of the mud! Be our overseer! 

Grant to the Yajamana food and strength! 
c. Agni! You are of the mud, rich and prosperous. 

Making all the directions friendly, 
you sat down here in your own womb. 

d. Knowers of everything! Be of one mind towards us, 
of one habit, without fault! 
Do not harm the sacrifice or the lord of the sacri¬ 
fice! 

r 51; mrfofh r 5m 
11 
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Construction of the New Domestic Altar 

Be friendly to us today! 
(TS 4.2.5.1a-d) 

fgm vEtmro h: it 

Adhvaryu and pratiprasthata turn their respective pots over, empty 
their fires onto the altar, and combine them by mixing them thoroughly. 
The adhvaryu lifts the ukha pot together with its stool and addresses it: 

Let the earth ukha carry Agni of the mud 
in her own womb like a mother her son. 
Let Prajapati, All-maker (visvakarman), harness it 
in agreement with the All-gods and the seasons! 
(TS 4.2.5.2e with bibhartu for abhar, and yunaktu for 

v/ muncatu; cf. above page 323) 

He lifts the ukha pot for a second time, without its stool, and recites: 

The earth ukha has carried Agni of the mud 
in her own womb like a mother her son. 
Prajapati, all-maker, has released it 
in agreement with the All-gods and the seasons! 

(TS 4.2.5.2e) 

The ukha pot and its two spares are filled with sand. Some curd is added 
while the adhvaryu says: 

I place yourself in your heat. aURTFRcr gm I 
(? cf. BSS 10.22:20.4) 

The adhvaryu, assisted by the pratiprasthata, carries the three ukha pots to 
the northern wall of the hall and leaves them there. 

The adhvaryu takes the sling of the ukha pot, reciting: 

Let the bright light born VZW TTT PTtT: 
beyond the expanse of the sky, qw, | 
convey us beyond our enemies! ^ ^ fipfi || 

(TS 4.2.5.2f, omitting the last three words) 

He leaves the southern door of the hall with the sling, the ukha stool, the cord 
with which the golden breastplate was tied round the yajamana’s neck, a 
pitcher full of water, and three black square bricks of unit size (pancami: 
see Figure 9). These bricks are called “disastrous” (nairrti) because they 
are dedicated to Nirrti, Goddess of Disaster. The adhvaryu is not accom¬ 
panied by the yajamana. 

Outside the southern gate, the adhvaryu puts the sling on the ground, 
pointing from northeast to southwest, reciting: 

Agni Common-to-all-men, svaha! ^ 11 
(TS 4.2.5.2f, last three words). 
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PLATE 47 

The New Domestic Altar 

The new domestic altar is constructed from bricks in the place of 
the old offering altar, which was made from clay. The new domestic 
altar consists of five layers, each consisting of 3 x 7 = 21 rectan¬ 
gular bricks. The first, third and fifth layers have the same pattern. 
The pattern of the second and fourth is created by turning it 
90 degrees. In this way, the interstices between bricks are never 
immediately below or above those in the next layer. The long side 
of each rectangular brick is a third, and the short side a seventh 
of the size of the yajamana, measured to the top of his head. 
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He places the three Disaster Bricks upon the sling and recites: 

g. Homage to you, Nirrti, of every appearance. 

Loosen this bond made of iron! 

Together with Yama and Yarn!, 

make it ascend to the highest vault. 

h. The rope that is not to be undone, 

which Goddess Nirrti tied around your neck, 

I loosen that from you as from the midpoint of 

life. 

Freed and alive, eat the food! 

i. In your cruel mouth I make the offering 

for loosening these bonds. 

People know you as “earth”— 

I know you from all sides as Nirrti. 

He puts the sling and the ukha stool south of the 
cites: 

k. Seek those who do not perform the Soma rites! 

Follow the path of thieves and robbers! 

Seek someone other than us! 

That is your real path, Goddess Nirrti! 

Homage to you. 

l. Saluting Goddess Nirrti like a father his son, 

I weary her with words. 

She who knows of everyone born 

is the wise one who perceives each and every head. 

(TS 4.2.5.2g-4/) 
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The adhvaryu leaves the Disaster Bricks behind and returns to the hall. 
Inside, hands folded and together with yajamana, brahman, and pratipra- 
sthata, he adores the new domestic fire: 

Abode and collector of riches, 

she regards every form with her powers. 

Like god Savitr of true laws, 

like Indra, she stands at the confluence of paths. 

(TS 4.2.5.4m) 

fqitqqj qu'qr 

fq-^'i Wrft: 1 
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?tr q q*4) Hfff qqiqiq; 11 

These rites should be over—and are over—before dawn. 
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Introductory Offering and Purchase of Soma 

Fourth Day: April 16, 1977 
episode 8 

Introductory Offering; Purchase of Soma; Guest Offering for Soma 
{Prayaniyesti; Somakraya; Atithyesti) 

These ceremonies are the same as in the Agnistoma. The Introductory plate 48-52 

Offering {prayaniyesti) is an offering of cooked rice to Aditi, Goddess In¬ 
finity. The offering takes place in the fire on the new domestic altar, since 
this includes the fire of the old offering altar. The offering to Aditi is made 
in the center of the fire. There are four more principal offerings: to Pathya 
Svasti, “Path of Welfare,” in the eastern part of,the fire; to Agni, Soma, and 
Savitr in the southern, western, and northern parts, respectively. There are 
fifteen samidhenl verses and no ajyabhaga offerings. The prastota sings the 
chant pravad bhargavam (GG 3.9.13 on JS 1.3.9.4). 

Yajamana and adhvaryu leave the Old Hall by its eastern door for the 
purchase of Soma {somakraya). A Soma-cow {somakrayanl, “with which 
Soma is purchased”) awaits them. It is caused to make seven steps toward 
the north, beginning on the east-west line (prsthya). At its seventh step, a 
piece of gold is placed on the ground and an oblation is made on it. This piece 
is taken by the advaryu and some soil from that spot is handed to the yaja¬ 
mana, who hands it to his wife. The party moves further east, to where 
the uparava resounding holes will be made (at the southern havirdhana). 
There Soma stalks are placed on a bullock skin and guarded by a helper. 

The adhvaryu stands to the west of the Soma bundle, and the Soma 
merchant to its east, facing each other. The adhvaryu asks the merchant: 

Soma merchant is your Soma pure? ^FTT 3, I 
(BSs 6.14:170.15) 

The merchant answers: 

It is pure. (ibid.) IR: II 

After the yajamana has worshipped the Soma, the adhvaryu measures it, plate 51 

with different fingers, with and without mantras, touching the stalks with 
the piece of gold. A helper assists. The Soma is then folded in a cloth and the 
merchant places it on his head. The following dialogue takes place: 

Adhvaryu: Soma merchant, is your Soma for sale? 

Merchant: It is for sale. 
Adhvaryu: Is it from mount Mujavat? 

Merchant: It is from mount Mujavat. 

Adhvaryu: I will buy it from you for this cow. 

Merchant: The Soma is yours. Tell me what you offer 

for it. 
(BSS 6.14:172.1-4) 
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PLATE 48 

Before the Introductory Offering 

“The sage has extended the ritual path, 
on the back of the firmament, 

beyond the light of the sky. 

As you convey the offering, 

you accomplish the message. 

Intelligent in this world, 

with more reward, in the other! 
Svaha!” 

(TS 3.5.5.30 

Before the Introductory Offering (prayaniyesti) the adhvaryu makes 
a libation from the sruva ladle, while Cherumukku Vaidikan fans 
the fire. 

r — 
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PLATE 49 

The Kindling Verses 

“May your offerings, oblations, directed to heaven, 

come forth with the butter ladle. 

Agni goes to the gods, seeking their favor. 

Having been called, Agni, 

sit down for the feast. 

As hota sit on the sacrificial grass!” 
(RV 3.27.1; 6.16.10) 

Before the Introductory Offering (prayanlyesti), the hota recites 
fifteen kindling verses (samidheni) from the Rgveda. During most 
of these verses, the adhvaryu throws a stick of firewood (samidh) on 
the fire at each verse. When the fire has been fully kindled, the ob¬ 
lations can begin. 
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PLATE 50 

The Introductory Offering 

“We invoke to our aid 

great mother of the devout, 

spouse of sacred order, 

powerful, unaging, wide Aditi, 

who gives good protection and guidance— 
—Vausat!” 

(TS 1.5.11.5s) 

At the Introductory Offering (prayaniyesti), the principal offerings 
are for Pathya Svasti, Agni, Soma, Savitr, and Aditi, Goddess Infi¬ 
nity. During the offering for Aditi, the hota recites the above offer¬ 
ing verse (yajya) and is accompanied by the prastota who will sing 
the chant pravad bhargavam, which contains the word pra. Nellikat 
Akkitiripad stands on the right, in a pensive mood, probably wait¬ 
ing for the prastota to begin. The brahmanacchamsin sits in the 
back against the north wall of the Old Hall. On the left the large 
brass lamp that was visible on Plate 46. 

I- 
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PLATE 51 

After the Introductory Offering 

When the Introductory Offering has been completed, the yaja- 
mana folds his antelope skin and is ready to leave with his turban, 
staff, and other attributes. 

X 
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PLATE 52 

Measuring Soma (Somonmanam) 

“I sing for that god Savitar, within the two bowls, 

the sage of true impulse, 

bestower of treasures, wise friend. 

He at whose impulse the brilliant light shone, 

the sage with golden hand, 

has measured heaven with his form”. 

(TS 1.2.6.1b) 

Assisted by Vasudevan Akkitiripad, his eldest brother, who sits at 
his left, the adhvaryu measures Soma stalks with his fingers. 
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PLATE 54 

PLATE 55 

Part II The 1975 Performance 

The adhvaryu offers gold, a goat, and a cloth, but the merchant is not 
satisfied. Finally, the Soma is taken from him and placed on the right thigh of 
the yajamana. The adhvaryu turns to the merchant: 

Gloom over the Soma merchant! ^ 11 
(BSS 6.14:172.19) 

The yajamana stands up with Soma on his head and all go to the Soma cart, 
south of the enclosure. The Soma bundle is placed on the cart, and the yaja¬ 
mana moves between the poles, reciting three times: 

Subrahmanyom! 1 

The party moves in the direction of the Old Flail, together with the hota, 
reciting mantras. The Soma cart is pulled by two oxen and driven by the 
subrahmanya priest. This priest also recites three times: Subrahmanyom! 
The adhvaryu, the yajamana, and the brahman enter the Old Hall and start 
the Guest Offering (atithyesti) for King Soma. The other priests enter. In the 
middle of this isti they leave the hall and go to the Soma cart. Soma is 
taken off the cart, carried inside, and installed on a wooden stool or “throne” 
(asandi) immediately south of the offering altar (i.e., the future domestic 
altar). The guest offering (Atithyesti) for King Soma continues. A cake on nine 
potsherds is offered to Visnu. New fire is made and mixed with the fire already 
there. There are seventeen samidhenl stanzas, five fore-offerings (prayaja) 
and no after-offerings (anuyaja). The prastota sings ausanam (JGG 1.1.9 
on JS 1.1.1.5). 

The Guest Offering is followed by several smaller rites. The first of these 
is tanunaptra, called after Tanu Napat, Agni Self-Generating. The yajamana 
and his priests, excepting the Samavedins, pledge not to harm each other. 
This is effected by taking clarified butter from the dhruva ladle and putting 
it an a plate, which is then touched by the priests. 

The next two rites are Apyayana, Swelling, and Nihnava, Hiding. These 
two rites are performed after each of the Upasad ceremonies of the fourth 
through ninth ritual days. In these rites all the priests, excepting again the 
Samavedins, take partin the following order: adhvaryu, brahman, hota, 
sadasya, pratiprasthata, brahmanacchamsin, maitravaruna, nesta, agnidhra, 
acchavaka, unneta, pota, gravastut, and finally the yajamana. 

At the Swelling Rite, the yajamana and his priests wash their hands, 
stand west of the Soma throne facing east, and touch the Soma stalks in¬ 
side the Soma bundle with the following two mantras: 

Stalk by stalk may you swell, god Soma, 
for Indra who possesses unique wealth! 
May Indra swell for you; do you swell for Indra! 
Make your friends swell with gain and wisdom! 
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Soma Offering, Swelling, and Hiding Rites 

With good fortune may 
god Soma! 

I accomplish your pressing, 

(TS 1.2.11.la-b) 

The stalk that the Adityas make swell, 
the imperishable that the imperishable drink, 
with that may King Varuna, may Brhaspati, 
may the guardians of the world make us swell! 

(TS 2.4.14.1b) 

If \3 dm 11 

cur di trt iprfh- 
mil: 11 

Adhvaryu, sadasya, pratiprasthata, unneta, and yajamana recite only the 
first mantra. The adhvaryu recites at the beginning up to: tv am indrayapya- 

yasva, “do you swell for Indra,” and at the end joins the yajamana with 
the remaining portion of the mantra. The other priests add in the first man¬ 
tra: asman(t) “our” before sakhln “friends”, and: udrsam “finally” (?) 
before aslya “may I accomplish.” When the sadasya recites, the bystanders 
clap their hands; when the gravastut recites, they snap their fingers. 

At the Hiding Rite, the yajamana and brahman go round the altar so 
as to reach the vedi from the north. There they place both hands on the 
prastara-grass bundle, which lies on its southern half. The priests understand 
this rite as a salutation (namaskara) of earth (bhttmi), though originally it 
might have expressed the “hiding” of the movement in the inauspicious 
southern direction (Brough 1950). 

Since the Nihnava occurs after the Upasad, it takes place twice a day, 
in the morning and in the afternoon. There are differences in the positions 
of the hands, and further variations depending on which Nambudiri tradition 
is adopted. According to the Kausitaki tradition of the 1975 performance, 

the positions are as follows: 

Morning Hiding: left hand palm down; 
right hand on left hand 

with palm up. 
Afternoon Hiding: left hand palm up; 

right hand on left hand 
with palm down. 

According to the Taittiriya tradition, the positions are the other way round, 
i.e., as follows: 

Morning Hiding: left hand palm up; 
right hand on left hand 

with palm down. 
Afternoon Hiding: right hand palm up; 

left hand on right hand 
with palm down. 
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PLATE 53 

After the Soma Purchase 

After the Soma has been purchased, the yajamana leaves with the 
Soma on his head. The Soma cart (sakata) is ready to transport 
King Soma to his throne. 

( 

\ 
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PLATE 54 

Enter the Unneta 

< 

“May Ida who invokes the gods, 

Manu who conducts the rites, 

and Brhaspati recite hymns and acclamations. 

The All-gods are reciters of hymns. 

May mother earth not harm me!” 
(TS 3.3.2c-f) 

The unneta priest makes his first appearance. Standing on the 
utkara rubbish heap in the Old Hall, and facing the offering altar, 
he recites. 
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PLATE 55 

Swelling Soma (Apyayana) 

“Stalk by stalk may you swell, god Soma, 

for Indra who obtained great wealth! 

May Indra swell for you; 

do you swell for Indra! 

Make our friends swell with wealth and skill, 

may I accomplish your pressing, 

with good fortune, god Soma!” 

(TS 1.2.1 l.la-b) 

55A The maitravaruna (right) and brahmanacchamsin (left) make 
the Soma swell by sprinkling it with mantras. 

55B The sadasya performs the same rite. 
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The Hiding Rite (Nihnava) 

“Riches are desired exceedingly 

for food, for prosperity. 

Cosmic order for those who profess it. 

Homage to heaven, homage to the earth!” 
(TS 1.2.11.1c) 

The brahmanacchamsin performs the hiding rite (nihnava). As it is 
morning, and he is a Kausitakin, he holds his right hand, with the 
palm up, on his left hand, with the palm down. 

! —■ “i 
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Fourth Day: April 16, 1976 
episode 9 

(Similar on Subsequent Five Days) 
Pravargya, Upasad, and Subrahmanya Chant 

The Pravargya ceremony is performed every morning and afternoon 
(or evening) from the fourth through the ninth ritual day. It consists primarily 
in an offering of hot milk (gharma) or milk “to be heated” (pravargya), to 
the Asvin twins, divine young men who ride the wind. Women should not 
witness it. The officiating priests are: adhvaryu, pratiprasthata, agnidhra, 
hota, and prastota, beside yajamana and brahman. The ceremony begins and 
ends with a Peace Chant (santi) by adhvaryu, pratiprasthata, agnidhra, and 
yajamana. 

At the first Pravargya, the one in the morning of April 16, a round 
mound of earth is prepared to the north of the domestic altar. One of the 
three mahavlra pots is placed on it. Other mounds are made to the north 
of the sacrificial altar and the vedi. A cow with her calf and a she-goat with 
her kid have been tied in the cowshed (gosala), south of the Old Hall. Two 
rauhina cakes are prepared for the lunar sign Rohini. Hot embers from the 
domestic fire are spread round the mahavlra pot on its mound. The hot 
vessel is fanned by adhvaryu, pratiprasthata, and agnidhra, who also per- 

plate 57 form a dance with the fans, circumambulating the mound clockwise. Clari¬ 
fied butter is poured into the pot. The hota recites in praise of the Pravargya, 
and the prastota chants samans. 

Adhvaryu and pratiprasthata go to the cow shed and milk the cow and 
she-goat, respectively. They return with cow and goat milk in the clay pin- 
vana ladles and pour the fresh milk into the great-hero pot. Since this pot, 
with the butter inside, has become very hot, a large flame flares up. The heat¬ 
ed pot is then lifted between two wooden poles (hapham) and carried to the 

plate 58 (old) offering fire. Oblations are made into the fire by tilting the poles. They 
are primarily for the Asvins, but also for Vayu, Indra, Savitr, Brhaspati, 

plate 59 an(j Yama. The ceremony is concluded with another Peace Chant. The 
Pravargya implements are then placed and kept on a stool or “throne” 

plate 60 (asandi), immediately south of the throne for King Soma, south of the offer¬ 
ing altar. 

Next comes Upasad, which is an isti offering of clarified butter to Agni, 
Soma, and Visnu. There are nine samidhenl verses made up from three by 
triple repetition. There are no ajyabhaga, prayaja, anuyaja or svistakrt 
offerings. The Upasad is also performed every morning and evening from 
the fourth through the ninth day, but it is an obligatory rite, unlike the Pra¬ 
vargya, which is optional. 

When the Upasad is over, the yajamana and his wife go out with the 
subrahmanya priest to the northwest corner of the enclosure (later to the 
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north of the Field of Agni, which at this time has not yet been consecrated). 
The subrahmanya priest chants the subrahmanya chant facing the yajamana, plate 61 

with the wife crouched under her parasol behind him. This rite is obligatory 
and also takes place every morning and evening from the fourth through the 
ninth ritual day. 

The subrahmanya is an invitation to attend the Soma pressing, which is 
forthcoming. In this chant, Indra is reminded of his various adventures on 
earth and is strongly urged to be present: 

Subrahmanyom! Subrahmanyom! Subrahmanyom! 

Indra come! 

Possessor of bay horses, come! 

Ram of Medhatithi, wife of the Bull Horse Man, 

cow impregnator, lover of Ahalya, 

Brahmin of the Kausika family, 

usurper of the name Kausika, 

come to the Soma pressing, Generous One! 

Gods, brahmins, come, come, come! 

(cf. JSS 7) 

When the subrahmanya chants: “lover of Ahalya” the patnl bends her head.1 

Third Day: April 16, 1977 
episode 10 

Measurement of the Great Altar Space and the Field of Agni 
(Mahavedikarana, Citisthanakararid) 

All the ceremonies which have so far been performed on April 16 are 
ceremonies belonging to the fourth ritual day. On this day, the Subrahmanya 
chant is generally followed by setting up the area for the main altar (ksetro- 
padhana), which begins with the determination of the places for the uparava 
resounding holes and the utkara rubbish heap. However, these rites can only 
be performed when the measurements of the Great Altar Space and the 
Field of Agni (agniksetra) have been completed. These two ceremonies are 
generally performed on the third ritual day. However, on the third ritual day, 
the ceremonies of measurement themselves are preceded by other rites, e.g., 
Procuring the Sacrificial Pole (yiipasampadana), Formal Occupation of the 
Ritual Terrain (devayajanadhyavasana), and the special resolution called 
akrtiphala-samkalpa. The Procuring of the Sacrificial Pole is postponed to 

1 Before the tenth day, the subrahmanya does not insert tryahe “in three days”, dvyahe 
“in two days”, etc. before the phrase sutyam agaccha “come to the Soma pressing”. 
However, on the tenth or pressing day itself he inserts adya “today”: see below page 
596. 

1 1 II 
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PLATE 57 

The Pravargya: Circumambulations with Fans 

The Pravargya ceremony involves an offering of milk “to be heated” 
(pravargya) for the Asvin twins, divine young men who ride the 
wind. The milk is poured into the Great Hero (mahavlra) pot, which 
has been preheated north of the domestic fire, using its embers. The 
hot vessel is fanned by the adhvaryu, the pratiprasthata, and the 
agnidh, after which they lift the fans high and circumambulate 
the fire three times in the clockwise direction. 

| m 
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PLATE 58 

The Pravargya: The Oblation 

The offering of heated milk is made by the adhvaryu (on the left), 
assisted by the pratiprasthata (on the right). They tilt the pair of 
wooden poles (sapham) between which the Great Hero (mahavira) 
pot is tightly kept. This procedure explains the special shape of the 
Great Hero pot (Plate 5B). King Soma is on the right on his throne. 
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PLATE 59 

The Pravargya: Peace Chant 

“Peace! Wind Matarisvan must make us pure. 
Peace! The sun must warm us. 
Peace! May the days be ours. 
Peace! May the night be countered. 
Peace! May dawn open wide for us. 
Peace! May the sun rise for us.” 

At the beginning and end of each Pravargya performance, the 
adhvaryu, pratiprasthata, and agnidh recite a peace chant. These 
verses are from the evening peace chant (TA 4.42). 
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PLATE 60A 

Drinking the Pravargya Milk 

Assisted by his brahman priest, the yajamana drinks the remnant of 
the hot milk (gharma) from the cup of all herbs (sarvausadha- 
patram). 

PLATE 6OB 

After the Pravargya 

After the Pravargya is over, two spare mahavlra pots and other Pra¬ 
vargya implements are put on their stool south of the stool or 
throne for king Soma, south of the domestic altar. Nellikat Nlla- 
kanthan Akkitiripad sits nearby. 



PLATE 6lA 

The Subrahmanya 

“Come to the Soma pressing, 

generous one! 

Gods, brahmins, 

come, come, come!” 

The Subrahmanya chant, an invitation to attend the forthcoming 
Soma festival, is addressed especially to Indra, and is chanted every 
morning and evening by the subrahmanya priest on behalf of the 
yajamana. The priest faces the yajamana, while the yajamana’s wife 
crouches behind him. 

PLATE 6IB 

The Subrahmanya Priest 
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The Field of Agni Part II The 1975 Performance 

the ninth day, as no animal sacrifice takes place before that day. The other 
two rites cannot be postponed and are gone through on April 16. 

For Formal Occupation of the Ritual Terrain, the priests leave the Old 
Hall through its eastern door. Immediately ouside, in the small strip between 
the Old Hall and the future sadas, they stand in a row: in the middle the 
yajamana, with his wife to his right, facing east; to his left (or north) the 
adhvaryu, also facing east; and to their right the brahman, facing north, 
as (almost) always. 

The adhvaryu recites: 

We have come for the ritual of the gods on earth, 

in which formerly all the gods took delight. 

Completing with Rk, Saman, and Yajus, 

may we rejoice with abundance of wealth! 

(TS 1.2.3.3o) 

Go off, depart, creep away, 

you who are old here and you who are new! 

Death has given a resting place here on earth; 

the ancestors have made this world for him. 

(TS 4.2.4.1a) 

ifspOTT 

fiPL qTTI-n IT 

rircsTtT'H ttfiru n 

wifsm pmuR 11 

This is followed by akrtiphalasamkalpa, a special resolution based on 
the general resolution taken on the first day (above, pages 282-286). The 
yajamana, his wife, adhvaryu, and brahman sit in a row, in this order from 

plate 62 south to north in front of the eastern gate of the Old Hall. They face east. 
The introductory rites that precede the samkalpa proper are the same as 
before, but when it comes to the actual declaration of intent, the yajamana 
says, three times softly and three times loudly so that the gods will hear: 

Desirous of heaven I shall pile the bird-shaped altar! %«3r | 

Afterwards he addresses his priests as before and obtains the same answers 
(above, page 286). Then yajamana and brahman go to the extreme 
southeast and sit outside the Great Altar Space, south of what will be the 
Field of Agni (agniksetra). 

Now the measurements can begin. So far, the area east of the Old Hall, 
though used for several ceremonies that should take place outside that hall, 
has not been consecrated. The actual measurements have already been 
made: the outline of the Great Altar Space has been marked with a string 
on pegs. The ritual measurements, made with the extended vrddhaprakrama 
measuring stick (above, page 196), are therefore symbolic. They take place 

plate 63 in silence, and only the adhvaryu can enter the area. He starts going east 
along the west-east line and then follows the outer boundary of the Great 
Altar Space, moving south and north along the western and eastern boun- 
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daries. He follows up his measurements with a string, tying it to the pegs and 
superimposing it on the old string that is already there. 

After measuring the Great Altar Space, the adhvaryu measures the Field 
of Agni, the area where the Agni altar will be built in the shape of a bird. He 
uses a stick, five aratni long (above, page 196) and ritually confirms the actual 
measurements that have already been made. After tying a new string round 
the outline of the bird, he traces it with his sphya. Then he throws pebbles 
along the outline of the altar. These are brought in a clay dish by a helper 
(Vasudevan Akkitiri, the elder brother of the adhvaryu and the yajamana). 
These are the pebbles called sarkara in Sanskrit and kolipparan, “chicken- 
fish,” in Malayalam. Afterwards the adhvaryu measures the northern boun¬ 
dary of the Great Altar Space and sweeps the entire area. 

Except for sweeping, which is accompanied by mantras, these move¬ 
ments are gone through in silence. The subsequent rites are accompanied by 
mantras, which are the same as in the corresponding ceremonies of the new- 
and full-moon ceremonies, the animal sacrifice, and the Agnistoma. The 
agnidh sits north of the northern boundary, and the adhvaryu puts down a 
darbha blade, strikes it with his sphya, picks up some earth, and places it 
next to the agnidh. This is done thrice with a mantra and once without. These 
rites involve the use of the mantra TS 1.3.1.1c (“He who hates us and whom 
we hate, here I cut off his neck”; cf. above, page 104). 

Fourth Day:April 16, 1977 
EPISODE 11 

Setting Up the Field of Agni 
(Agniksetropadhana) 

The ceremonial setting up of the agniksetra or Field of Agni belongs 
to the fourth ritual day. As we have seen, the fourth ritual day regularly 
begins with the Construction of the New Domestic Altar (Episode 7), fol¬ 
lowed by Introductory Offering, Purchase of Soma, Guest Offering for Soma 
(Episode 8), Pravargya, Upasad, and Subrahmanya (Episode 9). This should 
be followed by Setting up the Field of Agni (agniksetropadhana). However, 
since the Field of Agni cannot be set up unless it has first been measured, 
together with the Great Altar-Space to which it belongs, these ceremonies of 
the third ritual day had to be gone through first (Episode 10). 

As a result, ceremonies that, in the Agnistoma, are performed consecu¬ 
tively, but that are not consecutive in the Agnicayana, are also performed 
consecutively in 1975, but this time as a consequence of the menses of the 
wife of the yajamana. The differences are illustrated in Table 5, which lists 
the rites of the Agnistoma (column I), of the Agnicayana (column II), and 
of the 1975 performance of the Agnicayana in which the third and fourth 
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PLATE 62 

Breathing at the Special Resolution 

Before the Great Altar Space (mahavedi) is measured, the yaja¬ 
mana takes a special resolution (akrtiphalasamkalpa) in the boun¬ 
dary area between the Old Hall and the Great Altar Space: 

Desirous of heaven I shall pile the bird-shaped altar! 

Each resolution is preceded by certain recitations, e.g. pranayama, 
“breathing”. The yajamana recites without breathing: 

OM earth OM sky OM heaven! 

OM greatness OM people! 

OM austerity OM truth! 

OM water OM essence of light, 

Immortality, Brahman, 

Earth, Sky, Heaven, OM! (see page 283) 

Then he breathes out. Throughout these rites, the yajamana faces 
east, his wife, the adhvaryu, and the brahman priests to his left. 
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PLATE 63 

Measuring the Great Altar Space 

On the third day of the ritual, the adhvaryu measures out the 
Great Altar Space (mahavedi), where most of the important cere¬ 
monies of the Agnicayana will be performed. The measurement 
takes place in silence, and no one can enter the area. The actual 
measurements have already been made, and are marked with 
strings on pegs. The adhvaryu makes the ritual measurements, using 
his measuring stick with the extended unit (vrddha-prakrama: see 
Figure 8). After measuring the mahavedi, he measures the Field of 
Agni, and the outline of the bird-shaped altar, using the aratni unit. 
On the plate, the right wing of the bird is traced in front, the head 
and left wing are in the background. 

'X.V: :! 
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Part II The 1975 Performance 

days were combined (column III). Rites that are specific to the Agnicayana 
have been italicized and the ritual days are put in parentheses. 

SEQUENCE OF RITES ON THE THIRD AND FOURTH DAYS 

I AGNI1STOMA II AGNICAYANA III April 16, 1975 

Measurement of Ma- 
havedi(3) 

Measurement of Agni- 
ksetra{ 3) 

Construction of New Construction of New 
Domestic Altar (4) Domestic Altar 

Introductory Offering Introductory Offering Introductory Offering 
(2) (4) 

Purchase of Soma (2) Purchase of Soma (4) Purchase of Soma 
Guest Offering (2) Guest Offering (4) Guest Offering 
Pravargya, Upasad, and Pravargya, Upasad, and Pravargya, Upasad, 

Subrahmanya(2) Subrahmanya(4) and Subrahmanya 
Measurement of Mahavedi Measurement of Ma- 

(3) havedi 
Measurement of Agni¬ 
ksetra 

Preparation of Setting up Agniksetra Setting up Agniksetra 
Uttaravedi (3) (4) 

TABLE 5 

Setting up the Field of Agni begins with the determination of the places 
for the uparava resounding holes and the utkara rubbish heap. This corres¬ 
ponds to the Agnistoma. Then a white and brown horse are tied to the east 
of the Great Altar-Space, on the southern and northern side, respectively. 
Adhvaryu, pratiprasthata, brahman, and yajamana put on sandals (upanah) 

plate 72B made of the skin of a black antelope. They will also wear these when the 
layers of the altar are piled up. The adhvaryu takes a bow and arrow, four 
stones (asman), a pitcher with water, a dish for clarified butter (ajyasthali), 
and the sruva ladle. He recites TS 5.7.9.1a-b and 5.7.8.1a (page 339), touches 
the white horse, and recites, together with the yajamana: 

May Prajapati seat you. 
With that deity in the fashion of the Angiras, sit firm! fit? 11 

(TS 5.5.2.4) 
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Followed by the yajamana, the adhvaryu picks up the bow, the arrow, and 
the four stones, and goes to the easternmost point of the Field of Agni. He 
aims and shoots at this point and puts down a stone on that very spot, to¬ 
gether with the yajamana, reciting: 

You are the cudgel of Indra, destroying obstacles, 
protecting our bodies, lying in wait. 
Who from the east, full of malice, 
plots against us, 
let him fall upon this rock! 

(TS 5.7.3.1a) 

The same rite is performed at the southern, western, and northern points, 
replacing “east” in the mantra by “south,” “west,” and “north,” respectively. 
On these four stones yajamana and adhvaryu recite the mantras With That 
God and Pouring Milk. 

In the meantime two helpers have carried a square brick to the tail of 
the outline of the bird. This is the aindri brick, the first brick of the first layer, 
called after Indra. The adhvaryu puts it in its place (see below, Figure 24). 
Yajamana and adhvaryu touch it and consecrate it with: 

sn#«r- 
k: nf^rer: 1 

fit jwi^rRfir- 

He who receives the Soma residue, triumphant, 
let him protect this! 
Who is full-cheeked, of virile thoughts, 
who wields the cudgel and opens the cow pens, 
borne along by bay horses, 
let Indra procure marvellous powers for us! 

(TB 2.5.8.1a) 

sr | mfg- a trsfiT 
v: fit 1 
fit shot: 

This is followed by With That God and Pouring Milk. 
Yajamana and adhvaryu sit down at the center of the Agni field. The 

adhvaryu puts a peg in the middle and two others at equal distance to the 
east and the west on the east-west line. He ties a string from the eastern to 
the western peg, checks that the central peg is at the center, and then removes 
the central peg and the string. Since a fairly big hole is about to be dug and 
the hole for the central peg—marking the middle of the Field of Agni— 
would be lost in this bigger hole, the center is now marked with the help of 
the two other pegs. 

A helper (Vasudevan Akkitiri) digs a large hole immediately to the north 
of the center, and the adhvaryu puts a bunch of darbha grass with roots 
(Malayalam: darbhamola) in it, reciting: 

Language should put you in the ocean. ^FTc^f 34^3 I 
(Kathaka Samhita 38.13:116.1-3) 

The adhvaryu makes five butter oblations on this darbha grass with the sruva 
ladle, reciting five mantras: 
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The Field of Agni 

PLATE 64 

Part II The 1975 Performance 

The year united with the waning moons— 

with ghee, svaha! 

The dawn united with the ruddy cows— 

with ghee, svaha! 

The sun united with the stallion— 

with ghee, svaha? 

The Asvins united with miracles— 

with ghee, svaha! 

Agni Common-to-all-men united with food offer¬ 

ings— 

with ghee, svaha! 

(TS 5.6.4.1, with ghrtena svaha after each mantra) 

I 
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At each oblation the yajamana utters his formula of renunciation: 

This is for Agni, not for me. 8Rr'at ^ ^ Tm 

Immediately after this, the adhvaryu ph 
north of the darbha grass, reciting: 

In your course, in this way and that, let flowery 

dorva grow! 

Let either a fountain spring up there, or a pond rich in 

lotuses. 

(Atharvaveda 6.106.1)1 

Each recitation is followed by two renderings of With That God and Pouring 
Milk. 

In the meantime, one helper has carried a triangular brick to the right 
wing of the outline of the bird, which points to the south. This is the Vibhakti 
brick, the second brick of the first layer. The helper places it in the southwest 
tip of the wing (below, Figure 24). Yajamana and adhvaryu go there, touch 
the brick, and consecrate it with TB 3.5.2.1 = RV 6.16.10 (above, page 33) 
again followed by With That God and Pouring Milk. 

The Field of Agni is then ritually ploughed. A wooden plough has been 
made beforehand by the carpenter, its shape the same as is used by farmers 
all over South India. The adhvaryu touches the plough, reciting: 

aces durva grass in the hole, 

at II 

Tie the straps! 

Attach the buckets! 

let us drain the well full of water, 

which is never exhausted, never dried up. 

I drain the inexhaustible well 

with buckets attached and strong straps, 

firfiiQ'UA iuu«rf I 

T%^SfTS^5ri$cIl3!; 11 

1 According to Erkkara Raman Nambudiri, this mantra might have belonged to the 

Baskala recension of the Rgveda. 

full of water, easy to bail. 
(TS 4.2.5.5n-o) 11 

Six assistants get ready to pull the plough, while the adhvaryu recites: 

p. Poets harness the ploughs, 

the yokes spread apart. 

The wise are in the grace of the gods. 

q. Harness the ploughs, 

stretch the yokes apart, 

sow seed here in the prepared womb. 

When our chant meets with ready response, 

the ripe grain will come close to the sickle. 

(TS 4.2.5.5p-q) 
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The ploughing begins. The men pull the plough while the adhvaryu holds it 
and recites: 

r. The plough with pointed share, 

propitious and with shiny handle, 

turns up a cow, a sheep, 

a plump and lusty girl, 

a chariot frame with drive seat. 

s. Prosperity—let our ploughshares turn up the 

earth! 
Prosperity—let the ploughmen approach the 

draught animals! 

Let Parjanya rain prosperity with honey and milk. 

Suna and Sira! Grant us prosperity! 

Looking back at the furrows, he continues: 

t. Milker of wishes! Milk our wishes 

for Mitra and Varuna, for Indra, for Agni, 

for Pusan, for the plants, and for our offspring. 

u. The furrow is annointed with ghee, with honey; 

approved by the All-gods, by the Maruts, 

full of power, swelling with milk. 

Furrow! Turn towards us with milk! 

(TS 4.2.5.5r-u) 
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Three furrows are made from the tail to the head of the outlined bird, three 
from the northwest hip to the southeast shoulder, three from the southwest 
hip to the northeast shoulder, and three from the southern wing to the north¬ 
ern wing. The ploughing is always done in one direction, i.e., the men turn 
back to the next beginning point without ploughing. They always avoid the 
central point of the Agni Field. 
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PLATE 64 

Ploughing the Field of Agni 

“The plough with pointed share, 

propitious and with shiny handle, 

turns up a cow, a sheep, 

a plump and lusty girl, 

a chariot frame with drive seat.” 

(TS 4.2.5.5r) 

The adhvaryu, assisted by helpers, ploughs the Field of Agni, so 
that it will be fertile and provide food for the bird. The plough is 
of the common type used by farmers all over Kerala. 
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Part II The 1975 Performance 

Then a mixture of “all herbs” (sarvausadham) is handed to the adhvaryu 
in the sarvausadhapatra. He strews seeds over the Field of Agni, following 
the furrows that have been ploughed. First he walks from the tail in eastern 
direction, reciting: 

a. The plants born 

three generations before the gods, 

I delight in these hundred and seven species 

of brown ones. 

b. Mother! A hundred are your species, 

a thousand are your shoots. 

Thus, with hundredfold wisdom, 

restore his health for me! 

c. With flowers and shoots, 

with and without fruit, 

like victorious stallions, 

the plants are fully effective. 

(TS 4.2.6. la-c) 
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Then he walks from the northwest hip to the southeast shoulder, reciting: 

d. Mothers! Goddesses! I summon you plants who 

destroy disease, remove disease. 

e. In the asvattha tree is your seat, 

in the parna tree your nest is made. 

You will surely have a cow as your share 

if you save this man. 

f. When I, restoring strength, 

grasp these plants in my hand, 

the spirit of the disease vanishes 

as before one who captures it alive. 

(TS 4.2.6.ld-f) 
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He walks from the southwest hip to the northeast shoulder, reciting: 

g. When plants gather together, 

like princes at an assembly, 

the physician, destroyer of demons, 

remover of disease, is called a sage. 

h. Restorer is your mother called, 

and you are the preparers. 

You are liquids with wings. 

Restore whatever is diseased! 

i. Let one help the other! 

Assist one another! 

All you plants, in close accord 

make this speech of mine come true! 

(TS 4.2.6. lg-i) 
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And lastly he walks from the southern wing 
in the northern direction, saying: 

k. Powers emerge from the plants 

like cows from their pasture, 

from those who shall save your wealth 

and your life, man! 
l. They have climbed beyond all obstructions, 

like a thief over a fence. 
The plants have removed every disease of the body. 

m. Those who have mounted your self, 

who have entered every limb, 

may they drive away your disease 

like a powerful intermediary. 

n. Disease! Fly off at once with the eagle, 

with the blue jay, % 

with the rush of the wind! 

Perish at once with the whirlwind! 

o. All the plants, with stallions 

and with Soma, 

full of vigor, full of power, 

I have assembled for his recovery. 
(TS 4.2.6.lk-o) 
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Next the adhvaryu flings clods of earth in the four directions, saying: 

a. Let him not injure us who created the earth, 

who with true principles created the heavens, 

and who created the great shining waters! 

Which god shall we worship with oblation? 

b. Earth! Turn to us 

with milk, during the ritual! 

Let Agni, aroused, creep over your mantle. 

c. Agni! Whatever of you is pure, 

shining and bright, 

suitable for offering, 

we carry to the gods. 
(TS 4.2.7.la-c) 
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q:*rr qvr4 ffvqt fvhu n 

qvni 25 | 
vqj v ^mrcrqqtsv II 

arh v 

uq. <rt 1 

vrwht || 

He takes two clods of earth, saying: 

d. From here I take food and strength, an 

from the abode of order, visa vtv: 1 
from the womb of immortality. 

He puts one on the Agni field: 

Let it enter us, in cattle, in plants! 
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and flings one away: 

I abandon exhaustion, weakness, and disease. 1 

(TS 4.2.7.2d) 

Then the adhvaryu addresses the yajamana: 

Come Yajamana! ! 

This is followed by the tracing and digging of the catvala trench north of the 
northern boundary of the Great Altar Space (see Figure 19). The adhvaryu 
takes some earth trom there, carries it to the uttaravedi, puts it there, and 
makes a small elevation, called the uttaravedi’s navel (uttaranabhi). This is 
done three times with mantras and once without. The mantras are: 

a. You are the home of wealth for me. 

You are the home of the afflicted for me. 

Protect me when I am oppressed! 

Protect me when I am afflicted! 

b. May Agni named Nabhas know! 

c. Agni Angiras! You who are in this earth, 

come with the name Long Life! 

Whatever your unblemished name, ritual, rele¬ 
vant, 

with that I deposit you. 

d. (Similar, for the second and third deposition, 

with “second” and “third” earth, respectively.) 

e. You are a lioness. You are a buffalo. 

f. (flattening the ground) Extend wide, 

let the ritual patron extend wide (in power) for 
you! 

g. (striking the ground with the sphya) You are firm. 
h. Be pure for the gods! 

Be bright for the gods! 

(TS 1.2.12.1a-2n) 

pfTnqjft usfir 
tuter'et Srs^r- 

rrtrt 1 
/~\ rv 0 »\ _ 1 
TTtUSWm ru 1 

aril srlffr ttssit 

TT?rff 
tstitjt tut 

cr 1 

ufgfinrfh 1 

HTTSTHI o 
f%«h row | 
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g- 

h. 

) I 

k. 

Son of strength! Knower of everything! 

Honored by our prayers, take delight in our best 

praises! 

Those who possess wonderful protection and ex¬ 

cellent birth 

have placed food in you abounding in seed. 

With pure splendor, with bright splendor, 

with undiminished splendor, you come to light, 

Like a son attending to his parents 

you protect and fill up both worlds. 

For favor men have honored Agni, 

the rightous bull, common to all men. 

You Divine One, ready to hear, pervading, 

generations of men invoke with their song. 

You provide the discerner arranger of ritual, 

master of great solicitude, 

the winning priest, wise in rites 

who is the gift of the Bhrgu tribe. 

(TS 4.2.7.2e-3k) 

giffr 

3?^ 1 
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mmTTf TUT3TTTT: II 

Tgir II 
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gft ttt: 1 
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Vh gui 11 

TT^TRJTRTTg STTTH 

autarK tt'4h 1 

ttitst HigfHk mur 11 

Finally the adhvaryu puts pebbles (sarkara) in the trenches. He consecrates 
them together with the yajamana, reciting TS 4.2.7.4Z (as above, page 
340). While the adhvaryu pours water from a pitcher around the outline of 
the bird, the Ignorant Priest (avidvan) appears, the yajamana holds his hand 
and hands him a cloth (vastram) in payment for his forthcoming services. 
The adhvaryu scatters sand over the Field of Agni, reciting TS 4.2.7.4m 
(above page 340). It is now 2:45 p.m. and the setting up of the agniksetra is 
complete. 

Fourth Day:April 16, 1975 
episode 12 

The Foundation of the Altar 

In the Agnicayana, the adhvaryu follows this up by scattering sand over 
the Field of Agni, and reciting: 

e. Agni! You have glory and power. 
Your rays shine powerfully, you splendid god! 

Poet! With your lofty beams you give 

praiseworthy strength to your worshipper. 

f. Agni! As ruler spread among the creatures! 

Immortal One, extend riches to us! 

You are resplendent with a beautiful form. 

Scatter splendid riches. 

3TU UT *TTT TTT UFJ 

raniTtfr | 
I^rnfr sttht Tuf- 
TT-cif TTlfq- 3TWT || 

STOTT* vpjjm- 
ttit mi 1 

Tfiur. u 

Yajamana and adhvaryu leave the Field of Agni and go to the Old 
Hall to fetch a number of things that will be buried under the first layer of 
the altar: bunches of darbha grass and durva grass; milk, ghee, and curds 
mixed with honey; twelve small pots, six male (kumbha) and six female 
(kumbhi); rice for Brhaspati, god of wisdom; thirteen pieces of gold; a 
pitcher of water; a lotus leaf; the golden breastplate (rukma) that was used 
at the consecration (page 323); two ladles made of karsmarya wood; 
avaka plants; a wooden representation of a tortoise (kurma: 1975 was the 
first time that no live tortoise was used); mortar and pestle; the all-herb 
mixture (sarvausadha); the three ukha pots; and the five animal heads. They 
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Putting Earth in the Center 

“Agni Angiras! You who are in this earth, 

come with the name Long Life! 

Whatever your unblemished name, ritually relevant, 

with that I deposit you.” 

(TS 1.2.12.1c) 

After digging the catvala trench on the northern boundary of the 
Great Altar Space (mahavedi), the adhvaryu returns to the center 
of the Field of Agni with the wooden sword (sphya) and some earth 
from the catvala. He deposits the earth in the center, while the ya- 
jamana touches it. He does this three times with the mantra, and 
once without. The agnidh sits on the left, and in the foreground is a 
peg, used to mark the location of the center. 
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return with all these items in large clay pots which they put down in the area 
north of what will be the bird-shaped altar. Some of the objects are referred 
as istaka, “brick” (e.g., the avaka); all are regarded as Agnis, “fires.” 

The adhvaryu dips twenty-two bundles of darbha grass in milk and 
sprinkles all the Agnis, reciting: 

I sprinkle the lovable Agnis with Agnis sepirtanfa I 

(BSS 10.27:26.8-9) 

He then dips them in ghee and sprinkles the Agnis, reciting: 

Agni is kindled with Agni, 

the wise young lord of the house 

bearing the oblation, 

with the ladle in his mouth. 

(TS 1.4.46.3/) 

gram's: 

I 
II 

A helper (actually, the brahmanacchamsin) brings the white horse. The 
adhvaryu leads it onto the Field of Agni from the tail’s side, reciting: 

dtfi sric I 
fftqRr: nrrui u# 

qqi JTtsvUT. II 

He has overcome every battle, every enemy, 

so says Agni and so says Soma. 

Brhaspati and Savitr say that of me. 

Ptisan placed me in the world of good action. 

(TS 4.2.8.1a) 

The horse walks across, being pulled by the same assistant, now from the 
other side in the eastern direction, while the adhvaryu recites: 

When first you cried at birth, 

arising from the ocean, or from the earth; 

like the wings of the eagle, the limbs of the gazelle. 

that birth of yours is praised, stallion! 

(TS 4.2.8.1b) 

wr 
3^35 sthu ^3 u' 11 

The adhvaryu, touching his heart with his right hand, recites TS 5.7.9. la-b 
and 5.7.8.1a as at the beginning of the construction of the new domestic 
altar (page 339) and at the beginning of the setting up of the Agni Field 
(page 386). Then he touches the white horse, steps on the aindrl brick, 
and recites: 

1. This the gathering of the waters, 

the abode of the ocean. 

Let your darts burn somebody else! 

Purify us, be friendly to us! 

arum? 

3TFq if aptr-T jjrcr4: 

'TIT# firpit #T ,| 
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m. Homage to your heat, your radiance! 

Let there be homage to your flame! 

Let your darts burn somebody else! 

Purify us, be friendly to us! 

(TS 4.6.1.2/-m) 

^4# mfag 
mi# sT^jri%qf | 

3T# % aror. |<#: 
ire# srar*# ffjqf v# 11 

The items that have been brought are now about to be buried under the altar, 
all within the area of the atman or “self,” the largest square within the bird¬ 
shaped altar (see Figures 7, 24, and 25). In the meantime, helpers have al¬ 
ready put down some of the bricks of the first layer, especially in the out¬ 
lying areas, away from the atman. This is not the ritual piling of the first layer: 
it is merely the physical deposition of the bricks. They are “piled” later when 
they are consecrated ritually and in the proper order by the adhvaryu to¬ 
gether with the yajamana. 

In order to obtain an idea of the various spots where the Agnis will be 
buried, it is necessary to know where the bricks are going to be piled, for 
the adhvaryu obviously has this in mind. The bird-shaped altar will be piled 
from five layers (Sanskrit: citi; Malayalam: patavu), the first four of two hun¬ 
dred bricks each, and the fifth of two hundred and five bricks. The bricks 
are of various sizes and shapes, as we have seen before (Figure 9). On the 
fourth through the eighth ritual day, each day one layer of bricks will be con¬ 
secrated. From the second layer onwards, the bricks will be physically de¬ 
posited, in any order, by helpers on the day preceding the day on which they 
will be ritually consecrated in the specified order. Because of the combination 
of the third and the fourth days on April 16, the bricks of the first layer are 
deposited and consecrated on that same day. The bricks of the first layer 
could not be deposited earlier in any case, as there are so many items to be 
buried under it. 

There is one pattern of bricks for the first, third, and fifth layers; and 
another for the second and forth layers. In this way, bricks are made to 
cover the boundaries between bricks on the lower layer. With the exception 
of the vertical passage at the center, the interstices between bricks are never 
above or under the interstices between bricks in the next layer. The same prin¬ 
ciple underlies the piling of the domestic altar, without exception, as we have 
seen (page 338). 

On each layer, some bricks are consecrated with individual mantras and 
in a specific order; they fall into groups with specific names, and after each 
group has been consecrated with the specific mantras, the bricks are con¬ 
secrated in the same order for a second time with With That God (tayade- 
vata, TS 4.2.4.4Z) and for a third time with Pouring Milk (sudadohasa, TS 
4.2.4.4o). The remaining bricks are space fillers (lokamprna), and are con¬ 
secrated in any order, and each with the mantra Fill Space (TS 4.2.4.4 n). 
Afterwards, the space fillers are consecrated for a second time, with With That 
God, and for a third time, with Pouring Milk. To keep track of this threefold 
consecration, each brick is marked by a helper, generally the pratiprasthata, 
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with a dot of white paste, for each mantra, so that the brick first has one, 
then two, and finally three dots on it. plate 66,7ob 

In the first layer, the first one hundred and sixty bricks are consecrated 
with specific mantras and in a specific order; the remaining forty are space 
fillers, but the first and the last are also fixed. Figure 24 gives the prescribed 
order, the shape, and the location of the bricks of the first layer. Table 6 pro¬ 
vides their names, either individually or of the groups they belong to. 

In principle, each brick is consecrated by the adhvaryu on behalf of the 
yajamana. Actually, both yajamana and adhvaryu touch the brick and recite 
the prescribed mantra together. 

NAMES OF BRICKS IN THE FIRST LAYER 

Number Name of Bricks 

1 Aindri, “for Indra” 
2 Vibhakti, “share” 
3 Mandala, “circle” 
4 Retahsic, “seed discharging” 

5-16* Skandhya, “shoulder” 
17-36 Apasya, “watery” 
37-86 Pranabhrt, “supporting exhalation” 
87-98 Samyat, “stretch” 
99-148 Apanabhrt, “supporting inhalation” 

149-153 Mukham, “face” 
154-158 Angam, “limb” 

159 Prajapatya, “for Prajapati” 
160 Rsabha, “bull” 

161-200 Lokamprna, “space filler” 

Number of Bricks 

* 15-16 are called Samyani, “way.’ 

TABLE 6 

There are five types of bricks used in the first layer (and also in the third, 
and, with slight modification, in the fifth). We have already seen their names 
and numbers (Table 3, page 202). With the help of Figure 24, the reader 
may verify the distribution of these types (pancami, sapada, adhyardha, 
pancamyardha, and adhyardhardha) over the layer (which is relatively 
simple, unlike the second or fourth layer). A hint for those who wish to un¬ 
dertake this exercise: the two sapada bricks are in the neck of the bird. 

The area of the bricks, and the total area of the layer, are given in Table 7. 
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Keeping Track of the Consecration 

All the bricks of the altar will be consecrated with specific mantras, 
generally three for each brick: the first mantra is a specific mantra, 
in general different for each brick; the second and third are the 
same for all bricks, viz. With That God (tayadevata) and Pour¬ 
ing Milk (sudadohasa), respectively. The order in which most 
bricks are consecrated is complex, as a glance at the diagrams in 
Figures 24, 26, 37, 38 and 39 will show. To keep track of the con¬ 
secration, a helper puts a dot of white paste on each brick for each 
mantra. Each brick will therefore receive first one, then two, and 
finally three marks on it. 
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AREA OF BRICKS IN THE FIRST, THIRD, AND FIFTH LAYERS 

Number Area Per Brick Area 

pancami 38 1 38 
sapada 2 1.25 2.5 
adhyardha 56 1.5 84 
pancamyardha 60 .5 30 
adhyardhardha 44 .75 33 

187.5 

TABLE 7 

The total area of the altar (viz., of its first, third, or fifth layers; but 
also of its second or fourth, as well shall see: page 453) is 187.5 square 
aratnis, which is 7 1/2 times 25. So in spite of the complex sizes of their 
bricks, the Nambudiris preserve the tradition that the altar area should be 
7 1/2 times a square purusa (cf. pages 65-66; and Seidenberg in Volume 
II, page 96). 

As will be seen from Figure 24, the atman, “body” or “self” of the bird 
consists entirely of squares and half squares. The Agnis will be buried under 
this atman in specific spots, as illustrated in Figure 25. 

The first Agnis that are buried are the male and female pots. The adhvaryu 
takes a kumbha in his right hand, a kumbhl in his left, and puts a piece of 
gold in each. Then he goes with the yajamana to the spot marked “A” in 
Figure 25 and buries them in a hole in the ground, which was made before¬ 
hand. He takes care that the male kumbha pot is closer to the center of the 
altar and the kumbhl pot further away from it. Yajamana and adhvaryu 
then touch the pair with their hands and recite a pair of mantras: 

a. Those of a golden color, pure, and purifying; 
in whom Kasyapa was born, in whom Indra; 
who of many forms conceived Agni as an em¬ 

bryo— 
let these waters be gentle and pleasant to us! 

b. Among whom king Varuna goes 
observing the truth and falsehood of man; 
who, dripping honey, are pure and purifying— 
let these waters be gentle and pleasant to us! 

(TS 5.6.1.la-b) 

f’-fwtjgoff: ip-iq; mfTT 

mg; sttct: spw 1 

ajfjT m n*r ffsrr ftkgr- 
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PI! 5 ^ sgptl II 

They bury the second pair at “B”, touch them, and recite: 
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Figure 25—“Agnis” Buried under the Atman 

c. Out of whom in heaven the gods make food, -^ __ 
who are in many places in the sky, ^ 
who wet the earth with their milk— srarfstr l 
let these pure ones, the waters, be gentle and *n: jm- 

pleasant to us! ^1 5 «rm: ^11 

d. Waters! With a friendly eye, gaze on me! 
With a friendly body, touch my skin. ^ Fmr 
I invoke all the Agnis who sit in the waters. f ?r 1 

Grant to me radiance, strength, and power! *Ftk ft ft 

(TS 5.6.1. lc-d) ft txf 11 
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Burying Male and Female Pots 

In general, pots are female. However, under the altar of the Agnica- 
yana six pairs of male and female pots are buried. The unmarked 
pots are male; the female pots are marked with two breasts each. 
Here a helper, outside the outline of the bird, hands the adhvaryu, 
who sits within, a piece of gold. The adhvaryu is about to put this 
in one of the pair of pots in front of him. The male pot in front of 
him is partly visible, the female pot is hidden behind a much larger 
vessel. The other five pairs are awaiting their turn, also outside the 
outline of the bird altar. To the extreme right is the ukha pot, which 
will also be buried under the altar. 
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They bury the third pair at “C,” touch them, and recite: 

e Since formerly going forth together 
you roared (anadata) when the dragon was slain, 
therefore you are named roarers (nadyah “rivers”). 
These are your names: Rivers! 

f. Since sent forth by Varuna, 
you quickly leaped together, 
therefore Indra obtained (apnot) you as you were 

going. 
Therefore you are waters (apah). 

(TS 5.6.1.2e-f) 

They bury the fourth pair at “D”, touch them, and recite: 

if! M47m gcT | 
mmim gm mu *5 

m fr mutfa || 

UT hTTUr 7CTFT 
m: sfbK 1 

g) mft- 

mm 11 

g. Flowing against your will, 
Indra restrained you (avivarata) by his powers. 
Divine ones! Therefore the name water (yar) 

is proper for you. 
h. One god stepped into them, 

flowing as they desired: 
“The great ones have exhaled (udanisuh).” 
Therefore they are called water (udaka). 

(TS 5.6.1.3g-h) 

m 1 

^if 5: 
cj) n 

W-lI 

11 

They bury the fifth pair at “E,” touch them, and recite: 

i. The waters are excellent. The waters are ghee. 
These waters bear Soma and Agni. 
May their strong satisfying juice, mixed with 

honey, 
come to me with breath, with radiance! 

k. Then I see or hear. 
To me comes a roar; to me voice. 
I believe I partook of immortality, 
when, gold-colored ones, I enjoyed you. 

(TS 5.6.1.3i-k) 

arm mm mfugm mrcj- 

rifl'fmr 15 m: 1 
uMt rur Tmgmwrum 

an nr mm us; umur m 11 

STlfT^r m |Tm*m 

nr mm uiura; 1 

um vrrnm 55^5 nit 
mgq U7[ 4: 11 

They bury the sixth and last pair at “F,” touch them, and recite: 

l. Waters! You are the granters of health. 
Grant us strength to see great joy! 

m. The most auspicious essence that you possess, 
grant to us here, 
like eager mothers! 

urn fr vj umgg- 

5> 11 

4t m fmudui; ?u- 
ummtfC d: 1 

mrar: 11 (TS 5.6.1.4/-m) 
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They bury the rice for Brhaspati, adding a piece of gold, a small distance to 
the east of the center, at “G,” reciting: 

Repose in heaven! Array yourself in the sky! 
Flourish across the earth! 
You are holy splendor. For holy splendor, you. 

(TS 5.6.1.5o) 

f|fd zfrm 

’2TH7ut dr ¥r?r 

The twelve pots and the Brhaspati rice are then further consecrated with 
With That God and with Pouring Milk. 

The Agnicayana sequence is now interrupted for some rites that belong 
to the animal sacrifice, and that also occur in the Agnistoma. They are con¬ 
cerned with the uttaravedi. Standing at the center, the adhvaryu sprinkles 
the altar ground with waters called indraghosavati (“having Indra’s roar”), 
toward the north on the eastern side (1), toward the east on the southern 
side (2), toward the north on the western side (3), and toward the east on 
the northern side (4), with the following four mantras, respectively: 

Let Indra’s roar, together with the Vasus, 
protect you in the east! 
Let the swift one of mind, together with the Fathers, 
protect you in the south! 
Let the sage, together with the Rudras, 
protect you in the west! 
Let Visvakarman, together with the Adityas, 
protect you in the north! 

(TS 1.2.12.2i) 

mu 1 d? S3 
fojw- 

7%57: mg i 

wg mg 1 

wm: mg 1 

This is followed by five aghara oblations of ghee, diagonally across the 
uttaranabhi, and accompanied by five mantras: 

You are a lioness destroying enemies, 
svaha! 
You are a lioness granting beautiful children, 
svaha! 
You are a lioness granting increase of wealth, 
svaha! 
You are a lioness winning the favor of the Adityas, 
svaha! 
You are a lioness. Bear the gods to god-minded 

yajamana! 
Svaha! 

(TS 1.2.12.2k) 

mrm 1 

T%v^% 5R55IPT: 

^1511 

*m?T 1 

wr I , 

drim 

UJTfT II 

At each svaha, the yajamana pronounces his tyaga: 

This is for the uttaravedi, not for me! 3d u uu 
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The adhvaryu removes the juhu, with a piece of gold that was tied to its end, 

reciting: 

For beings, you! 1 

(TS 1.2.12.2/) 

The rites near completion when the adhvaryu places three paridhi “en¬ 
closing” sticks on the west, south, and north side of the uttaranabhi, reciting: 

You possess all life. Make the earth firm! 
You rest solid. Make the sky firm! 
You rest unshakeable. Make heaven firm! 

(TS 1.2.12.2m) 

Finally he throws some grasses and hair on the uttaranabhi, reciting: 

You are the ash of Agni, spfcforteq- 
you are the mud of Agni! £-: jf'rqqfir l 

(TS 1.2.12.2n) 

plate 68 During all these rites, helpers continue to place bricks on the outlying areas 

of the Agni field. 
We return to the Agnicayana rites. The adhvaryu places the lotus leaf 

in the center, at “H” point of Figure 25, reciting: 

You are the back of the waters, the womb of Agni, 
the ocean overflowing on both sides. 
Growing to greatness like the lotus, 
spread out in breadth over the expanse of heaven! 

(TS 4.2.8.1c) 

This is followed by With That God and Pouring Milk. 
At this point the udgata enters the picture, and with him the chants of 

the Samaveda. He stands west of what will be the tail, against the northern 
post of the eastern door of what will be the havirdhana shed. From this 
position he will sing many of the Jaiminlya chants that characterize the 
Nambudiri Agnicayana. All references are to the manuscript that Itti 
Ravi Nambudiri placed at our disposal (see the note on the Jaiminlya, 
above, pages 276-278). This is the first chant: 

huve ha yl huve ha yl hesaya/ brahma jajnanam prathamam purastat\ 
vi slmatas suruco vena a vat/ sa budhnya upama asya vayisthah/ 
satas ca yonim asata's ca vlvah\ huve ha yl huve ha yl hesaya au ho 
val e rtam amrtam e rtam amrtam e rtam amrtam 11 

(GG 33.9.2) 

am qifihn: 

fiNunn; 1 

5? an m 3^ 

k€t unfit! qfion nW 11 

pqqi%5r% 5*5 11 
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This chant is characterized by meaningless stobhas such as: huve ha yl hu ve 
ha yl hesaya (though have means “I call”) and auhova; as well as meaningful 
stobhas such as: rtam amrtam, “immortal order.” It is based upon a cryptic 
mantra from the Atharvaveda, which also occurs in the Taittirlya Samhita: 

Born as brahman first in the east, 
Vena has shone out of the glimmering horizon. 
He has revealed its highest and lowest positions, 
the womb of being and nonbeing. 

(AV 4.1.1 = TS 4.2.8.2d) 

- -- 'O -— *N 

ft ninu: pmf tn mia: | 

n jjffiqt qqw tnr t|bt: 

Huar qrfiprcfir«r Inn: |i 

The udgata continues with another chant: 

satyom/satya ho yi satya ho yi satya ha a vu val e suvar jyotih 
(AG 25.24) 

This consists entirely of stobhas, including satyam, “truth,” and ends: 
suvar jyotih, “heaven light” (see Table 15, page 533). 

At the same time, the adhvaryu has placed the golden breastplate 
(rukma) north of the lotus leaf, reciting the same mantra (TS 4.2.8.2d) upon 
which the first chant was based. This is followed by five ghee oblations, 
which occur also in the Agnistoma, but which the Adhvaryu makes on the 
breast plate, in the Agnicayana, as he recites five mantras: 

a. Assume your countenance broad like a net! 
Come like a powerful king with his retinue! 
Casting your swift net, you shooter, 
strike the demons with your burning arrows! 

b. Your whirling flames fly swiftly. 
Follow them with daring, glowing. 
Agni! Shoot winged flames with your tongue. 
Unrestrained, release your missiles of fire every¬ 

where! 
c. Send out your spies! Swift, 

be the undeceived protector of our clan. 
Who from far away and from nearby wishes evil 

upon us, 
Agni, let him not dare your course. 

d. Agni! Stand up! Extend yourself! 
You of piercing light! Burn down our enemies! 
Burning one! Who has done evil to us, 
burn him down like dry grass. 

e. Rise up! Drive them away! 
Reveal your divine power away from us! Agni! 
Loosen the strung bows of those quickening 

sorcery! 
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at 4i qr arqq-- 

« Tnfifig sqfiHiiq'fiq; 11 

fire 

wifireh wrqqiT fiumrh 1 
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4t^T •qsfqq’L q II 
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Crush our enemies, be they relatives or not! guRTratfiT if vnjpf, 11 

(TS 1.2.14.1a-2e) 

At each svaha the yajamana says his renunciation: 

This is for Agni, not for me! sntfi* ft if W 

The adhvaryu then places the golden man (hiranmayapurusa) upon the 
lotus leaf. This is accompanied by: 

e. The golden germ rose in the beginning. 
Born, he was the single lord of creation. 
He supported the earth and the sky. 
What god shall we worship with oblation? 

f. A drop fell on the earth and the sky, 
on this womb of his and on his first one. 

5m: TOtTi andfa; 1 
r-r fimr enghm 
^ fciit gfaqlr 11 

5fi- 
fmt 5 srsr 1 

A drop wandering over his third womb, 
I offer for each of the seven priestly functions. 

(TS 4.2.8.2e-f) 
sfrt: 1 

This is followed by two recitations of With That God, and two of Pouring 
Milk: one each for the golden plate and one each for the golden man. At 
the same time, the udgata chants a long sequence of samans, which continues 
throughout some of the subsequent rites. There are four parts: 
I. The first is called the Great Chant (mahasaman); 

ha bu ho ha yi (3 x) / antariksat suvar divan jaganma (3 x) parat 
paramair ayanta (3 x)/ au ho va ha vu va/ e yajho divo murddha 
devam adano gharmo jyotih/ ha bu ho ha yi (3 x)/ antariksat suvar 
divan jaganma (3 x) parat paramair ayanta (3 x)/ au ho va ha vu va/ 
e prthivy antariksandyauravah kanikradat sindhur apo maruto mada- 
yantam gharmo jyotihl ha bu ho ha yi (3 x)/ antariksat suvar divan 
jaganma (3 x) parat paramair ayanta (3 x)/ divomurddhanam samai- 
rayaddho ye ho vaj yaso gharmo jyotihl yasas samairayaddho ye ho 
va/ tejo gharmo jyotihl tejas samairayaddho ye ho va/ suvar gharmo 
jyotihl suvas samairayaddho ye ho va/ jyotir gharmo jyotihl jyotis 
samairayaddho ye ho va/ gharmo gharmo gharmo jyotihl ha bu ho 
ha yi (3 x)/ antariksat suvar divan jaganma (3 x) parat paramair 
ayanta (3 x)/ au ho va ha vu val e ila yacchahas krti yacchal e mano 
mahimanam yacchal e tvisimojo yacchal e ayuh prana yaccha/ e 
caksusrotram yacchal e prajam varco yaccha/ e pasun visam yacchal 
e brahmaksatram yaccha/ e suvar jyotir yacchal ha bu ho ha yi (3 x)/ 
antariksat suvar divan jaganma (3 x) parat paramair ayanta (3 x)/ yaj 
jayatha apurvaya/ maghavan vrtrahathaya/ tat prthivim aprathayah/ 
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tad astabhna uta dayivam/ ha bu ho ha yi (3 x)/ antariksat suvar divan 
jaganma (3 x) parat paramair ayanta (3 x)/ au ho va ha vu va/ e tejo 
gharmas samkrilante sisumatir vayu gopas tejasvatir marudbhir 
bhuvanani cakraduh/ H ila/ 

(AG 25.7, based upon JA 107.50; cf. RV 8.89.5) 

Apart from stobhas, this chant contains recurrent phrases such as “we have 
gone from sky to heaven, from the high to the higher.” 

II. The next is a series of seven songs, based upon the Purusa Hymn, 
but with changes in the order of verses, and some unexpected changes in 
the text: 

u liu va ha bu (3 x) scihasrasirsa purusah/ sahasraksas sahasrapatl 
sa bhiimim sarvato vartva/ atyatisthad dasamgulam/ u hu va ha bu 
(2 x) u hu va ha vu va/ il ila/ 

(AG 9.1, based upon JA 107.26; cf. RV 10.90.1) 

u hu vau ho va (3 x)/ tripad urdhva udait purusah/ pado syehabhavat 
punah/ tatha visvah vyakramat/ asananasane abhi/ u hu vau ho va (3 x) 
au ho va/ i la/ u hu vau ho va (3 x) au ho va/ suvah/ u hu vau ho va 
(3 x) au ho va/ u/ / 

(AG 9.2, based upon JA 107.27; cf. RV 10.90.4) 

i hi yau ho va (3 x)/ purusa evedam sarvam/ yat bhutam yacca bhava- 
yam\ padosya sarva bhutani/ tripadasyamrtan dayivi/ i hi yau ho va 
(3 x) au ho val i l.aI i hi yau ho va (3 x) au ho va/ jyotihl i hi yau ho va 
(3 x) au ho va/ /// 

(AG 9.3, based upon JA 107.28; cf. RV 10.90.2,3) 

urgha bu ha bu ha bu (3 x)/ tavanasya mahayima/ tato jyayamsca 
purusah/ utamrtatvasyesanah/ yad annenatirohatil urgha bu ha bu ha 
bu (2 x) urgha bu ha bu ha vu va/ il ila // 

(AG 9.4, based upon JA 107.29; cf. RV 10.90.3,2) 

ha bu (3 x) tato virad ajayata/ virajo adhi purusahl sa jato atyari- 
ccyata/ pa'scat bhiimimatho purah/ ha bu (2 x) ha vu va / i // 

(AG 9.5, based upon JA 107.30; cf. RV 10.90.5) 

ha bu (3 x) yatpurusena havayisa/ devayajham atanvata/ vasanta esam 
asidajyaml grlsma idhmas saraddhavayih/ ha bu (2 x) ha vu val i 11 

(AG 9.6, based upon JA 107.31; cf. RV 10.90.6) 

ha bu (3 x) saptasyasan paridhayah/ tris sapta samidhah karttah/ deva 
yad yajnan tanvanah/ abadhnan purusam havayihl ha bu ha bu ha 
vu va/ i/l 

(AG 9.7, based upon JA 107.32; cf. RV 10.90.15) 
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III. The next piece consists of nine forest songs, full of magnificent 
stobhas: 

u ha ha ha ha hauhau ha ha ha ha ha u (3 x)/ yad itas tanvo mama/ 
dosa rasasya bhayijlre/ narasamsena somayina/ ahan tat punar adade/ 
yusmad apsarasas parayi/ u ha ha ha ha hauhau ha ha ha ha ha u (2 

x) u ha ha ha ha hauhau ha ha ha ha ha vu va/ e suvar jyotih// 
(AG 12.1, based upon JA 107.35; cf. Staal 1961, 78-79) 

ha bu (3 x) ha u (3 x) ka hva hva hva hva hva (3 x)/ ha u (3 x) ka hva 
hva hva hva hva u (3 x)/ yasyedamarajoyujah/ tuje jane vanam suvah/ 
ha bu (3 x) ha u (3 x) ka hva hva hva hva hva (3 x)/ ha u (3 x)/ ka hva 
hva hva hva hva u (3 x)/ indrasya rantiyam brhat/ namasvar i la// 

(AG 12.2, based upon JA 107.36; cf. Staal 1961,79) 

ha bu (3 x) ho (3 x) o ho (3 x) ve ho (3 x)/ praja dutam ajljane il Ha// 
(AG 12.3) 

ha bu (3 x) i la (3 x) suvas suvas suvar jyotir jyotir jyota au ho va/ e i 
la suvar jyotih// 

(AG 12.4) 

ha bu (3 x) i ma (3 x) prajah (3 x) prajapate ho yi (2 x) prajapate ha 
vu va/ e hrdayam (2 x) e hrdaya a vu va/ praja rttpam ajljane il ila// 

(AG 12.5) 

udyam lolcanaro cayo ho imam lokanaro cayo ho yi/ divam suryam 
arocayo ho yi visvam dutam arocayo ho ha au ho va/ gharmo rocit// 

(AG 12.6) 

ha bu (3 x) phat phat phat phat phat phat (3 x)1 ha bu (3 x) yo no 
vanusyann abhidati martah/ ugana va manyamanas turo va/ ksidhi 
yudha savasa va tama yindra/ abhi syama vrsamanastuvo tab/ ha bu 
(3 x) phat phat phat phat phat phat (3 x)/ ha bu (2 x) ha vu va/ mana- 
svar ila// 

(AG 12.7, based upon JA 35.5) 

ha bu (3 x) ha bu hau hau hau hau hau (3 x)/ ha bu (3 x) indran naro 
nemadhita havanta yi/yat parya yunajanta yi dhiyas tah/ suro nrsata 
sravasas cakama yi/ a gomati vraje bhaja tuvannah/ ha bu (3 x) ha bu 
hau hau hau hau hau (3 x)/ ha bu (2 x) ha vu va/ vayasvar ila// 

(AG 12.8, based upon JA 33.6; cf. RV 7.27.1) 

ha bu (3 x) bha bhatn bham bhatn bhatn bhatn (3 x)/ ha bu (3 x) brah¬ 
ma jajmnatn prathamam purastat/ vi slmatas suruco vena a vat/ sa 
budhniya upama asya vdyi sthaht/ satas cayonim asatas ca vdyi vah/ha 

JNote that these final consonants written as “t” are pronounced as “1” (see above, 
page 173). 

bu (3 x) bha bhatn bham bhatn bham bham (3 x)/ ha bu (2 x) ha 
vu va/ brahma devanam bhatiparame vyoman (2 x) brahma devanam 
bhati parame vyoman// 

(AG 12.9, based upon JA 33.9; cf. Staal 1961, 79; TS 4.2.8.2d, above page 
411) 

IV. The fourth and last group of these songs consists of a single chant, 
similar to the chant for the lotus leaf (page 411), but with purusa as the 
main stobha: 

purusom/ purusa ho yi purusa ho yi purusa ha a vu va/ e suvar jyotih// 
(AG 25.25; cf. Table 15, page 533) 

These chants last, obviously, for a long time. In the meantime bricks continue 
to be put down. The adhvaryu has filled one of the karsmarya ladles with 
butter and an udumbara ladle with curds. He places both a little to the north 
of the center. Adhvaryu and yajamana twice recite With That God and Pour¬ 
ing Milk for these two ladles. A helper recites the snake formula (sarpayajus), 
while it is recited mentally by adhvaryu and yajamana: 

g. Homage to the snakes 
that are on earth, 
those in the sky, in heaven, 
to those snakes, homage, 

f. Those that are in the sphere of heaven, 
or that are in the rays of the sun, 
those whose seat is made in the waters, 
to those snakes, homage, 

i. Those that are the arrows of sorcerers, 
or those that are among the trees, 
or those that lie in holes, 
to those snakes, homage. 

(TS 4.2.8.3g-i) 

The udgata continues his chants. 

*HTT HTVfr 

% % =4 1 
*\ rsl *> r\ rs 

hr4: gqfrjr hft: 11 

hs?t fiWh jiht 

hr4: ?Tfi: 11 

h 5j | 

— — 

gqh-% ?rrr: 11 

Fourth Day: April 16, 1975 
episode 13 

The First Layer 

The rites for the Naturally Perforated Ones (svayamatrnna) are about 
to take place, which indicates that the piling of the first layer has begun. 
This also provides an opportunity to survey some features of the structure of 
the entire construction. Actually, rites continue without a break. There is 
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no sharp boundary between the ceremonial foundation of the altar and the 
construction of the first layer. Not only have the helpers already physically 
deposited many of the bricks for the first layer, but the first and second 
brick, aindri and vibhakti, have been ritually consecrated some time ago 
(pages 387, 388). Moreover, several of the “Agnis” that have been brought 
(including the avaka plant, the tortoise, mortar and pestle, and the ukha 
pots) will only be buried after other bricks of the first layer have been con¬ 
secrated. 

The “naturally perforated” pebbles are sarkara pebbles (or “chicken- 
Fish”) with holes in them. The rites for the “naturally perforated ones” on 
the first, third, and fifth layers form part of a larger sequence. The chants of 
the udgata illustrate this. Five times they are of the same structure and end 
in suvar jyotih “heaven light”: when the golden breastplate is put down, the 
chant revolves around satyam, “truth” (also: “ritual correctness”) (page 411); 
when the golden man is put down, the chant revolves around purusa, “man” 
(page 417); when the “naturally perforated ones” are put down in the first, 
third, and fifth layers, the chants revolved around bhu, “earth,” bhuvas, 
“air,” and suvah, “sky,” respectively. The adhvaryu’s recitations on these 
three layers are also concerned with earth, air, and sky (see Table 15). 

On the first layer, the naturally perforated pebble has three holes 
(dvara), and the adhvaryu breathes out (Sanskrit: anupranyat, Malayalam: 
puram nokki); on the third layer, it also has three holes, and he breathes out 
and in (vyanyat; akam puram nokki); and on the fifth layer, it has five holes, 
and he breathes in (apanyat; akam nokki). Of course, it is not easy to find 
pebbles with a specified number of holes. As in all such contexts, three holes 
means: at least three holes, etc. As for the different deities invoked in the 
recitations, a survey has already been provided (page 159). 

The first, third, and fifth layers are not only characterized by earth, air, 
and sky, but also by tejas, “glow,” jyotis, “light,” and suvar, “sky,” re¬ 
spectively. The adhvaryu, after completing his oblation into the eastern hole 
of the pebble, places a piece of gold on its western hole: on the first layer he 
addresses it as “glow” and asks to restrain earth; on the third layer he ad¬ 
dresses it as “light” and asks to restrain air; on the fifth layer he addresses 
it as “sky,” and asks to restrain heaven (div). 

We shall now continue with the description and return to the first layers. 
The adhvaryu addresses one of the svayamatrnna pebbles: 

You are firm, supporting, invincible, gmsfi-r ’£ 

well made by the All-maker (Visvakarman). | 
Do not let the ocean dash you, or the eagle! ^ ^5#- 
Unshaking, make the earth firm! ^ h 

(TS 4.2.9.1 a) 

He carries the pebble clockwise around the Agni field, makes the white 
horse sniff at it, returns and is joined by the yajamana and the Ignorant 
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Priest (avidvan). The yajamana overtakes him and the three sit down at the 
center, facing east: the adhvaryu in the middle, the yajamana to his right, and 
the Ignorant Priest to his left. Touching the pebble that has been placed over 
the golden man, they recite: 

*15 

q«n=ar<ff nmsm 

nrkll iff mm- 
fh*c5Tsfir m3 wt 

f i%r W t^qrrsTf 
sfite 11 

At the same time the udgata chants his saman, which is composed on 
bhu, “earth”: 

bhorom/bhiir ho yi bhUr ho yi bhur ha a vu vaje suvar jyotih// 
(AG 25.21; cf. Table 15, page 533) 

The adhvaryu breathes out. The avidvan gives him a golden coin (panam), 
which he passes on to the yajamana. The latter returns it to the avidvan. 
After the avidvan has left, the adhvaryu makes an oblation of ghee into the 
eastern hole of the pebble, reciting: 

To thought I offer with mind, with ghee, 
so that the gods will come here, 
delighted by the offerings, increasing the order. 
On the path of the moving ocean 
I offer to the All-maker (Visvakarman) 
every day the immortal oblation—svaha! 

(TS 5.5.4.3) 

The yajamana renounces: 

This is for Visvakarman, not for me! ^ ^ TO 

The yajamana and the adhvaryu put their thumbs (ahgustha) on the pebble 
and recite: 

iftfh JTJTHt 

W til ffTSsmH 

fM: II 

Earth (bhuh): 
Let Prajapati seat you on the ridge of the earth! 
You who are wide and extending. You are broadness 

You are the earth (prthivi). 
You are earth (bhu). You are the ground. 
You are Aditi the all-sustaining, supporter of the 

every being. 
Hold fast the earth; make firm the earth; 
do not harm the earth; 
for every breath, for every inhalation (apana), 
for every diffused breath (yydna), 

for every exhalation (udana), for support, for motion! 
Let Agni protect you with great welfare, a safe cover! 
With that god in the fashion of Angiras, sit firm! 

(TS 4.2.9.1b) 
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PLATE 69 

The Ignorant Brahmin on the First Layer 

This is the same event as was pictured on Plate 11 but more of the 
setting is visible. Many bricks of the first layer have already been put 
down, and the shoulders of the bird can be seen. Cherumukku Vai- 
dikan watches the trio of yajamana, adhvaryu, and ignorant bra¬ 
hmin. In the background, Itti Ravi Nambudiri, the udgata, chants his 
saman composed on the word bhu, “earth.” He stands at his usual 
spot, west of the tail of the bird, against the northern post of the 
eastern door of what will be the Soma Hall or havirdhana. 
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I have mounted the earth, qrqqhns%fqq 
let not breath abandon me! ^ w (| 

(TS 5.6.8.1a1) “ “ 

They place a piece of gold on the western hole of the pebble, reciting: 

You are glow, give me glow! 
Restrain the earth, protect me from the earth! ttt <r?f| 11 

(TS 5.7.6.1c1) J~ 

When these rites are completed, the brick consecration continues. The 
adhvaryu consecrates the Circle Brick (mandala), no. 3, with: 

(You are) the earth filled with food, a reservoir of 
water. 

Men are your guardians. Agni is placed in this. 
To this I resort, let it be my protection and refuge! 

(TS 4.4.5.1c) 

qra? a- qfr ht 2 2 q# 1 

At the beginning of this recitation, the adhvaryu looks at the udgata and the 
latter intones his chant, simultaneously: 

a te agna idhlmahayij dyumantan deva ajaramaj yaddhasycitayi pfiniyasil 
samiddidayatayi dyaviya/ isam stotrj bhyayabharoj ha yi/l 

(GG 41.1.1) 

This chant is based upon: 

Agni, let us kindle you, 
radiant, unaging god, 
so that this famous kindling stick, 
most admirable, shines in the sky! 
Bring food to the singers! 

(RY 5.6.4 = TS 4.4.4.6t) 

an q sm 

231^2 1 

qf *qr % qnredt 

, ®rt ?k 11 

(This mantra will be used on the fifth layer to consecrate the first Pankti 
brick, one of the Meter Bricks: no. 113; page 335). The adhvaryu then 
consecrates the Seed-Discharging brick (retahsic), no. 4, reciting: 

May earth with seed discharging give me seed, 
may my seed procreate! 

(B§S 10.31:29.12-13) 
nr ft qsntqq 11 

This is followed by With That God and Pouring Milk, each four times, for 
the pebble, the piece of gold, the Circle and the Seed-Discharging bricks. 
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The adhvaryu then consecrates two Shoulder Bricks (skandhya), nos. 5 and 
6, with: 

You are Madhu and Madhava, months of spring. nnsraar qrdf*cTq>if2. 
(TS 4.4.11.1a) 

You are the internal composition of fire. 
Let heaven and earth agree! mqtsfam 
Let waters and plants agree! sb^fcTIRN arXtft: 

(etc.: see above, page 339) 

He adds the avaka plant with: 

You are Agni’s womb! arftqifiRfH II 
(BSS 10.32:29.17-18) 

The adhvaryu consecrates the Durva Brick (called after the durva grass), 
no. 7, with: 

c. Rising up from every stem, from every joint, 
durva, extend to us a thousandfold, a hundred¬ 
fold. 

d. You who extend with a hundred, 
arise with a thousand! 
To you, goddess brick, 
may we offer with oblation. 

(TS 4.2.9.2 c-d) 

q^q: q^q; qfr 1 

^ 11 

qi qqqtfq 

fqqfi ^fqqt q^2 11 

At the beginning of this recitation the adhvaryu looks again at the udgata, 
who intones his chants at the same time: 

ayamayam (3x)/ svadisthaya madayisthaya/ pavasva soma dharayfi/ 
indraya patavayi siitahl ayamayam (3x) au ho va/ i// 

(AG 15,7, based upon JA 49.2) 

This chant is based upon: 

Soma, clarify yourself, 
with a flow most tasty and inebriating! 
pressed for Indra, that he may drink! 

(RV 9.1.1) 

qqrq fit2 ^qi 1 

qitl% get: II 

(This mantra, called pavamana after the purified Soma, occurs also in the 
evening chant [arbhavapavamanastotra\ at the third Soma pressing, page 646). 

The adhvaryu consecrates the Golden (hiranya) or Golden-Headed 
(hiranyamurdhni) brick, no. 8, upon which a piece of gold was put at the time 
of consecration: 
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n. Agni! These flames of yours which rising up in 
the sun 

spread over the sky with rays, 
with all of them, 
lead us to splendor, to men! 

o. Gods! Those rays of yours which are in the sun, 
in cows, in horses— 
Indra! Agni! Brhaspati!— 
with those grant us splendor! 

(TS 4.2.9.4n-o) 

qi^it 35 35m 

mftr: srawr 

stata 11 

qi qi; gqr: 32 2Hr 

qtr-q^3 qt I 

mfij: uqltfT 

^q ht qq n*q% h 

Again he has signaled the udgata who sings his chant: 

ha bu (3 x) candram (3 x) / ha bu ha bu ha vu va/ abhratrvyo ana tvam 
anapir indra janusa sanad asi yudhed apitvam icchasel ha bu (3 x) 
chandram (3 x)/ha bu ha bu ha vu va / e candram (3 x)// 

(AG 24.10, based upon JA 45.1) 

This chant is based upon: 

Indra, you are without brother, without friend 
ever since you were born. 
Seek your friendship in war! 

(RV 8.21.13) 

qgqt 1 

11 

The adhvaryu consecrates the Sovereign brick (viraj), no. 9: 

Brilliance bore the light! 
(TS 4.2.9.4p) 

frmr sqrmrqitw. 1 

and he consecrates the All-light brick (visvajyotih), no. 10, reciting: 

Let Brhaspati seat you on the back of the earth, 
All-light, for every breath, for every inhalation! 
Offer all light! Agni is your lord. 

(TS 4.4.6.1a) 

nr?qg ’jmsqr: qg 

^Ticfcnffr mwr qpnqiqnuq 

fqq 3qtra^5jtfa#smq'^r: 11 

He consecrates the Companion brick (sayuk), no. 11, reciting: 

I join you in bonds of companionship 
with Indra and Agni. 

?qr 333ft 331 qqfcq 11 

(TS 4.4.5.la*) 

and the Invincible (asadha), no. 13, which has three lines drawn on it, reci¬ 
ting: 

e. You are invincible when you attack. ■srqistsTn 
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Conquer our enemies! 
Conquer those who practice enmity! ng^mqlqq: ii 

f. Conquer the battles! , < 
Conquer those who attack us! , 
You possess a thousand heroisms. 1 
Impel me! <Fr^rqiqTT% 

(TS 4.2.9.2 e-f) nr nr 11 

Next comes the Gharma brick, no. 13: 

It has come forth like a ray from its hissing sound, 
it supports its burden like earth the soil. 
May pure divine inspiration come forth from me 
as a well-built chariot wins the trophy. 
Some have composed the great chant with concentra¬ 

tion, 
thereby causing the sun to continue, 
thereby causing the sun the shrine. 
That Agni is the dharma head. 
You are the mud, well liked by people and beasts. 

May Prajapati seat you! 
With that god, in the fashion of Angiras, 
sit firm! 

(TA 4.17) 

3^*3 gcnteigqlrssgr fqvrfq 1 

33 ’ifom q nn 1 

st 14r nffrqr 1 

sjnirgcifr q 1 

stqjq q% nr| nrn u?qq 1 

%q gwmq^ 1 

%q ^qqftqqq; 1 

mwqfe: I 

snqnin dm'q gqqi qn,*r^q 1 

qqiqfq^qr mgqg 1 

qqf Iqqqrff v®? 

331 diW 11 

The Invincible brick receives three strokes. 
The Adhvaryu consecrates the Nest brick (kulayini), no. 14, with: 

Your damp abodes, Agni, your nests, 
your drops, Agni, your navels, 
your bodies, Agni, truly powerful; 
with each of those two you are united. 
Agni, bestowing wealth, sit here with your offspring. 
May Prajapati seat you! 
With that god, in the fashion of Angiras, 
sit firm! 

(TA 4.18) 

3TJT 3137 qrqqj 31: I 

q q aru qr 5 qinq: 1 

qretr sftfr qqq 33T qm 1 

mfw^cqgnqlm; srfqjuq: 1 

qsnnRh ^iqjn? 1 

gqiqfq^qi m?qg 1 

qqi |qqqtsif w? 

gqj r-ug 11 

Then he consecrates the two Way bricks (samyani), nos. 15 and 16, with: 

You are the path of Agni, ifhqWfrr |qfqrnuqi?qm 1 
you are the path of Agni for the gods 

(TS 4.4.6.2e) 

Signaled by the adhvaryu, the udgata sings six Way chants, which are long, 
and are comprised of many stobhas. They all belong to the Gramageyagana: 
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PLATE 70B 

Part II The 1975 Performance 

I. au ho ho ha yi vrsa /pavasva dharaya marutvata yi/d yi ca ma ca 
matsarah / au ho ho ha yi visva / dadhana ojasa au ho va / 0 yi 
par a I I 

(GG 49.3.8, based upon RV 9.65.10) 

II. vrsa bu ho ho ha yi / pavasva dharaya marutvata yi / ca ma o 
ca matsarah / visva bu ho ho ha yi / dadhana ojasa au ho va / 0 

yi ju va // 
(GG 49.3.9, based upon RV 9.65.10) 

III. ha vu va (2 x) ha ha vu vo va ha yi /punanas soma dharaya / apo 
vasano arsasi / a ratnadha yona yi martasya sidasi / utso da yi vo 
ha yi ratiyaya / ha vu va (2 x) ha ha vu vo va ha au ho va / e a ti 
visvani durita tarema // 

(GG 53.1.16, based upon RV 9.107.4) 

IV. yad indro ha yi / citra ma i hanasti tvada ho yi / tarn adra yi vo 
radhas tan no vida ho yi / vasa ubhayahasti ya vu va / bharo / 
ha yi // 

(GG 36.4.1, based upon RV 5.39. 1) 

V. eigne vajasya gomato va / isanas sahaso yaho asme dehi jatavedo 
maha yi srava vu va / srodhiya e hi ya / 0 yi la!I 

(GG 11.3.1, based upon RV 1.79.4) 

VI. as van na tva bu ho ha yi / varavantam / vandadhyo ha yi / agna 
yin nama au ho va i ho ha yi / u hu va bhih / sam mrajantam 
adhvara au ho va i ho ha yi / u ha va na mehiya ha / ho yi la // 

(GG 2.7.3, based upon RV 1.27.1) 

During this chant, the adhvaryu recites thirteen times With That God and 
thirteen times Pouring Milk, to complete the consecration of bricks nos. 
5-6, the avaka plant, and bricks nos. 7-16. 

The adhvaryu takes the wooden tortoise, smears it with the mixture of 
curds and honey, and recites: 

g. Honey the winds (blow), and honey the streams 
flow, 

for one who follows the cosmic order. 
Honey-sweet be the plants to us! 

h. Sweet is the night and sweet 
the earthly realm at dawn. 
Sweet be our father the sky to us! 

i. Sweet be the trees to us! 
Sweet be the sun! 
Sweet be the cows! 

(TS 4.2.9.3 g-i) 
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The First Layer 

At the same time the udgata chants: 

pra mitmya prahabu/ aryammmyi sacaho thiyauhu marttavasabu/ varauho 
thiyauhuvayi varune cchandiyam vacahj stotram hoyi rajauhuvasu gdyata a vu 
va/ u pa 

(GG 27.3.1) 

This chant is based upon: 

Sing forth a friendly word to Mitra and Aryaman, 
you who follow the cosmic order, 
safe and pleasing to Varuna! 
Sing a chant among kings! 

(RV 8.101.5) 

The adhvaryu wraps the tortoise in the avaka leaf and places it at “I” (see 
Figure 25), facing west, while he recites: 

May the great ones, sky and earth, 
prepare for us this ritual! 
May they sustain us with support! 

(TS 4.2.9.3k) 

Let the fires advance to the four quarters! 
Discerning may he lead this ritual for us, 
as he swells the ageless butter that brings good 

heroes. 
Brahman is the kindling stick of the oblation. 

(TS 5.7.8.1b) 

followed by With That God and Pouring Milk. 
The adhvaryu pounds the mixture of herbs (sarvausadha) with the pestle 

$: qfegr- 

11 

jRNte 11 

and the mortar at “J” with the space-filler mantra (above page 341): 
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(musola) in the mortar (ulukhala), reciting: 

You are a powerful share, 
a powerful filter. 
Power food for food! 

(BSS 10.33:30.11-12) 

ITe places the pestle at “J,” reciting: 

That highest step of Visnu 
the sages always gaze upon, 
spreadout like an eye in the sky. 

(TS 4.2.9.3Z) 

•Rffi ^ |FT 

wfusmin. | 

iqqai gr 11 

5t stigwr 

1 

qgxq 2 =1^5 3'S 

11 



PLATE 70A 

The First Layer 

“From the pankti meter 
the concluding verse (of a chant).” 

(TS 4.3.2.3e) 

Yajamana and adhvaryu consecrate brick no. 81, one of the In¬ 
halation-Supporting bricks (pranabhrt) in the southern wing, which 
will enable the bird to breathe. The brahman sits at his usual place, 
south of the altar, on his wooden turtle seat (kurmasana). 

PLATE 70B 

Marking Bricks 

The marking of bricks with dots of white paste continues through¬ 
out the consecration. Brick no. 15 receives its third mantra (Pour¬ 
ing Milk) and is immediately marked. 
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Fill the space! Fill the hole! 
Then sit down in a friendly manner! 
Indra, Agni, and Brhaspati 
have placed you in this womb. 

(TS 4.2.4.4n) 

utq; fejr quii- 

nt hit t|Ft cth; i 
f^TTSf) fpTET- 

This is further followed by With That God and Pouring Milk, each twice, 
one for the mortar and one for the pestle. 

The adhvaryu takes the ukha pot and makes two ghee oblations with 
the sruva: 

q. Harness, God Agni, 
your excellent stallions, 
the swift ones that correctly bear—svaha! 

r. Agni! Harness like a charioteer 
the stallions that welcome the gods! 
Sit down as the ancient Hota—svaha! 

(TS 4.2.9.5q-r) 

arsr paa fir % nm- 

u'tht tt urmb 1 

3R cT^FTRli: 11 

pm fir 

spak arh 1 

fa jffar qs§: HR:! 

At each svaha, the yajamana renounces to Agni. Helpers dig a large hole at 
“K,” north of the center, and another helper, Nllakanthan Akkitiripad, puts 
the ukha pot in it while the adhvaryu and the yajamana consecrate it: 

Earth! You are firm. 
Conquer the enemies! 
Sewn together by the gods, 
you have reached immortality 

(TS 4.2.9.4m) 

mtTSTH qfiifir 
•o — —. 

„ nn rsl *|UT thtw- 

tmFrrssur: 11 

plates 71,72a Akkitiripad puts in the two spare ukha pots. The adhvaryu and yajamana 
recite space filler for each and three times With That God and Pouring Milk. 

In the meantime, the human head has been placed in the first ukha pot. 
The adhvaryu places pieces of gold in its mouth, its two nostrils, eyes, and 
ears, with the following seven mantras: 

TS 4.2.9.6s = 4.2.8.2f: see page 414 (for the 
mouth); 

t. This has become the strength of all the world 
and of Agni Vaisvanara (for the nostrils); 
Agni is light, full of light, 
a disk radiant with radiance (for the eyes); 

u. For the Rk, you! brilliance, you (for the ears). 
(TS 4.2.9.6 s-u). 

whKT 

ttht rrhi hrWit 11 

1 

The adhvaryu makes two ghee libations in the eyes, each time reciting: 

The radiant face of the gods has arisen, 1% 
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the eye of Mitra, Varuna, Agni. 
He has filled heaven, earth, and air; 
Sarya (the sun) is the self of all that moves and 

stands—svaha! 
(TS 1.4.43.1b) 

sTisvr urmsmfft hhthW 

At each svaha, the yajamana renounces to Surya, the sun. The adhvaryu fills 
the mouth with the mixture of curds and honey: 

v. The offerings flow together like streams, 
purified within by heart and mind. 
I look upon the streams of ghee. 
A golden reed is in their midst. 

w. In it sits an eagle, making honey, 
nestling, apportioning honey to the gods. 
On its edge sit seven brown ones, 
freely milking forth the stream of immortality. 

(TS 4.2.9.6v-w) 

He addresses the head in the ukha pot: 

Hfmr. RTRfr nfiffir H 1 

h4uT T^ni’TT: II 

ffiry mu not rltutw 1 

nudt 3tihtu. n 

nunssun frq: utr fit? 
5351 uuupr wtrijj; n 

a. Anointing the child Aditya with milk, 
the equal of a thousand, possessed of every form, 
spare him with your heat! Do not injure him! 
Make his life a hundred years, as you are piled! 

b. Do not injure this two-legged animal, 
you with a hundred eyes, piled for the ritual! 
I assign to you this manlike animal of the forest. 
With that, piling your forms, be seated! 

(TS 4.2.10.1a-b) 

tw qiur ugsT 
yfimi 1 

TR fRHI HTS1U 
HtWt: 11 

ni qsmr. 
Ur[HRT 'flu 3tr RRTfh; | 

usr fir 'Si? n 

He pauses briefly after “ritual.” He places a piece of gold on the forehead 
of the human head: 

Visvakarman is master of the directions. 
May he protect our cattle! May he protect us! 
Homage to him! 

(TS 5.5.5.1a) 

ferini hrur im: 
u 4: 73XT qfr uLrnR qm v ~~ — ^5 
uffi hh: 11 

lie puts the horse’s head at “N,” reciting: 

c. The rush of the wind, the navel of Varuna, 
born as a stallion in the midst of the waters; 
that golden child of the rivers in a base of rock— 
do not harm him, Agni! (Place him) in the highest 

heaven! 
d. Do not harm this one-hooved one among the 

animals, 

qiaut ntra; Hifwr- 

urn 1 

gilni n TfiwTfT 
h«ht fikrfr: 11 

• r\V. t • , 

HI Tc-XHR'WfT War 



PLATE 71 

Burying an Ukha pot 

Nellikat Nllakanthan Akkitiripad puts a spare ukha pot west of the 
center of the Field of Agni. The first ukha, blackened by fire, is 
already there. 
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PLATE 72A 

Consecrating an Ukha Pot 

Yajamana and adhvaryu consecrate one of the spare ukha pots. The 
human head has already been placed in the first ukha. Only yajama¬ 
na and adhvaryu can step on the altar or be within the outline of 
the altar space. 

PLATE 72B 

The Sandal 

Whenever yajamana or adhvaryu step, or are about to step, on the 
altar or within the outline of the altar space, they wear sandals 
(upanah, “under-tie”) made of a piece of antelope skin (krsnajina). 
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neighing, the swift one in the races! 
I assign to you the buffalo of the forest. 
With that, piling your forms, be seated! 

(TS 4.2.10.1c-d) 

He pauses briefly after “races.” He places a piece of gold on the forehead 
of the horse, reciting TS 5.5.5.1a (above), replacing “Visvakarman” by 
“Prajapati.” 

He puts the bull’s head at “O,” reciting: 

e. The unaging drop, red and spritely, 
I praise Agni at first thought with salutations. 
Arranging its joints according to the divisions, 
do not harm the cow, the radiant Aditi! 

f. This ocean, the spring of a hundred streams, 
pouring out in the middle of the world, 
which Aditi milks forth as butter for men— 
do not harm her, Agni! (Place her) in the highest 

heaven! 
I assign to you the steer of the forest. 
With that, piling your forms, be seated! 

(TS 4.2.10.2e-f) 

He puts a piece of gold on the bull’s forehead reciting TS 5.5.5.1a, replacing 
“Visvakarman” by “Rudra.” Then he puts the ram’s head at “P” with: 

r\l C CnI ^ *v/'v 

RTJTRTR RRTRRT HRTM: I 

H RHlHRcRR-: RiHIRRJ uf 

hi feWRifeit 11 

hr?*. TTU'-urgFu 

^t^rrM gfing; rvr 1 

RR T^RTRfelcT 5RTHT- 

h rt t|!*ht: r?r srtrr; i 

rrhrrirrr cr femur 

fu UR 11 

httrh Riferfej 1 

urhrvrr>| u femur 
rr ffesTrmugfi fir fife 11 

g. Defender of Tvastr, navel of Varuna, 
born like sheep from the highest region, 
the great, thousandfold play of the demons— 
do not harm it, Agni! (Place it) in the highest 

heaven! 
h. This woolen trick of Varuna, 

skin of cattle, with two legs and four legs, 
the first birthplace of the offspring of Tvastr— 
do not harm it, Agni! (Place it) in the highest 

heaven! 
I assign to you the brilliant one of the forest. 
With that, piling your forms, be seated! 

(TS 4.2.10.3g-h) 

Rfeffi 'RgRHRHT httr- 

RTR RjRHR TRR: 'HURT I 

r|K HnpftRH^R rtrt- 

RU Rt RtR sfilRR II 

|RIRRT5 HfeuR rthI 

cRR THHT fetRT HR'HRTH I 

FRg: RRTRf RRR H.HR- 

Ra rt flWt: <rr shut? i 

RgRRRHRg fi feRUR 
cTR I%HTHfRHRT \H fife || 

He puts a piece of gold on the ram’s forehead, reciting TS 5.5.5.1a, replacing 
“Visvakarman” by “Varuna.” Then he puts the goat’s head at “Q,” reciting: 

i. This Agni, born from the heat of Agni, 
from the burning of earth or of the sky, 
by which Visvakarman obtained creatures— 
him, Agni, let your wrath spare! 

fit RfhthRtTRism HTH: 

RT^fe ?ffi5RI RcT rt feR^qfe 1 

HR RRT fe^RT cRTHS 

cTRg : vfe H RrRT II 

The First Layer 

k. The goat was born from the embryo of Agni. 
She perceived her progenitor in the beginning. 
By her those worthy of ritual attained pre¬ 

eminence. 
By her the gods formerly attained godhead. 
I assign to you the deer of the forest. 
With that, piling your forms, be seated! 

(TS 4.2.10.4i-k) 

He puts a piece of gold on the goat’s forehead with TS 5.5.5.1a, replacing 
“Visvakarman” by “Agni.” Finally the adhvaryu recites With That God and 
Pouring Milk, each ten times for each of the heads and the pieces of gold. 
Throughout these recitations, the adhvaryu is joined by the yajamana. 

In the meantime, most of the bricks of the first layer have been put in 
place. While the last ones are placed in the center, the consecration continues. 
First come the twenty Watery bricks (apasya), nos. 17-36. They fall into 
four groups of five. The first group, nos. 17-21, are consecrated by adhvaryu 
and yajamana, who recite: 

I place you in the flow of the waters. 
I place you in the rising of the waters. 
I place you in the ashes of the waters. 
I place you in the light of the waters. 
I place you in the course of the waters. 

(TS 4.3.1.1a) 

The second group, nos. 22-26, are consecrated 

In your seat on the waves be seated! 
In your seat on the ocean be seated! 
In your seat on the stream be seated! 
In the dwelling place of the waters be seated! 
In the resting place of the waters be seated! 

(TS 4.3.1.1b) 

The third group, nos. 27-31, are consecrated with: 

Hqf cRT RRRlfR I 

Rtf cRT HHHif RT7RlfR | 

Rtf CRT Sufi HTRRTfR | 

RUT cRT fitHT HTRRlfR I 

3Hf cRT Rlfiffi RRRTfR II 

The fourth group, nos. 32-36, are consecrated with: 

The gayatrl meter. rjrrt sfe: | 

I place you in the seat of the waters. 
I place you in the dwelling of the waters. 
I place you in the dust of the waters. 
I place you in the womb of the waters. 
I place you in the place of the waters. 

(TS 4.3.1.1c) 

RRT rRRHUrJHTiR I 
Hqj FfifeRRRRlfR | 

RRT cRT R^RfcRTRRTfR \ 

RRT cRT sfirfeffi HTHHlfR | 

Rqf cRTsfih RTRRlfR II 

with: 

RRR HRR Rfe I 

HR? H?H Hfe 1 
RTfefe tffe I 

RRT fffe I 
RRR HTRfe fife II 

3TRT grarfifag urtr. 
HI RT R'RTRSTTRRT^RR I 

HRT fifeRTRf R Wh- 

RRHT ?RT RRRTRfi HTH? I 

grRRRiRRg ct feRTTR 

HR iH^HTHHTJHT \RRf? II 
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The tristubh meter, 
the jagatl meter, 
the anustubh meter, 
the pankti meter. 

(TS 4.3.1.2d) .. 

Each of the twenty Watery bricks is then consecrated with With That God 
and with Pouring Milk. 

Next come the 50 Exhalation-Supporting (pranabhrt) bricks, nos. 37-86. 
in five groups of ten. Nos. 37-46 are consecrated with: 

srfirfr 

I —iS'o 
rrzr.I 

This one in the east is the existent; his is the breath 
of the existent. 

Spring was born of breath; gayatrl born of spring; 
from gayatrl the gayatra (saman); from gayatra the 

upansu (cup); 
from upansu the trivrt (stoma); from trivrt the 

rathantara; 
from rathantara the seer Vasistha. 
With you taken by Prajapati, I take breath for off¬ 

spring. 
(TS 4.3.2.1a) 

Nos. 47-56 with: 

This one in the south is the All-maker (Visvakarman); 
his is the mind of Visvakarman. 

Summer was born of mind; tristubh born of summer; 
from tristubh the aida (saman); from aida the 

antaryama (cup); 
from antaryama the fifteenfold (stoma); from fifteen- 

fold the brhat; 
from brhat the seer Bharadvaja. 
With you taken by Prajapati, I take mind for off¬ 

spring. 
(TS 4.3.2.1b) 

Nos. 57-66 with: 

This one in the west is the All-extending; his is the eye 
of the All-extending. 

Rains were born of the eye; jagati born of rains; 
from jagatl the rksama (saman); from rksama the 

sukra (cup); 
from sukra the seventeenfold (stoma); from seven¬ 

teenfold the vairupa; 
from vairupa the seer Visvamitra. 

g4 qft giait 4'kraRt 

JuuizRt ulgfft 

Jiiw um urgm-Tup: 51- 

quq: 

gm i| 

upr nnr Ipqqgpt 

gfi'^TT TtmufigsTycfit 
1 1 0 v| 

igs*r 

SPctglmra; 

gsn'nTt’jftugr t 

*Rif ufitfh n 

gpiT migiin-qyq 
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With you taken by Prajapati, I take the eye for off¬ 
spring. 

(TS 4.3.2.2c) 

Nos. 67-76 with: 

This one in the north is the light; his is the ear of the 
light. 

Autumn was born of the ear; anustubh connected 
with autumn; 

from anustubh the svara (saman); from svara the 
manthin (cup); 

from manthin the twenty-one-fold (stoma); from 
twenty-one-fold the vairaja; 

from vairaja the seer Jamadagni. 
With you taken by Prajapati, I take the ear for 

offspring. 
(TS 4.3.2.2 d) 

Nos. 77-86 with: 

This one above is thought; his is the speech of thought. 
Winter was born of speech; pankti born of winter; 
from pankti the concluding verse (of a saman); from 

concluding verse the agrayana (cup); 
from agrayana the twenty-seven-fold and the thirty- 

seven-fold (stomas); 
from twenty-seven-fold and thirty-three-fold the 

sakvara and raivata; 
from sakvara and raivata the seer Visvakarman. 
With you taken by Prajapati, I take speech for off¬ 

spring. 
(TS 4.3.2.3e) 

g^nqfiujCiagr <qgr 

^rrfitfiT g*TT*4: II 

—- —   

%pr 
_ _ I rv c C\1 

cijrpngragraquq: 

g5n4fdg?t^gT cqgT 

sfiir g^iRq: 11 

l^fTR gfir- 

q^tr ffqdqfg'qdqcr sungor 

srWhrarrRT fg^gdrr't': 
gsuqfrrJjffmgT ?qgr 

qR gfirm g^riR: 11 

Next all the Exhalation-Supporting bricks are consecrated with With That plate 70A 

God and with Pouring Milk. 
Next are the twelve Stretch bricks (samyat), nos. 87-98. The adhvaryu 

consecrates them on behalf of the yajamana, and sometimes accompanied 
by him, with twelve mantras: 

From life stretch to exhalation (prana). 
From exhalation stretch to inhalation (apana). 
From inhalation stretch to diffused breath (vyana). 
From diffused breath stretch to eye. 
From eye stretch to ear. 
From ear stretch to mind. 
From mind stretch to language. 

augm gm 1 
gini^qm^H^ 1 

gquTTirgm 1 

1 

^gq: srag I 

*HcT31 

Hcfg i 
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From language stretch to self. 
From self stretch to earth. 
From earth stretch to air. 
From air stretch to sky. 
From sky stretch to heaven. 

cn^aueRM^ Hug 1 

guRR: Hug 1 

qfgRT apuNTST* Rcfg I 

(TB 1.5.7) f^reggWRgl 

followed by twelve times With That God and twelve times Pouring Milk. 
The adhvaryu then consecrates fifty Inhalation-Supporting bricks {apa- 

nabhrt), nos. 99-148, in five groups of ten. Nos. 99-108 are consecrated 
with: 

East among the directions; 
spring among the seasons; 
Agni the deity; brahman (priestly power) wealth; 
Trivrt the stoma; its fifteenfold path; 
the eighteen-month calf strength; 
krta1 among dice throws, 
the east wind the wind; Sanaga the seer. 

(TS 4.3.3.1a) 

R?ri 

— Sx 

gfjRqgr sna ^rot 

fqgq Rig: n 4- 

^RRqq: 

ftuRRi 

gctatur mm rnfig qfiq: . 

Adhvaryu and yajamana recite: 

May the fathers and grandfathers, near and far, 
protect us. 

May they help us in this brahman (priestly power), 
in this ksatra (military power), in this prayer, 
in this purohita office, in this ritual, 
in this invocation of the gods! 

(TS 4.3.3.2f) 

famr: 

% 4: mgr % qfsqsqq- 

sRmrfijR^t ^fivTiar- 

gferg qqrg^qr qqpqig n 

Nos. 109-118 are consecrated with: 

South among the directions; 
summer among the seasons; 
Indra the deity; ksatra (military power) the wealth; 
fifteenfold the stoma; its seventeenfold path; 
the two-year-old strength; 
treta1 among dice throws; 
the south wind the wind; Sanatana the seer. 

(TS 4.3.3.1b) 

mm — 
_M v I * r\! • 

qRR 3RH 

'raqyr: Rrg: n z Rngsrfinfh- 

ficqqRq- 
— ^— 

RRTSqRf 

g-ariaqrar mm qvrag qum 11 

Adhvaryu and yajamana recite TS 4.3.3.2f, as before. Nos. 119-128 are con¬ 
secrated with: 

gffim Rmi 
/ 

West among the directions; 

1 The winning throw. 
2 The second best throw. 
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the rains among the seasons; 
The Visvedevas the deity; vis (agricultural power) 

wealth; 
seventeenfold the stoma; its twenty-one-fold path; 
the three-year-old strength; 
dvapara3 among the dice throws; 
the west wind the wind; AhabOna the seer. 

(TS 4.3.3.1c) 

Adhvaryu and yajamana recite TS 4.3.3.2f. Nos. 129-138 are consecrated 
with: 

North among the directions; 
autumn among the seasons; 
Mitra-Varuna the deity; nourishment wealth; 
twenty-one-fold the stoma; its twenty-seven-fold path; 
the four-year-old strength; 
askanda among the dice throws; 
the north wind the wind; Pratna the seer. 

(TS 4.3.3.2d) 

Adhvaryu and yajamana recite TS 4.3.3.2f. Nos. 139-148 are consecrated 

with: 

Zenith among the directions, 
winter among the seasons; 
Brhaspati the deity; brilliance wealth; 
twenty-seven-fold the stoma; its thirty-three-fold path; 
the draught-animal strength; 
abhibhii among the dice throws; 
the all-pervading wind the wind; Suparna the seer. 

(TS 4.3.3.2e) 

Adhvaryu and yajamana recite TS 4.3.3.2f. Each of the fifty Inhalation- 
Supporting bricks is consecrated with With That God and Pouring Milk. 

Five Face bricks (mukham), nos. 149-153, are consecrated with five 
mantras: 

This Agni is the head and peak of heaven 
lord of the earth. 
He gives life to the seeds of the waters. 

(TS 4.4.4.1a) 

You are the leader of the ritual and the region, gm q^rgq %m 
where you resort with auspicious stallions. ^=44- T%qnm I 

3 The third best throw. 

gufijm UR: qifT 

w: ’JWRT gqgi 

SRR fa?qfq II 

3xm Ryn x 

fp<m|ggT qm iTm 

fqgq: Rig: R 3 qqr%RTqfifm 

qsqRmsfggRim 

fqcqRirfi md: gqoi qfim II 

•jqmt T?5TT 

VRSnq'f 
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You placed your head in heaven, winning splendor. 
Agni! You made your tongue bear the oblation. 

(TS 4.4.4.Id) 

f|ft *0*1# gra^t ggur 

Hfmh mj'7 ggpiig 11 

Guardian of the people, vigilant and clever, 
Agni was born for new prosperity. 
Face touched with butter, he shines brightly 
with great sky-touching flame for all the Bharatas. 

(TS 4.4.4.2g = RV 5.11.1: see page 74) 

Agni! You, a radiant celebrity, 
with flaming hair and dear to many, 
men invoke you in their homes 
to carry the oblation. 

(TS 4.4.4.3k) 

May we kindle you, God Agni, 
radiant and unaging. 
When this wonderful kindling stick of yours 
radiates in the sky, 
then bear food to the praisers. 

(TS 4.4.4.6t) 

dm sr'arfrre sn^ur- 

?fu: §[78,7: g?77T7 Jfsqfr I 

urn fgfugui 

vri 7 wftwr: gfu: 11 

?7i nbrsTUTtg 

fgsg g?cT7: 1 

gurmw ggmr- 
5} igsqju 7)3% 11 

3TT 7 3TU SjRUT gfu: 

5T3i^ mifaqR'# I 

girff-r gm f7377 

■imm* gw}A.lT7g 

g'KTTTiggr srr d? 11 

This is followed by With That God and Pouring Milk, each five times. 
The adhvaryu then consecrates five Limbs (ahgam), nos. 154-158, with 

five mantras: 

With the eastern direction I place you, with the 
gayatrl meter, 

with Agni as the deity; 
with the head of Agni I put down the head of Agni. 

With the southern direction I place you, with the 
tristubh meter, 

with Indra as the deity; 
with the wing of Agni I put down the wing of Agni. 

With the western direction I place you, with the 
jagatl meter, 

with Savitr as the deity; 
with the tail of Agni I put down the tail of Agni. 

With the northern direction I place you, with the 
anustubh meter, 

with Mitra and Varuna as the deity; 
with the wing of Agni I put down the wing of Agni. 

With the upward direction I place you, with the 
pankti meter, 

with Brhaspati as the deity, 
with the back of Agni I put down the back of Agni. 

(TS 5.5.8.2-3) 

sn’s'TT ?7r f|rrt grggifu 

nnpm guugv- 

sft: 'gWrsit: fur 37 guim ■ 1 

giajorn m mu uigurfu 

nsitg gutm- 

su: qggqr guifir 1 

gftmr ?ur mai urging 

mum* uRjur Wgr- 

su: ^urfir 1 

sgiW 771 f|ur uiggi- 

1.77 71- 

rn: qlrgtu: 7gg7 guifit I 

fjsgui ?7i r|ui niguifg 

Enf tjggr 17771771 gudgu- 

su: 737rw: 7357 guT u 11 

Tfie First Layer 

followed by With That God and Pouring Milk, each five times. 
Next comes the Prajapatya brick, no. 159, consecrated with: 

The equal of the year 
that they worship in you, night! 
Making his children rich in heroes, 
may he obtain a full life! 

(TS 5.7.2.1b) 

and the Bull, no. 160, with: 

To you, Agni, bull, clever one, 
I have come, creating you young again. 
May our household rites not falter! 
With pointed sacred power, sharpen us! 

(TS 5.7.2.1a) 

followed by twice With That God and Pouring Milk. 

The only bricks left on the first layer are the forty Space Fillers (lokam- 
prna). They may be consecrated in any order by reciting the mantras Fill 
the Space, With That God, and Pouring Milk. On the first, third, and fifth 
layer, they are consecrated in the eastern direction. The first Space-Filler 
brick (no. 161) is consecrated jointly by adhvaryu and yajamana. This occurs 
on all layers. Moreover, on the first and third layer, the last brick, no. 200 in 
Figures 23 and 25, is consecrated by the adhvaryu. 

The adhvaryu commands brahman and pratiprasthata: 

Cover this Agni with space fillers gurrur umtfiuuTsgmSn 
in the eastern direction! un^igun 11 

The text of this praisa, “command,” is not found elsewhere (but cf. BSS 
10.36:34.8-9). While adhvaryu and yajamana, assisted by pratiprasthata 
and brahman, recite the three mantras over the space fillers as fast as they 
can, the udgata sings his eight space-filler chants, all taken from the Ara- 
nyegeyagana and replete with stobhas: 

I. ha bu mahi (3 x) mahl mahi (3 x) mahye mam hye (3 x) / 
tnahi trlnam avar astu / dyuksam mitrasyaryamnah / duradha- 
rsam varunasya / ha bu mahi (3 x) mahi mahi (3 x) mahye mam 
hye (2 x) mahi mahi ma au ho va / e mahy e mahy e mahi // 

AG 24.5, based upon JA 20.8 ;cf. RV 10.185.1) 

II. ha bu divi (3 x) divi dm (3 x) / da yi ve (6 x) / au ho au ho va / 
mahi trlnam avar astu / au ho au ho va / dyuksam mitrasya¬ 
ryamnah / au ho au ho va / duradharsam varunasya / ha bu divi 

ggcure-i nmur 

ut cul u>77id7 | 

gran hurI 7.F71 

•iggm-gmHUfT 11' 

377717 smug1rmfg I 

sgufigi 7is.7r7if7 7^3 

T7Tn77r ustoj 11 
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(3 x) divi divi (3 x) / da yi ve (4 x) divi da yi va au ho va / e 
divy e divy e divi // 

(AG 24.6 based upon JA 20.8; cf. RV 10.185.1) 

III. agnom / agna ho agna ho agna ha a vu va I e j'yotih // 
(AG 25.32) 

IV. vayom / vaya ho yi vaya ho yi vaya ha a vu va / e raja // 
(AG 25.33) 

V. siiryorn / surya ho yi surya ho yi surya ha a vu va / e bhraja // 
(AG 25.34) 

VI. candrom / candra ho yi candra ho yi candra ha a vu va j e a 
bhraja // 

(AG 25.35) 

VII. nakom / naka ho yi naka ho yi naka ha a vu va / e prstham // 
(AG 25.36) 

VIII. sukrom / sukra ho yi sukra ho yi sukra ha a vu va / e bhrala 
bhraja // 

(AG 25.37) 

The last six chants have a structure similar to the chants of AG 25.21-25, 
which occur elsewhere in the Agnicayana (see Table 15 on page 533). 
While these chants continue, adhvaryu and yajamana complete the con¬ 
secration of the Space Fillers. The adhvaryu sweeps the layer with a broom 
of palasa leaves and recites the space-filler mantra once more together with 
the yajamana. The adhvaryu touches the layer and recites: 

The wise (Agni) will distinguish good and bad 
thought, 

like the straight and crooked questions of men! 
For wealth and good offspring, god, 
grant us gifts and remove their absence. 
(TS 5.5.4.4 = RV 4.2.11, a difficult verse; cf. 

Renou 1964, 89-91) 

q%fi mm afumi 5 nfita 1 

%7r g n 

TS 4.4.4.1a (as above, page 441). 

May speech be in my mouth, breath in my nostrils, 
sight in my eyes, hearing in my ears, 
strength in my arms, power in my thighs. 
May all my limbs be uninjured. 
May your body be with my body! 
Homage to you! Do not harm me! 

(TS 5.5.9.2g) 

You are giver of exhalation, giver of inhalation, 
giver of the diffused breath, giver of eyesight, 

ms- 4 3jm?r nfir; mfir- 

s{pftsT5T: mb 

srst tVaimipA 

n^amtr 4 gs; 

mbit srgr ui nr 11 

maun 3TTr-r?T 

— • -o' 

giver of splendor, giver of freedom. 
Let your flames injure somebody else! 
Be purifying and friendly to us! 

(TS 4.6.1.4q) 

bmbi 1 

^ n nmT nmj 

TiRTt aremsr firm 4n 11 

The first layer is now almost completed. The adhvaryu recites TS 5.7.9.1 
a-b and 5.7.8.1a, as he did at the beginning of the construction of the domes¬ 
tic altar, of the setting up of the Agni field, and of the first layer (pages 
339, 386, 398). He touches the black horse and spreads loose soil over 
the first layer, reciting TS 1.5.11.Id, followed by With That God and 
Pouring Milk, as he did on all layers of the domestic altar (page 342). 
He makes two Piled Together (samcita) butter oblations, reciting: 

Agni, ocean! Your arrow is called young. 
Be gentle with it to us. 
To this arrow of yours, homage! 
Living on it, may we prosper—svaha! 

(TS 5.5.9.1a) 

This I request of you, praising you with brahman; 
this the yajamana seeeks with offerings: 
Without anger, Varuna, be here! 
Wide ruler! Don’t take away our life—svaha! 

(TS 2.1.1.6W) 

3TFT 3-TS[ qtc[ RW 

um fit 

mqkfi *m- *1' 

mr fitmfii 11 

ctmi qtrer 

^fiurfit fffifif: 1 

sr^mfit ^#5 fip-g- 

ft g ang: ^ fiifit: 11 

At the first svaha, the yajamana renounces to Agni; at the second, to Varuna. 
At about 4:30 p.m., less than two hours after the fetching of the Agnis, 

the first layer is completed. All return to the Old Hall. After the evening 
Pravargya, Upasad, and the usual rites, the fourth ritual day ends. 

Fifth Day: April 17, 1975 
episode 14 

The Second Layer 

The fifth ritual day starts with the morning Pravargya and Upasad, 
and the accompanying ceremonies. As on the previous and following days, 
a brown and a white horse are tied to poles immediately east of the altar, 
to the north and south, respectively. The bricks of the second layer have 
already been put down on the evening before, not without expert guidance, 
for their shapes and pattern are very complex. They will now be consecrated 
by the adhvaryu together with the yajamana. Though the pattern is more 
complicated than that of the first layer, the consecration procedure is simpler. 
The description will therefore be relatively brief. 

In the second layer, the first 57 bricks are consecrated in a particular 
order; the remaining 143 bricks are lokamprna. Space Fillers. The order 
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Figure 26—Order of Bricks in the Second Layer 

The Second Layer 

Figure 27—Pancami Bricks in the Second and Fourth Layers 

Figure 28—Sapada Bricks in the Second and Fourth Layers 



Figure 29—Adhyardha Bricks in the Second and Fourth Layers Figure 31—Adhyardhardha Bricks in the Second and Fourth Layers 

Figure 30—Pancamyardha Bricks in the Second and Fourth Layers 
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Figure 32—Pancamipadya Bricks in the Second and Fourth Layers 
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Figure 33—Ettamsi (Astamsi) Bricks in the Second and Fourth Layers Figure 35—Dirghapadya Bricks in the Second and Fourth Layers 

Figure 34—Sulapadya Bricks in the Second and Fourth Layers 
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Figure 36—Ubhayi Bricks in the Second and Fourth Layers 
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and shapes of the bricks are given in Figure 26. Ten separate figures illustrate 
the distribution of the ten types of bricks over the second (and fourth) layer 
(Figures 27-36). The names of the bricks are provided by Table 8. The 
area of the bricks and the total area of the second (or fourth) layer are given 
in Table 9. 

NAMES OF BRICKS IN THE SECOND LAYER 

Number Name of Bricks Number of Bricks 

1 Vibhakti, “Share” 1 

2- 6 Skandhya, “Shoulder” 5 
7-11 A§vini, “Of the Asvins” 5 

12-16 Rtavya, “Season” 5 
17-21 Pranabhrt, “Supporting Exhalation” 5 
22-26 Vrstisani, “Rain Bringing” 5 
27-30 Murdhanvatl, “Containing “Head”’ 4 
31-45 Vayasya, “Vigor” 15 
46-50 Mukham, “Face” 5 
51-55 Anga, “Limb” 5 

56 Prajapatya, “for Prajapati” 1 

57 Rsabha, “Bull” 1 

58-200 Lokamprna, “Space Filler” 143 
200 

TABLE 8 

The reason for the complexity of the pattern of the second layer, and 
indeed for the more complex shapes of the pancamipadya, astamsi (ettamSi) 
sulapadya, dirghapadya, and ubhayi bricks, lies in the principles that under¬ 
lie the entire altar construction. First, except for the vertical passage at the 
center, the interstices between bricks must never be above or under the inter¬ 
stices between bricks of the next layer. Second, each layer should consist of 200 
bricks. Third, the total area of the altar should be 7 1/2 square purusas. Once 
these principles are adopted and the pattern of the first layer is established, 
the pattern of the second must have been arrived at by trial and error.1 

1 The pattern of the second layer of the 1975 altar is almost identical with a pattern 
known to earlier commentators in the Baudhayana tradition (see Thibaut’s edition 
and translation of the Baudhayana Sulva Sutra, with excerpts from commentaries: 
The Pandit, February 1, 1876, p. 218). 

The Second Layer 

AREA OF BRICKS IN THE SECOND AND FOURTH LAYER 

Number Area Per Brick Total Area 

paficami 11 1 11 

sapada 21 1.25 26.25 

adhyardha 67 1.5 100.5 
pancamyardha 12 .5 6 

adhyardhardha 34 .75 25.5 
pancamipadya 11 .25 2.75 
ettamsi 2 .125 .25 
sulapadya 6 .375 2.25 
dirghapadya 28 .375 10.5 

ubhayi 8 .3125 2.5 
187.5 

TABLE 9 

So let us return to the consecration of the second layer on April 17, 
1975. After yajamana, adhvaryu, brahman and pratiprasthata have put on 
their sandals, the yajamana sits down at his usual place south of the bird, 
the brahman on his right. The adhvaryu, standing west of the tail, again 
recites TS 5.7.9.1a, touching his heart with his right hand, and TS 5.7.8.1a, 
with folded hands. He touches the white horse, ascends the altar together 
with the yajamana, and recites TS 4.6.1.3/-m, as before. The consecration 
of the bricks begins. The Share brick (vibhakti), no. 1, is touched, with: 

We chose Agni as our messenger, . 'ffit ^ I 
as omniscient hotr of this ritual, xraR I 
rich in spiritual power. sra , 

(TB 3.5.2.3 = RV 1.12.1) " ' “ 

followed by With That God and Pouring Milk. At the same time, the udgatfi 
begins the chanting of his Way chants (samyani), which continues over the 
next five bricks (same as above, page 426). 

Of the five Shoulder bricks (skandhya), nos. 2-6, the first two are con¬ 
secrated together with: 

You are Sukra and Suci, months of summer. ^rl,> 
(TS 4.4.11.1b) - ~ ‘ ^ 

The adhvaryu adds an avaka plant, with: 

PLATE 72B 
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You are Agni’s womb! srtRTRRfir i 
(BSS 10.38:35.16; above page 423) 

Nos. 4 and 5 are consecrated with: 

I join you in bonds of companionship 
with two ghee oblations. 
I join you in bonds of companionship 
with brilliance. 

(TS 4.4.4.1a2; cf. page 442) 

No. 6 is consecrated with: 

You are the path of Vayu. 1 

(TS4.4.6.2U; page 425) 

followed by six times With That God and Pouring Milk for nos. 2-3, the 
avaka plant, and nos. 4-6. 

The five bricks for the Asvins (asvini), nos. 7-11, are consecrated with: 

The Second Layer 

You are the wave, the drop of water, ayrififtT 
Visvakarman is your seer. fii^qmj 3 ^Pi- 
May the two Asvins, adhvaryus seat you here! 11 

(TS 4.3.4.1a-2e) “ .... 

This is followed by five times With That God and Pouring Milk. 
The five Season bricks (rtavya), nos. 12-16, are consecrated with: 

0 r\1 rsr 

and four more mantras resulting from this by replacing “Vasus” by “Ru- 
dras,” “Adityas,” “All-gods” and “gods”; followed by five times With That 
God and Pouring Milk. 

The five Exhalation-Supporting bricks (pranabhrt), nos. 17-21, are 
consecrated with: 

ftrrir't rar u^prr | 

hshrr rep 43fin 11 

United with the seasons, with the ordainers, 
with the Vasus, establishing strength, 
you for Agni Common-to-all-rnen, 
may the two Asvins, adhvaryus, seat you here! 

(TS 4.3.4.3f) 

a. Firm your dwelling; firm your womb; you are 
firm. 

In your firm womb sit correctly! 
As first sign of fire in the ukha pot, 
may the two Asvins, adhvaryus, 
seat you here in the east! 

b. Under your own skill, you whose father is skill, 
sit here, 

as the great earth bountiful among the gods! 
Settle down with your body, 
kind, like a father to his son! 
May the two Asvins, adhvaryus, seat you here! 

c. Nesting, rich in wealth, granting strength; 
increase our wealth, abundant and rich in heroes! 
Dispelling enmity and hostility, 
let the lord of ritual share in the increase of 

wealth, 
grant heaven as property to the yajamana! 
May the two Asvins, adhvaryus, seat you here! 

d. You are the mud of Agni, leader of the gods. 
May the Visvadevas greet you as such! 
With stomas for your back, rich in ghee, sit here! 
Gain us wealth with offspring through ritual! 
May the two Asvins, adhvaryus, seat you here! 

e. You are the head of heaven, navel of the earth, 
divider of the directions, supreme woman of the 
worlds. 

sT^SuER’-TfR^afTsmr •o £ 
smt qtfirm dfe 1 ^ — — , 
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Protect my exhalation! 
Protect my inhalation! 
Protect my diffused breath! 
Make my eyes shine wide! 
Make my ears hear! 

(TS 4.3.4.3g) 

5T0T m?r- 

qR qife ■■ 

rsju fir 

n 11 

followed by five times With That God and Pouring Milk. 
The five Rain-Bringing bricks (vrstisani), nos. 22-26, receive special 

treatment: each is lifted out of the layer where it had already been placed, 
and carried by two helpers clockwise around the altar, while the adhvaryu 
touches it. Each is consecrated after it has been put back in its place. The 
five mantras are: 

Make the waters overflow! 
Bring the plants to life! 
Protect those with two legs! 
Help those with four legs! 
From the sky produce rain! 

followed by five times With That God and Pouring Milk. 
The four murdhanvati bricks, “containing [the word] ‘head’ (murdhan),” 

nos. 27-30, are consecrated with four mantras of which the fourth contains 
the word ‘head’: 
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PLATE 73 

The Second Layer 

“Nesting, rich in wealth, granting strength; 
increase our wealth, abundant and rich in heroes! 
Dispelling enmity and hostility, 
let the lord of ritual share in the increase of wealth, 
grant heaven as increase to the yajamana. 
May the two Asvins, adhvaryus, seat you here!” 

(TS 4.3.4.1c) 

Yajamana and adhvaryu consecrate brick no. 9, one of the bricks 
for the Asvins in the second layer, while the udgata continues his 
Way chants (samyani). The rsabha brick, no. 57, has a picture in 
white paste of a bull on it. 
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(You are) support in strength, overlord meter; 
military power in strength, delightful meter; 
Visvakarman in strength, paramestin meter; 
head in strength, prajapati meter 

(TS 4.3.5.1a16-19) 

w\-. twst 

mfr 11 

followed by four times With That God and Pouring Milk. 
The fifteen Vigor bricks (vayasya), nos. 31-45, are consecrated with 

fifteen mantras: 

(You are) the calf of eighteen months in strength, 
the tristubh meter; 

the two-year-old in strength, the viraj meter; 
the two-and-a-half-year-old in strength, the 

gayatii meter; 
the three-year-old in strength, the usnih meter; 
the four-year-old in strength, the anustubh meter; 
the draught animal in strength, the brhatl meter; 
the bull in strength, the satobrhati meter; 
the bullock in strength, the kakubh meter; 
the cow in strength, the jagatl meter; 
the beast of burden in strength, the pankti meter; 
the goat in strength, the averted meter; 
the ram in strength, the spacious meter; 
the tiger in strength, the invincible meter; 
the lion in strength, the covering meter; 
the man in strength, the lazy meter. 

(TS 4.3.5.1a1-12>u-i5,i3) 

followed by fifteen times With That God and Pouring Milk. 
The remaining groups of bricks: Face (mukham), Limb (angam), For 

plate 73 Prajapati (prajapatya), and Bull (rsabha), nos. 46-57, are consecrated in 
the same manner as on the first layer. The 143 Space-Filler bricks are con¬ 
secrated in the northern direction, beginning with no. 58. The adhvaryu 
recites: 

sraf Friz : 
q^rfMr^r umt v-A- 

11 

qp-ppft igtft 

qT4: 

-s?f1T ^4: II • 
vM:;. \ 

sriwHr rayriyr i 

syrfit 53 i 
| 

qshynr I 

Cover this Agni with Space Fillers 
in the northern direction! 1 

(not found elsewhere, but cf. BSS 10.38:36.16) 

The last brick consecrated is the brick marked no. 200 in Figure 26. While 
yajamana and adhvaryu, assisted by pratiprasthata and brahman, complete 
the mantras Fill The Space, With That God, and Pouring Milk over the 
Space-Filler bricks, the udgata sings again his space-filler chants. The 
remaining rites and recitations are almost the same as on the first layer, 
but instead of TS 4.4.4.1a, the adhvaryu recites: 

You are the leader of the ritual and the region ipir yrp-y yur 
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The Third Layer 

where you resort with auspicious stallions. 575.1775%: w-dft 1 

You placed your head in heaven, good with rain. yfhh ^yqr 
Agni! You made your tongue bear the oblation. 11 

(TS 4.4.4.Id) “ * ' “ 

After spreading loose soil, the Piled-Together (samcita) oblation is 
made. The adhvaryu addresses “Agni, boisterous” (TS 5.5.9.l.b) instead 
of “Agni, ocean” (TS 5.5.9.1a: see above, page 445). 

When the second layer is completed, the bricks for the third layer are 
put down, ready for consecration on the next day. All return to the Old 
Hall. After the evening Pravargya, the Upasad, and the other customary 
rites, the fifth day ends. 

Sixth Day: April 18, 1975 
episode 15 

The Third Layer 

The third layer is similar in pattern to the first. The first 90 bricks 
are consecrated in a particular order. The remaining 110 bricks are Space 
Fillers, with fixed locations only for the first and last. The order and shape 
of the bricks are given in Figure 37. Their names are provided by Table 10. 

NAMES OF BRICKS IN THE THIRD LAYER 

Number Name of Bricks Number of Bricks 

1 Vibhakti, “Share” 1 

2 Mandala, “Circle” 1 

3 Retahsic, “Seed Discharging” 1 

4-13 Skandhya, “Shoulder” 10 

14-18 Disya, “Direction” 5 

19-28 Pranabhrt, “Supporting Exhalation” 10 

29-64 Brhatl, “Great” 36 

65-78 Valakhilya 14 

79-83 Mukham, “Face” 5 

84-88 Angam, “Limb” 5 

89 Prajapatya, “For Prajapati” 1 

90 Vrsabha, “Bull” 1 

>1-200 Lokamprna, “Space Filler” 110 
200 

TABLE IO 
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N 
After the morning Pravargya and other customary rites, the introductory 

rites on the third layer are the same as on the second. The mantras with which 
the bricks are consecrated will now be listed, but the reader is invited to 
supply for himself the mantras With That God and Pouring Milk. 

The Share brick (vibhakti), no. 1, which is above the Share brick of the 
lower layers, is consecrated with TS 1.4.46.3/ (above page 398). This is 
followed by the rites for the naturally perforated pebble, in which the 
Ignorant Priest participates (cf. above, 418). The pebble, with its three 
holes, is taken up with: 

Indra and Agni! Make firm 

the unshaking brick! 

With its ridge may it set apart 

heaven, earth and sky! 
(TS 4.3.6.1a) 

fhs# 1 

snRRsj r fa 11 

The adhvaryu goes through the same moves as on the first layer: he takes 
the pebble, goes around the altar, makes the white horse sniff at it, and 
returns, followed by the yajamana and the avidvan (Ignorant Brahmin). 
The three sit down, touch the pebble, and recite: 

Sky!(bhuvah) 
Let the All-maker (Visvakarman) seat you 

on the ridge of the sky; you who are wide, 

extending, brilliant, sun-filled, 

who shines on the land, in the wide sky. 

Hold fast the sky, make firm the sky, 

don’t harm the sky; 

for every breath, for every exhalation, 

for every diffused breath, for every inhalation, 

for support, for motion! 

May Yayu protect you with great success, 

a safe cover. 
With that god, in the fashion of Angiras, 

sit firm! 
(TS 4.3.6.1b) 

At the same time the udgata sings his chant composed on the word bhuvah, 
“sky” (cf. Table 15, page 533): 

bhuvom / bhuva ho yi bhuva ho yi bhuva ha a vu va / e suvar jyotih // 
(AG 25.22) 

The adhvaryu breathes out and in. The Ignorant Priest gives the golden 
coin to the adhvaryu and leaves. The adhvaryu makes an oblation over 
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3* 

fa^#nfi <rt 5* 
**— * as 

rp-fafar mfadK ^wh¬ 

in m efi viiri 

tRi pri 11 

Figure 37—Order of Bricks in the Third Layer 
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the eastern hole of the pebble with TS 5.5.4.3. At the svaha, the yajamana 
renounces to Visvakarman. Then both recite: 

I have mounted the sky. fRfrriWrsr&JpJ 

Let offspring not abandon me! ^irr m m i 

(TS 5.6.8.1a2) 

They put a piece of gold on the western hole of the pebble and recite: 

You are light, give me light, ^5% Jr 

give me the sky, protect me from the sky! ^ „ 

(TS 5.7.6.2c2) 

The consecration of the bricks continues. The adhvaryu consecrates 
the Circle brick (mandala), no. 2, which is above the Circle brick of the 
first layer: 

You are the highest heaven, 

sky penetrated by brahman. 

The Maruts are your guardians. 

Vayu is placed in this. 

I resort to it. 

Let it be my protection and refuge! 

(TS 4.4.5.2d) 

At the same time the udgata chants his Circle song, the same as before. 
The Seed-Discharging brick (retahsic), no. 3, above the Seed-Discharging 
brick of the first layer, is consecrated with a mantra recited mentally by 
adhvaryu and yajamana, but aloud by a helper: 

May the sky, seed-discharging, 

conceive my seed. 

May it cause my seed to be produced. 

(BSS 10.39:38.5-6) 

The first two of the ten Shoulder bricks (skandhyas), nos. 4-13, are conse¬ 
crated with: 

You are Nabha and Nabhasya, sroW 

months of rain. 

(TS 4.4.11.1c) - 

An avaka plant is added, with the usual mantra. The next two bricks, nos. 
6-7, are consecrated with: 

ffit ^TcT 1 'O 

}fr: rR^rsTcr 11 

m Jr =?iRfr 1 

You are Isa and Urja, 

months of autumn. 

(TS 4.4.1 l.ld) 
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to which another avaka plant and mantra are added. In the meantime the 
Udgata has started his Way songs, the same as before (pages 426, 453). 
The remaining six Shoulder bricks, nos. 8-13, are consecrated with six 
mantras: 

The brilliant bore the light, 

the shining bore the light, 

the self-radiant bore the light. 

(TS 4.2.9.4p) 

Let the All-maker (Visvakarman) seat you 

on the ridge of the sky, 

full of light, 

for every exhalation, inhalation. 

Support all light, 

Vayu is your master. 

(TS 4.4.6.1b) 

I join you in bonds of companionship 

with radiance. 

I join you in bonds of companionship 

with hymns. 

(TS 4.4.5.1a3; cf. pages 424, 454) 

You are the path of Vayu for the gods 

You are the path of the sky. 

TS 4.4.6.2f2, g1; cf. pages 425, 454) 

fell HF^TFT- 

fflRStCT TS 

ffwfh TimifriTpiifr 

11 

cTI fpT3TT 

?T31T I VO Vi 

fisn 11 
VO vO 

%en4t cnqtqi?^- 

Five Direction bricks (disya), nos. 14-18, are consecrated with: 

You are queen, the eastern direction; 

You are ruling, the southern direction; 

You are sovereign, the western direction; 

You are self-ruling, the northern direction; 

You are supreme woman, the great direction. 

(TS 4.3.6.2c) 

}if4ui am 1 

^ I 

TdVri I 

isfft for 11 

Ten Exhalation-Supporting bricks (pranabhrt), nos. 19-28, are consecrated 
with: 

Protect my life, protect my breath; 

protect my exhalation, protect my diffused breath; 

protect my eye, protect my ear; 

infuse my mind, strengthen my voice; 

protect my self, give me light! 
(TS 4.3.6.2d) 

Tifir 5m Jr *u- 

sttih Jr Tif? sqnt Jr r-n% 

^§Jr «nf| efor Jr <uf| 
tt4t Jr fassr fn4 ^ fq~u- 
ssnEfir. h Tir| ssftRm ^=5311 

Thirty-six Great bricks (brhati), nos. 29-64, are consecrated with: 
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You are ma meter, prama meter, pratima meter, 
asrivis meter, pankti meter, usnih meter, 
brhati meter, anustubh meter, viraj meter, 
gayatrl meter, tristubh meter, jagat! meter. 
Earth meter, sky meter, heaven meter, 
seasons meter, naksatras meter, mind meter, 
speech meter, ploughing meter, gold meter, 
cow meter, female goat meter, horse meter. 
Agni the deity, Vata the deity, Sarya the deity, 
Candramas the deity, the Vasus the deity, the 

Rudras the deity, 
the Adityas the deity, the All-gods the deity, the 

Maruts the deity, 
Brhaspati the deity, Indra the deity, Varuna the 

deity. 

(TS 4.3.7.1a) 

3T | 3m 3^: l 3T7WT. 373: I 

23hr3337?: I 1 373: I 

ggeft vM;. 1 3553 | ffuz 373: | 

2135ft 373: I fas? Ti'k: | 373: I 

<jfa3T 373: | 373: 1 333373: | 

77373373: I Ttgstlfot 373: | 7133373: I 

5ti.^ 373: I f<f%wM-1 1 

77)3373: I 33ft I 35233^: II 

sfIfrrNctr 1 5ttm ^t3t 1 I 

333) 1 3773) 1 3337 | 

21^31 333T 1 7)337 15^37 33tu | 

1 3.3m 1 ct^oTr 333! 11 

Fourteen Valakhilya bricks, nos. 65-78, are consecrated with: 

You are the head, ruling. 
You are firm, supporter. 
You are the instrument, restrainer. 
For food, you! 
For power, you! For ploughing, you! 
For safety, you! You are the instrument, ruling. 
You are firm, supporting. 
You are holder, sustainer. 
For life, you! For radiance you! 
For power, you! For force, you! 

(TS 4.3.7.2b) 

773)3777 313- S' -N 
jprsm gW 

35=5^15 
*. *\P I 
3 7373 rSU 

3>ct< F37 S73T3 731 II A - 

TT3 

33TS7H ■srtofV 
■o — —- ■ 

353R7 3ff53T37 r3r 

33?7 UrNh 731 

35513 731 II 

The rest is routine, but the Space-Filler bricks are consecrated in the eastern 
direction, and the first and last bricks are the bricks marked 91 and 200, 
respectively, in Figure 37. The Piled-Together (samcita) oblation is address¬ 
ed to “Agni, abysmal,” (TS 5.5.9.1c; cf. above, pages 445, 459 . 

The bricks for the fourth layer are put in place. All return to the Old 
Hall for the evening ceremonies, and the sixth ritual day ends. 

Seventh Day: April 19, 1975 
episode 16 

The Fourth Layer 

The fourth layer is similar to the second. The first 79 bricks are con¬ 
secrated in a particular order; the remaining 121 bricks are Space Fillers. 
The order and shape of the bricks are given in Figure 38. Their names are 
provided by Table 11. 
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NAMES OF BRICKS IN THE FOURTH LAYER 

Number Name of Bricks Number of Bricks 

1 Vibhakti, “Share” 1 
2-6 Skandhya, “Shoulder: 5 
7-34 Aksnayastomiya, “With Diagonal Stoma” 28 

35-51 Srsti, “Creation” 17 
52-67 Vyusti, “Dawn” 16 
68-72 Mukham, “Face” 5 
73-77 Ahgarn, “Limb” 5 

78 Prajapatya, “For PrajSpati” 1 
79 Rsabha, “Bull” 1 

80-200 Lokamprna, “Space Filler” 121 

200 

TABLE II 

After the morning Pravargya and other rites, the introductory cere¬ 
monies are the same as before. The Share brick, no. 1, above the other 
Share bricks, is consecrated with: 

May Agni destroy the enemies, <gf?r|5ni°r sTffrr 
eager for wealth, admirably, 1 

when kindled, and offered pure. «rrfcf: 11 

(TS 4.3.13.1a) 

The first two of the five Shoulder bricks are consecrated with: 

You are Saha and Sahasya, 
months of winter. f i 

(TS 4.4.1 l.le) 

The avaka plant is added, together with its mantra. The three remaining 
Shoulder bricks, nos. 4-6, are consecrated with: 

I join you in bonds of companionship 
with songs. 
I join you in bonds of companionship 
with meters. 

(TS 4.4.5.1 a4; cf. above pages 424, 454, 463) 

You are the path of the sky for the gods. 
(TS 4.4.6.2 g2; cf. above pages 425 454, 463) 

gg;;TT 

gqfrr | 

11 

The Fourth Layer 

In the meantime, the udgata has started to sing his Way songs, the same as 
before. 

The 28 aksnayastomiya bricks. With Diagonal Stoma, nos. 7-34, consti¬ 
tute a difficult exercise, which requires much concentration, because the 
order is not the same as it was memorized from the Samhita. The 28 mantras 
are prompted by a helper: 

(1) You are swift, triple stoma, sqfa I 
(2) sky, seventeenfold, rcpfrssT: l 
(3) support, twenty-one-fold, ws?r: \ 

(4) shining, fifteenfold Jjffc*, *r: , 
(5) speed, eighteenfold, . ^ 
(6) attack, twentyfold, ^ _ -- 
(7) radiance, twenty-two-fold, 1 
(8) heat, nineteenfold, l 
(9) womb, twenty-four-fold, I 

(10) embryo, twenty-five-fold, Trvfr: qsrft*’.?!: I 
(11) power, twenty-seven-fold, 3T>jf^n'i 
(12) arrangement, twenty-three-fold, »wr*rara>Rt-w 1 
(13) intention, thirty-one-fold, - ^ 
(14) pale red surface, thirty-four-fold, * 
(15) foundation, thirty-three-fold, 1 
(16) vault, thirty-six-fold. srerer 1 

(TS 4.3.8.1a: 1, 3, 7, 2, 4, 6, 8, 5, qzfst'Ssr: 1 
10,11,12,9,13,15,14,16) 

(17) You are Agni’s portion, the sovereignty of srawmlsfa snpqqrq 
consecration, brahman saved, threefold stoma. ^ ,t 

(TS 4.3.9.1a) “ 

(18) You are the portion of those who gaze on men, vn?y?n%q^ 
the sovereignty of Dhatr, birthplace saved, l 
seventeenfold stoma. 

(TS 4.3.9.1c) 

(19) You are Mitra’s portion, the sovereignty of 
Varuna, rain from the sky, the winds saved, fffesfrat: *qqt '<hpj|'53r: 1 

twenty-one-fold stoma. 
(TS 4.3.9.Id) 

(20) You are Indra’s portion, the sovereignty of fr^q wfirsfg 
Visnu, kingly power saved, fifteenfold stoma, *q-q sqffF 1 

(TS 4.3.9.1b) * 

(21) You are the Vasus’ portion, the sovereignty of srcjqf ¥tmrs% 
the Rudras, quadrupeds saved, twenty-four-fold | 
stoma. 

(TS 4.3.9.If) 

(22) You are Adityas’ portion, the sovereignty of the aafecqrq't murs!% 



gprof arfiista fasrit 

*qfi itaflt'tsr: dm: u 
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Maruts, the embryo saved, twenty-five-fold w'j: terpr«5r:" ddi: t 
stoma. 

(TS 4.3.9.2g) 

(23) You are Aditi s portion, the sovereignty of arr^r^i •fljjijsfij error sntaqrq- 
Pusan, power saved, twenty-seven-fold stoma. ^tJ>. 

(TS 4.3.9.1e) * 

(24) You are god Savitr’s portion, the sovereignty of afWmisrg ipqfmtaqc** 
Brhaspati, all directions saved, fourfold stoma. dm: „ 

(TS 4.3.9.2h) - — • & 

(25) Support, fourfold stoma. 

(TS 4.3.8.1a18) m^taJjiT: 

(26) You are the Yavas’ portion, the sovereignty of =qmi»ri amrs^dqpTmTT'qqd 
the Ayavas, offspring saved, forty-four-fold ^ „ 
stoma. - * -o — 

(TS 4.3.9.2i) 

(27) You are the Joints’ portion the sovereignty of ; wpfcfi, ft;Sqi 
the All-gods, calm and saved, thirty-three-fold rv, T" , 
stoma *5 dm: u 

(TS 4.3.9.2k) 

(28) Revolving, forty-eight-fold stoma. 
(TS 4.3.8.1a17) ^^ssT^nfKsr: 1 

The 17 Creation bricks (srsti), nos. 35-51, are consecrated with 17 
mantras, also prompted by a helper: 5m 

(1) With one they praised; creatures were es- | 
tablished; Prajapati was the sovereign. sr^'i^HTn 

(2) With three they praised; brahman was created; l 
the lord of brahman was the sovereign. qam?Fmu gai^^pa 

(3) With five they praised; beings were created; the ( 
lord of beings was the sovereign. ^ 0 M 

(4) With seven they praised; the seven seers were — - 
created; Dhatr was the sovereign. mmsTvrtfiTnrft^l 

(5) With nine they praised; the fathers were jmmwpar iqfRrsBjfpcn- 
created; Aditi was the sovereign. f^firctaqr^dK | 

(6) With eleven they praised; the seasons were 

created; the seasonal one was the sovereign. ss^mstaqftRidd ^ 
(7) With thirteen they praised; the months were „S^tw,tr Bwt trtr^a 

created; the year was the sovereign. ~ 
(8) With fifteen they praised; kingly power was 1 

created; Indra was the sovereign. qa^amTmp; 
(9) With seventeen they praised; cattle were I 

created; Brhaspati was the sovereign. gqrfqrmqmqg qamsrjj^pfr 
(10) With nineteen they praised; Sudra and Arya f pqRRRfqdrmd. | 

were created; day and night were the sovereigns. 

>^*ns*crsm sat ddpmr 

JT^nqflTfaqftaTdPi; | 

^^qmmfqfitTrdd. 1 

qamremu 

*mrd qfircfitaftaidta; 1 

*— s3 — 

mmsreqfimdta; 1 

pmqmqar iq?msTf7qscn- 

T^ftataqc^idlg | 

sscipdstaqfiRidd; 1 

IpVgamtaggg umf 

dq?mftstaqfer?idd; 1 

^?Tstaqfrf?mt?T | 

yrnfamimp q?rm:m:?qm 

ndjrm sTf^ftrsfi srraw; 1 

The Fourth Layer 

(11) With twenty-one they praised; whole-hooved r£^^rais;mqa'fi3T'Tn: qams^dM 
cattle were created; Yaruna was the sovereign. sm'jTtstaqfmndta. 1 

(12) With twenty-three they praised; small cattle aj-rr: qsmrSTT^a 
were created; Pusan was the sovereign. j 

(13) With twenty-five they praised ; wild cattle were 
created; Vayu was the sovereign. ^ ^ * 

(14) With twenty-seven they praised; heaven and 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

earth separated; the Vasus, Rudras, and 
Adityas drew apart; theirs was the sovereignty. midr 53T dtferqT sra safipr 

(15) With twenty-nine they praised; trees were ^qmitaqmuTdd. | 
created; Soma was the sovereign. ^ a^sToqTsmqiT ag^qttalsipqsT 

(16) With thirty-one they praised; creatures were ( 
created; the Yavas and the Ayavas were the 

arai ar^qsq 
sovereigns. , , 0 . “ 

(17) With thirty-three they praised; creatures came *^51 ^rararct "arssraTdmidd; l 
to rest; Prajapati was the supreme sovereign. ^tafers^aTSmsa 

(TS 4.3.10) aadfa: i 

The 16 Dawn (vyusti) bricks, nos. 52-67, are consecrated with a straight¬ 
forward series of mantras, albeit often long and complex. The first fifteen 
are prompted by Cherumukku Vaidikan: pda m stain dW- 

a. This is she who first dawned; 
after entering this world she moves. 
The newly married bride gave birth. 
Three majesties attend her. 

b. Bright night and day, well adorned, 
move on together along the same course, 

5-npti dda sifter 1 

n[|nnT: 11 

pgr ^rfqrmn 

Wives of the sun, they move alternately, under¬ 
standing, 

assuming a banner of light, unaging, rich in seed, 
c. Three have come along the path of cosmic order, 

three vessels have come with the light. 
One guards offspring, one strength; 

3T5T> 11 

ipp qwmta fip arrsu- 

^if Hnifii arg ^qtfgmsss^: | 

5?tFr^r ?arf% ^rqrm^ 11 
one guards the ways of the devotees. 

d. The fourth became the fourfold stoma, 
turning into wings of the ritual, seers! 
Harnessing gayatri, tristubh, jagatl, anustubh, 

brhat meters, 
the hymn, they supported this heaven. 

e. With five the creator arranged this world, 
when he created their sisters five by five. 
Their five strengths go mingling, 
dressed in various forms. 

f. Thirty sisters go to the appointed place, 
putting on the same insignia. 
The sages, knowing, spread out the seasons. 

5gstif) stojraT gmr 

wri’igr vutaft 1 

taf 5 smdfrrggMr 

qdqd 1 

mmg qa 

^qiM qdfi 11 

dam Aagf uim: 1 
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PLATE 74 

The Fourth Layer 

“Charming dawns, well adorned, 
move on together along the same course; 
wives of the sun, they move, understanding, 
assuming a banner of light, unaging, rich in seed.” 

(TS 4.3.11.1b) 

Yajamana and adhvaryu consecrate brick no. 53, one of the Dawn 
(vyusti) bricks in the fourth layer. The pratiprasthata stands ready 
to mark the brick. Several bricks in front (nos. 7,11,15,23,27) have 
already received their three mantras, as the dots clearly show. 
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With meters in their midst they go about in 

brilliance. 

g. Full-of-light put on the clouds, 

goddess night the ways of the sun. 

Animals born with many forms 

look about on their mother’s lap. 

h. The eighth day of full moon, performing auster¬ 

ities, 

generated an embryo, the great Indra. 

With his help the gods conquered the demons. 

By his skill he became the demon slayer. 

i. You have made me, who am not younger, 
younger. 

Speaking truth, I desire this. 

May I enjoy his kindness as you do! 

May none of you act against the other! 

k. The omniscient has enjoyed my kindness. 

He has gained support, 

for he has won a fort. 

May I enjoy his kindness as you do! 

May none of you act against the other! 

l. After five dawns, five milkings; 

after the cow with five names come five seasons. 

Five directions are arranged by the fifteenfold, 

with equal heads toward one world. 

m. She who first shone forth is the embryo of cosmic 

order. 

One supports the majesty of waters; 

one moves among the stations of the sun; 

one, among those of heat. Savitr governs one. 

n. She who first dawned 

became a cow for Death. 

Rich in milk, give milk to us, 

season after season! 

o. With right bulls she has come with clouds, with 

light, 

kaleidoscopic, variegated, with Agni as her 

banner. 

Performing your common task, 

bringing old age, you have come, unaging dawn. 

p. First lady of the seasons, she has come here, 

leader of days, bearer of offspring. 

Although one, Dawn, you shine in many places. 

Unaging, you cause everything else to age. 

(TS 4.3.11) 

qir q% uiumf: 11 

flier 533 nut 

vmt |qt umq 1 

fit q^qficl 35131 3Tl4fflfT 

Amtell urnum 3^ ||- 

gmjgqq u4ui 

sprig uu urguigm^gg 1 

fig 3*33 

funsr^mug^smifg: 11 

amigsriugsiT untqifi 

Urq guT I 

umuw gum mm 35- 

u^m m spqiulfi ui a 11 

srumu gum 

atm fljgmufqgfq; umg. 1 

u^iuum gum W gm- 

u! gmiuig ui u utK 11 

q-g q-g mm 

uf qmmmumfrsg qa | 

qig fgu: qsrgqru 3>ui: 

uuigumdu sgqmmg 11 

qp?q UU: flqui sqg- 

eqqiu^t ufgum ifiuffi | 

gqmmT mdfi 

uu^qq ufmmi fiutesffi' 11 

ui ityut sm^gg. 

ui figwugu 

ui u: qfimm gsprl- 

Tfugeiu-- uui'u 11 

swtui uuui qqfmqisssul- 

il^qi 1 

uuiuuq% mqmuim 

ifisfcft 3UU3H 33 utsui: II 

qjgm qfui1 Hguquisgr- 

gai fifgm grnufg. 1 

gqq um uf’qfqr 

mm eu g^qlg ulufqg 11 

I 
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The Fifth Layer 

Departed are those mortals who beheld 

an earlier dawn of morning. 
Now dawn has become visible to us. 

They come who shall behold her in days to come. 
(TS 1.4.33 = RY 1.113.11)1 

If a ‘3 qqquuq^mr 

sa^g?mnqu u?qj'u: t i2 a — 
grunfug g afg^qfsu- 

3T % qfiq U srqftf >1 

The rest is routine. The Space Filler bricks are consecrated in the northern 
direction, as on the second layer, while the yajamana and adhvaryu are 
assisted by the brahman and pratiprasthata. First comes brick no. 80, and 
last brick no. 200 in Figure 38. The Piled-Together (samcita) oblation is 
addressed to “Agni, strong” (TS 5.5.9.Id; cf. above, pages 445, 459, 464). 

The bricks for the fifth layer are put in place. All return to the Old 
Hall for the evening ceremonies. The seventh ritual day ends. 

Eighth Day: April 20, 1975 
episode 17 

The Fifth Layer 

The fifth layer is similar to the first and third layers. There are 205 
bricks instead of 200, but 10 of these are half of the ordinary thickness, nos. 
85-94. There are only five Space-Filler bricks, nos. 198-202. All others are 
consecrated in a particular order. The order and shape of the bricks are given 
in Figure 39. Their names are provided in Table 12. 

After the usual ceremonies, the Share brick, no. 1, is consecrated with: 

Agni, we consider a song of praise! arh: ?4iu umuk 1 
(RV 5.13.2 in TS 5.5.6.1e) 

The first two Shoulder bricks, nos. 2-3, are consecrated with: 

You are Tapa and Tapasya, 

months of the cool season! 
(TS 4.4.11. If) 

While the udgata starts his Way songs, the adhvaryu adds an avaka plant 
with the usual mantra. The five remaining Shoulder bricks, nos. 4-8, are 

consecrated with: 

The self-resplendent upheld the light! —^ 11 
(TS 4.2.9.4p3) 

1 Baudhayana Srauta Sutra (10.42:41.6) mentions fifteen Dawn bricks, consecrated with 

TS 4.3.11: three for each direction and three in the center. Here there are four bricks in 

the center (nos. 64-67), and so one mantra has been added. It occurs in the Yagambhasa 

of both the Cerumukku and Taikkatu traditions. A century ago, Bal Gangadhar Tilak, 

leader of Hindu nationalism, made use of this verse in arguing that the Vedas had 

originated in the arctic region. 

plate 75A 

PLATE 76 
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PLATE 75A 

Brahman Consecrating Brick 

“Fill the space! Fill the hold! 
Auspicious may you sit down! 
Indra, Agni, and Brhaspati 
have placed you in this womb.” 

(TS 4.2.4.4n) 

The brahman and pratiprasthata assist the yajamana and adhvaryu 
in consecrating the Space-Filler bricks. Each is consecrated with 
the Space-Filler mantra Fill the Space, with With That God, and 
with Pouring Milk. The plate shows the brahman consecrating the 
easternmost brick of the southern wing on the fourth layer. 

PLATE 75B 

The Woman Without Ears 

The last brick of the fifth layer, no. 205, is called vikarni, “without 
ears.” The word ends in the long “z” which is a feminine ending 
(probably because the word istaka, “brick,” is feminine). It has a 
picture in white paste of a woman without ears on it. 
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PLATE 76 

Touching the Horse 

As he does with respect to all layers of the altar, the adhvaryu 
touches the light horse before ascending the fifth layer. This will be 
followed by the consecration of the bricks. Round the bird-shaped 
altar there are piles of broken bricks, which are used as stepping 
stones. 
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NAMES OF BRICKS IN THE FIFTH LAYER 

Number Name of Bricks Number of Bricks 

1 Vibhakti, “Share” 1 

2-3 Skandhya, “Shoulder” 7 
9-13 Asapatna, “Unrivaled” 5 

14-53 Viraj, “Sovereign” 40 
54-84 Stomabhaga, “Chant Sharing” 31 
85-89* Nakasat, “Sitting in the Sky” 5 
90-94* Coda, “Protuberance” 5 

95-123 Chandas, “Meter” 29 

124-130 Krttika, “Pleiads” 7 
131-135 Vrstisani, “Rain Bringing” 5 
136-143 Aditya 8 

144-148 Ghrta, “Clarified Butter” 5 

149-153 Yasoda, “Glory Giver” 5 

154-158 Bhuyaskrt, “Augmenting” 5 

159-163 Apsusad, “Sitting in Waters” 5 

164-168 Dravinoda, “Wealth Giver” 5 

169-175* Ayusya, “Life Giver” 7 
176-180 Rtunama, “Season’s Name” 

[118 pebbles: see Table 13] 
5 

181-185 Sasthi citi, “Sixth Layer” 5 

186-190 Mukham, “Face” 5 

191-195 Angam, “Limb” 5 

196 Prajapatya, “For Prajapati” 1 

197 Rsabha, “Bull” 1 

198-202 Lokamprna, “Space Filler” 5 

203 Mandala, “Circle” 1 

204 Retahsic, “Seed Discharging” 1 

205 Vikarni, “Without Ears” 1 

200 

* The Nakasat and Coda are twenty half-bricks equal to ten whole bricks. 
* 175 is called Pancajanya 

TABLE 12 

Let Prajapati place you, who are full of light, 
on the ridge of the sky, 
for every expiration and inspiration. 
Support all light. 

hr?: sqtfetarcft 

Figure 39—Order of Bricks in the Fifth Layer 
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The supreme lord is your master! 
(TS 4.4.6.1 c) 

For prosperity of wealth, ^ 
for preeminence among your fellows, 
I join you in bonds of fellowship with me! -- 1 

(TS 4.4.5.1a8; cf. 424, 454, 463, 466) ? 

You are the air; you to the air! 
(TS 4.4.6.2h) 

Trust 11 

93 3T3T3 

H3I 9IT 55^11 33T u'uf^FT II 

^aR8jRWcTR$rra c3i 

Then five Unrivaled (asapatna) bricks, nos. 9-13, are consecrated with: 

a. Agni, drive away our enemies who are born, 
and also those who are unborn, you all-knower. 
Shine among us with kindness and without anger. 
In your protection may I be threefold protected 

and victorious. 
b. Agni, drive away with force our enemies who are 

born, 
and also those who are unborn, you all-knower. 
Favor us with kindness, 

3Tif V 35T 3: H3tfTT3. 

3r35TmT3fT335t 33*1 I 

3TUT cirfefl H*Rr 3*559 

33 95* hr? 11 

H5HT 3T3I9 sr “fcl 3: 

3?33t3r$n335V 359 I 
3UR sit 3ft grrcsmbft 

may we enjoy your protection; drive away our 33k ^ 1J&T ^ H'R'tKh 
enemies. 

You are the forty-four-fold chant, radiance, 33«r?3lft,S5T: 3tgr I c. You are the forty-four-fold chant, radiance, 
wealth. 

d. You are the sixteenfold chant, force, wealth. 
e. You are the mud of earth, called Apsas! 

(TS 4.3.12. la-e) 

vfiptr: ?jim 3ph 31339 I 

sRrt: gfiWjRHT Hifi 1 

Then forty Sovereign (viraj) bricks, nos. 14-53, are consecrated with: 

.A_A__ 1 You are the course meter; the space meter; 
the health-bringing meter; the overpowering meter; 
the covering meter; the mind meter; 
the expanse meter; the river meter; 
the sea meter; the water meter; 
the uniting meter; the separating meter; 
the brhat meter; the rathantara meter; 
the collecting meter; the parting meter; 
the voices meter; the radiant meter; 
the sastubh meter; the anustubh meter; 
the kakubh meter; the trikakubh meter; 
the poetic meter; the water meter; 
the padapankti meter, the aksarapankti meter; 

I 9R93353: I 
3TT^g?^: | 3333^: I 

33333:3: | I 
HU a, I | 

| T33's3*5^ l 
3 5533^: | H-RcR 55^: | 
S: - 

f*fcET333^: I | 
| I 

I 3^5 39T: I 

3J^3»3: I 1 

3>H3 55^: I 3J|3 | 

the vistarapankti meter; the razor-with-strop meter; 
the enveloping meter; the side meter; 
the course meter; the space meter; 
the strength meter; the maker-of-strength meter; 

| srft 953R 1 

| | 

5533?^: | 3H33g?3: | 

3333*5:1 33^3*^: 1 

The Fifth Layer 

the expansive meter; the conflict meter; 
the covering meter; the difficult-of-access meter; 
the slow meter; the ankanka meter. 

(TS 4.3.12.2-3f) 

During the consecration of the Sovereign bricks, the Udgata chants: 

1531*5 353: I f3<3SQ33^: I 
3333*^: I fftfOT | 

3*5 3*5: I 3f If ?M' I 

indro visvasya rajati / ho yi la 
(“Indra rules over the universe”) 

(GG 47.10.1; no source in the Rgveda) 

indro ho yi vayisva / sya rajati ho va / ho yi la / 
(GG 47.10.2) 

piba somam indra mandatu tva yante susava hariya sva drift / 
soturbyahubhiyam suyata au ho va e narva / 

(GG 44.8.1, based upon RV 7.22.1) 

havu piba somam indra mandatu tva datii tva yante susava harya 

sva dri sva drift / soturbyahubhyam suyatas suyato narva au ho 

va I i I/ 
(GG 44.8.2, based upon the same rk). 

The 31 Chant-Sharing (stomabhaga) 

with: 

a. You are the reign, you for rule, 
animate the rule! 
You are progress, you for dharma, 
animate dharma! 
You are accompaniment, you for sky, 
animate the sky! 
You are union, you for air, 
animate the air! 
You restraint, you for earth, 
animate the earth! 
You are support, you for rain, 
animate the rain! 
You are forward breeze, you for day, 
animate the day! 

b. You are return breeze, you for night, 
animate the night! 
You clever, you for the Vasus, 
animate the Vasus! 
You are intelligent, you for the Rudras, 
animate the Rudras! 
You are brilliant, you for the Adityas, 
animate the Adityas! 

bricks, nos. 54-84, are consecrated 
WIHH 8?3I3 ?3I 

$13 fa*3 | 
vn! r, _tl 
JtmiH 3HI3 c3T 

VTFT fa*3 I 

srRhradn T59 

f?3 I 

gf?vR^UR$U3 HU- 
sHtnaj fa*3 1 

3RR3 *3T 

HT*3 | 

fasWTTSTH 183 r3T 
ffsr f3?3 | 
STTSF# *3T- 

■S^T%*3 II 

3T33TS% ?3T 

Hl^r fil?3 I 

39%?3 | 

55*3**31 

331^*3 | 

55t Rrf * 3IE(r3 *4*c3T- 
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You are strength, you for the ancestors, 
animate the ancestors! 
You are the thread, you for offspring, 
animate offspring! 
You are victorious in battle, 
you for cattle, 
animate cattle! 

c. You are wealthy, you for plants, 
animate plants! 
You are victorious with ready stones, 
you for Indra, 
animate Indra! 
You are the master, you for expiration, 
animate expiration! 
You are the restrainer, you for inspiration, 
animate inspiration! 
You are the creeper, you for eye, 
animate eye! 
You are strengthening, you for ear, 
animate ear! 
You are threefold. 

d. You go forward, 
you go together, 
you go round; 
you climb, you descend, 
you go ahead, you go behind. 

e. You are rich, 
you are beautiful, 
you are prosperous! 

(TS 4.4.1) 

rsl 
1 

1 

qtrmqri.H qsrwNc^i 

1 

I 

c=r- 
fspq | 

gm iiif=r | 

?qr- 

sqpr ht?=t 1 

H^HqrsTfr =qgq m 

1 
qqmr afi% ?qr 

sffir i firfqffi- I 

I | 1 

g^frti’s^r | 5ifrirs% t 
qftl&fir 1' 1 

qg^rsfir 1 

qqfaqfir 1 

1 

The next ten bricks are half as thick as all the others. They have already been 
put in place, like all the other bricks, and are covered with a piece of un¬ 
washed cloth. Since the lower bricks have to be consecrated first, the cloth 
and upper brick are removed each time before the lower brick is consecrated. 
The five lower bricks, Sitting in the Sky (nakasat), nos. 85-89, are conse¬ 
crated with: 

(85) a. You are queen, the eastern quarter. 
The Vasu deities are your masters. 
Agni stops missiles from you. 
May the threefold chant support you on earth, 
May the Ajya hymn establish you in firm¬ 

ness, 
the Rathantara song be your support. 

(TS 4.4.2.1a) 

wrt 

gqr srFiqgqr- 

fqfr qRgqr-; 
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immediately followed by: 

f. For the air may the seers, firstborn among 
the gods, 

extend you according to the measure and 
breadth of the sky, 

as well as this one who is disposer and master 
here. 

Let all of them together establish you and 
the Patron 

on the ridge of heaven’s vault, in the world 
of light. 

(0 

(86) b. You are sovereign, the southern quarter. 
The Rudra deities are your masters; 
Indra stops missiles from you. 
May the fifteenfold chant support you on 
earth, 
may the praiiga hymn establish you in 

firmness, 
the brhat song be your support. 

(b) 
followed by (f) 

(87) c. You are the sovereign, the western quarter. 
The Aditya deities are your masters; 
Soma stops missiles from you. 
May the seventeenfold chant support you 

on earth, 
the marutvatiya hymn establish you in 

firmness, 
the vairupa song be your support. 

(c) 
followed by (f) 

(88) d. You are the self-ruling, the northern quarter. 
The All-gods are your masters; 
Varuna stops missiles from you. 
May the twenty-one-fold chant support you 

on earth, 
the niskevalya uktha establish you in firm¬ 

ness, 
the vairaja song be your support. 

(d) 
followed by (f) 

(89) e. You are the lady paramount, the great 
quarter. 

The Marut deities are your masters; 
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‘ snwsrt ^ 

f|qt stag* 

% rsrj fifqqpU 

qg 

=q ji 

fqqrifir qfo'm f^n 
|qi srfqqqq 

tmqt sffhw 

q*rq?t?cqt #4: stag 

S3 

HStrefir fir- 

qrf|rqi?q |qr Sffqqqq: 

—* 

tfpi'K htjt qfqfg^- 

srfiiqrfqfH ifdf 

3^# Iqi sTtqqqqt 
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Brhaspati stops missiles from you. 

May the twenty-seven-fold and the thirty- 

three-fold chants support you on earth; 

the vaisvadeva and the agnimaruta hymns 

establish you in firmness, 

the sakvara and raivata songs be your support. 

(e) 
followed by (f). 

’firm 

Rnffl 

The next five, Protuberance (coda) bricks, nos. 90-94, of half thickness, are 
placed on top of the preceding five, as follows: 

90 91 94 92 93 
85 86 87 88 89 

They are covered with a piece of cloth and consecrated: 

(90) a. This one in front has tawny hair and the 

sun’s rays. 

The leaders of his host and bands are 

Rathagrtsa and Rathaujas, 

and Punjikasthala and Krtasthala are his 

nymphs, 

his missile is wizards, his weapon the 

Raksases. 

(TS 4.4.3.1a) 

SRlfimiftiql 

rhrht g4t 

sffRT: 

followed by: 

f. Homage to them; may they be gracious 

to us. 

Him whom we hate and who hates us I 

place in your jaws. 

(f) 
(91) b. This one on the right is all-worker. 

The leaders of his host and bands are 

Rathasvana and Rathecitra, 

and Menaka and Sahajanya are his nymphs. 

his missile is biting beasts, his weapon 

death of men. 

(b) 
followed by (f). 

(92) d. This one on the left is collecting riches. 

The leaders of his host and bands are Senajit 

Susena, 

and Visvaci and Ghrtaci are his nymphs, 

his missile is the waters, his weapon wind. 

(d sic!) 

followed by (f). 

UVqV m R3?rft 

fi 4t ^vnfir 11 

fir’dpgr 

R5ifimTR,mlT 

rrtt 4 rirhrt 

4)4441 5R: sr^Rf: 

tTRgRRR R5fR- 

mRt R3f44 r4rW — 
RFTIRTJnRl'U 

r ycu4r ^frirt- 

Riqr ffir- ' 

4m: srlrn: 
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(93) e. This one above is bringing riches. 

The leaders of his host and bands Tarksya 

and Aristanemi, 

and Urvasi and Parvacitti are his nymphs, 

his missile is lightning, his weapon thunder, 

(e) 
followed by (f). 

trri uTsgsrTRgmrrsr 

r qmRtRsrpR^RT 
■o £n — 

^%Rr- 

srs'fcT: 

(94) c. This one behind is all-extending. 

The leaders of his host and bands are 

Ratheprota and Asamaratha, 

and PramlocantI and AnumlocantI are his 

nymphs, 

his missile is the serpents, his weapon 

tigers. 

(c) 
followed by (f). 

®r4 

RRI RhrmRTR^RW 

RmfiraTRiqr 

.—. o ■—■ 

. hi) %m- 

^rhn: sts't%:- 

Each time one of the Protuberance bricks is consecrated, Cherumukku 
Vaidikan pours a little water from a kindi jar into the yajamana’s hand. This 
is followed by the consecration of 29 Meter (chandas) bricks, nos. 95-123, 
as follows: 

gayatri (nos. 95-97, in the east): 

a. Agni is the head and peak of heaven, 

this one is lord of the earth. 

Tsm: 555 
tm: RRRRT anm 1 
3rrr fsi^rfu 11 

He animates the seeds of the waters. Rimh g^RF?^- 

b. Agni, from the lotus 44r i 

Atharvan kindled you. jr'mr n 
From the head of every priest, 

c. This Agni is lord of booty 

A thousandfold, a hundredfold; 

The sage is the head of riches 

apmfir: RffRnfr 

rrt 541 lifiiuR 11 

tristubh (nos. 98-100, in the south): 

d. You are leader of the rite and the firmament, 

where you resort with your friendly steeds. 

You place your head in the sky, gaining light, 

you make your tongue convey the oblations, Agni. 

e. Agni awakened by men’s kindling stick 

meets Dawn that approaches like a cow. 

Like young birds stretching towards the branch, 

his rays rise towards the vault of heaven. 

f. For the worthy sage we have raised 

our voice of praise, to the strong bull. 

Gavisthira has paid homage to Agni, 

like the broad golden disk in heaven. 

g4r gsjRT jmt 

rrt1551%: r4r mqiRT: 1 

j|f4 rrHi 55-ir 

TRfmfr Rfh 11 

RWRT RTRIRT 

srfu l 

HI1 
sr 5154: lRR5 'll 

RRTRTR 52m hvqk 

Fi4'r f 55m ivum 1 

nmgh hrri r-iftRRUt 

I?4t4 11 
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jagatl (nos. 101-103, in the west): 

g. Guardian of the people, vigilant, 

clever, Agni was born for new prosperity. 

Face touched with butter, he shines bright 

with great sky-touching flame, for all the Bhara- 

tas. 

h. The Angirases found you in a secret place, 

Agni, resting in every wood. 

So are you born, kindled unto great force. 

They call you “Son of Strength,” O Angiras. 

i. On the triple altar men have kindled Agni, 

banner of the ritual, first domestic priest. 

Let him sit on the sacred grass with Indra and the 

gods 

as a skilful hota for the ritual. 

-rr nrtt sterns srprhfa- 

*fh: psj: gratmt 353% 1 
I§nr crnrim 

3315 3tfa 3*3*3: srni: a 

*3r4a W t|3- 

3333 1 

*T 3133 g«3atg: g?3' 

*3raig: a 

gsrfa TO TTtr^tr- 

nia 3*fam*3 l 

3*3^ *r grffa 

tftefa tffai 33313 11 

anustubh (nos. 104-106, in the north): 

k. You of resplendent fame 

the people invoke in their homes, 

you with flaming hair, dear to many, 

Agni, to carry the oblations. 

l. Friends, together give to Agni 

food and praise, 

to the highest among people, 

the powerful son of strength. 

m. You deprive, bull Agni, all treasures 

from the stranger. 

You are kindled at the altar, 

therefore bring us the treasures. 

brhatl (nos. 107-109, in the center): 

n. With this homage I invite 

Agni, son of strength, 

dear and efficient ritualist, 

everyone’s immortal messenger! 

o. Let him harness his red horses 

giving all the goods; let him run 

when libations are properly poured. 

This ritual with its brahman and rites 

belongs to the Vasus. The divine reward 

is for men! 

p. His flame went up 

when the libation was poured; 

a pillar of ruddy smoke touches heaven; 

people kindle Agni together. 

c.3T 13333*33 

ifafa fa§j 3R33: j 

5T fSqR fa^fall 

trafa: A 3: 3¥31§- 

Rtete *3TH 3T?fa | 

RifagiR %*fi3i- 

33f 3fa 33*3% II — 
^gfasfah 33- 

33 an 1 

1^23 *tr*r«3g; 

*r nr 11 

g3T nr gfa nnnr- 

4r nTr'nm 33 1 

fan *3*5* 

fan^r fggwffg 11 

*r nrnh aren't fannrnnr 

*r 3333 nrifn: 1 

33ur 3^:. nnnt n^nt 

nnr 331313 i 

nnnt grinrssn- 

IT^in^r 1 

.nnnrnr nrnrnf fafa^sr: 

nnfam^nn 3te 11 
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usnih (nos. 110-112, in the center): 

q. Agni who owns the prices: cows, 

youthful son of strength, 

give us wide fame, Jatavedas! 

r. Kindled, bright, sage Agni, 

worthy to be invoked with chant, 

shine riches for us 

with your many faces! 

s. Agni, king of night, 

and again when dawn appears, 

you with your sharp teeth 

burn the demons! 

pankti (nos. 113-115, in the south): 

arh maten nmn 

t*iTfa: n^nt nd 

srrh nfa ninnfr nrg nn: ll 

5 ^nrnr n^^fa- 

rfafrt^nr frt I 

*35*b4 ll 

gnrrtarjn rnnr- 
sh nrntrnfan: 1 

*r 

*8?4i m srfa 11 

t. May we kindle you, Agni, 

radiant unaging god, 

so that this admirable kindling stick 

may light up the sky. 

Bring food to the chanters! 

u. For you, Agni, lord of light, 

the offering is offered with verse, 

wonderworker of the tribe, 

oblation bearer. 

Bring food to the chanters! 

v. Luminous one, mix in your mouth 

two ladles full of butter, 

and fill them to the brim for us. 

For our hymns, lord of strength, 

bring food to the chanters! 

aksarapankti (nos. 116-119, in the west): 

w. Today, Agni, may we prepare you an offering, 

with our praises and invocations, 

like a horse, like an auspicious resolve 

that touches the heart. 

x. For you have become, Agni, 

leader of resolve that is auspicious, 

skillful and true, 

leader of exalted order. 

y. Singing today with these songs 

we wish to honor you, Agni. 

Your might thunders 

like that of the sky. 

z. Because of our songs, 

turn to our side. 

37 is 3TJ? 

35; *31 3 gfor 

filter 3(3 

*513*3 4* 11 

an 3 stjt 3*3i ffa: 

5T3>*4 53t(33*33 I 
*-J> 

jgstefT 3*3 fasfag 

3551511 3*43. .533 

33^^13*5 «n 4* 11 

5% fRr 

33'r sfWta whr 1 

3 33 3351 

33^3 5tT3*T*qg 

53^ *5t3*5 «ri ll 

ara 33313 3 

3:3 3 53^- I 

3 artf: II 

argT 

'43*3 ^4*3 HT'-h: I 

**ffa|3*4 I33T 334 II 

rs Vl _rs r^v* 

giwe 33 3_w- 

:rte(?3tsa 3T^tR I 

3 *f faRt 3 *333%t 5T^T: II 

r-s f 1 
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Like sunlight, Agni, 
be kind with all your faces! 

aticchandas (no. 120, in the north):1 

aa. I regard Agni as hota, generous donor, 
son of strength, all-knower, 
like an inspired sage, 

bb. The god accomplished at rites, 
his lofty body rising to the gods, 
who follows the radiance of bright-flaming but¬ 

ter, 
of the fat that has been poured out. 

dvipada (nos. 121-123, at the center): 

cc. Agni, be our intimate friend, 
friendly protector who offers defense, 

dd. Burning and shining, we ask you for favor, 
now for our friends, 

ee. Good Agni is of bright fame. 
Come, most brilliant, and grant wishes. 

(TS 4.4.4) 

?rr apfrs; gmr 1 

srh gmu 3T#lr%: 11 

gfiKifprtt rrgr wm 

waf: gg'K n§dt 1 

f%g vi n 

§31 I 

3^3 fstSTITSTTg g5R^rn%,T 

snifbrw nrW: it 

3TU m 31 I 

33 grar 11 

d mi dim® ! 

^4 mutinf srram: 11 

jutiut 31: 11 

The seven Pleiads (krttika) bricks, nos. 124-130, are consecrated with: 

Your name is Amba—with Prajapati, 
with every recitation, 
I place you! 

(TS 4.4.5.1b) 

VTRTTW 

JHn'rfcRr mr 

followed by six more mantras produced by replacing “Amba” in the above 
by what must have been the earliest names of the Pleiads: Dula, Nitatni, 
AbhrayantI, Meghayanti, VarsayantI, and Cupunika, respectively. 

The five Rain Bringers (vrstisani), nos. 131-135, are consecrated with: 

You win the east wind, 
you win rain, 
you win lightning, 
you win thunder, 
you win rain! 

(TS 4.4.6.Id) 

As in the second layer (page 455), each of these Rain-Bringing bricks is 
lifted out of the layer where it had already been placed and carried by two 

1 According to Keith, the division in Weber’s text into aa and bb is unnecessary (this 
mantra being RV 1.127.1); thus the 29 bricks are consecrated by 29, not 30, mantras. 
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srsmufcfh 1 

3 fgrrnkfh 1 

helpers clockwise around the altar, the adhvaryu touching it, before it is con- plate 77 

secrated. 
The eight Aditya bricks, representing the sun and other celestial deities, 

nos. 136-143, are consecrated with: 

You for the ocean, 
you for water, 
you for liquid, 
you for impulse, 
you for the wise, 
you for the radiant, 
you for the sky light, 
you for the Adityas! 

mi 1 

*r<mW c3T 1 

1 

Ww mi I 

sra^ih mi | 
mi 1 

t|^3T 1 

(TS 4.4.6.2i) l 

On each of the five Clarified-Butter (ghrta) bricks, nos. 144-148, some 
clarified butter is put, and they are consecrated with: 

You for the verse, ^ 1 

you for radiance, l 
you for shine, gBr mi 1 

you for blaze, ^ \ 

you for light! sAGfe m 
(TS 4.4.6.2k) 

Like the Rain-Bringing bricks, these Butter bricks too are carried around 
the altar before they are consecrated. 

The five Glory-Giver (yasoda) bricks, nos. 149-153, are consecrated 
with: 

You, giving glory, I place in glory. ^51 
With this seer, this sacred power, this god, ibrmw 33 sigmi 
in the fashion of Angiras, sit firm! imi m3 11 

(TS 4.4.6.2Z) 

and four more mantras arising from this by replacing “glory” by “brilli¬ 
ance,” “milk,” “radiance,” and “wealth,” respectively. 

The five Augmenting (bhuyaskrt) bricks, nos. 154-158, are consecrated: 

You are augmenting, 
you make space, 
you are eastern, 
you are the zenith, 
you are air sitter, sit in the air! 

(TS 4.4.7.1a) 

I 
3R3*£3Ut 1 

inmfh | 

smisiR 1 

dl3 ii 

Five Sitting-in-Waters (apsusad) bricks, nos. 159-163, with: 
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A Rain-Bringing Brick 

As in the second layer, there are five Rain-Bringing (vrstisani) bricks 
in the fifth layer. One of these is square (pancami: no. 135), one a 
small triangle (pancamyardha: no. 133), and three are large triangles 
(adhyardhardha: nos. 131, 132, and 134). All Rain-Bringing bricks 
receive special treatment: they are lifted out of the layer where they 
had already been placed, and are carried clockwise round the altar 
by helpers before they are put back and consecrated. The adhvaryu 
carries them ritually by touching them while they are being trans¬ 
ported. The plate shows one of the large triangular Rain Bringing 
bricks being carried round the altar. 
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You are sitting on the waters, 
you are sitting on the griffon, 
you are sitting on the vulture, 
you are sitting on the eagle, 
you are sitting on the vault! 

(TS 4.4.7.1b) 

Five Wealth Givers (dravinoda), nos. 164-168, with: 

?5J msTiftr 1 

i|^c5.T 1 

fl^TT ?2I ^fsfot *Tt<?TTftr 1 

(TS 4.4.7. lc) <5! 11 

Seven Life Givers (ayusya), nos. 169-175, with: 

d. Protect my exhalation, 
protect my inhalation, 
protect my cross breathing, 
protect my life, 
protect all my life, 
protect the whole of my life! 

e. Agni, your highest name, your heart, 
come, let us grasp each other, 
be among the five races, Agni! 

(TS 4.4.7.2d-e) 

Brick no. 175, consecrated with the mantra e, is also called the Five Races 
(pancajanya). When about to recite its mantra, the adhvaryu looks at the 
udgata, who intones his Chant of the Five Races: 

bhraja vu vo va (3 x) agnir murddha divah kakutf patih prthivya 
ayaml apam retamsi jayinvatayil bhraja vu vo va (2 x) bhraja vu vo 
ba/ e visvasya jagato jyotib // 

(AG 5.3, partly based upon JA 3.7; cf. RY 8.44.16a; 
cf. Kauthuma-Ranayaniya AG 3.127)1 

Without waiting for the udgata to complete his chants, the adhvaryu conti- 

1 This chant, also called agner vratam “Agni’s will,” occurs five more times in the 
Agnicayana: it is one of the ten chants sung around the completed altar (Episode 
18); it is sung when the pratiprasthata sprinkles curds mixed with honey over the altar 
(Episode 19); it is sung when Agni is transported to the altar (agnipranayana: Episode 
20); and again when Agni and Soma are transported (agnlsomapranayana: Episode 24). 

2pT ?r Tlf| | 

sprnr *r tt% 1 
tt Tift 1 

sn'gif Tiff | 

Til 1 

Tlfit II 
STU h T-K. f^TTT 

■ H'K ifaraf 

In wealth of earth I place you, 
in wealth of air I place you, 
in wealth of sky I place you, 
in wealth of quarters I place you, 
wealth giver I place you in wealth! 

■- vj * 

l 

1 

I 
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nues with the consecration of the five Season’s-Name (rtunama) bricks, nos. 
176-180: 

You are the Yavas, the Ayavas, 
the courses, the helpers, Sabda! 

(TS 4.4.7.2f) 

qiTT srTtTT: | 

T5J *5T: I 

Two pebbles, dipped in clarified butter, are placed in the center and con¬ 
secrated with: 

(You are) ocean, the firm one! mir: 1 
(Remainder of f) 

The five bricks and the two pebbles are each consecrated with With That God 
and Pouring Milk. 

The two pebbles must have been introduced, because there are more 
mantras than bricks.1 This process continues: adhvaryu and yajamana begin 
to consecrate 118 black pebbles that are placed between the bricks, like ce¬ 
ment. These pebbles are called sarkara in Sanskrit and kolipparan, “chicken- 
fish,” in Malayalam (see Episode 10). Later, four naturally perforated peb¬ 
bles will be added. While these pebbles are consecrated by the adhvaryu 
together with the yajamana, the udgata sings his Pebble Songs: 

yo no ha bu / idam idam pura ha bu / pra va pra vasya ya ha yi / 
nina ninaya tam u vo ha bu / stusa yi sakhaya ya ha yi / dramutayayi / 

o yi la / 
(GG 45.2.1) 

yo na idam idam pura / yo na idam idam pura / pra vasya a ninaya 
tam a va stusa yi / (2 X from ninaya) 

sakhaya a yindram uta / ya yi // 
(GG 45.2.2, both based upon RY 8.21.9) 

While these chants continue, the 118 pebbles are consecrated, like bricks, 
each with a mantra and in groups, followed by the required number of re¬ 
citations of With That God and Pouring Milk. The positions of the pebbles, 
between the bricks, is indicated in Figure 40, and will be specified in Table 
14 and in the following text. The naturally perforated pebbles are marked by 
small circles in Figure 40. Their names and number are provided in Table 
13. The pebbles will be consecutively numbered 1* - 118*. 

1 According to Baudhayana Srauta Sotra 10.45:44.12 (Volume II, page 571) there are 
seven Season’s-Name bricks. 
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Figure 40—Position of Pebbles in the Fifth Layer (Compare Figure 39) 

The Fifth Layer 

NAMES OF PEBBLES IN THE FIFTH LAYER 

Number Name of Pebbles Number of Pebbles 

1*—22* Indratanu, “Indra’s Body” 22 

23*-55* Yajnatanu, “Ritual’s Body” 33 

56*-67* Jyotismati, “Luminous” 12 

68*-79* Bhuta, “Being” 12 

80*-84* Ajyani, “Being Uninjured” 5 

85*-88* Rastrabhrt, “Holding the Realm” 4 

89* Paurnamasl, “Full Moon” 1 

90*-103* Naksatra, “Lunar Mansion” 14 

104* Amavasl, “New Moon” 1 

105*—117* Naksatra, “Lunar Mansion” 13 

118* Paurnamasl, “Full Moon” 1 

118 

TABLE 13 

Like the bricks, the pebbles fall into groups, each consisting of four or 
five sets: one set of pebbles is placed in the eastern part of the bird (the head 
and shoulders), one set in the southern wing, one set in the western part (the 
tail and back), one set in the northern wing, and sometimes one or two peb¬ 
bles in the middle. The position of the pebbles is not completely determined, 
but they must occur in the interstices between certain bricks. Table 14 pro¬ 
vides the names of the group, the number of pebbles in each set of the group, 
and the numbers of the bricks, between which they are placed. Within each 
set, the pebble farthest from the center is generally placed first, and each 
subsequent pebble is closer to the center. Figure 40 complements Table 14. 
Of the remaining thirty pebbles, the first paurnamasl pebble is placed at the 
meeting point between bricks nos. 124/125/131/181. The naksatra pebbles 
nos. 90*-103* are placed from east to west along the east-west line joining 
the body and the southern wing (i.e., the line that goes west from the point 
where the first paurnamasl was placed). The amavasl pebble is placed at the 
meeting point of bricks nos. 43/161/156/42/40/38/39/41 (i.e., the center of the 
junction with the tail). The naksatra pebbles nos. 105*-117* are placed from 
west to east along the west-east line joining the body and the northern wing. 
This line ends at the meeting point of bricks nos. 18/57/59/21, where the 
second paurnamasl pebble is placed. 
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POSITION OF PEBBLES BETWEEN BRICKS 

GROUP EAST SOUTH WEST NORTH CENTER 

Indratanu 5 5 5 5 2 
Bricks nos. 58/60 66/113 141/140 80/106 180/185 

Yajnatanu 8 8 8 8 1 
Bricks nos. 56/58 113/117 156/161 79/ 53 195/ 82 

Jyotismat! 3 3 3 3 
Bricks nos. 3/56 177/182 35/7l1 51/78 

Bhuta 3 3 3 3 
Bricks nos. 5/7 139/160 35/712 49/77 

Ajyani 1 1 1 1 1 
Bricks nos. 6/7 138/193 35/193 47/76 173/84 

Rastrabhrt 1 1 1 1 
Bricks nos. 136/137 138/199 188/193 75/76 

1 Eastern end. 
2 Western end. 

TABLE 14 

And now the mantras. The 
22*, are consecrated with: 

Through Agni you conquer all; 
through the sun you are self-ruling; 
through order, lord of strength; 
through the bull, creator; 
through ritual, bountiful; 

twenty-two Indra’s-Body pebbles, nos. 1*- 

'fRRT EWTR I 

I 

I 

gqtag. 1 

gqfi; 1 

through sacrificial fee, celestial; 1 
through rage, slaying enemies; ugm: 1 

through friendship, supporting the body; ^ ^ 
through food, wealth; j - 
through earth, gain; JtytnsNttu 

with verses, eater of food; 1 
by shouting vausat, increase; 1 
by song, protecting the body; srrert qgqi: 1 

by holy power, drinking Soma; I 
with cows, supporting ritual; | 
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with military power, men; 
with horse and chariot, holding the thunderbolt; 
with seasons you are master; 
through the year, enclosing; 
through penance, unassailable; 
together with bodies, the sun! 

(TS 4.4.8) 

'^givr: gg: 1 

VKg,! 1 

nqmstaqe: i 

The thirty-three Ritual’s Body pebbles, nos. 23*-55*, are consecrated with: 

Prajapati, with mind come to Soma; 
the creator in the consecration; 
Savitr in the bearing; 
Pasan in the Soma cow; 
Varuna when tied (in a cloth); 
Asura when being bought; 
Mitra when purchased; 
Sipivista when put in place;1 
enticing men when pulled forward;2 
master when arrived; 
Prajapati when transported; 
Agni at agnldh’s altar; 
Brhaspati when moved from it; 
Indra in the havirdhana Hall; 
Aditi when put down; 
Visnu when taken down; ....... 
Atharvan when sprinkled; 
death when pressed; 
drinking unpurified with cleansed; 
wind when purifying; 
Mitra when mixed with milk; 
Manthins when mixed with grains; 
All-gods when taken out; 
Rudra when offered; 
wind when covered; 
contemplating men when revealed; 
food when it comes; 
famed of the ancestors; 
life when taken; 
river Indus at the final bath; 
ocean when gone; 
water when dipped; 
heaven when brought to completion! 

(TS 4.4.9) 

•£lm frsutan; 1 

grtan 1 

qqi 1 

arg*:. afumta: 1 

fuvr: sRim 1 

fgfqjge srrar'rfcq: 1 

gitaq: firiraM: 1 

srfqqfam'ta: 1 

nta?mta: 1 

sjuRraita 1 J 

ff^qtaqt.utara; staumta: 
■»\l r\ OM , 

frgqta | 
_r\! rs _1 rx 

fq^qrqf^iBioi: 1 

arqqrqta: 1 

•roisffigq: j 

stqfiqT sttaqRta: 1 — Sn~ 
515: qqrrta.-i 

m: 1 

1 — 
Al »\ . rJ 
qgqq S5TRC I 

5? i 

! 

gqgn 1 

w<$ srtam | 

fqg'nf 1 

| 

•qnfrsqnq: \ 

irtaar: 1 
- S3 

UcT: | 

PLATE 78 

1 On the yajamana’s thighs. 
2 In the Soma cart. 
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PLATE 78A-B 

Consecration of Pebbles 

On the fifth layer, one hundred and eighteen pebbles (called Sarkara) 
are placed in the interstices between the bricks. They are conse¬ 
crated by yajamana and adhvaryu with three mantras each, just 
like the bricks. At the same time the udgata chants his Pebble Songs. 
On the plate, some of the Ritual’s Body (yajnatanu) pebbles are 
being consecrated. As can be seen from the white dots, most of 
the surrounding bricks have already been fully consecrated, though 
others (e.g., nos. 184 and 200) have not. This is as it should be, for 
all pebbles are inserted between the consecration of bricks nos. 
180 and 181. Comparison of the plate with Figure 40 shows that 
some pebbles have been misplaced. 
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The twelve Luminous pebbles, nos. 56*-67*, are consecrated with: 

I place you, luminous; 
I place you who makes light; 
I place you who finds light; 
I place you who shines; 
I place you who burns; 
I place you who flashes; 
I place you who flames; 
I place you who is blazing; 
I place you who is immortal; 
I place you who has great light; 
I place you who awakens; 
I place you who is awake! 

# 'UT UT^uifu | 

rut unpnfir t 

srrenfr ?ur utmnftr 1 

“c|c^**rtT rut ur^urfu 1 

tut 1 

Tfn4nMT tut 1 

fWuntT cur unpnfu 1 

stuht rut 1 
3P?un%q r^\ ui^urfu 1 

fpuhui ?ut HEpniu 1 

(TS 1.4.34) ?ur utmnm 1 

The twelve Being pebbles, nos. 

To earth—svaha; 
to air—svaha; 
to sky—svaha; 
to sun—svaha; 
to moon—svaha; 
to lunar mansions—svaha; 
to water—svaha; 
to plants—svaha; 
to trees—svaha; 
to moving and unmoving creatures- 
to swimming creatures—svaha; 
to creeping creatures—svaha! 

68*-79*, are consecrated with: 

qfipu ’and 1 

3F=cIrW FUfTr | 

utnrr | 

*j*i% utrm | 

HtT|i l 

usjmu: 1 

ST^'T: HtlfT 1 

srWtfteq: utnrr 1 

■svaha; mtunur-q: ’UT?i 1 

mrmruq;: Ht^lr 1 

afr<dara: un?) 1 

(TS 1.8.13.3i) uuum'u: ^371 

The five Being Uninjured pebbles, nos. 80*-84*, are consecrated with: 

d. To him with a hundred weapons, a hundred ammasfmmams 1 

powers, 
a hundred aids, who conquers hostility, 
overcoming a hundred autumns 
Indra shall lead us over all obstacles! 

ara at a: amft stufuj- 

fmip aaafir faar 11 

a ataid aaai aaaiat 

e. The four paths going to the gods, sUtRT srraiiraa) raai^a | 
stretching between earth and sky, 
may all gods lead us here to that 
which is uninjured (ajyani), unconquered! 

f. Summer, winter, spring for us, 
autumn, rains be good for us; 
may we enjoy favor and protection 

aar at asarfanmfamafria 
, _ ^1 __ /’nI 
mu at aai: arr aaf aa 11 

spat sa-a aa at mpm 

wat: gfaa at aaj 1 

aalaaat-t; ■4 £s — 
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of these seasons through a hundred autumns! 
g. To the Idu year, the full year, 

the year pay great respect; 
worthy of ritual, with benevolence, 
may they protect us from failure and death. 

h. Better than the best have the gods collected, 
with your help may we gain access to you; 
miraculous drop, enter us; 
be good to our children and offspring! 

(TS 5.7.2.3d-4h) 

iaaia paia^St *aia 11 

I aacamlr qffmmrq 

ummui f'gar |ptu: 1 

am aaar a%aiar 

suthurm a^ai: atm n 

atpa: aa: aaas %j- 

aaarsaaa aaataik ran 

a ai •aai’j: fam at faara 

a aratta a^a Hthr: 11 

The four Holdings of the Realm, nos. 85*-88*, are consecrated with: 

Glorious Agni lead him to glory, 
bring fame here that belongs to Indra; 
let him be head, chief, resplendent, 
most famous among his equals! 
Seers who found celestial light, 
seeing happily, underwent penance and consecra¬ 

tion; 
power, force, and strength were born, 
may the gods together accord that to us! 
Creator, disposer, highest witness, 
Prajapati, supreme being, sovereign; 
my chants, meters, rules are calling, 
to secure him supremacy! 
Turn to me, come to me, 
let him be your ruler, your master; 
you depend on his discrimination, 
from now on all of you follow him! 

(TS 5.7.4.3e) 

sra1 uufHtu ’mhrrfiqh- 

^UmHqfucflfufTSS U? 1 

uu uur mum uuur: 
— 1 — ;o 

HmHTUTg5UJ#fit arrFjf || 

^q huh* 
<tq} fianum?: §31^3: | 

uu: gu upuPbsr mu 

kur atper u umer 11 — —   VO 

htui mulct mu 

mnqfit: mu£t Rrtut i 

ruTmsmuiYfh fufuur u sti^- 

nsufir u uuiu 11 

<m-UTuu«3gq utt uru- 

Htunsmqftm uht | 
— - VO 

®rut Iusjhuu m. f um- 

%u qsrrmj uu 11 

The First Full Moon pebble, no. 89*, is consecrated with: 

Full behind and full in front, 
In the middle full moon is victorious; 
May the gods, dwelling together in her, 
rejoice here in the highest vault of heaven! 

(TS 3.5.1.1a) 

quit q«nuu qmf qmur- 
Cs. — ■o £s ^2 —— 

qMunft HTHIU I 

mui tut 3t Rt fimhct 

uurr mi uiumctnF 11 

immediately followed by With That God and Pouring Milk. The Lunar Man¬ 
sions, nos. 90*-103*, are consecrated with fourteen mantras, each mantra 
followed by: 

You are rays of Agni, ^ ^ 
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of Prajapati, srernfo.: 
of the creator, 
of Soma; ’q.w 
You for verse, 1 

you for radiance, . 1 
you for shine, 

«. 1 
you for blaze. VS 

you for light! ■ffir rqi: 
(TS 4.4.10.1a, second half) 

The fourteen mantras are: 

Krttika lunar mansion, Agni deity; 
Rohini lunar mansion, Prajapati deity; 
Mrgasirsa lunar mansion, Soma deity; 
Ardra lunar mansion, Rudra deity; 
Punarvasus lunar mansion, Aditi deity; 
Tisya lunar mansion, Brhaspati deity; 
Asresas lunar mansion, snakes deity; 
Maghas lunar mansion, ancestors deity; 
Phalgunis lunar mansion, Aryaman deity; 
Phalgunls lunar mansion, Bhaga deity; 
Hasta lunar mansion, Savitr deity; 
Citra lunar mansion, Indra deity; 
Svatl lunar mansion, Vayu deity; 
Visakhas lunar mansion, Indra-Agni deity! 

(TS 4.4.10.1a and b, first half) 

flffoft ^4% wqfalNrm 

1 0 1 • rO rs vr  i 

jrstt ^44 fq^rfr 

qjsji'fr *4t ^ 
^4^,% trfam §W 

|srai 

The New Moon pebble, no. 104*, is consecrated with: 

The share that the gods, dwelling together, 
have magnanimously given you, new moon, 
with that fill our ritual, bountiful one 
Grant us a wealth of heroes, you fortunate one! 

(TS 3.5.1.1b) 

^ 4 |*n 

m 4{ fqfefit 
gw ^ftigii 

The remaining thirteen Lunar Mansions, nos. 105*-117*, are consecrated 
with: 

wwi ^44 jwt 

Anuradha lunar mansion, Mitra deity; wrr 
Rohini lunar mansion, Indra deity; 
Vicrts lunar mansion, ancestors deity; 
Asadhas lunar mansion, water deity; 
Asadhas lunar mansion, All-gods deity; 
Srona lunar mansion, Visnu deity; 
Sravistha lunar mansion, Vasus deity; 

fiNlr ^44 T57R1 

5551^ 444 fa& |Nt |gd’ 
safar ^44 

stfggT ^\44 |*rar 
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Satabhisaj lunar mansion, Indra deity; 
Prosthapadas lunar mansion, one-foot-goat deity; 
Prosthapadas lunar mansion, serpent-of-the-deep 

deity; 
Revati lunar mansion, Pusan deity; 
Asvayujs lunar mansion, Asvins deity; 
Apabharanis lunar mansion, death deity! 

(TS 4.4.10.1b, second half) 

sfiiq^r |*rar 

•rw JtaTq <jqT 

snaqlt |erar 

5m wit 

Again, each of these mantras is followed by TS 4.4.10.1a2. Finally, the Se¬ 
cond-Full Moon pebble, no. 118*, is consecrated with TS 3.5.1.1a, like the 
first, and With That God and Pouring Milk are recited for 90*—118*. 

The operation with the pebbles is now over, and adhvaryu and yajamana 
resume the consecration of bricks. Since the next group of bricks is called 
Sixth layer, the ceremonies customarily performed between layers take place. 
The adhvaryu touches the dark horse and spreads loose earth over the layer 
(excluding twenty-five bricks that remain to be consecrated), reciting TS 1.5. 
11.1 d, followed by With That God and Pouring Milk. Then the five Sixth- 
Layer (sasthl citi) bricks, nos. 181-185, are consecrated with: 

h. You are uniter and foreteller 
of Agni, Soma, and Surya. 

i. You are terrible, fearful 
of ancestors, death, and Indra. 

k. You are the firm quarter, earth 
of god Savitr, Maruts, and Varuna. 

l. You are support and foundation 
of Mitra-Varuna, Mitra, and Dhatr. 

m. You are eastern and western 
of Vasus, Rudras, and Adityas! 

(TS 4.4.11.2h-m) 

gwr sr^raijaT- 

it: ’firreq gfcq 

wr 4 ^ 

fq|ni 

gqi 4 4 

*Tfctr£NaT WIST 

Hig: 

Ki=qr ^ 5 

Each of these mantras is followed by: 

They are your masters, homage to them, 
May they be kind to us! 
He whom we hate and who hates us, 
I place him in your jaws! 

(TS 4.4.11.3n) 

?r %sfqqw^'4-qt sw- 

4i JPWcT C. 
?r 4 4[ Yfs 

fi ft 3TW ^qifu 11 

The Mouth, Limb, Prajapati, Bull, and Space-Filler bricks are all consecrated 
in the usual manner. The Space Fillers, nos. 198-202, are consecrated in the 
eastern direction, as on the first and third layers, the first and last fixed 
while the udgata sings his Space-Filler chants. 

Next come the ceremonies with the naturally perforated pebbles, indi¬ 
cated by small circles in Figure 40. The adhvaryu sweeps the altar with 
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palasa leaves, takes four svayamatrnna pebbles, mounts the altar, and puts 
one pebble in each of the interstices between bricks at the center of the four 
sides of the square body (atma) of the bird. The first pebble is put where 
bricks nos. 3/4/5/2/110/95 meet, as he chants: 

nm iudur- 

S%^5T 

nm dig 11 
(TS 5.5.5.4) 

The second is put at the meeting point of 11/98/108/109 with the mantra that 
is obtained from the former by substituting “diffused breath” for “exhala¬ 
tion.” The third is put at the meeting point of 13/135/133/140/141/10 by 
substituting “inhalation,” and the fourth at 12/123/122/184 by substituting 
“language.” 

The remaining rites resemble the well-known pattern (see pages 418, 
461). The adhvaryu gets one of the svayamatrnna pebbles, with five holes 
in it. He goes round the altar with the pebble, makes the white horse sniff 
at it, and returns avoiding the dark horse and followed by yajamana and 

plate 79 avidvan, the Ignorant Brahmin. The three sit down at the center of the altar, 
touch the pebble, and recite: 

Heaven! (suvah) 
I place you in the seat of the living, 
in the shadow of the helper; 
homage to the ocean, 
homage to the clearness of the ocean! 
Let the Highest One (paramestin) seat you 
on the ridge of heaven; 
you who are wide and extending 
strong, lordly, masterful. 
Hold fast heaven, make firm heaven, don’t harm 

the sky: 
for every breath, for every inhalation, 
for every diffused breath, for every exhalation, 
for support, for motion. 
May Surya protect you with great success, 
a safe cover. 
With that god, in the fashion of Angiras, 
sit firm! 

(TS 4.4.3.3g-h) 

At the same time, the udgata chants his song, which is composed on suvah, 
“heaven”: 

hr: rr^th 11 

*rn?5g %•' 

f^r 

T^f RT 

^rgisfn mg r^ti 

st^tt rr(rr 

md nm dfc 11 

You for exhalation, you for sight; 
with that god 
in the manner of Angiras 
sit firm! 
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suvom / suva ho yi suva ho yi suva ha a vu va / e suvar jyotih // 
(AG 25.23; see Table 15, page 533) 

The adhvaryu breathes in. The Ignorant Priest gives him a golden coin, and 
the yajamana gives the Ignorant Priest his sacrificial fee. The adhvaryu makes 
an oblation into the eastern hole of the pebble, reciting TS 5.5.4.3 (as be¬ 
fore: pages 419, 462), after which adhvaryu and yajamana recite: 

I have mounted heaven, fgHRTssfefRH'? 
we have attained light! r ~ 

(TS 5.6.8.1a3) 

They put a piece of gold on the western hole of the pebble and recite: 

You are sky, give me sky, §4?% qhr 
restrain heaven, protect me from heaven! pHr qjf* n 

(TS 5.7.6.2c3) 

The adhvaryu then completes the consecration of the bricks. The Circle 
(mandala) brick, no. 203, placed above the Circle bricks in the first and 
third layers, is consecrated with: 

You are heaven, unconquered, 
penetrated by immortality. 
The Adityas are your guardians. 
Surya is placed in this, 
to which I resort. 
May it be my protection and refuge! 

(TS 4.4.5.2e) 

smmnbmr- 
VI rv. 

srhh wer- 

mum 

mm 

uret 4fr 

nr 5; rr 5. rr Hug 11 

At the same time the udgata chants his Circle song. The Seed-Discharging 
(retahsic) brick, no. 204, above the others, is consecrated with: 

May sky, seed discharging, 
give me seed; 
may my seed procreate! 

(BSS 10.46: 46.19-47.1) 

ur if gmg 

hi r HRUqg 11 

Finally the brick Without Ears (vikarnl), no. 205, which has a picture in plate 75B 

white paste of a woman without ears on it, is consecrated with: 

He neighs like an eager horse in the prairie, 
come out of its enclosure. 
The wind blows behind his flames, 
your trail (Agni) becomes black. 
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PLATE 79 

The Ignorant Brahmin on the Fifth Layer 

As on the first layer (Plates 11, 67) and on the third, the Ignorant 
Brahmin assists yajamana and adhvaryu with the consecration 
of a naturally perforated pebble. The pebble on the fifth layer has 
five holes in it. The accompanying recitation is addressed to heaven 
(suvah) and the Highest One (paramestin), and invokes the pro¬ 
tection of the sun (surya). The udgata chant, which is sung at the 
same time, is also composed on the word suvah. 

! 
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Part II The 1975 Performance 

The next rites are routine. The adhvaryu recites TS 5.5.4.4 and TS 4.4.4.6 t. 
They descend from the altar with TS 5.5.9.2g and 4.6.1.4q. The adhvaryu 
recites TS 5.7.9.1 a and 5.7.8.1a, and spreads loose soil over the twenty- 
five bricks. This is followed by TS 1.5.11.1 d, With That God and Pouring 
Milk. 

Then the adhvaryu takes 1000 specks of gold dust and puts 200 each into 
five peacock feathers. Five times water is poured into his hands, each time 
with gold from one feather added to it. He sprinkles the water five times over 
the altar, crosswise in the four directions and at the center, reciting: 

You are the measure of a thousand, 
you are the image of a thousand, 
you are the size of a thousand, 
you are the replica of a thousand, 
you are a thousand, you for a thousand! 

(TS 4.4.11.3o) 

plate 80 Finally, the yajamana, standing at the northern hip, facing the altar and 
prompted by a helper, wishes that the bricks be turned into cows: 

Agni, may these bricks be cows for me, 
one, and a hunded, and a thousand, 
and a hundred thousand, and a million, 
and ten million, and a hundred million, 
and a thousand million, and ten thousand million, 
and a hundred-thousand million, 
and ten hundred-thousand million, 
and a hundred hundred-thousand million. 
Agni, may these bricks be cows for me, 
sixty, a thousand, ten thousand, imperishable. 
You are standing on order, increasing order, 
dripping butter, dripping honey, 
full of strength, full of power. 
Agni may these bricks be cows for me, 
glorious, giving milk of desire 
beyond in the other world! 

(TS 4.4.11.4 p) 

There follow samcita oblations for Agni and Varuna with TS 5.5.9. le 
(substituting “desirable” for “ocean”: cf. pages 445, 459, 464, 473) and TS 
2.1.11.6w. While the adhvaryu makes the oblation into the center of the altar, 
he sits himself outside the bird, immediately west of the tail. The sruva ladle is 
tied to a long bamboo pole, supported by two bamboo poles from the sides. 
It is believed that if the adhvaryu steps on the altar, he will die. The com¬ 
pleted altar is now ferocious (krura), vibrating with power, and dreadful 
(ghora). Its powers have to be channeled and it has to be pacified and made 
to be at peace (santa). 
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Rudra 

Eigth Day: April 20, 1975 
episode 18 

Rudra, Flow of Milk, and Other Ceremonies on the Fifth Layer 
(Satarudriya; Ksiradhara) 

The pacification of the new bird altar begins with an offering to Rudra, 
an angry deity closely associated with Agni, sometimes regarded as a terri¬ 
ble form of Agni himself. As elsewhere in the Vedas, Rudra is addressed as 
Siva “gracious,” a euphemism that contributed to the origin of the Hindu god 
Siva. The offering, a continuous libation of goat’s milk, takes place not at 
the center, which is center of power, or in the east or south, also preferred 
directions, but at the western brick of the northern wing on brick no. 189, 
which must on all accounts be deemed one of the most innocent among the 
bricks. The adhvaryu does not climb on the altar. He stands on a pile of 
bricks, first to the south of the brick facing north, then to its west facing east, 
and finally to its north facing south. Only two bricks can be so easily ap¬ 
proached from different sides. 

The adhvaryu will recite the entire fifth prapathaka of the fourth kanda 
of the Taittirlya Samhita, subdivided into three portions. The libation will 
be poured through an arka leaf (Malayalam: erukinte ila), which he holds 
in his folded hands, first at the height of his face, then at the height of his 
navel, and finally at the height of his ankles. A large vessel with milk stands 
near by, and two clay kipdi jars are kept at hand. The pratiprasthata pours 
milk from the kindi into the arka leaf in the hands of the adhvaryu, and a 
helper keeps another kindi full of milk ready, so that the libation is uninter¬ 
rupted. 

At the outset, the adhvaryu calls the pratiprasthata: 

Bring and pour (i.e., milk)! snfTFTO 
(B§S 10.48:48.11) 

The pratiprasthata comes with the milk, begins to pour, and the adhvaryu 
begins the libation, standing south of brick no. 189, facing north, holding 
the arka leaf at the height of his face. He recites: 

4.5.1 a. Homage to your anger, Rudra, 
to your arrow homage, too, 
homage to your bow, 
and homage to your arms. 

b. With your most gracious (siva) arrow, 
and gracious bow, 
with your gracious missile, 
be gentle to us, Rudra. 

c. Your body, Rudra, which is gracious, 
not terrifying, with auspicious look, 
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Part II The 1975 Performance 

The next rites are routine. The adhvaryu recites TS 5.5.4.4 and TS 4.4.4.6 t. 
They descend from the altar with TS 5.5.9.2g and 4.6.1.4q. The adhvaryu 
recites TS 5.7.9.1 a and 5.7.8.1a, and spreads loose soil over the twenty- 
five bricks. This is followed by TS 1.5.11.1 d, With That God and Pouring 
Milk. 

Then the adhvaryu takes 1000 specks of gold dust and puts 200 each into 
five peacock feathers. Five times water is poured into his hands, each time 
with gold from one feather added to it. He sprinkles the water five times over 
the altar, crosswise in the four directions and at the center, reciting: 

You are the measure of a thousand, 
you are the image of a thousand, 
you are the size of a thousand, 
you are the replica of a thousand, 
you are a thousand, you for a thousand! 

(TS 4.4.11.3o) 

plate 80 Finally, the yajamana, standing at the northern hip, facing the altar and 
prompted by a helper, wishes that the bricks be turned into cows: 

Agni, may these bricks be cows for me, 
one, and a hunded, and a thousand, 
and a hundred thousand, and a million, 
and ten million, and a hundred million, 
and a thousand million, and ten thousand million, 
and a hundred-thousand million, 
and ten hundred-thousand million, 
and a hundred hundred-thousand million. 
Agni, may these bricks be cows for me, 
sixty, a thousand, ten thousand, imperishable. 
You are standing on order, increasing order, 
dripping butter, dripping honey, 
full of strength, full of power. 
Agni may these bricks be cows for me, 
glorious, giving milk of desire 
beyond in the other world! 

(TS 4.4.11.4 p) 

There follow samcita oblations for Agni and Varuna with TS 5.5.9.le 
(substituting “desirable” for “ocean”: cf. pages 445, 459, 464, 473) and TS 
2.1.11.6w. While the adhvaryu makes the oblation into the center of the altar, 
he sits himself outside the bird, immediately west of the tail. The sruva ladle is 
tied to a long bamboo pole, supported by two bamboo poles from the sides. 
It is believed that if the adhvaryu steps on the altar, he will die. The com¬ 
pleted altar is now ferocious (krttra), vibrating with power, and dreadful 
(ghora). Its powers have to be channeled and it has to be pacified and made 
to be at peace (santa). 
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Rudra 

EigthBay: April 20, 1975 
episode 18 

Rudra, Flow of Milk, and Other Ceremonies on the Fifth Layer 
(Satarudriya; Ksiradhara) 

The pacification of the new bird altar begins with an offering to Rudra, 
an angry deity closely associated with Agni, sometimes regarded as a terri¬ 
ble form of Agni himself. As elsewhere in the Vedas, Rudra is addressed as 
Siva “gracious,” a euphemism that contributed to the origin of the Hindu god 
Siva. The offering, a continuous libation of goat’s milk, takes place not at 
the center, which is center of power, or in the east or south, also preferred 
directions, but at the western brick of the northern wing on brick no. 189, 
which must on all accounts be deemed one of the most innocent among the 
bricks. The adhvaryu does not climb on the altar. He stands on a pile of 
bricks, first to the south of the brick facing north, then to its west facing east, 
and finally to its north facing south. Only two bricks can be so easily ap¬ 
proached from different sides. 

The adhvaryu will recite the entire fifth prapathaka of the fourth kanda 
of the Taittirlya Samhita, subdivided into three portions. The libation will 
be poured through an arka leaf (Malayalam: erukinte ila), which he holds 
in his folded hands, first at the height of his face, then at the height of his 
navel, and finally at the height of his ankles. A large vessel with milk stands 
near by, and two clay kindi jars are kept at hand. The pratiprasthata pours 
milk from the kindi into the arka leaf in the hands of the adhvaryu, and a 
helper keeps another kindi full of milk ready, so that the libation is uninter¬ 
rupted. 

At the outset, the adhvaryu calls the pratiprasthata: 

Bring and pour (i.e., milk)! 
(B£S 10.48:48.11) 

The pratiprasthata comes with the milk, begins to pour, and the adhvaryu 
begins the libation, standing south of brick no. 189, facing north, holding 
the arka leaf at the height of his face. He recites: 

4.5.1 a. Homage to your anger, Rudra, 
to your arrow homage, too, 
homage to your bow, 
and homage to your arms. 

b. With your most gracious (siva) arrow, 
and gracious bow, 
with your gracious missile, 
be gentle to us, Rudra. 

c. Your body, Rudra, which is gracious, 
not terrifying, with auspicious look, 
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PLATE 80 

The Yajamana Turns the Bricks into Cows 

“Agni, may these bricks be cows for me, 
glorious, giving milk of desire 
beyond in the other world!” 

(TS 4.4.11.4p) 

The bricks of the altar are called istaka, which may mean that they 
are wish-bricks or wish-stones. When his altar is completed, the 
yajamana faces it from the west and wishes that the bricks be turned 
into cows. 



PLATE 8lA 

Rudra 

{ 

“Homage to your anger, Rudra, 
To your arrow, homage, too. 
Homage to your bow, 
and homage to your arms. 
With your most gracious arrow 
and gracious bow, 
with your gracious missile, 
be gentle to us, Rudra.” 

(TS 4.5.1.la-b) 

When the altar is completed and strengthened with oblations, it 
vibrates with power that has to be channeled and pacified. This 
pacification begins with a continuous oblation of milk for Rudra, an 
angry deity closely associated with Agni. The offering is poured 
not at the center, but over a distant brick, no. 189. During the first 
round, the adhvaryu stands on a pile of bricks due south of no. 189. 
The libation is poured by the pratiprasthata through an arka leaf 
that the adhvaryu holds in his folded hands at the height of his 
mouth, facing north. Throughout the oblation the adhvaryu ad¬ 
dresses Rudra with a long recitation. The udgata stands on the 
left. 

PLATE 8IB 

Flow of Milk 

During the Rudra ceremony, the udgata chants 57 samans called 
“Flow of Milk” (ksiradhara). He sits against the northern pole 
of the door immediately to the west of the tail, facing east. 



Rudra Part II The 1975 Performance 

with that body, most potent to heal, 
haunter of mountains, look on us. 

d. Haunter of mountains, the arrow you carry 
in your hand to shoot, 
make it gracious, guardian of mountains; 
do not harm the world of men. 

e. With gracious utterance 
we address, you, mountain dweller, 
that all our people 
be free from sickness and in good spirit. 

f. The advocate has spoken in advocacy, 
the first divine physician, 
confounding all snakes 
and all sorceries. 

g. The dusky, the ruddy, 
the brown, the auspicious, 
and the Rudras who in thousands 
lie around the directions of this earth, 
we deprecate their anger. 

h. He who creeps away, 
blue-necked and ruddy, 
has been seen by the cowherds, 
the bearers of water 
and all creatures; 
may he, seen, be gentle to us. 

i. Homage to the blue-necked, 
thousand-eyed one, the bountiful; 
and to those that are his warriors 
I have paid homage. 

k. Unfasten from he two notches 
of your bow the bowstring, 
and cast down 
the arrows in your hand. 

l. Unstringing your bow, 
you of a thousand eyes and a hundred 

quivers, 
destroying the points of your arrows, 
be gentle and gracious to us. 

m. Unstrung is the bow of him of the braided 
hair 

and arrowless his quiver; 
his arrows have departed, 
empty is his quiver. 

n. O most bountiful one, the missile 
in your hand, your bow, 
Guard us with it on all sides 
free from sickness. 
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o. Homage to your weapon, 
unstrung, terrifying; 
and homage to your two hands, 
to your bow. 

p. May the missile from your bow 
avoid us on every side, 
and put far from us 
this quiver that is yours. 

4.5.2 a. Homage to the golden-armed leader of 
hosts, 

and to the lord of the directions homage! 
b. Homage to the trees with green tresses, 

to the lord of cattle homage! 
c. Homage to the one who is yellowish red 

like fresh grass, 
to the radiant, to the lord of paths homage! 

d. Homage to the brown one, to the piercer, 
to the lord of food homage! 

e. Homage to the green-haired, wearer of the 
cord, 

to the lord of prosperity homage! 
f. Homage to the dart of Bhava, 

to the lord of the moving world homage! 
g. Homage to Rudra, with bent bow, 

to the lord of fields homage! 
h. Homage to the minstrel, the invincible, 

to the lord of the woods homage! 
i. Homage to the ruddy one, the ruler, 

to the lord of woods homage! 
k. Homage to the minister, the trader, 

to the lord of thickets homage! 
l. Homage to the extender of the world, to 

the offspring of the victor, 
to the lord of plants homage! 

m. Homage to the loud calling, the screaming, 
to the lord of footmen homage! 

n. Homage to the wholly covered, to the 
running, 

to the lord of warriors homage! 
4.5.3 a. Homage to the strong, the piercing, 

to the lord of assailers homage! 
b. Homage to the leader, the holder of the 

quiver, 
to the lord of thieves homage! 

c. Homage to the holder of the quiver, to the 
owner of the quiver, 

to the lord of robbers homage! 
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Part II The 1975 Performance 

d. Homage to the cheater, the swindler, 
to the lord of burglars homage! 

e. Homage to the glider, to the wanderer, 
to the lord of the forests homage! 

f. Homage to the bolt-armed destroyers, 
to the lord of pilferers homage! 

g. Homage to the sword-bearers, the night 
wanderers, 

to the lord of pick pockets homage! 
h. Homage to the turbaned mountain 

wanderers, 
to the lord of bandits homage! 

i. Homage to you, bearers of arrows, 
and to you, bowmen, homage! 

k. Homage to you that string (the bow), 
and to you that place on (the arrow) 

homage! 
l. Homage to you that bend (the bow), 

and to you that let go (the arrow) homage! 
m. Homage to you that hurl, 

and to you that pierce homage! 
n. Homage to you that art seated, 

and to you that lie homage! 
o. Homage to you that sleep, 

and to you that wake homage! 
p. Homage to you that stand, 

and to you that run homage! 
q. Homage to you assemblies, 

and to you, lords of assemblies, homage! 
r. Homage to you horses, 

and to you, lords of horses, homage! 
4.5.4 a. Homage to you that wound, 

and to you that pierce homage! 
b. Homage to you that are in bands, 

and to you that are destructive homage! 
c. Homage to you sharpeners, 

and to you, lords of sharpeners, homage! 
d. Homage to you hosts, 

and to you, lords of hosts, homage! 
e. Homage to you troops, 

and to you, lords of troops, homage! 
f. Homage to you of misshapen form, 

and to you of all forms homage! 
g. Homage to you that are great, 

and to you that are small homage! 
h. Homage to you that have chariots, 

and to you that are chariotless homage! 
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Rudra 

i. Homage to you chariots, 
and to you, lords of chariots, homage! 

k. Homage to you hosts, 
and to you, lords of hosts, homage! 

l. Homage to you, doorkeepers—svaha! 

sr#r ¥ft 

s#qRtRT£r fr sr#: \ 

srn: Writ: 
^fs(¥#5t fr sr#: 1 

sr#: wrivq: sanra I 

At this point the yajamana, sitting at his usual spot south of the altar, re¬ 
nounces to Rudra. The adhvaryu stands on another pile of bricks, west of 
brick no. 189, holds the arka leaf at the height of his navel, continues the 
libation facing east, and continues his recitation: 

l. And to you, charioteers, homage! 
m. Homage to you, carpenters, 

And to you, makers of chariots, homage! 
n. Homage to you, potters, 

and to you, smiths, homage! 
o. Homage to you, Punjistas, 

and to you, Nisadas, homage! 
p. Homage to you, makers of arrows, 

and to you, makers of bows, homage! 
q. Homage to you, hunters, 

and to you, dog leaders, homage! 
r. Homage to you dogs, 

and to you, lords of dogs, homage! 
4.5.5 a. Homage to Bhava and to Rudra. 

b. Homage to Sarva and to the lord of cattle. 
c. Homage to the blue-necked one, and to the 

white-throated. 
d. Homage to the wearer of braids, and to 

him of shaven hair. 
e. Homage to him to a thousand eyes, and 

to him of a hundred bows. 
f. Homage to him who haunts the mountains, 

and to Sipivista. 
g. Homage to the most bountiful, and to 

the bearer of the arrow. 
h. Homage to the short, and to the dwarf. 
i. Homage to the great, and to the stronger. 
k. Homage to him who has waxed, and to 

the waxing. 
l. Homage to the chief, and to the first. 
m. Homage to the swift, and to the active. 
n. Homage to the rapid, and to the hasty. 
o. Homage to him of the wave, and to the 

roaring. 
p. Homage to him of the stream, and to him 

of the island. 
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PLATE 82 



PLATE 82 

Rudra: Second Round 

During the second round of Rudra, the adhvaryu faces east and 
holds the arka leaf through which the libation is poured at the 
height of his navel. 



Rudra 

i 

4.5.6 a. 
b. 

c. 

d. 
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Part II The 1975 Performance 

Homage to the oldest, and to the youngest. 
Homage to the first born, and to the later 

born. 
Homage to the midmost, and to the 

immature. 
Homage to the hindmost, and to him in the 

depth. 
Homage to Sobhya, and to him of the 

amulet. 
Homage to him who swells with death, 

and to him at peace. 
Homage to him of the ploughed field, and 

to him of the threshing floor. 
Homage to him of fame, and to him at his 

end. 
Homage to him of the wood, and to him 

of the thicket. 
Homage to sound, and to echo. 
Homage to him of the swift host, and to 

him with the fast car. 
Homage to the hero, and the destroyer. 

Homage to the armored, and to the 
corsleted. 

Homage to the mailed, and to the 
cuirassed. 

Homage to the famous, and to him of a 
famous host. 

Homage to him of the drum, and to him 
of the drumstick. 

Homage to the bold, and to the cautious. 
Homage to the messenger, and to the 

servant. 
Homage to the quiver bearer, and to the 

owner of the quiver. 
Homage to him of the sharp arrow, and to 

him of the weapon. 
Homage to him of the good weapon, and 

to him of the good bow. 
Homage to him of the stream, and to him 

of the way. 
Homage to him of the hole, and to him of 

the pool. 
Homage to him of the ditch, and to him 

of the lake. 
Homage to him of. the stream, and to him 

of the tank. 
Homage to him of the cistern, and to him 

of the well. 
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m. Homage to him of the rain—svaha! hut ukk tort 11 

Again, the yajamana renounces to Rudra. The adhvaryu stands on a pile of 
bricks north of brick no. 189, faces south, holds the arka leaf at the height 
of his knees, and continues the libation reciting: 

m. And to him not of the rain. 
n. Homage to him of the cloud, and to him 

of the lightning. 
o. Homage to him of the cloudy sky, and to 

him of the heat. 
p. Homage to him of the wind, and to him of 

the storm. 
q. Homage to him of the dwelling, and to 

him who guards the dwelling. 
4.5.8 a. Homage to Soma, and to Rudra. 

b. Homage to the dusky one, and to the 
ruddy one. 

c. Homage to the giver of welfare, and to the 
lord of cattle. 

d. Homage to the dread, and to the terrible. 
e. Homage to him who slays in front, and to 

him who slays from a distance. 
f. Homage to the slayer, and to the special 

slayer. 
g. Homage to the trees with green tresses. 
h. Homage to the deliverer. 
i. Homage to the source of health, and to 

the source of delight. 
k. Homage to the maker of health, and to the 

maker of delight. 
l. Homage to the auspicious, and to the more 

auspicious. 
m. Homage to him of the ford, and to him of 

the bank. 
n. Homage to him beyond, and to him on this 

side. 
o. Homage to him who crosses over, and to 

him who crosses back. 
p. Homage to him of the crossing, and to 

him of the ocean. 
q. Homage to him in the tender grass, and to 

him of the foam. 
r. Homage to him in the sand, and to him of 

the stream. 
4.5.9 a. Homage to him in the cleft, and to him in 

the distance. 
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Homage to him dwelling in the stony and. HR: f^RTRlH ‘H'-ssMhih H | 
to him in habitable places. 

Homage to him of braided hair, and to ^ =q h | 
him of plain hair. 

Homage to him who dwells in the cowshed, ^ ^ ^q q j 
and to him of the house. 

Homage to him of the bed, and to him of =R r^ttr h1 
the dwelling. 

Homage to him of the hole, and to him of qqsqfq h. RfTSTH R | 
the abyss. 

Homage to him of the lake, and to him of ^ ^ fa^jq q, 
the whirlpool. 

Homage to him of the dust, and to him of hr: RimmUR =q TmRR =q I 
the mist. 

Homage to him of the dry, and to him of gtqqjq q h 1 

the green. 
Homage to him of the copse, and to him of ^ -j^q ntecqjq q, 

the grass. ™ " 
Homage to him in the earth, and to him ^ ^ ^'q q ^ 

in the gully. “ *■ 
Homage to him of the leaf, and to him of _q.. q,fcqqjq q j 
the leaf-fail. * “ * 

Homage to him who growls, and to him q^qq^ouq HlfiPHH H 1 
who smites away. , ^ 

Homage to him who drags, and to him who ^ ^ 
repels. sfwfR h t 

Homage to you, sparkling hearts of the hrt H: 
gods. Ihihix 1 

-r. Homage to the destroyed. Homage to fqsjtafcvH: | 
the intelhgent. -rff 1 

t. Homage to the unconquerable. Homage 
to the destroyers. 

Chaser, lord of the Soma plants, 
waster, red and blue, 
frighten not nor injure 
any of these people, of these cattle; 
be not one of these injured. 
That auspicious form of yours, Rudra, 
auspicious and ever healing, 
auspicious and healing form of Rudra, 
with that show mercy on us for life. 
This prayer we offer up to the impetuous 

Rudra, 
with plaited hair, destroyer of men, 
that health be for our two- and four-footed 

beings, 
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and all in this village be prosperous and 
free from ill. 

d. Be merciful to us, Rudra, and give us 
delight; 

with honor let us worship you, destroyer of 
men; 

the health and wealth that father Manu 
won by ritual, 

may we attain that, Rudra, under your 
leadership. 

e. Don’t slay our great, or our small, 
our waxing or what has waxed, 
our father or mother; 
injure not, Rudra, our dear bodies. 

f. Harm us not in our children, our 
descendants, our life; 

Harm us not in our cattle, in our horses; 
destroy not in anger our heroes, Rudra; 
with oblations let us serve you with honor. 

g. Far from you, slayer of cows, and slayer of 
men, 

destroyer of heroes, be on our side; 
guard us and give us aid 
and grant us protection in abundance. 

h. Praise the famous youth, mounted on the 
chariot seat, 

dread and destructive like a fierce wild 
beast; 

being praised, Rudra, be merciful to the 
singer; 

let your missiles destroy others than us. 
i. May the missile of Rudra spare us, 

may the anger of the brilliant evil worker 
(pass); 

unstring for the generous donors strong 
bows; 

bounteous one, be merciful to our children 
and descendants. 

k. Most bounteous, most auspicious, 
be auspicious and favorably inclined to us; 
placing down your weapon on the highest 

tree, 
clad in your skin, come, 
and approach us bearing the spear. 

l. Blood-red scatterer, 
homage to you, adorable one; 
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may your thousand missiles 
destroy others than us. 

m. A thousandfold in thousands 
are the missiles in your arms; 
adorable one, turn away 
the points of those you rule. 

4.5.11 a. The Rudras that are over the earth 
in thousands by thousands, 
we unstring their bows 
at a thousand leagues. 

b. The Bhavas in this great ocean, 
the atmosphere, 
we unstring ...1 

c. The Sarvas of black necks, and white 
throats, 

who wander below on the earth 
we unstring . . . 

d. The Rudras who abide in the sky, 
of black necks and white throats, 
we unstring . . . 

e. Those who of black necks and ruddy, 
grass green, are in the trees, 
we unstring . . . 

f. The masters of creatures, 
without top-knot, with braided hair, 
we unstring . . . 

g. Those that assault men in their food 
and in their cups as they drink, 
we unstring . . . 

h. Those that guard the paths, 
bearing food, warriors, 
we unstring . . . 

i. Those that resort to fords, 
with spears and quivers, 
we unstring . . . 

k. The Rudras that, so many and yet more, 
occupy the quarters, their bows we unstring, 
we unstring their bows 
at a thousand leagues—svaha! 
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The yajamana renounces to Rudra. The adhvaryu, facing west, holds the 
arka leaf at the height of his ankle, and recites together with the yajamana: 

1. Homage to the Rudras on earth, 
whose arrows are food; 
ten eastwards, ten to the south, 
ten to the west, ten to the north, 

1 Verses all end like 4.5.11 a. 
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ten upwards; 
homage to them, 
may they be merciful to us. 
Him whom we hate and who hates us, 
I place him in your jaws—svaha! 

The yajamana renounces to Rudra. Then he recites, together with the adh¬ 
varyu, two similar mantras, replacing “on earth” and “food” in the above 
mantra, respectively, by “in the air” and “wind” in the second mantra, and 
by “in the sky” and “rain” in the third mantra. At each svaha! the yajamana 
renounces to Rudra. At the second mantra the adhvaryu holds the arka leaf 
at the height of his navel, and at the third at the height of his neck. This 
completes the oblation. 

During this ceremony the udgata sings his chants, which last even longer PLATE 8lB 
and continue after the Rudra recitation has been completed. Standing, later 
sitting, at his usual place, against the northern pole of the door immediately 
to the west of the tail, facing east, he chants 57 samans, together called Flow 
of Milk ([ksira-dhara): 

I. ha ha vu va / ojas tad asya titvise / ha ha vu va / ubhe yat samava- 
rtayat / ha ha vu va / indr as carmeva rodasi // 

(GG 19.8.1, based upon RV 8.6.5) 

II. indro visvasya rajati / ho yi la // 
(GG 47.10.1; no rk) 

III. indro ho yi va yi sva / sya rajati ho va / ho yi la // 
(GG 47.10.2; no rk) 

IV. svadisthaya madisthaya pavasva soma dharaya indr ay a pa / tava 
u tava u tava vu va au ho va / sutah // 

(GG 49.2.7, based upon RV 9.1.1) 

V. induh pavista cetanah priyah kavinam matis srjad asvam / o va 0 

va / ratha au ho va / iva // 
(GG 50.5.3, based upon RV 9.64.10) 

VI. huve vacant / vacant vacant huve vak / srnotu srnotu vag vak / sa- 
maitu samaitu vag vak / ramatam ramatam ramata au ho va / i ha i ha 
i ha // 

(AG 1.1; no rk) 

VII. huva yi vacant / vacant huva yi / vak / srnotu srnotu vag vak / 
samaitu samaitu vag vak/ ramatam ramatu va au ho va / ma yi ma yi 

ma yi // 
(AG 1.2; no rk) 

VIII. ha bu ha bu ha bu eva hy eva au ho va / e bhutaya / ha bu ha bu 
ha bu eva hy eva au ho va / e rupaya / ha bu (etc.) / e ayuse / ha bu 
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(etc.) / e jyotise // 
(AG 1.4; no rk) 

IX. au ho va (3 x) / aganma jyotir (2 x) aganma jyotih / au ho va (3x) 
/ amrta abhuma (3 x) / cm ho va (3 x) / prthivya antariksam aruhama 
(3x)/ au ho va (3 x) / antariksad divam aruhama (3 x) / au ho va (3 x) / 
avidama devan (3 x) / au ho va (3 x) / sam u devair aganmahi (3 x) / au 
ho va (3 x) / svargalolca abhuma (3 x) / aw ho va (4x)/e suvar jyotih // 

(AG 1.5; no rk) 

X. somas (5 x) someth / yatra caksus tada bhara / yatra srotran tada 
bhara / yatra rupan tada bhara / yatra ayus tada bhara / yatra 
varcas tada bhara / yatra tejas tada bhara / yatra jyotis tada bhara / 
somas (4 x) soma rajan ho ha au ho va / il ila // 

(AG 1.6; no rk) 

XI. ha bu (3 x) somo vaya bu (3 x)/ vayo rajan (3 x) / rajan vaya bu 
(3 x) / bhuya mata yava yava yi / puya mata yava yava yi / inclro vayus 

sama svaran / ha bu (3 x) somo vaya bu (3 x) / vayo rajan (3 x) / rajan 
vaya bu (3 x) / au ho va ha vu va / e vayuna visvah praja adyapavathah/ 

(AG 2.4; no rk; “all beings are cleansed by the wind”) 

XII. ha bu (3 x) u (3 x) hu gnu (3 x) i ya ha vi ya ha vi ya ha bu / ha bu 
ha bu ha vu va / il_ il_a // 

(AG 6.4; no rk) 

XIII. ita iti (3 x) iti tl ti matrmscarati vatsaka (3 x) a yi ta au ho va / e 
ity e ity e ity 11 

(AG 8.1; no rk; “the little calf runs after its mother”) 

XIV. svayam slcunva yi (5 x) svayam skunva au ho vale skunva e 
skunva e skunva yi // 

(AG 8.2; no rk) 

XV. aclhipatayi mitrapatayi ksatrapatayi suvahpatayi / manyuna 
vrtraha suryena svarad yajhena / maghava daksinasya priya tanuranne 
nagayah / prthivyasrnikassamityaparamesthi rajnavisandadhara / 
vrsabhatvastavrtrenasaclpatirvasas karenarddhabhak / somena soma- 
pa agnina visvam bhiitam abhyabhapo vayuna visvah praja abhyapava- 

thali / yedevadevadivisadasthatebhyovodevadevebhyonamah / 
yedevadeva antariksasadasthatebhyovodevadevebhyonamah / ye- 

devadevah prthivisadasthatebhyovodevadevebhyonamah / yedevadeva 
apsusadasihatebhyovodevadevebhyonamah / yedeva.de vadiksusa- 

dasthatebhyovodevadevebhyonamah / yedevadevabhutasadasthate- 

bhyovodevadevebhyonamah / avajyamivadhanvanovitemanyunnaya- 
masi / mrlatanna iha asmabhyam ila bhaya idam visvam bhutayyuyo 
a vu va / namah // 

(AG 10.1; no rk) 
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XVI. adhipatayi mitrapatayi ksatrapatayi suvahpatayi / namonisa- 
mgibhya’scopavitibhyasca / nama uttatibhyascottanvanebhyasca / 
namasyatbhyasca pratidadhanebhyasca / namali pravidyatbhyasca 
pravyadhibhyasca / namo dhavatbhyascabhidhavatbhyasca / name 

ghnatbhyasca jighamsatbhyasca / namasritebhyasca srayiyebhyasca / 
avajyamivadhanvanovitemanyunnayamasi / mrlatanna iha asmabhyam 

il.a bhaya idam visvam bhutayyuyo a vu va / namah // 
(AG 10.2; no rk) 

XVII .adhipatayi mitrapatayi ksatrapatayi suvahpatayi/namonnayana- 

monnapataya e kaksayavapannadaya / namasthirayasthiradhanvane- 
ca / namas tryambakayacakapardineca / namas tisthatecopatisthateca/ 
namas sayyatecaviyateca / namas samvrtecavivrteca / namah patheca- 
vipathayaca / avajyami . . . (the rest of the saman is the same) // 

(AG 10.3; no rk)1 

XVIII. ha bu (3 x) aham annam (3 x) aham annado (3 x) aham vi- 
dharayo (2 x) aham vidharayah / ha bu (3 x) yad varco hiranyasya / 
yad va varco gavam uta / satyasya brahmano varcah / tenamasam 

srjamasa yi / ha bu (3 x) aham annam (3 x) . . . vidharayah (as be¬ 
ginning) / ha bu ha bu ha vu va / e aham annam aham annado aham 

vidharayah (3 x) e aham suvar jyotih 11 
' (AG 11.1, based upon JA 107.34) 

XIX. ha bu (3 x) aham saho (2 x) aham sahah / aham sasahir (3 x) 

aham sasahano (2 x) aham sasahanah / ha bu (3 x) yad varco . . te¬ 

namasam srjamasa yi / ha bu (3 x) aham saho (2 x) . . . scisahanah 
(as beginning) / ha bu ha bu ha vu va / e aham saho aham sasahir 

aham sasahanah (3 x) e aham suvar jyotih 11 
(AG 11.2, based upon JA 107.34) 

XX. ha bu (3 x) aham varco (2 x) aham varcah / ha bu (3 x) yad varco 

. . . tenamasam srjamasa yi / ha bu (3 x) aham varco (2 x) aham 
varcah / ha bu ha bu ha vuva / e aham varca (3 x) e aham suvar jyotih // 

(AG 11.3, based upon JA 107.34) 

XXI. ha bu (3 x) ahan tejo (2 x) ahem tejah / ha bu (3 x) yad varco . . 

tenamasam srjamasa yi / ha bu (3 x) ahan tejo (2 x) ahan tejah / ha bu 

ha bu ha vu va / e ahan teja (3 x) e aham suvar jyotih // 
(AG 11.4, based upon JA 107.34) 

XXII. ha bu (3 x) manojait (3 x) hrdayamajait (3 x) indrojait (3 x) 
ahamajaisam (3 x) / ha bu (3 x) yad varco . . . tenamasam srjamasa 

1 AG 10.1-3 are even stranger than most of the others. Like the others, they have coun¬ 
terparts in the Kauthuma-Ranayaniya Samaveda, which are different and equally strange. 
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yi / ha bu (3 x) manojait (3 x) hrdayamajait (3 x) indrojait (3 x) / ha bu 
ha bu ha vu va / e manojaiddhrdayamajaidindrojaidahamajaisatn 
(3 x) e aham suvar jyotih // 

(AG 11.5, based upon JA 107.34) 

XXIII. ha bu (3 x) disanduhe (3 x) disauduhe (3 x) disoduhe (3 x) sa- 
rvaduhe (3 x) / ha bu (3 x) yad varco . . . tenamasam srjamasa yi / 
ha bu(3 x) . . . sarvaduhe (3 x) / ha bu ha bu ha vuva/e disanduhe 
disauduhe disoduhe sarvaduha (3 x) e aham suvar jyotih // 

(AG 11.6, based upon JA 107.34) 

XXIV. ha bu (3 x) vayo vayo vayah vayo vayo vayo vayo vayo 
vayah / ha bu (3 x) yad varco . . . tenamasam srjamasa yi / ha bu (3 
x) vayo . . . vayah / ha bu ha bu ha vu va / e vayo vayo vaya (3 x) 
e aham suvar jyotih // 

(AG 11.7, based upon JA 107.34) 

XXV. ha bu (3 x) rupam (8 x) rupam / ha bu (3 x) yad varco . . . 
tenamasam srjamasa yi / ha bu (3 x) rupam (8 x) rupam / ha bu ha bu 
ha vu va / e rttpam rupam rupam (3 x) e aham suvar jyotih // 

(AG 11.8, based upon JA 107. 34) 

XXVI. hi hi ya au (3 x) udapaptam (3 x) urddhonabham syakrsi (3 x) 
vyadyauksam (3 x) atatanam (3 x) / ha bu (3 x) yad varco ... te¬ 
namasam srjamasa yi / hi hi ya au (3 x) . . . atatanam (3 x) / ha 
bu ha bu ha vu va / e udapaptam urddhonabham syakrsi vyadyau¬ 
ksam atatanam (3 x) e pinvasva yi // 

(AG 11.9, based upon JA 107.34) 

XXVII. ha bu (3 x) prat he (3 x) pratyastham (3 x) / ha bu (3 x) 
yad varco . . . tenamasam srjamasa yi / ha bu (3 x) prathe (3 x) 
pratyastham (3 x) ha bu ha bu ha vuva/e prathe prathe pratyastham 
(3 x) e aham suvar jyotih // 

(AG 11.10, based upon JA 107.34)1 

XXVIII. ha bu (3 x) ho (3 x) 0 ho (3 x) ve ho (3 x) / praja bhatam 
ajijane il ila // 

(AG 12.3; no rk) 

XXIX. ha bu (3 x) i la (3 x) suvas suvas suvar jyotir jyotir jyota au ho 
va / e il.a suvar jyotih // 

1 Except for AG 11.9 and some irregularities, originally probably unintentional, the 
ten chants AG 11.1-10 exhibit a structure that may be expressed as: A^Ba-C0 (n = 
1, . . . , 10), where B represents the underlying mantra from JA 107.34. Furthermore, 
if A is represented as: 

ha bu (3 x) at (3 x) . . . a; (3 x), 
then C is of the form: 

ha bu ha bu ha vuva/e^ . . . ^ (3 x) e suvar jyotih. 
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(AG 12.4; no rk) 

XXX. ha bu (3 x) ima (3 x) prajah (3 x) prajapate ho yi (2 x) prajapate 
ha vuva/e hr day am (3 x) a vu va / praja rupam ajijane il il.a // 

(AG 12.5; no rk) 

XXXI. udyam lokan arocayo ho imam lokan arocayo ho yi / divam 
suryam arocayo ho yi visvam bhutam arocayo ho ha au ho va / gharmo 
rocit // 

(AG 12.6; no rk) 

XXXII. ha bu ha bu ha va yi hi a yi hi a yi hi yo yo yo i ya ha vi ya 
ha viya ha bu sahas tan na indr a daddhyojah / a yd vau vayo (3 x) / ise 
hya sya mahato virapsa yi / a yo vaiiva yo (3 x) / kratun nanrmnam 
sthavirah ca vajam / a yo van vayo (3 x) / vrtresu satrUn suhana krdha 
yi nah / ayo vaiiva yo (3 x) / ha bu ha bu ha va yi hi a yi hi a yi hi yo 
yo yo i ya ha vi ya ha vi ya ha vuva/e vratame suvar e sakunah // 

(AG 12.10 based upon JA 107.37) 

XXXIII. ha bu (3 x) vo ha ha (3 x) ai hi (3 x) ai hi ha vu va (3 x) ha 
ha bu (3 x) / ha bu ha bu ha vu va / prajatokam ajijane has iha / ha 
bu (3 x) vo ha ha (3 x) ai hi (3 x) ai hi ha vu va (3 x) ha ha bu (3 x) / 
ayur (3 x) agnir asmi janmana au ho ho va i ya au ho ho va i ya au ho 
ho va i ya / ha bu(3 x) . . . ha bu ha vu ha vu va (3 x) (as before) / 
iha prajam iha rayim rarano has iha j ha bu (3 x) . . . ha ha bu 
(3 x) / ayur ayur ayur jataveda au ho ho va i ya au ho ho va i ya 
au ho ho va i ya / ha vu (3 x) . . . ha ha bu (3 x) / ha bu ha bu ha vu 
va / rayasposaya sukrtayabhuyase has iha / ha bu(3 x) . . . ha ha bu 
(3 x) / ayur ayur ayur ghrtame caksur amrtam ma asanna au ho ho va 
i ya au ho ho va i ya au ho ho va i ya / ha bu(3 x) . . . ha ha bu (3 x) 
ha bu ha bu ha vu va / aganvamamidam brhaddhas iha / ha bu (3 x) . . 
ha ha ba (3 x) / ayur ayur ayus tridhatvarko rajaso vimOna au ho ho va 
i ya au ho ho va i ya au ho ho va i ya / ha bu(3 x) . . . ha ha bu (3 x) 
/ ha bu ha bu ha vu va / idam vamam idam brhaddhas iha / ha bu 
(3 x) . . .ha ha bu (3 x) / ayur ayur ayur ajasran jyota yi ra au ho ho 
va i ya au ho ho va i ya au ho ho va i ya/ ha bu (3 x) . . .ha ha b 1 
(3 x) / ha bu ha bu ha vu va / caracarnyabrhata idam vamam idam brhad 
dhas iha I ha bu(3 x) . . . ha ha bu (3 x) / ayur ayur ayur havir asmi 
sarvama au ho ho va i ya au ho ho va i ya au ho ho va i ya / ha bu 
(3 x) . . . ha ha bu (3 x) / ha bu ha bu ha vu va / e yasokrat bhutam 
atatamt praja usamaciikupat / pasubhyohas iha (2 x) // 

(AG 12.11, based upon JA 107.8; cf. RV 3.26.7) 

XXXIV. patih patir divaya / patih patir antariksasya / patih patih 
parthivasya / patih patir apamoksadhinam / patih patir visvasyabhuta- 
sya / patih patih pat a au ho va / e patir diva e patir antariksasya / e pa¬ 
tih parthivasya / e patir apamoksadhinam e patir visvasya bhutasya 
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/ e suvar jyotih // 
(AG 15.10; no rk) 

XXXV. ha bu (3 x) enyabu (3 x) enya ha bu (2 x) enya ha vuva I i 11 

(AG 19.3; no rk) 

XXXVI. ha bu (3 x) a ho ni (3 x) a ho ni ya (3 x) au ho va / i // 
(AG 19.4; no rk) 

XXXVII. ha bu (3 x) ha ha ha ha ha ha bu (3 x) / ha bu ha bu ha vu 
va / i // 

(AG 19.5; no rk) 

XXXVIII. ha bu (3 x) i ha ha ha ha ha ha bu (3 x) / ha bu ha bu ha 
vu va / 111 

(AG 19.6; no rk) 

XXXIX. santva bhiitanyairayan ho yi (3 x) / santva bhutamairaya- 
ddhoyi (3 x) / santva bhavyamairayaddhoyi (3 x) / santva bhavisya- 
dairayaddhoyi (3 x) / vahmanah pranah pranah pranopanovyanas cak- 

sils caksus caksuh srotram srotram srotram sraddha sraddha sraddha 
srir ayur amrtam karma varma bhutihpratistha / higi higi (3 x) 
higi higi higi ga higi (3 x) / u vi uvi (3 a) u vi yu vi yu vl ha u vi (3 x) / 
higi i ti (3 x) itititi ha iti (3 x) / asi asi (3 x) asi yasyasi ha yasi (3 x) 
aruruco divam prthivim asya sihayasi (3 x) / patir asyapam osadhi- 
namo yi patayir asi (3 x) / cayitran devanam udagadanikam va yisve¬ 

san devanam samid ajasrafi jyotir atatandivi ho yi va yisvesan de¬ 
vanam samid ajasrah jyotir atatandivi ho yi va yisvesan devanam sa¬ 
mid ajasrafi jyotir atatandivi ho ayuryann ayuryann ayuryan / ava ava 
ava (3 x) caksur mitrasya varunasyagneh / srp t pra srpi aihi (3 x) / asto 

satasvabhana va aihi / vipranavisthayamata aihi / antardevesu ro- 
cata aihi / gravano barhisipriyam aihi / indrasya rantyam brhad aihi 
indrasya rantiyam brhat indrasya rantyam brhad aihi / apra dyava 

prthivi antariksam suvas samsarpa samsarpas suvas samsarpa sam- 
sarpas suvas samsarpa samsarpah / janavanam suvas suvah janava- 
nam suvas suvah, janavanam suvas suvah / surya atma jagatas tasthu- 
sas ca / ayam gauh prsnirakramid aihi / asadan mataram pura aihi / 
pitarah ca prayan suva aihi / antas carati rocana aihi / asya prana- 

dapanata aihi / vyakhyan mahisodivam aihi / trimsaddha mavirajata 
aihi / vak patamgayadhiyata aihi / prativastorahadyubha aihi / pra- 

vayati pravayati pravayati pravayati pravayata au ho vale devadiva- 
jyotih 11 

(AG 25.15: Aditya saman, based upon JA 107.35.52,53,54; cf. RV 
1.115.1) 

XL. ha bu (3 x) bhraja (3 x) ayur ayur ayur udutyanja udutayhja udu- 

tyahja / citran devanam udagad anikam / ha bu (3 x) bhraja (3 x) ayur 

ayur ayus tavedasan tavedasan tavedasam / caksur mitrasya varuna- 

Flow of Milk 

syagnayih / ha bu (3 x) bhraja (3 x) ayur (3 x) devam vaha devam 
vaha devam vaha / apra dyava prthivi antariksam / ha bu (3 x) bhraja 
(3 x) ayur ayur ayus tiketavas tiketavas tiketavah / surya atma jagatas 
tasthusas ca / ha bu (3 x) bhraja (3 x) ayur (3 x) drse visva (3 x) / surya 

atma jagatas tasthusas ca / ha bu (3 x) bhraja (3 x) ayur (3 x) ya 
suryayya siiryayya suriya au ho va / ha bu (3 x) bhraja (3 x) ayur (2 x) 
ay a au ho va / indur ila satyan dyaur bhiitam prthivi sahasteja apa 

usa diso jyotih // 
(AG 25.20, based upon JA 107.35; cf. RV 1.115.1) 

XLI. bhurom / bhur ho yi bhur ho yi bhur ha a vuva / e suvar jyotih // 
(AG 25.21; no rk) 

XLII. bhuvom / bhuva ho yi bhuva ho yi bhuva ha a vu va / e suvar 
jyotih 11 

(AG 25.22; no rk) 

XLIII. suvom / suva ho yi suva ho yi suva ha a vuva I e suvar jyotih // 
(AG 25.23; no rk) 

XLIV. satyom / satya ho yi satya ho yi satya ha a vu va I e suvar 
jyotih 11 

(AG 25.24; no rk) 

XLV. purusom / purusa ho yi purusa ho yi purusa ha a vuva / e suvar 
jyotih 11 

(AG 25.25; no rk) 

XLVI. gaurom / gaur ho yi gaur ho yi gaur ha a vu va / e suvar 

jyotih 11 

(AG 25.26; no rk) 

XLVII. lokom I loka ho yi (oka ho yi (oka ha a vu va / e suvar 

jyotih II 
(AG 25.27; no rk) 

XLVIII. agner hrdayom / agner hrdaya ho agner hrdaya ho agner hr- 
daya ha a vu va / e suvar jyotih // 

(AG 25.28; no rk) 

XLIX. dyaurom / dyaur ho yi dyaur ho yi dyaur ha a vuva I e suvar 

jyotih 11 
(AG 25.29; no rk) 

L. antarilcsom / antariksa ho antariksa ho antariksa ha a vu va / e 
suvar jyotih // 

(AG 25.30; no rk) 

LI. prthivyom / prthivi ho yi prthivi ho yi prthivi ha a vu va / e suvar 

jyotih 11 
(AG 25.31; no rk) 
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LII. agnom / agna ho agna ho agna ha a vu va / e jyotih // 
(AG 25.32; no rk) 

LIII. vayom / vaya ho yi vaya ho yi vaya ha a vu va / e raja 11 
(AG 25.33; no rk) 

LIV. suryom / surya ho yi surya ho yi siirya ha a vu va / e bhraja // 
(AG 25.34; no rk) 

LV. candrom / candra ho yi candra ho yi candra ha a vu va / e a 

bhraja // 
(AG 25.35; no rk) 

LVI. nakom / naka ho yi naka ho yi naka ha a vu va / e prstham // 
(AG 25.36; no rk) 

LVII. sukrom / sukra ho yi sukra ho yi sukra ha a vu va / e bhrala 

bhraja 11 
(AG 25.37; no rk) 

As we have seen earlier, the brief songs composed on single words from 
the end of the Moon Chants (candrasamani) of AG 25.21-37 occur through¬ 
out the Agnicayana. Of the seventeen Flow of Milk chants XLI-LVII, five 
occur only here, while the remaining twelve are also found elsewhere. The 
last six, LII-LVII, are also among the Space Filler chants (pages 443-444). 
Table 15 provides a survey of the chants, the words they are composed on, 
and their occurrence. 

Long before the udgata has completed his Flow of Milk chants, the 
adhvaryu’s recitation for Rudra is over. At the end of his oblation, the 
adhvaryu throws the arka leaf away and puts some seeds (called celanni 

in Malayalam) on brick no. 189, reciting: 

Rudra in fire, 
in waters, in plants, 
Rudra that has entered all beings, 
to that Rudra homage—svaha! 

(TS 5.5.9.3i) 

]Pcft 3TUT 

11 

After renouncing to Rudra, the yajamana takes a bow and three arrows and 
goes clockwise round the altar, making five stops with the following re¬ 
citations : 

I. Rudra, may the wind blow for you 
after your bow in the east, 
I pay homage to you, Rudra 
with the year! 

II. Rudra, may the wind blow for you 
after your bow in the south, 

^ tr 3ft 

wrat I 
it ^ 

% w. cdltui VtfT- 
m- S3 

DISTRIBUTION OF SEVENTEEN MOON CHANTS 
(candrasamani) 

AG 25 Flow of Milk Space Filler Elsewhere 

21 bhttrom “earth” XLI — perforated pebble on 

22 bhuvom “sky” XLII 

first layer (Episode 13, 
page 419) 
perforated pebble on 

23 suvom “heaven” XLIII 

third layer (Episode 15, 
page 461) 
perforated pebble on 

24 satyom “truth” XLIV 

fifth layer (Episode 17, 
page 505) 
lotus leaf (Episode 12, 

25 purusom “man” XLV . 
page 411) 
golden man (Episode 

26 gaurom “cow” XLVI . 
12, page 417) 

27 lokom “place” XLVII — — 

28 agner hrdayom XLVIII — around altar (Episode 
“Agni’s heart” 

29 dyaurom “heaven” XLIX 
18, page 542) 

30 antariksom “sky” L — — 

31 prthivyom “earth” LI — — 

32 agnom “fire” LII Ill — 
33 vayom “wind” LIII IV — 

34 suryom “sun” LIV V — 

35 candrom “moon” LV VI — 

36 nakom “vault” LVI VII — 

37 Sukrom “glow” LVII VIII — 

(or the planet Venus) 

TABLE 

I pay homage to you, Rudra, 
with the full year! 

III. Rudra, may the wind blow for you 
after your bow in the west, 
I pay homage to you, Rudra, 
with the Ida year! 

IV. Rudra, may the wind blow for you 
after your bow in the north, 

15 

1 

1 

^ -- S3 S3 ~ 
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I pay homage to you, Rudra, 
with the idu year! 

V. Rudra, may the wind blow for you 
after your bow above, 
I pay homage to you, Rudra, 
with the year! 

(TS 5.5.7.2-4) 

3^ 3 

I 
qq; 3 qq- 

*35151 ^3 ^13 3 

mqr it 35 qwg 

A jar with water is given to the pratiprasthata, and the adhvaryu addresses 
him: 

With this water jar 
go around three times clockwise, 
sprinkling with a continuous stream! 

(BSs 10.48:49.13-15) 

3T33r5.$Mt3 
*13331 qrcqr 
fir: iftfi? 11 

PLATE 83 The pratiprasthata does so. At the same time, yajamana and adhvaryu recite: 

Strength resides in stone, in mountain, 
in wind, in rain, in the breath of Varuna, 
collected from waters, plants, trees. 
Maruts! Give us generously 
of that food and strength! 

(TS 4.6.1.1a) 

333 firfirqm 
qfir 3^3*5 1 

'f-jT'i qtfqfvqr qgurRpqf- 
sra d^cfr nr n 
33 3*3: q “ TTrmr: 11 

After the pratiprasthata has put down the jar, the adhvaryu, touching it, 
says: 

Your hunger is in the stone; 
let your pain reach the evil-doer, 
whom we hate! 

(TS 4.6.1.1b) 

2T3T3 3 51^35 

q f|<*r: 1 

Agni, bile of waters! 
f. Frog, come here with these, 

make this ritual 
beautiful and auspicious! 

g. Pure, with wonderful radiance, 
he has shone on earth 
as with the light of dawn! 

h. Moving to battle 
with strength as on Etasa’s course, 
in heat thirstless and unaging! 

i. Agni, purifying, with your light, 
god with your charming tongue, 
bring the gods here and sacrifice! 

k. Agni, shining and purifying, 
bring the gods here 
to our ritual and oblation! 

(TS 4.6.1.1c-3k) 

3IfT fqrWimfiT II 

fro^fiK mf+m *rf|q3 m 353, I 

vicpRftjf'*: t|i3 11 

qT33I art fiuuficqt fit 1 

gw ^ wgqt 11 

333. 3 4t |3t 1 

3 tffjgiwi sptf: 11 
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gq qg* 3: 11 

Moving around the center of the altar, the adhvaryu makes the snake ob¬ 
lations (sarpahuti) with six mantras across the center. The first mantra is 
recited by the adhvaryu sitting west of the center: 

Favorable by name: 
you are the eastern quarter, 
Agni is your master, 
the black snake your guardian, 
homage to master and guardian! 
May they be gentle to us! 
Him whom we hate and who hates us, 
I place within the jaws of you two—svaha! 

(TS 5.5.10.1 a) 

qrotfir nrqr 

*ra3t 
fi'rqi 

31*31 gg- 
*31 3T 33 331 
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Then the pratiprasthata goes three times round the altar counterclockwise, 
and without pouring water. The adhvaryu ties the representation of a frog, 
an avaka plant, and some darbha grass to a bamboo pole. With the pole he 
drags these objects twice in the eastern, southern, western and northern parts 
of the center, with eight mantras: 

c. Agni, we surround you 
with ocean wind, 
be purifying and auspicious to us! 

d. Agni, we surround you 
with what is left of winter, 
be purifying and auspicious to us! 

e. Descend upon earth, upon reeds, 
upon the lower waters; 

gprq fgisquari¬ 

sh 3r sqqinfir l 

2ig^f fi-pt *t3 11 

Tfnur ?3T 371303- 

sh qrc sqqrafit l 
212^1 sren-'q-k j%3t 33 lb 

33 Rrqq 33*1- 
— S3 — 

37^31 1 

The yajamana renounces to Agni/black snake. The next five mantras are 
similarly structured, but quarter, master, and guardian change, and the 
yajamana renounces each time to the combination master/guardian. The 
adhvaryu sits north, east, south, and two times west of the center, respec¬ 

tively: 

QUARTER 

mighty: southern 
forward: western 
stable: northern 
mistress: great 
powerful: this 

MASTER GUARDIAN 

Indra 
Soma 
Varuna 
Brhaspati 
Yama 

scorpion 
viper 
striped snake 
white snake 
snake with spotted neck 
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PLATE 83 

Pouring Water Around Agni 

“Strength resides in stone, in mountain, 
in wind, in rain, in the breath of Varuna, 
collected from waters, plants, trees. 
Maruts! Give us generously 
of that food and strength!” 

(TS 4.6.1.1 a) 

While the adhvaryu makes the yajamana recite this verse, the 
pratiprasthata goes three times clockwise round the altar, pouring 
a continuous stream of water from a jar with a spout and two breasts. 
The Sutra text specifies that the circumambulation and pouring 
should be done by a strong man (balavan: BSS 10.48:49.13). 
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When this is over, the udgata chants ten samans around the altar: 

(1) Gayatram at the head of the bird: 

agna ayttmsi pavasom / a suvorjam isanca na are badhasva da hm 
bha au va // ague pavasva svapom / asme varcas suvlrayan dadhat 
posam ray a hm bha au va 11 agnir rsih pavamanom / pahcajanyali 
purohayitas tamlmahayi maha hm bha au va // 

(RG = Usani 1.8, based upon JA 108.29; cf. RV 9.66.19-21) 

(2) Rathantaram at the southern wing: 

obhitvas sura nonumova / adugdha iva dhenava iSanam asya jagatas 
suvardrsiam / Isanamayindra / tasthusa o va ha vu va / as 11 isova / 
nam indra tasthuso na tvavam anyo divyo na parthivah / na jato naja / 
nayisyata o va ha vu va I as 11 na jo va / to na janisyate sv ay onto 
maghavann indra vajinah / gavyantas tva ha / vamaha o va ha vu va / 
as H 

(RG = Usani 1.9, based upon JA 63.1: cf. RV 7.32.22-23) 

(3) Brhat at the northern wing: 

au ho yi tvam iddhi havamaha e / satau vajasya karavah / tuva au 
ho va / vrtrayisuvayindra sa otpatinnarah tuvahkastha au ho va / 
suvarvata ho va ha vu va / has // au ho yi tuvame / kastasuvarvatah / 
sa tva au ho va / nascayitra vajraha 0 sta dhrsnuya / maha stava au 
ho va / no adrayiva ho va ha vu va / has // au ho yi maha e / stavano 
adrayivah / gama au ho va / suvam rathayama o yindra sahkayira / 
satra vaja au ho va / na jayigyiisayi ho va ha vu va / has // 

(RG = Usani 1.10, translated below page 642; 
based upon JA 74.7, cf. RV 6.46.1-2) 

(4) Rtustha-yajnayajniya at the tail: 

vasanta innu rantiyah / grisma intu rantlyah / varsani innu sa hm 
mayi / radah / hemanta sisira innu rantiyabu / va // 

(AG 8.3, based upon JA 107.23) 

(5) Varavantiya at the southern shoulder: 

as van na tva bu ho ha yi / varavantam / vanndadhyo ha yi / agna 
yinnama au ho va i ho ha yi / uhuva dih. / samrajantam addhvara 
au ho va i ho va yi I uhuva nam ehiyaha / ho yi la // 

(GG 2.7.3; based upon RV 1.27.1) 

(6) Syaitam at the northern shoulder: 

abhi pra vas suradhasa au ho va I a yindram area yatha vida o ha 
yi / yo jaritrbhyo maghava purovasuh / sahasrenayiva sa hm mayi 
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ksata au ho va / vasu / 
(GG 25.3.3, translated below page 644; based upon RV 8.49.1) 

(7) Prajapater hrdayam at the southern hip: 

habu habu habu ima ima ima prajah prajah prajah praja pate ho yi 
praja pate ho yi praja pate havu va / e hrdayam e hrdayam e hrdaya 
a vu va I praja rupam aji jane U i la // 

(AG 12.5; no rk) 

(8) Agner vrata at the northern hip: 

bhraja vu vo va bhraja vu vo va bhraja vu vo va / agnir murdha divah 
kakut / patih prthivya ayam / apam retamsi jayinvatayi / bhraja vu 
vo va bhraja vu vo va bhraja vu vo ba / e visvasya jagato jyotih/l 

(AG 5.3, based upon JA 3.7; cf. RV 8.44.16; page 492) 

(9) Agner arka at the head: 

ho ho va i ya ho ho va i ya ho ho vai ya / agnir murdha divah kakut / 
patih. prthivya ayam / apam retamsi jayinvatayi / ho ho va i ya ho ho 
va l ya ho ho va l ya au ho va/ e gnir murdha duva divah // 

(AG 15.5; same rk) 

(10) Vamadevya on the body: 

kaya nahea yi tray a bhuvat / utis sadavrdha sakha au ho ha yi ka ya 
Sa ca yi / stayau ho hm ma / vartto / ha yi // kastva satyo madanam / 
mamhisthomat sadantasa au ho ha yi / dhrdhacida / rujau ho hm 
ma / vaso / ha yi // abhisunas sakhinam / avita jarayitrnam au ho 
ha yi Sat am bhava / siyau ho hm ma / ta yo ha yi // 

(UG 2.1, based upon JA 63.3; cf. page 643) 

The order in which the udgata went around the bird was not straight¬ 
forward. After completing his samans, the udgata takes yajamana and 
adhvaryu around the bird, but this time going clockwise. At each point he 
instructs the yajamana the text of the song, and yajamana and adhvaryu 
repeat after him. The idea is that yajamana and adhvaryu should recite at 
least the text of the samans; the udgata is therefore not essential. When Nel- 
likat Akkitiripad (a Samavedin) was yajamana, C.V. Krishnan was also 
adhvaryu; so Nellikat merely instructed hin. When Nellikat’s father per¬ 
formed the agnicayana, the adhvaryu himself was a Samavedin; hence no 
instruction was required. 

Though the idea is (or was originally) simple, there are complications. 
There are nine samans for the yajamana, instead of ten. There is one saman 
for the yajamana that the udgata did not sing. There are therefore two sa¬ 
mans that the udgata sang and the yajamana does not recite. The corres¬ 
pondence between the samans of the udgata and of the yajamana is as follows: 
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PLATE 84 

Chants Around Agni 

The udgata chants ten samans around the altar. On the plate, he 
addresses the head of the bird, which is not seen, though stepping 
stones in front of it are. His chant is derived from a verse of the 
Rgveda (8.44.16), which extolls Agni as the head and the palate of 
heaven. 
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you are the full year; 
you are the ida year, the idu year; 
you are the id year, the year; 
your head is its spring; 
your southern wing, summer; 
your tail, the rains; 
your northern wing, autumn; 
your middle, winter; 
altars, the waxing moons; 
mud, the waning moons; 
bricks are nights and days! 
Its months and half-months 
should be ordered for you; 
its seasons ordered for you; 
the year ordered for you; 
nights and days ordered for you! 
It comes, proceeds, departs, meets, rises! 
Let Prajapati seat you, 
With that god, 
In the Angiras manner, 
Sit firm! 

(TA 4.19.1) 

While reciting the last lines, the adhvaryu stands at the northern hip and 
touches the five layers, from top to bottom (as he will do twice more on the 
tenth day: see below, pages 599 and 654). He receives his sacrificial fee. 

All return to the Old Hall to perform the evening Pravargya, Upasad, 
and the other ceremonies. The bird-shaped altar of Agni has been completed, 
strengthened with chants and recitations, and pacified. It is now ready for 

service. Thus ends the eighth day. 

Ninth Day: April 21, 1975 
episode 19 

Further Ceremonies on the Altar 

After the morning Pravargya and Upasad are performed in the Old 
Hall, and the Subrahmanya chant on the utkara, the adhvaryu goes on the 
altar and makes five aghara butter libations diagonally over the naturally 
perforated pebble at the center, reciting: 

To him that sits in man, 

To him that sits in waters, apfpk ^1 
To him that sits in forests, 13^5 q? I 
To him that sits on sacrificial grass, , 
To him that finds heaven! ZTfSS- ' , 

(TS 4.6.1.3n) 
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Then he makes oblations of curds mixed with honey over the center, six times, 
facing east, south, east, north, and twice east, reciting: 

(1) You are missiles by name, 
your homes are in the east, 
your arrows are Agni. 
Water is wind’s name, 
homage to you, be gentle to us! 
Him whom we hate and who hates us 
I place in your jaws—svaha! 

after which the yajamana renounces to the missiles; 

huht hut 
uui ht: jft ^ 

pfhp 
ninnur 

uthi #r hut?t nr jreuu 

P u fs'dfr nsi nr 
u ut ptht psnur 11 

(2) You are smearers by name, 
your homes are in the south, 
your arrows are the ancestors. 
Ocean is wind’s name, etc. 

fcfeiTT hut 

mfr h) 
jpurf I ?4p: 
mirt HRRTJT... 

after which the yajamana renounces to the smearers; 

(3) You are bolt bearers by name, 
your homes are in the west, 
your arrows are sleep. 
Cleft is wind’s name, etc. 

pfsrpr stiff ?*r 

mu u: psrrp upr: 

^ntr p 

ufft hthhut... 

Yajamana renounces to the raw-flesh eaters. 
(TS 5.5.10.3c) 

The adhvaryu addresses the pratiprasthata: 

Pratiprasthata! Make this Agni nfusr^rraflufrfh 
spotted like a tortoise! ^ l 

(BSS 10.50:52.13) 

The pratiprasthata sprinkles curds mixed with honey, with the help of a thick 
bundle of darbha grass, over the altar in the eastern, southern, western, and 
northern directions, reciting each time: 

U HHT |ut4 p%HT p%HTHT^ 

HHcurPngu uprurdu 1 

3T|hipt ffuRi pit pfm- 

HRRpH ^Tpi fT^HT H 

h hhi urn pppurimp, 

u st^u: stPhitt phi1 

u*pr h$ thh •hth pH 

H U THHT H ip II 

While the pratiprasthata makes Agni spotted by sprinkling curds mixed with 
honey, the udgata chants three samans: 

o. Gods among gods, reverends among reverends, 
who await their yearly share, 
who do not eat oblations, 
in this ritual enjoy honey and butter! 

p. Gods who attain godhead above gods, 
who lead the way to this brahman, 
without whom no place is pure, 
are not on the summits of earth or sky! 

(TS 4.6.1.4o-p) 

Yajamana renounces to the bolt bearers; 

(4) You are stable by name, 
your homes are in the north, 
your arrows are waters. 
Sea is wind’s name, etc. 

Yajamana renounces to the stable; 

(5) You are masters by name, 
your homes are above, 
your arrows are rain. 
Helper is wind’s name, etc. 

Yajamana renounces to the masters; 

(6) You are raw-flesh eaters by name, 
your homes are here, 
your arrows are food. 
Winking is wind’s name, etc. 

PpHTRipr hut ht 

nut h Hpnr 

®rm p 

UUpt UTUHRT... 

UTHTUpt HUT Hp 

HUT U HUR H§7 
pH p ^TUt- 
SUTHTp HtHHW... 

P^uri hut rp <tt{%t- 

up 

u4r p iruHt- 
sfnfgit uthhut... 

I. agner vratam “Agni’s will”: see above pages 338, 373. 

II. o ha yi dadhi gravinno / akarisam o ha yi / o ha yi jisnor asvasya 
vajina o ha yi / surabhi no mukha karat / pra na ho ayu homsi ta ra 
yisat / 0 yi l.a // 

(GG 37.7, cf. RV 4.39.5) 

III. sa purvyo maho na me / venah kratubhayi ranaje ha ha au ho va a 
yi hi / yasya dvara manuh pita ha ha au ho va a yi hi / da yi va yi sii 
ha ha au ho va a yi hi / dhiya anaja au ho va / madhus cutali // 

(GG 37.4, cf. RV 8.63.1) 

The adhvaryu covers the altar with avaka plants from a basket and addresses 
a protector: 

Protect this fire altar! HiPT I 
(cf. BSS 10.51:52.19) 

All return to the Old Hall for the last Pravargya and Upasad. Then follows 
the disposal of the Pravargya implements, which occurs also in the Agnisto- 
ma (provided the Pravargya ceremonies have been performed). Slowly 
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moving in procession, yajamana, brahman, adhvaryu, and pratiprasthata 
carry the Pravargya implements in a basket and on the mahavlra stool out 
of the eastern door of the Old Hall. They are accompanied by the yajama- 
na’s wife, the prastota, and the agnidh. There are three stops at which the 
prastota sings a saman (for the Kauthuma-Ranayamya songs, see Van Bui- 
tenen, 1968,126-129). After the cortege arrives at the Agni altar, the Pravargya 
basket and stool are placed upon it. The pratiprasthata goes clockwise around 
the altar pouring water from a sambharani jug, with chant and recitation. 
He repeats his round, after which the stool is taken from the altar. 

The Pravargya implements are placed upon the altar in the shape of a 
man. First the adhvaryu, sitting on the altar, puts on brick no. 12 of the 
fifth layer some soil left from the Pravargya mound. He smooths and sprinkles 
it, and puts a piece of antelope skin on the northeastern corner. Then he 
sprinkles rice flour, grass, and sand three times over the area. With recita¬ 
tions from the Taittiriya Aranyaka he pours a mixture of curds and honey 
into the mahavira pot and the two spare pots, and adds bundles of veda grass. 
All the implements are then put down in the shape of a man. Afterwards the 
adhvaryu sprinkles sand, grass, flour, and the mixture of curds and honey, 
which is followed by recitations and several chants by the prastota. 

Back in the Old Hall several oblations into the new domestic fire pave 
the way for the Carrying Forth of Agni (next episode). First comes a butter 
oblation for Agni Anikavat, “Agni of Foremost Rank,” made by the adhva¬ 
ryu standing west of the altar, reciting: 

r. May Agni with his piercing blaze, 
cut down every enemy; 
may Agni gain wealth for us! 

s. Of foremost rank and gentle 
he will perform our ritual for the gods, 
skillful in gaining prosperity through ritual. 
Undeceived guardian and protector, 
Agni, radiate with brilliance and wealth - svat 

(TS 4.6.1.5 r 

The yajamana renounces to Agni Anikavat. 
The adhvaryu then makes two oblations of clarified butter for Visvakar- 

man, “all-maker,” architect of the universe. At the first oblation he recites: 

a. The seer, taking his place as hota, 
our father, offering all these worlds, 
seeking wealth through prayer, 
has entered subsequent creatures, 
hiding those who came first.1 

11 follow the parallel Rgveda 10.81.1, which makes more sense. 
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b. Visvakarman being with strong mind, 
creator, disposer, and highest seer, 
their offerings rejoice in food 
where the One is said to be 
beyond the seven seers. 

c. Our father, begetter, disposer, 
who begot us from being unto being, 
who alone gives names to the gods, 
others come to question him. 

d. By offering to him they gained wealth, 
the seers of old like numerous singers 
who created worlds lit and unlit 
in the expanse of space. 

e. You will not find him who has created, 
some obstacle is in your way. 
Enveloped in mists and stammering, 
taking life, the reciters wander.1 

f. Beyond sky, beyond this earth, 
beyond gods, hidden from demons, 
what germ the waters received first 
When all gods came together? 

g. This first germ the waters received 
when all gods came together, 
one resides in unborn’s navel 
where all this world rests. 

h. God Visvakarman was born, 
second the celestial genius, 
third the father, begetting plants, 
he deposited the waters’ germ in many places. 

The yajamana renounces to Visvakarman, 
the ladle is refilled, and the second 
oblation is made with: 

fmiqmt rr%T qfggrqi 

mm Brmm q'wm gsm 1 

urnfastfa uwm 

mr urnffa q* gqsmf: 11 

?ft 4: fym rsrTjrm q) fqgrar 

4: gmt spm ugfpiH i 

?it 5mm mum 

ci1?; ugm 11 

n gtqg'*: sntem 

gg srfimfr * mm 1 

mgnr gefr rddt i%tr 

q mmfir 11 — — 
g fqgtq ^ 
yqg urnffr | *\ ^ — 

qgq 11 

qfl fern me qm ’ifgsm 

qfl qq 1 

smn gn arm 

mr gm: gjnfcggi 11 

gfirgu ngfi gsr snqt 

mi gm: giruwgr i 

•>» 'vrl • 

gmm mmrq'mmTuqn 

qf^rffg fmar gflroRt mng 11 

grmfmz gq 

arifgg^m atvrciT fip.mt: 1 

a — — 1 
gqf wgwg 55m mnn 11 

i. Father of the eye, seeing with his mind, 
he created these two (heaven and earth) 
as butter oblation; 
when the eastern boundaries were fixed, 
heaven and earth extended, 

k. Eyes and faces on all sides, 

mgr: jqm rrnm fit 'flu 

Ss “ 
■qgggrr arg^ggrqq 

snigg stemmy 11 

1 Geldner notes that the poet here ridicules ritualists, who mutter mantras and kill 
animals but do not know how to find the supreme deity. 
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Deposition of Pravargya Implements in the Shape of a Man 

“You who are shaped like a man, do not sit in our mouth. 
Upright or oblique, I am not ordained in your manner, 
you are ordained in my manner. 
What you are that I am; what I am that is you. 
Go to heaven jointly with the yajamana!” 

(BSS 9.16:288.19-289.2) 

After the last Pravargya ceremony has been performed, its imple¬ 
ments are carried in procession from the Old Hall to the completed 
sacrificial altar. There they are deposited, in the shape of a man, 
on the northern side of the body of the bird-shaped altar. The 
adhvaryu performs this rite, guided by an expert who knows exactly 
how the implements should be placed. 
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hands and feet on all sides, 
the one god producing heaven and earth 
forges them together with arms and wings. 

l. What was the foundation, 
what and which of many the beginning. 
When Visvakarman created earth, 
developed heaven, all-seeing? 

m. What was the wood, what the tree, 
which they used to fashion heaven and earth? 
You clever ones, try to find out 
where he stood when he supported the worlds.1 

n. Your highest, lowest, 
and middle positions, Visvakarman, 
make them available to your friends 
for offerings, self-sufficient one; 
make the offering to yourself, 
being satisfied! 

o. Master of Speech (Vacaspati), Visvakarman, 
let us today invoke you for our protection, 
who is effortless in strength, 
Enjoy our nearby offerings, 
beneficial to all, doer of good! 

p. Visvakarman, growing with oblation, 
make the offering to yourself, 
being satisfied. 
May our enemies around be confused, 
may we here have a generous patron! 

q. Visvakarman, with strengthening oblation, 
you made Indra our invincible protector; 
the clans of old respected him, 
fearful, ready to be invoked-svaha! 

(TS 4.6.2 la-6q) 

4 HUpgt n4Rr 4 nnfr- 

snrtiq; fn 11 

ft wiw: 11 

^ f8? srlwt- 

srat eiRTsfipft Rteng: 1 

vpjnrfn 11 

m 5 nmifn qrmRj nrsniTT 

— 
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Rsflfn mif g%JT | 
sr nr ttrst irnnifn 

nr-j^Wf 11 

f4w4ns grant nrgnrn: 

| 

TpfrctpSr SlRra: OTRf 

ggTSnHi nsrar 11 

grant ^rlrnn 

fngr: ttotwr tj4f- 

raipu nnrsnra raN || 

The yajamana again renounces to Visvarkarman. 
Cherumukku Vaidikan hands three twigs of udumbara wood (instead of 

the usual valasam) to the adhvaryu, who puts them on the fire, reciting: 

a. Lead him forward, that Agni 
to whom butter is offered; 
unite him with increase of wealth, 
offspring and possessions—svaha! 

b. Bring him to the fore, Indra, 
that he may rule his fellows; 
unite him with splendor, 

TRI- 
ST iRntssgn 1 

3^71% n"-=: 
gsrat =5 ^ ^nf^i 11 

sfgfi ?Rr 
l 

snRr nrasn Tpr 
1 Cf. Archimedes: do? p.01 zoO crv& zai ziv& vqv rnv “Give me a place to stand and I move 
the world.” 
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that their shares will go to the gods—svaha! 
c. Exalt him, Agni, 

in whose house we make the offering; 
may the gods give him assistance, 
and the lord of Brahman (brahmanaspati)—svaha! 

(TS 4.6.3.la-c) 

The yajamana renounces to Agni, Indra, and Agni, respectively. The adhva¬ 
ryu lifts the Soma from its stool, and while he holds it, the pratiprasthata 
puts firewood in a large clay pot. A helper adds embers from the fire. The 
adhvaryu puts the Soma back and places the fire pot in front of himself. 

Ninth Day: April 21, 1975 
episode 20 

Carrying Forth of Agni and Oblations 
(Agnipranayana, Adhvarahuti, etc.) 

Sitting west of the new domestic altar in the Old Hall, the fire pot in 
front of him and facing east, the adhvaryu addresses the hota who sits be¬ 
hind him, the agnidh, and the “second hota,” viz., maitravaruna (among 
Kausltakins; among Aitareyins, the “second hota” is maitravaruna and 

brahman): 

Address Agni who is being carried forth! 
Agnidh! Join with the wooden sword! 
Let the second hota recite the Apratircitha hymn! 

(BSS 10.51:53.15-16) 

He lifts the pot with the fire (using palmyra potholders) and begins to move 
east, through the eastern gate of the Old Hall, reciting: 

d. May the All-gods carry you, 
Agni, with their thoughts, 
be most gentle to us 
with kindly face, resplendent! 

e. May the five divine regions assist the ritual, 
goddesses remove poverty and enmity, 
increasing wealth for the ritual patron! 

f. Ritual is founded on prosperity of wealth, 
waxing large on kindled fire, 
praiseworthy, grasped on wings of recitation, 
they sacrificed embracing the heated vessel! 

nf 22 
arh -+RR fMriw: l — ^ 
h nr *ra Rranm 

mravst n 

nnRnrfiH jrnrt nr'-Turnr: 1 

uwR jpttffircmTjtajfh 11 

rrawtn $rrar -ggrr aRnra, 

Rribi; amtnfn pragrn: 1 

nwrf t^srf 2.31^- 
pjfi sm nRq^tn^ || 

aura atfHnminEpjfff 1 

11 
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g. When gods expended their strength on ritual 
for the divine creator and enjoyer, 
they pleased the gods with hundreds of drinks; 
the gods kept embracing the ritual! 

h. With the sun’s rays and tawny hair 
Savitr has raised his infinite light; 
god Pasan moves at his impulse, 
circumspecting, guarding all things! 

i. Gods assume priestly roles for gods; 
ready for slaughter, the pacifier sacrifices;1 

when the fourth rite goes to the oblation, 
may our pure prayers be accepted! 

(TS 4.6.3.ld-2i) 

3>3rr 3f3T5ffr3rr[?ct 
qqi vtf qlg: | 

qqsfi: JsfpTJTl: yH'HTT: 

qfpjif qqr qsTHiqq 11 

5??gTcr. 

Hrqqr l 

qr4 <jqr itgq qnq 53: 

yq^qq. f%5j gqqrfir mTT: j| 

hqT %q¥qf 3Tsqq?m 3T^- 

qfq^ qrfqq 1 

qfiqi fswm 

qq: qrq$i snfaqi qt 11 

By this time the adhvaryu and the others have reached the shed of the agnldh. 
Together with yajamana and brahman, the adhvaryu sits down inside and 
places a stone called vaihkannippara in Malayalam (prsnir asman, “spotted 
stone,” in Sanskrit) in the center, reciting: 

k. Measuring he stands at the center of heaven, 
filling the two worlds and the sky, 
all-ladle, butter-ladle he discerns 
banners in east and west. 

l. Bull, ocean, ruddy bird, 
he entered the womb of his old ancestor; 
the spotted stone is put at the center of heaven, 
from aside he guards the ends of space. 

(TS 4.6.3.3k-l) 

fqHHf qq f|qt arm 

snqfqqiq ?twt apqftaHT I 

h qqrqj- 

qpm q 11 

qajr atepr: gqtfr: 

dtm fqgn fqqqr 
h«i f|qt firrl'q: sfarsgr 

fq THH: gTPl?#f II 

They get up and move toward the tail of the main altar as the adhvaryu re¬ 
cites : 

m. All songs made Indra grow, 
enclose the ocean, 
best charioteer of charioteers, 
true lord and lord of strength. 

n. Let the ritual invite, 
and bring the gods; 
let god Agni offer, 
and bring the gods! 

o. At strength’s impulse 
he seized me with power; 
Indra has humbled my enemies 

^ fq*ai arqTjq- 

HIT: | 

ptfldn-ec Tdhrr 

Wlgl^ Hcdfg qfqg II 

glf-gVr 
§qiN an q q$r- 

^^qfuqqr 
5^1* sn d q&rq 11 

qnfqi hi stgqqf- 

Hqi gqcgT^ FT 1 The pacifier is the slaughterer; see page 49. 
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and put them down! 
p. Seizing up and putting down, 

gods have increased my brahman; 
Indra and Agni, you please scatter 
my enemies on every side! 

(TS 4.6.3.4 m-p) 

d fqqlfi q 

Hit qqi dq'nvq^ | 

arqi gqFqifq^ial h 

ftqqtqrq; 11 

During this recitation in procession, the hota recites eight verses, which are 
also recited when the fire is carried forth at the animal sacrifice and at the 
varunapraghasa rite of the fourth-month ritual (caturmasya): 

With a heavenly hymn bring forth the god Jatavedas. 
He shall convey our oblations in proper order. 
This very pious recitatory priest (hota) is led forth 
to the worship. Covered like the wagon of a traveller, 
the glowing one appears by himself. 
Agni becomes free from his birth, which is immortal, 

as it were. 
Mightier than might itself, the god is prepared to 

live. 
(RV 10.176.2-4) 

q |q |sqT faqi mqqqH^ 1 

fsqi qf q^^THq^ II 

3hht rq q %gtfqf qfqq I 

*qr q qfnfiifr qoiiqraqfir qrqi 11 

srqHfhq^^irqHqif^q q?fiq: 1 

nCiqrq, |qt giqiqq |q; 11 

On the footstep of refreshment, on the navel of the ^bn^qi qq qq 
earth, Hurt sfinqi srfq | 

we would set thee down, Agni Jatavedas, 5Trq%5T fq ^15- 
in order to convey our oblation. ^ f sqiq qfm^q 11 

(RV 3.29.4) 

Fair-faced Agni, sit first, along with all the gods, 
on thy woolen homestead which is full of ghee and 

nestlike.1 
Lead the worship to Savitr, properly for the 

worshipper. 
(RV 6.15.16) 

am iq^fir: |q- 

HwnWfq qqq: mfr qtfqq. I 
qjqqfqq qqq?q Hiqq 

q^T % qqmqiq HTg II 

Hota, in that thou dost understand, sit in thy own 
place 

and set the worship on the course of correctness. 
Pursuing them, thou shalt worship the gods with the 
oblations, and thou shalt bestow lofty vigor upon the 
worshipper. 

(RV 3.29.8) 

The understanding hota, violent and shining, has sat 
down on the seat of the (other) hotas with his great skill. 
Bright-tongued Agni is of undeceivable commands 
and intentions, the very best bearer of thousands. 

1 Cf. Burkert (1979), p. 44. 

fit? 5fq: hi q 51% fqf%?qT- 
PcHT^qr qq gqmq qfirf 11 

qqrqtqqpF qm^i- 
q q^HHnq qqr qi: || 

fq 
5fqqt qirqqi ^4- I 
arqsq’qqqHrqqrHS: 

mqfqfr nfq: n 
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Thou art our messenger, our protector, who leads us 
to what is better, o bull. Without relenting, be thou 
the shining protector of our offspring and of our 
own persons. 

(RY 2.9.1-2) 

R ?t: <WTT- 
fW srmiciT 1 

ara aRFl ugfL1- 
utit: 11 

While adhvaryu and hota are moving east with the fire and with these re¬ 
citations, the brahman has joined them after going counterclockwise around 
the new domestic altar. The maitravaruna, acting as second hota, stays 
behind to the west of the new domestic altar, and recites the Apratiratha, 
or Song to the Irresistible Warrior (cf. above, pages 103-104): 

a. Swift, sharpening like a bull his horns, 
warrior fond of slaughter, disturber of people, 
bellowing, eyes open, sole hero, 
Indra conquered a hundred armies at once! 

b. With the bellowing, eyes open, conquerer, 
fighting, invincible, dare devil Indra, 
you men conquer and vanquish armies, 
with the bull with arrows in his hands! 

c. Powerful with those who hold arrow and quivers, 
Indra ruling with his troups, 
winning fights, drinking Soma with his large 

gang, 
with bow uplifted, shooting with well-drawn 

arrows! 
d. Fly round with your chariot, Brhaspati, 

killing demons, dispersing enemies, 
breaking armies, destroying, victor in battle, 
protect our chariots! 

e. Cleaver of cowpens, cow finder, thunderbolt 
holder, 

winner of battles, powerful smasher; 
equal him in courage, you fellows, 
comrades, follow in Indra’s footsteps! 

f. Known for his strength, powerful, heroic, 
superior victor, dominant terror, 
surpassing heroes and fighters, born of strength, 
Indra, cow finder, mount your victorious chariot! 

g. Mightily penetrating cowpens, Indra, 
merciless hero with hundredfold wrath, 
irresistible, enduring in battle, invincible, 
may he assist our armies in battle! 

h. Let Indra lead and let Brhaspati, 
sacrificial fee, ritual, and Soma go before; 
the Maruts precede divine armies 
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that cause destruction and win victory, 
i. The roars of bull Indra and king Varuna, 

of the Adityas, of the mighty Marut army, 
roars have arisen of the gods, 
spirited, earthshaking, and victorious! 

k. Ours be Indra when the standards meet, 
on our side the winning arrows, 
on our side victorious heroes, 
help us, gods, when invoked! 

(TS 4.6.4.la-4k) 

gurrg gwy ?TiT 
ariferURT ur gnu 1 

glut snkrg^Tig n 

spsigftR?;: 

. Rung; ur 4^ | 

UTR sTsrarj fRg |i 

While these recitations take place, the Samaveda is not left out. The prastota 
chants agner vratam, “Agni’s Will” (above page 338). In the mean time 
the adhvaryu has arrived at the altar and puts the fire pot down on the tail. 
Cherumukku Yaidikan pours melted butter from a dish over his hands, and 
the adhvaryu sprinkles it over the altar in the four directions and at the 
center: 

May Vasus with Rudras protect you on the east; 
ancestors under King Death, with ancestors on the 

south; 
Adityas with All-gods on the west; 
Dyutana Maruta with Maruts on the north; 
gods under chief Indra from below and above! 

(TS 5.5.9.4/) 

udURR 4^: pRFt TRJ I 

fifffiv'R wrjiFi: wg 1 

sufgRreR $$$&: g-STTT ’H'3 1 ’ 

ggpreut uretfi "fig 1 

n^Rreigt- 

s^RigffnRsr^'Tpgji 

He picks up the fire pot with the potholders, faces east, and recites: plate 86 

a. Advance east, o wise Agni, 
for Agni you be the Agni here! 
Light up all regions with your radiance, 
give strength to our two- and four-footed beings. 

b. With Agni ascend the vault of heaven, 
born of the ukha pot, lifting him in your hands! 

Go to the ridge of heaven, paradise, 
and eat together with the gods! 

(TS 4.6.5.1 a-b) 

nRiug gfegr art (ggj- 
ptarfhu§£ 1 

firgj srim gtatfi fit 351- 

fft 4ft fpg Rgreg ll 

gvgppafa firsht: 1 

t|u: pv grejren 

firm tufituRu; i| 

He steps on the altar with the fire pot and approaches the center of the altar: 

c. From earth I mounted sky, 
from sky I mounted heaven, 
from the ridge of heaven’s vault 
I reached celestial light! 

d. Going to heaven without looking away, 
They mount the celestial region, the two worlds! 

gfgRT ggggRmWrs%- 

fir-if RiR pig 

11 

gqgpffi mqaug 

3tt uffig 11 
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PLATE 86 

Arrival of Agni 

“Advance east, o wise Agni, 
for Agni you be the Agni here! 
Light up all regions with your radiance, 
give strength to our two- and four-footed beings. 
With Agni ascend the vault of heaven, 
born in the ukha pot, lift him in your hands. 
Go to the ridge of heaven, paradise, 
and eat together with the gods!” 

(TS 4.5.6.la-b) 

The adhvaryu arrives with the fire from the domestic altar at the 
tail of the offering altar. 



Part II The 1975 Performance 

Halfway to the center, the adhvaryu puts the fire down. Cherumukku Vaidikan 
hands him a ladle filled with curds, and he makes an oblation on the center. 
During these activities he recites: 

They stretch the ritual carefully, 
streaming on all sides, 

e. Agni, advance, first worshipper, 
eye of gods and men; 

ramgr 11 

srh kt? 

^IkikgH i - 
%Sihivtt H%n: 

pressing together with the Bhrgus, ggfk |t 
the sacrificers go to heaven, to prosperity! 

f. Of one mind but multiple form, night and dawn 
suckle one child together; 
radiant, he shines between heaven and earth; 
giving wealth, gods support Agni! 

g. Agni of a thousand eyes, a hundred heads, 
your exhalationsa hundred, inhalations a thousand, 
you are lord of wealth a thousand times, 
thus we worship you for strength—svaha! 

%trthi h%hj fikn 
mwt s hhHI 1 
hikt $TOT 

%r hut ^f^rmr^T: n. 

am Hpna? ?Era^- 
If Htitl: H?%Rpn: | 
HlfHHT m ff% 

u fsr% trth Hnst It 

The yajamana renounces to Agni. The adhvaryu returns the ladle, lifts the 
fire, goes clockwise around the Pravargya implements to the north and sits 
down east of the center facing west. Then he overturns the pot and puts the 
fire in the center of the altar, reciting: 

h. You are the bird with wings, sit on earth, 
sit on the ridge of the earth; 
with your glaze fill the sky, 
with your light support heaven, 
with your brilliance strengthen the quarters! 

i. Receiving offerings, handsome Agni, 
sit down in front of your own womb; 
All-gods, up high with the sacrificer . . . 

adding fire sticks to the fire: 

gjpffsflr 

ffs hit 
WHlsrnfrapn % 
kifirn fkgrTHH 

h%t f% %; 11 

gltgk: K*HTT: 

% hit %%r hit hfht | 

... 
. . . you sit down! 

(TS 4.6.5) 
...HtT? II 

In the mean time, the hota has completed his recitation (ending in Rgveda 
2.9.2). Encircling darbha grasses are put around the newly installed fire, 
water is sprinkled, the adhvaryu sits west of the fire and prepares an oblation 
of clarified butter. The yajamana ascends the altar, goes around the adhvaryu 
and the adhvaryu passes the ladle with oblation round his legs. The yajamana 
sits south of the adhvaryu. While the yajamana holds the ladle, the adhvaryu 
makes four adhvara oblations, reciting: 
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Carrying Forth of Agni 

Agni must lead the ritual knowingly, 
that destroyers of ritual will not find it. 
Announce the ritual to the gods, 
promote the ritual patron—svaha! 

(BSS 10.52:54.17-19) 

srtikff kstfft 
% KiTeTH! 1 

5T5jTR=j 
hk fhr 11 

The other three mantras have Vayu, Surya, and Yajna, respectively, in the 
place of Agni. The yajamana renounces to these, one at each svaha. These 
oblations occur in the animal sacrifice, when fire has been transported to the 
new altar. The remaining ceremonies also follow the animal sacrifice: the 
yajamana scoops clarified butter in his own ladle, and makes oblations to 
Agni, Vayu, and Aditya. The adhvaryu traces the outline of the mahavedi 
for a second time. He directs the agnidh to bring water to the altar and 
marks the spot where juhu, upabhrt, other implements, and the clarified 
butter will be placed. Returning to the altar, he places fifteen fire sticks, 
anointed with butter, in a dish and puts them in the fire with svaha! The 
yajamana renounces to Agni. The adhvaryu puts three fire sticks of atti, 
vayyankat, and vahni wood (see above page 206) on the fire with three 
mantras: 

k. Enkindled, Agni, shine for us, 
youthful with unfailing rays, 
strength accrues to you for ever—svaha! 

l. We worship you in your highest birth, Agni 
we worship you with praise in your lower home; 

%'ii hjt fit- 
ssrsnir nkr nks 1 

TRt: Hrrk II 

15% krgkr H%r i 
I offer to the womb from where you came, 
when kindled, they offer oblations in you—svaha! 

m. I choose that many-fold benevolence 
of exquisite Savitr, given to all men, 
that mighty fat cow which Kanva milked, 
streaming with milk a thousandfold—svaha! 

(TS 4.6.5.4k-m) 

Krm?ft%5iH2r % fi 
K kWlvIK Hm<f HtTsi || 

m*: f%r- 

ftrst % 55k 1 

KKHT.nfT Hr- HTffT II 

At each svaha, the yajamana renounces to Agni. More butter oblations fol¬ 
low: for Visvakarman, with TS 5.5.4.3 (see page 283); for Agni with TS 
4.4.4.7w (see page 335); and finally a Full-Ladle oblation (pQrnahuti) for plate 87 
Agni with: 

Seven are your kindling sticks, Agni, 
and seven your tongues; 
seven seers, seven dear homes; 
seven hotas sacrifice for you sevenfold, 
seven wombs you fill with butter! 

(TS 4.6.5.5n) 

HR If 3f§ Hfam HR T%f I: 

hrkk: hr hih tkhtm i 
HR fki: HRHr HU 

HR %UH iHHU f % HU^T II 

The main offerings are for Agni Vaisvanara, “Agni who is common to 
all men.” They follow the basic pattern of isti rites (pages 46-48). The offerings 
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PLATE 87 

The Full Oblation (Purnahuti) 

“Seven are your kindling bricks, Agni, 
and seven your tongues; 
seven seers, seven dear homes; 
seven hotas sacrifice for you sevenfold, 
seven wombs you fill with butter. Svaha!” 

(TS 4.6.5.5n) 

After the fire has been installed on the new altar, and encircling 
sticks have been placed around it, several oblations of the ahuti or 
juhoti type (see page 47) are made. The adhvaryu is generally 
seated during these oblations, but here he stands because he makes 
a Full Oblation (purnahuti). After filling the ladle with butter 
scooped four times, he empties it entirely. 
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consist of cooked rice on twelve potsherds, and begin with the command to 
the hota: 

Address Agni Vaisvanara! I 
(BSS 10.52:55.12) 

At the end of the isti, the adhvaryu makes butter oblations over the rice cake, 
reciting: 

Like heaven, heat—svaha! 
like heaven, arka—svaha! 
like heaven, splendor—svaha! 
like heven, light—svaha! 
like heaven, sun—svaha! 

(TS 5.7.5.2b) 

The yajamana renounces to Agni each time. 
Finally, there are oblations of cooked rice on seven potsherds for the 

Maruts. The following mantras are recited in low voice, cyclically, and in 
overlapping pairs, the first mantra always followed by pranava (“o”) and 
the oblation made with the last, viz., as follows: 

o (ending: sabharo)—p—svaha! 
p (ending: atyamho)—q—svaha! 
q (ending: gano)—r—svaha! 
r (ending: vidharayo)—TA 4.25—svaha! 
TA 4.25 (ending: viksipo)—s—svaha! 
s (ending: etano)—t—u—svaha! 
t—u (ending: bhavanto)—o—svaha! 

The mantras are: 

o. Such like, other like, thus like, 
similar, measured, commensurate, harmonious! 

p. Of splendid radiance, varied radiance, true 
radiance, 

radiant, true, protector of order, beyond anxiety! 
q. Winning order, truth, conquering armies, 

with good army, enemies within, afar, gang! 
r. Order, true, safe, secure, 

supporter, upholder, upholding! 
(TS 4.6.5.5o-r) 

Terrible, roaring, veiled, 
sound, resounding; 
power-invoking, victorious, mighty, powerful; 
having come, departed, cast down! 

(TA 4.25) 
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II 
ScqfM 

Fksrfhsrsr mu: i| 

gsttsr ncq« 2W«r 

2m k =4 fesn-cq: i| 

i 

M ikflrq: 11 

32$ i 
325$& 1 

32$ I 
333 sqifit: 1 

jtf2$ 1 

Flow of Wealth 

s. Such like, thus like, come to us, 
similar and equal! 

t. Measure and commensurate, harmonious, 
to help us at this ritual, Maruts! 

u. Divine people, Maruts, attend on Indra; 
just as divine people, Maruts, attend on Indra, 
so may people, divine and human, 
attent on this yajamana! 

(TS 4.6.5.6s-u) 

fssjfa tTHisyiCT 3; 3 it: 

srcsrig: irrtkreajTW qtfa I 

2^ 3%- 

^2 'Vntqsff 
vqfhrfi *rsferT2’Mra[ farerr 

At each svaha! the yajamana renounces to the Maruts. 

Ninth Day: April 21, 1975 
episode 21 

Flow of Wealth (Vasor Dhara) 

The praseka, a large ladle, as tall as the yajamana measured from the 
top of his head to his feet, is installed on the altar. It is supported by a pile 
of bricks and crossed bamboo sticks. The adhvaryu addresses the pratipra- 
sthata: 

With complete concentration pour continuously snWTT: HtRmFPT 
while I shall recite Flow of Wealth! I 

(BSS 10.54:56.10) 

The pratiprasthata pours a continuous stream of clarified butter through the plates 88,89 

ladle into the newly installed fire. The adhvaryu touches the ladle with his 
right hand, his heart with his left, and recites TS 4.7.1-11, inserting svaha! 
after each occurrence of ca me, “and for me!” This recitation is called vasor 
dhara, “flow of wealth,” or camakam, after the recurrent words ca me that 
follow each noun or noun phrase, but are omitted in the translation.1 The 
adhvaryu generally recites four phrases, each beginning with svaha, in one 
breath. 

1. a. Agni and Visnu, may these songs gladden you ’tjttwut sr-:pg m fttT: I 

together! ^ctt^uTin dcnj; |i 

Come with radiance and strength. 5 srift* E Smftsr Jr 
b. For me strength, instigation, influence, in- „ ~ 1 1 5. T 

clmation, thought, inspiration, speech, — - -T -.^1 “ , ^ 
fame, renown, reputation, light, heaven, E ^^3 E W*®. ** 

expiration, inspiration, cross-breathing, ^sqptsi *r ns3«t u unt ^ 

1 In the Sanskrit text, the sandhi of the printed texts is retained. It does not occur in 
the recitation after me, since each ca me is followed by svaha. 
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PLATE 88 

Flow of Wealth 

“Agni and Visnu, may these songs gladden you both. 
Come with radiance and strength ” 

(TS 4.7.1.1a) 

A continuous libation of clarified butter is made into the newly in¬ 
stalled fire through a large ladle called praseka. The ladle is sup¬ 
ported by a pile of bricks and crossed bamboo sticks. While the 
pratiprasthata pours the butter and eases its flow, the adhvaryu re¬ 
cites a section of the Taittiriya Samhita called Flow of Wealth 
(vasor dhara), or camakam after the recurrent words ca me, “and 
for me,” which follow each noun or noun phrase. Yajamana and 
brahman are seen in front, watching from their usual places. At 
the end of the libation, the yajamana will renounce to Agni and 
Visnu. 

~ \ 
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PLATE 89 

Flow of Wealth: Detail 

Flow of Wealth (vasor dhara) from the east. 
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breath, mind, learning, voice, mind, eye, 5 sntfte *R 5 El^ ’R E RR51 E sar§T8*' EE 
ear, skill, might, force, strength, life, old srtsr r g R *r4 R g g 
age, breath, body, protection, guard, limbs, 5 ^ r R rurr R R 
bones, joints, and bodies for me! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^s_ 

2. For me preeminence, overlordship, spirit, anger, ~i . r J », w ^ „ 
violence, impetuosity, victorious power, great- A ^ 
ness, breadth, extent, greatness, length, growth, ^E RnRRR R R E'3^J5 EWg 
growing, truth, faith, world, wealth, power, RSE'S Rswr R RRr R r .RToRI r r 
radiance, play, delight, what is born, what is rrrt r r rRtrt r R fRRT r R gtfRr 
to be born, good words, good deeds, finding, R RcR R R ggr r 
what there is to find, what has been, what will ^ ^ ^ ^ r 
be, easy road, good way, prosperity, pros- "7 1 r r, ^ . r.jrjiil .. 
pering, agreement, agreeing, thought, and 
good thought for me! T-^ ™ 

3. For me prosperity, comfort, desire, wish, long- ^ ^ RR R R Rig^R R §R e R gER 
ing, kindliness, good, better, superior, fame, E R ?y7 R E R W& 4 E 
good luck, riches, restrainer, supporter, peace, R gfiFr R ggffiR r || 
firmness, all, greatness, discovery, knowledge, r R g r irr r Rs.jjRriRR g 
begetting, procreation, plough, harrow, holy r ^r^rr- ^ ^ 4 ft ft 
order, immortality, freedom from disease, ^ ft ^ ft ^ ft r ft 
freedom from illness, life, longevity, freedom ._. * 1 . 1 rj . ^ 
r e c , c ■ , . ERR R R ert r r gRar r reft r 
lrom foes, fearlessness, ease of going, lying ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ , . 7 .. _; 
fair dawning, and fair day for me! ^ ^ ^ ^ 

4. For me strength, righteousness, milk, sap, ghee, ^ E ^ R R 3sR R R- 
honey, eating and drinking in company, srr r rsrrt r rsrirrr r gtenjR r 
ploughing, rain, conquest, victory, wealth, giRRcR R rsrirr r rsrr r r rr r 
riches, prosperity, prospering, plenty, lordship, % ^ ^ 3 ^ ^ 
much, more, full, fuller, imperishableness, bad ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

crops1, food, freedom from hunger, rice, barley, ^ ^ ^ ^ ft rfw .H tffsi 
beans, sesame, kidney beans, vetches, wheat, „ ^ r.i .“^1 . „ > , ^ 
lentils, millet, Panicum miliaccum, Panicum 3 W* - ™ * 5 ^ E 
frumentaceum, and wild rice for me! ERR R "R E 9r2SI R^IEE 'R R 

5. For me stone, clay, hills, mountains, sand, trees, 33 R R Rf R E R tr R R 
gold, bronze, lead, tin, iron, copper, fire, r RSwfRR g ^iWtr RSR r Rsg-R 
water, roots, plants, what grows on ploughed ^ r rrt&j R rirfst r 
land, what grows on unploughed land for me, ^ r R'.’^giar R ggrtst 
may tame cattle prosper through the ritual for v ~rs , ~ . ~VN 7 ^ 
me, may wild cattle prosper through the “ 
ritual for me; for me wealth and gaining ElE'ER R H c? 0 .1 »\ rsi rs _J •'s ?i _ 
wealth, attainment and attaining, riches, R’*11 ^ E ^ R <E^R^ E RRR'R 
dwelling, act, power, aim, strength, moving R r srrrfrst R t§tir r rs- 
and going for me! 

11 question Keith’s translation, since it seems to be 
some kind of grain; recited ten times. 

Raj g R1R R g R3«J r 551R R R gif r 

gsfa4 r RtT-g r g r 

fgq^-cr r RSf'aq5^ r r griRiaj r 

RRRI R5FPT R5q?UlRRiRr4 R RRRT 

RRR cR5q?nt fgR R g fRIR«r R RR R 

g girsi g r^ r r rrir4 hwr 5 

RrRR RSRSf R RRSf g IIR^E R II 

Flow of Wealth 

6. For me Agni and Indra, Soma and Indra, Savitr 
and Indra, Sarasvatl and Indra, Pasan and 
Indra, Brhaspati and Indra, Mitra and Indra, 
Varuna and Indra, Tvastr the Indra, Dhatr 
and Indra, Visnu and Indra, the Asvins and 
Indra, Maruts and Indra, All-gods and Indra, 
earth and Indra, sky and Indra, heaven and 
Indra, quarters and Indra, head and Indra, 
Prajapati and Indra for me! 

7. For me the amsu cup, the rasmi, the adabhya, 
the master (cup), the upamsu, the antaryama, 
the (cup) for Indra and Vayu, the (cup) for 
Mitra and Varuna, the (cup) for the Asvins, 
the pratiprasthana (cup), the sukra, the 
manthin, the agrayana, the (cup) for the All¬ 
gods, the dhruva, the (cup) for Vaisvanara, the 
season cups, the atigrahyas, the (cup) for 
Indra and Agni, the (cup) for the All-gods, the 
(cups) for the Maruts, the (cups) for Mahe- 
ndra, the (cup) for Aditya, the (cup) for Savitr, 
the (cup) for Sarasvatl, the (cup) for Pasan, 
the (cup) for (Tvastr) with the wives (of the 
gods), and the hariyojana (cup) for me! 

8. For me kindling-wood, the strew, the altar, the 
lesser altars, the offering-spoons, the cups, the 
pressing-stones, the chips (of the post), the 
sounding holes, the two pressing boards, the 
wooden tub, the vayu cups, the (bowl) for the 
purified Soma, the mixing (bowl), the agnidh’s 
altar, the oblation holder, the house, the 
sadas, the cakes, the cooked (offerings), the 
final bath, and the cry of svaga for me! 

9. For me fire, the cauldron, the beam, the sun, 
breath, the horse sacrifice, earth, Aditi, Diti 
sky, the Sakvarl verses, the fingers, the 
quarters prosper through the sacrifice; may the 
rc, the saman, the hymn tune, the yajus, con¬ 
secration, penance, the season, the vow 
through rain of day and night, the brhat and 
rathantara for me! 

10. For me embryo, the calves, the one-and-a-half- 
year-old male and female, the two-year-old 
male and female, the two-and-a-half-year-old 
male and female, the three-year-old male and 
female, the four-year-old male and female, 
the draught ox and the draught cow, the bull 
and the cow that is barren, the steer and the 

gfo4 g g RtR«r r r 

rPcru r g E r g 

R RRI R R g g 

r [rr4 g g R^R«t g r 

r g r ggn 4 g t g 

E wk® ESfRRT R E E 
gRRR g Zriz®. R fqR R R §RT R 

Tjfgfft r g ^>4 rsrtr'4 r g 

g RTR g E f7R«f E * ert 

r g R g r t 

r rs^tVrr RsfRTfinr r 

RS-UR1R4 R R^RTRRR R 

^RIR^r4 R RTI%t4 R KffiqRTIRR R 

r g?Tt 4 r rirroi4 R rrrrr 

r hr4 r rrirt4 r RvrfEr^m rs%- 

RifrrR r nyTTRSf R rr|r«I r R^cRRl- 

RFR R RI|?^R R R RTpIRSI R 

rt?trr4 r igwisr r qicffm4 r ^tfr- 

r!rr4 r 11 
1 rsr \ -x r\T rs /nT 

I^rsi r g g g 

r =3RRi4 r ririrst r r 
•o — — — 

RsjgRRR r ^toi5sgR«r r 

RigsRifR ^ R R RlRgjfctar g 

RIRIH R R sjIRRTR R R R|t4 R RRST 

r ggRiRiar r rsrrr4 r rrit- 

r 11 

r gg4 rs£4 r ggW r gpiar 

rs^rr4 r imRt g RSi^firai g 

g ri4 r r 

^«q?giRf 4 g rir r r 4tR«r g 

r fr^rr r g r r rr r- 

sfTrmqj|^n r r r^r 

Rig 11 

RRrar r RcRt4 r srrst 4 sgfft r r 

%gRnr^R r 4 g Taifrsi r 

R5TR) 4 R iRRrRW Jr fRRcRT 4 R 

R R gRTCl 4 R qfRl4 R RW4 R R8R 

4 R RRT 4 R RtRRSJ R RfR RSRffH 

r g gpit r^R 

^^TRIRqTRt R^R ^5RRT oRTRl R3t4 
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cow that miscarries, the bullock and the cow 
for me! May life prosper through the rite, 
may expiration prosper through the rite, 
may inspiration proper through the rite, may 
cross-breathing prosper through the rite, may 
the eye prosper through the rite, may the ear 
prosper through the rite, may mind prosper 
through the rite, may speech prosper through 
the rite, may the self prosper through the rite, 
may the rite prosper through the rite for me! 

a. For me one, three, five, seven, nine, eleven, 
thirteen, fifteen, seventeen, nineteen, twenty- 
one, twenty-three, twenty-five, twenty-seven, 
twenty-nine, thirty-one, thirty-three; 

b. for me four, eight, twelve, sixteen, twenty, 
twenty-four, twenty-eight, thirty-two, thirty- 
six, forty, forty-four, forty-eight; 

c. Strength, instigation, the later born, in¬ 
spiration, heaven, the head, the vyasniya, the 
offspring of the last, the last, the offspring of 
being, being, the master! 

(TS 4.7.1-11)1 

tr! 53R ^m'r srpgsbt ^tut- 

5[Fm 3^ <psq<tT 2gf 35N 11 

tpST ^ tr q*i ^ IT ?Pr 

^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ 

Jr ^ ^ 3 

5 h it fp- 

fHstf&ar $ ipffirssrfirar 5 2 

§ =W^r«t itself =# 3 ^ 

3 ^tr ^ 3 

2SErf4'^irfit%r Jr 3 

Jr 3 3ssi- 

ft 11 

5)*g«r bvjt g 

ipfirsnmqfiisr |i 

plate 90 The entire recitation lasts just under half an hour. The yajamana renounces 
to Agni and Visnu. Afterwards, the praseka ladle is put in the fire, one kindi 
with remaining clarified butter is poured over it, and the bricks and bamboo 
stand are taken down. The remaining clarified butter is added to rice cooked 
on the domestic fire. This brahmaudana meal is eaten by adhvaryu, brahman, 
hota, and udgata, sitting south of the tail. 

Ninth Day: April 21, 1975 
episode 22 

Pressing of Strength, Holding of the Realm, and Other Oblations 
(Vajaprasaviya, Rastrabhrt, etc.) 

The pressing of strength oblations (vajaprasaviya) are fourteen obla¬ 
tions of all kinds of grains (sarvausadha), mixed with curds and butter, and 
offered to Agni. Sitting on the altar, the adhvaryu makes these oblations 
from the sruva ladle with fourteen mantras: i■ ■ . 1 y v 
a. In the beginning the pressing of strength pressed — " 

this King Soma in plants and waters. *OT**rai3»fOTW'3 I 

Let them be sweet for us, *1 
let us priests watch the realm—svaha! 5315! 11 

1 In this last section, me “for me” is omitted, and svaha follows each occurrence of ca 
“and.” Each numeral is recited twice. 
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Pressing of Strength 

b. Pressing of strength has pervaded 
this world and worlds on all sides. 
He goes around recognizing excellence, 
increasing our offspring and success—svaha! 

c. Pressing of strength rests on heaven, 
as emperor on all these worlds. 
Let the wise make misers generous 
and give us wealth full of heroes—svaha! 

d. Agni, speak to us, 
be thoughtful for us; 
lord of the world, promote us, 
you give us wealth—svaha! 

e. May Aryaman promote us, 
and Bhaga and Brhaspati, 
may gods and the generous one, 
Goddess Speech endow us—svaha! 

f. To give us gifts impel 
Aryaman, Brhaspati, Indra, 
Speech, Visnu, Sarasvatl, 
and Savitr the strong—svaha! 

g. We hold on to King Soma, 
Varuna and Agni, 
The Adityas, Visnu, SOrya, 
Brhaspati the brahman—svaha! 

(TS 1.7.10.1a-3g) 
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a. May strength help us through the seven direc¬ 
tions 

and four distances, 
strength help us here with the All-gods, 
to gain wealth—svaha! 

g. May all Maruts help us today, 
may All fires be kindled, 
may the all-gods come to help us, 
all wealth and strength for us—svaha! 

c. Come gods to press strength 
with your golden chariots, 
Agni, Indra, Brhaspati, 
the Maruts to drink Soma—svaha! 

d. Help, us, steeds, for each prize, 
and rewards—intelligent, immortal, 
aware of cosmic order; 
drink honey and enjoy it, 
go happily on divine paths—svaha! 

e. Strength is in front and in our midst, 
gods shall have strength with the seasons; 
pressing of strength bows for us, 
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PLATE 90 

Conclusion of Flow of Wealth 

After Flow of Wealth is completed and the yajamana has renounced 
to Agni and Visnu, the praseka ladle is thrown into the fire. Since it 
is soaked with butter, the flames flare up. The bamboo stand and 
pile of bricks are taken down by the pratiprasthata. The Prava- 
rgya implements continue to lie on the surface of the altar. 



Part II The 1975 Performance 

may I be lord of strength in all quarters—svaha! 
f. Let me put milk on earth, on plants, 

in heaven, in the sky, 
may the directions have milk for me—svaha! 

g. I unite myself with milk, butter, 
I unite myself with waters, plants, 
may I gain strength, Agni—svaha! 

(TS 4.7.12.1a-2g) 
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At each svaha! the yajamana renounces to Agni. There is a final oblation of 
milk with TS 4.7.12.3h = TS 4.6.5.2f (page 558), at which the yajamana 
renounces to Agni. The remaining grain mixture is kept for later (below, page 
640). 

The Holding-of-the-Realm oblations (rastrabhrt) are eleven butter ob¬ 
lations partly made with the help of a miniature cart (ratham) that has four 

plate 91B spokeless wheels and is made of audumbara wood. A small copper pipe is 
vertically attached to the front of this toy cart. Made beforehand by the 
smith, this pipe is 2 1/2 Angulas long and as wide as a thumb (ahgusta). The 
first six oblations are made directly from the sruva ladle into the fire, with 
six mantras: 

a. Maintaining, abiding by cosmic order, 
Agni is Gandharva, his nymphs’ (Apsarases) 
plants called strength; 
may he protect brahman, ksatram, 
May they protect brahman, ksatram—svaha! 

(TS 3.4.7.1a) 
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The yajamana renounces to “Agni Gandharva, nymphs’ plants”; 

b. The continuous, having all songs, 
Sun is Gandharva, his nymphs’ 
rays called alive, etc. 

3* ^ 

1 

The yajamana renounces to “Sun Gandharva, nymphs’ rays”; 

c. Blessed sun-rayed moon1 is Gandharva, 
his nymphs’ lunar mansions called bright, etc. 

fgsr: 

The yajamana renounces to “Moon Gandharva, nymphs’ lunar mansions”; 

d. The active bird ritual is Gandharva, 
his nymphs’ sacrificial fees 
called praises, etc. 

gqvfir gift 

fipprewq qreW 

arqrrm 11 

1 Suryarasmi, “sun-rayed,” in RY 10.139.1 said of Savitr or the sun, here of the moon, 
indicating that it reflects the light of the sun? 
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Holding of the Realm 

The yajamana renounces to “Ritual Gandharva, nymphs’ sacrificial fees”: 

e. Prajapati, all-maker, mn 
mind is Gandharva, his nymphs’ 
verse and songs called hymns, etc. ?4cg^gr q^q:.., 

The yajamana renounces to “Mind Gandharva, nymphs’ verse and songs”: 

f. The swift, all-pervading, 
wind is Gandharva, his nymphs’ 
waters called delights, etc. 

mm1 

qjqq^wssqf- 

pr... 

The yajamana renounces to “Wind Gandharva, nymphs’ waters.” 
The remaining five Holding-of-the-Realm oblations are made from the 

sruva ladle through the copper pipe of the toy cart. Cherumukku Vaidikan 
holds the cart over the fire, while the adhvaryu makes the oblations, re¬ 
citing: 

g. World leader with homes above and here 
give us increase of wealth, unfailing, 
abundant heroes, prosperity through the year! 

qphmt qq q*q u •yqff1 p q| 

PLATE 91A 

The yajamana renounces to Agni: 

h. Supreme being, master, death is Gandharva, 
his nymphs are the universe, called worlds, etc. sgpq fq^nwdi gq: ,,, 

The yajamana renounces to “Death Gandharva, nymphs’ universe”: 

i. With good home, wealth, doing good deeds, §1-^’ 
holding light, rain is Gandharva, *F=qq- 
his nymphs’ lightnings called radiant, etc. qrq 

The yajamana renounces to “Rain Gandharva, nymphs’ lightnings”: 

k. With far-speeding darts, merciless, jpfipnfqr WrJ- 
Death is Gandharva, his nymphs’ ipqq^Rq 
offspring called timid, etc. stotht Triqq:. ■. 

The yajamana renounces to “Death Gandharva, nymphs’ offspring”: 

l. Beloved, looking with desire. 
Love is Gandharva, his nymphs’ 
thoughts called burning; 
may he protect this our brahman, ksatram, 
may they protect this our brahman, ksatram, 
to him—svaha! To them—svaha! 

(TS 3.4.7) 
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PLATE 91A 

Holding of the Realm (Rastrabhrt) 

“World leader with homes above and here 
give us increase of wealth, unfailing, 
abundant heroes, prosperity through the year!” 

(TS 3.4.7.2 g) 

During some of the Holding-of-the-Realm (rastrabhrt) oblations, 
the adhvaryu pours butter through the copper pipe of a miniature 
cart (ratham), which Cherumukku Vaidikan holds over the fire. 

PLATE 9IB 

Fastening the Copper Pipe to the Cart 

Before the Holding-of-the-Realm oblations, Nellikat Nilakanthan 
Akkitiripad attaches the copper pipe to the minature cart. 
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The Yajamana renounces to “Love Gandharva, nymphs’ thoughts.” 
The cart is thrown into the fire after its pipe has been removed. Then 

there are three Light (rue) oblations of butter, recited with: 

Your flames, Agni, rising in the sun, 
envelop heaven with rays, 
with all these bring us to light, to man—svaha! 
Your flames in the sun, o gods, 
flames in cattle and horses, 
with these, Indra and Agni, 
give us light, Brhaspati—svaha! 
Give light to our brahmins, 
place light in our chieftains, 
light in tribesmen and servants, 
with your flames give me light—svaha! 

(TS 5.7.6.3d) 
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At each svaha, the yajamana renounces to Agni. 
Finally, the adhvaryu makes three butter oblations from the palms of 

his hands, taking the butter from a dish (catti). These are called Wind’s 
Names (vatanamani, cf. the oblations of the beginning of Episode 19: page 
544). The mantras are: 

You are the ocean, full of mist, 
yielding moisture, blow over me, 
granting happiness and delight—svaha! 
You are of the Maruts, the Marut troop, 
blow over me, 
granting happiness and delight—svaha! 
You are helper, worshipful, 
blow over me, 
granting happiness and delight—svaha! 

(TS 4.7.12.3i) 
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plate 92 Each time, the yajamana renounces to Agni. 
These concludes the oblations for the newly installed fire. It is about 1:30 

p.m. on the 9th ritual day, on which day numerous other ceremonies remain 
to be performed. 
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The Soma Hall 

Ninth Day: April 21, 1975 
episode 23 

Setting Up of the Soma Hall and the Hall of Recitation; 
Construction of the Dhisnya Hearths 

(Havirdhanamandapakaranam; Sadahkaranam; Dhisnyanirmanani) 

The havirdhana or Soma Hall and the sadas or Hall of Recitation 
have to be prepared (see Figure 19, page 262). These rites occur in all Soma 
celebrations. Two carts, prepared by the carpenter, are moved from the west¬ 
ern border of the mahavedi and placed in the southern and northern parts 
of the havirdhana. The Soma rites are performed under the southern cart; 
on the northern cart two large clay pots are kept: for water required for 
pressing Soma, and for pressed Soma. The two halls are prepared by the 
Samavedins and the adhvaryu. Holes are dug around their outlines, and also 
for the sacrificial pole at the center of the eastern border of the mahavedi. 

At the center of the sadas, a hole is dug for the audumbar! pole. This 
pole, with two-pronged top, is brought by the pratiprasthata and erected in 
its hole with the prongs pointing east and west. Three Samaveda priests— 
udgata, prastota, and pratiharta—perform rites around it. After covering plate 93 

it with darbha grass and a cloth (vastra), a string made of darbha grass is 
wound 28 times around it, since 28 stutis or stotras will be chanted in the 
sadas (only one will be chanted outside the sadas, whence its name: bahis- 
pavamanastotra, “Outdoor Chant of the Clarified Soma”: Episode 25). When 
chanting these songs, the udgata wears a ring of darbha grass (also called a 
stotra) consisting of two blades, around his finger. After each song, he inserts 
this stotra into the corresponding row of the string on the pole, so that “any¬ 
one can make out how many stutis have been chanted and how many remain 
to be chanted.” In the Agnistoma Soma ritual, with twelve Soma sequences 
and stutis, the string of darbha grass is wound eleven times around the pole. 

The marjaliya and agnldhriya sheds are ritually made. Back in the havi¬ 
rdhana or Soma Hall, four uparava, or resounding holes, are dug to the east 
of the southern havirdhana cart. These holes are joined together underground. 
Adhvaryu and yajamana put their hands inside, ascertaining that they can 
touch each other. Sacrificial grass is put inside these holes and two wooden plate 94 

planks are placed over them and joined together. Bamboo pins are fixed in 
the ground so that the planks stay in position. The adhvaryu scatters soil 
and sacrificial grass around the planks and spreads a bullock skin over it. 

In the mean time, bricks for the dhisnya hearths have been placed inside 
the sadas. Each of these hearths, and also the agnldhriya and marjaliya hearths, 
are square, with a side of one pancami or aratni (see pages 195-196). Each 
consists of one layer of bricks. First comes the hearth of the agnldhriya, 
which consists of nine square bricks, placed around the vainkannippara stone 
(or prsnir asman), put there during the Carrying Forth of Agni (Episode 20, 
page 552), see Figure 41. The adhvaryu consecrates brick no. 1 with: 
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The Yajamana renounces to “Love Gandharva, nymphs’ thoughts.” 
The cart is thrown into the fire after its pipe has been removed. Then 

there are three Light (rue) oblations of butter, recited with: 

Your flames, Agni, rising in the sun, 

envelop heaven with rays, 

with all these bring us to light, to man—svaha! 

Your flames in the sun, o gods, 

flames in cattle and horses, 

with these, Indra and Agni, 

give us light, Brhaspati—svaha! 

Give light to our brahmins, 

place light in our chieftains, 

light in tribesmen and servants, 

with your flames give me light—svaha! 

(TS 5.7.6.3d) 
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At each svaha, the yajamana renounces to Agni. 

Finally, the adhvaryu makes three butter oblations from the palms of 
his hands, taking the butter from a dish (catti). These are called Wind’s 
Names (vatanamani, cf. the oblations of the beginning of Episode 19: page 
544). The mantras are: 

You are the ocean, full of mist, 

yielding moisture, blow over me, 

granting happiness and delight—svaha! 

You are of the Maruts, the Marut troop, 

blow over me, 

granting happiness and delight—svaha! 

You are helper, worshipful, 

blow over me, 

granting happiness and delight—svaha! 

(TS 4.7.12.3i) 
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plate 92 Each time, the yajamana renounces to Agni. 
These concludes the oblations for the newly installed fire. It is about 1:30 

p.m. on the 9th ritual day, on which day numerous other ceremonies remain 
to be performed. 
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The Soma Hall 

Ninth Day: April 21, 1975 
episode 23 

Setting Up of the Soma Hall and the Hall of Recitation; 
Construction of the Dhisnya Hearths 

(Havirdhanamandapakaranam; Sadahkaranam; Dhisnyanirmanam) 

The havirdhana or Soma Hall and the sadas or Hall of Recitation 
have to be prepared (see Figure 19, page 262). These rites occur in all Soma 
celebrations. Two carts, prepared by the carpenter, are moved from the west¬ 
ern border of the mahavedi and placed in the southern and northern parts 
of the havirdhana. The Soma rites are performed under the southern cart; 
on the northern cart two large clay pots are kept: for water required for 
pressing Soma, and for pressed Soma. The two halls are prepared by the 
Samavedins and the adhvaryu. Holes are dug around their outlines, and also 
for the sacrificial pole at the center of the eastern border of the mahavedi. 

At the center of the sadas, a hole is dug for the audumbari pole. This 
pole, with two-pronged top, is brought by the pratiprasthata and erected in 
its hole with the prongs pointing east and west. Three Samaveda priests— 
udgata, prastota, and pratiharta—perform rites around it. After covering plate 93 

it with darbha grass and a cloth (vastra), a string made of darbha grass is 
wound 28 times around it, since 28 stutis or stotras will be chanted in the 
sadas (only one will be chanted outside the sadas, whence its name: bahis- 
pavamanastotra, “Outdoor Chant of the Clarified Soma”: Episode 25). When 
chanting these songs, the udgata wears a ring of darbha grass (also called a 
stotra) consisting of two blades, around his finger. After each song, he inserts 
this stotra into the corresponding row of the string on the pole, so that “any¬ 
one can make out how many stutis have been chanted and how many remain 
to be chanted.” In the Agnistoma Soma ritual, with twelve Soma sequences 
and stutis, the string of darbha grass is wound eleven times around the pole. 

The marjaliya and agnldhriya sheds are ritually made. Back in the havi¬ 
rdhana or Soma Hall, four uparava, or resounding holes, are dug to the east 
of the southern havirdhana cart. These holes are joined together underground. 
Adhvaryu and yajamana put their hands inside, ascertaining that they can 
touch each other. Sacrificial grass is put inside these holes and two wooden plate 94 

planks are placed over them and joined together. Bamboo pins are fixed in 
the ground so that the planks stay in position. The adhvaryu scatters soil 
and sacrificial grass around the planks and spreads a bullock skin over it. 

In the mean time, bricks for the dhisnya hearths have been placed inside 
the sadas. Each of these hearths, and also the agnldhriya and marjaliya hearths, 
are square, with a side of one pancami or aratni (see pages 195-196). Each 
consists of one layer of bricks. First comes the hearth of the agnldhriya, 
which consists of nine square bricks, placed around the vainkannippara stone 
(or prsnir asman), put there during the Carrying Forth of Agni (Episode 20, 
page 552), see Figure 41. The adhvaryu consecrates brick no. 1 with: 
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PLATE 92 

The Yajamana’s View 

Through most of the ceremonies at the Agni altar, the customary 
place of the Yajamana is south of the altar. He sits on his antelope 
skin, his fists closed, with the brahman to his right. From this place 
he looks north over the altar, the six tips of the southern wing right 
in front of him. 
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Fixing the Audumbar! Pillar 

“I surround you who procures brahman, 
ksatra, good offspring and increase of wealth!” 

(JSS 6:7.13-14) 

One (ordinary) prakrama south of the center of the sadas hall of 
recitation (see Figure 19), a pole has been erected that supports the 
roof. Against this, the udgata, assisted by the adhvaryu and under 
the smile of Nellikat Akkitiripad, fixes the audumbarl pole, around 
which a string of darbha grass will be wound 28 times, once for 
each of the stotras that will be chanted in the sadas. The udgata 
pours butter on the pole, and then three times puts earth around 
it, reciting the above mantra. 
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PLATE 94 

Preparing the Uparava Resounding Holes 

“I bestrew those that slay the demons 
that slay the secret charms 
that belong to Visnu.” 

(TS 1.3.2.2k) 

Four uparava resounding holes are dug in front of the axle of the 
southern Soma cart in the havirdhana or Soma Hall. They are 
joined with each other under the ground. The adhvaryu puts sacri¬ 
ficial grass inside the holes. Later they will be covered with a plank 
and a bullock skin, and the Soma stalks will be pounded on top of 
these. 
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In rival invocations let radiance be mine, Agni, 
we will kindle you and nourish our body. 
Let the four directions bow for me. 
With you as overseer may we win battles! 

(TS 4.7.14.1a) 
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Figure 41—Agnidhriya Hearth 

He consecrates the remaining bricks with the Space-Filler mantras (lokampr- 
na: TS 4.2.4.4n, page 341). 

The six dhisnya hearths in the sadas are constructed in a row from south 
to north. The dhisnya of the hota is on the east-west line (prsthya), that of 
the maitravaruna is to its south, and the others to its north, from south to 
north in the order: brahmanacchamsin, pota, nesta, and acchavaka. See 
Figure 42. The dhisnya of the hota is constructed first. It consists of twelve 
bricks, as in Figure 43. The adhvaryu consecrates brick no. 1 with: 

Let all the gods be at my invocation, 
the Maruts with Indra, Visnu, and Agni. 
May the wide sky be my guardian, 
may the wind blow for my desire! 

(TS 4.7.14.1b) 

and the remaining bricks with the Space-Filler mantras. 
The remaining five dhisnya hearths consist each of eight bricks, in the 

same configuration. See Figure 44. Brick no. 1 of the dhisnya of the maitra¬ 
varuna is consecrated with: 

May the gods offer me riches, ^ 
for me prayers and divine invocations. FFraRftrRJ nra jrafih: | 
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The Hall of Recitation 

Divine invokers of old shall gain for us, %-qr thiRi nfimra ’in¬ 
let our bodies be intact, rich in heroes! h 

(TS 4.7.14.1c) " “ 

and the remaining bricks with Space-Filler mantras. Brick no. 1 of the dhisnya 
of the brahmanacchamsin is consecrated with: 

rag mnra fra mra jgrar- 
ss#t: mtm tt | 
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Let them offer for me, which offerings are mine, 
the intent of my mind be fulfilled. 
Let me commit no evil deed, 
let all the gods befriend me! 

(TS 4.7.14.2d) 

Figure 42—The Dhisnya Hearths 
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Figure 43—Dhisnya Hearth of the Hota 

Figure 44—Dhisnya Hearths of Maitravaruna, Brahmanacchamsin, 
Pota, Nesta and Acchavaka 

and the remaining bricks with Space-Filler mantras. Brick no. 1 of the 
Dhisnya of the pota is consecrated with: 

Six divine spaces, make room for us, 
all gods be heroes here. 
Let us not lose our children or bodies, 
nor succumb to our enemies, King Soma! 

(TS 4.7.14.2e) 
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and the remaining bricks with Space-Filler mantras. Brick no. 1 of the dhi¬ 
snya of the nesta is consecrated with: 
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Agni, avert anger ahead of us, TOUT- 
unfailing guardian, protect us all around. rfraT: tk crrff 5^^ i 
Let your enemies be turned away, ^ 

their plans be crushed by your foresight! ^ 

(TS 4 7 14 3f) sm' — -1-1 ™ ^ll 

and the remaining bricks with Space-Filler mantras. Brick no. 1 of the 
dhisnya of the acchavaka is consecrated with: 

Creators’ creator, lord of the world, 
god Savitr overcoming hostility. 
Let both Asvins and Brhaspati protect this ritual, 
gods guard the ritual patron from misfortune! 

(TS 4.7.14.3g) 

and the remaining bricks with Space-Filler mantras. 
The hearth of the marjaliya, where the Soma vessels and goblets will 

be cleaned, is constructed last. It consists of six bricks. See Figure 45. The 
adhvaryu consecrates its first brick with: 

Let the broad bull be our refuge, rich in food, 
much invoked in this invocation. 
You of bay steeds, protect our children, 
don’t harm, don’t abandon us! 

(TS 4.7.14.3h) 

and the remaining bricks with Space-Filler mantras. 
After the construction and consecration of the hearths and two more 

Agnistoma rites, yajamana and brahman sit south of the mahavedi. The 
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Figure 45—Marjaliya Hearth 
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adhvaryu goes a little further east with a bundle of sacrificial grass, faces east 
and recites: 

Divine grass! 
I strew you soft as wool, 
a good seat for the gods! 

(BSS 6.30:194.9-10; cf. TS l.l.ll.lh) 

Darbha grass is spread all over the mahavedi, especially thick inside the 
havirdhana and sadas halls, and on the astava area where the first stuti 
will be sung. 

Third and Ninth Day: April 21, 1975 
episode 24 

Carrying Forth of Agni and Soma; Animal Sacrifice for Agni and Soma; 
Offerings for the Divine Instigators; Proclamation of the Yajamana 

(Agnisomapranayanam; Agnisomiyapasu; Devasuvam Havlmsi) 

The ceremonies of the ninth ritual day continue with the carrying forth 
of Agni and Soma from the Old Hall to the mahavedi. During Agniprana- 
yana (Episode 20), Agni was carried to the new offering altar, and installed 

plate 95 there. During the Agnisomapranayana he is connected with Soma and in¬ 
stalled on the new hearth of the agnidhriya. Also, Agnisomapranayana is 
more of a family affair than Agnipranayana. Before the procession begins, 
the adhvaryu, yajamana, the yajamana’s wife, and his children come to the 
Old Hall. The adhvaryu sits down in front of the new domestic altar, facing 
east. A long cloth is used to tie a turban around his head and to cover the 
yajamana and his wife, who sit behind him. The hota sits to their right 
(south). All get up and leave the Old Hall in procession: the brahman in front 
with Soma on his head, the brahmanacchamsin always ready to take over the 
Soma, the unneta with the dronakalasa and other vessels, a helper with ladles 
of clarified butter for the Agnisomlya animal sacrifice, the adhvaryu with the 
fire, the yajamana, and his wife. Hota and prastota join them with recitation 
and chant (of “Agni’s Will,” page 492). The fire is installed on the agnidhriya 
hearth. King Soma is deposited on the southern havirdhana cart, and the 
ladles are put near the tail of the bird altar. 

For the sacrificial pole to be erected, it has to be felled first. This rite 
should have taken place on the third ritual day, the day that was lost. Most 
of the rites of the third ritual day were combined with those of the fourth 
(Episodes 8 through 12). The rites relating to the sacrificial pole have remain¬ 
ed unperformed until the ninth day, but now they are required. First the bil- 
ba tree is symbolically felled, a libation made on the stump, the branches cut 
off symbolically, and a pole measured of 9 aratnis, excluding the span of a 

r^r r^TTfh 
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hand at the bottom and a special piece, the casala, at the top (cf. above 
page 306). 

The carpenter has to make the sacrificial pole octagonal, and cut off its 
base. However, not being a brahmin, he cannot enter the ritual enclosure. 
Actually, he had already made the octagonal shape before the enclosure was 
consecrated (above page 207). So he merely waits for the pole to be carried 
outside the enclosure by brahmin helpers. There he symbolically makes 
the pole octagonal, and cuts off the base, actually; from the base he will make 
a goblet, the sukra-patram (see above page 215). After the carpenter has 
cut off the piece, the brahmin helpers carry the pole back into the sacred 
enclosure. 

The pole is erected in the hole that was previously dug—both acts be- plate 96 

longing to the ninth day. The helpers have difficulty getting it up. The rice 
cake, representing the Agnisomlya goat, is tied to the pole. All the other rites 
of the animal sacrifice are gone through. The dialogues of the isti, modified 
by the participation of the maitravaruna priest (see above page 48) take 

s 

Figure 46—Position of the Priests During the Isti Ceremonies and 
Animal Sacrifices of the Agnicayana 

A: adhvaryu 
Y: yajamana 
B: brahman 
A: agnidhra 
H: hota 
M: maitravaruna 
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PLATE 95 

Arrival of Soma and Agni 

“Visnu, step wide, 
give us wide space to live in! 
Born in butter, drink the butter, 
lengthen the years of the ritual master!” 

(TS 1.3.4. Id) 

Soma and Agni are carried from the Old Hall to the Great Altar 
space by a procession consisting of the adhvaryu—who wears a 
turban wound from a long cloth that also covers the yajamana 
and his wife—and several other priests. After arriving at the offer¬ 
ing altar, the adhvaryu makes a butter oblation into the fire. 
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PLATE 96 

Erection of the Sacrificial Pole 

The sacrificial pole (yupa) for the animal sacrifices is erected at the 
extreme east of the Great Altar Space. It has been there from the 
beginning, but had to be taken down for the carpenter to cut off a 
piece of its base. This is done outside the ritual enclosure, which 
the carpenter, a nonbrahmin, cannot enter. Afterwards brahmins 
carry the pole back, and erect it again. 
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place. The adhvaryu stands northwest of the Agni altar, the agnidh on the 
utkara near his agnidhrlya shed, hota and maitravaruna in the sadas in front 
of their respective hearths. In all subsequent isti rites, the priests will occupy 
these positions. See Figure 46 on page 591. 

The subrahmanya priest, who has been chanting his Subrahmanya 
north of the altar each morning and afternoon since the purchase of Soma 
(Episode 8), chants it now adding the ancestors and descendants of the 
yajamana: 

Nllakantha Sarma sacrifices, 
The son of Vallabha Sarma sacrifices, 
The grandson of Vasudeva Sarma sacrifices, 
The descendant of Vallabha Sarma sacrifices. 
The father, grandfather, great-grandfather 
of those that will be born sacrifice. 

Toward the end of the Agnlsomlya animal sacrifice some Agnicayana 
rites are inserted. First come eight oblations generally called Offerings for 
the Divine Instigators (devasuvam havimsi). The Nambudiris and Baudha- 
yana’s Dvaidha and Karmanta Sutras call them Istis for Various Seeds 
(nanabijesti). The agnidh prepares them on the domestic altar: 

gfit | 
aim 1 

nut | 
^facqrnorRf firm firamf: 

nfqnrofif *ran 1 

(1) black rice (krsnavrihi; Malayalam: karuttanellu); 
(2) millet (kyamaka; Malayalam: kavutta) 
(3) swift rice (ahuvrihi; Malayalam: navaranellii); 
(4) gavidhuka (Malayalam: celanni); 
(5) wild rice (nivara; Malayalam: varinellii); 
(6) large rice (mahavrihi; Malayalam: valiyanellu [kuttatam]); 
(7) amba (Malayalam: marutandu); 
(8) barley (yava: Malayalam: yavam). 

The rites are prescribed in the Taittirlya Samhita: 

I. To Agni, lord of the house, 
he offers a cake of black rice 
on eight potsherds. 

II. To Soma, lord of the forest, 
an oblation of millet. 

III. To Savitr, of true instigation, 
a cake of swift rice 
on twelve potsherds. 

IV. To Rudra, lord of cattle, 
an oblation of gavidhuka grain. 

V. To Brhaspati, lord of speech, 
an oblation of wild rice. 

VI. To Indra, the noblest. 

sum smrreir- 
fagfifn 

f^iRr dhffmn, 1 

finfpnn, 1 

The Divine Instigators and Proclamation of the Yajamana 

a cake of large rice 
on eleven potsherds. 

VII. To Mitra, truthful, 
an oblation of amba grain. 

VIII. To Varuna, master of law, 
an oblation of barley. 

(TS 1.8.10.1a) 

The yajamana renounces, respectively, to Agni, lord of the house; Soma, 
lord of the forest; Savitr, of true instigation; etc. 

The adhvaryu goes to the south of the altar, takes the yajamana by the 
hand, and recites: 

rfimfi HcmgT- 
ssimn} gijni 

b. May Savitr of instigations instigate you, 
Agni of lords of the house, 
Soma of lords of the forest, 
Rudra of cattle, Brhaspati of speech, 
Indra of nobles, Mitra of truth, 
Varuna of masters of law! 

c. Gods that instigate gods, 
instigate him, 
descendant of Vallabha Sarma, 
to freedom from enemies, 
great lordship, great mastery, 
great rule over people! 

(TS 1.8.10.1b-c) 

The adhvaryu addresses all who are present: 

This is your Kasyapa king! 
(BSS 10.56:58.16; cf. TS 1.8.10.1di) 

fifgm 

fit fit ggnrmWrc 

^fit vxmnftnTiT 1 

gm ggig: m 
n fnnrgsirm- 

ngn spnfi ufn 
infit 1 

gn fi: ^gfit TT^T T 

The name Kasyapa is used because Kasyapa is the yajamana’s gotra, or 
patrilinear clan. All those who are present reply: 

Soma is the king of us brahmins! *Ttfits^TF& | 
(TS 1.8.10.1d2) 

The yajamana recites: 

Earth! Sky! Heaven! 
e. This kingdom has been truly conferred, 

Varuna has diffused his own body, 
we have become obedient to pure Mitra, 
we have magnified the name of cosmic order! 

He wipes his face and continues: 

< 
nm rqsnfi 

ggg nrlfit 
Mrsf I nrm srnirr- 

ifcirft ngn mfi 11 
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f. They have all become hosts of Varuna. ffa mm 
Mitra in his course has overcome hostility. fa fifa nfa^rfauum- 
The pious follow cosmic order, ^r%m mmr 
Trita has taken our old age! ^ fafa II 

and wipes his face again. 
The yajamana then takes three Visnu strides to the east, reciting: 

You are the stepping of Visnu, 
you are the step of Visnu, 
you are the stride of Visnu! 

(TS 1.8.10.3g) 

fawn: mursfa | 
fawm: 1 

fa^nmrtmnfa 11 

After this, the Agnisomiya animal sacrifice is completed with the offering for 
Agni Svistakrt. 

The remaining ceremonies are direct preparations for the next day, 
which is the pressing day (sutyaha). The pratiprasthata prepares milk, curds, 
and parched rice, powdered and not powdered. He also prepares darbha 
grass and fire sticks for the next day and for the isti for maitravaruna on the 
last day. The adhvaryu and yajamana take the Soma vessels and implements 
and put them in their places in the havirdhana, marjallya, and agnidhrlya 
sheds. With these activities the ceremonies of the ninth ritual day are com¬ 
pleted. 

Tenth Day: April 22, 1975 

episode 25 
Continuation of the Soma Ritual; Outdoor Chant for the Purified Soma 

(Bahispavamanastuti) 

So far we have met with relatively quiet days as well as very busy, even 
frantic days (such as the first, fourth, and ninth ritual days). From now on 
we are caught in a whirlpool of rites, often overlapping, which continue for 
three days and two nights through the twelfth and last day. Most of these 
rites belong to the Soma ritual and will be described only summarily. How¬ 
ever, specific Agnicayana rites occur along with the others, not to mention 
the fact that the bird-shaped Agnicayana altar continues to function as 
offering altar, and its fire as the main receptacle for the oblations. In the re¬ 
maining portions of the present description, Agnicayana rites will be singled 
out. 

For the Soma ceremonies the reader is once again referred to the work 
of Caland and Henry, which provides the relevant details. The material is 
also accessible in the Srautakosa. However, these works are confined to the 
prototype of Soma ritual, i.e., the Agnistoma. In the following pages atten¬ 
tion will therefore be paid to special features of the Atiratra, which modify 
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or go beyond the Agnistoma. These features are mostly related to the 17 
Soma sequences of the Atiratra, which are added to the 12 Soma sequences 
of the Agnistoma (see above pages 49, 54). The differences, however, are 
not confined to these additions. Several of the first 12 stutis and sastras 
of the Atiratra are different, or partly different, from the 12 stutis and sastras 
of the Agnistoma. Differences in the stutis induce differences in the sastras, 
which often begin with the same verses upon which the immediately preced¬ 
ing stutis were based. In sum, the amount of material from Rgveda and Sa- 
maveda incorporated in the Atiratra, which is not found in the Agnistoma, 
is enormous. I shall mention all relevant hymns, verses, chants, and songs. 
I shall translate only the sources (generally rks) from which the stutis are 
constructed, which are also the beginning verses of the accompanying sastia. 
With the exception of the first, I shall not translate the remaining parts of 
the sastras, or sastras textually different from the preceding stutis. I shall 
concentrate on what is ritually significant, viz., the structure of the chants 
and recitations. This structure is generally arrived at on formal grounds, not 
on account of meaning. Many verses are included, for example, because of 
their meters or because they contain particular words or expressions. In some 
of the recitations (like the Sodasi Sastra) the entire composition is arrived 
at on formal grounds and a translation of the result would be meaningless. 
While the structure in such cases can be regarded as significant, in terms of 

meaning it makes no sense. 
The activities of the tenth day, the sutya or Soma-pressing day, start 

on April 22 at about 2:30 A.M. Implements for the eleven animal sacrifices 
(Episode 26) are prepared. When the ladles have been prepared, they are 

addressed by the adhvaryu: 

Sit on your dear seat 
with your dear name! 

(TS 1.1.11.2qb) 

fifa sfafar tffa 1 

The yajamana takes possession of the ladles with his usual mantras: 

Whatever, Agni, 
in my ritual is spoilt; 
whatever of butter, Visnu, 
may be spilt; 
with that I strike the enemy, die-hard, 
I place him in the lap of destruction! 

era 3T9T 5^*2 

cfa 
faferr 5^ 11 

(TS 1.6.2.1e) 

An Agnicayana rite follows: Agni is “yoked” with three mantras, which the 
adhvaryu recites while he touches the five layers from top to bottom (as he 
did after the completion of the altar, above page 543, and will do again, be¬ 

low page 654): 
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a. I yoke Agni with glory, with butter, 
divine bird strong with power; 
may we fly the expanse of the ruddy one, 
mounting heaven beyond the highest vault! 

b. Your wings, bird, are unaging, 
you strike demons with them, Agni, 
let us fly with them 
to the world of the virtuous, 
where the first born seers live! 

c. You are piled, ocean-born drop, 
clever and wise griffon, 
gold-winged bird, active and impressive, 
who has sat in its place, firm! 

(TS 4.7.13. la-c) 

— N5 — £ 

bfi qq qqq fiteq< 

fur q qqrqtfj 
qrwtre qsrkqrq?rtrqii 1 

qi«iif qqrr §§qrg 
qqqq: qqqqi q ^rpiT: II 

iWffi qq^qrfqfkq- 
?qq qjqiqf I 

fIMqaf: srapfi gr^q- 
gq arr faqq: II 

The adhvaryu calls the yajamana, as he does on all important occasions: 

Come yajamana! nff qqrnq I 

Soma is taken off the southern havirdhana cart and placed under it, the pres¬ 
sing stones are arranged upon the bullock skin on top of the planks, and the 
hota begins to recite the Morning Litany (prataranuvaka). This recitaton 
lasts for about an hour, and consists, among Kausitakins, of 360 Rgvedic 
verses, in which Dawn {usas) plays an important part (cf. SSS 6.2; translation 
in Caland-Henry 2.428-459): 

10.30.12 (3 x) = 3 161 
1.74.1-9 == 9 RV 4.52.1-7 = 7 
1.1.1-9 = 9 1.49.1-4 = 4 
6.16.15-27 = 13 7.77.1-6 = 6 
2.5.1-8 = 8 7.78.1-5 5 
4.7.2-11 = 10 7.79.1-5 = 5 
4.2.1-20 20 7.80.1-3 3 
7.12.1-3 = 3 7.81.1-6 = 6 
7.16.1-12 = 12 1.48.1-16 16 
3.16.1-6 = 6 1.92.13-15 3 
3.10.1-9 9 1.92.1-4 = 4 
8.23.1-30 = 30 5.79.1-10 = 10 
1.150.1-3 3 1.3.1-3 = 3 
1.140.1-7 = 7 1.22.1-4 = 4 
5.11.1-6 = 6 1.30.17-19 = 3 
5.6.1-10 = 10 8.85.1-9 = 9 
1.30.20-22 = 3 8.8.1-23 = 23 

~161 272 
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272 328 

5.74.1-10 - 10 RV 1.47.5 = 1 
5.76.1-5 = 5 8.26.1-5 = 5 

5.77.1-5 = 5 1.34.1-12 = 12 
1.116.1-25 = 25 10.41.1-3 = 3 

7.73.1-5 = 5 5.75.1-8 = 8 

7.74.1-6 

^0 
00 
cq 
m

 

II 5.75.9 (3 x) = 3 

360 

Soma vessels, cups, and goblets are arranged. The adhvaryu, accom¬ 
panied by yajamana’s wife and nesta, brings elcadhana waters in five pots (in 
the Agnistoma there are three). These waters will be used for pressing Soma. 
The adhvaryu offers a cup with curds (dadhigraha) and, as first Soma cup, 
the upamsu cup, for which six Soma stalks have been pressed.1 Assisted by 
pratiprasthata, agnidh, and nesta, the adhvaryu presses a fair amount of plate 105 

Soma by pounding the stalks on the plank with the pressing stones. 
The chanters, udgata, prastota, and pratiharta, enter the havirdhana or 

Soma Hall, touch the havirdhana carts, and sit down. The udgata chants: 

namah. pitrbhyah purvasadbhyo namas sakannisadbhyah / yunje 
vacam satapadim gaye sahasravartanim gayatra traistubham jagat / 
visva rupani sambhrtam / dev a okamsi cakrire // 

(JA 60.1-2) 

immediately followed by the Visvarupa chant, which is based upon it: 

namah pitrbhyah purvasadbhyom / namas sakannisadbhaya yunje 

vacam sat a hm bha ova I yunje vacam satapadom / gaye sahasravar¬ 
tanim gayatran trayistubha hm bha o va / gayatran traistubhah 

jagom / visva rupani sambhartan deva okam sayica hm bha o va // 
(Usani = RG 1.1; cf. JB 1.74; JSS 8) 

Homage to the ancestors, sitting in front, 
homage to those who sit together. 
I harness the voice of ahundred verse, 
I sing in a thousand turns, 
with meters gayatrl, tristubh, jagati. 
All the assembled forms 
the gods have taken up as their abodes. 

The udgata wipes the dronakalasa vessel and places it over the uparava 
holes. The adhvaryu offers the antaryama cup and filters Soma through a 

1 The Nambudiris do not offer the optional adabhya and arnsu cups. 
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cloth into the various goblets, cups, and vessels. Several Soma cups are 
offered to pairs of deities (dvidevatya). 

The first stuti chant is about to begin. Starting from the uparava holes 
in the Soma Hall, adhvaryu, the three chanters (prastota, udgata, pratiharta), 
yajamana, brahman, and pratiprasthata crawl on the altar, in serpentine 
movement and holding each other’s shoulders, “as hunters approach their 
prey.” Each makes an oblation into the fire, but the Samavedins and the 
brahman make two. They crawl off the altar and move toward the astava 
spot, northwest of the altar. Three cloths have been placed on the ground 
for the chanters to sit on. They sit down, the prastota facing west, the udgata 
north, and the pratiharta south. There they sing the Outdoor Chant for the 
Purified Soma (Bahispavamanastotra). This chant (stotra or stuti) consists 
of nine stotriyas. It is the first of the twenty-nine chants that characterize the 
Atiratra. 

A stotriya is a unit of chant consisting of verse set to a melody (saman). 
The verses are generally rks from the Rgveda. They are listed in the Jai- 
miniya Arcika. The melodies (with certain verses set to them) are listed in 
the Gramageyagana or Gramegeyagana (GG: “songs to be sung in the vil¬ 
lage”) and Aranyakagana or Aranyegeyagana (AG: “forest songs” or “songs 
to be sung in the forest”). Many of these chants are used in the Agnicayana, 
as we have seen. The ritual stotra or stuti chants, however, which are now 
beginning, are generally listed in the Uhagana (UG) or in the Rahasya (or: 
Uhya)-gana (RG; “secret songs”, which the Nambudiris call: Usani). What 
characterizes these last two collections is that each three chants sung to the 
same melody are written out in full. 

In some cases, the correspondance between rks (or other underlying 
verses) and samans is complicated. A complex pattern, which is common, 
results when two rks are turned into three samans by a process of overlap¬ 
ping. Illustrations will follow. In other cases, the correspondance is simple: 
one rk is turned into one stotriya. This applies to the Outdoor Chant of the 
Purified Soma. 

Like all samans, each stotriya consists of five parts or portions (bhakti): 
prastava (“prelude”), udgitha (“chant”), pratihara (“response”) upadrava 

(“accessory”), and nidhana (“tail” or “finale”). In general, each of these 
five parts should be sung in one breath. Sometimes breathing is allowed with¬ 
in one portion. This is indicated in the manuscripts by a hyphen (“-”) and 
I shall indicate it by an oblique stroke (“/”). In the ritual chants, the text is 
generally preserved only in the prastava. In the other four, it is fragmented 
and/or hidden by syllables, which is called “unexpressed chant” (,aniru- 
ktagana). As a rule, the prastava is chanted by the prastota, the udgitha by the 
udgata, the pratihara by the pratiharta, the upadrava again by the udgata, 
and the nidhana by all three. Sometimes there is an “intermediate finale” 
(antarnidhana) following the udgitha and sung by the trio. There are other 
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variations. In singing these portions, the chanters often overlap. For example 
the udgitha starts almost always before the prastava is over. 

The Outdoor Chant is sung in accordance with the melody of the gaya- 
tra saman. The gayatra melody is used in all the stutis of the morning pres¬ 
sing (nos. 1-5), in the first stuti of the midday pressing (no. 6), and in the 
first stuti of the third pressing (no. 11). It does not occur elsewhere in the 
Atiratra. In the gayatra saman, the prastava contains the beginning words 
of the underlying text, and the udgitha is always: 

0 va o va 0 va hm bha 0 va. 

This is chanted by the udgata. The partiharta sings hm together with the ud¬ 
gata, breathes in, and chants vak while he holds his breath (and therefore 
almost inaudibly). Some of the other priests should also chant 0 together 
with the udgata: yajamana and brahman always; maitravaruna, brahmana- 
cchamsin, and acchavaka, whenever they do not recite the following sastra, 
moreover, the acchavaka should abstain when the hota recites the succeeding 

sastra. 
At the beginning of each stuti, the three chanters sing “0 hrri.” As we 

have seen, the Outdoor Chant of the Purified Soma consists of nine stotriyas. 
These differ only with respect to the prastava, the remainder being chanted 
in the gayatra manner, which has just been described. (There is one minor 
exception, which occurs in the first stotriya: its udgitha does not include 
hm bha) For each stotriya, it is therefore sufficient to list the prastava, the 
source in the Jaiminlya Arcika (JA)1, and the (textual) source in the Rgveda: 

I. pavasva vaco agriyom (JA 72.1; RV 9.62.25) 
II. tvam samudriya apom (JA 72.2; RY 9.62.26) 

III. tubhyam ima bhuvana kavom (JA 72.3; RV 9.62.27) 
IV. pavasvendo vrsa sutom (JA 72.4; RV 9.61.28) 
V. yasya te sakhye vayom (JA 72.5; RV 9.61.29) 

VI. ya te bhimanyayudhom (JA 72.6; RV 9.61.30) 
VII. pavamanasya te kavom (JA 60.9; RV 9.66.10) 

VIII. accha ko'sam madhuscutom (JA 60.10; RV 9.66.11) 
IX. acchd, samudram indavom (JA 60.11; RV 9.66.12) 

The prastava always ends in -dm. The text differs slightly from the Rgvedic 
source. This Outdoor Chant of the Atiratra differs from the Outdoor Chant 
of the Agnistoma in the first six stotriyas; the last three are the same. For a 
general comparison of the stutis of the Atiratra and the corresponding stutis 
of the Agnistoma, the reader may compare those that are published in this 

11 use the Nambudiri system of reference. The mantras can be found in Caland’s edition 
(1907) without difficulty. Note the long 0 which is not marked in Sanskrit (where 0 

is always long), but which occurs in the manuscripts of the Jaiminlya Samaveda. 
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volume with the Agnistoma stutis published in Staal 1968 (where the prac¬ 
tice of gayatra singing, however, is described incorrectly). 

During the udgitha of the middle, i.e., fifth stotriya, the prastota signals 
to the adhvaryu: ^ , 

This is the middle! 
(JSS 11, ed. Gaastra, page 13, lines 15-16) 

In later chants, similar indications will be given (e.g., “This is the last!”) 
The underlying verses of the Outdoor Chant are: 

As leader of speech, Soma, 
purify thyself with thy bright aids 
to attain all poetic powers. 
As leader of speech, arouse the sea waters 
and purify thyself, 
thou who dost stir everything. 
Poet, these creations submit to thee 
and to thy greatness, o Soma. 
The rivers flow for thee. 

(RV 9.62.25-27) 

toto aim: 
1 r\ rsl rs r\1 

hr mniRf rum: 1 

y r 3fTf- 

smt 1 

TO tVjRSTT II 

g¥*RT ^ 

rt|% hr ufisff | 

fH^R?: II 

Purify thyself, drop, now that thou the bull art 
pressed. 

Make us glorious among the folk. 
Smash away all enemies. 
Under thy comradeship, under thy highest majesty, 
may we overwhelm those who wish to do battle. 
Protect us from the corn of each person 
with thy fearsome weapons 
which are sharp for destruction. 

(RV 9.61.28-30) 

Poet and winner, as thou purifiest thyself, 
thy discharges have been released 
like racehorses striving after fame. 
They have been released into the woolen sieve, 
to flow towards the bucket which drips with sweetness. 
The poems (of the priests) have bellowed (at them). 
Like milk cows to their stall, 
the drops have come to the sea, 
to the homestead of truth. 

(RV 9.66.10-12) 

frif hit: 

m wht 3$ | 
i — — 

final stt fipit nf? 11 

srnt u' hfh 3T 

3:5^ 1 

hthur turtt: n 

ir hrtrttr 

turir nffir 1 

t^tt hhhi nt finn II 

m 4 hurt h Tfir 
r[Wrt siwa 1 

3TlrHTT ^ II 

— ^2 S3—■ 

smTTT'IT 11 

3RR 

sht • 
str^hi tIhht 11 

When the chant is over, the udgata prompts the yajamana to say: 

You are a griffon! 
Your meter is gayatri. 
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I hold you, transport me safely. 
May the essence of the chant 
come to me. 
United with Indra we conquer, 
we acquire offspring and food. 
I have accomplished, fully accomplished, 
with the chant fully accomplished! 

(JSS 11:13.10-13) 

Yajamana and adhvaryu recite the Stuti Milking (stutadoha, “milking 
of the chanted”), a recitation that occurs after each stuti: 

g. You are the chanted of the chanted, 
may the chanted milk strength for me, 
may the chanted of the chanted come to me! 

i. With power may we conquer, 
let us milk offspring and food! 

k. May my wish be fulfilled among the gods! 
l. May Brahma splendor come to me! 

(TS 3.2.7.1g, 2 i-1) 

After other mantras, some muttered inaudibly, the udgata throws a clay 
dish, earlier contemplated by the singers, on the catvala pit, “sending water 
back to the ocean.” He takes the yajamana to the northern boundary of the 
Great Altar Space. Standing next to him, the udgata makes the yajamana plate 97 

repeat, within the sacrificial enclosure: 

Don’t cut (me) off 
from the celestial world! 

and outside the enclosure: 

Nor from this world! JTTCRfit l 
(J§S 11:14.3-5) 

After several other rites, the agnidh takes fire from his hearth and in¬ 
stalls it on the dhisnya hearths in the sadas, and on the hearth of the ma- 
rjaliya. All the required fires have now been installed. 
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PLATE 97 

Udgata’s Council to Yajamana 

After the Outdoor Chant for the Purified Soma (bahispavamana- 
stuti) has been completed, the udgata chanter takes the yajamana 
to the northern boundary of the Great Altar Space (mahavedi). 
Both face east. The yajamana has not been outside the sacrificial en¬ 
closure since his consecration on the first day. Now the udgata, 
standing next to him, makes him spread his legs, put his right foot 
down within the enclosure, and repeat: 

Don’t cut (me) off 
from the celestial world! 

Then he makes him put his left foot outside the enclosure, and 
repeat: 

Nor from this world! 
(J&S 11:14.3-5) 

Photo A. Parpola 
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Stutis and Sastras Part II The 1975 Performance 

Tenth Day: April 22, 1975 

episode 26 

The Eleven Animal Sacrifices and the Rest of the Morning Pressing 
(Savaniyapa'su; Pratahsavana) 

Eleven goats, represented by packets of rice flour folded in banana 
leaves (see page 303 and Volume II, page 465), are offered to Agni, Saras- 
vati, Soma, Pusan, Brhaspati, the Visvedevas, Indra, the Maruts, Indra-Agni, 

plates 98-100 Savitr, and Varuna. These rites, which take up a great deal of time, continue 
through several of the following ceremonies. While the Samavedins are chan¬ 
ting their stuti chants, or the Rgvedins reciting their sastra recitations in the 
sadas, elsewhere the adhvaryu and pratiprasthata, together with the samita, 
“pacifiers,” may be performing parts of these animal sacrifices. The Nam- 
budiris do object to recitations or chants being bungled or rushed through. 
They do not mind them going on simultaneously. 

Before the chants and recitations begin, the priests enter the sadas, Hall 
of Recitation, and take up their appointed places: from north to south, 
acchavaka (who will enter later), nesta, pota, brahmanacchamsin, hota, and 
maitra varuna sit in front of their dhisnya hearths, facing east; yajamana and 
brahman sit a little further south, facing north, as usual; the sadasya is to 
their left, also facing north; pratiprasthata and adhvaryu, when not other¬ 
wise engaged, sit to the north and south of the eastern entrance, facing west; 
and the three chanters sit west of the audumbarl pole, the prastota facing 
west, the udgata north, and the pratiharta south. The priests occupy these 
positions during the following 28 chants and 29 recitations: see Figure 47. 

It may be useful to recapitulate briefly the structure of the Atiratra. 
As we have seen, there are 29 Soma sequences. Each Soma sequence consists 
of a chant (stotra or, as the Nambudiris call it, stuti), a recitation (Sastra), 
Soma offerings to the deities, which are made into the sacrificial fire on the 
bird-shaped altar, and Soma drinking (somabhaksanam) by the yajamana 
and his chief priests in the sadas. Each stuti is chanted by the three samave¬ 
dins, prastota, udgata, and pratiharta. Except for the Outdoor Chant, all 
chants take place in the sadas. The sastra recitations generally come in groups 
of four, recited successively by hota, maitravaruna, brahmanacchamsin, 
and acchavaka, sitting in the sadas in front of their dhisnya with folded hands 
and facing east. Soma for the Soma offerings is poured by the adhvaryu, 
with mantras, from the round patram goblets (this is called graha); or 
it is poured by helpers (parikarmi) without mantras from the camasa cups 
(see pages 214-215). Only the latter form of Soma offering is used during 
the nocturnal rounds of the Atiratra. 

Table 16 provides a list of the stuti chants and sastra recitations that 
characterize the Atiratra (and therefore includes those of Ukthya and So- 
dasin. Only Agnistoma and Atiratra are referred to in the Jaiminiya 
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Figure 47—Position of Priests in the Sadas 

Sainhita and are performed in the Nambudiri tradition: cf. above, page 
185). The Soma sequences continue through the tenth and eleventh ritual 
days and nights. The final Sastra should end after sunrise on the twelfth day. 

Let us return to the tenth day. After sunrise, the animal sacrifice conti¬ 
nues with the offering of cakes (savanlya-purodasa). The Two-Deity (dvi- 
devatya) Soma cups are offered to pairs of deities, each during an isti cere- 
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PLATE 98A 

The Eleven Animal Sacrifices 

“This victim, lord of cattle, is for you today. 
I bind it, Agni, in the midst of righteous action. 
Approve it, and let us sacrifice with a good offering 
May this offering be welcome to the gods.” 

(TS 3.1.4.1b) 

The eleven goats, represented by packets of rice flour folded in 
banana leaves, are in a row north of the sacrificial pole. The adhvaryu 
touches each of them with a twig of the plaksa tree, while Cheru- 
mukku Vaidikan looks on. 

PLATE 98B 

The Agnidh Brings Fire 

The agnidh brings fire from the ahavaniya offering fire. Thrice he 
carries it round (paryagni) the altar, the sacrificial victims, the 
sacrificial pole (yupa) and the catvala. 
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PLATE 99 

Helpers Carry Fire 

The pratiprasthata and ten helpers carry fire in dishes from the old 
domestic fire via the Marjaliya shed to the Agni altar. 



PLATE 100 

During the Animal Sacrifices 

The fire dishes have been placed on the northern wing of the 
Agni altar, together with large kalam vessels that will be used for 
cooking animal flesh. In the background, a row of helpers each 
holding the vapa “omentum” with its specific fork (vapasrapani), 
ready for the vapahoma oblation. 

m 



Soma Drinking Part II The 1975 Performance 

STUTIS AND SASTRAS OF THE ATIRATRA 

STUTI (STOTRA) SASTRA RECITER DEITY 

Morning Pressing 

1 outdoor first ajya sastra hota Indra-Agni 

pavamana stuti 
2 first ajya stuti praugasastra hota ViSvedevas 

3 second ajya stuti second ajya sastra maitravaruna Mitravaru- 

4 third ajya stuti third ajya sastra brahmanacchamsin Indra 
5 fourth ajya stuti fourth ajya sastra acchavaka Indra-Agni 

Midday Pressing 

6 midday pavamana marutvatiyasastra hota Maruts 

stuti 
7 first prstha stuti first niskevalya Sastra hota Mahendra 

8 second prstha stuti second niskevalya Sastra maitravaruna Indra 

9 third prstha stuti third niskevalya Sastra brahmanacchamsin Indra 

10 fourth prstha stuti fourth niskevalya Sastra acchavaka Indra 

Third Pressing 

11 arbhava pavamana 
stuti 

12 agnistoma stuti 

mahavaiSvadeva 
Sastra 

agnimaruta Sastra 

hota 

hota 

Indra 

Agni-Maruts 

End of Agnistoma 

13 first uktha stuti first uktha Sastra maitravaruna Indra- 
Varuna 

14 second uktha stuti second uktha brahmanacchamsin Indra- 
Sastra Brhaspati 

15 third uktha stuti third uktha Sastra acchavaka Indra- 
Visnu 

16 sodaSin stuti sodaSin Sastra hota Indra SodaSi 

17 hota 

18 first first maitravaruna 

19 nocturnal round nocturnal round brahmanacchamsin 

20 acchavaka 

21 hota I 
22 middle middle maitravaruna Indra 

23 nocturnal round nocturnal round brahmanacchamsin 

24 acchavaka 

25 hota 

26 last last maitravaruna 
27 nocturnal round nocturnal round brahmanacchamsin 

28 acchavaka 

29 stuti aSvina Sastra hota ASvins 

End of Atiratra 

TABLE l6 

6l6 

mony. The first to be offered is the cup for Indra and Vayu; it contains filtered 
Soma. While the adhvaryu does this, the pratiprasthata offers a libation of 
Soma mixed with milk and flour, drawn from the dronakalasa vessel. The 
residue of these two is mixed. The second dvidevatya libation, for Mitra and 
Varuna, and the third for the Asvins, are offered in the same manner, the 
Soma being mixed with milk and flour, respectively. The cups of the cup¬ 
bearers, excepting for the acchavaka, are filled with mixed Soma from the 
dronakalasa and putabhrt vessels. Then sukra and manthin cups are offered 
to Indra, simultaneously by the adhvaryu and pratiprasthata. The sukra- 
patram, made from the base of the sacrificial pole (above, page 591) is 
used. Remnants of these offerings are drunk by the priests, beginning with 
the hota and adhvaryu. Excluded is the remnant in the manthin cup, which 
the pratiprasthata pours into the sacrificial fire. Pieces of gold are put in all 
the cups. 

In general, Soma drinking follows a set pattern. I shall describe some of 
sequence. When the hota 
Vayu, he addresses the 

srota sftjTjgprr stvtrt- 

rtgr 1 

fo f 

fort nmtgti 11 

*ri rti an fra 
focfo rttg 1 

n 01 rttn urfl: 11 — S3 — 

During the first verse, the hota touches his face; during the second, his heart. 
While the hota recites, the adhvaryu intones his Long Drink (dlrghabhaksa): 

rt$f| wssmst a. Come, beverage, enter me for long life, 

for health, increase of wealth, 

splendor, good offspring. 

Come here, Vasu, preceded by wealth, 
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its salient features as they occur in the first Soma 
is about to drink from the cup for Indra and 
adhvaryu: 

Adhvaryu invite me! 

The adhvaryu replies: 

(You are) invited! 

The hota drinks and recites: 

We have drunk the Soma, we have become immortal, 

we have come to the light, we have found the gods. 

What can the enmity, what can the intrigue 

of any mortal do to us now, o immortal one? 

Now that thou hast been drunk, drop, become benefit 

to our heart, become very kind like a father to his 

son, Soma. 

Thou of broad fame, become steadfast like a comrade 

to his comrade. 

Soma, extend our life for us to live on! 

(RY 8.48.3-4; cf. page. 113) 

PLATES 101-102 



PLATE 101A 

Pouring Soma 

At the morning pressing, before each of the sastra recitations, a 
helper pours the Soma liquid into the wooden camasa cups, Soma 
cups of the “cupbearers” (camasin) that are characterized by the 
shapes of their handles (see page 214). The cups are lined up from 
south to north on the body of the bird. The leftmost, southernmost 
cup, which is bigger than the others, is the hota’s cup (hotrcamasa). 

PLATE 10IB 

Offering Soma 

“Agni, take possession of the Soma—Vausat!” 

The cupbearers and their assistants make a Soma oblation into 
the offering fire. Adhvaryu and pratiprasthata stand on the left, 
and the chief helper (parikarmi) on the extreme right. In front of 
the offering fire, the Pravargya implements continue to lie in the 
shape of a man. 
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PLATE 102 

Drinking Soma 

During the morning pressing, Soma cups called rtugraha, “season’s 
offering,” are offered to the twelve months. The remnants are 
consumed by the priests in the sadas. The adhvaryu drinks Soma 
from a goblet. He leans over the hearth (dhisnya) of the acchavaka 
and faces the acchavaka priest himself. Earlier, he addressed him: 

Acchavaka invite me! 

and the latter replied: 

(You are) invited! 

To the right of the acchavaka sit the nesta (holding his head), pota, 
brahmanacchamsin, and (behind him) hota priests, in front of their 
respective hearths. To the right of the hota is the audumbarl pole, 
and further to his right, bending forward, the maitravaruna. The ya- 
jamana sits on the extreme left, dimly visible; the three Samavedins 
sit on the right, looking at the Soma drinking. 
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Part II The 1975 Performance 

you are dear to my heart. 

b. Let me hold you with the arms of the Asvins. 

c. Clear sighted let me look at you, 

Soma, who inspects mankind. 

d. Gentle control, banner of rites, 

let speech accept and enjoy Soma. 

Let Aditi, gentle, propitious, 

with head inviolable, 

as speech accept and enjoy Soma. 

e. Come here, friend of men, 

healing and refreshing, 

come safely to me, tawny-colored one, 

for skill, strength, increase of wealth, 

for good heroes. 

f. Don’t frighten me, king, 

don’t pierce my heart with radiance, 

for vigor, life, and splendor. 

g. Of you, Soma, with the Vasus in your gang, 

mind reader of the morning pressing, 

with your gayatrl meter, drunk by Indra, 

drunk by Narasamsa, drunk by the fathers, 

full of sweetness and invited, 

invited I partake of you! 

(TS 3.2.5.la-2g) 

During the midday pressing, the Vasus (in g) are replaced by Rudras, “morn- 
ing”_by “midday,” and gayatrl by tristubh; during the third pressing, by 
the Adityas, “third,” and jagati meter, respectively. After this first round of 
Soma drinking, the acchavaka enters the Hall of Recitation. Soma cups, 
called rtugraha, “season’s offering,” are offered to the twelve months. Again, 

plate 102 the remnants of the offerings are consumed by the priests. 
The first ritual recitation of the Rgveda, or sastra, is about to begin. 

The first sastra of the morning pressing is the First Conquering Recitation 
(1ajya-sastra) by the hota. It consists of eleven verses, made up from seven by 
repeating the first and the last verse thrice. At the end of each verse there is 
a lengthened recitation of the sound “o”, called pranava. It lasts three ma- 

tras (time beats). This is linked with the beginning of the next verse, for no 
breath is taken: breathing does not occur between the verses, but only in the 
middle of a verse. The sastra always ends in om, vowel and consonant lasting 
three beats each. These rules necessitate a great deal of breath, and some¬ 
times reciters are heard to run out of it. These breathing exercises are 
characteristic of all Sastra recitations and are similar to the samidheni 
recitation (above, page 311). The stutis require even longer breaths. 

At the beginning and before the last verse, the hota recites: Somsavo, 

“let us both recite.” This is called ahava. The remaining four sastra recita¬ 
tions of the morning pressing have the same structure. At the midday pressing 
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First Conquering Recitation 

the first ahava of each sastra is: adhvaryo somsavo (the others are: somsavo); 
at the third pressing the first ahava of each sastra is: adhvaryo sosomsavo 
(the others again: somsavo). In the remaining Sastra recitations of the Ati- 
ratra we have somsavo. These ahava recitations are addressed to the adh- 
varyu, who by this time has postured himself opposite the hota and maitra- 
varuna, facing them, while his right hand, the pratiprasthata, has postured 
himself opposite acchavaka and brahmanacchamsin, facing them. When the 
hota recites his ahava, the adhvaryu murmurs a response: somsamo daiva, 
“let us recite, divine one,” his hands folded. In practice, the adhvaryu’s res¬ 
ponse is whispered, at best. During the long o’s at the end of each verse, the 
adhvaryu recites a response, called pratigara: athamo daiva. When the hota 
recites om, the pratigara is: othamo daiva, the first o lasting thrice as long as 
in othamo daiva. These responses were inaudible during the 1975 performance 
and seem to have been inaudible in Kerala during the last 65 or 70 years.1 
As we shall see, there are special modifications of the pratigara responses in 
the marutvatiya (page 640), mahavaisvadeva (page 650), agnimaruta (page 
655), and sodasi (page 663) sastras. These are the “bizarres contorsions 
liturgiques” referred to by Caland and Henry (1906,1, 232, note 8). 

At the first sastra, the hota recites in a low voice immediately before his 
ahava: 

May father Matarisvan make the verse flawless; 

may Usij create the asiya’s (?); 

may Soma, knower of modes, lead the modes; 

may Brhaspati recite the hymns and acclamations! 

(S§S 7.9.1; cf. TS 5.6.8.6h, above page 542). 

fan qsr- 

dim dfiifirdimfit nTr 

Immediately after his ahava he recites, also in a low voice, the Prior Light 
(puroruc): 

Agni light, light Agni; Indra light, light Indra; 

Surya light, light Surya. 

Agni kindled by the gods. Agni kindled by men. 

Agni with good fuel. The hota selected by the gods. 

The hota selected by men. 

Guide of the sacrifices, leader of the ritual service, 

unhurt hota, eager performer of oblations. 

That the god may lead the gods, 

that the god Agni may sacrifice to the gods. 

It is he who performs the ritual service, Jatavedas. 

(Rgveda Khila 5.7: SSS 7.9.2-3) 

ftm 2^1^: 1 I 
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1 But see Volume II, page 759. 
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Part II The 1975 Performance 

He continues without any pause, in fact, without taking breath, with the 
First Conquering Recitation, which will be translated in full: 

I shall sing forth most exaltedly to this god Agni. 

He shall come hither with the other gods. 

Best at worship, he shall sit upon our sacrificial strew. 

He adheres to the truth, 

he whose ability both worlds 

and the help (of the gods) follows. 

(The priests) who offer oblations, 

the (warriors) who wish to win, 

call upon him for help. 

He the bard is leader of these (bards), 

he is leader of the worship. 

Indeed is he so. 

Befriend this Agni of yours, 

who wins and bestows gifts. 

Let this Agni extend the most beneficial refuge 

to this pursuit of ours, 

in consequence of which 

he shall sprinkle the goods found in heaven 

and in the waters upon our lands. 

Along with their good poems for him, 

the singers kindle the ever-shining Agni as never 

before, 

him who is the recitatory priest (hota) 

and the lord of all clans. 

Aid us both in our prayer and in our hymn 

since thou art the one who summons best the gods. 

Shine beneficently upon us as thou growest through 

the Maruts, 

o Agni, thou who art the first to win thousands— 

Let us both recite {somsavo)— 

Grant now to us thousandfold goods 

along with offspring and prosperity. 

Agni, grant majestic heroism and let it be 

most wide and never failing. 

(RV 3.13) 
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The hota adds the Sastra Strength (ukthavlrya) in a low voice: 

Splendor, luster, dawn, heaven! 

Light! You for glory! 

The sastra has been uttered! 

(SSS 7.9.6) 

w few 
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Yajamana and adhvaryu supplement the Sastra Milking (sastradoha): 
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First Conquering Recitation 

h. You are the recitation [i.e., sastra] of the recitation, 

may the recitation milk strength for me, 

may the recitation of the recitation come to me! 

(TS 3.2.7.2h) 

fr frih w ifiRi 
w 11 

followed by TS 3.2.7.2i-l (above, page 605). This Sastra Milking parallels 
the Stuti Milking (stutadoha) that follows all stuti chants. In most of the 
later Soma sequences, where sastra follows immediately upon stuti, Sastra 
Milking follows immediately upon Stuti Milking. Unlike Sastra Strength, 
which varies, Stuti and Sastra Milking are always the same. 

The yajamana adds another piece: 

The ritual has been, has been produced, 

it is born, it has grown, 

it has become king of the gods. 

Let it turn us into kings, 

may we be masters of wealth! 
(TS 3.2.7.2m) 
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A Soma libation is made for Indra and Agni, at which the hota recites RV 
3.25.4 as his offering verse (yajya). During the remainder of the morning 
pressing, four Soma sequences are gone through. The first chant that is sung 
in the sadas is the second stuti, or First Conquering Chant (ajya-stuti). It 
will be described in some detail, since all chants are sung in a similar manner. 
A more detailed description of some of the melodies is given by Wayne 
Howard in Volume II (Part III, pages 311-342). 

First the udgata has to receive the stotra, two blades of darbha grass 
that he will wear as a ring round his fingers and afterwards insert into the 
strings on the audumbarl pole (above, pages 263, 579). This stotra is made 
from darbha grass that the adhvaryu fetches from the havirdhana hall. If 
the following sastra recitation is by hota or maitravaruna, the stotra is given 
by the adhvaryu; if it is by brahmanacchamsin or acchavaka, it is given by 
the pratiprasthata; in either case, it is accompanied by the same recitations. 
Since the First Conquering Chant will be followed by the Praiigasastra of the 
hota, the adhvaryu initiates the action by sitting down and handing the stotra 
to the udgata with the recitation: 

You are the bed for the coupling of Rk and Saman q^qrtRTqfeq^TTOlfe 

for the sake of procreation! fesjwq intt^t 
(BSS 7.8:212.19-213.1) 

He continues: 

The maker of the sound HM is Vayu, 

the prastota is Agni, sfh: fefefer 

the saman is Prajapati, qsrrqfe: 

the udgata is Brhaspati, 
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the other chanters are the All-gods, 
**\ VI •«. l *4 

the pratihartas are the Maruts, 

the concluding portion of the chant is Indra. 

May these gods who support breath 

bestow breath upon me. 
5M nre it 

(TS 3.3.2.1a) I 
1 

OM! Chant! 

During the last exclamation, the prastota asks permission from maitravaruna 
and brahman: 

Brahman, shall we chant, prasasta? 

They both answer: 

OM! Chant > 

The First Conquering Chant consists of fifteen melodies, made up by 
repetitions from three basic stotriya chants. Since the melody is gayatra, as 
in the Outdoor Chant (above, page 603), it suffices to list the prastava por¬ 
tions of the text, together with their sources (they differ from the sources of 
the First Conquering Chant in the Agnistoma: 
prastavas of the three basic stotriyas are: 

see Staal 1968, 417). The 

I. agnin dutam vrnimahom (JA 73.1); 
II. agnim agnim havimabhom (JA 73.2) 

III. agne devam ihavahom (JA 73.3) 
1 

The underlying verses are: 

We elect Agni, ami 
the recitatory priest who wins all possessions, 

as the very wise messenger of this worship. 

With their summons (the priests) shall always sum¬ 

mon every Agni, 

the lord of the clans, as the conveyer of their obla¬ 

tions ff3rf?ra;t 

who is dear to many. 

Agni, now that thou art born, 
11 

convey the gods hither to the (priest) _VJ 1 
who has arranged the sacrificial strew. am pr 

Thou art our recitatory priest (hota) sh^i4) l ' 

who is worthy of invocation. grar 2 11 

(RV 1.12.1-3) 

The three stotriyas of the First Conquering Chant are made into fifteen, 
three rounds of five, as follows: in the first round the first is repeated thrice; 
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First Conquering Chant 

in the second round, the second; and in the third, the third. Each round, 
moreover, is preceded by the syllable hm (called himkara), chanted by the 
three samavedins. A lengthened “o” precedes the first himkara of the entire 
chant. Thus the following pattern results: 

ohm. LI.LH.ni; 
hm. I.II.II.II.III; 

hm. I.II.III.III.III. 

While similar modifications occur in all the chants of the Atiratra, the First 
Conquering Chant has a further particularity: when the first stotriya is 
chanted for the first time, the udgitha is: 

da da ta tha hm ta hm bha 0 vd. 

The pattern of the stotriya structure is called vistuti. It is marked by the plate 103 

prastota with the help of kusa sticks, placed before him on a piece of white 
cloth, called vaistutam vasanam. Each of these sticks has a head (often slight¬ 
ly bent) and a tail. The heads should point only to the north or east. The 
three rounds are marked to the south, west, and east, subsequently. The 
fifteenfold vistuti of the First Butter Chant is pictured in Figure 48, where the 
heads of the sticks are marked as arrows, and the order in which the sticks are 
put down is expressed by numerals. At 1, the prastota chants I; at 2 he re¬ 
peats I; at 3 he repeats I again; at 4 he chants II; and at 5 he chants III. At 
6 he chants I; at 7, 8, and 9, each time II; and at 10, III. At 11 he chants I; 

N 

S 

Figure 48—Fifteenfold Vistuti of the Morning Butter Chants 
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PLATE 103 
>> 

Rounds of Morning Chant 

After the morning pressing, the three samavedins sing five chants: 
one outside the sadas, and the remaining four inside. In the sadas, 
the prastota (center) faces west, the udgata (right) faces north, 
and the pratiharta (left) faces south. The audumbarl pole is to the 
right of the udgata. Behind them, further east, some of the dhisnya 
hearths are visible, together with some of their priests (see Figure 
47). Seen from behind are the hota (right of the prastota) and the 
brahmanacchamsin (left of the prastota), both facing east. To the 
left of the latter is the pota, looking over his shoulder. In front 
of the three samavedins are the vistuti sticks, arranged in a con¬ 
figuration that marks the progress of the chant. The configuration 
will be completed as in Figure 48. On the plate, the first round has 
already been completed, and the last chant of the second round (no. 
10 in Figure 48) is about to begin. 

1 
i 

; 
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Part II The 1975 Performance 

at 12, II; and at 13,14, and 15, each time III. In this manner he keeps track 
of the stotriyas. The stotra is subsequently put on the audumbari pole, and 
thus he keeps track of the stuti chants themselves. 

After the First Conquering Chant, the Sastra recitation is the praiiga- 
sastra of the hota. It is complicated by the insertion not only of eight 
occurrences of Somsavo, but also of seven pieces called Prior Light (puro- 
rue: listed in Sankhayana Srauta Sutra). If the Prior Light mantras are re¬ 
ferred to as I-VII, the following pattern results: 

Somsavo; I (SSS 7.10.9); RV 1.2.1 (3 x); 1.2.2-3 
Somsavo; II (SSS 7.10.10); RV 1.2.4-6 
Somsavo; III (SSS 7.10.11); RV 1.2.7-9 
Somsavo; IV (&S 7.10.12); RV 1.3.1-3 
Somsavo; V (SSS 7.10.13); RV 1.3.4-6 
Somsavo; VI (SSS 7.10.14); RV 1.3.7-9 
Somsavo; RV 1.3.10-11; Somsavo; 1.3.12( 3 x).1 

The Sastra Strength (ukthavlrya) is in SSS 7.10.15b. The offering verse 
(yajya) is RV 1.14.10. This praiiga Sastra is the same as in the Agnistoma. 

The third Soma sequence comprises a third stuti, the Second Conquer¬ 
ing Chant. Different from the corresponding chant of the Agnistoma, it has 
the same vistuti, but the prastavas of its three basic stotriyas are: 

I. mitram vayam havamahom (JA 73.4); 
II. rtena yavrtavrdhdm (JA73.5); 

III. varupati pravita bhuvom (JA 73.6). 

The underlying verses are: 

We summon Mitra and Varuna to the drinking of 
Soma, 

the knowledgeable ones whose ability is refined. 
With truth I summon Mitra and Varuna who increase 

through truth, 
those lords of the light of truth. 
Varuna shall become our helper with every as¬ 

sistance, Mitra also. 
They shall unite us with their good solicitude. 

(RV 1.23.4-6) 

The Second Conquering Chant is followed by the Second Butter Recitation 
(ajya Sastra), recited by the maitravaruna: 

Somsavo; RV 1.23.4 (3 x); 1.23.5-6 

1 The seventh puroruc (§SS 7.10.15a) is not recited. 
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Soma Sequences of the Morning Pressing 

somsavo; RV 5.71.1-3 
somsavo; RV 5.68.1-5; 7.66.1-8 
somsavo; RV 7.66.9 (3 x). 

This Second Conquering Recitation of the Atiratra differs from the corres¬ 
ponding Second Conquering Recitation of the Agnistoma in the first three 
verses, which in both cases are the source of the Second Conquering Chant. 
The offering verse is RV 5.71.3. 

The same pattern continues through the remainder of the morning 
pressing. The fourth Soma sequence comprises a fourth stuti, the Third 
Butter Chant: 

(1) indram idgSthino brhom (JA 73.7; RV 1.7.1); 
(2) indr a iddharyos sacom (JA 73.8; RV 1.7.2); 
(3) indra vajesu novom (JA 73.9; RV 1.7.4 (sic)). 

The underlying verses are: 

The songsters exaltedly (have celebrated) Indra, 
the singers (have sung) to Indra with their songs, 
the musicians have resounded to Indra. 
Indra is united with his golden steeds. 
Golden himself, the cudgel-bearing Indra shall mount 
those two which are yoked with the (holy) word. 
Mighty Indra, with thy mighty assistance 
help us in the contests and in the stakes for 

thousands. 
(RV 1.7.1-2, 4) 

The accompanying sastra is the Third Conquering Recitation, recited by 
the brahmanacchamsin: 

Somsavo; RV 1.7.1 (3 x); 1.7.2, 4 
Somsavo; RV 8.17.4-6 
Somsavo; RV 8.17.7-13; 3.40.1-9; 8.93.1-2 
Somsavom; 8.93.3 (3 x). 

The offering verse is RV 3.40.2. 
The fifth Soma sequence comprises a fifth stuti, the Fourth Conquering 

Chant: 

I. indre agna namo brhom (JA 73.10; RV 7.94.4); 
II. ta hi sasvanta ilatom (JA 73.11; RV 7.94.5); 

III. ta vam girbhir vipanyavom (JA 73.12; RV 7.94.6). 
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Midday Pressing Part II The 1975 Performance 

The underlying verses are: 

Reverently and exaltedly we shall raise our good 
song style to Agni and Indra. 

Seeking their help, (we shall offer them) the milk 
streams along with our poems. 

Indeed the continual stream of poets zealously 
summon them in the correct manner 

for help and for the winning of contests. 
Inspired in poetry and offering refreshment, 
we summon you two with songs, 
we who wish to win at the winning of the sacrifice. 

(RY 7.94.4-6) 

The accompanying sastra is the Fourth Conquering Recitation, recited by 
the acchavaka: 

somsavo; RV 7.94,4 (3 x); 7.94.5-6 
somsavo; RV 3.12.1-3 
somsavo; RV 3.12.4-6; 1.21.1-5; 7.94.1-8 
somsavo; RV 7.94.9 (3 x). 

The offering verse is RV 3.12.1. 
The vistuti for all the chants is the same (see Figure 48). At the end of 

each recitation, Soma cups are offered to the Visvedevas, Mitravaruna, 
Indra, and Indra-Agni, respectively. The offering verses have already been 
indicated. Thus ends the morning pressing. 

Tenth Day: April 22, 1975 
episode 27 

Midday Pressing and Anointing the Yajamana 
(Madhyandinasavana; Abhiseka) 

The gravastut priest enters the havirdhana for the first time. He is 
plate 104 blindfolded with cloth untied from the Soma cart. While Soma stalks are 

being pounded with pressing stones (gravan), he recites the Rgvedic hymn 
plate 105 to the pressing stones (text specified in SSS 7.15; translation in Caland and 

Henry, §175). The Midday Chant for the Purified Soma (madhyandinapava- 
manastuti) is chanted. It consists of fifteen stotriyas, of which the first three 
are chanted to the gayatra melody (the chants of the morning pressing), so 
that it suffices to mention their prastava only. The others are chanted to 
various melodies, and the five parts of each stotriya will therefore be speci¬ 
fied. The texts are given in Uhagana 1.1-4. Sometimes three stotriyas cor¬ 
respond to three rks, but at other times two rks are turned into three stotriyas 
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by a process of repetition and overlapping. This is common in the ritual chant¬ 
ing of the Samaveda and occurs also in the ritual recitation of the Rgveda. 
The Midday Chant begins with a lengthened “o” and each triplet starts with 
the himkara “hm”. This Midday Chant is the same as the Midday Chant of 
the Agnistoma: 

0 hm I 
I. ucca te jatam andhasom (JA 62.1; RV 9.61.10) 

II. asya pratnam anu dyutom (JA 70.1; RV 9.54.1) 
III. ena visvany arya dm (JA 62.3; RV 9.61.11) 

hm / 
IV. prastava: ucca ta yi jatam andhasa / 

udgltha: 0 vau sat bhu 0 da da yi / 
pratihara: ugram sarma / 
upadrava: 0 havavu va / 
nidhana: stause // 

V. prastava: sanaci yindraya yajyavayi / 
udgltha: 0 yd d da yah / 
pratihara: varivovayit / 
upadrava: o havavu va / 
nidhana: stause // (based upon JA 62.2; RV 9.61.12) 

VI. prastava: ena va yi svany aryaya / 
udgltha: o ma o sa nam / 
pratihara: sayisasantah / 
upadrava: 0 mahavu va / 
nidhana: stause // (UG 1.1) 

hm / 
VII. prastava: punanas soma dharaya / 

udgltha: a vasano arsasya ratnadha yoni o da da o havu va / 
pratihara: utso devo hira ha o havu va / 
upadrava: o ya au ho ba / 
nidhana: ho yi la 11 

VIII. prastava: utso devo hayiranya yah /1 

udgitha: otso devo hiranyaya duhana ttdhar divi a priyam o havu 
va / 

pratihara: pratnam sadhastham a ha o havu va / 
upadrava: 0 da au ho ba / 
nidhana: ho yi la // 

IX. prastava: pratnam sadhastham asa dat / 
udgltha: o tnam sadhastham asadad aprcchyandharu d sasa 0 

havu va / 

1 After chanting this prastava, the prastota says: esa madhyama, “this is the middle 
one.” 
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PLATE 104 

Enter the Gravastut Blindfolded 

“These (pressing stones) will speak, we shall speak. 
Speak to the speaking stones, 
when you rocks, you mountains, 
together and swift, 
resound Soma’s roar for Indra!” 

(RV 10.94.1) 

At the midday pressing, while Soma stalks are being pounded, the 
gravastut enters the Soma Hall blindfolded, and recites a long 
hymn to the pressing stones (gravan). His blindfold and turban are 
made with cloth untied from the Soma cart. The tail of the offer¬ 
ing altar is on the right. 
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PLATE 105 

Pounding Soma 

“Here! Here! Here!” 

(BSS 8.1:234.13) 

Under the Soma cart, Soma stalks are pounded on the bullock 
skin on top of the plank that covers the uparava resounding holes. 
During the midday pressing, the adhvaryu shouts iha iha iha “here, 
here, here!” while the pratiprasthata pounds. Soma goblets stand 
ready, covered by a cloth. The tail of the altar is on the right. 

l 
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pratihara: nrbhirddhauto vica ha o havu va / 
upadrava: 0 na au ho ba / 
nidhana: ho yi la // (UG 1.2 based upon JA 62.4-5; RV 

9.107.4-5) 

hm / 
X. prastava: punanas soma dharaya / 

udgitha: 0 po na ya / 
antarnidhana: sa si / 
udgitha: o ratnadha yoni o sya sa yi / 
antarnidhana: da si / 
pratihara: utsah / 
upadrava: o hira / 
nidhana: nya ya // 

XI. prastava: utso devo hiranyaya / 
udgitha: otso hira / 
antarnidhana: nya ya / 
udgitha: o ha na udhardivi om ma dhu / 
antarnidhana: priyam / 
pratihara: pratnam / 
upadrava: 0 sthama / 
nidhana: sa dat I I 

XII. prastava: pratnam sadhastham asci dat / 
udgitha: 0 tna 0 sthama 
antarnidhana: sa dat / 
udgitha: 0 parcchiyandharu o jaya / 
antarnidhana: sa si / 
pratihara: nrbha yih / 
upadrava: 0 vi ca / 
nidhana: ksa nah // (UG 1.3) 

hm / 
XIII. prastava: pra tu / 

udgitha: ovadrio nisi da 0 bhayih / punano abhi vajam arsa / 
pratihara: asvanna tva vajinam marjayantayi / 
upadrava: o barhayi rasanabha yirnna ya / 
nidhana: ta yi // 

XIV. prastava: su va / 
udgitha: d dha ova ova indttro sastiha / vrjana raksamdnah / 
pratihara: pita devanahjanita suda ksah / 
upadrava: dm bho dayivo dharunah parttha yi / 
nidhana: vyah 11 

XV. prastava: arsih / 
udgitha: opra orao jananamo bhuh / dhira u'sana kaviyena / 
pratihara: sa cid viveda nihitayyadasam 
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upadrava: 0 ciyam guhyanna ma go / 
nidhana: nam 11 (UG 1.4, based upon JA 62.6-8; RV 9.87. 

1-3) 
The underlying verses are: 

Although the origin of thee, the (Soma) stalk, is on high, 2/31 U 
being in heaven, I take for myself here on earth ftfq \ 

thy mighty refuge and great fame. ^ rmr 11 

(RV 9.61.10) 

Following his ancient shine, 
they richly milk the thousand-winning seer for his 

bright milk (viz., Soma). 
(RV 9.54.1) 

We who wish to win shall gain through him 
all the majesties of the stranger 
and of the offspring of Manu. 
Finding freedom, flow round for Indra, our com¬ 

rade, 
for Varuna and for the Maruts. 

(RV 9.61.11-12) 
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Soma, purifying thyself with the stream, 
thou flowest clothed in water. 
As bestower of wealth, thou sittest on the homestead 

of truth 
(which) is the golden source, o god. 
Milking the heavenly udder for its proper honey, 
he has sat upon his ancient station. 
Cleansed by the priests, 
the broad-seeing racer flows to its sought-after 

support. 
(RV 9.107.4-5) 

Run thou forth, round the bucket; then take thy seat. 
Purified by the priests, rush forth to the prize. 
First cleansing thee like a racehorse, they lead thee 

forth by the reigns to the sacrificial seat. 
The heavenly drop purifies itself. 
Well-weaponed it destroys what is not praise, 
while it guards the community. 
It is the father and very skillful begetter of the gods, 
the prop of heaven and the support of the earth. 
Wise seer, guide of people, 
able artisan with vision like Usanas, 
He discovered what had been hidden, 
the secret name of the cows. 

(RV 9.87.1-3) 
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When the Midday Chant is completed it is actually about 6:30 P.M. The 
adhvaryu offers a cup of curds (dadhigraha) to Indra. Arrangements are 
made for the ritual payment of the sacrificial fee (daksina) to the priests (for 
the nonritual payment of the priests, see Volume II, page 459). Two Soma 
cups are offered to Indra Marutvat. The hota recites the marutvatiya-sastra, 
which is the same as in the Agnistoma. As in other recitations of the midday 
and third pressings, one or more Indicatory Verses (nivid) are inserted, which 
refer to deities. Like the Prior Lights (puroruc) we met with before (pages 
623, 630), these are listed in the Sankhayana Srauta Sutra. 

adhvaryo somsavo; RV 8.68.1 (3 x); 8.68.2-3 
somsavo; RV 8.2.1-3 
somsavo; RV 8.53.5-6 (made into three mantras) 
Somsavo; RV 1.40.5-6 (made into three mantras) 
somsavo; RV 3.20.4 
somsavo; RV 1.91.2 
Somsavo; RV 1.64.6 
Somsavo; RV 10.73.1-6 
Somsavo; SSS 8.16.1; 
RV 10.73.7-10; 
Somsavo; RV 10.73.11 (3 x). 

The pratigara of the adhvaryu at the first stop during the recital of RV 10.73.1 
is madamo daiva, “let us enjoy, divine one” (cf. SSS 7.19.16). After the Sa- 
stra, a third cup is offered by the adhvaryu to Indra Marutvat. The offering 
verse is RV 3.47.4. 

Next come Agnicayana rites. The adhvaryu offers six oblations to Agni, 
Soma, Savitr, Sarasvatl, Pusan, and Brhaspati. After these oblations, past 
11 P.M. (on the night of April 22), comes the anointing (abhiseka) of the ya¬ 
jamana, at his usual place south of the large altar. A small silver plate is plac¬ 
ed upon the krsnajina skin, upon which he always sits. Cloths are tied 
around his head, forming a turban. The adhvaryu pours a mixture of grains 
(sarvausadha), kept from the Vajaprasaviya on the 9th day (above, page 
574) over the turban, reciting: 

On the instigation of god Savitr, 
with the arms of the Asvins, 
with the hands of Pusan, 
with the bond of Sarasvatl, 
binder of speech, 
with the government of Agni I anoint you, 
with the government of Indra I anoint you, 
with the government of Brhaspati I anoint you! 

(BSS 10.58:60.12-15; cf. TS 1.7.10.3h) 
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Anointing the Yajamana 

The turban is removed, the plate is picked up, and the adhvaryu continues: 

Anointed is that Nllakantha Sarma, 
of the Kasyapa clan, 
son of Vallabha Sarma, 
grandson of Vasudeva Sarma, 
descendant of Vallabha Sarma, 
by the Agni ritual! 

(BSS 10.58:60.15-16) 

gfFrerfioit 11 

All shout, at the top of their voice, three times: 

Akkitiri! rzncodldjla} 

The yajamana pronounces: 

Earth! Sky! Heaven! 

He wipes his face, stands up, and takes three Visnu steps east with the usual 
mantras (cf. above, page 324). The adhvaryu concludes the ceremony with 
six more oblations, for Indra, sound, verse, Amsa, Bhaga, the master of the 
field (ksetrapati), and twelve libations to remove beings or spirits {bhuta). 

The rest of the midday pressing service proceeds as in the Agnistoma, 
but with differences in some of the stutis and sastras. The seventh stuti or 
First Back Chant (prsthastuti) is not rathantara (as in the Agnistoma), but 
brhat. It consists of seventeen melodies, constructed from three stotriyas in 
accordance with the seventeenfold vistuti illustrated in Figure 49. 

Figure 49—Seventeenfold Vistuti of the Midday Back Chants 
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The three basic Stotriyas are: 
I. prastava: au ho yi txamiddhi haxamaha e / 

udgitha: a 0 tau xajasya karaxastuxa au ho xa / xrtra yi su xa 
yindra sa otpatinnarah / 

pratihara: tu xahka stha au ho xa / 
upadrava: o xarxata ho xa ha xu xa / 
nidhana: has // 

II. prastava: au ho yi tu xa me / 
udgitha: a 0 stha su xarxatassatxa au ho xa/nasca yi 

tra xajra ha o sta dhrsnu ya 
pratihara: mahastaxa au ho xa / 
upadrava: 0 a dr a yi xa ho xa ha xu xa / 
nidhana: has // 

III. prastava: au ho yi maha e / 
udgitha: a 0 xa no a dr a yi xa gama au ho xa / suxaip. ratha 

ya ma o yindra sari ka yi ra / 
pratihara: satra xaja au ho xa / 
upadrava: o ja yi gyu sa yi ho xa ha xu xa / 

nidhana: has // (RG 1.4, based upon JA 74.7-8) 

The underlying verses are: 

Only thee do we singers summon in the winning of 
the contest. 

Thee, Indra, who art master of the stead, 
the warriors (summon) at the time of obstacles, 
thee (the driver) of the course in the racetracks. 
Since thou, wondrous cudgel-armed (hero), 
art praised as the great one, unshakable one, 
scatter upon us boldly cattle and chariot horses, 
like booty for one who has completely conquered. 

(RV 6.46.1-2) 
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The accompanying sastra is the First Exclusive Recitation (niskexalyasastra) 
—exclusively belonging to Indra, that is—recited by the hota: 

adhvaryo somsavo; RV 6.46.1-2 (made into three, the first recited 
3 x) 

somsavo; RV 8.61.7-8 (made into three) 
somsavo; RV 10.74.6 
Somsavo; RV 8.61.1-2 
somsavo; RV 6.18.1-8 
somsavo; SSS 8.17.1; RV 6.18.9-14 
Somsavo; RV 6.18.15 (3 x). 

The offering verse is RV 7.22.1. 
The eighth stuti, or Second Back Chant, with the same vistuti (Figure 
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49) is vamadevya, the same as in the Agnistoma. The three basic stotriyas 
are: 

I. prastava: ka ya nascayi tra ya bhuxat / 
udgitha: o a bu hau ho ha o / 
pratihara: stayau ho hm ma / 
upadrava: xak o / 

nidhana: ha yi // 
II. prastava: kas txa satyo maddnam / 

udgitha: 0 a bu hau ho ha 0 / 
pratihara: rujau ho hm ma / 
upadrava: xak o I 

nidhana: ha yi 11 

III. prastava: abhi su nas sakhinam / 
udgitha: 0 a bu hau ho ha o / 
pratihara: siyau ho hm ma / 
upadrava: xak o / 
nidhana: ha yi // 

(UG 2.1, based upon JA 63.3-5) 

The underlying verses are: 

With what help shall our wondrous, always strength¬ 
ening comrade (Indra) be present? 

With what most able regiment? 
Which true one among stimulants, 
which most gratifying part of the (Soma) plant shall 

exhilarate thee, 
in order to break open even those goods which are 

solid? 
As helper of us singers, thy comrades, 
thou shalt be superior in help to even a hundred 

(others). 

(RV 4.31.1-3) 

The accompanying sastra is the Second Exclusive Recitation, recited by the 
maitravaruna: 

adhvaryo Somsavo; RV 4.31.1 (3 x); 4.31.2-3 
somsavo; RV 8.93.19-21 
Somsavo; RV 7.32.14-15 
Somsavo; RV 3.48.1-5; 4.19.1-10 
Somsavo; RV 4.19.11 (3 x). 
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The offering verse is RV 4.20.4. 
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The ninth stuti, or Third Back Chant, with the same vistuti, is not nau- 
dhasa (as in the Agnistoma) but syaitam. The three basic stotriyas are: 

I. prastava: abhi pravas suradhasa au ho va / 
udgitha: ondram arccha yatha vayida o hayi / 

0 jarayitrbhya 0 va purovasuh / 
pratihara: sahasrenayi va Sa / 
upadrava: hm ma yiksata au ho va / 
nidhana: vasu// 

II. prastava: sahasreneva siksata au ho va / 
udgitha: o ha srayinayi va Sa yiksata o hayi / 

0 tanayi kayiva 0 gati dharsnuya / 
pratihara: hand vrtrani da / 
upadrava: hm ma yiSusa au ho va / 
nidhana: vasu// 

III. prastava: hand vrtrani da Susa au ho va / 
udgitha: onta yi vartranayi da Susa o hayi / 

0 rayi rayi va pra o asya payinvayi rayi / 
pratihara: datrani purubho / 
upadrava: hm ma yijasa au ho va / 
nidhana: vasu// 

(UG 9.6, based upon JA 74.9-10) 

The underlying verses are: 

Sing forth to your good Indra of good solicitude, as is 
well known, 

the liberal one of many goods who exerts himself in 
a thousand ways, as it were, for the singers. 

Like a hundred-faced (weapon), 
he goes forth daringly and smashes (all) obstacles 

for his worshipper. 
Like the great rivers of the mountain, 
the gifts of him swell up, as he offers many benefits. 

(RV 8.49.1-2) 

ajftr it 4: 
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The accompanying sastra is the Third Exclusive Recitation, recited by the 
brahmanacchamsin: 

adhvaryo somsavo; RV 8.49.1-2 (made into three, the first recited 
3 x) 

Somsavo; RV 8.50.1-2 (made into three) 
Somsavo; RV 8.3.15-16 
Somsavo; RV 10.104.1-11; 7.23.1-5 
Somsavo; RV 7.23.6 (3 x). 
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Midday Pressing 

The offering verse is RV 5.40.4. 
The tenth stuti, or Fourth Back Chant, with the same vistuti, is kaleya, 

the same as in the Agnistoma. The three basic stotriyas are: 

I. prastava: tarobha yirvo vidadvasum / 
udgitha: 0 sa o dha u 0 brhat / gaya o sutasomedhvarayi / 
pratihara: huvayi bharau va ova / 
upadrava: o karinam / 
nidhana: ho yi la // 

II. prastava: huve bharam su karinam / 
udgitha: 0 bha o su ka 0 na yandudhrah / o rante su sthira 

murah / 
pratihara: madayisu Sau va o va / 
upadrava: 0 andhasah / 
nidhana: ho yi la // 

III. prastava: madesu Sayipram andhasah / 
udgitha: o su 0 pra ma 0 ya adrtya / 0 hamanaya sunva ta yi / 
pratihara: data jarau va o va / 
upadrava: o ukthiyam / 
nidhana: ho yi la // 

(UG 2.3, based upon JA 63.8-9) 

The underlying verses are: 

Intensely (we summon) Indra who finds wealth swift¬ 
ly, for your aid, 

as we sing on high at this ceremony in which the 
Soma is pressed. 

I summon him like one who wins the battle. 
Him (I summon) whom neither stubborn nor endur¬ 

ing hindrances shall stop 
when the lovely lipped one is in the stimulation 

of the (Soma) plant, 
who, once he has robbed it, 
shall grant a praiseworthy (prize) to the ministrant, 

to the presser and to the singer. 
(RV 8.66.1-2) 
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The accompanying sastra is the Fourth Exclusive Recitation, recited by the 
acchavaka: 

adhvaryo somsavo; RV 8.66.1-2 (made into three, the first recited 
3 x) 

somsavo; RV 7.32.20-21 (made into three) 
somsavo; RV 7.32.12-13 
somsavo; RV 6.30.1-5; 3.36.1-10 
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somsavo; RV 3.36.11 (3 x). 

The offering verse is RV 3.36.3. 

In these four Soma sequences, the first cup is offered to Great Indra 
(Mahendra) and the three remaining cups to Indra. Thus ends the Midday 
Pressing at about 3:30 A.M. on April 23, 1975. 

Eleventh Day: April 23, 1975 
episode 28 

The Third Pressing (Trtiyasavana) 

The third pressing which, in the Agnistoma, takes place in the evening 
of the pressing day (the fifth ritual day of the Agnistoma), marks the begin¬ 
ning of the eleventh ritual day of the Atiratra. It follows the ceremonies of the 
tenth day without a pause and starts around 4 A.M. on April 23, 1975. 

After pressing Soma and offering a cup to the Adityas, the eleventh 
stuti, Chant of the Skillful Gods for the Purified Soma (arbhavapavamana- 
stuti) is chanted, without vistuti sticks (which are covered with a cloth). It 
consists of seventeen stotriyas, two of which (IX and X) are different from 
those in the Agnistoma. The first three are chanted to the gayatra melody, 
so that it is sufficient to list the prastava: 

ohm / 

I. svddisthaya madisthayom (JA 64.1; RV 9.1.1) 
II. raksoha vihvacarsanom (JA 64.2; RV 9.1.2) 

III. varivodhatamo bhuvom (JA 64.3; RV 9.1.3) hm / 
IV. prastava: svadisthaya ma da yisthaya / 

udgitha: o sva so o / 
pratihara: a yindra / 
upadrava: o pa tava havu va / 
nidhana: su tab II 

V. prastava: raksoha visva carsanayih / 
udgitha: o yo nim 0 / 
pratihara: drone/ 
upadrava: 0 dha sthama havu va / 
nidhana: sadat// 

VI. prastava: varivodhata mo bhuvab / 
udgitha: 0 sthovr 0 / 
pratihara: par si / 
upadrava: 0 dho ma havu va / 
nidhana: gho nam // 

hm / 
VII. prastava: aya pavasva da yi va yub / 
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Third Pressing 

udgitha: o pavayitram parya yisi vayisvatab / 
pratihara: madhoh / 
upadrava: o ho a to / 
nidhana: ha yi // 

(UG 3.2, based upon JA 64.4; RV 9.63.7) 

hm / 
VIII. prastava: pavate haryato harih / 

udgitha: 0 hvoram sa yi rantha ya / 
pratihara: abhayi / 
upadrava: 0 stotrbhyo ba / 
nidhana: ra va dya sab II 

(UG 3.3, based upon JA 64.5; RV 9.65.25) 

hm / 
IX. prastava: purojiti vo andhasas sutaya madayitnavayi / 

udgitha: 0 pa svanam snathistana ohayi / 
partihara: sakhayo da yi / 
upadrava: 0 jo bahvayam / 
nidhana: hayi // 

(UG 14.4, first saman, based upon JA 64.6-7; RV 9.101.1-2) 

hm / 
X. prastava: sakhayo dirghajihviyame / 

udgitha: 0 dharaya pavakaya ha ha au ho va ayihi / 
pariprasyandatayi suta ha ha au ho va ayihi / 

pratihara: indurasva ha ha au ho va ayihi / 
upadrava: 0 kartvaya au ho va / 
nidhana: madhUscutah H 

(UG 27.19, second saman, based upon JA 64.6-7; RV 9.101.1-2) 

hm / 
XI. prastava: indurasvas sukrtva ya ehiya / 

udgitha: 0 durosama bhi nara o ho iya somam / va yisva ci ya / 
pratihara: dha ya / 
upadrava: 0 ho 0 ho iya yajna o samtu a dr a yd / 
nidhana: ha yi 11 

(UG 3.4, third saman, based upon JA 64.7; RV 9.101.2) 

hm / 
XII. prastava: purojiti va ya ondhasab / 

udgitha: 0 ta ya mada ya hm ma / 
antarnidhana: tnave apa svanam snathistana / 
pratihara: sakhavu va / 
upadrava: 0 dirgha ji hviya au ho ba / 
nidhana: ho yi la // 
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XIII. prastava: sakhayo dirghaja o hvayam / 
udgltha: o dharaya pava hm ma / 
antarnidhana: kaya pari prasyandate sutah / 
pratihara: ayindavu va / 
upadrava: o svas su kartviyd au ho ba / 
nidhana: ho yi l_a / 

XIV. prastava: indur asvas su ka dr tv ay ah / 
udgitha: o duro sama bhi hm ma / 
antarnidhana: naras somam visvaciya dhiya / 
pratihara: yajhavu va / 
upadrava: o santu a dr ay a au ho ba / 
nidhana: hdyilaH 

(UG 3.5, based upon JA 64. 6-7; RV 9.101.1-2) 

hm / 
XV. prastava: abhyo va / 

udgltha: o yani pavatayicano o mani / yam hvo adhiyayi su 
va o I 

pratihara: a suryasya brhato brhann adhi / 
upadrava: d tham vayisvancama d yica ksa / 
nidhana: nah // 

XVI. prastava: rto va / 

udgltha: o jihva pavatayi madhu o kta patih / dha yd sya 
da o I 

pratihara: dadhati putrah pitror aplcayam / 
upadrava: o ma tartti yama o nanda yi / 
nidhana: vah // 

XVII. prastava: avova 

udgltha: o tdnah kalasam aca o bhih / yemanah kosa hira o / 
pratihara: abhi rtasya dohana anusata / 
upadrava: d dhayi trayiprstha u o yi raja / 
nidhana: sa yi // 

(UG 3.6, based upon JA 64.9-11; RV 9.75.1-3) 

The underlying verses are: 

Soma, purify thyself with this most sweet and purify¬ 
ing stream, 

now that thou art pressed for Indra to drink. 
The smasher of evil forces, known to all the peoples, 
has sat upon his iron homestead, 
upon his station made of wood. 
Become the first of those who create freedom by 

smashing all obstacles, 
the one who is most gratifying. 

1 

ntr: 11 
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Third Pressing 

Further the solicitude of our patrons. 

(RV 9.1.1-3) 

Purify thyself with this stream 
with which thou didst make the sun shine, 
as thou didst drive forth the waters 
destined for the offspring of Manu. 

(RV 9.63.7) 

The golden steed is sung by Jamadagni, 
as he drives forth upon the steer-hide. 

(RV 9.65.25) 

Comrades, drive away with barbs the long-tongued 
dog, 

with predominant conquest for the (Soma) plant, 
for the stimulating juice. 
Like a horse trained for victory is this drop, 
this juice which runs forth and around along 
the purifying stream. 

(RV 9.101.1-2) 

The desired (Soma) purifies itself according to his 
proper names, 

under which the youthful one grows up. 
The lofty one of broad vision 
has mounted the lofty chariot of the sun 
which drives in different directions. 
The dear honey purifies itself, 
now that it is the tongue of truth 
and the undeceivable speaker and master of this 

hymn. 
The son bestows on his parents 
his secret third name 
in the luminous realm of heaven. 
The shining one has bellowed down to the buckets, 
as he is held in the golden container by the priests. 
The cows of truth have resounded towards him. 
The triple-backed one shines upon the dawns. 

(RV 9.75.1-3) 
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The eleventh stuti, composed upon these verses, requires breaths of extreme 
length. According to the chanters, throughout this chant, the “o” of the 
udgltha should last 14 matras (time units). As in all these chants, each of the 
five portions (bhakti) should be chanted in one breath. The chant is over by 
about 5:15 A.M. After a few more mantras (Caland-Henry, §221c) and Stuti 
Milking, there is an interval of about one hour and a quarter. 

The ceremonies resume with the continuation of the animal sacrifice. 
The rice cakes representing cooked portions of the animals, and the purodasa 
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cakes are offered. After Soma oblations by hota, maitravaruna, brahmana- 
cchamsin, pota, nesta, acchavaka and agnldh, followed by Soma drinking, the 
cupbearers put the sacred thread over their right shoulder, and portions of the 
cakes are placed next to the Soma cups: nine next to the cup of the hota, and 
three next to each of the other cups. These are offerings of the yajamana and 
his priests to their ancestors. This is followed by offering a Soma cup to Savitr. 

The First Evening Recitation, the Great Recitation to the All-Gods 
(mahavaisvadevasastra), the same as in the Agnistoma, is recited by the hota: 

adhvaryo soSomsavo; RV 5.82.1 (3 x); 5.82.2-3 
somsavo; RV 5.82.4-6 
somsavo; RV 4.54.1-5 
somsavo; SSS 8.18.1; RV 4.54.6 
Somsavo; SSS 8.3.101 
somsavo; RV 1.159.1-4 
somsavo; SSJS 8.19.1; RV 1.159.5 
somsavo; RV 1.4.1 
somsavo; RV 1.111.1-4 
Somsavo; SS1S 8.20.1; RV 1.111.5 
Somsavo; RV 10.123.1 
Somsavo; RV 10.63.3 
Somsavo; RV 4.50.6 
Somsavo; RV 1.89.1-8; SSS 8.21.1 
Somsavo; RV 1.89.9 
Somsavo; RV 1.89.10 (3 x). 

The pratigara of the adhvaryu throughout the recital of RV 1.159.1-5 
(excepting the nivid) is madamo daiva, “let us enjoy, divine one.” When the 
hota recites om, it is modamo daiva (cf. SSS 8.3.12). After Sastra Milking, 
etc., the adhvaryu offers, with RV 6.52.13 as offering verse, a cup to the All¬ 
gods, and cooked rice to Soma. Clarified butter is poured into the remnants 
of this offering, and yajamana, brahman, adhvaryu, pratiprasthata, and 
agnldh try to see their faces reflected in it. The dish is then offered to the 
chanters who try the same. The patnlvata cup of Soma is offered in the fire 
for the goddesses. 

Before the remnants of the Soma offering are drunk, preparations are 
begun for the last stuti chant. The adhvaryu issues an order (praisa): 

Agnldh, sit on the lap of the nesta. 
Nesta bring forward the wife, 
inform her through the udgata 
how many times she has to use 

1 This is not a nivid, but a mantra that happens to be lacking in the Rgveda “par un 
hasard inexplicable” (Caland and Henry, page 355). 

Third Pressing 

the water for washing. 
Let the washing be done 
via the thighs. 
Having denuded them, 
let the washing be done. 
(To all the cupbearers:) 
Together with the hota, raise your cups. 
Pratiprasthata, leave space for the dhruva 
in the hota’s cup. 

SpTFTT^lsf I 

|| 

Yajamana, come! 
(BSS 8.14:254.13-17, omitting one phrase) 

r 

The Soma drinking begins, and the agnldh sits on the lap of the nesta. Then 
the nesta fetches the wife, and the stuti begins. The wife sits down inside 
the Hall of Recitation, to the right (west) of the pratiharta, facing the 
udgata (south). She has brought a small vessel with water. A mat with a 
hole in it is put around her. 

The last chant of the third pressing is the Yajnayajniya or Agnistoma 
Stuti, the same as in the Agnistoma (which derives its name from it). It is 
interspersed with special rites that also occur in the Agnistoma, and one 
ceremony that is specific to the Agnicayana. The chant consists of twenty- 
one stotriyas with the structure: 

o hm. I.I.I.II.II.II.III; 
hm. I.II.II.II.III.III.III; 
hm. I.I.I.II.III.III.III. 

The sticks are laid down in accordance with the twenty-one-fold vistuti of 
Figure 50. 

The three basic stotriyas are: 

I. prastava: yajna yajna vo gnayayi / 
udgitha: oyira iha ca daksa sayi vo prim / 

vaya o amrta 0 va hm mayi / 
pratihara: dayi vam / 
upadrava: 0 yam mayitrannu samsisa bu / 
nidhana: va // 

II. prastava: prayam / 
udgitha: 0 trannu samsi sa murjd nu / 

pa tamsa hya yii ma hm mayi / 
pratihara: sma yuh / 
upadrava: 0 sema havyadataya bu / 
nidhana: va // 

III. prastava: ase / 
udgitha: 0 havyadatayayi bhuvad / 
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n 

s 

Figure 50—Twenty-one-fold Vistuti of the Yajnayajnlya 

vajesvavita bhuvaddhm mayi / 
pratihara: varddhah / 
upadrava: o ta trata bahuna abu / 
nidhana: va // 

(UG 3.7, based upon JA 64.12-13) 

The underlying verses are: 

With every worship, with every song 
(strive) for Agni to be skillful for you. 
We shall praise the immortal Jatavedas like a friendly 

ally. 
Because he is disposed to us, 
may we worship the offspring of strength, 
for him to distribute the oblations (to the gods). 
He shall be our helper in contests, 
our strengthener, and the savior of our persons. 

(RV 6.48.1-2) 
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While this Yajnayajnlya Stuti is being sung, several other ceremonies take 
place. During the udgitha of the first stotriya of the first round (paryaya), 
the adhvaryu recites the Seven-Hota formula: 

The hota wields large oblations, 
the adhvaryu efficient libation, 
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the agnidh unshakable strength, 
the assistant unshakable spirit, 
the respondents of the ceremony 
beyond attack and irresistible, 
the udgata indefatigable! 

followed by: 

Vacaspati Hrdvidhenaman! 
May we honor your name! 
May you honor our name! 
Vacaspati has drunk Soma. 
May the divine thread not break, 
and neither the human. 
Homage to heaven— 
Homage to earth—svaha! 
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(TA 3.5.1) hit: II 

In spite of the svaha exclamation, this is pure recitation, without rite or obla¬ 
tion. 

During the second stotriya of the first round, prastava and udgitha are 
sung in the aniruktagana manner of rathantara: 

prastava: yajna yajna vo agnayom / 
udgitha: dyira iha ca daksa sayi bha bha bha 

bha o amrta 0 vo hm mayi / 
(RG 1.7, in accordance with JSS 19:24.7) 

In the Agnistoma, the last stotriya is sung in this fashion. After this, viz., 
before the third stotriya begins, the wife puts her finger through the hole in 
the mat that surrounds her. The udgata gazes upon it and says: 

You are lovely in appearance, Hurt Hm I 
may we absorb all that is lovely! mrnfir Ttuftt 1 

The wife’s reply is first recited by the udgata, then repeated by her through 
the hole: 

From you, male, full of male force, fctnnHcrf 
may we absorb all the seeds! f^T M 

(JSS 19:24.8-10) 

Then the wife, prompted and accompanied by the nesta, recites: 

i. Seeing you Agni, who is all, 
who possesses all and manly power, 
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like your lovers 
may I receive all seeds!1 

k. The ritual has come to the gods, 
the goddesses have left the ritual 
For the gods! 
To the Yajamana pressing Soma, 
blessings accompanied by svaha! 
Standing in the ocean 
follow the Gandharvas 
on the path of the wind, 
food that is praised (?)! 

(TS 3.5.6.3i-k) 

During this recitation, the wife washes herself between the thighs a number of 
times. Afterwards, she puts the water vessel upside down on the ground so 
that the remaining water runs out and can be seen outside the mat. Then 
the chant continues with its third stotriya. 

When the chanting of the stuti is nearing its end, the adhvaryu performs 
an Agnicayana rite, standing at the northern hip of the bird and touching the 
five layers from top to bottom, as he did before on the eighth day (end of 
Episode 18, page 543) and on the tenth day (beginning of Episode 25, page 
599). While doing so he recites: 

d. Homage to you—do not harm me! 
You stand resting on the head of all, 
your heart, your life are in the ocean, 
heaven and earth are placed on the worlds! 

e. Give some water, split what holds water. 
From heaven, Parjanya, sky, earth 
help us with rain! 
You are head of heaven, navel of earth, 
strength of waters and plants, 
extending protection to all life, 
homage to the way! 

(TS 4.7.13.2d-e) 

Finally the hota recites the Second Evening Recitation, the Recitation 
for Agni and the Maruts (agnimarutasastra), the same as in the Agnistoma: 

adhvaryo sosomsavo; RV 3.3.1 (3 x); 3.3.2-10 
Somsavo; §SS 8.22.1; RV 3.3.11 
Somsavo; RV 2.33.1 
Somsavo; RV 1.87.1-5 
Somsavo; SSS 8.23.1; RV 1.87.6 
Somsavo; RV 6.48.1-2 (made into three) 

1 Following Caland and Henry, page 371 contra Keith, page 284. 
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Three Ukthya Soma Sequences 

somsavo; RV 7.16.11-12 (made into three) 
somsavo; RV 1.143.1-7 
somsavo: SSS 8.24.1; RV 1.143.8 
somsavo; RV 10.9.1-3 
somsavo; RV 6.50.14 
somsavo; RV 5.46.7-8 
somsavo; RV 2.32.4-5 
somsavo; RV 6.44.7-9 
somsavo; RV 10.15.1-3 
somsavo; RV 10.14.4,3,5 
somsavo; RV 6.47.1-3 
somsavo; AV 7.25.1 
somsavo; RV 1.154.1 
somsavo; RV 10.53.6 
somsavo; RV 4.17.20 (3 x). 

This sastra is recited fairly quickly, with the clear exception of RV 10.9.1-3 
(= TS 4.1.5.1b-d, recited frequently, e.g., page 282), and the preceding aha- 
va. The pratigara of the adhvaryu throughout the recital of RV 6.47.1-3 
is: madamo daiva. When the hota recites om, it is: modamo daiva (cf. SSS 
8.6.15). After the usual recitations following the sastra, a Soma cup is offered 
to Agni and the Maruts. The offering verse is RV 5.60.8, which is also recited 
more slowly, like the previous sastras. 

Eleventh Day: April 23, 1975 
episode 29 

The Three Ukthya Soma Sequences and the Sixteenth (SoclaSi) 

By 2 p.m. on April 23 the twelve Soma sequences, which correspond to 
the Agnistoma, have been completed and the three Soma sequences of the 
ukthya begin. Each of these is sung in accordance with the twenty-one-fold 
vistuti of Figure 50. The First Ukthya Stuti (the 13th stuti) is based upon: 

I. prastava: e hyu su bray ana yi tayi / 
udgitha: o gna itthetara gayira ye bhayir varddha / 
pratihara: sa ya ha yi / 
upadrava: o bho / 
nidhana: ha yi // 

II. prastava: yatra kva ca te manah / 
udgitha: 0 ksan dadhasa Uttar am tatra yonayim / 
pratihara: krna ha yi / 
upadrava: 0 so / 
nidhana: hayiH 
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III. prastava: na hi te purttam aksayipat / 
udgitha: 0 van nemanam pdta atha duvah / 
pratihara: vana ha yi / 
upadrava: 0 so / 
nidhana: hayiH 

(UG 4.1, based upon JA 65.1-3) 

The underlying verses are: 

Come and I shall speak well to thee; 
—Agni, though the other songs are proper, 
thou shalt grow strong upon our drops. 
Whenever thou shalt turn thy mind thy highest 

capability, 
then thou shalt make thy seat. 
Because thy gift shall never be annoying, 
good one of our side, 
therefore thou shalt win our friendship.1 

(RV 6.16.16-18) 
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The thirteenth sastra is recited by the maitravaruna: 

adhvaryo sosomsavo; RV 6.16.16 (3 x); 6.16.17-18 
somsavo; RV 6.16.19-21 
somsavo; RV 3.51.1-3; 8.42.1-3; 7.82.1-10; 7.84.1-4 
somsavo; RV 7.84.5 (3 x). 

The first ukthya cup, made up from one-third of the Soma mixture in the 
Ukthya vessel, as in the preceding two pressings, is offered to Indra-Varuna. 
The offering verse is RV 6.68.11. The Second Ukthya Stuti (the 14th stuti) 
is based upon: 

I. prastava: vayamu tvdm apurvi yd va / 
udgitha: o rannakacchit bhardntdh I a va ho syavah / 
pratihara: vajrimscitram hava ha yi / 
upadrava: o ha au ho va / 
nidhana: uk 11 

II. prastava: vajrayim'scayitram havama ho va / 
udgitha: o pa tva karmannutayayi / sa no ho yuva / 
pratihara: ugra'scakrama yd ha yi / 
upadrava: o sa au ho va / 
nidhana: uk // 

III. prastava: ugrahcakrama yd dhrso va / 
udgitha: o middhya vitaram / vavrho ma ha yi / 

1 JA 65.3 has pate, “master” for RV vaso, “good one.” 
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pratihara: sakhaya indr a sa ha yi / 
upadrava: o sa au ho va / 
nidhana: uk 11 

(UG 4.2, based upon JA 65.4-5) 

The underlying verses are: 

Seeking aid, like those carrying something heavy, 
we summon thee in the contest, foremost one, 
thee the wondrous one. 
To aid in this enterprise, 
that youthful and strong one has approached thee, 
who (actest) with daring. 
Indra, we comrades choose thee for our winning 

helper. 

(RV 8.21.1-2) 

The fourteenth sastra is recited by the brahmanacchamsin: 

adhvaryo sosomsavo; RV 8.21.1 (made into three, 
the first recited 3 x) 
Somsavo; RV 8.21.9-10 (made into three) 
somsavo; RV 1.57.1-3; 6.73.1-3; 10.42.1-10; 10.68.1-12 
somsavo; RV 10.42.11 (3 x). 

The second ukthya cup, from the second third of the ukthya Soma mixture, 
is offered to Indra-Brhaspati. The offering verse is RV 7.97.10. The Third 
Ukthya Stuti (the 15th Stuti) is based upon: 

I. prastava: adha hindra girvana e / 
udgitha: 0 pa tva kama imahayi / 
pratihara: sasrgmaha au ho au ho va / 
udgitha: o de ha yi / 
pratihara: vagmanta ya au ho au ho va / 
upadrava: o bhi re hi yd ha / 
nidhana: hoyilaH 

II. prastava: varna tva yavyabhire / 
udgitha: orddhanti sura brahmani / 
pratihara: vavrddhvam sa au ho au ho va / 
udgitha: o a ha yi I 
pratihara: drivo da yi va au ho au ho va / 
upadrava: o va e hi yd ha / 
nidhana: ho yi la / 

III. prastava: yuhjanti hari i sir a e / 
udgitha: 0 gathaya vu rau ra the uro yugayi / 
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pratihara: vaco yu ja au ho au ho xa / 
udgitha: ondrn ha yi / 
pratihara: xaha suxa au ho au ho xa / 
upadrava: o da e hi ya ha / 
nidhana: ho yi la 11 

(UG 4.3 based upon JA 65.6-8) 

The structure of the stotriyas in this stuti, with two occurrences of udgitha 
and pratihara, is not found anywhere else. 

The underlying verses are: 

Indra, lover of songs, 
we have released our desires upon thee, 
like those going along the waters (release) the waters. 
Hero, our prayers strengthen thee, 
like water in the brooks, 
although thou growest strong (by thyself) day by day. 
(The singers) yoke with their song 
the two steeds of swift (Indra) 
on to his broad chariot of broad yoke, 
the steeds which convey Indra 
and are yoked by our (holy) words. 

(RV 8.98.7-9) 

The fifteenth sastra is recited by the acchavaka: 

adhvaryo §o§omsavo; RV 8.98.7 (3 x); 8.98.8-9 
somsavo; RV 8.98.10-12 
somsavo; RV 2.13.1-13; 1.154.1-6; 1.155.1-6; 6.69.1-7 
somsavo; RV 6.69.8 (3 x). 

The third ukthya cup is offered to Indra-Visnu. The offering verse is RV 
6.69.3. 

The priests are ahead of their schedule and wait for about three hours 
until 6:30 P.M. When the sun is half set, the Sodasi Stuti (the 16th Stuti) 
begins. The dark horse is tied to the eastern entrance of the new havirdhana. 
Since the Sodasi Sastra will be recited by the hota, the adhvaryu will hand 
over the stotra (see above, page 579). For this stuti only, it consists of two 
grass blades and two blades of gold. Like the grass blades, these are long 
and thin. The adhvaryu puts them on the back of the horse, leads the horse 
toward the sadas, ties it to the eastern entrance of the sadas, and hands 
the stotra to the udgata. The vistuti for the Sixteenth Chant is again the 
twenty-one-fold pictured in Figure 50. Afterwards, the horse will be given to 
the adhvaryu, and a similar horse to the udgata. 

The Sodasi is based upon strange mantras, full of interpolations, which 
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are not found in the Rgveda though they are referred to in the Srauta Sutras 
and Brahmanas of the Rgveda, and occur in the Samaveda and Atharvaveda. 
Both chant and recitation are complex and are considered particularly sacred 
and powerful. Many Nambudiris who don’t wish or are unable to attend 
the entire Atiratra ritual, make enquiries when the Sodasi will take place, 
and take care to be present at least then. The chant contains the largest num¬ 
ber of long syllables and the longest syllables. While some single syllables 
last as long as 18 seconds, the longest portion (bhakti) that has to be sung 
in one breath (the pratihara) lasts about thirty seconds (see also Staal 
1961, 83). There is a belief among the chanters and reciters that those who 
make a mistake when singing this chant or reciting the sastra will go mad. 

Before the adhvaryu takes the stotra, the yajamana, prompted by his 
elder brother Vasudevan Akkitiripad, recites: 

Than whom no other is born higher, 
entering all beings, Prajapati, 
joined with his creatures, associated with three 

lights, 
he is the Sodasi! 
This proper brahmin, called Indra, 
renowned among his followers, 
I shall praise your tawny horses in great assembly! 
Privileged I love your favorite drink, Indra, 
fine like butter, which is poured with tawny (Soma 

drops). 
Renowned among your followers, let the chants 
enter you with your tawny appearance! 

(TB 3.7.9.5-6) 
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This recitation from the Taittirlya Brahmana intertwines a verse from the 
Rgveda (10.96.1) with another mantra (given in SSS 9.6.6). These mantras 
recur in the Sodasi Sastra (Part VI), which is characterized throughout by 
the same process of intertwining or transposition (viharanam). 

The chant begins. The three basic stotriyas are: 

I. prastava: indra jusasxa praxaha / 
udgitha: o ya hi bur a hariha pet yi ha / 

siitasya matirna madhoh / 
pratihara: ca ka na'sea / 
upadrava: o mo bn da yd / 
nidhana: ha yi // 

II. prastava: indra jatharannaxyanna / 
udgitha: 0 nasxa madhor dixd na sya / 

siitasya suxarna ii pa j 
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pratihara: tva madassu / 
upadrava: 0 coba a sthuh / 
nidhana: ha yi // 

III. prastava: indrastu ra san mitrd na / 
udgitha: o gha na vrtra yatirna ba yi bha / 

davalam bhrgur na sa sa / 
pratihara: ha yi satrun ma / 
upadrava: o so ba ma syo / 
nidhana: hayiH 

(UG 4.4, based upon JA 65.9-11) 

The underlying verses could well have been composed under the influence of 
Soma: 

Indra enjoy—drive on, 
come, hero—with your two steeds, 
drink of Soma—like a sage, 
loving the sweet, pleased with inebriation! 
Indra, your belly—like one to be praised, 
fill it with sweet—like heavens, 
with pressed Soma—like paradise, 
well-spoken inebriants have gone to you! 
Indra fast conquering—like a friend, 
killing the demon—like ascetics, 
he split the cave—like Bhrgu, 
he conquers his enemies inebriated with Soma! 

(AV 2.5.1-3) 
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The same technique of transposition or intertwining underlies the con¬ 
struction of the Sodasi Sastra. It can be divided into ten parts: 

I. The first part is the same piece that underlies the Stuti: 

somsavo / indra jusasva pra vaha yahi sura hari iha / piba sutasya 
matir na madhvas cakanas carur madayo // (3 x) indra jatharan 
navyan na prnasva madhvo divo na / asya sutasya svarnopa tva madas 
suvaco astho // indr as turasan mitro na jaghana vrtram yatir na / 
bibheda valam bhrgur na sasahe Satrun made somasyo // 

This first part consists of three verses in the svaraj meter, which consists of 
34 syllables. As the first verse is repeated thrice, there are 5 x 34 = 170 
syllables. Traditionally, the Sodasi Sastra is held to consist of anustubh me¬ 
ters. An anustubh consists of four octosyllabic verses, or 4 x 8 = 32 syl¬ 
lables. Part I is interpreted as consisting of five anustubh verses, i.e., 5 X 
32 = 160 syllables. This leaves an excess of 10 syllables. 
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II. RV 8.46.1: 

tvavatah puruvaso vayam indra pranetah / smasi sthatar harino // 

This verse is in an irregular gayatrl meter. The regular gayatri consists of 
three octosyllabic verses, or 3 X 8 = 24 syllables. RV 8.46.1 is a gayatri 
pada nicrt, which has one syllable less in each pada, viz. 24 — 2 = 22 syl¬ 
lables. Add to these the 10 syllables left from Part I, and we obtain 22 + 
10 — 32 syllables. These are interpreted as constituting one anustubh. 

III. The next piece consists of six verses in the anustubh meter, which are 
put together by intertwining three verse in the gayatri meter and three verse 
in the pankti meter. This can be done because the anustubh consists of four 
octosyllabic verses, the gayatri of three, and the pankti of five. The first 
underlying mantra in the gayatri meter is: 

a tva vahantu harayo vrsanam somapitaye / indra tva suracaksasah // 
(RV 1.16.1) 

The first underlying mantra in the pankti meter is: 

svador ittha visuvato madhvahpibanti gauryah / ya indrena sayavarir 
vrsna madanti sobhase vasvir anu svarajyam // 

(RV 1.84.10) 

The first two mantras in the anustubh meter, which result from intertwining 
these, are: 

a tva vahantu harayas svador ittha visuvatah / vrsanam somapitaye 
madhvah pibanti gauryo // indra tva suracaksaso ya indrena 
sayavarih vrsna madanti Sobhase vasvir anu svarajyo // 

In the remaining six mantras in the anustubh meter, the portions from the 
underlying gayatri verses (RV 1.16.2-3) are in italics, and the portions from 
the underlying pankti merses (RV 1.84.11-12) are in Roman: 

ima dhana ghrtasnuvas ta asya prsanayuvah / hari ihopa vaksatas 
somam srinanti prsnayo 11 indram sukhatame rathe priya indrasya 
dhenavah / vajram hinvanti sayakam vasvir anu svarajyo // indram 
pratar havamahe ta asya namasa sahah / indram prayaty adhvare 
saparyanti pracetaso // indram somasyapitaye vratany asya sascire // 
puruni purvacittaye vasvir anu svarajyo // 

IV. Six anustubh mantras result from intertwining three verses in the usnih 
meter (RV 8.98.1-3) and three verses in the brhati meter (RV 3.45.1-3). The 
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usnih consists of three verses in 28 syllables (8+8+12), and the brhati con¬ 
sists of four verses in 36 syllables (8+8+12+8). Portions from the former 
are italicized: 

indraya sama gayata mandrair indra haribhih / vipraya brhate brhad 
yahi mayuraromabho // dharmakrte vipascite ma tva kecin ni yaman 
vim / 
panasyave na pasino ‘ti dhanveva tarn iho // tv am indrabhibhur asi 
vrtrakhado valamrujah / tv am suryam arocayah puran darmo apam 
ajo // visvakarma visvadevas sthata rathasya haryoh / maham asy 
abhisvara indro drdha cid arujo // vibhrajam jyotisa svar gambhiram 
udadhimriva / agaccho rocanan divah kratum pusyasi ga ivo // dev as 
ta indra sakhya pra sugopa yavasan dhe / ya yemire navo yatha 
hradam kulya ivasato // 

V. Two anustubh mantras result from intertwining a twenty-syllable verse 
(RV 7.34.4) with a verse in the tristubh meter (RV 6.47.8). The tristubh 
consists of four verses of 11 syllables each: 

a dhursv asma urun no lokam anu nesi vidvan / dadhatasvant svarvaj 
jyotir abhayam svasto // indro na vajry rsva ta indra sthavirasya 
bahu / hiranyabahur upa stheyama sarana brhanto // 

VI. Six anustubh mantras result from intertwining three verses consisting 
of 16 syllables each (given in SSS 9.6.6) and three verses in the jagati meter 
(RV 10.96.1-3). The jagati consists of four verses of 12 syllables each: 

esa brahma pra te mahe vidathe samsisam hari / ya rtviyah pra te 
vanve vanuso haryatam mado 11 indro nama ghrtan na yo haribhis 
caru secate / sruto gana a tva visantu harivarpasam giro // visrutayo 
harim hi yonim abhi ye samasvaran / yatha patho hinvanto hari 
divyam yatha sado // indra tv adyann a yam prnanti haribhir na 
dhenavah / ti rataya indraya susam harivantam arcato // tv am iccha 
so asya vajro harito ya ayasah / vasaspate harir nikamo harir 
a gabhastyo // yanti giro dyumni susipro harimanyusayakah / 
na samyata indre ni rupa harita mimiksiro 

VII. Four anustubh mantras result from reciting three gayatrl verses (RV 
1.84.13-15), consisting together of 3 x 24 = 72 syllables, as if they consist¬ 
ed of two anustubh verses (2 X 32 = 64 syllables) with 8 syllables left. 
These remaining eight are followed by a verse (RV 10.133.1) in the sakvarl 
meter, which consists of 7 X 8 = 56 syllables, together recited as if they, 
too, consisted of two anustubh verses (64 syllables): 
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indro dadhico asthabir vrtrany apratiskutah / jaghana navatir nave- 
cchannasvasyayac chiro/l parvatesv apasritam tad vidac chary anavati/ 
atraha gor amanvata nama tvastur apicyo // ittha candramaso grhe 
pro ‘sv asmaipuroratham / indraya siisam arcatabhike cid u lokakrto // 
samge samatsu vrtraha ‘smakam bodhicodita / nabhantam anyakesam 
jyaka adhi dhanvaso // 

IX. somsavo; nivid (cf. §§S 8.25.1); RV 8.69.15. 
X. somsavo; RV 8.69.7 (3 x). 

The total number of anustubh verses in the Sodasi Sastra is forty: 

Parts I and II: 6 
Part III: 6 
Part IV: 6 
Part V: 2 
Part VI: 6 
Part VII: 4 
Part VIII: 6 
Part IX: 1 
Part X: 3 

40.1 

The pratigara of the adhvaryu throughout the recital of the verses in parts 
III through VI is: othamo daiva made. When the hota recites om, it is modamo 
daivotho (cf. SSS 12.11.10). 

Finally a Soma cup is offered to Indra Sodasi with RV 10.96.13 as offer¬ 
ing verse. The adhvaryu uses the sodasi-patram (see page 215). This is the 
last graha (see page 608). 

Eleventh Day: April 23 and 24, 1975 
episode 30 

The Three Overnight Rounds (Ratriparyaya) 

At about 8 :oo p.m. the three nocturnal rounds (ratriparyaya) of the Ati- 
ratra begin. Each consists of four Soma sequences. The structure of all the 
chants is the same, the fifteenfold vistuti of Figure 48. Within each round, 
the four sastras are recited successively by hota, maitravaruna, brahmana- 
cchamsin, and acchavaka. The offerings are all for Indra and are made by 
adhvaryu and pratiprasthata together with the cupbearers from camasa cups 
without mantras. 

1 This is one of the very few places where even Caland got lost. 
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The first stuti of the first round (the 17th stuti) is based upon: 

I. prastava: pantam a vo andhasah / 
udgitha: ondram a bha yi pragayata visvasaham / satakra- 

tum / 
pratihara: mamhisthan carsana yi / 
upadrava: 0 ma au ho va / 
nidhana: 0 kah 11 

II. prastava: puruhutam purustutam / 
udgitha: o ruhutam purustutam gathanayam / sanasrutam / 
pratihara: a yindra iti brava yi / 
upadrava: 0 na au ho va / 
nidhana: o kah // 

III. prastava: indra inno mahonam / 
udgitha: ondra inno mahonam data vaja / nan nartuh / 
pratihara: maham abhijuva / 
upadrava: o ma au ho va / 
nidhana: 0 kah // 

(UG 5.1, based upon JA 66.1-3) 

The underlying verses are: 

Sing forth to Indra who drinks up your (Soma) 
plants, 

the all-prevailing (hero) of a hundred intentions, 
the most gratifying (ruler) of the peoples. 
By the name ‘Indra’ address him who is summoned 

and praised by many, 
who leads the song and is famed of old. 
Indra shall grant great booty to our warrior. 
The great one shall hold it up to his knees. 

(RY 8.92.1-3) 

In the second and third stotriya of this seventeenth stuti, the first pada 
(“foot”: third or quarter verse) of the mantra is repeated (with slight varia¬ 
tions, e.g., the first syllable is replaced by “o”): it occurs first in the prastava, 
then again at the beginning of the udgitha. In the seventeenth sastra, recited 
by the hota, the same practice is followed in RY 8.92.2-6 (cf. SSS 7.26.12 
and 9.7.2) among the mantras that constitute the sastra: 

somsavo; RV 8.92.1 (3 x); 8.92.2-3 
somsavo; RV 8.92.4-6 
somsavo; RV 8.92.7-33 
somsavo; 1.51.1-14 
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somsavo; RV 1.51.15 (3 x). 

The offering verse is RV 2.14.1. 

The second stuti of the first round (the 18th stuti) is based upon: 

I. prastava: pra va indraya madanam / 
udgitha: o va indra au ho / ya madanam hara a sva au ho / 

ya gayata / 
pratihara: sakhayas so au ho / 
upadrava: opo va vav nno / 
nidhana: ha yi // 

II. prastava: samsed uktham sudanava yi / 
udgitha: omsa yidUktha au ho / sudanava uta dyuksa au ho / 

yatha narah / 
pratihara: cakrma sa au ho / 
upadrava: oroba dha so / 
nidhana: hayiH 

III. prastava: tvan na indra vajayuh / 
udgitha: o van na ya au ho / dr a vajayus tuvam gavya au ho / 

satakrata bu / 
pratihara: tuvam ha yi ra au ho / 
upadrava: 0 yo barva so / 
nidhana: hayiH 

(UG 5.2, based upon JA 66.4-6) 

The underlying verses are: 

Comrades, sing forth a stimulating (song) to Indra 

of the golden steeds, 

to the drinker of Soma. 

Recite a hymn to the giver of goods, 

and a majestic one at that, 

just as we men have composed it for him of real 

solicitude. 

Indra of a hundred intentions, 

thou art eager for booty, 

for cattle and for gold. 

(RV 7.31.1-3) 

In this chant, the first pada (“foot”) of each verse is again repeated, with 
similar variations. This first pada is also repeated in RV 7.31.1-3 and 8.32.1- 
3 among the mantras of the eighteenth sastra, recited by the maitravaruna: 

somsavo; RV 7.31.1 (3 x); 7.31.2-3 
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Somsavo; RV 8.32.1-3 
Somsavo; RV 1.4.1-10 
Somsavo; RV 1.52.1-8; 1.52.10-12; 1.52.14 
Somsavo; RV 1.52.13 (3 x). 

The offering verse is RV 6.44.15. 
The third Stuti of the first round (the 19th Stuti) is based upon: 

I. prastava: vayam u tva tadidartthah / 
udgitha: ai hi ho yi vayam u tva tadidarttha indr a tva yantas 

sakhayah / 
pratihara: kanvah / 
upadrava: o ktha yi bhir jo ba / 
nidhana: rantayaH 

II. prastava: na ghem any ad a papana / 
udgitha: ai hi ho yina ghem any ad a papana vajrinn apaso nava 

yi stau / 
pratihara: ta ve / 
upadrava: 0 sto maisco ba / 
nidhana: ketayaH 

III. prastava: icchanta yi devas sunvantam / 
udgitha: ai hi ho icchanti devas sunvantan na svapnaya 

sprhayamti / 
pratihara: yanti / 
upadrava: 0 madamo ba / 
nidhana: tandra ya // 

(UG 5.3, based upon JA 66.7-9) 

The underlying verses are: 

Indra, we Kanvas who are thy devoted comrades 
sing to thee with hymns, 
having that as our only purpose. 
I do not admire anything else 
in this new quest of my work, cudgel-bearer. 
I think only of thy praise. 
The gods seek only the man pressing (Soma); 
they are not eager for sleep. 
Untiring they go after their exhilaration. 

(RV 8.2.16-18) 

Again, the practice of the stuti is adopted in the Sastra: the first pada of the 
verse is repeated in RV 8.2.16-18 and 8.64.6-8 among the mantras of the 
nineteenth Sastra, recited by the brahmanacchamsin: 
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Somsavo; RV 8.2.16 (3 x); 8.2.17-18 
Somsavo; RV 8.64.6-8 
Somsavo; RV 3.37.1-10 
Somsavo; RV 1.53.1-10 
Somsavo; RV 1.53.11 (3 x). 

The offering verse is RV 6.24.1. 
The fourth stuti of the first round (the 20th stuti) is based upon: 

I. prastava: indr ay a madvane sutam indraya mo va / 
udgitha: o na yi sutam pari stobha ha hantu no ga yi rail / 
pratihara: arkam area ha ha yi / 
upadrava: o karavah / 
nidhana: o yi la // 

II. prastava: yasmin visva adhi sriyo yasmin visvo va / 
udgitha: o dha yi hr ay a rananti sa ha ha pta samsadah / 
pratihara: ayindra sute ha ha yi / 
upadrava: o vamaha yi / 
nidhana: o yi la // 

III. prastava: trikadrukesu cetana trikadruko va / 
udgitha: o ca yi tananda yi va so ya ha ha jnam atnata / 
pratihara: tarn id varddha ha ha yi / 
upadrava: o no ga yi rah / 
nidhana: o yi la // 

(UG 5.4, based upon JA 66.10-12) 

The underlying verses are: 

Let our songs resound around to Indra who is wild 

for the juice. 

Let the bards sing their song. 

We summon Indra to the pressing, in whom reside all 

splendors, 

in whom rejoice the seven assemblies. 

The gods performed a notable sacrifice among the 

Trikadruka people. 

Let our songs increase it. 

(RV 8.92.19-21) 
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The first pada of the verse is repeated in RV 8.92.19-31 and 1.7.1—3 (partly 
translated above, page 631) among the mantras of the twentieth sastra, 
recited by the acchavaka: 

somsavo; RV 8.92.19 (3 x); 8.92.20-21 
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PLATE 106 

Nocturnal Recital by Brahmanacchamsin 

During the Atiratra (“overnight”), there are three overnight rounds 
(ratriparyaya), each consisting of four Soma sequences. Each 
sequence includes one chant by the three samavedins, and one re¬ 
cital from the Rgveda. During each round, the four recitals are suc¬ 
cessively rendered by the hota, maitravaruna, brahmanacchamsin, 
and acchavaka priests. They sit in front of their dhisnya hearths, 
facing east, and recite with their hands folded. On the plate, the 
brahmanacchamsin recites his sastra. 
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Somsavo; RV 1.7.1-3 
somsavo; RV 1.7.4-10 
somsavo; RV 1.54.1-10 
Somsavo; RV 1.54.11 (3 x). 

The offering verse is RV 6.44.16. 
The first nocturnal round is over. The first stuti of the second round 

(the 21st stuti) is based upon: 

I. prastava: ay an ta indr a soma u va ha yi / 
udgitha: o pato adhi barhisy u va ho yi niputo adhi barhisy u 

va ho yi / 
pratihara: a yi him asya / 
upadrava: o va pa yi ba / 
nidhana: suvrkkibhir nrmadanam bhare su va // 

II. prastava: sacigo Mcipujana u va ha yi / 
udgitha: o yam ranaya te suta u va ho ayam ranaya te suta u 

va ho yi / 
pratihara: akhandala / 
upadrava: 0 ha ya sa yi / 
nidhana: suvrkkibhir nrmadanam bhare su va // 

III. prastava: yas te srmgavrsd napad u va ha yi / 
udgitha: 0 napat kundapayya u va ho yipranapat kundapayya 

u va ho yi / 
pratihara: nay asmin da / 
upadrava: o a ma nah / 
nidhana: suvrkkibhir nrmadanam bhare su va 11 

(UG 6.1, based upon JA 67.1-3) 

The underlying verses are: 

Indra, this Soma has been purified for thee upon 
the sacrificial strew. 
Come—hurry—and drink of it. 
Sacigu, Sacipujana, this has been pressed for thy 

delight. 
Akhandala thou art summoned. 
Offspring of &rngavrs, descendent! 
—he has fixed his mind on thy kundapayya offering. 

’ (RV 8.17.11-13) 

In this stuti, the second pada of each verse is repeated, with variations, in the 
udgitha. The second pada is also repeated in RV 8.17.11-13; 8.64.10-12 
among the mantras of the twenty-first sastra, recited by the hota: 
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somsavo; RV 8.17.11 (3 x); 8.17.12-13 
somsavo; RV 8.64.10-12 
somsavo; RV 8.93.1-33 
somsavo; RV 10.48.1-10 
somsavo; RV 10.48.11 (3 x). 

The offering verse is RV 2.19.1. 

The second stuti of the second round (the 22nd Stuti) is based upon: 

I. prastava: a tu na indra ksumantam / 
udgitha: o tram grabham sam grbhaya citram grabham sam 

gr au ho yi bha ya / 
pratihara: ai ha yi mahohasti daksa ho yi / 
upadrava: au ho va ho ba na yi no / 
nidhana: ha yi // 

II. prastava: vitma hi tva tuvikurmim / 
udgitha: o videsnan tuvimaghantu videsnan tuva au ho yi ma 

gham / 
pratihara: ai ha yi tuvimatram a ho yi / 
upadrava: au ho va ho ba va bho / 
nidhana: hayiH 

III. prastava: nahi tva sura da yi vah / 
udgitha: o martaso ditsantan na martaso da au ho yitsantam / 
pratihara: ai ha yi bhiman na gam vara ho yi / 
upadrava: au ho va ha ba yanto / 
nidhana: hayiH 

(UG 6.2, based upon JA 67.4-6) 

The underlying verses are: 

Indra, with thy great right hand seize a wondrous 
handful of cattle for us. 

We know that thou art one of mighty enterprises, 
mighty gifts, 

mighty liberality and mighty portions through thy 
assistance. 

Like a fearsome bull, neither gods nor mortals 
can stop thee when thou wishest to give, o hero. 

(RV 8.81.1-3) 
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Following the stuti, the second pada of each verse is repeated in RV 8.81.1-3; 
4.32.1-3 among the mantras of the twenty-second sastra, recited by the 
maitravaruna: 
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Somsavo; RV 8.81.1 (3 x); 8.81.2-3 
Somsavo; RV 4.32.1-3 
Somsavo; RV 1.8.1-10 
Somsavo; RV 2.16.1-8 
Somsavo; RV 2.16.9 (3 x). 

The offering verse is RV 6.44.14. 
The third stuti of the second round (the 23rd stuti) is based upon: 

I. prastava: abhi tva vrsabha sute sutam srjo va / 
udgitha: o pitaya yi sutam srjami pltaya yi / 
pratihara: trmpa / 
upadrava: o ya au ho va / 
nidhana: snuhi madam // 

II. prastava: ma tva mura avisyavo mopahasvo va / 
udgitha: 0 a dabhan mopahasvana a dabhan / 
pratihara: ma kirn / 
upadrava: dm hma au ho va / 
nidhana: dvisam vanah // 

III. prastava: iha tva goparinasam mahe mando va / 
udgitha: 0 radhasa yi mahe mandantu radhasa yi / 
pratihara: sarah / 
upadrava: d ra au ho va / 
nidhana: yathapiba // 

(UG 6.3, based upon JA 67.7-9) 

The underlying verses are: 

Bull, I release the juice for thee to drink at this 
pressing. 

Enjoy, and reach exhilaration. 
Let not the fools nor the scornful deceive thee 
because they desire thy help. 
Love not the enemies of the priests. 
With their plentitude of milk, 
let (the drops) stimulate thee here for our solicitude. 
Drink a lakeful of it, like a buffalo. 

(RV 8.45.22-24) 
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The second pada of reach verse is repeated in RV 8.45.22-24; 8.69.4-6 among 
10 the mantras of the twenty-third sastra, recited by the brahmanacchamsin: 

somsavo; RV 8.45.22 (3 x); somsavom; RV 8.45.23-24 
somsavo; RV 8.69.4-6 
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somsavo; RV 3.41.1-9 
somsavo; RV 2.17.1-8; somsavo; RV 2.17.9 (3 x). 

The offering verse is RV 10.112.2. 
The fourth stuti of the second round (the 24th stuti) is based upon: 

I. prastava: idam vaso sutam andha e / 
udgitha: d ba supurnam udarau ho va / piba supurnam udarau 

ho va / 
pratihara: a nabhayin / 
upadrava: o rima, ta au ho ba / 
nidhana: ho yi la // 

II. prastava: nrbhir ddhautas suto a'sna e / 
udgitha: o vya varaih pariputa au ho va / 

avya varaih pariputa au ho va / 
pratihara: asvo na ni / 
upadrava: a nadisu au ho ba / 
nidhana: hoyila/l 

III. prastava: tan te yavayyatha gobhir e / 
udgitha: d dum akarma srimnta au ho va / 

svadum akarma Srimnta au ho va / 
pratihara: indr a tvasmin / 
upadrava: 0 dhama da au ho ba / 
nidhana: ho yi la // 

(UG 6.4, based upon JA 67.10-12) 

The underlying verses are: 

Good one, drink the noble and full juice of the plant. 
Fearlessly we bestow it upon thee. 
It has been cleansed by the priests, pressed by rocks, 
purified by the strainer, and washed in the rivers like 

a steed. 
Mixing it, like barley, with milk, we have sweetened 

it for thee. 
Indra, (we summon) thee to this comraderie. 

(RV 8.2.1-3) 
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The second pada of each verse is repeated in RV 8.2.1-3; 1.9.1-3 among the 
mantras of the twenty-fourth sastra, recited by the acchavaka: 

somsavo; RV 8.2.1 (3 x); somsavo; RV 8.2.2-3 
somsavo; RV 1.9.1-3; somsavo; 1.9.4-10 
somsavo; RV 5.34.1-8 
somsavo; RV 5.31.3 (3 x). 
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The offering verse is RV 10.112.6. 
It is shortly after midnight, and the third nocturnal round begins. Its 

first stuti (the 25th stuti) is based upon: 

I. prastava: idam hy anu ojasa / 
udgitha: 0 tarn radhanam patau ho va ha yi / piba tu vasya ga 

yirvanau ho va ha yi / 
pratihara: piba tu vau ho va ha yi / 
upadrava: 0 ga yirvana au ho va / 
nidhana: ghrtascutafi 11 

II. prastava: pra te asnotu kuksyoh / 
udgitha: ondra brahmana sa yirau ho va ha yi / pra bahu sura 

radhasau ho va ha yi / 
pratihara: pra bahu sau ho va ha yi / 
upadrava: o radhasa au ho va 
nidhana: ghrtascutalj. 11 

III. prastava: yas te anu svadhamasat / 
udgitha: 0 ta yi nl yaccha tanu vau ho va ha yi / sa tva ma- 

mattu soma yau ho va ha yi / 
pratihara: sa tva mamau ho va ha yi / 
upadrava: 0 somaya au ho va / 
nidhana: ghrtahcutah 11 

(UG 7.1, based upon JA 68.1-3) 

The underlying verses are: 

Lord of successes, this has been pressed for thee 
with might. 

Drink of it, thou lover of songs. 
Along with our prayer, let it reach your sides, 
your head, your arms, for our solicitude, hero. 
Stop by this pressing, which conforms to your 

independence. 
Let it exhilarate thee who art devoted to Soma. 

(RV 3.51.10,12,11) 

In this stuti, the third pada of each verse is repeated, with variations, in the 
pratihara and upadrava. The third pada is also repeated in RV 3.51.10-12; 
8.6.1-3 among the mantras of the twenty-fifth sastra, recited by the hota: 

somsavo; RV 3.51.10 (3 x); 3.51.12,11 
somsavo; RV 8.6.1-3; somsavo; 8.6.4-45 
somsavo; RV 2.21.1-5; somsavo; RV 2.21.6 (3 x). 
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The offering verse is RV 3.35.1. 
The second stuti of the third round (the 26th stuti) is based upon: 

I. prastava: a tu eta ni sidata / 
udgitha: ondram abhayi pra gayata sakhaya stomava au ho / 

vavahasah / 
pratihara: hay a yi sakhaya stomava au ho / 
upadrava: hmmahasoj 
nidhana: hayiH 

II. prastava: purutamam puriinam / 
udgitha: 0 sanam varyanama yindram some saca au ho / 

vavasuta yi / 
pratihara: haya indram some saca au ho / 
upadrava: hm ma su to / 
nidhana: hayi 11 

III. prastava: sa gha no yoga a bhuvat / 
udgitha: o ray a yi sa purandha yarn gamad vajebhir a au ho I 

vavasanah 
pratihara: haya yi gamad vajebhir a au ho I 
upadrava: hm ma sa no / 
nidhana: hayi// 

(UG 7.2, based upon JA 68.4-6) 

The underlying verses are: 

Come here and sit down. 
Sing forth to Indra, 
ye comrades who convey our praises. 
(Summon) Indra as the very first 
of the many (gods), 
that lord of boons, to this pressing. 
He will be present in this undertaking of ours, 
for wealth, for excellence. 
He shall come to us with booty. 

(RV 1.5.1-3) 
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The third pada is repeated in RV 1.5.1-3; 8.82.4-6 among the mantras of 
the twenty-sixth sastra, recited by the maitravaruna: plate 107 

somsavo; RV 1.5.1 (3 x); 1.5.2-3 
somsavo; RV 8.82.4-6 
somsavo; RV 1.5.4-10 
Somsavo; RV 10.49.1-10; somsavo; RV 10.49.11 (3 x). 

The offering verse is RV 2.15.1. 
The third stuti of the third round (the 27th stuti) is based upon: 
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Nocturnal Recital by Maitravaruna 

The maitravaruna recites a sastra during each of the three over¬ 
night rounds (ratriparyaya). Facing east he sits in front of his 
hearth (dhisnya). The hearths of the hota (which is bigger and has a 
clay dish on it), brahmanacchamsin, pota, nesta, and acchavaka 
are to his left. In front the yajamana, his fists still closed, has finally 
fallen asleep. To the right are three wooden Soma goblets, each 
placed within a small clay dish. 

Photo A. Parpola 

4 
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I. prastava: yogeyoge tava ha bu star am / 
udgltha: o jevaje havamaha e hu va au ho va / 
pratihara: sakhaya indram utaya e hu va au ho va / 
upadrava: o khaya ya hu va au ho ba / 
nidhana: dram utaye // 

II. prastava: a gha gamadyadi ha bu sravat / 
udgltha: 0 hasrinibhir uta yi bha e hu va au ho va / 
pratihara: vajebhir upa no havam hu va au ho va / 
upadrava: 0 jebhir a hu va au ho ba / 
nidhana: pa no havam // 

III. prastava: anu pratnasyau ha bu kasah / 
udgltha: o ve tuviprata yin naram hu va au ho va / 
pratihara: yan te purvam pita huva e hu va au ho va / 
upadrava: on te purvam hu va au ho ba / 
nidhana: pita have // 

(UG 7.3, based upon JA 68.7-9) 

The underlying verses are: 

As comrades we summon most mighty Indra 
for our help in every undertaking, 
in every contest. 
If he shall hear, 
he shall come with this thousandfold help to our call, 
he shall come with booty. 
Following ancient custom, 
I summon the warrior of great opposition, 
whom thy father summoned formerly. 

(RV 1.30.7-9) 
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The third pada is repeated in RV 1.30.7-9; 1.6.1-3 among the mantras of the 
twenty-seventh sastra, recited by the brahmanacchamsin: 

somsavo; RV 1.30.7 (3 x); 1.30.8-9 
Somsavo; RV 1.6.1-3; 
Somsavo; RV 1.6.4-10 
Somsavo; RV 1.102.1-10; 
Somsavo; RV 1.103.5 (3 x). 

The offering verse is RV 6.37.2. 
The fourth and last stuti of the third round (the 28th stuti) is based upon: 

I. prastava: indra sutesu somesu / 
udgltha: 0 turn punayisa ukthiyam vide varddhasya daksasya / 
pratihara: maham hayi sah / 
upadrava: 0 ham hi sah / 
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nidhana: dyila/l 
II. prastava: saprathame viyomanl / 

udgltha: o vanam sadane vrdhas suparas susravastamah / 
pratihara: samapsujit / 
upadrava: o mapsuja yit / 
nidhana: 0 yi la // 

III. prastava: tamu have vajasataya yi / 
udgltha: ondram bharaya susminam bhava nas sumne antamah / 
pratihara: sakha varddha yi / 
upadrava: 0 kha vrdha yi / 
nidhana: oyila// 

(UG 7.4 based upon JA 68.10-12) 

The underlying verses are: 

Indra purifies his praiseworthy intention 
among the pressed Soma offerings. 
He is known to be of mature capability because he 

is great. 
He became strong in the highest heaven, 
in the seat of the gods. 
He is successful, of very great fame, 
fully conquering in the waters. 
I summoned aggressive Indra to this battle, 
for the winning of the contest. 
Be thou nearest to us in favor, 
a comrade for our increase. 

(RV 8.13.1-3) 

In this 28th stuti, the last four syllables of each of the underlying verses 
(viz., mahan hi sah, “for he is great;” samapsujit, “conquering all the waters;” 
and sakha vrdhe, “for friend’s growth”) are first intoned in the pratihara 
and then repeated in the upadrava. The last four syllables of these three verses 
(RV 8.13.1-3) and also of the following three (RV 8.13.16-18) are repeated 
among the mantras of the twenty-eighth sastra, recited by the acchavaka: 

somsavo; RV 8.13.1 (3 x); 8.13.2-3 
somsavo; RV 8.13.16-18 
somsavo; RV 3.42.1-9 
somsavo; RV 10.96.1-12; 
somsavo; RV 10.96.13 (3 x). 

The offering verse is RV 10.104.3. 
Thus ends the third and last nocturnal round. Throughout these rounds, 

the sastra begins with the three verses upon which the stuti was based, and 
repeats the padas of its verses in these three and also in the next three verses 
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in the same way it was done in the stuti. As a result, the first padas are re¬ 
peated in the first nocturnal round, the second in the second, and the third 
in the third, with a special modification in the final sequence where the re¬ 
petition is confined to the last four syllables. Throughout the nocturnal 
rounds the principle that the Kausltaki Brahmana formulates is followed: 

As it is chanted, so it is recited. ?wr 
(KB 17.5.7) 

Eleventh Day: April 25, 1975 
episode 31 

The Chant and Recitation for the Asvins 
(A'svinastuti; Asvinasastra) 

It is about 2:30 a.m. on April 25. Preparations are made for the twenty- 
ninth and final Soma sequence. A pile of bricks is made west of the hearth of 
the hota, and covered with towels. It will serve as back support for the hota, 
who will recite the one thousand verse of the Recitation for the Asvins 
(1asvinasastra). But first comes the Chant for the Asvins (a’svinastuti as the 
Nambudiris call it, rather than sandhistotra, Twilight Chant). It consists of 
nine stotriyas from the Usani (Rahasya-gana): 

ohm / 
I. prastava: a yi na vd agnin namaso va / 

udgltha: or jo napatam a have priyan ceti$tam aratim su 
addhvaram / 

pratihara: visvasya dutam / 
upadrava: i la o marta mo va ha vu va / 
nidhana: as / 

II. prastava: viivo va / 
udgltha: 0 dutam amrtam sa ydjate arusa visvabhojasa / 
pratihara: sa dudravat su / 
upadrava: i la o huta o va ha vu va / 
nidhana: as // 

III. prastava: sa dova / 
udgltha: 0 vat svahutas subrahma yajnas susaml vasunam / 
pratihara: devam radho ja / 
upadrava: i la 0 nama 0 va ha vu va / 
nidhana: as // 

(RG 2.3 based upon JA 69.1-2, made into three) 

hm / 
IV. prastava: prati vd darsyayatd va / 

udgltha: 0 cchanti duhita divo po mahl vrnute caksusa tamah / 
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pratihara: jyotih krnoti / 
upadrava \ i lao nari o va ha vu va / 
nidhana: as // 

V. prastava: jyoto va / 
udgltha: a noti sunarl udusriyas srjate suriyas saca / 
pratihara: udyan naksatram / 
upadrava: i l.a orca yi va do va ha vu va / 
nidhana: as// 

VI. prastava: udyd va / 
udgltha: a ksatram arcivat taved uso vyusi sUriyasya ca / 
pratihara: sam bhaktena ga / 
upadrava: i la o mahi o va ha vu va / 
nidhana: as // 

(RG 2.4, based upon JA 69.3-4, made into three) 

hm / 
VII. prastava: a yi ma u van divistayd va / 

udgltha: o sra havante svina yam vamahvaya vase sacivasU / 
pratihara: visamvisam hi / 
upadrava: i l.a o cchatha a va ha vu va / 
nidhana: as // 

VIII. prastava: vi&a va / 
udgltha: o sam hi gacchatho yuvan citran dadathur bhojanan 

nara / 
pratihara: cddetham silnf / 
upadrava: i la o vate o va ha vu va / 
nidhana: as// 

IX. prastava: coda va / 
udgltha: o sunrtavatervag rathairi samanasa ni yacchatam / 
pratihara: pibatam somi / 
upadrava: i l.a o madhu a va ha vu va / 
nidhana: as // 

(RG 2.5, based upon JA 69.5-6, made into three) 

Though there are no repetitions, the stotriyas are marked by visfuti sticks as 
in Figure 51. 

The underlying verses are addressed to Agni, Dawn (usas) and the Asvin 
twins successively: 

Reverently I summon in this way 
the offspring of strength, 
our most understanding friend, 
the leader skilled in the ceremonies, 
the immortal messenger of everyone. 
He shall yoke his two ruddy foxes 
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Figure 51—Vistuti of the Chant for the Asvins 

which bring enjoyment to everyone, 
and he shall run hither 
now that he has been properly poured upon. 
This worship offering good prayers and rites 
belongs to the Yasu gods; 
divine solicitude belongs to the peoples (in return). 

(RV 7.16.1-2) 

(Dawn), the daughter of heaven has appeared now, 
shining as she draws near. 
The noble lady rolls up1 
the great darkness 
and produces the light in order for us to see. 
The sun frees the ruddy cows 
while it, the ray-filled star, rises on high. 
May we be united with our share 
as thou, o Dawn, and the sun 
come into shining. 

(RV 7.81.1-2) 

These matinal (rites) summon you two Asvins 
hither to the quest for (winning) this day. 
I myself have summoned you two for help, 
ye who are rich in abilities. 
Indeed ye come to every clan. 
Ye have given wondrous enjoyment, ye warriors. 
Inspire yourselves for the nobility. 
Direct in harmony your chariot near to us. 
Drink the honey mixed with Soma. 

(RV 7.74.1-2) 
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It is still long before sunrise and the hota continues immediately with the 
Recitation for the Asvins (asvinasastra). His recitation is fast, but clear and 
succinct. This is a tour de force not only because of the length of the recital 
(1,000 mantras), but also because of its complexity. There is one ahava at 
the beginning and one before the last verse. The structure of the stuti is fol¬ 
lowed in the six mantras that have just been translated, and that are their 
underlying verses. Since these occur wide apart, they will be marked with an 
asterisk in the following list. In RV 7.16.1-2, the two are made into three by 
repeating visvasya dutam amrtam and sa dudravat svahutah. In RV 7.81.1-2, 
j'yotis krnoti sunari and udyan naksatram arcivat are repeated; and in RV 
7.74.1-2, visamvisam hi gacchathah and codetham sunrtavate. 

On the whole, the Recitation for the Asvins follows the Morning Litany 
(prataranuvaka), which is recited by the hota at the beginning of the Pres¬ 
sing Day (see above pages 600-601). However, a specific number of mantras 
are omitted from each group of meters, and others are inserted, to arrive at 
the required number. Sankhayana Srauta Sutra (9.20) specifies the numbers, 
but not the mantras. In the following list, the position of the omitted mantras 
will be indicated by capitals; they will be listed subsequently: 

somsavo 

RV 6.15.13 (3 x) = 3 RV 7.9.1-6 = 6 
1.74.1-9 = 9 7.10.1-5 = 5 
1.1.1-9 = 9 7.11.1-5 = 5 
1.12.1-22 = 12 10.1.1-7 = 7 
1.27.1-10 = 10 10.2.1-7 = 7 
1.75.1-5 = 5 10.3.1-2 = 2(C) 
1.78.1-5 = 5 7.12.1-3 = 3 
3.11.1-9 = 9 7.16.1*,2*,3-12 13 
4.8.1-8 = 8 1.36.1-20 = 20 
4.9.1-8 = 8 1.44.1-12 = 12 
5.13.1-6 = 6 3.9.1-8 = 8 
5.14.1-6 = 6 8.103.1-4 = 4 
7.15.1-15 = 15 3.16.1-6 = 6 
8.43.1-33 = 33 3.10.1-9 = 9 
8.44.1-26 = 26 (A) 8.23.1-19 = 19(D) 
6.16.1-27 = 27 1.150.1-3 = 3 
2.5.1-8 = 8 1.140.1-7 = 7 
6.2.1-7 = 7(B) 1.144.1-7 = 7 
4.7.2-11 - 10 2.2.1-2 = 2(E) 
4.2.1-20 = 20 5.11.1-6 = 6 
4.3.1-16 = 16 5.6.1-10 = 10 
4.4.1-15 = 15 1.30.20-22 — 3 
7.7.1-7 - 7 4.52.1-7 = 7 
7.8.1-7 = 7 
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RV 7.77.1-6 = 6 RV 5.78.4 = 1 
7.78.1-5 = 5 6.49.5 = 1 
7.79.1-5 = 5 6.50.10 = 1 
7.80.1-3 = 3 6.62.1-7 = 7 
7.81.1 *,2*,3-6 = 7 6.62.10-11 = 2 
1.48.1-16 = 16 6.63.1-9 = 9 
1.92.13-15 = 3 7.67.1-10 = 10 
1.92.1-4 =■ 4 7.68.8-9 = 2 
5.79.1-10 = 10 7.69.1-8 = 8 
1.3.1-3 = 3 7.70.1-7 = 7 
1.22.1-4 = 4 7.71.1-6 = 6 
1.30.17-19 = 3 7.72.1-5 = 5 
1.46.1-15 = 15 10.106.1-11 = 11 
2.41.7-8 = 2 7.73.1-5 = 5 
8.5.1-361 = 36 7.74.1*,2*,3-6 = 7 
8.73.1-18 = 18 I.47.I-8 = 8 
8.85.1-9 = 9 8.26.1-5 = 5 
8.8.1-23 = 23 1.34.1-12 = 12 
5.73.1-10 = 10 1.112.1-25 = 25 
5.74.1-10 = 10 10.39.1-14 = 14 

5.76.1-5 = 5 10.40.1-14 = 14 

5.77.1-5 = 5 10.41.1-3 = 3 
1.116.1-25 = 25 5.75.1-9 = 9 
1.120.1-9 = 9 1.50.1-9 = 9 
1.117.1-25 = 25 1.115.1-6 = 6 
1.118.1-11 = 11 (F) 10.37.1-12 = 12 

1.180.1-10 = 10 7.32.26-27 = 2 

1.181.1-9 - 9 1.22.13-15 = 3 

1.183.1-6 = 6 $SS 9.20.26 = 1 

1.184.1-6 = 6(G) somsavo 
2.39.1-8 = 8 RV 2.23.15(3 X) = 3 
3.54.16 = 1 — 

3.58.1-9 = 9 
1000 

4.43.1-7 = 7 
4.44.1-7 = 7 
4.45.7 = 1 

784 

1 The reciter jumps from RV 8.5.20 to 8.5.30 (the beginning of both verses is the 
same)—presumably by mistake. 
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A few comments on the omitted mantras: 
(A) RV 8.44.27-30, 10.156.1-5, 10.187.1-5, fourteen gayatrimantras, 

prescribed for the Morning Litany (prataranuvaka) in SSS 6.4.1; 
omitted in accordance with SSS 9.20.8, which states that fourteen 
gayatri mantras have to be omitted. 

(B) RV 6.2.8-9, two anustubh mantras, prescribed in SSS 6.4.3, omitted in 
accordance with SSS 9.20.9. 

(C) RV 10.3.3-7, 10.4.1-7, 10.5.1-7, 10.6.1-7, 10.7.1-7, thirty-three tristubh 
mantras, prescribed in SSS 6.4.5, omitted in partial accordance with 
SSS 9.20.10, which states that 113 tristubh mantras should be omitted. 

(D) RV 8.23.20-30, eleven usnih mantras, prescribed in SSS 6.4.9, omitted 
in accordance with S&S 9.20.17. 

(E) RV 2.2.3-13, eleven jagatl mantras, prescribed in SSS 6.4.11, omitted in 
accordance with SSS 9.20.18. 

(F) RV 1.158.1-3, three tristubh mantras, prescribed in SSS 6.6.5, omitted 
in partial accordance with SSS 9.20.10. So far, 36 of the required number 
of 113 tristubh mantras have been omitted. 

(G) According to SSS 9.20.13, 103 “suparna” verses should be inserted 
after the (presumably: last) Agastya hymn, viz., 1.184. Caland says: 
“It is certain that some Valakhilya hymns are meant . . . but how the 
number of verses is to be explained escapes me.” The next sutra (9.20. 
14) states: “Of as many other verses addressed to the Asvins.” Since 
nothing is inserted here, but many other verses addressed to the Alvins 
are inserted later, these later verses may be the “suparna” verses. There 
are thirty-three, viz., RV 3.54.16, 4.45.7, 5.78.4, 6.62.1-7, 6.62.10-11, 
6.63.1-9, 7.67.1-10, 7.68.8-9. How the number of verses is to be ex¬ 
plained escapes me, too, unless we read trayastrimsat (“thirty-three”) 
for trttatam (“103”) in $SS 9.20.13. 

It might be asked why omitted mantras should be part of the description 
of the 1975 performance. This is not because the hota uses Sankhayana 
Srauta Sutra, though he belongs to the same tradition. However, only the 
omission and insertion of particular mantras can explain the extraordinary 
feat of memory that is here on display. The hota knows thoroughly the 
Rgveda Samhita, from beginning to end. Throughout the recitation, he 
never hesitates when he is within a hymn, or at the end of a hymn when he is 
about to recite the next hymn. But when he is about to recite another hymn, 
or other verses than the ones that traditionally follow, he pauses at his last 
breathing pause, i.e., in the middle of the last verse. At that time, obviously, 
he concentrates on what is to be done next. Once he remembers it, he con¬ 
tinues with the next part of the verse, and continues immediately, without 
taking breath, with the other hymn or verses that are prescribed. Since any 
priest who can officiate in the Atiratra can certainly officiate in the Agni- 
stoma, and since, in this particular case, the hota has already recited the Morn- 
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ing Litany (prataranuvaka) on the tenth day, his memory operates through 
at least two stages. The Recitation for the Asvins is similar to the Morning 
Litany. Since he has learnt how to recite the Morning Litany by deviating 
from the order of the Rgveda Samhita as it is handed down, he has learned 
to further deviate from the litany when he recites the Recitation for the 
Asvins. Sankhayana Srauta Sutra is composed precisely within this per¬ 
spective: its rules pertain to this process of memorization. 

In the meantime, dawn has come, the sun has appeared, birds have 
started twittering and the daily heat begins. Most people have also woken 
up, producing their habitual noises. Pots are broken, announcing the im¬ 
pending destruction of all ritual implements. 

After the recitation has been completed, cups are offered to the Asvins. 
The offering verse is RV 3.58.7. At the same time, the pratiprasthata offers 
a cake prepared by the agnidh on two potsherds to the Asvins. The final 
sequence is over before 6:30 A.M. on April 25. 

Twelfth Day: April 25, 1975 
episode 32 

The Tail of the Ritual (Yajnapuccha) 

The remaining rites are like in the Agnistoma with some Agnicayana 
peculiarities and insertions. The animal sacrifices continue with eleven 
after-offerings (anuyaja) by the adhvaryu and eleven accessory offerings 
(upayaja) by the pratiprastatha for each of the eleven animals represented 
by their packages of rice flour. The hota recites the samyuvaka benedictions 
while the adhvaryu casts away the prastara bundle and the enclosing sticks 
on the fire. The unneta priest pours the remaining one-third of the Soma 
liquid from the clay agrayana pot into the wooden dronakalasa vessel, pours 
parched barley into it, puts the dronakalasa on his head and makes two 
copious offerings to Indra Harivant, standing west of the fire with his legs 
crossed. Standing like that, with the pot on his head, he looks like the cataka 
bird (Malayalam: cattan: Cucculus melanoleucus). The yajamana makes an 
offering of parched barley by itself. This is followed by ancestral rites in the 
marjaliya, and numerous expiation rites (prayascitta), for errors committed 
and not committed, in the agnidhriya and on the main altar. The priests 
take a few drops of curds in the agnidhriya and come out muttering the 
words with which the priestly alliance of friendship (tanunaptra: above, 
page 358) is dissolved (sakhyavisarjanam). 

In the meantime the animal sacrifices approach their final stage. The 
offerings for the divine consorts (patnisamyaja) are made into the offering 
fire. The last oblations of the animal sacrifices are butter oblations made from 
darbha grass dipped in the dhruva ladle. They are accompanied by the for¬ 
mulas of completion (samistayajus): one occurs in the full- and new-moon 
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ceremonies (addressed to the wind: TS 1.1.13. 3u-v), three in the animal 
sacrifice (TS 1.4.44.3g-k), nine in the Agnistoma (adding TS 1.4.44.1a-2f), 
and nineteen in the Agnicayana by adding the following ten: 

a. What has flown sincerely, heartfelt, 
or gathered with intent or open eyes, 51 qi1 
follow it to the world of good acts URg RTf gf^RR 
where the firstborn seers of old dwell. 

b. Present there, I place the treasure 
that Agni Omniscient has conveyed. 
The ritual patron will follow, 
you will know him in the highest firmament! 

c. Know him in the highest firmament, 
gods there present, know his form; 
when he comes by the paths, divine ways, 
reveal to him the fruits of sacrifice! 

d. Move forward, go along together, 
Agni, make the paths, divine ways, 
be present in this highest abode, 
you All-gods, sit with the yajamana! 

e. With prastara bundle, enclosing stick, 
with ladle, altar, and sacred grass, 
with recitations, carry this ritual of ours 
to go to heaven among the gods! 

f. What is offered, what is handed over, 
what is given, the sacrificial fee, 
May Agni Common-to-All-Men, on our behalf, 
place it in heaven among the gods! 

g. That by which you carry a thousand, 
all our property, Agni, 
use it to carry our ritual 
to go to heaven among the gods! 

h. That by which our able priests, 
carry the fees, the ritual, Agni, 
use it to carry our ritual 
to go to heaven among the gods! 

i. That by which doers of good deeds, 
obtain the flow of honey, Agni, 

qq^fq: Rsmsn q 55^: ti 

qR % qqifir 

gPRTTRcTT •TSjqfh'fi Rf 

Ruhr qm sqtRfii 

qpr sqfgq, 
^qh fin? fqfirq 1 

qqmMjiq qfitm%qR- 

ftsRcf n 

r R qqqsmg fir sr qiqr- 

Vf qqf %qRT^ 1 

* ""y ‘V 
$qr qRRH# dtqq II 

5JRR<JT qRtqqf gqi qRT -7 qf^qf \ 

grqR q^F qf qf 

gq^qq TRtfq || 

qf|s qq. qu^if ^ 5 i 

gq|q^ qf qqqil 

qqi us? q^jfo qqfa ulqquR i 
W » • VI 
qqR q?r qr qf 
gqfqq q?qq u 

Srqffi Tfirqr gqq qsj q^cqfiqq; i 
w • _• vl 

qqq q=r qi qf 

gqfqq q?qq|| 

use it to carry our ritual 
to go to heaven among the gods! 

k. Where are the never-ending streams 
of honey and of melted butter, 
take us there, Agni Common-to-All-Men, 
in heaven among the gods! 

(TS 5.7.7. la-3k) 

qqi Rqfqfd srhu: i a c — 
vvy ♦ _♦ vi 
qqq q^ qr qf 

gqfq^ qurq || 

qq rrt uqqm uqrfqut q qi: i 

gqqq^ qf qqqil 
For the first time since the consecration, the yajamana and his wife 

bathe. This final bath, the avabhrtha, takes place in the pond of the 
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Ayyappan temple in Panjal. This temple is open to all Hindus, unlike the 
Visnu temple in Panjal, which was used for the final bath on former occasions, 
but which is for all practical purposes reserved for Nambudiris. The idea is 
that not only the yajamana and his wife have a bath, but all others, including 

plate 108 visitors. Prior to the bath there is a procession from the sacred enclosure to 
the temple bank, protected by guardsmen with swords and shields. The isti 

plate 109 ceremony is performed for Varuna in the water, which is treated on this 
occasion as though it were the offering fire. After an oblation shared with the 
Agnistoma, there is an Agnicayana oblation offered with: 

Homage to the waving ocean, 
to the master of the Indus streams! 
To the father of all streams, all-maker, 
make an immortal offering, 
lasting through all days! 

(TS 4.6.2.6r) 

q% R*i: 1 

f^ais?TS?Mkffa: 11 

All return to the Old Hall where a few other Agnicayana rites take place. 
The adhvaryu unyokes Agni (agni-vimoka; cf. above page 599) with a butter 
oblation accompanied by: 

Suck this mighty breast of waters, 
filled in the midst of flood, Agni. 
Ocean, enjoy the fountain of sweetness, 
enter your seat in the sea! 

(TS 5.5.10.6e) 

wit 

The yajamana addresses Agni: 

Fires of mud 
that have entered the earth, 
you are their highest, 
urge us to life! 
I have obtained you, Agni, with my mind, 
I have obtained you, Agni, with effort, 
I have obtained you, Agni, with consecration, 
I have obtained you, Agni, with days of observance, 
I have obtained you, Agni, by a day of pressing, 
I have obtained you, Agni, by sacrificial fee, 
I have obtained you, Agni, by the final bath, 
I have obtained you, Agni, by a barren cow, 
I have obtained you, Agni, by shouting svaga! 

(TS 5.5.7.4-5) 

RSJR: sfisRT: snSfsT: I 

uni utoetur: r <nr RRRft 11 

«iTT cRTsfr RRRT I 

«nn cRih urht 1 

«TR rush fisrat I 

ariT cRTSR 3qHT?b I 

3Tiq cRish rrrt 1 

«TTT tUSR cTPRinfvr: I 

aTT# rUshsRRRR I 
3TTR RTR RUUr ! 
STIR cRTSR RRTTTRT | 

The Concluding Offering (udayaniyesti) is performed; it corresponds to the 
Introductory Offering (prayaniyesti) on the fourth ritual day. A final animal, 
a she-goat, representing a barren cow, is sacrificed to Mitra and Varuna. 
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Itself represented by a package of rice flour, it is combined with an offering 
of sour milk (amiksa). This is followed by oblations to minor deities (de- 
vikahavimsi) that might have been neglected. In the Agnistoma this is done 
with clarified butter; in the Agnicayana, with rice. 

The yajamana consigns his three fires to the kindling woods: he takes 
them, and leaves the Old Hall. He stops on his way home. The adhvaryu 
makes fire, sets up the three fires, and performs the Departure Offering 
(udavasaniyesti). Yajamana and brahman sit south of the offering fire. The 
offering consists of an oblation of clarified butter and corresponds to En¬ 
tering the Old Hall (adhyavasanam) on the first day. Then torches are lit 
from all the fires, and the ritual enclosure is set on fire. The only things that 
will remain are the altars made from bricks. 

Once more, the yajamana consigns his fires to the kindling woods. He 
returns home, ready to perform the morning and evening fire rites for the rest 
of his life. 
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PLATE 108 

On the Way to the Final Bath 

Since the consecration ceremony on the first day, the yajamana 
and his wife have not left the ritual enclosure, bathed, or changed 
clothes. On the last day of the ritual, they leave the enclosure, 
together with the priests and ritual implements. They go to a tem¬ 
ple pond for the final bath (avabhrtha). They are surrounded by 
villagers who could not enter the ritual enclosure while the cere¬ 
monies were being performed. 
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The Final Bath (Avabhrtha) 



PLATE IIO 

Burning the Enclosure 

When the last ceremonies have beem completed, the ritual enclosure 
with all its contents is abandoned to Agni. 

■ ^ . sp 



PLATE III 

After the Fire 

After the ritual enclosure has burnt down, the only remainders of 
the ritual are the large altars made of bricks: the domestic altar and 
the bird-shaped offering altar. 
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APPENDIX 
Praisartham 

by Erkkara Raman Nambudiri 

Malayalam Text 
established by E.R.Sreekrishna Sarma 

(for English translation see pages 329-33) 

During the Atiratra, the praisartham generally stresses only features 
pertaining to Atiratra, since Agnistoma features were already included in 
the praisartham that accompanied the yajamana’s Agnistoma. In 1975, how¬ 
ever, as there was enough time, Erkkara included features pertaining to 
Agnistoma as well. 

As in the translation, capital letters indicate that the original is in San¬ 
skrit, not in Malayalam. 

athainam anusasati enna vidhikku takkavannam adhvaryu diksavacakan- 
nal ayirikkunna karmannale anusthiccu diksaniyestijanyam ayi diksakhyam 
ayiripporu apurvatte atmavinkal sambhavicc irikkunna bhavanotu tal- 
paripalanattinayikkontu diksitadharmannal ayirikkunna yamaniyamannale 
anusasikka ceytatu diksito ’si ennu tutanniyulla praisatte kkontu. 

avite nate dharmapraptikku nimittam ayirikkunna dlksitatvatte anuvadi- 
kkunnu diksito’si enna bhagatte kkontu. diksitan ayi ippol bhavan. anu- 
sthitannalaya karmannalekkontu samjatadiksan ayi bbhavikkunnu. snana- 
didiksitavedanantannal ayirikkunna karmannal anusthitannal ayatu: 

SNANAM CA PAVANAM CAIVA 
TATHACAMANAM EVA CA / 
MANTRAPROKSANAM ITY ETAIH 
KARTA SAMSKARYA ADITAH // 

enna vacanam untakayal. snanapavanacamanapunyahannal karmadiyinkal 
samanyena kartrsamskarannal. sraddhahvanakutyavedanaphalasamkal- 
padikal bahvangannal. ivite sagnikam ayirikkunna atiratramallo prarabdham 
ayatu. agnisabdam vahnivacakam ayirpponnu. laksanaya kratuvineyum 
sthalavisesatteyum collunnu. 

agnAv evagnisabdas tu 
rOdho lak§anayasya tu / 
KRATAU STHALAVISESE CA 
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PRAYOGO VIDUSAM MATAH // 
AGNER ADHARABHAVADI- 
SAMBANDHO LAKSANASRAYAH / 
ATAH STHALAVISESO ’TRA 
SYENADYAKRTIKO MATAH // 

enninnane. syenacitam cinvita ennu vidhiccirikkunna I cayanam vahni- 
samskaram atre. yad isjakabhir agnim cinoti enna vidhikku takkavannam 
istakakale kkontu agni cetavyam akkunnu. tasmat pancacitikas cetavyah 
ennu vacanam pancacitllcam ayittu agni cetavyam. evambhutam ayirikkunna 
i cayanam adhanam pole agnisamskaram atre. samkrtam ayirikkunna 
agnikku karmakanksayinkal athato ’gnim agnistomenanuyajati ennu 
tutanniyulla agnistomadikale vidhikka kontu nate citam ayirikkunna agniye 
atiratram kontu anuyajikkunnu. ennittu sagnicayanam ayirikkunna atira- 
tram akunnu. jyotostomadikal. jyotistomattinnu elallo samsthalcal ullu. 
AGNISTOMO ’tyagnistoma ukthyas sodasi vajapeyo ’tiratro ’ptoryama 
iti sapta somasamsthah ennu gautamiyavacanam untakayal. ivite atyagni- 
stomam agnistomattil kutum; vajapeyam sodasiyil kutum; aptoryamam 
atiratrattil kutum; ennittu nalu samsthakal ennu collukilumam. I elilum veccu 
natette samsthayallo agnistomam akunnatu. agnistomadikal sagnikannal 
ayittum niragnikannal ayittum anustheyannal. ya evam vidvan agnim ci- 
nute enninnane agnicayanatte vidhiccittu athato ’gnim agnistomenanu¬ 
yajati tam uicthyena tam sodasina tam atiratrena ennellam tutanniyulla 
vidhi yuntakayal. 

agnicidvratannal dlksa nispannayayirikkunpol ttanne pravarttikkunnava- 
yalla. kratvantattinkale pravarttikkunnu. innine bhagavan jaiminiyal uktam 
ayi. kratvante va prayogavacanabhavat enninnane. 

nate samantrayayittu ukhaye sambhariccu vayave niyutvate tuparam 
alabhate enna vidhikku takkavannam srngarahitam ayi vayudevatyam 
ayiripporu pasu alabdhavyam. yad vayavyah pasur bhavati tena vayor 
NAITI; YAT PRAJAPATYAH PURODASO BHAVATI TENA PRAJAPATER NAITI ennu 
vacanam untakayal pasu vayudevatyam ayittu lcaryam. pasupurodasam 
prajapatyam ayittu lcaryam. diksaniyesti trihavissayittu karyam. triny 
etani havImsi bhavanti enna vacanam untakayal. agnicayanattinnu munpil 
ukhyagniyute dharanam karyam. ukhayinkal agniye nidhanam ceytu sadu- 
dyamam ayittan dvadasodyamam ayittan irikkunna sikyattinkal ukhyagniye 
avasthanam ceytu a §ikyatte tantte lcanthattil bandhiccu samvatsaram uk¬ 
hyagniyute dharanam kartavyam. tasmat samvatsaram bharyah enna 
vidhi yuntakayal. tasmat triyaham bharyah; tasmat sadaham bharyah; 
tasmad dvadasaham bharyah enninnine tryahasadahadvadasahadhara- 
narupannal ayirikkunna vidhikalum until. 

ATHAITAM AGNIM TRYUPASATKAM fSADUPASATKAM DVADASOPASATKAM CINVITA 
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ennu tutanniya vidhikku takkavannam upasaddinannalil agni cetavyam 
akunnu. I yajnattinkal diksopasattukalkku divasasamkhyavikalpam unten- 
kilum tridinadlksam ayi sadupasatkam ayittu arabdham ayi. itu rantamatte 
yajnamakakontu madhyamdinasavanattinkal marutvatiyasastrattintte sesam 
brhatta istam akunnu. atiratrattinkal ratriye atikramicculla sauryasamsanam 
untakayal atiratrasamstham ayi. 

ivattil veccu agnavaisnaviyesti saksat diksapadikayakunnu ennu atiprasidd- 
ham alio, yada va agnavaisnavah purolaso nirupyate athaiva dIksita 
iti ha smaha enninnine. dlksayennal indriyasamyamam. ennal saksal sam- 
yamatteyalla ivite vidhippu. vagadindriyabhimaninikal ayirikkunna agn- 
yadidevatakalkku svabhavikapravrttiparityagatte cceytu sastrlyapravrtti- 
svabhavyapadakam ayi vihitanekakarmajanitam ayi atindriyam ayirppora- 
tisayam diksayakunnatu. itra neravum indriyabhimaninikal ayirikkunna 
devatakal visayanubhavam kontu malimasakal ayi sastriyapravrttivimukha- 
kal ayirunnuvatre. ippol anusthitannal ayirikkunna karmannalekkontu 
nirmalakal ayi vihitanusthanannalilum tadupayabhutavastvantarannalilum 
udyuktamar ayi vannu ennu diksito ‘si enna bhagattekkontu colliyatu. 
somo dIksaya dIksa somasya enna mantralingattekkontu somayagangamanu 
diksayennu varum, ennal atiratrasamstham ayirikkunna somayagattinna- 
yikkontu ippol diksitan ayi bhavan ennu dIksito ‘si enna bhagattekkontu 
colliyatu. Ivannam diksitattvatte anuvadiccu taddharmannale ccollunnu 
praisasesattekkontu. 

dik§itavadam vada. diksitavadatte vadikkenam. diksitavadam ennu sam- 
skrtayayirikkunna vakku. eka ha tv eva vyahrtir diksitavadah satyam 
eva. eka ennu avyabhicarini. kalade§anhalkku takkavannam vyabhicarikkate 
irikkunnatu. annine irikkunna samskrtavakkukale kkontu venam vyava- 
harikkan. samskrtapadannale kkontu vyavaharikkunpolum arthatah sat¬ 
yam ayirikkenam ennum collunnu; satyam eva vada ennatinekkontu. sat¬ 
yam tanne vadikkenam. 

DRSTAM SRUTAM SVANUMATAM 

SVANUBHUTAM YATHARTHATA / 
KATHANANI SATYAM ITY AHUH 

PARAPIDAVIVARJITAM // 

evambhutam ayiripponnu satyam. satyapratiyogi anrtam. atine vadikka- 
yum arutu. vadikkil prayascittam until. dIksitas ced anrtam vaded imam 
me varuna, tattvayami brahmana, tvam no agne, sa tvam no agne iti 
catasro varunIr japet enna vacanam untakayal. I vannam anrtavacanatte 
nisedhiccu nisedhaprasangathinkal nisedhantarannale ccollunnu sesatte- 
kkontu. ma smayistha ma kanduyatha mapavrthah. smayanam ennu 
cirikka. atine cceyyolla. na taksed diksitah enna vacanam untakayal. 
kanduyanam ennu corivuka. atine cceyyolla. na kandOyeta diksitah enna 

vacanam untakayal. apavaranam ennu avaranavarjanam. atu sirassihkal 
ttanum. na pura somasya icrayad apornvita enna vacanam untakayal 
somakrayattinnu munpu apagatosnlsan ayi bbhavikkolia. anantaram sma- 
yanakanduyanannal anigrhltendriyannu sambhavitannal ennittu tatsam- 
bhavanayinkal niyamavidhiye cceyyunnu sesattekkontu. yadi emayasa 
apigrhya smayasai. asahisnutaya smayanam ceyyenti vannal paranmar 
dantatte kanattavannam va potti cciriccukollenam. yadi kanduyasai krs- 
navisanaya kanduyasai. avvanname asahisnutaya kanduyanam ceyyenti 

vannal krsnavisanakontu kanduyanatte cceytu kollenam. yadi vacam 
VISRJED VAISNAVIM RCAM ANUDRAVATAT. DIKSITA VACAM YACCHA YAJAMANA 
vacam yaccha ennu tutahniyulla vagyamanavidhiyinkal vagvisargam cey- 
tupoyal vaisnaviyayirikkunna visno tvam no antamah ennulla rkkine japi- 

ccu kollenam. ma tvanyatra diksitavimitat sOryo ’bhyudagat ma- 
bhinimrukta. dlksitavimitattinkal ninnu anyatra sannayirikkunna bhavane 
abhilaksiccu suryan abhyudgamikkayum abhinimrocanatte ceykayum arutu. 
dlksitavimitam ennu svayatanatte ivite vivaksiccu. abhyudgamikkayennal 
udikkuka. abhinimrocanatte cceyyuka astamikkuka. suryanu niyojyatvam 
ceraykayal purusaparam ayittu yojippiccukollenam vakyatte. ennal uda- 
yastamanakalannalil svayatanattil ninnu pravasam ceyyolla ennu talparyam. 
YANl DEVATANAMANI YATHAKHYATAM TANY ACAKSVA. adevatanamaflhal 

uccarikkunnatil visesam ullatukontu devatanamahhalil visesam illennu 
collunnu adyam. yavacilava devatanamannal visnuh narayanah ennu tutanni 

yullava. avaaye yathakhyatamam vannam akhyanam ceyakye ventu. akhy- 
anam ceyka vadikkuka. atha yany adevatanamani yathakhyatam tany 
ACAKSANA uparistad vicaksanam dhehi. yavacilava adevatanamannal ullatu 
bhavadasah bhavatratah ityadi, avatte akhyanam ceytiyannunnavan avattinu 

mite vicaksanapadatte kkute uccarikkenam. bhavadasa vicaksana bhava- 
trata vicaksana ityadi. canasitavatim vicaksanavatim vacam vada pa- 
lavavakyannale uccarikkentivarikil nate canasita ennu colli parayentatellam 

parannu otuvil vicaksana ennum collu. krsnajinan ma vyavacchethsah. 
sangam ayirikkunna krsnajinattinkal ninnu verpetolla. avabhrtattolavum 

krsnajinathinkal ninnu verpetolla ennu talparyam. dandac ca. dandattinkal 
ninnum verpetolla. maitravarunaya dandam prayaccha enna praisam 
untakayal maitravarunanayikkontu dandatte kkotuppolavum dandattinkal 

ninnu verpetolla. casabdatte kkontu i praisattinkal anuktannal ayirikkunna 

yavacila yamaniyamannal unto somena diksito na dadyan na juhuyan 
na pacen na japet. adita eva vibhajet ennu tutanniyullavayum kute uk- 
tannal ayi. uktannal ayirikkunna yamaniyamannale paripaliccukollenam. 

sankalpicce yamaniyamannal untavu. 

SANKALPAMOLAH KAMO VAI 
YAJNAH SANKALPASAMBHAVAH / 

TATHANYE YAMADHARMAS CA 
SARVE SANKALPAJAH SMRTAH // 
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Appendix 

ennu vacanam untakayal. uktannal ayirikkunna yamaniyamakalapannale j BIBLIOGRAPHY AND ABBREVIATIONS 
paripalikkunnerattti avahitan ayittu vartticcukollenam. ennu adhvaryu 
dik§ito ’si enna praisattekkontu colliyatu. 

In the field of Vedic studies there are two excellent bibliographies: 
Renou (1931) and Dandekar (three volumes: 1946,1961,1973). The reader is 
referred to these for further particulars and for editions and translations of 
the texts listed under A. The reader who wishes to consult the Rgveda is 
referred to Geldner’s translation (1951) and to Renou (1955-1967). For the 
Taittiriya Samhita of the Black Yajurveda, Keith (1914) may be used. The 
Satapatha Brahmana of the White Yajurveda is readily accessible in the 
translation by Eggeling (1882-1900, reprinted 1963 and 1966). 

AA 
AB 
AG 
ApGS 
ApSS 
ApSulvaS 
AGS 
ASS 
AV 
BAU 
BGS 
BharSS 
BSS 
BSulvaS 
CU 
GG 
GobhGS 
HirGS 
HirSS 
JA 
JB 
JSS 
KapS 
KSS 
KSulvaS 
KB 
KhadGS 
KS 

A. TEXTS WITH THEIR ABBREVIATIONS 

Aitareya Aranyaka 
Aitareya Brahmana 
(Jaiminiya) Aranyageyagana 
Apastamba Grhya Sutra 
Apastamba Srauta Sutra 
Apastamba Sulva Sutra 
Asvalayana Grhya Sutra’s 
Asvalayana Srauta Sutra 
Atharvaveda Samhita 
Brhad Aranyaka Upanisad 
Baudhayana Grhya Sutra 
Bharadvaja Srauta Sutra 
Baudhayana Srauta Sutra 
Baudhayana Sulva Sutra 
Chandogya Upanisad 
(Jaiminiya) Gramageyagana 
Gobhila Grhya Sutra 
Hiranyakesi Grhya Sutra 
Hiranyalcesi Srauta Sutra 
Jaiminiya Arcika 
Jaiminiya Brahmana 
Jaiminiya Srauta Sutra 
Kapisthala Samhita 
Katyayana Srauta Sutra 
Katyayana Sulva Sutra 
Kausltaki Brahmana 
Khadira Grhya Sutra 
Kathaka Samhita 
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KU 
LSS 
ManSS 
MS 
MU 
ParGS 
PB 
RV 
SV 
SB 
SGS 
SSS 
TA 
TB 
TS 
TU 
VaikhSS 
VaitSS 
VarSS 
VS (K/M) 
VSS 

Kena Upanisad 
Latyayana Srauta Sutra 
Manava Srauta Sutra 
MaitrayanI Samhita 
Maitrayaniya Upanisad 
Paraskara Grhya Sutra 
Pancavimsa Brahmana 
Rgveda Samhita 
Samaveda Samhita 
Satapatha Brahmana 
Sankhayana Grhya Sutra 
Sankhayana Srauta Sutra 
Taittiriya Aranyaka 
Taittiriya Brahmana 
Taittiriya Samhita 
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